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1532 University Ave. 
July 15, 1937 

Mr. Hayden A. Carter 
Regional Wildlife Specialist 
Resettlement Administration 
Montgomery, Alabama 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

I'm sorry to be so late in reading the report (your letter of 
June 4). I had a bad spell with my eyes and had to reduce my reading. 

My comments will be disappointing to you because there are 
several essential aspects of the proposed plan which are not clear from 
the report. Does the present settler still own his land, or does he 
merely live on it as your lessee, or neither? It is clear that he is 
paid for labor, tut where doew he go after "graduation" from your social 
laboratory? Not being able to visualize the human set-up, it is hard to 
judge the practicability of the management operations and utilization 
plana. Of course, it would be hard anyhow. 

I can say quite explicitly that your estimates of possible game 
yields are conservative and your prices certainly not exaggerated. 1 ; 
imagine the sticking point is whether a market may be assumed to exist 
or be susceptible of development,for all species, times and places. That's 
& local question on which your judgment would govern in any event. 

If your labor set-up retains the element of forced labor (as has 
been the case here in RA projects), then I would say at once that any hope 
of an ultimately balanced budget is illusory. I assume your "management 
agency" would be free to manage. : 

You say nothing of whether the state wildlife agencies would 
play ball. I hope you have a happier relationship then we have. Isn't 
there a pretty strong prejudice against paid shooting, fishing, trapping? 

I am very skeptical of public harvesting of fur. I notice it 
mentioned as an alternative. 

It was refreshing to see that not all the miltiple-use adjustments 
are assumed to be easy. Some are mighty difficult. Admission of this 
inspires confidence. ; 

It is thinkable that your local corporations might keep fiscally 
afloat, but I think at some sacrifice of the "social laboratory" idea.
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Serious as that might be, I would think it a lesser evil than complete 
federaligation. (This is a blind statement, made without the basic picture 
previously referred to.) 

I see no mention of research service to answer the many practical 
questions of what to do which are bound to arise. This strikes me as one 
contribution which the local colleges might assume-~possibly with state or 
federal aid. 

I would go slow on claiming population increases as management 
until they've stood up for e while. I got tripped up on that. A year ago 
something wiped the quail and pheasants on all my areas. I think it was 
the cycle, and my previous "increases" may or may not have been management. 

Well, friend Carter, these are trivial contributions to what 
strikes me as a courageous ides, even though I am unable to say whether 
it is a workable one. 

My regards to Dr. Hartman. 

Shell we return the report? Until we hear from you I'm handing 
it back to Wehrwein. 

Youre sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Prof. Yehrwein Professor of Game Management



RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION 

Montgomery, Alabama 
June 4, 1937 

; IN REPLY REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Dr. William A. Hartman is forwarding to Dr. George Wehrwein a copy 
of a report entitled "Future Use and Administration of Land Use Ad- 
justment Projects in Region V". A copy of Dr. Hartman's letter to 
Dr. Wehrwein is enclosed herewith. 

You may recall during the recent Wildlife Conference at St. Louis 
that I outlined for you briefly the various problems with which we 
are dealing in our work. Your interest at that time prompts me to 
ask for your criticisms and suggestions on this report with parti- 
cular reference to the wildlife management phase. 

One serious drawback to this report lies in the fact that it con- 
teins none of the technical data upon which our philosophy and 
policies are based. I wish it were possible for you to see the con- 
ditions with which we are dealing and to understand at first hand the 
types of environment which we are improving for game purposes. We 
have, at this time, the beginnings of some valuable work. The re- 
sults of the first year of management, which are just now becoming 
evident, are exceedingly gratifying. As a matter of fact, the re- 

; sults to date, with the exception of deer on four projects and turkey 
on five, are as good as those anticipated in this report for the year 

1940. 

I em pleased to report that the first year of management on one pro- 
ject showed a quail increase of 100% (from a density of one bird per 
26.6 acres to one bird per 13 acres) and a dove increase (Fall mi- 

gration concentrations) of almost 500%. While this is the most 
accurate record that we have covering some 30,000 acres, other pro- 
ject results were directly comparable. In addition to the normal 
increase of small game, there was a strong influx of deer and turkey 
from adjoining unprotected areas. Continuous field reconnaissance 
shows encouraging evidence of another large increase this year 
barring, of course, the ever-possible unfavorable season. Nesting 
studies on quail and doves will pass the 600 mark this year. Work 
has been begun on the life history of the wild turkey in the Coastal 
Plain.
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A few figures covering special phases of the work may interest you. 

Up until February 1, 1937 (the date on which all the data of the 
report are based) a total of 2,140.75 acres had been plented in 
food strips, food patches, and coverts. A total of 39,265 pounds 
of seed had been collected for similar planting in the 1937 sea- 
son. These seed, incidentally, include 35 species of native game 
foods, most of which were not obtainable on the market. A part of 
the native seed have been planted in nurseries for future production. 
Over 60 miles of fences were built around inviolate game refuges. 
Stream improvement work had been completed on 106 miles of waterways, 

while 405 acres of fish rearing ponds, beside an equal area at our 
hatchery, had been constructed on eight of the other projects. 

Fish production for the two years will be close to three and one 
half million from the Welaka unit. ‘Two additional small hatcheries 
are under construction. In addition to these operations, numerous 
other jobs such as strip cultural treatment in blackjack oak ridges, 
erosion control, contour plantings, terracing, diversion ditches, 
impounding dems, strip plowing for the establishment of volunteer 
stands of native game food and timber stand improvement to foster 
coppice reproduction for deer browse, filled a large part of the 
program. 

; While we were in St. Louis, I outlined to you the scope of our geo- 
graphical problems, remarking upon the inclusion of transition zone 
conditions on the Cornelia, Georgia area and semi-tropical conditions 

on the Brooksville, Florida area. We are dealing with all types of 
game in the southeastern states over an area of 1,023,395 acres as 
well as every conceivable type of aquatic environment from large 
limnocrenes to newly impounded waters. It is the most fascinating 
and challenging work it has ever been my good fortune to undertake. 

Incidentally, the records of all this work will constitute a source 
of valuable wildlife management material. The records which we are 
keeping on plant succession following fires and plowing are beginning 
to yield a great deal of valuable information. Similar records are 
being kept on the maturation of impounded waters as evidenced by 
plankton productivity, as well as many other lines of investigation. 

Your criticisms and suggestions after reading this report will be 
very deeply appreciated. I am perfectly aware of the thin ice under- 
foot in making estimates of future yields of game and fish. I am 
sure that you will agree, however, that the figures given are con- 
servative, if not positively pessimistic. 

With highest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 
age Pea. 

HayGen A. Carter 
Regional Wildlife Specialist 

(1) Enclosure 
HAC-mvb
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: Montgomery, Alabama 

RG=6 on 

ome of tural Eeonomice ee oe ae 

Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Wehrvein: 

Enclosed herewith is what might be called a "brain storm" which 

cix pace. che eueiemure ie ropert antiled, "Buiure Use and 
which, as you lnow, is comprised of south Curclina, Alabama, 
Georgia, and Wlorida. 

I am extremely encicus to obtain your unbiased oriticiens end 
suggestions regarding the substance of thie report. We believe 

ee ee eee 
ee oe aoe te to the solution of land end roleted 

humen problems in Southeast. SS Se 
fioukt for us to avoid the conviction that is not only a 

South for a ee ste SSiaiouy teas esanctniaee 
Scuab 48 eh cual alncashe wattle endbens wy ouctiee ae 
the roots. op iets cieadh Ec, ce cee tae oe” 
of these ideas in the enclosed + We ave more than amxicus 
srienh tae tah ean tec ae aes ie acne 

in the with which we have to desl. I make this broad 
ie Gt os eae Te ee 
Se ee ere ee oe ee 

policies. ay taleets Gale eaten ealttcten aoe Ue aoe 
rather than the exception. we believe further thet the indivi- 
duels associated with such agencies are gradually becoming 
willing to have those policies changed. When I say 

E mem core exylicitly that they wil! not pronouee jboly 

in qelcel aap mae euuigpnetben qeltclen Gun Gansaaa” Saat Gas oe 
their practices in the past. ,
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Because of a comparatively dense rural population residing on 
ee ry ee ee er en etee es eae 

deal with the conservation of resources without predicating 
our practices on a solution of the human problems. The program 
therefore as we conceive it is one of human engineering. 

pF og: ag aes A ay nage Ew de pmo 2 By a 
associate, Aldo no ee eee 
Oras bal os Geen. hs otha toe come 
a wmiltiple land use developmemt. Our wild life ist, 
See Seeee, oak seas Seaeiiy te Ses homens seeeeeay oe 
oe Sones soae. fo Cnet. A sear 6 letter be 
transmitted to you. or te you is being trans- 
nitted with his letter to i I am sorry that we do not 
have sufficient extra copies of report to send each of 
You & COpys 

We eve particularly anxious to receive criticlame and suggestions 
pe ret ayant arly el gle wate sie foe Bl 
pro@essional forester but also as « professional wild 
Manager. I recall the many interesting contacts I had with 
Mr. Leopold when he was associated with the forest Products 
Laboratory, He is responsible for giving we my fires istre~- 
duction to the sportaman point of view with reference to game. 
He took me on several occasions to meetings in Madison, Wiseonsin, 
with the Isaac Waltonians. : 

With kind personal regards to you, Dr. Hibbard, and others of 
my former associates, I om, 

Sincerely yours, 

; William A. Hartman 
Assistant Regional Director 

Enelose One i waH:en 6/2/37



1532 University Avenue 
April 5, 1937 

My, A. M, Peargson 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Auburn, Alabama 

Dear Mr. Pearson: 

I am sending you our prospectus, which outlines briefly 
what we are trying to do now, and also a new University bulletin 
which outlines briefly the direction in which we would lile to go, 

This is about all I have to offer in reply to your 
question except the actual output of our group, which has been 
sent currently, in so fer as availeble, to ur, Peters, 

T can send you a mimeographed reading list for Course 
118 and I can loan you an outline of the lectures,of which I 
have a single copy. Should these be of any use to you, lct me 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professo? of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Auburn, Alabama 
March 29, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Kindly send me such information as you can 

furnish concerning the curriculum in Wildlife Mam ger nt 

at your institution. This information is desired for 

: use in preparing suggestions to be recommended for con- 
sideration at Alabama Polytechnic Institute. I am 
interested to learn of both graduete and undergraduate 
course work, and the staff devoted to the teaching of such 
coursese 

Very truly yours, 

Ae Me Pearson 
Associate Biologist 

AMP: LKS



July 13, 1936 

My, Harold 8, Poters 
Burem of Biological Survey 
Auburn, Alabama 

Dear Mr, Peters? 

What I said about the deer project was not 
intended to be derogatory, and I realize perfectly well 
that the two of us are wrking under different conditions, 
Certainly you can progressively develop this project 
through a mecession of masters theses and I wish you every 
guceess in doing so, Call on me whenever I can help, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
~ Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Auburn, Alabama 
July 8, 1936 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Depte of Agricultural Economics, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

pear Dre Leopold: 

In your letter of June 24, you wrote that it was hard 

for you to imagine a deer project as a master's thesis, so I 

thought you might be interested to know a little more about our 
set-up here in that connection. 

As one of our six projects in the Alabama Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Project, we have the ecological study of deer 
on the lands of a large lumber company in Western Alabama. This 
land has been carrying a very heavy population of deer for a num 
ber of years while it has been managed for timber production and 

we wish to determine just how this has been possible, with the 
idea of determining management suggestions for the rest of the 
state. Since all of our projects are to be conducted mainly 
through the work of graduate students working toward master's de- 

grees, we are necessarily limited to our personnel. Naturally it 

will not be possible for any one student to work out the complete 
problem in the two-year period for which each scholarship is grant- 
ed. We must necessarily assign a certain phase of the problem to 

each successive student so that after a number of years we will 
have a very well rounded-out problem. The Alabama Polytechnic In- 
stitute does not grant the doctor's degree so we are limited to 

work on master's theses. Naturally I should greatly prefer to 
have a well qualified student work on such a project for a number 

of years as a doctor's problem rather than have to depend upon a 

number of successive students working for master's degrees if this 

were possible. 

I appreciate your interest in our work and shall be glad 
to keep you in touch with our findings from time to time. 

Very truly yours, 

Harold S. Peters 

Associate Biologist 
HSP:LKS



June 12, 1936 

Mr. Harold S&S. Peters 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
duburn, Alabama 

Dear Mr. Peters: 

I have two apprentice students to whom I am not able to offer 
any adequate financial help for next year and who may be suitable for 
the scholarship which you have open, 

Orville S, Lee has his master's degree from Utah and has com= 
pleted his apprentice year, He is an exceptionally hard and thorough 
worker and is on the way to becoming an excellent field man, tut I 
am not yet convinced of his ability to handle very deep or theoretical 
scientific problems, I am convinced of his ability to handle any 
ordinary life history work. He is a poor writer but trying hard to 
learn, His intention is to return here next year, but his means are 
limited and you have more to offer him than I in the way of financial 
assistance. He is returning home for the summer and you may reach him 

at Sagamore Farm, Paradise, Utah, i 

: Hilbert R, Siegler has completed his master's degree in zoology 
here and his apprentice year at the Faville Grove demonstration area, 
Siegler is similar to Lee in his characteristics, but a much better 
writer. I want to put him in charge of the Faville Grove area next 

year, but as yet lack the funds to make him an offer as good as yours, 

Accordingly you may correspond with him if you wish, in care the 

Tillotson farm, Lake Mills, Wisconsin, i 

I have no men available for sumer work only. All of my graduate 

students are of course especially buay during the sumer, and I have 

no undergraduates whom I would consider worth the salary you offer. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold { 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Auburn, Alabama, 

June 18, 1936 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics, 

Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of June 12 concerning Orville 

S. Lee and Hilbert R. Siegler. Since both of these men already have their 

master's degree they will, of course, not be eligible for the wildlife 

scholarship we have available at this school. I had hoped you might have 

&@ good man available who could take over our deer project as 4 master's 

thesis. In case you think of any other possible students I should appreciate 

hesring from you. 

I appreciate the two repints which you sent to me and should 

be pleased to have your articles in the future. 

Sincerely yours, 

Shennan A 
Harold S. Peters, 

Associate Biologist 

lb 
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

August 6, 1930. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisc. 

My dear Aldo: 

Herewith is copies a repvort from Henry Davis for your 
information: 

"Reference yours June 30, enclosing copy of letter 
from Leopold to W. R. Becton, Bay Minette, Ala. I visited this area on 
my recent visit to Alabama, but was unable to contact Mr. Becton as 
he was off on a two weeks trip. However, I spent considerable time 
with his assistant, Mr. B. 0. O'Daniel, Bay Minette, and went over 
part of the area with him, Mr. Becton is managing approximately: 50,000 
acres of cutover pine lands for Mr. Ben May, of New York and Mobile, 
Mr. O'Daniel has charge of patrolling the area. 

“Mr. May, I understand, became immensely wealthy 
during the war, and since that time has dealt in large tracts of cut- 
over timber land. This tract contains some deer and turkey and 
considerable quail. Mr. May is interested in reforestation and is 
doing some work in this direction. At the same time he is anxious 
to preserve his game. Natives in this vicinity have, until the vast 
few yeats, had the run of the place insofar as shooting privileges . 
are concerned, and now that the area is posted there is considerable 
dissatisfaction and much poaching. Mr. O'Daniel stated that he is 
afraid to tighten down too heavily on poachers as he is afraid of the 
fire hazard involved. From what I can see and learn from Mr. O'Daniel, 
their vroblem is one of protection and of education among the natives. 
The place presents wonderful possibilities as a game preserve, if 
the natives can be reconciled to the loss of their hunting privileges. 

: The Tennessee Coal and Iron Co., of Birmingham, 
owns vast tracts of similar land in this section, but are un against 
the same problem." 

Most sincerely yours, 

W/s Lote en a DIRECTOR. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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' Bay Minette Ala. 

June 18, 1930. 
Mr. Waldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Wadygoa WW o@énatae ot" 
Dear Mr. Leopold: - 

Your name has been given me aS one who sponsers an 
increase in game on forest lands. 

I am representing an individual who owns approximately 
50,000 acres of Long-leaf pine land in Baldwin County Ala. 
This County borders the Gulf of Mexico, and is just across 
Mobile bay from Mobile a ot ie of some 60,000 people. The 
radius of the principal portion of the holdings lies 
within an hours drive of Mobile and over gee roads. We 
believe there is a good opportunity of establishing a 
hunting reserve on the greater part of bh is land. We are 
protecting this land from fires and have kept off all hunting 
fob two years. Two tracts are fenceé against hogs and goats. 
We have also trapped a number of predatory animals such as 
fox and hawks. 

It is my understanding that you have had representatives 
propagating game in parts of Georgia, principally quail. 
I would appreciate any information or instructions you can 
give me as to increasing our game. We already have a 
small bunch of turkeys and would like to increase them, as 

well as our other game. I would be glad to mail you a 

map of our holdings if you think it would be beneficial. 

Yours truly, 
Ww, ie Rector 

W. Re. Becton.



Stoddard 
Waller 

June 24,1930 

pane * 

Mishexa te 

Dear Yr, Beetoa: 

J Si much tntarootet tn year tngutry of June 26. the 
Hint of lan! aro ca yet ty to mova ompletely win! vat Th 90 
happens they mere nearly ow your region than 
for any other part ef the United States. 

This is traua of ‘the of the 
Georgia gual Tmvectientlon ty B2~ Steeler! In ight new on Oe 
py will shortly be av Pee Se I om atu 

heap naghene Soe ragga ood pe be notified ae soon 
ae Rook Is available. ib pert of Stoddandts fiatiage are avatle 
eble tn pmauphlet fora elreedy, and 7 am asking him to vent you these 

Ae te the methods of procedure mach Lese ¢om 
plete. 9 ee les te ae ee at re 

the most thing for te do ty to read 5 
the extort on tho Ounces uth Snvostiestin ca than Lf oes iile 
have a talk with Mr. ‘nm persone He te at present to be 
found at the offic0es of the U. %. Biclogtes] ot Tashingtoas 
Optoma tha at af he year te ts leaving tho Sislogton evar 
SL ee ee on Sen 

Georgia: I¢ you can he servicer ant eS ak. 
Se S Caer Sieh saree Sas 30 00 ge ts Oe Seeks tone pute 
He cam you all about shat to do for qual] end aleo ie as wall 
posted on turkeys as ony mon Y know of. 

Commissioner etete. 1 think he wil) back me up fore 
guias teoeuandelhemes 

There is Little that I can do for T made a 
gum envy of thathamige’ taht te tah te ceed ek af ade he
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Sat erates tense Sire irae 
however, soue value te you as general backround. 

Have considered the possibility of combining forestry 

open memarele Cf oe hone” 
CF tesitest cldice tethan tacen, tor tehereee 

if year lan’ ie graced this will have an teportent bearing 
OS ee aan te on ee oe oe eee eee, 

See SF ere ShaEee ete te ets ha tent cbt ns fe te tenis 
Burews of Anheal Iadustyy, dolieil1, Mississivp’. 

Would it not be @ good thing for you and other landowners 
oe saad See Soa atiea te saat aaa tes ote Seana 

j covtatstanes eeitaemns nth 20 be Meabsesta, hosensiiy oak Machigats 
are doing Oiilge 

Yours vory truly, 

ARO TOPOL 
Iu Chamge, Gane Survey 

Distated by Ux 
fare vost Pay Foe no



; SEND TO MR. ALDO LEOPOLD, 421 Chemistry Bldg.Univ.Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

we COPY yee 

Major L.W.T.Waller February 17, 1930. 
duPont Company 

Dear Sir: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 

February 11, and to thank you for your courtesy th placing me on 

the mailing list for the Game Conservation News. We are working > 

toward emphasiging conservation in our courses with our undergrad- 

uate and graduate students. 

I am sure that the Game Conservation News will be of 

material assistance to us, with the various suggestions. 

‘ Very truly yours, 

J.M.Robinson, 
Head, Devt. of Zoology-Entomology 
Alabama Polytechnic Institute 
Auburn, Alabama. 

My dear Leopold: 

This is for your information in the event 

that you survey Alabama. hi. WwW ae Wolter , Ls 

w/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR,--ASSISTANT DIREOTR 

ed 
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0-19.36 
A SUGGESTED ORGAN TL oA Pa OLN CiHek RD 

| | Illustrating An Effective Way Of | | 

Consolidating And Strengthening Local Wildlife Interests 

State and provincial federations re- 

Sports presenting all organized forces are es- 

men's sential to promote sound statewide and 

Grps provincial programs, and to support in- 

terstate, national and international 
projects. 
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A GENERAL FEDERATION OF WILDLIFE INTERESTS 

Representing all organized forces, governed by a suggested board com- 
posed of one director from each state, provincial and national organiza- 
tion, plans to be agreed upon at the North American Wildlife Conference, 
Feb. 3-7, Washington, D.C.; called by President Franklin D. Roosevelt.



6 ALABAMA GAME AND FISH NEWS 

Editorial 
Deeply In The Red winter ihe is one of ae times to be a friend to 

: . ‘ : song and insectivorous birds. 
‘The Roosevelt Conservation Committee which met The authorities tell us that it isn’t the cold of win- 

recently in Washington reported “a partial inventory ter that kills birds, but rather the lack of food. The ? + rec r , = r z ° . ay 
eae owe Dae Se oon normal body temperature of many birds is said to be 

2 : ae in the neighborhood of 110 degrees, a temperature at 
ote ne oes pi leant One su which no human being could live. This can drop as 

The cunteaittee then listed saute of the items on ae oe ne eae eed ey te Sas A ; bird dies. 
ie debit side of the national resources ledger, as fol- To keep up this body temperature, the bird must 

phe Oneihundredsmillion acresie® ocpinal wildlife eat and the colder it is the most it must eat. Don’t 

breeding grounds drained and water tables lowered, forget your feathered friends when the mercury 
greatly aggravating the effects of drought, dust drops and ice or snow covers the bushes and_ the 
storms, floods, and aiding in the general depletion ground. When it is cold they must depend upon us 
of sustaining environment for either man or beast for their food. 

Eighty-five percent of our lakes and streams nck Pe 
polluted by industrial and municipal waste, result- * 
ing in an annual cost to the public for pure water Season Change Promised 
supplies of approximately $1,000,000,000 and entail- pe ee 
ing inestimable loss in recreation facilities, health Dove shooters have the assurance of Commission- 
and food resources. me j er I. T. Quinn that something will be done to bring 

One hundred aug pe venivailitee mullions pee 2 the dove season a little more in harmony with the 
ieruelpPaeneaed Af RRC THCaE: Seer ee arrival of these migratory birds in Alabama before 

Eight wildlife species extinct; others within the the next hunting season rolls around. . . 
shadow of oblivion and all reduced far below the de- Protests have been loud and long in this State 
Be ea een omc ect of ihe oo unty ae over this season’s dove shooting dates which were 

e , once reat reservoirs Of sus- = 2 - =~ 

taining food and commercial fish resources, ap- prescribed by the U. S. Bureau of Biological Sur- 
proaching exhaustion by over-seining and lack of vey as Sept. (21-Jan. 5 aL all the counties of the State 
regulation. except Mobile, Baldwin and Washington. ‘These 

Great stretches of coastal waters of the Atlantic three were given a split season from Sept. 21 to 
and Pacific depleted almost to exhaustion of their Sept 30 and from Nov. 1 to Jan. 31 
former commercial and game fish resources. Ae b is ll cee 

Annual runs of sturgeon, salmon and_ shad, abama sportsmen generally concede that Sep- 
which once existed in seemingly inexhaustible num- tember is a bad month to shoot doves and are will- 
bers, gone entirely from many of our major water- ing to forego the early season shooting to get the 
wee or reduced to a shadow of their former num- privilege of hunting throughout January. 

‘Fur-bearing animals and fur resources, which Ei 
once supplied the world markets, now supply less Mrs. Moss’ Appointment 
than half of our needs. pa i ‘i ‘ 

Wild turkey, sage grouse, mountain sheep, bison, The citizens of this State, and of the entire Nation 
prairie chicken, migratory waterfowl, antelope, for that matter, are becoming increasingly conscious 
miogsc eegpou ene woodedck existing only through of the fact that if we are to have adequate waters to 

cae Beh ee ae Gbsour thle eraieee dae harbor a sufficient number of fish to meet the needs 

stably dependent on artificial propagtion and stock- of the future, we must start planning a constructive 
ing. program of soil and water conservation. 

ae adequate peueting public policy or official Many organized groups throughout the country 
Beer eee Poa ot no anon are already laying plans for stream improvement 

These, no doubt, are startling facts and figures, through the control of soil erosion and other factors 

but the best conservation statisticians in the land are ae tend rete the value of lakes and streams 
willing to stake their reputations on them. An apa- 8 none population of fish life. 
thetic public—the hunting and fishing public—is In this connection it is interesting to note that 
held responsible for this wanton waste and depletion, Women’s organizations, along with other groups, are 

The solution, the committee believes, will be an eae oD, Berets Recently Mrs. C, L. 
affiliation of all existing organizations and individu- O88 n ee am, was named National Chair- 
als, aroused to the plight of our wildlife, into a single ae a G pee amon on Waters and Waterways 
powerful, effective union to defend and promote its °f the General Federation of Women’s Clubs. 
reitares Mrs. Moss made an outstanding record as conser- 

This is one band-wagon the whole of sportsdom vation chairman for the Alabama Federation _ and wrelleatiocdsto ride. with her enthusiasm and leadership, the national 
committee she heads may be expected to accomplish 

. . . something beneficial. The State Conservation De- 
Feeding Winter Birds partment stands ready at all times to cooperate in 

: The announcement that Bird Day will be observed any movement looking to the betterment of our 
in Alabama on Feb. 21 should be a reminder that streams.
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Gold Fish Murder Mystery Solved 
f By WALTON NIMROD 

+ ie Prattville gold-ish-saur.( > Ci 
@{®) der mystery has been solved. THE CYCLE OF THE SHELL 
De ew The Sherlock Holmes in the “Fan” H alee 3 
@4\| case was Prof. J. M. Robin- Ae SE Anau ae Lee 
Stee son, head of the Department Ese SLOry) OF the cycle of the 
2$S) of Zoology and Entomology ae ee se oe ee 

at Alabama Polytechnic Institute. - Pea : y SUB an Ua enya ter 
Until a few weeks ago H. P. Bell | {8 Cffectively employed by Her- 

of Prattville, took great delight in ye osc bs a pierre as 
showing visitors his pond of 200 gold ate a oeae expert, to destroy fire- 
fish. Then suddenly the gold fish oe : Bere ,on Bob-White 
disappeared and in their stead was a een Stodderd salle mete 
aa resembling a salt clared Mr. Heyward, “that he 

Deeply perplexed he came to the COLE eos UN seus oy ee 
State Department of Game and Fish- ule) aL a a place i 
eries and it in turn forwarded the fills ter e th tere eae d 
funny looking little fish to the Bu- t s ee an ve ia a 
reau of Fisheries at Washington, but SLOPE Th rt eo 4 ee 
they arrived in such a decomposed oe th ox a ec ae ding. ‘ A 
state identification was impossible. ea Ba Pi ie a horse with 

On reading of the mystery, Prof. awed Be e shells and 
Robinson dispatched two of his i es over the farm, scattering 
sleuths to Prattville to obtain speci- em the ae ae The ants 
men. The professor saw through his Paces th Bree UP a get them 
microscope a strange little creature Oe: Teun ee Rae the 
about the size of a dime with a green- apne which suits their taste, 
ish hue. It seemed to be composed ee Hee to the queen ants. 
of a transparent jelly-like mass and y : ‘| each of ls eae 
propelled itself by expanding and entire colonies are wiped out. 

Pp contracting’ a.circle-of tiny: fees, EE 
achieving a parachute effect in the 
water. that as the medusae came down on 

Prof. Robinson promptly pronoun- top of the minnows, the minnows 
ced them a species of the Medusa would make a quick getaway,” Prof. 
form of fresh water jelly-fish. He Robinson said. 
called them animals instead of fish The mystery was solved but the 
and said they belonged to the Phy- origin of the murderous little preda- 

lum Coelenterata, family Petasidae, tors is still unexplained and Prof. 
and their scientific name is Craspe- Robinson, through northern plant 
dacusta Sowerbi Lank. distributors, is attempting to make a 

He was puzzled because they were further check and find the known 
supposed to be tropical in their dis- points of distribution in the United 
tribution. To determine their “kill- States. 
er instinct” he placed them in a jar SS 
with some day-old gold fish and the SCORES A BIRDIE 
latter immediately were swallowed in J. Furman Wilburn, while playing 
whole and lodged in the digestive a round of golf on the Monroeville 
sacs of the medusae. course recently, scored a “birdie” 

In another jar containing minnows with one shot. He drove from the 
and the medusae, an interesting bat- No. 5 tee and the ball carried about 
tle was going on. The medusae 85 yards before coming to an abrupt 
would maneuvre airplane fashion to stop. On reaching the spot, he found 
a position above the minnows, then the ball had struck a dove in flight, 
dive. “It was interesting to note killing the bird instantly.
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Experiments On Maytag Preserve Prove Sesbania Is Excellent Food For Bob-Whites 
Kennels of Bullock County Sportsman House Fine Hunting Dogs 

By REP. T. SIDNEY FRAZER 

Sio@|N 1922 the Southern Field [gigeeeeeeqeeeeg eee ae The writer was born and reared 
$sieq| Trial Club, which had been | 9 = = =f == |) in Union Springs, which is about two 3 
: iz holding its trials for almost |7@ = § miles from the Southern boundary < 

| 20 years at  Letohatchee, | ts—<“‘ sé of the Maytag lands, and as a boy, A 
Gey | Ala., found it necessary to De ee and even until these lands were em- _ 
72S] find new grounds.;:A.meet- |= 9 Bee ployed for field trial purposes, hunt- i fa ee 

ing of the Governing Board was held : ed over all the area in this preserve. v5 a 
in Montgomery in the Summer of that : on  . i It has been recognized in the com- an A { 
year, and a committee consisting of oe ee | munity that a certain tract of this ‘ Q 
Mr. John Tullis, Mr. Mark Brainard . / land, consisting of 2,800 acres which . . _ se 
and the writer, who at that time was : Ns y lie just East of the field trial grounds, Ys res 3 
the President of the Club, was ap- 2: 4 has been almost barren of quail for . ie 
pointed to select the new grounds. . ‘ AL ie a number of years and on this tract 

The committee selected the grounds p \ ARN oh sesbania was planted. Bon 
North of Union Springs, 95 per cent Sahl ee During the past hunting season ient character and has demonstrated 
as which othe ae ee what : . 3 es i writer pa ihe psaees and the unusual executive ability. He is a 
nown as the Hunting Preserve o ; “hd — pleasure of shooting exclusively on , : 

Mr. L. B. Maytag of Newton, Iowa. a Ye this particular tract with Mr. May- oe woes) ane es aes 
This brought to Union Springs for s } ey eo tag. The first brace of dogs was cut number of dogs which un eetiane 
these annual trials hundreds of very | ea <— bcos loose at 1:30 o’clock, and during the ably rank with ihe best in ne land 
high type Sportsmen from almost P- — £4 afternoon we found 17 bevies of ‘The favorite in the kennel probably 
every section of the United States, PSise wis ieee birds. They were the largest coveys jg “Jim” y 
all of whom agreed that it was the bale: + the writer has ever seen, and prob- — A ib oF other @ ; 
most desirable field trial and hunt- . eine ably more than half of them were Tate = of ae shooting dogs, 
ing preserve which had ever come un- found in the different batches of Which rank with the YELY. best in the 
der their observation. sesbania. On one other occasion the ae % tbo buice Te eae 

Immediately followin. the first writer, while shooting with Mr. May- Sane : A 

field trial held by the Seuthern Club, L. B. Maytag and his two sons tig ound Jue: ba many, bitds on Mech iets OUteteing, and ae, Hinge 
Mr. Hockwalt, a representative of About five years ago Mr. Maytag other parts of the preserve, and I feel Toe" O04 pop and it hae been we 
The American Field, said in his re- purchased almost the entire field trial that he has done much for the pres- Seen t i Gee a ai aa Dae 
port of the trials that in his opinion ground, and has added to it by pur- ervation of quail in this locality. be chanel in Gold ible th ould 
it was the best field trial ground in chasing several thousand acres of Since the purchase of these lands, prove most attractive Gtheg ewan 
America. It consists of a wide, open splendid territory. He has erected Mr. Cecil Shanks has had the care SO s in the Mayta: cenniel reeBule 
territory on which may be found an on his preserve a most attractive | and management of the preserve. Bena aie 
abundance of quail. home for himself and family, and Mr. Shanks is a young man of excel- ~ ee ns high 

such other buildings as are necessary | ; The writer having “Rendered unto 
i ee in connection with the operation of ‘ eee = Caesar the things that are Caesar's, 

a . Pe the preserve. : a feels that this article would be in- 
el ; ee Mr. Maytag is probably one of the : : ioe complete Without _mentioning the 

ie eS _ | most expert shots in America, but a real “Sportsman” of the Maytag fam- 
Sh, ig me P ‘4 “| above all he is a Conservationist, and : aoe > | ily, who is ungueshonanly. his charm- 

hit. oe ae * is greatly interested in increasing S bs 4 . | ing and delightful wife. : 

ik 2. AN the game supply. In this connection _ Wi - Mrs. Maytag is very rapidly de- 
a tie. he he has reached the definite conclu- a ‘ -. | veloping into a good shot. She uses 

— | Fe =| sion that the planting of sesbania, eS f - | a double barrel 28-gauge gun, and is 
oo Fe, eS which he sows in strips throughout 2 oe oe : | a Sportswoman of the highest ideals. 

. all of his lands, is the most practi- 5 ' s This interesting family, with two 
cal way of increasing the supply of : ’ 4 ae sturdy young sons and a most de- 

: quail. During the past Spring he “ lightful young daughter, are very 
imported from California about two 4 much appreciated in this community, 
tons of sesbania seed, all of which “Thoth OW ane ita niin tones cise and most cordial | welcome “always 

Jim has been planted. Buck awaits their coming in the Winter.
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Sam Crowned Bench Show Champion 
By H. T. EDWARDS 

Secretary, Alabama State Fox Hunters Association 

@A9| SLEEK-LOOKING liver and |i se 7 
o7-%0| white fox hound, a streak of |~ .— i ks a 
aN lightning on the trail of Sir | ey — 12’. eS 
ned Reynard but just plain “Sam” re y MS . me 
2h.) to the neighborhood kids, was : a * | 
ets declared the champion at the rT} De ea Sa, ; 

first annual bench show of the Ala- |joay 3\P #en. = ay ; ae 
bama State Fox Hunters Association |[3agq¥ 4 = 1) Ge Sse” 
held at Orrville July 4. Co 5 Wey awe 

Bearing the colors of George R. |= <= Ge “rg” MU 
McCurdy’s Lowndesboro kennels, Sam 2a NS 
garnered the lion’s share of blue rib-_—§§_ (OSS 
bons in the show which drew more Here is Sam posing with a group of his 
than 60 entries and attracted 750 admirers 
persons. He captured first place in f 
the all-age dog, best dog and best by Hurt, third, and Head Man and 
hound events and easily was the out- Jake, owned by Dr. Patton, fourth. 
standing hound in a classy field rep- Best two pair of hounds owned by 
resenting kennels in 10 Central and Same owner—Fly and Bess, and Head 
South Alabama counties. Man and Jake, owned by Dr. Patton, 

mie ehowe which was nrecsded: b first; Clipper and Lou Trigg, and Big 
5 “barbecue ? was er by § .. Bertha and King David, owned by the 

Wooldritige of Lexington, Ky. editor “ey, © "ecm Seemnd; Duke and Broad” 
¢ Th Ch a caster, and Mack and Nell, owned 

OE eee by Avery and James, third. 
Other winners were: Best dog in show—Sam. 

Derby dogs—Rap, owned by J. H. Best gyp in show—Nell. 
Steadman, Clayton, first; Mack, own- Best hound in show (champion) — 
ed by Avery and James, Brent, sec- Sam. 
ond; Paul, owned by Steadman, third, Twenty-nine all-age dogs, 14 all- 
and Duke, owned by Avery and age gyps, 11 derby dogs and seven 
James, fourth. derby gyps were entered, while nine 

Derby gyps—Sally, owned by E. pairs of hounds were entered in the 
E. Hale, Bay Minette, first; Nell, own- best pair contest and three pairs in 
ed by Avery and James, second; Fly, the best two pair event. 
owned by Ann Jordan Game Pre- The fox hunter’s horn blowing con- 
serve, third, and Lou, owned by the test was won by J. M. Watson of 
Rev. Carl Preer, Marion, fourth. Hayneville, district game warden. A 

Al-age dogs—Sam, first; Tom, Committee was named to prepare for 
owned by Theo Hurt, Marion, sec- the association’s Fall field trials. 

ond; John, owned by H. B. Stringer, SS SS 
Selma, third; Jake, owned by Dr. A. (CAUTIONS SHRIMP FISHERMEN 
W. Patton, Tuscaloosa, fourth. Capt. W. E. Akridge, chief oyster 

Allage gyps—Fly, owned by Dr. inspector at Mobile, cautions shrimp 
Patton, first; Shot, owned by Stead- fishermen that all boats sent out to 
man, second; Bess, owned by_ Dr. get shrimp for commercial purposes 
Patton, third, and Rose, owned by during the approaching season, 
Capt. Murph McMillan, Bay Minette, which opens August 1 and_ closes 

fourth. : May 31, 1934, must bear proper 
Best pair owned by one man—Fly State licenses. This applies to all 

and Bess, owned by Dr. Patton, waters in Alabama, Capt. Akridge 
first; Rap and Paul, owned by Stead- said, except North of the line from 
man, second; Tom and Jake, owned Dog river to Daphne.



' From Alabama Game & Fish News File: Turkey folder 
\ (Du Pont Conservation News, Text ( chapt. on ~ 

No. 79, April 1, 1931) 3 population 
measurement) 

— 

f Le (Lo Bors as 

"Wild turkeys have become more numerous in every. section. 
During the past summer reports reached the office frequently of instances 
where one or more of these large birds were seen from frequently traveled 
highways. In a portected area in Winston County 15 turkey nests were found 
within a radius of half a mile. From Monroe County, Hon. M. M. Fountain, 
Judge of Probate of that county, reports that in an area of approximately 100 
square miles he located fifty droves of wild turkeys, averaging eleven to 
the drove, which hadhatched off during the last nesting season. Another 

i observer saw 30 wild turkeys in his peanut field in one drove. These are 
| typical of numerous other reports." i 

y ut ' ; 
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How the Turkey Fared J pf 

By ALEXANDER NUNN 

aan INCE boyhood I have listened “Well, several years ago S—— did 
A to the stories of my elders of a lot of trapping and he got to put- 
sy) of the days when in our sec- ting out bait for turkeys. Every- 

% 5¢44| tion coons and minks were where the turkeys came to the bait 
res || plentiful, “Lord Gods” nest- he built him a blind. On his way to 

Lt ed down in the bottoms, im- the traps he carried his gun and he 
mense flocks of blackbirds and rob- killed them nearly all. Of course, 
ins darkened the sky, of the old grey hunters killed a sight of ’em. 
fox that denned for years in a patch “I ought not to worry though,” he 
of briars less than a half mile from went on. “I’ve gotten my share. I 

the house, of the wild turkeys that yess I’ve killed 75 in my lifetime. 
fed in the pea patch but three hun- [| remember the first turkey I ever 
dred yards from the house. And I killed. Two of the neighbors were 
have often wondered why the hunt-  paiting the turkeys out in Old Man 
ers of that day could not have left [W—W’s woods. Somehow they got 
a few individuals for us today to en- busy and couldn’t go to the blind reg- 

joy, or why all of some species should ylarly so they asked me if I would 
be completely or very nearly gone. look after it. Early one morning 

One cold, rainy, disagreeable after- found me hid in the blind, my horse 
noon in late November when a crack- tied in the edge of the thicket. 
ling wood fire felt doubly cheerful, I “Pretty soon I heard a_ terrible 
learned the inside story of the wild shaking of the leaves, and peeping 

turkey’s disappearance in some se¢- ut I saw a whole drove coming right 
tions. The old turkey hunter had ad- toward me. Well, I got to shaking 
mitted none were left for us to hunt. and shook until they got nearly to 

“What made them disappear from me. There were three ahead of the 
up in here?” I asked. others and as soon as they got to the 

bait I fired both barrels 
. . — at the same time. Two 

Ke RS eae } ry of them fell but the last 
i\f 7 af | roe i} one went flying thru the 
ae ae iB) ent F, thicket. I took the two I 

PT F UE ot Gees ae had killed and hurried 
“aa ay ; a a at en back to my horse. I was 

es Obs 4 dae ae the proudest fellow you 
Y “en aes * hfe ANY ee, = ever Saw.” 

hi Maia iat aah 2a ¥ ae He paused, in living 
ee TORS ao Ted 6 s@B =soover again the incident. 

oy a 4 8) “One summer,” he re- 
a ica aK ee 2 thee sumed, “I found a whole 
Fp ik ivi 4 ety J ab ne Ae {drove of young ones and 
Bene lt a PMs ose the old hen. Running into 
Reece (= aaa ey? them I would scatter the 
ee a as < Sri ee “, young ones everywhere 

7s cea iW | ms £3 Pe ai igi then hide and go ‘Peep, 
aes Fy } Pek \ Whe ea BOs peep, peep, peep.’ Here 
Me eas Ns hie ff | We. =the old hen would come 

Be ee rh i "4 gee a running but as soon as 
: ( ae a V ‘ a ia Pe eh a she saw me she was 
Sea er eres ee eee ee ee eones. A libble later .on 

THE ALABAMA WILD TURKEY I put a piece of poultry
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wire between two trees and put bait others and then shot her. She was 
near it. After the turkeys had got- the fattest turkey I ever saw. The 
ten used to that I put up another young ones took up with my tame 
piece on the opposite side and put drove and they all roosted in an old 
bait between the two. The turkeys pine down in the swamp. 
came to that too. Then I put up a “Later on, I took M—— down into 
back and top, added more bait, and the swamp and hid him right in a 
allowed them to get used to that. path to let him shoot his first tur- 
Last I put up a front and a trapdoor, key. I hid close by and began yelp- 
leaving a good big opening at the bot- ing. The whole drove came right 
tom. down the path. I kept thinking he 

“T put a long wire to the trapdoor would shoot but he never did. When 
and got ’way up on the hill and hid. the turkeys saw him they all flew 
I had it so arranged that a rotten back into the swamp. He could have 
string was all that held the door, and_ killed the whole drove nearly but I 
when I jerked, down came the door. guess he got too nervous. I told 
I caught two the first morning, a him though that I would try to get 
gobbler and a hen. You never saw them back again. I hid him in an- 
such flopping, jumping, and beating other place, and this time he got 
as those turkeys did. two. 

“T remember just after I married, “That fall I caught all the tame 
an old hen raised in the field right ones except two. Finally I killed all 
back of the Methodist church. I had the wild ones except one and it and 
a patch of peas down near the branch the two tame ones disappeared down 
and one day when I was going across the swamp and I never saw them 
the field I found the old hen and _ again. 
fourteen young ones in my peas. “The last turkey I killed was in 
When they saw me they flew back 1916. Twice he had gotten away from 
into the swamp. me but early one morning I got to 

“T hurried back to the house and_ the woods and hid before he left the 
got my gun. I slipped down through roost. I began yelping and heard 
the swamp, then worked up toward him fly down from the roost. He was 
the edge, and peeped out. There a fine fellow with his beard almost 
were the wild ones in the patch with dragging the ground. He never saw 
a tame drove of my own. I waited me as he came strutting through the 
‘until the wild hen got out from the thicket and I shot him dead.” 

Ducks At Disadvantage 
Today about 7 million Americans same type of water areas that sup- 

hunt some kind of game. Probably ported its ancestors, and it is just 
not more than 214 million of these as subject as they were to attacks by 
hunt waterfowl, but this is a larger disease and by natural enemies. Civ- 
army than we had in France at the ilization has done little for the wild 
close of the World War. This duck- ducks and geese except to add to their 
hunting army is increasing each difficulties. 
year. It is equipped with modern When you reflect on this, you can 
guns, and moves to and from the appreciate how difficult is the prob- 
shooting grounds by automobile, air- lem of preserving the ducks and 
plane, and motor boat. geese in sufficient numbers for all 

But the duck has none of the ad- gunners to take a few each season. 
vantages of this fast moving inven- And you will understand why game 
tive age. The modern duck cannot laws are necessary to limit the an- 
fly an inch an hour faster than its nual kill. 
ancestors flew thousands of years (From an address by W. C. Hen- 
ago. The modern duck must eat the derson, of the United States Bureau 
same sort of food and frequent the of Biological Survey.)
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Quail Conditions 
By 5. TL) Quinn 

UMEROUS requests are com- areas unfit for habitation, the birds 
N ing to the Department of Game _ will remain in the field to await the 

and Fisheries from all sections hunter at the opening of the season. 
of the State, asking for reports on Th id d laint 
this season’s quail crop. Along with 1 ete os, widespread. complain 
these requests comes also a mass of /@St year regarding the shortage of 
information as to the condition of birds. There was an actual shortage, 
the birds at this season of the year, Put from reports which reached this 
Reports from the staff of wardens in office from many sections of Alaba- 
the field, from farmers and sports- ™@ the latter part of the season, aft- 
men generally, would indicate that ¢! the winter rains had set in, it was 
we have just. passed a wonderfui clearly indicated that many COVEN 
hatching season on quail remained in wooded areas and in the 

. ; swamps until the February rains 
Climate and weather conditions drove them out into the fields. 

have much to do as limiting factors js : 
in both game and bird production. _In any suitable area where birds 

The nesting season in 1931 has been find adequate food supply, cover and 
quite favorable to a normal produc- Protection, under normal weather Homon Bob Whites and we shouldicc conditions during the nesting season 
pect a normal supply of birds when and during the Fall months the hunt- 

the season opens November 20th. © ee expect ee if th nts 
That is we may expect a normal sup- eee son he peoe aa ce sf 
ply of birds if weather conditions are ents f bi ag Seat e te Sak 
favorable when the season opens this CTP Of Dirds can be expected. 
Fall. I cannot predict at this time what 

If there is little or no rainfall dur- the situation will be when the season 
ing the months of October and No- Pens this year, because I do not 
vember the birds will leave the fields know what the weather conditions 
for swamps and thickets and heavily will be. If, as stated above, we have 
wooded areas, and few birds will be a normal rainfall during October and 

found in the fields at the beginning November, the hunter may reason- 

of the season. If there is sufficient ably expect to find a normal crop of 

rainfall, however, to make these birds next season.
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imals, or annoying them in any 
7. a bi s heart sae a rose as to a 

eh a re eae" Jos tent of the law.—The Sou a- 
ae i : J} bamian. 

eae rod ~ TWO-HEADED SNAKE 

fo ke ee A ten inch snake with two heads 
en = was brought to The Star office re- 
35 pound loggerhead turtle. cently by A. W. Daniels, district 

game warden. Mr. Daniels, said that 
BEAR REPORTED NEAR JACK- the snake had been found and killed 

SON by his son’s children at the Coosa 
river near Lock 2 near Ohatchee. 

Considerable interest was aroused ‘ A 5 
during the spring when tracks were The two heads were identical in 
noticed on the highway and Golf shape and, according to Mr. Daniels 

Links just north of Jackson indicat- the snake could use both heads at 
ing that some large animal had pass- Wil. 
ed that way. A shower which had fal- When he called at The Star, Mr. 
len the might before softened the Daniels had the freak reptile covered 
ground so that the tracks were dis- with a preservative mixture in a 
tinct and the animal left some of its bottle. The species of the snake was 
fur on the barbed wire where it went not known.—The Star. 
through the golf fence. The tracks 
were thought by most of those see- SS hs ae 
ing them to be those of a bear. SCOUTS OBSERVE NATURE 

During the week some colored A group of girl scouts from the 
berry pickers, women and children, camp near Montgomery recently ob- 

saw the bear in the woods near the served a wild life drama when they 
State Farm where they were pick- qiscovered a snake which had just 
ing berries, and reported that she taken a baby bird from the nest of a 
had three small cubs with her. summer tanager. The snake was in 
Credence is given the report from the tree and had the bird in its mouth 
the fact that the forks of the rivers while the parent birds hovered 

below Jackson are the natural hab- around. The indignant scouts dis- 
itat of some of the few bear remain- Jodged the marauder and killed it,— 
ing in the South, and the supposi- too late, however, to save the bird. 
tion is that this animal has wandered : E 
off her natural range in search of The scouts were on a bird hike un- 
food. Sportsmen of Jackson are tak- der the direction of Mr. Julian Rice. 

ing considerable interest in reports 
of the animal, and the public is warn- _ | fiieGeere FAG SaaS oe 
ed against molesting the bear or her ye eae ‘ Pats S 
cubs. The season is closed and a |e ai. enemea, Ge ieee 
heavy penalty will be imposed on nae UE ile: daa ys q 
anyone killing or trapping these ani- er & S ze Le = 
mals. a eae re i. 

ae. WS Ss 
Bear are harmless unless attacked, 5 ee | y 

and the people of Clarke County Ch Cee ae | ie 
should have enough pride in the fact BINS a Ae 2. 
that their county is the natural hab- FW 8 es cement 
itat of one of the few remaining spe- Beta GE re ree ee a 
cies of big game to see that anyone Nh a 
killing or trapping one of these an-



QUAIL PROPAGATION FARM IN ALABAMA F lp Oba 

We are advised by our representative in the Mississippi Valley that the State 

of Alabama through its able Game Commissioner, Mr. I, T. Quinn has just leased 

some 6,000 acres of land to be used as a quail propagation farm and game refuges. 
A large amount of suitable food will be planted on the areas surrounding the Game 

Farm and a system of vermin control, to include dogs, cats, rodents and other 

predatory animals and birds, will be installed, 

This is certainly a step in the right direction and should result in very 

much better quail hunting conditions throughout this section of Alabama,



File Abe. 
: From "The Survey", January 1929, Page 10. 

Coyotes Introduced into Alabama/-- The coulity agent of Barbour County, 

Ala., which is in the southeastern part of the State near the Georgia 
border, has requested the Bureau to assist in getting rid of coyotes, which 
are how infesting that section, According to the county agent, three years 
ago some local fox hunters ordered some gray foxes, for liberation in that 
region to replenish-the supply of hunting. Apparently the supposed gray 
foxes were coyote pups. About 20 of them were turned loose, and now have 
multiplied until they have become a serious menace to the farmers thereaboutg. 
Request has been made that heads of animals be sent to Washington in order 
that identification may be made as to species, Information has been furnished 
to assist locally in control operations.
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4 ALABAMA GAME AND FisH NEWS 

° 

National Forest Hunt Increases 
In Importance 

HE third annual deer hunt, held are granted only to those who are 
A in the National Forest during judged to be careful hunters. 

the week of November 16-21, Strict rules are imposed, including 
was a complete success from every the provisions that hunters must be 
standpoint. About 500 hunters par- not less than 250 yards apart, that 
ticipated and 21 bucks were killed. only shotguns may be used, that only 
Almost perfect weather prevailed well developed bucks may be taken, 
with a light rainfall which helped and that when a hunter kills a deer 
rather than hindered the hunt and he is barred from further participa- 
above all there were no accidents. tion in the hunt. 

Most hunters registered several At the time each permit is issued 
days ahead of time, and sun-up on the g list of safety suggestions are fur- 
opening day found most of them at nished and this is responsible at least 
stands. By nine o’clock according to in part for the fact that no accidents 
the Haleyville Journal, a good size occurred. 

buck had been brought into Haley- In order that the forest will always 
ville and was proudly carried on to he well stocked, the department of Birmingham by the jubilant hunter. Game and Fisheries has established 

The Haleyville Hunters and Fish- jn the midst of the forest a 16,000 
ers Club added to the enjoyment of a acre preserve, within which there is 
large number, by keeping a cook and never to be any hunting. It is an in- 
food at their camp in the forest at violate sanctuary and all protection 
all times for members and their possible is given every useful form 
guests. The organization celebrated of wild life found therein. 

with a banquet on Thursday night, Those who killed deer this year bringing together many of the most are: Robert Lane, Birmingham; 
prominent hunters of the state. James Guttery, Double Springs; Re 

The hunt in the Alabama National Ww. Fulton, Florence; James M. 
Forest is each year becoming a more Weeks, Beaverton; W. C. Lumpkins, 
representative State hunt, and an- Tanner; William E. Raines, Jasper; 
nually attracts greater attention. In- Cranford Berry, Double Springs; 
deed the prophecy that it would be- Charlie Carmackel, Tuscumbia; Wal- 
come one of the outstanding sporting ter Riddle, Houston; U. T. Propst, 
events of the State is rapidly being Kennedy; C. E. Dorsett, Tarrant 
fulfilled. City: Paul Collier, Decatur; Will 

The forest covers over 100.000 Blankinship, Double Springs; C. S. 
| acres. The department stocked it Kimbrell, Jasper; F. B. Martin. Fort 

with 105 native deer in 1926, and by Payne; D. M. Long, Mount Hope; 
1929, this number had increased to Charlie Releford, Mount Hope; O. 
such an extent that a one day hunt H. Letson, Moulton; Love Lolar, Jas- 
was allowed. Last year there were per; Oscar White, Moulton; Andy 
two hunts of one day each and this Davis, Double Springs. 
year there was a week of hunting. res 

The hunt is open to the public but F 
is carefully supervised. Every hunter SQUIRREL FIGHTS CAT 
is required to have a state or a non- Dr. T. H. Haralson, of Cusseta, 
resident license, and in addition must states that one of the squirrels in the 
secure a permit from H. J. McDowell, grove which surrounds his home, has 
federal forest ranger in charge of the more than once engaged in a fight 
Alabama National Forest. Permits with his house cat.
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Lo. 9g From Alabama Game and Fish News, we quote: yw? 

: out” " 
QUADRENNIAL WILD LIFE REVIEW ~ 

"WILD life in the state has increased during the past quad- 

rennium, though it had a serious backset in the flood of 1929, 

which destroyed birds, animals and fishes. 

Deer and turkeys furnish a basis for a definite comparison 

as to actual increase in area inhabited. At the beginning of the 

quadrennium there were deer in 37 counties of the state; today 

there are deer in 40 counties. In 1926 there were wild turkeys in 

63 counties; today there are turkeys in 65 counties. 

The most notable increase, however, is not in the area in 

which various species appear, but in the number of birds and ani- 

@ mals in any given area. For instance, there were less than 150 

deer in the National Forest in 1926, whereas today there are at 

least 750, with the number more nearly approaching 1,000. 

Wild turkeys have become more numerous in every section. ; x 

During the past summer reports reached the office frequently of 

instances where one or more of these large birds were seen from - a 

frequently traveled highways. In a protected area in Winston l| og ae 

County 15 turkey nests were found within a radius of half a mile. Wn" 

From Monroe County, Hon. M. M. Fountain, Judge of Probate of that a fe 

county, reports that in an area of approximately 100 square miles gorda 

he located fifty droves of wild turkeys, averaging eleven to the \ qt 
drove, which had hatched off during the last nesting season. An-— 4 s a 

other observer saw 30 wild turkeys in his peanut field in one awh 2 
drove. These are typical of numerous other reports. Cs Fae ) 

The remarkable increase of both turkeys and deer is attrib— pa wool 

uted in large part to the complete protection at all times of the eee 

female of these species. Fi 
Alabama has always been known as a Bob White state, but in ue 

order to increase our brood stock, the department purchased al a hack fu 

birds in 1927 and 13,252 in 1928. These birds were released in Yrolen 

every county of the state on areas which had been carefully in- | 

spected and on which the owners had promised complete protection \ 
for two years. Also three game farms were established for the \ 

@ propagation of Bob Whites under natural conditions. These were | 

stocked with eastern Bob Whites, specially secured, and the over- | 

flow has been permitted to add to the number of Bob Whites in the / 

surrounding territory. Thus they serve as permanent reservoirs. 

With these increases in the quail brood stock, the state now 

boasts a large number of this finest of all game birds. 
The quadrennium closes with the best duck crop the state has 

had in recent years. In 1927 the department secured the services 

of an expert from Wisconsin in making a survey of the duck foods 

found in this state. The department then purchased and planted ad- 

ditional duck feed in accordance with the findings of this expert. 

& As these plantings have grown and spread, a larger number of ducks 

have come to our state.
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This year, despite the fact that there is only a fifty per 

cent crop throughout the entire nation, the number of ducks in 

Alabama is larger than last year. One report has even come in of 

geese being so numerous as to seriously injure growing crops. S 

Another bird which is increasing in numbers in the state is 

the woodcock. This splendid game bird has been so scarce in 

Alabama in past years as to be little considered. However, its 

numbers are now increasing and it is hoped that soon a hunter may 

go afield with a reasonable expectation of getting a bag of them. 

Beaver are holding their own, and it is believed that the’ 

next quadrennium will show a substantial increase, as much inter- 

est has been aroused in regard to this species. 
Experiments with pheasants have been unsuccessful and have 

convinced the department that this bird is not suitable for intro- 
duction in Alabama. This is in accordance with findings of Federal 

scientists. @ 
Game conditions in Alabama have shown a general improvement 

during the quadrennium, despite a notable increase in the number 

of hunters in the fields. The state has supplied a larger number 

of persons with food and recreation ard has a larger stock at the 

end of the period than at the beginning. The state is in better 
condition today from the standpoint of wild life resources than it 

has been in many years." 

"MONTANA'S SPORTSMAN'S LICENSE" 

"As the result of action of the legislature Montana this 
year will offer to honest conservationists of the State a new form 

of license unique in the United States. It will be known as The 

Sportsman's License, and will be sold at $5. ‘With it goes a wind— 

shield stock or other adornment showing that the resident holder 
of the license has contributed an amount in addition to $3 to aid 

in maintaining the constructive campaign for the preservation of 

wild life. 
The holder of the sportsman's license receives no more privi- ® 

leges than the holder of the $2 and $1 license except the knowledge 
that he has demonstrated his sportsmanship in dollars and in coop— 

eration." — Montana Wild Life. 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN PENNSYLVANIA 

"During the month of February the largest number of educa- oe 
tional programs in the history of the Commission were conducted. 

51 different towns were visited reaching 156,555 persons, over ten 

thousand of which were high school students." - Pennsylvania Game 

News.



From the Clip Sheet of the American Game Protective Association we quote: {\ 

(lo ALABAMA GAME COMMISSION COOPERATES q Re 
IN EDUCATION C8 , 

"A co-operative arrangement has recently been effected between Hon. 

I. T. Quinn, Alabama's well known and resourceful game conmissioner, and the 

National Association of Audobon Societies, whereby an agent will be placed 

in the field who will devote his time to lecturing in the schools of the 

state on birds and their rrotection. H. G. McGowan, who has been selected 

for this work was at different times connected with the game conmissions 

of Florida and Georgia. Mr. McGowan will be equipped with stereopticon and 

colored slides of birds and will travel widely over the state. 

This type of educational work among the school children has proven 

very effective in stimulating an appreciation of bird-life and in arousing 

an interest in the necessity for the frrotection of all useful birds. 

Tne Audubon association for some time has been co-operating in simi- 

lar manner with the game commissions of Indiana and Maryland where very 

gratifying results have been achieved.”



North American Fauna No. 46, U. 8. Dept. Agr., Biological Survey. Pate |. 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATIONISTS, INC. 
NEW YORK OFFICE: 125 B St, SE. 
475 Fifth Avenue, WASHINGTON, D.C. REPLY:- 
Murray Hill 3 - 1093. (Opp. Library of Congress) 

Atlantic 2656. 

475 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N. Y., 
O thd 

Dear Mr. Leopold; ctober 7th, 1948 

The purpose of this letter is to appeal for your aid in sav- 
ing the wild life resources of Alaska. The urgent need for prompt 
drastic action on the part of all conservation-minded people and org- 
anized groups is ably stated in the enclosed "Alaska Speaks" by Earl 
N. Ohmer, Chairman of the Alaska Game Commission. Please read it care- 
fully. Also the N.Y. Times Editorial and news. item, which tells of the 
movement in 1932 to save the big Brown and Grizzly bears of South- 
Eastern Alaska. 

Also enclosed is the bill to establish Admiral :y Island Alaska 
National Park. We are writing all congressional candidates to ask if 
they will actively support the passage of such a bill in the next ses- 
sion of. Congress and sending copies of their replies to organized con- 
servation groups in their respective districts. If sufficient organ- 
ized support is aroused, the Congress would also appropriate sufficient 
funds to effectively enforce Alaska Game Regulations. 

Will you please write your Congressional candidates and ask 
if they will actively support such. bill and also increased appropria- 
tions and send us a.copy of any replies received. Also a resolution 
by your..organization showing its. support.and sent .to such can. «tes 

would be most effective. 

We would be grateful for. any suggestions to make our camp- 

aign more effective. 

Sincerely yours, 
poo A 

thw. FN, ~ WA. ‘ 4 LL gk 

John M. Holzworth, 
President. 

P.S. As our limited funds are used solely for stenographic, printing 
and postage use with no salaried officers. and.as we are anxious to 
make the widest possible appeal we hope you will overlook our use of 
a multigraph letter form and give it the same consideration as if 
individually typed. be tas a eae ee ae ae 

The purpose of the National Association of Wildlife Conservationists, Inc., is to cooperate with other National, State 

and Local Conservation and Svortsmen’s Organizations in movements for the conservation of wildlife resources, forests 

and streams, and the establishment of National Parks and wildife sanctuaries. 

Application is hereby made for membership: 

Regular membership, annual dues $5.00; Sustaining membership, annual dues $25.00; Life membership, $100.00; 

Indicate membership by Check Mark. 

BAe eee a ee ete a eee ADDRESS) 2 4b) RE ee A ae ae



(Last Bill Introduced by Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas) 2s : 3. 

ss 1 Sec. 2. Nothing contained in this Act shall affectany 1 Sec. 6. The said park is hereby established as « 

80th Tees S, 2944 2 valid existing claim, location, or entry under the land 2 game refuge, and no person shall kill any game in 
ession. 

3 laws of the United States whether for homesteading, 3 said park except under an order from the Secretary 

4 mineral, right-of-way, or any other purpose whatso- 4 of the Interior for the protection of persons or to pro- 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 5 ever, or cffect the rights of any such claimant, locator, 5 tect. or prevent the extermination of other animals 

August 7 (legislative day, August 5,) 1948. 6 or entryman to the full use and enjoyment of his land 6 or birds: Provided, That prospectors cnd miners 

Mr. Capper introduced the following bill; which was read 7 Sec. 3..Whenever consistent with the primary pur- 7 engaged in prospecting or mining in said park may 
twice and referred to the Committee on Interior and 

Insular Affairs. 8 poses of the park, the Act of February 15, 1901, relat- 8 take and kill therein so much game or birds as may 

9 ing to the lication of rights-of-way in certain national 9 be needed for their actual necessities when short of 

10 parks and national forests for irrigction and other 19 food; but in no case shall animals or birds be killed 

A BILL 11 purposes, shall be applicable to the lands included P . 
a an : 1l in said park for sale or removal therefrom. 

f a Pld ‘ US eons within the park. 
To establish Admiralty islcnd National Park in the si : } 12 Sec. 7. The Secretary of the Intenior may, in his 

13 Sec. 4. Nothing in this Act shall in any way modify 
Territory of Alaska. ‘ a 

14 or affect the mineral land laws now cpplicable to the 13 discretion, execute leases to parcels of land not ex- 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repres- 15 lands in said park. 14 ceeding twenty acres in extent for periods not to ex- 

2 eniaiives of the United States of America in Congress 16 Sec. 5. The said park shall ke under the executive 15 ceed twenty years whenever such land is necessary 

3 Assembled, 17 control of the Secretcry of the Interior, and it shall be 16 for the erection of establishments for the accommoda- 

4 That the tract of land in the Territory of Alaska 18 the duty of the Secretary, as soon as practicable, to 7 tion of visitors; Rice gecataa chicane necessary eva 

5 known as Admirclty Island, as shown on the Topo- 19 make and publish such rules and regulations not con- Teveten enn coccee ica dete deers wide ion (acces in 

6 graphical Map of Admiralty Island Prepared in the 20 sistent with the laws of the United States as the Sec- 
: 19 modation of visitors; and may likewise arrange for the 

7 Geological Survey as surveyed in 1934 to 1938, is 21 retary may deen. necessary or proper for the care, 

8 hereby reserved and withdrawn trom settlement, oc- 22 protection, management, and improvement of th» 20 removal of such mature or dead or down timber as he 

9 cupancy, or disposal under the laws of the United 23 same, the scid regulations being primarily aimed at 21 may deem necessary and advisable for the protection 

10 States, and said tract is dedicated and set apart as a 24 the freest use of the said park for recreation purposes 22 and improvement of the park. 

1l public park for the benefit and enjoyment of the 25 by the public and for the preservation of animals, 23 Sec. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated 

12 people under the name of Admiralty Island National 26 birds, fish, and for the preservction of the naturci 24 such sums, not to exceed $20,000 a year, as may be 

13 Park. 27 curiosities and scenic beauties thereof. 25 necessary for the maintenance of the park.



THE NEW YORK TIMES, APRIG 29; 1932 THE NEW YORK TIMES, OCTOBER 26 1982. 

BEARS IN ALASKA ary. It is one of the most beau- Ridicules Promise of Inquiry. 

ea, tiful along the line of the inside ALASKA BEAR ISSUE Dutine this) episodé. of ine 

More than the proposed in-] Passage to Alaska, heavily [ j meeting Mr. Holzworth pointed 
crease of prieiee: or the big| Wooded with virgin timber, and STIRS AUDUBON ROW an accusing finger at the chair- 
brown bears in Alaska will have |? ideal situation for a national es man, Dr. Theodore Ss. Palmer, 

to be provided if their extermin-|P0K- Residents have urged | Societies Meeting in Uproar Here ey Decent oe oF me oe 

tion in the near future is to be] ‘leating it, using the timber for As Politics Is Blamed For States Biological Survey, and 
prevented. The demand for a wood-pulp and destroying all Biocking Sanctuary charged the chairman with 
change of present regulations| Wild life. Poison is suggested —— “working hand in hand with the 
has resulted in investigation of | 2S the easiest way of getting rid MUSKRAT ALSO AT STAKE wood-pulp interests.” Mr. Holz- 

conditions on the islands ana]! the bears. Conservation of —— woe la eee ae 
mainland. The Department of See pha on of = ee ae ee “6 plans, remarked: 
Agriculture a shor’ time ago is-| WUC “te nt, not! Preserved For Favored Interests! reo 
ey an announcement of Bei its useless destruction, should be But Protest Move Fails. t see Hoover commission, 

ions in the protective laws which | the American aim. It would not ee Mr. Pearson, who had sat 
will become effective in July. |CSt a cent to make Admiralty| The annual meeting of the Na-| quietly during the controversy, 
Sportsmen and persons interest- Island a sanctuary, for it is Gov- tional Association of Audubon arose and explained that he had 

; : 2 ment property and now brings in | Societies was thrown into an up- written the resolution passed’ by 
ed in the conservation of wild Washinet houla | “2a yesterday in the Museum of| the directors last December and 
life have made independent in-|7° Tevenue. Washington should | atural History when a clamor-| defended Dr. Palmer by saying 
quities for. several years past|‘U™ for a moment from the in- | ous minority shouted its protests| that the chairman had’ not op- 
and their conclusions are far|V°Sigation of bears in Wall | against the officers of the asso-| posed the resolution. He said, 
from coinciding with those on Street to the contemplation of | ciation and charged the admin-| however, that other members of 

; : jt¢| the Alaskan variety, which will | istration with favoring wood|the board had felt that their de- 
which the Government bases its b teiel ined ey pulp interests in opposing its ef-| cision might have been “hasty” 
proposals. Senator Walcott, Mr.| 2° Completely wiped out in a) ions to have Admiralty Island,|and that it should receive furth- 
Stewart Edward White and mem- few Neary unless adequate Pro- | Alaska, set aside as a sanctuary |er consideration. He also inform- 
bers of the National Association | ‘ction is soon provided. for brown bears. ed the gathering that the Fed- 
of. Wild ‘Life. Conservationists ————___ The Louisiana muskrat was|¢ral Government was making an 

: ‘ : also an object of much discus- | investigation of the sanctuary. 
spent many months observing sion, as the minority group] By a vote of 3,902 to 851, most- 
the conditions, and their assur- fought for its protection, as well ly by _ proxy, Mr. Holazworth’s 

ance that the plight of the big ‘ as the preservation of birds on| resolution asking ratification 
bears calls for immediate action the Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary ot AE AE ERISOn © resol aon last 
to save them from extermination In) Vermillion Parish, la. ‘The | December was  reterred’ toate 
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EARL N. OHMER 

CHAIRMAN, ALASKA CAME COMMISSION 

Is Alaska’s wildlife on the way out? Maybe Fieip & STREAM readers can 
help supply the answer. ; 

For years this magazine has carried fishing and hunting stories of the Ter- 

ritory. On its pages you have watched endless picture parades of world-rec- 
ord Kenai moose, Kodiak and Peninsula giant brownies, snow-white sheep. 

antlered legions of caribou. You have heard about Alaska’s huge rainbow 

trout, its sail-finned grayling, and its five species of salmon which are the 

basis for a 70-million-dollar-a-year industry. You've seen the fur-catch fig- 

ures—totaling enough since 1867 to pay the purchase price of the Territory 

thirty times over. If you haven't been in Alaska yourself, you've heard others 

say it’s America’s nearest approach to a sportsman's dream. 

But did you know that since the war ycars the fish and wildlife up there 

are taking a terrific beating? Do you know that road-makers, airfield work- 

ers, would-be settlers, plus thousands of other gun toters are whittling down 

the big game faster than it is now being produced? Do you know that viola- 

tions are ranipant, and that we are powerless to control them? Do you know 

that we have but eight wardens to enforce the game laws in a region one- 

fitth the size of the furty-eight states? Do you know that our present appro- 

priations from Congress are not one-third cnough to do the job? Has anyone 

told you that our equipment is worn out, broken down and obsolete? Have 

you heard how timber wolves are increasing and tearing down the sheep, 

moose, caribou and deer? 

Some of this may be our fault. We hayen't yelled loud enough for help. 

We've tried to get along on appropriations smaller than that of almost any 

state in the Union. We've been slow to adjust our thinking--to realize that, 

whether we like it or not, Alaska is being thrown wide open by airplanes 

and miles of new highways. 

But we're yelling now—and plenty. Every taxpayer in the United States 

has an interest in Alaska. It’s your territory. You can’t afford to let it go 
to pot. 

I told my story to several Congressmen who visited Alaska last summer. 

They are deeply interested, very sympathetic. I think they’d like to know 

how you readers of Fretp & Stream feel about it. For the sake of the wild- 

life up there you hope to see or revisit, I wish you'd tell them. 

Reprint from: FIELD & STREAM, April 1948, 
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3 ~Gycle Chart 

’ Bxerpt from a letter fron David U. Gormuch, Tucson, Arizes Mov. att, 1930. 
"Reports from hunters anf other observers sunport my belief that the 

j ail povwlation this year is largér than it hes been for the past 25 years. 

This is doubtless accounted for by the wetness of the present year with 

‘the result of stuntanse of food an! cover." .
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CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME 251 

Stinnett, gave 48 ounces of eggs which at 
190 to the ounce makes 9120 eggs. The 

i a i x a In 1910 the Fish and Game Laws of 
fish, after being spawned, was returned to California provided an open season of 

the stream. four months for hunting valley quail. 
Today the quail season is limited to 

DEPUTIES ISSUE INFORMATION one month. WHAT ABOUT TO- 
CARDS BOON F me we want your out- 

loor sport confined to croquet and 
Southern California deputies headed by || golf? ¥ 

Capt. C. S. Bauder believe that law en- eee cake ProWAcieane Cane, ae 
forcement can be improved through edu-|| ture. If you see a violation, pare it 

1 cation, Suiting action to the word, they || immediately to the office of the Di- 
have had printed a number of cards, sam- phenae pis aa aera Ge an pos 
ples of which follow. Placed in the hands || ¢y'to the nearest depute, Your ee 
of those whom the warden meets they are|| ation in apprehending violators will 
read, and thought turned in the right di- || be greatly appreciated. 4 
rection. The reaction to this endeavor || pnepurres oF THE PATROL DEPT., 

has been most favorable. CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF FISH 
Srielehd wniiaiaipes BAT Wray Avett AND GAME. ; 

Game fish are defined by the Fish Mali tit e3—bos hw. 
and Game Laws of California, as fol- Tel UN 
lows: una, yellow tail, jewfish or oa 
black sea bass, albacore, barracuda, NO 
bonita, rock bass, California whiting 
(also known as corbina and surf fish), 
yellow-fin croker, spot-fin croaker, sal- 
mon, steelhead and other trout, charr, HUNTERS BAG 3428 KIABAB DEER 
whitefish, striped bass, black bass, * 
crappie, calico bass, and all varieties It will be remembered that for several 

Ba reteut's ly oe ik cance || Seert ieee deeds Jo, tnghows cen gut fist having oblained an. engiing. tions on the Kiabab Plateau, where in- 

license. Failure to have a license will || Vestigators learned that there was an 
subject you to arrest. Get a license || overpopulation of deer and that a severe 
DE tacae Bey ee eae ed game || Winter would cause the death of many. 
conservation work are obtained through || It was finally decided to allow hunters to 
the licenses sold. Observe the fish and || take the surplus of deer. Hunting cabins 
geme) Iave lend help protect the wild || were established and under the direction 
ane 2 : of the Forest Service, hunters were per- 

FE uae a an ait mitted to kill two deer. The 1929 season 
AND GAME. was of ten weeks’ duration, and only one 

Tel ; i of the two deer allowed could be a buck. 
Wel el oe. An extra fee of $1.50 was charged, to 
No. 1 be used exclusively for expenses in con- 

nection with the proper handling of the 
hunt and the furnishing of salt for deer. 
On the day before the opening of the sea- 

Licensed hunters reported 21,220 || son there were 170 hunters waiting to be 
ee ae eee ae alterna One checked in at the Ryan checking station. 
laws of this State ae Observed) com- || Hunters experienced little difficulty in 
ing generations will enjoy ie same securing their deer. 
sport that we do now. ‘The work of 1 es fi tablished £ 
the Division of Fish and Game is car- There were five camps established for 
ne Gn yale Sune Oe ee the hunters, and in each camp a forest 
sale of licenses. 
report it to the office of the Division of || officer as well as a deputy game warden 
Fish and Game, 1119 Associated Realty || were in charge. The hunters were en- 
BEL, Los Angeles, ori to the near- || thusiastie about the deer and about the 
aes cooperation in apprehending || method in which this hunt was conducted, 

violators will be greatly appreciated by || this being the only place in Arizona where 

DEPUTIES OF THE PATROL DEPT., || supervised hunting is held. The fact that 
Re DIVISION OF FISH || 9379 hunters bagged 8428 deer without a 

Tel ‘ single fatality and with but one accident 

Det ee ae ‘ speaks very well for the efficiency of the 
No. 3 management of the hunt. There were 

hunters from twenty-one different states.
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TAILY BULLETIN 

Ne. 30-80 YJ. S, Forest Service April 5, 1930 
Southwestern District 

The Founding Of The Santa Rita Range Reserve: At a recent field day held 
at the Santa Rita Range keserve, Prof. J. J. Thornber gave an interesting 
talk concerning the early history of the reserve. The gist of his remarks 
were to the effect, that the fencing of the original reserve, comprising 
about fifty square miles, took place about 1602 or 1903, and at that early 
peried the grass density over the major:portion of the reserve and espec= 
ially over what is now generally, termed the mesa. and semi-desert types 

. had already disappeared. to the extent that it was difficult to determine 
from the remnant just what the more important species had been. ‘The few 

remaining grass tufts were closely cropped and certainly left no hint of the 
former abundant cod which. according to the accounts of a Mr. Stone, then 
living in the vicinity of .Helvetia, had once covered the mesas and continued 

generously on down into the adjoining semi-desert type. 

The excellent grass dover:o? Mr. Stone's accounts had failed rapidly 

with the overgrazing that accompanied the influx and concentration oz: live- 
stock, follcwing settlement, until a condition, amounting to almost total 
denudation of the perennial herbaceous cever had arrived by the time of 
Fencing the reserve, a condition that had doubtless been accentuated by a 

period of severe drouth, then just drawing to a close. 
"The amazing thing," continued Professor Thornber, "was that anproxi- 

mately five years later, in 1907, following a series of good years, stockmen 

were again cutting hay in the mesa types in the vicinity of Helvetia, and 
the crowns of the mesquite and various other shrubbery throughout the region 
were virtually filled with the seed heads of the various grasses, that 
had been lodged there by the wind." 

It is not entirely clear in my mind whether or not revegetation by 

perennial grasses, in the semi-desert type, had taken place to any ‘great 
extent, or whether the phenomenal come-back referred to, was confined prin- 
cipally to the mesa types. If, perhaps, revegetation also took place 
in the semi-desert type, it has since: again been lost and only a trace ef 
perennial grasses remain there today. And while the mesa types may have 

lost from the old hay cutting days, even that condition might be seen again, 
observed ProfessovhorePfowing a series of especially good years. 

Professor Thornber's final observation seems especially appropriate 

for that vicinity where Rothrocks grama, which perSists as a perennial during 
periods of favorable growing conditions and assumes the habits of annuals 
during unfavorable periods, dominates the mesa type. This would also tie 

in with Mr. Culley's findings as to density changes, which, with this especies 

he .declares, may sometimes amount to as much as fourteen hundred percent f 

in a single year. ? We Gy Ke 

Field: Calkins (Washington, D. C.); Kerr (Soconino) 
Detail: Pooler (Washington, D. ¢.) 
Acting: Cheney
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TO REVISE THE IAWS RELATING TO GAME AND FISH PRESERVATION AND CREATING 
THE ARIZONA GAME AND FISH COMMISSION FOR THE ENFORCEMENT GF THIS ACT? AND 
DECLAR DIG AND MiEZRGENCY. 

Be 1% Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona: 

1 Seetion ir Definitions. Terms as used herein shall ; 
2 mean: to “take” birds, animals, or fish, or birds’ nests 
3 or esgs, rQ9 spawn or eggs of fish, shall mean the pursuit 
4 hunting, capture, @ killing of birds, animals, or fish, or 
5 eollection of birds’ nests or eggs, or spawn or eggs of fish, 
6 and shall include pursuing, shooting, hunting, killing, 
7 capturing, taking, snaring, netting, and all lesser acts, 
8 such as dis tur bing or amnoying, or placing, or using any 
9 net ao other device. " Trap @ trapping" shall mean tak- 
10 ing in any menner except with gun or implement in hand. 
ded a is the taking of fish by hook and line in hand, 
12 or rod hand, "Open season" is the time during which 
13 birds, ani.als @ fish = be lawfully taken, and includes : 

‘ “the first and last days ereof. "Closed season" is the 
-  De.time during which birds, animals, @ fish may not be 
Noa ds en, "Game" includes game animals, game birds and 

“ 17 game fish, "Game animals " are: deer, elk, antelope, 
18 mountain sheep, buffalo, — ow javelina, tree squir- 
19 rels, and bears of all kinds. "Big game” are wild turkey, 
20 deer, clk, antelope, mountain sheep, buffalo, pecoary 
21 javelina and bear. “Small geme” are game birds of all 
22 kinds except wild turkey and all game animals listed as 
23 big + "Fur~bearing animals" are: Muskrats, rac- 
24 goons, Asheesan, otters, minks, martins, beavers, ringtail 
25 cate, and skunks, "predatory animais" are: Moun=- 
26 tain ms, badgers, coyotes, wolves, jaguars, weasels, bob- 
27 cats ond lym-cats, "non-game animals" are all wild ani- 
28 mals except game animals, fur~bear ing animals and 
29 predatory animals, “upland game birds” are: Quail, par- 
30 tridge wild turkey, grouse, pheasant, "migratory game 
51 birds "are: amtidae or water fowl, including brant, wild 
32 ducks, geese and swans, gruidae or cranes, ralidae or 
3S little brown sandhill and whooping cranes, rallidae or 
34 rails, including coots, galinnules and sora ani other rails, : 
35 limiecolae w share birds, including avocets, curlews, dow- 
36 itchers, sodwits, white-winged doves mourning doves, 
87 knots, oyster entchers, phararopes, plovers, sandpipers, 
38 snipes, stilts, surf birds, turnstones, willets and yellowlegs: 
39 and columbidae, or pigeons, including doves and wild 
40 piceons, “nonm~Game birds" are all wild birds except up- 
41 land game birds and migratory game birds, “gamefish" 
42 are: Trout of all species, small and large mopthed bass, i ’ ie 

ss a SEP Re. ty FOL OW pcrocin 4 Gi hea bio ‘ hon@Same A418) A ee 3 ad 
i S& & ‘tHe Specrer oi 3 — mee: 

45 Seethon 2, Arizona gam and iish Comission, ~ 
46 The affairs of the state relating to fish and eed ee 
48 shall be administered by the Arizona Game and eee 
48 Commission, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, 7 
49 The Commission shail consist of three manbers, not 
50 more than tw of whom shall be of the same political 
: ot The members shall be appointed by the governor 

within ten daye fran the time this act sill take effect, 
53 the first, second and third manbers of the commission 
54 shall serve respecttvely until the first Mondays in January 
55 of 1951, 1933, and 1955, Their suocessors shall be 

#
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56 appbinted to serve for the tezm of six years. The commission 
57 shall elect one of its members chairman of the com- 
58 mission fa@ the term of two years, The governor may, 
59 after hearing, remove a commissioner f@ é@nefficiency, | 
60 neglect of duty or misconduct in office, if removed, the 
61 Governor shall file in the office of the Seeretary of State 
62 @ complete statement of all charges made against such 
63 commissioner and his findings thereon, together with a 
64 complete record of the proceedings. No persm shall be 
65 appointed a member of the Commission, unless he shall 
66 be well informed on the subject of wild life, ani the re- 

ri Penne fa@ the conservation of animals, birds end : 
fish. 

69 The members of the commission shall ead: receive a 
70 yearly salary of one Coller and all actual and necessary 
71 traveling and other expenses, nbt exceeding one thousand 
72 @ollars in any one calendar year, each, inourred or made 
73 by him tm the discharge of his official duties to be paid 
74 monthly fran the Game and Fish Protection Fund, Each 

- "5 gommissioner shall give bond to the state in the sum of 
76 five thousand dollars, coditioned fa the faithful _ 
77 formance of his duties, the premium therefa to be pa 
"8 from the State Game and Fish Protection Fund, i 
79 Section 3, Office and Place of Hearing, The 
80 Commission shall have its principal office at the State 
81 Capitol, but meetings of the Commissioner may be held at 
82 any time or place within the State, Any investigation, 
83 inquiry orhearing which the Commission may undertake 
84 or hold may be undertaken or held by @ before any 
85 commissioner or the etre of the Cammission, and 
86 the same shall be deemed to be the investigations, in- 
87 quiries, hearings and decisions of the Commission when 
88 apprpved by it and entered by it in its minute book, and 
89 graxy order made by a commissioncr ao the secretary to 
90 the Commission, when approved and canfizrmed = the 
91 Commission and ordered filed in its office, shall be 
92 deemed to be the order of the Commission, 
93 Section 4, Gemral Powers and Duties of Commission, 
94 The Commission shall meet at the Capitol 
95 within thirty days after this act takes effect and or< 
96 ganize, and thereafter at least one meeting shall be held 
97 amually, other meetings may be held at the call of the 
98 chairman or of a majority of the Commission. The Com- 
99 mission sill make such r ules ami regulations and estab~ 
100 lish such service as it may deem necessary to carry out the : ; 

101 provisions and purposes of this act, 
102 The Commission shall have charge, control and manage- 
103 ment of the propagation and distribution of wild birds 
104 wild animals and fish, It shallhave the conduct and ¢on- 
105 trol of all hatching stations and game farms owned, oper- 
106 ated or hereafter acquired by the State, may issue permits 
107 and licenses +o persons to operate game farms and fish 
108 hatcheries, regulate the same and revoke such permits or 
109 licenses fa non-compliance with its orders, It shall have 
110 charge of the enforecement of all laws for the protection F 

112 aie ive power wm expend =i ae protec ee sos = 

113 tion, or propagation of game birds, game animals, Sait 

114 fish, all funds of the state acquired fa@ the protection, ° 
115 preservation, or propagation of birds, animals or fish, 
116 arising from eee licenses, gifts or other sour=- 
117 ces. It may in the mame of the state, with the approval 
118 of the Governor, acquire by purchase, gift or condemna- 
119 tion, lands and water fa the use as fish hatcheries o@ 

120 games farms, and areas suitable for game refuges, hunt- 
121 ing grounds, or#for any other purpose necessary to carry 
122 out the provisons of this act. It may purchase animals, 
123 birds, and fish and fish spawn or eggs for the purpose of 
1 stocking public hands and waters of the state, and sell . 
125 fish fry and @ingerlines to stoek nrivate watara end mow



126 take at any time in re animals, birds' eggs, 
127 ish andeggs and milt of fish fa@ propagation and restook- 

128 Eee ss or for use at a state game farm or fish 
129 ery es ~ 

130 Commission may Mey Close or shorten the 
131 open seas or bag limits prescribed by this act fa any 
132 species of game animal, game birds, or game fish when- 

133 ever it has good reasm to believe that such species of 
134 aninal, bird or fish is thrreatened oy eet or requires 

155 additional or othe: protection than t specifically af- 
136 forded by the provisions of this act, such oder sey 3° 
137 made to apply throughout the state, or toa particu 
138 = thereof, or to a particular stream or Jaks or part ; 
139 thereof. The commission may establish and opwm.xrefuges 
140 ami safe sanctuaries in which same, fur bearing aninals 
141 and birds, may bree and replenish adjacent areas, and 

. eG? may designate certain areas as rest grounds f@ migratory 
143 birds, in which hunting shall be forbidden or restricted 
144 at such times as the ¢ ammission = designate, endeavoi- 
145 ing as much as possible to establish small refuges rather 
146 than large preserves, nor to close large areas to hunting, 

147 no to interfere unnecessarily wth the hunting of migra- 

148 tory birds, but to provide havens in which they can rest 
149 and feed without molestation. The preceding sentence 
150 shall not apply to the Blue Lange game preserve until 
151 two years after the effective date of this act. The Com- : 
152 mission may remove or ete to be removed fran public 
153 or private waters fish which hinder or prevent the ete 
154 gation of game or food t= and fish so taken may be dis~ 
155 << of in such manner as it may designate. 

156 No person shall plant any game fish or other fish, fish 
157 fry, or spawn in any of the bodies of water in the state, 
158 nox introduce nor liberate —~ om birds or game ani- 
159 mals, or any other wild animals, on the lands or in the 
160 eoverts of the stete without the written consent of the 
161 commission, or eo federally controlled fands within 
162 the state until after written consent of the federal depart- 
165 ment having jurisdiction thereover, The commission may 
164 enter into cooperative a with any federal de- 
165 partment having jurisdiction over any federally antrolled 
166 lands in Arizona, in carryim: out such rules and regule~ : 
167 tions as may be established by such department for the E 
168 pr otection and Fe 5! 9pm ghana of game animals thereon, or : 

168 for the disposiiion of surplus game animals therefr on, 
170 and it slell be lawful to posses, sell, ani use in or re- ¢ 

171 move from the state amy anim&@ls killed or captured in 
172 compliance with such agreement or a ion, when such 
173 animals are tagged or marked so as to establish their 
174 ldentity as animals taken on such Federal land, 
175 Seetion 5, Publication of Orders and Regulations of Commission, 
176 Signboards of Refuges. Rules, Kegulations 
177 and orders of the Commission having general gene eg 
178 throughout tlh state shall be published in such mannor : 

179 as the commission may determine so as to give them gen~ 

180 eral publicity, those of special character having logal 
181 ee only shall be published, once in some news= cy 
182 paper published in and having general aievlation in the ‘ 
185 Lona) hig wherein such cules, regulations and 6 Sse ain, 
184 applicable and a ow, of such rules, regulations, and or- ig 
#66 ders shall be posted by the ¢ aumies ion Glose to Se 

185 ders skhk11 be posted in three come ae places in the / 

186 locality in which they are applicable. Notices or sign- 

187 boards not less than one foot square slmll be conspicu- 

188 ously posted by the commission close to and along the : 

189 entire boundary of any refuge, sanctuary, rest ground, 

190 lace or stream or portion thereof closed to hunting or 
191 fishing by orders of the camission, warning all pers ms 

192 against hunting, fishing o trespassing therein, as many 

193 of such notices o@ signboards shall, be posted as the com- 

194 mission may determine to be best claculated to give pub- 
195 lic notice of the location of the boundaries of such refuge,
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196 sanctuary, rest ground, or other closed areae An order 

197 of the commission olosing any area to hunting or fishing 
198 shall not become effective until such order has been pub- 

199 lished as herein required, and a certified copy of the or- 

200 der filed in the office of the recorder of the county or 

201 counties in which such closed area is located. 

202 No person shall take or destroy any animal, bird, or 

203 fish, or bird's nest or egg, or eggs or spwn of fish, or any 

204 refuge, sanctuary, rest ground, or other area closed to 

205 een or fishing by order of the commission, provided, 

206 it shall be lawful for a duly accredited employee of the 

207 state, or of the federal government, to take predatory 

208 animals or rodents on any such dosed areae 

209 Section 5. State Game and Fish Waréen, 

210 Salary. The commission shall appoint a state game 

2911 and fish warden who shall possess & thorough knowledge 

312 of animals, birds and fish, and the requirements for their 

213 conservation. fhe state game and fish warden shall act 

214 as secretary to the commission and shall serve for a term 

215 of four years, unleSsremoved by the commission, after 

216 hearing, for inefficieny, neglect of duty or misconduct in 

217 office, if removed, the commisdon shallfile in the office 

218 efathe secreatry of state a couplete statement of all 

219 charges made against him and its findings thereon, to- 
220 gether with a complete record of the proceedings. The 

221 state game and fish warden shall not hold any other 

222 office, and shall devote his entire time to the duties of 

223 his office. The state game and fish warden shall receive 
284 an annual salary as fixed by the commission, not exceed- 
225 ing thirty-six hundred dollars, his actual necessary travel 
226 sand other expenses and distursements, not exceeding 
237 twelve hundred dollars in any one calendar year, to be 
228 ne from the game and fish protection fund. 
229 Section 7. Deputy Wardesn, Salary. The state 
230 game and fish warden may appoint, with the apyoval of 

231 the commission, deputy wardens, for the payment of 

232 whose salary ae is availabe in the game and fish 
233 protection fund. The deputies shall be located in the 
234 different sections of the state where their services are 
235 most needed. The commission shall fix the salaries of 
236 the deputy wardens, provided however, that they shall 
237 not receive more than one hundred eighty dollars per 
238 month during their first two years of service, nor more 
239 than two hundred dollars per month for their second to 
240 fourth years, nor more than two hundred twenty dollars 
241 for their fourth to sixth years in the department, and 
242 especial deputies shall receive not more than one hundred 
243 fifty dollars per month, provided further that they shall 
244 be paid their actual and necessary traveling expenses in= 
265 curred in the performance of their duties not exceeding 
246 sixty dollars during any one monthe The salaries and 
247 expenses of the deputies shallbe paid out of the game 
248 and fish protection fund. 
249 Section 8. Political Activity prohibited. 
250 The state game and fish warden or a paid deputy warden 

251 shall not take any active part, other than to privately ex- 

252 press his opition, in any political campaign, nor use his 
253 office or influence in interfering with an election or affect- 
254 ing the results thereof. 
255 Section 9. Bond of Warden and Deputies. , 
256 The state game and fish wardem shakl ge t@ the state 

257 a bond in the sum of ten thousand dollars, and each 

258 deputy, except s@oial deputies serving without pay, shall 

259 give to the state abond in the sum of one thousand dol- 

260 lars conditioned for the faithful performance of their 

261 duties, the prembum, therefor to be paid out of the state : 

263 game and fish protection fund. 

263 Section 10. Duties and Powers of Warden 

264 and Deputies. The state game and fish warden shall 

265 have general supervision and control of all deputy war- 

266 dens, and under the supervision and direction of the com- 

267 mission enforce all provisions of this acte The state
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268 game and fish warden and his deputiesmay execute all 

289 warrants issued for 2 yiolation of this act, serve sub- 
270 poenas issued in any matter arising under this act, make : 

271 search without warrant where he hag reasonable cause to 
27 Sbelieve that animals, birds, or fish, or any part thereof 
273 or the nests or eage of birds, or spawn or eggs of fish, 
274 are possessed in violation of lew, and in such ease ex- 
275 amine, without warrant, the contents of any aircraft, boat, 
276 vebiole, box, locker, basket, erate, game bag or other 
277 package, and tent or building, other than adwelling 
278 house, to ascertain whether any of the pwovisions of this 
279 act have been or are being violated, seize all animals, 

. 880 birds, or fish, or parts thereof, @r nests or eggs of birds 
281 taken or possessed in violation of law, or showing evi-e 
282 dence of illegal taking, and seize and eonfiscate all de- 
283 vices ehagneny poed in taking a a birds, or fish and 
284 firearmsillegally possessed and to hold the same subject 
285 to the order of the omuission, and generally exercise 
°86 the powers of peace officers in the enforcement of this 
287 act. 

288 Section 11, Application 9 cts or Game 
289 Taken without the State, ere the Possession, 
290 transportation, purchase, or sale of any wild animal, wild 
291 bird, or fich, or any part thereof, is restricted or unlawful 
292 the possession, transportation, purchase or sale of guch 
293 animal, bird, or fish, or any part thereof, ooming from or 
294 taken without the state, whether belonging to the same or 
295 a different species from that native to this state, but be~ : 
296 longing to the game family as those protected by this act 
297 is, unless otherwise herein provided, unlawful, 
298 Section 12, Taking Limit, Possession, Sale 
299 And Transportation Restricted, Hunting 
300 With Dogs Prohibited. No person shall take any 
301 wild bird, or the spawn or eggs of fish, or posses, buy, 

~~ $028. wild UA bde or the spawn or esgs of fish, or possess, buy, 
303 sell, offer or expo e for sale, or transport, or receive from 
304 another, any such bird, animal, or fish, or part thereof, or 
305 any birds nest or egg, Or any Spawn or —e" of fish, exe 
305 cept as expressy permitted by this act. The possession 
307 of any game animal, game bird, or game fish, or part 
308 thereof, in any hotel, restaurant, c&éfe, market or store, 
309 shall be pima facie evidences of the poS8session thereof 
320 for the purpose of sale in violation of thisact, but this 
311 provision shall not prohibit a person lawfully obtaining 
31@ euch game animal, game bird, or game fish from having 
313it prepared in a Seis eating place and served to himself 
314 and guests or placed in storage, during the respective open 
315 seasons therefor and ten days immediately thereafter, 
316 any person may have in his possession mot more than 
317 twenty-five pounds of dried meat of game animals law x 
318 fully killed. No person shall take or run, with the aid of 
319 a dog or dogs, any game animalexcept bear. Any act 
320 committed or done by a dog or dogs in ruming a game 
321 animal shall be deemed a violation of this section, for 
322 which the owner of the dog shall be liable. 
323 Section 13. Manner of Taking Small Game 
324 Animals, Birds and Fish. Saag animals and 
325 game birds shallbe taken on Miiytine veteeen-one~—- caeiiimiin 
326 half hour before sonrise and before sunset with a shotgun 
327 not larger than No. 12 gauge, unlessotherwise herein 
328 sapecifically permitted, except that game animals may also 
329 be taken -ith a rifle, without using steel or hardpoint 
330 bullet. No person shail take any game animal, game 
331 bird, or game fish, bythe aid or with the use of any jack- 
332 light, or other artificial light, net, trap, snare, Saltlick 

: 333 scaffold, deadfall, pit, explosive, bird lime or poison, nor 
334 shall any person use. part of any protected bird, game ani- 

335 mal, or fish as bait in taking any wild animal, nor shall 

336 birds, or animala be taken from any vehicle, automobile, 

337 airereft, powerboat, sailboat and boat under sail, or any 

338 floating device towed or power boat or,sailboat, nor shall
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339 any person shoot any firearm upon, from or across any 

340 pubkic highway or railway, except by a special permit 

314 issued by the commission. A person may take game 

342 animals and game birds during the open season therefor 
343 from blinds, and with the aid of dogs and use of decoys, 

344 unlessspecifically prohibited herein. Fish may be taken 
245 only by engl ihe: 
348 Section 14. Silencer on Firearms Prohibited, 
347 Single Charge, Confiscation» It shall be z 

348 unlawful for any person to take into the field or forest, f 

349 or to have in his possession, while hunting wild animals 
350 or birds, any device designed to silence, muffle or mini- 

351 mize the report of any firearm, whether separated from 

352 or atteched to such firearm, It shallbe unlawful to kill 

353 or attempt to kill any deer, bear, peccary or javelina ex- 

354 cept throught the use of a gun propelling one ball or bullet 
355 at a single charge. The gunor implement use d by any _ 
356 person in illegally killing any song or insectivorous bird 
357 is a nuisance and may be seized by any peace office and 
358 confiscated by the warden for not more than one year. 
359 Section 15. Indians Prohibited From Hunting 
360 Or Fishing. It shall be unlawful for any Indian, 
361 unlesshe is a citizen of the United States, to take any _ 
362 eame or fish in this State at any time when not on the 
363 geveceat reservation to which he has been assi qned. 
364 Sections, Transportation of Game or Fur- 
365 Bearing Animals, Birds or Fish by Common 
366 Carrier No Gommon carrier shall transport any game 
357 animal, furebearigg animal, game bird, or gamé fish, or 
368 any part thereof, or the nest or egg of any bird, or re- 
369 ceive or possess the same for shipment exhibits to the carrier a 
370 offering the same for Shipment exhibits to the carrier a 
371 valid license for the taking of the thing offered for shipp 
372 ment, and hag securely attached to it a valid shipping 
373 permit issiaed hereunder, or a coupon deteched from such ' 

378 permit. Specimens for Scientific purposes taken or ~ 
275 possessed under a regularly issued, permit for the collec- 
373 tion and possession of wild animals, wild birds, their nests 
377 or eggs, may be received and transported to points within 
378 or without this state when the words “specimens for scienp 
378 tific purposes" are thdéresdd4onsoncsughosahbpment? and a 
380 scientific permit is exhibited to the carrier at the time the 
381 package is offered for shipment. 
382 Section 1.7. Restriction on Transporation and 
383 Importation. A resident of this state may trans} 
384 port within this state, during the epen season therefor, a 
385 amimals, birds, and fish lawfully taken. A non-resident 
388 of the state and a holder of a valid noneresident hunting, 
387 trapping, or fishing license may, under a permit issued by 
388 the commission, transport within this state, or from a 
389 point withinto a point without the state, otherwise than 

_390 by parcel post, during the open season therefor, animals, 
391 birds, md fish lawfully takenby him, or parts thereof, 
392 but he shallnot transport out of the state more than one 

393 male deer and two wild turkeys, or more than one day's 
394 bag limit, in any ean hee week, os other game animasb 
395 game birds, ahaa. 1, A person lawfully taking. 
396 game animals, birds, or bist Senet the etotemay trans" sit 

397 port the same or parts thereof into this state, other than : 
308 by parcel post, during the open season therefor in the 
399 state or country where taken and within five days there- 

#00 after, if lawfully brought from the place where taken and 
AQ] the package containing them hasattached thereto a ship- 
402 ping permit ismed by the commission. Game Animals 
403 birds or fish so imported mya be possessed at any time 

404 but migratory game birds brought into this state may be 

405 possessed only insccordance with the United States mi- 

406 gratory bird treaty act and regulations thereunder. Trans= 

- 407 portation commenced during the open season may be 

408 completed within five days succeeding such open - eason. 

409 Fur or fur-bearing animals, except beaver , if lawfully
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4fishand birds for which po closed season is pro- ’ 
.ded may be possessed and tr orteéd at any time, 

section 18, Transportation, Sale and Pos< 
« Session of Specimens, A cerson may transport : 

45 end possess at any time ami in any mamer the heads, 
416 antlers, hides, feet, or skin of gome animals, game birds, 
417 x game fish lawfully taken, and buy and sell the mounted 
418 specimens of the same, am the skins of game birds and 
419 gam fish lawfully taken md possessed, provided the per- 
420 son selling such speciemens has a written permit, issued 
421 by the commission, authorizing him to do s0, but the skins 

422 of migratory game birds may be sold or transported only 
423 in accordance with the United States migratory bird 
424 treaty act and regulations thereunder, ‘ 
425 Section 19. Possession of game Aninals 
426 Birds and Fish, Game animals, game birds and —~ 4 
427 fish lawfully taken, and parts thereof, may be possessed 
428 during the open season therefa@ and the first ten days 
429 next euseteking the close of such open seasam, but a per- 
430 son may not have in possession at any time more than 
431 one male deer, two wild turkeys, and one day’s bag limit 
432 of other game animals, game birds, and game fith, as 
433 Section 20. Marking Packages For Trans= 
434 Portation, Any package in which any game animal 
435 game bird or game fish, or part htereof, or egg or nest of 
436 any wild bird, noti-game animal, fish or bird, or fur~bear- 
437 ooh wente f is eng rly shall have clearly and ca- 
438 spicuusly marked on the outisde thereof, the names and 
439 addresses of the consignor and the consignee together 
440 with an accurate statement of its cantents and the number a 
441 of the guipgiec permit where such permit is required, 
442 Section 21, Sale of Imported Plumage Pro 
443 Hibited, No Persm shall purchase, offer to purchase, 2 
444 sell, offer to sell, exspose fa@ sale, or have in possession 
445 for sale any bird of paradise, egret, or goura zs or : 
446 any Een kber or oiies thereof, except when bough, sold } ; 
447 or possed for sicentific purposes, under a permit issued - 
448 os to this act. ; 
449 Section 22, Trappers, It shall be unlawful for any 
450 person over the age of fifteen years to trap fur-bearing J 
451 and predatory animals in this state, unless such perso, 
452 shallfirstahave obtained a state trapper's license. [t+ shall 
453 be unlawful for any alien to trap within the state, Byery 
454 trapper shall keep an aceurate register of his eatches, and 
455 he shall make a report of the same fa@ the preceding 
456 year to the state game and fish commission not later than 
457 Jamary tenth of each year. Zach trap shall carry a metal 
458 tag with the current license numba of the owner securely 
459 attached thereto. Daily inspection must be mdse of traps 
460 when in use. The traps of any pason trapping without 
461 a license, off his own lands shallbe seized by the state 
462 game and fish warden or his deputies and may be sold 
463 and the money derived from such sale shall be déposited 
464 in the state game and fish protection fund. 
465 Section 23, License fees. Licenses shall be divggg 
466 into classes and fees gpid therefa as follows. Class A, 
3d penton’ general hunting and So eane, wanes two dollors 

and fifty cents, By. t t and small game 
469 license, one dollar ets eS resident 
470 arene eles three dollars and fifty cents, class D, —— 
471 non-resident general hjnting and fishing license, thrity- : 
472 five dollars dollars, class E, non-resident fish and small game a 
473 license, tenn dollars, class F, non-resident special fishing = 
474 license, two dollars and fifty cents, valid fa@ fifteen days 
475 from date of issue, class G, non-resident trapping license, 
476 twenty-five dollars, classH, alien general hunting and 
477 fishing license, seventy-five dollers, class I, alien fish and 
478 small game license, thirty dollers, class J, special license, 
479 alien applicant for citizenship, for — hunting, 
480 twentyrfive dollars, elass K, special license, alien appli- 
481 cant for citizenship, fishing and small game, ten dollars, 
482 Classes A, D, H, and J, include allvarieties of fish and



game, classes B, EB, [ and K include ali fish and sma. 11 

: A geome, Glasses C and @ include all varieities of predatory 
485 and fur bearing anials, and class F includes all kinds 

486 of fish that may be taken under this act, An Aline applicant 
487 @ontcitizenship may not receive during the pendency 

488 of his application more than two class J or K licenses, 

489 Section 24, Disposition of Fees, The officer 

490 —- licenses shall onthe first Tuesday of each 

491 month transmit to the commission all license fees, with 
492 a statement setting forth the name ami residence of each 

493 licensee, the serial number and olass of, ani the amount 

494 apid for each license issued, The officer, other than the 

495 state game and fish warden or deputy wardens, issuing 

496 the license, shall retain as his compensation the sum of 

497 twenty five cents from each non-resident or alien, license 

498 fee and the sum of tencents from each resident license 
499 fee, 
500 Section 25, Form and Contents of License: 
501 Shipping Coy ite Exhibiting License, Minors. 
602 The form of license shall be determine’ and the 
503 license blanks prepared by the commission and by it fur- 
504 nished and charged to me poeee authorized to issue 
505 licenses, Zach license sh be accompaniéd by a eine 
506 permit, authorizing the licensee, if a resident to ship 
507 within the state not toe exceed one day 's bag limit of game, 

508 or fish, and, if a non-resident, to ship»ecither within or out ; 

509 of the state mot to exceed one day’s bag limit of game 
610 or fish, which permit or coupon thereof must be attached 

5llto the shipment, If a resident desires, and is entitled, to 
512 make an additional eaeens within the state, or a non- 
513 resident destes, and entitle, to make additional ship- 
514 ment either within or out of the state, he shall first secure 
516 from the commission an additional permit author iz ing 
516 canmission shall provide the state game and fish warden 
518 and his ey with a or shipping permit blanks, ; 

fa which sha eaten ra! em, in accordance with the 

as visions of » Sap age. on payment of a fee of 
6a Ge-five cents each, e He shall be issued in 
522 the name of the commission, sealed with its seal ani 
623 countersigned by the officer issuing thee same, Zach 
524 license shall be signed by the licensee, in ink on the face 
525 thereof, Zach license shall be void after the thirty-first 
526 day of December next succeeding its issuance, No person 

627 shall take fish, birds, or animalsin this state, unless, 
528 at the time of such taking, he shall have such license on 
529 his person and shall exi.ibit the same upon request for 
530 inspection to any pers am, This section shall not apply 
531 to an American-born resident or n esident of the state 
5232 under sixteen years of age, but such a resident or non- 

633 resident my take birds, animals a fish when accom~ ; 

2 B34 rot by a person holding a valid license, 
oe 6355 Seetion 26, Report of Licensing Officer, On 

536 the thirty-first day of December of each year, each oificer j 

537 authorized to issue licenses shall detach the stubs of licenses 

. §38 issued and forweard the same securely attached 
5% toa report of the number issued and the amognt of licence 
540 money received, to the commission and at the sam 
541 time 1 return to the canmission all such stubs and re- 
542 _ ect unuseé@ licenses with a Simnd Een mea epee eeietins 
543 and tabulta the total mumber of licemes of a at eC lian 
544 kinds issued such officer, The commission shall en- 

645 foree the making of such return, ; 

546 Section 27, Guides, Licenses, Fee, Reports. , 
547 No, person shalldirestly o ind ir ee tly engage or act as a 

646 guide, as the term is generally understood, for any per 

549 gon hunting game, predatory animals, or any other animals, 

560 in this state without — satisfied the commission 

551 of his reliability and having procured fra the commission, 

552 upon the payment of ten dollars, a licemse author i- 
553 ing hii to ac& as a guide, which license must be carried 
554 on his person while he is so acting as a guide, No guide 

555 license shall be gtanted, except toa citizen of the United 

556 States anda bonda fide resident of this state, twenty-one 

557 years of age or over, Such licemse shall expire on the
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years of age a over, Such ee shallexpire on the 

& thirty-frist day of December succeefiing its lssmnee, Zach ; 

o6? license@ guide shall actwithout pay as a deputy game 

560 and fish warden, with the ay and duties of a deputy 

661 game and fish warden, [f a licemod. guide fail or nev leet 

562 to enforce the provisions of this act, or violate @ connive 
665 or assist in any violation, of this act, his liceme may be 

664 revoked by the commission and he also Bhall be liable to 

565 punishment as fa a violation of this act. On the last 

566 = of each month, or as requested, eneh guide shall, on 

667 a dDlank form furnished by the commission, report under 

568 cath to the commission the name and address of each 
6569 persm guided by him, number of days he has been so a= 
570 ployed by such person, and, as 7 presticable the 
571. mumbor of game anicals, birds, and fich taken by such . 

: 572 person and himslef, and such other inform tion as the ae 
673 commission may deem desirable, ¢ 

574 Seetion 26, Unlawful Taking Devices Public 
576 Nuisances Zach net, trap, explosive, poisonous 

' B76 or stupefying substance or device set, used or intended 
677 for use in taking animals, birds, or fish in violation of this 

578 act, is herely declared to be a public nuisance, and, 
679 when found, may be abated and summarily destroyed yy é 

580 — person, and eagh officer authorized to enforee this 

681 act shall seize and sunmar lly destroy any such detice, or 

. y)82(Buch devices as may be £ gpsompention the caumiseion, but 
/ $83 nothing in this act shall prev the commission fr am 

684 using proper means for the promotion of game and fish ' 

585 propagation and cultures The gamission or its representatives 
586 ay seize and hold the firearm or other implaent ‘. 
587 of any violator of this act pending his case in court, : ey 
668 If the court finds said firearm or Implanent a nuisance, 
689 said firearm or a may be confiscated and disposed 
590 of \ f the ¢ anamission, 
= pnt gl tie Deer, Bear, Pecoary TF rr 

z ‘ it, Any one pers on take 5 
6% fraa cetober sistennian Gb Novenb er cifteenth, only one 
594 wild male deer having pronghorns, such wie Snide or 
525 Pai b bint gate shedimre we eeaePere® ess it dear evidence 
596 from which the sex of the animal my be determined, 
597 ome bear may be taken from Ostober sixteenth 
698 to November fifteenth, 4 ae qu Sa en may 
599 be takon from November first to Jamary rty-first: 
600 Seation 3, Wild Blk, Antelope Ani Mountain 
601 Sheep, There shall be no ppen seas m for wild , 

602 elk, antelope and mountain cheer but they may be 
_ 608 brought into the state far br ing purposes under a permit 

604 isswdby the commission, A person may tring into 
60 the state the careass of ay such animal, or part thereof, 
606 legally kille by him outside the é@tate, 
607 Section 31, Tree Squirrels, There emli be no 
GQ08 open seasm om Kaibab oar whitertaLled squirrels, Chiricahua * 
609 py noron Arizona tree a in that part 

- $10 of s¥isonea lying south of the G and Salt River Base 
611 and Meridian, A person may take not to oxeced six 
612 @ruce squirrels, Abert squixtels or tassel~esred _ 
615 squirrels (exeep> Ka ibeab sess) in any one day betwem 
614 Septmmber first and Octobor thirty-firet, : 
615 Section 32, Beaver, Closed Seapom, Permits, = 
616 There shall de ag 
61" mise fon may pumitse tO owners & essces of Jand ; . 
618 for the contre of sugh beaver as it determims are inter- ae ak 
619 fering with the operation of any lawful oami, diteh, or : 
620 dem, or are causing or threatening the destruction ot pr ivate 

_ 621 property, but the person 69 authorised to take beaver 
- 682 ee ian in alil skine of beaver so taken to the 

623 comniselon, ch may sell jeuch akins ani the procecds 
624 shall be paid to the state treasurer to be depuited to tl 
625 credit of the state ~~ = fish protection, fund, where 
626 deemed advisabel such beaver may bo removed by the 
627 camission to another aan 
628 Section 53, -pen-Seagon of other Fur<Dearing, 
629 Predatory and Non-game pn 1S. 
290 Muebvete  waanacne_  anasanme. f dea. ekunks and otters



taken and +s thereof may be possessed, transported, 

34 bought, and sold at any time, in accordance with this act. : 

635 Predatory and nom=game animale may be taken in any 
636 number and mamner and be possessed, bought, 801d and 

637 transported at any time, 
638 Seetion 34. Game Birds, open Season, Limit. 
639 Wild turkey may be taken from-Ocotober sixteenth to Hovember 

640 fifteenth, no more than two during one season 

641 by one person, Cambel and scaled quail may be taken 
642 fran November first to December thirty-first. It shall be 

643 unlawful for a person to take or have in his possession 
644 in any one day more than a quail in the aggregate, 
645 Bobwhite, marns (or fool) quail may not be taken at any : 
646 times Whitewings and ne tivipce ie May be taken fram 
647 in’ first to Ostober th irst ss whitew ings 
648 and mournings doves, twenty par aay in es 
649 Migratory water fowl may be taken fran ogotober sixteenth 
650 to Jamary thirty=first, bag limit, wild ducks, 
651 fifteen birds in any one day or in possession, brant or 
652 ea two birds in ome day or . Plovers, eur= 
6535 8, coots, and yellwilegs and snipe October sixteenth 
654 to November thirtieth, bag limit fifteen in the aggregate ‘ 
655 or in possession, It shall be wilawful to hunt, Kili, ‘i 
656 take, injure, destroy or have in possession any other mi- 

. 657 gratory birds except as herein provided, or as prescribed 
656 fy reculations which the coumission ie authorized and 4 
659 directed fran time to time tomake ani which do not can= ‘ 

- 660 flict with the laws of the United States relating to mi- ‘ 
. 661 ou birds, and the rules cand regulations issued fr am e 

662 time to time thereunder, Any violation of such laws or 
663 rules or regulations issued thereunder, emll be deemed , 
664 a violation of this act. ; 
665 Seciion “5, Certain Non=Game Birds Unpr otected, 
666 aoe Spart ws, crows, hakws, great horned 
667 owls, kingfishers, mazp ies and jays, chaparral cocks ani J 
668 their neets and eggs may be taken in any Manner ani 
669 number and may bo-ponnanneie. bought, sold and. trane= 
670 ported at any times Any bird, ex ‘4 came bires, 8 ans 
671 birds, or insectivbrous birds may be taken when caugh a 
672 in the. act of destroying domestic live stosk, poultry, 
673 ome other tected birds, their nests or young, ow fish, 
684 Sect ion S6. Fish, Taking Season, Limit. Trout / 

. 675 of all kinds may be taken from June fidyst to September 
a | ree =) ee limit twenty-five individual fish, of fwenty- 

Live pe 8 fish dn ome day or in possession at one time, 
678 All other kinds of se ay be taken fron Jamary first 
679 to December ace ag Limit, thirty individual fish, 
680 @ not to exceed enty=Zivepounds tn ome day, or in 
681 peoeeen tet at one time, inoluding all kinds except troué. 
682 No geme fish less than seven inches long may be taken, 

3 Section 37. Polluting Streams Prohibited, 
eee shall throw or allow torwm into any waters, : 
e private or = any sawdust, lime, or any other 

666 gabstance that will injure or destroy fish or drive them 
687 from any suchy waters. 
66 Section 58, Fish Sereens, It shall be the duty of f 
669 the owner or owners of any canal or ditch into which any 
On meet ke ts of any stream camtaining fish is dix : 
691 yertea fox ' 8 —- s ce 
692 (which ¢ongumes such water) to construct a 
695 at the head of such canal or diteh a paddle wheel or secant tenn 
694 wheels, soreens or other device, as may be directed wy ORs, 
695 the state cane and fish commission, which deyiee cha oy 
696 be —. dur ing such portion of each year ac such 
697 waters are 80 diverted f@ irrigation or other purposes, j 
698 Section 29, Digpostion of Seized Animals 
699 Birds, Fish And Firearms, The ed ible poe 7 7 
700 all = animals, game birds, and fish seized under the 
701 provisions of this act shall be disposed of by the cum~ . 
702 migsion to oharitable institutions. Non=geme birds and 
703. the plumes or sking of game birds of foreign species shall , 
704 be dis posed of by the game warden by gift to scientific i 
Bas ;
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imsiitutions, or may be kept by the egamission for selientific 

, 36 ox educational purposes, or may be destroyed. 4 re~ : 

707 cebpt shall be taken fram the donee and a record of such 
yo gifts kept by the commission, The hesd, antlers, horns, 

O9 hide, ax ist, feet, or of any game animals, other than 
710 the edible portions thereof, or firearms, implement or 
%11 other article seized under this act, may, after judgmmt, 
712 or if the persan offending cannot be ascertained then 
715 without judgment, be sold by the warden at public aue« 
714 tion to the highest and best bidder after notice by _ 
716 lication at least once in the mua eee of general cir cu- 
716 lation in the county where such s is to be held, the 
717 date of the sale to be not less than five nor more than 
718 thirty days after the last day of such publication, If the 
719 property seized is parishable it may be sold before gan 
720 vietion and after such notice one or publication as 
721 the game warden may determine, purchaser may 
722 possess the same without thereby offending this act. The 
723 money obtained from the sale of such ea. shall be 
724 paid to the state treasurer to the eredit of the state game 

,y 725 and fish preseation fund, if the property be <tr 
726 and sold before conviction the money may first be de~ & 
727 posited in court and upom cunvictlon, or if the 1 
728 offending cannot be asce:tained, paid to the state treas< 

~ 729 arer,. The state game and fish wardenand each deputy : 
730. shell make full and complote report to the comission of 
731 all bya My him seized, showing a desoription of the 
732 pxoparty, person fr aa whom it was seized, the om 
753 received therefor upon public sale, and the ‘eo tion of . 
754 the money, The ¢ aamise ion shall keep a record thereof, 
736 Section 40, Permit to Capture or Destory Animals 
736 Injurious to Property, fa Selentific 
737 ox Breeding Purposes, The comission. ! 
758 may issue permits to kill or capture alive any ote of 
739 animale or birds which are seriously injurious a 
740 @ul. ural ox other interests in any ea eammunity. 
CET Tw oe er be pinged in other seotione of the 

742 state ing pix boee, ov may be disposed of as 
745 the comission may determine, such permit shall expire 
744 and be vold thirty days after date of issuance. The oa 
745 mission may also issue a permit, revocable at pleasure 
746 to my persam to collect and posses wild caleate ox wild 
747 birds, or birds’ nests or eggs, for scientific, propagation 
746 op exhibition purposes, but no permit shall authorize the 
749 colleetion, possession, purchase or sale of migratory birds, 
750 other than mivsratay waterfowl for propagation purposes. 
751 The applicant for a permit for scientific purposes must 
752 file written testimonials from two well-known ornitholo= 
763 gist or zoologiets, and pay the sum of one doller for the 
754permit, but duly aeoredi representatives of public édu- 
755 cational ow solentific institutions, or govermmental depart= 
756 mente of the United States engaged in the scientific study 
757 of birds and animale may be granted such o permit with 
758 out cnloresements or charge. A scientific permitee shall 
762 not be required to obtain a hunting license for taking 
760 birds or animals for selentic purposes, ? , 
761 A pers m holding a permit issued pursuant to this seo- | 

‘ 1 thon. Rey Poe ped. pigeeee and transport, f@ solentific 
- 765. pur pws 8B, " : as ' i i ee 2 

764 alive for propagation to a peircon _Agkpie "end co3 them 
766 When trane ported, said spegimens, or the package in — ; 
766 which the same are transported, shall have oa " 
767 conspicuouly marked on the outside the name and 
768 dress of the consigna, and eamsignee, ané accurate state- The 
769 ment of the contents, and that such specimens axe for > 
770 scientific or propagation purposes. Bach pers am receiv- 
771 ing a pormit under this seetion must file with the caw . 
772 miseion within fifteen days after the expiration of his 
775 permit, a report of his activities under the permit, which 
774 report shal set forth the name and address of the pa~ 
776 mittee, number of his permit, number of specimens of 
776 eagh specie taken thereunder or otherwise acquired, dis=
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(7 position of the same, names and addresses <a 

778 acquiring the same from the permitte¢, the number of 

779 each species reared in gaptivity, and the number on hand . 

780 for propagation pwposes at the expirdéion of the permii.s 

781 Thé eawiiceion may also issue a license to game and 

782 fish breeders, and the game and fish artificially propa~ 

783 gated by such licensee may be powsessed, bought amd sald 

784 under such regulations as the commigsion may preseribe. 
785 ‘The commiceion is hereby authorized to preseribe from 

786 time to time rules and regulations governing the posses= 

787 sion, sale, and transportation of animals and birds for 

788 propaga ti on yor ptoes raised in oat under this acts 

789 Section 41. Duties of Sheriits other 
790 Peace Officers, Reward. Ali counts elty and 
791 town peace officers are hereby made ex~officio ness 
72. deputy game and fish wardens and shall aid in the en~ 
793 foreement of this act. Any other re shall receive 

794 the sum of ten dollars in any action involving a violation 

795 of thie act, in which he may secure the evidence upon 

726 which the conviction was ot to be assessed against 

797 the defendant as cost, if no’ conviction is progured, no 

798 fees shall be taxed against, the state or county. If the 

799 gets are not paid by a defendant, the ten dollars shall 

B00 be paid out of the state game ani fish protection fund, 

801 Seetion 42, Se aT erences Duties. lach 
802 county attorney shall proseaute and defend, for the state, 

808 in all courte of the county, all actions, eriminal oreivil, ‘ 

604 arising under this act, shoiiflich the state or an officerof 
805 the commiss ion i be a party or oy be interested, 
806 Seetion 43. Immunity of Witnesses. No pars mm, 
807 ealled upon by the state to ae a witness in any 

808 action broucht under this act, shall be exoused a@ ex~ 

609 empted from so en ye from producing docummtary 
810 evidence on the ground % puch testimony or evidence 

611 —_— ineriminate him, but such persmm shall not there 
812 er be prsecuted for any offense concerning which he 
815 is called upon to give such tesiia a _evicences " 
$4 Seetion 44, State Came and Fish fund The _ 
815 eommiseion shall on or before t £ Tuesday of each 
816 month, pay to the state treasurer all money reeeived by 
617 it from licenses or from any other saree under this act, : 

818 and the state treasurer shall deposit such money ina 

619 special fund to be known as the state game and fish prox 
620 tection i is hereby set aside, appropraited and 
821 made available to the cq@mission in earrying out the 
822 provisions of this act, and such fund shall be used for 
823 no other purpose, Warrants shall be drawn on said 
824 fund as other state charges are paid, 
825 Section 45, Fines, Reports of State Treasurer 
826 and Justices of the Peace, All fines or 
827 penalties collected fa violations of this act shall be im 
826 mediately paid by the officer cBlecting or receiving the 
829 same to the state treasurer, who smll oredit such money 
830 to the game and fish pr oteotion fund, The state treasurer 
831 shall renier a monthly statement to the canmission on or 
832 before the tenth of each month, showing all money re~ 
83 aeived and paid by him during the preceeding monthun= 
6°4 der this act. Sach spetige Srgpeees.oet. sect oleark 1 

62h.0f the sort of 16cire, mir . ° ’ Oe nr 
8°6 judement has been reniered under this act, report Sa 
857 writing to the counission the results of the preseoution, = 
828 the amount of fines or penalties collected, if any, ani the ag 
639 disposition thereof, 
640 Section 46, Penalties. Unless a different or other 
641 penalty or punishment is herein specifically preseribed, 
842 a person who violates any provision of thie act, or who 
Sak. winiates- oF fails te comply with any lanful offer, rule, 
644 or regulation adopted by the commission isguilty of a 

845 migdeamnor, and in addition thereto, is liable to an ad~ 
646 ditional penalty of twenty-five dollars for each animal, 

847 bird, or fish, aw part thereof, or each nest or egg of any
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o a bowsht, sold satae sale, taken clas ox se @ BOld, &. . * “ * * 

849 transported, inviolation of this =. 
850 any perem who takes, possesses, transports, buys, sells, 
651 or offers for sale any deer, elk, antelope, beaver, bear, 

852 mountain sheep, or peccary o@ javelina, or any part of 
853 av such animal, in violation of this act or any lawful 
854 rule or regulstion of the eaumission, or who detaches « 
“655 removes from the carcass of any sugh animal a portion 
856 thereof and thereby removes or conceals evidence of sex, 
857 or who shall use any explosive ¢ampound or any corrosive 
856 or narcotic poison or other deleterious substance for the 
859 marzone ef catching, stunning, or killing fish, shall be Pit 

860 po ty of a felony, and shall be punished by a fine of not 
861 jess than twohundred dollars nor more than one thou- 
862 gond dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail fa@ 

‘863 not less than six months, nor more than ono eet or by 
864 both, and, in addition thereto, is liable to an additional 
865 penalty of fifty dollars far cach animal or part thereof, 
866 or fish, taken, destroyed, possessed, transported, bought, 
867 sold, or offered for sale in violation of this act, 
&68 ay yeahs officer who fails 7 eee any duty im= 
869 posed by any of the provisions this agt, or any lawful 
870 rule or regulation of the camission, is guilty of a mis- 

> 871 deamnor, 
872 Amy person having knowledge of any violation of the 
674 provisions of this act, and failing to report same to proper 
674 authorities, or who takes a deetroye any animal, bird @ 
875 fieh, or bird's nest or egg, or eggs or spawn of fish, in 

pia violation of this act ar any refuge, sanctuary, restground 

878 vtvaned established ty arder of the comission and con- 
878 traxy to such order, o who while hunting, trapping or 
679 fishins, wilfully ow without cause or reason destroys, in- 
680 jures ox molests any livestock, growing crops, or other 
881 in ovements, or who without permission of the owner 

82m or resident, shoots or attempts to shoot or otherwise tale 
683 any geme within qnocheds ple of any farm house or other 
864 residence or cabin, lodse, or buildings, o@ whe takes any 
885 game bird, game fish @ game animal, and wilfully leaves 
686 such bird, animal o@ fish or any edible portion of same, 
667? to go to waste, a who uses more than once any shipping 
888 permit or coupon issued by the camission, is guilty of 
889 a misdeamnor, ; 
690 In addition to other penalties perseribed by this act, 
691 the game warden may revoke alicense issued to any per- 
892 som under this aet end deny him the riszht to seoure 
695 another license or to hunt, fish o@ trap anywhere in this : 
894 state, with a without a license, for a period of from one 
895 to five years, if said licensee or person has elther been 
896 eonvicted or has signed an acknowledgment of violating 
897 any provision of this act o: of any lawful rule or rezula- : 
898 tion of the commission, or if such licensee or person has 
899 been convicted in any gourt of havin: destroyed ao car= : 
900 ried away nétéces posted ty the commission or personal 
901 property, or crops of any kind on o from the promises 
902 on whieh he may have been hunting, fishing or trapping, 
903 a@ attempting to take wild animals, birds or fish, @ 

S06. arma watie Rhett ainenenanee beers Senden Se heene arms e hu rr and a Shea 
906 live or livestock, or has becn convicted cvonweine £806¢ 

_907 fires @ bein: intoxicated while using firearms for the 
907 purpose of en the license of any person convicted ; sible 
909 of a second or subsequent violation of this act shall be ; xe 
210 revoked by the commission herein provided, and such “aes 
i141 — is hereby denied the ~— to seoure a license or to 
112 hunt, fish or trap, anywhere thie state, with @ without 
113 a license, for a period of not lessthan two nor more than 
114 ten yeare from the date of such epmviction, To deny any 
‘15 person the right to seaqure a license or to hunt, fish, or | 
‘16 trap anywhere in this state for any period, the commis~ 
‘17 sion shall send a written notice to that effect to such per= 
18 son at his last known address, either by registered mail 
19 or by having it delivered tm mewn B— =
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b+ gon at his i address, either by registered mail 
‘ or by having 1i delivered in person *y a representative of 
920 the commission, The camnission shall furnish, in wirt- 
921 ing, to the officer or persons authorized to issue licenses 
922 the name and address of such persm and the terms for 
923 which he has been denied the right to secure a license, 
924 or to hunt, fish oa trap in this state, together with any 
92 other infamation the commission may deem necessary. 
926 Section <7. Kepeal, Transfer of Present Funds, 
927 411 laws in conflict or inconsistent with the : 
928 provimions of this act, including chapter 30 of the revised 
929 o@@e 192%, are hereby repealed, All money and ye eget ty 
930 now appr opr lated, set aside o available to the prese 
931 state game and fieh warden are appropriated, set aside 
932 end made available to the Arizona game and fish oan-. 
933 mieeion by this act created and the state treasurer shall 
954 transfer all such money to the state game and fish pro=- : 
935 tection funds 
936 Segtion 48 Whereas an early operation of this act is 
937 required to preserve the public health and safety, . 
958 emergency Lom hereby declared td mats and this act shall 
939 be exempt fran the = of the referendum pr ovie- 
940 fon of the constitution,;,and this aet shell take effect im- 
941 mediately on its passage and approval by the governor. 
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- Insult - Ow, wy, 

"About the most insultingist parade Ruidoso has ever known was witnessed 

| the day after the hunting season closed," says the Alamogordo Newse "A 

group or herd or flock, or whatever you call it, of five deer crossed ‘the - 

main street of the town, which by the way is abou't five miles long, and 

paid little attention to the few Mohicans still remaining at thé resort.” . 

- Open Soason On Elk - ' : 4 : 

The elk herd on the upper Pecos. watershed of the Santa Fo was opened again 

for hunting last fall. 
One hundred special permits were issued by the New Mexico State Gume and 

Fish Departments Applications had to be in by September 30 and in case - 

there were more then 100 the applicants would have been requi red to draw 

for the 100 special permits. 

Elk are abundant but due to the rough heavily timbered country, are hard 

to get. 5 i i 

4 - Sitgreaves-Coconino Blk Hunt - 

The Arizona Game and Fish Commission cuthorized a 15-day hunting season on 

pull elk from November 1 to 15, 1935 end issued a totel of 269 spacial elk 

permits at $15.00 each. Hunters were required to check in and out of one 

of four established checking stations. A totel of 143 bull elk were taken 

out or a 53% kill which is considered very good, especially when compared 

with a 6% kill on the Senta Fe Forest in New Moxico where ae similar hunt was 

held with 100 permits issued, resulting in a kill of 6 bull elk. The Coco- 
nino-Sitgreaves elk herd, estimated at from 4,000 to 5,000 head is the result ‘ 

of a plant of 75 heed of clk shipped in from Yellowstone National Park end 
libereted at Creswoll's Ranch on the Chevalon District of the Sitgreaves Ne- : 

tionel Forest in February, 191%. The original shipment was 83 heed but-8 

died before being liberated. A similar hunt will in all probability te held 

next year but at a later date which will be favorable to better hunting con- 

ditions and better condition of the elk. ‘ 

fcr al - Kaibab (North) Deer Hunt - 
f 

x / Some high points on the 1935 Kaibab controlled deer hunt teken from Super- — 

visor Mam's report: This hunt extended from October 16 to November 15 in- 

clusive from three main camps, Big Saddle, Pine Flats and Moquitch, supple- 

mented by three side camps, Big Lake, Pine Flats, end Three Lakes from Oct- 

ober 16 to October 29. As in the past, a deputy game warden and a forest 

officer were stationed at each camp to issue licenses end tgreements end 
supérvise the hunt from that particulur camp. Esch hunter was required to 

have’ an Arizona’ hunting license, $2.50 for residents and $25.00 for non-resi- 

dents, and a Forest Service agrcement, $1.50, and cach hunter was sllowed to 
kill either one buck or one doe. Meals and lodging as well as: guides and 

saddle and pack’ horses were evailable at each base camp. 992 hunters from ' 

12 States, 843 resident and 149 non-resident, checked in at the hunting camps 

and checked out with 522 bucks end 320 does, representing a kill of 85%, of) * 
which 62% were bucks end 32 deer found dead on the range, spoiled or unclei med, - 

Cost data obtained from hunters giving their expenses for the hunting trip i 
averaged $24.00 per resident, $100.00 per non-resident, or s total expenditure 
for the entiré hunt of $35,132.00, or an'average expenditure per deer taken 
out of #474, oo ' aitey ze 

Los:



. - Plugs -. vo 

Imitations of bananas, dill pickles, darning needles, bugs, birds, bees, 

and animals. Now manufactured im many alleged "lifelike" shapes, and pri- 

‘ marily designed to fool the fishermen and lure a dollar bill from his 

pocket. However, athentic records exist of many feeble-minded fish taken 

‘ on these lures. (Six Twenty Six) : 

.= Cattle Company Plans To Retire - 

The Johnson Cattle Company, one of the oldest and largest outfits in this 

section, loaded out 30 cars of yearlings and dry cows recently, constituting 

the largest single shipment to leave the local shipping pens in many years. 

The shipment was consigned to George Sawday to be pleced in Southern 

California pastures, and represented the first shipment in ths company's 

plan to clean the ranges and retire from business. 

The outfit controls practically the entire sectio of the Keibab Forest 

south of Williams, extending to Sycamore Canyon and the Verde River. ~ 

It is estimated the company will move about 3,000 head of cattle from 
the ranges. 

- Beavers Good Planners -, : 

No argument will persuade Ochoco Forest Ranger J. QO. F. Anderson of Region 6 

that. beavers don't plen. "Last fall,” said Anderson, "I took pictures of 

. beaver dams on Cold Spring guard station and noted that the beavers were 

doing all their timber cutting in en espen grove below the dams and dragging 

i their logs upstreem. I wondered why they did mot work im the grove et the 

i upper end where aspens were much closer to the dame This winter I found the 

answer. When the deep snows came and the shallor woters froze solid, these 
energetic loggers quit work on the lower dems, and moved to a new setting where 

the water was deeper end timber nearer, They heve been working like a bunch 

of highbell lumberjecks all winter. I don't believe it just happened that 

way. They seemed to have the whole procedure well planned in edvance." An- 

derson seys this beaver colony is now increasing end the usefulness of its 

work in impounding moisture is demonstrrted by the 100% increase in the 

nearby meadow area watered by Cold Spring. 

f - Elk More Profitable Then Cattle - 

There may come e@ time when thousands of acres of Montana grazing land now 

devoted to cettle raising will be turned into commercial elk ranches. Such 

is the belief of Courtlend DuRend, who has ettracted national attention be- 
cause of the success of his umique experiment with elk raising. In an inter- 

view in Outdoor Life DuRand describés his 5-year old elk farm, charecterized 
it as an unqualified success end urged other Montene ranchers to start simi- 
lar farms. He said “Here in Montana ere more then five millicn scres of 

excess of government region, part of which is suitable for privately cowed 

elk ranches. The yoerly tragedy of starving clk end the yearly sums spent 

oy by the government in an attempt to save them could be done away with if this 

land would be made to produce. I have found out that there is 50 percent 

, more profit in the wapiti deer business than, there is in the. cattle business, 

and I feel strongly that the time is not far off when we will hear of elk 

ranches just as we hear of other kind of stock ranches todaye". 

-I-
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Copy sent Mr. Olin. | 

Y2l Chemistry Building 

January 24, 1929. 

Mr, Prederic Winn, 
c/o U. S. Forest Service, 
Tucson, Arizona, 

Dear Freat 

‘ I am trying to hold publicity on the Game Survey down to 
@ mimimun for the reason that it brings such a flood of correspondence 
and I do not heve and do not want a big office organization to handle 
work of this kind, I am trying to work entirely through existing 
organizations keeping the Survey and myself as invisible as possible. } 
For these reasons I would sonewhat prefer not to write the article 
for Arizona Wilf Life on this subject. When I get to the southwest, 4 
however, and after some msearch work is started there under an Institute 
Fellowship, then I would greatly appreciate the opportunity of writing 
an article bidding for popular interest and support of that work. : 

I yealize this does not help with shat 2 ae your 
immediate problem, namely getting thoughtful material for “Arizona 

. Wilf Life." I had better face the issue, however, and tell you that 
my attempts at. writing for the next couple of years at least have got 
to be narrowly concentrated. Por instence, I now have an offer to 

y publish my book but it will have te be rewritten and if I can scare up 
any time at all I would have to devote it to the salvaging of this 
manuscript in which I have alveady invested a great dos] of effort. 
I am sorry to disappoint you. 

With kindest personal regards, A 

Yours as ever, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
: : in Charge, Game Survey.
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University of Arizona 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

March 7 
1.930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a letter giving 

the details of a conference which we are 
planning to hold at Tucson on April 26. 

We are asking each institution to send,if 
possible, one or more representatives to 

this conference if the institution is in 
a position to do so. We are not planning 
a very large affair, since we hope to se- 
cure better results in this way than if a 
large number came. 

I shall appreciate your cooper- 
ation in this matter. 

Very ‘Lg 

H. Le Shant 

President. ; 
Enc.



university of Arizona 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

March 7, 1930 

. \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building, University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It has been suggested that the meeting of the Southwestern Division 

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Tucson, April 

21 - 25, might offer an unusual opportunity for those of us particularly inter- 

ested in forest, range, and wild life research, to discuss the individual prob- i 

lems in relation to the whole biological research program in the Southwest. 

While our viewpoints and interests are many, we are all attacking the problem 

of maintaining the human population in a semi-arid rezion. The advance of civ- 

ilization has always been rapid in desert regions but history has shown that 

the natural resources of the desert are easily depleted. Forests on the water 

sheds have been cut down, irrigation systems abandoned, and the ranges deplet- 

ed to a point where they would no longer support a profitable industry. 

Today civilization and science have advanced a long way from the 

stage when Mesopotamia and Egypt were the centers of culture, »ut nature has 

not changed, and we are faced with the same oroblems for existence as were the 

prehistoric peoples of the Sahara and the Steopes» ‘/e have, however, a great 

deal more scientific knowledge to guide us, and we have means at our disposal 

to attack the problems of human welfare that were not available in the past. 

We have biologists interested largely in the accumulation of new
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facts for the satisfaction of gaining knowledge alone; biologists interested in 

immediate problems of necessity, such as timber production, conservation of 

water supply and game, destruction of rodents, insects and predatory animals, 

the efficient production of meat, wool and timber; and still other biologists 

whose incomes are derived from the practical use of biolosical products. Each 

group has its own viewpoint and its own way of doing things, but the work of 

all is closely related. If we can bring together the worker in pure science 

on the one hand and the practical man on the other and combine their ideas, we 

may be able to lay down a more adequate and well balanced program for the de- 

velopment of the Southwest. 

It would seem that a very productive method of attack on these 

bviological problems of the Southwest would be to start with the accumulation 

of basic information and to work out in ever widening circles through the many 

ramifications of our forest, wild life and range problems, perhaps concentrat- 

ing the attack on special features but ever mindful of the problem as a whole. 

Such a plan might include the establishment of basic climatic stations in the 

center of the principal vegetational belts such as ‘creosote bush, desert grass- 

land, short grass land, chaparral, pinyon and juniper, or vellow pine and per- 

haps on to the spruce-fir and alpine areas. At each of these stations such 

climatic factors as rainfall, saturation deficit, radiation, air temperatures, 

wind, and evaporation would receive attention. In the soil, the penetration of 

moisture, the amount of soil moisture, and soil temperatures would be ascer- 

tained. To make these measurements usable in terms of plant and animal produc- 

tion it would be necessary to measure simultaneously the transpiration, rate of 

growth, and total production of certain key plants, and to keep a record of the 

condition of the natural vegetation when protected and when grazed or under
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timber pr&duction. Correlation of climatic conditions vith animal developments 

might be accomplished by studying the life and reproduction of some insect, 

such as beetles on alfalfa plants, or perhaps by rats on a constant food sup- 

ply- It is quite possible that some of our native mammals might be kept under 

observation. Climatic records might also be correlated with bird migrations 

and activities of the mammals, reptiles and insects- It is planned that as 

much basic work as possible be undertaken at these stations, and that the re- 

sults be extended by means of detailed vegetation maps and supplementary rec- 

ords to include the whole plant community. 

It seems certain that some of these stations “ill be established 

within the next year. In their organization it is hoped to secure the coopera- 

tion of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, the Us S- Forest Service and 

the Bureau of Biological Survey, the Boyce-Thompson Southwestern Arboretum, 

and the University of Arizona. 

This plan is put forward as a suggestion. Possibly there are bet~ 

ter methods of seeking the solution of our problems. Any workable plan sug- 

gested at this time would be welcome. If there is a representative group of 

those interested in the vroblems of wild life, forest and range research at 

the conference, I am confident that a well thought out and comprehensive pro- 

gram of research can be developed. It is particularly imoortant that we have 

a representative of each interested group in the Southwest. The following 

organizations have been asked to participate, and it is expected that each 

will have one or more representatives at the conferences
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New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 

University of New Mexico 

Texas Technological College 

Arizona Game Protective Association 

New Mexico Game Protective Association 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute 

Arizona Fish and Game Commission 

New Mexico Fish and Game Commission 

Boyce-Thompson Southwestern Arboretum 
Arizona Cattle-Growers Association 

New Mexico Cattle-Growers Association 

Arizona Vool-Grovers Association 

New Mexico Wool-Growers Association 

State of Arizona 

El Paso Game Protective Association 

Carnegie Institution of Washington 

Sonora Field Station, Texas Agricultural and Mechanic Arts College 

United States Forest Service 

United States Indian Service 

United States Bureau of Biological Survey 

University of California 

‘ University of Texas a 

University of Arizona 

April 26th has been set aside for this purpose. A definite program has not yet 

been worked out but the following might be sugsested: 

9:00-12:00 AeM. - Practical problems of cattle, sheep, goats, game, 

and timber production, and water shed protection. 

2:00- 5:00 P.M. - Basic experimental work. 

8:00-10:00 P.M. - Concrete plans for attacking the problem. 

Very truly yours, 

H. L- Shantz 

President



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE 
Southwestern Division 

Eleventh Annuel Meeting 

Tueson, Arizona, April 21 - 25, 19350 

Biological Sciences 

Tentative Program 

Monday, April 21. 
8:00 - 10:00 Registration. 

10:00 - 12:00 General session (all sections). 

2:00 - 4:00 Biological program. 

Tuesday, April 22. 
9:00 - 12:00 Biological program. 

12:15 - 2:00 Luncheon, Symposium, Desert Life, H. L.- Shantz, Chairman. 

Program: Desert Regions of the World, H. Le Shantz; Plant Life of the 

Desert in Relation to Climate, Forrest Shreve; Desert Vegetation as a Basis for 

Animal Life, We Ge McGinnies; Insects and Reptiles of the Desert, C. T- Vorhies; 

Birds and Mammals of the Desert, Walter P. Taylor. 

2:00 - 6:00 Trip to Cactus Forest. 

Wednesday, April 25. 

9:00 - 12:00 Biological Program. 

2:00 - 4:00 Ecological Society of America meeting at Desert Laboratory of 

the Carnegie Institution of Washington. 

4:00 - 6:00 Inspection of Laboratory. Tea will be served. 

Thursday, April 24. i 

Inauguration of President Homer LeRoy Shantz. 

Friday, April 25. 

Field trip to Santa Rita Range Reserve. 

Saturday, April 26. 

Conference on Wild Life, Forest, and Range Problems. 

An invitation is being extended to biologists, foresters, stockmen, and r 
representatives of game associations to meet together to consider the basic re- 

lations and interrelated biological problems of the forest and range with their 

natural and domestic animal life, and to formulate plans for a comprehensive 

research program for the Southwest. 

General Announcements 

There will be only three general sessions of the Biological Sciences sec- 

tion for the presentation of papers. This means that it will be necessary to 

keep papers dom to a reasonable length. It is felt that the remainder of the 

time might be profitably spent in a study of desert vegetation as typified by 

the Cactus Forest and in a visit to the Desert Laboratory. Emphasis throughout 

the meetings will be plaeed on field excursions» 

March 20 has been set as the last day for the receipt of titles. In order 

to mail out a program to members before the meeting, it is necessary for the 

material to go to the printer not later than March 21. If you have a title or 

any suggestions for the meeting they should be sent in immediately. 

We Ge McGinnies 

Secretary 

Biological Sciences Section.
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Dear Aldo: oh 
This is a hasty appeal from the sticks and Wy 

Please keep it confidential so far as my name is con- F ye 

cerned for as yon know , in my position I must keep r 

cteor of venfing legis’ation whether national or st-te. 

The Governor has recommenced to the Legislature that 

the "Game Commission be abolished. It has proved a 

dismal failure". He proposes to go back to the old 

Spoils system of appointment of the Game Warden and 18 

vilently critical of the Kaibab deer program and of 

died. of the Forest Service. 

It looks as if our years of effort are going to be wrecked 

unless the Legislature stands by.No use trying to influenec 

the Governor but would it be possible to have the Presiden} 

of the I Walton League, the American Game Protective Assn 

ane other similar organizations, wire or write the Presidat 

of the Senate and the Speaker of the House and strongly 

en’orse the present Arizona game commission and game code 

as one of the most progressive of any state in the Union< We. 

have only had a two years trial and in that short time 

have made wonderful progress but unfortunately for Arizona— 

well, you can guess the rest, 

If you can initiate any action, right he is the time, 

Drop me a line and mark the envelope "For Mr.Winn" or X 

"Bersonal",. I gave your friend Mr.Jackson the information 

requested. Hope he will come out. 

“ogards and best wishes. 
: Cordially ‘ 

SERV en



i Copy to Mr. Winn 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
January 21, 1931 

Mr. Harry McGuire, Editor 
Outdoor Life 

1824 Curtis Street _ 
Denver, Colorade 

~~ Dear Mr. McGuire 

As you doubtless know, the Arizona Game Protective 
Association, after a long and hard effort, recently passed a 
geme commission bill which in my opinion represents an enormous 

: improvement as a foundation on which to build game conservation . 
in that state. In fact, it embodies the most progressive ideas 
that I lmow of along that line. ‘ 

; Some of my friends have just written me that the new : 
governor (I think his name is Hunt) threatens to repeal the E 
commission bill. His motive, I suppose, is to recapture the 
patronage inherent in the old game warden form of organization. 
It occurs to me that it might do a great deal of good if you 
wrote the speaker of the House and the speaker of the Senate, 
stating that you had heard such a rumor and were inquiring for 
details with a view to unfavorable publicity in your magazine. 
The governor, of course, has to move the legislature before he 
can accomplish his end. ‘This is about the only way I can think 
of for outsider like ourselves to bring influence to bear in ‘ 
this matter. 

I am making this suggestion in a wholly personal capacity. 
The friends who informed me about it are those who battled through 
the New Mexico campaign with me years ago, and I need not say more 
about what kind of men they are. 

If you can see your way clear to a move such as the one 
| suggested, I would appreciate it very mich, 

| Yours sincerely, 

\



Copy to Mr. Winn 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 21, 1931 

Mr. Seth #. Gordon 
1218 Greenleaf Street 
Evanston, Illinois 

Dear Seth: ; 

I have just received a letter from a very good friend in 
Arizona stating that the new covernor (I think his name is 
William H. Hunt) is bring pressure on the lecislature to abolish 
their new game commission. 

It occurs to me that if outside organizations would write 
to the Speaker of the House and the Speaker of the Senate, stat~ , 
ing that they had heard a rumor that the commission was to be 
abolished, expressing concern over such rumor and giving their 
opinion of the commission bill, it would help to offset the 

. governor's efforts. I do not lmow whether you have a copy of 
the new Arizona law in your files, but I have looked it over and 
have the utmost confidence in the skill and judgment of the 
Arizona Protective Association, which sponsored it. 

Anything that you can see your way clear to start along 
these lines will be heartily appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copy to Mr. Winn 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamiary 21, 1931 

Major Le W. T. Waller, Jt. 

Conservation Director , 
EB. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Majors 

I aa informed by some of my friends in Arizona that 
the new governor is making a move to abolish the recently 
established geme comission. ‘The comaission law was written 

_ by a group of men whom I Imow personally and I can vouch for 
it being one of the most progressive state laws of the kind. ’ 

Tt oceurred to me that Bostick might want to lmow 
about this impending danger in the event he has not already : 
heard of it. ‘There might be ways for him to remind members 
of the Arizona legislature that they would be making a back- 
ward step. i 

I have written to Seth Gordon and Harry McGuire, mg- 
gesting that they write letters of inquiry to the speakers of 
the House and the Senate, 

4 Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOFOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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‘ February 9, 1931. 

Dear Mr. Hunts | } 

¥e do not want any publicity in | ; 
SESSA 

We have written to some ely yi 
_ state legislature for has not 

as yet been forthcoming, cs 1 to 
go divest to you for « ant with sdgard to 
your attitude toward the Gate Commis: 

Ave wo etly taforadd thik You axe hostile 
to the Arizona Cypfissic dent constituted 
and operated? [/ V 

If 90, do x4 : 8 your reasons 
for your atti a and Fish 
copa (gs through which it 

7 Yours very truly, 

ay PK. Mipples | a | 
Associate Editors 

Governor G, W. P. Tums, 
Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

rxw/nao ;
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ASPoRTSMANS MAGazInE %& 

JOHN A.McouIRe (gen CURTIS rer. si 
pee DENVER,COLO. 

February 21, 1931. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing @ copy of a letter just received 
from Governor Hunt and also of a letter which he 

mentions writing to Seth Gordon, although Gordon 

may have sent a copy to you. 

Considering the position in which he is placed 

he does fairly well in an effort to justify his 
stand, although the fifth paragraph of his letter 
to Gordon cohtains between the lines a probable 
basis for his position and affords an opportunity 
for discussion on the part of those who do not 

agree with him. 

I am sorry that he did not write that par- 
ticular letter to us as the fact that it is 

addressed to Gordon rather leaves it up to Gordon 

to give it publicity in connection with any 

opposition he may offer. 

The only record I have in the office showed 

Mr. Diffin as President of the Ahézté&# Game 
Protective Association and I wrote him, as you 
know. In reply I received a note from him to the 
effect that he was forwarding my letter to Professor 

Fred Gibson, the new President. I have not heard 

from the latter and I judge that he either does 
not feel the need of any assistance which we might 
be able to give him or his knowledge of conditions 

in his state has discouraged any belief that he 
can beet Governor Hunt on thet question. 

Yours very truly, 

e. K. Wii 7 
Associate Editor, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisc. 

PKW/ RAO 
Enc. 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS



EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

State House 

Phoenix, Arizona Geo. W. P. Hunt 
Governor 

February 17, 1931 

Dear Mr. Whipples 

I have your letter of February 9th, requesting 
@ statementconcerning my position toward the Arizona 

Game Commission. I had a similar inquiry from ae. 

Seth Gordon, President of the American Game | 
Association. I enclose a copy of my reply to ha . 
which covers the subject. } ~ 

It might be apropos to state tha 
of the first active proponents of game cons 

legislation in Arizona. Nearly ears ao, 
when other pioneer citizens of Stat $ill 

‘ believed that our supplies of game were inexhaustible, 
I urged laws creating close asons and/bag limits 

and the establishment of g efuges. took an 
important and leading part in\the original game 
protective legislation of Arizdnaéyen before 
statehood was granteds———~ m 

oe 

I yield to man in my ive wn earnest 
interest in the otection and conserveétion of wild 

life. 

Our differences are in + rocedurel Our 
goal i ical I have wewer been convinced 

tha: in oF to g our ad life proper legis- 

saps protection, it is necessary to foist another 
c ssion upon State. 

I am sendin ou, under separate cover, a copy 

° Message to/the Tenth State Legislature of 
Ar a, in wh this subject is touched upon. 

eer ; 
Sincerely yours, 

GEO. W. P. HUNT 
Governor 

Mr. P. K. Whipple, 
Associate Editor, 
Outdow “ife, 

1824 Curtis Street, 

Denver, Colorado.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

February 4% 1931. 

My dear Mr. Gordon: 

I have your letter of January 27th urging that my office 

support the present commission form of addbnistration in our 
game department. I am sorry that I cannot accept your 
recommendations in this matter. 

I do not claim to be an authority on the experience of 
other states with the commission form of government; but, in 

an experience covering forty years of public life in Arizona, 
including seven terms as governor, I have become firmly 

convinced that the commission form of government is ett 

mentally unsound and impractical. 

This is nota reflection upon the individuals who nb gale 

such commissions. It is the system that is wrong. | 
ace | 

We have found thet the commission form of government, i 

this state, with its divided responsibi long terms 

of office, is unresponsive #@o public ion, ieldz, 
inefficient and expensive. 

There isa large and ever inc ing se ent in our 

state to get away from the commissio rm government 

and to centralize the governmental aut in the executive 
office. This is the only ch t dministrative 

office fairly can be he $= eit for conduct of 
government. The disse; ation of go ntal> authority that 

has occurred in the establishment of e or less independent 
boards, bureaus and c issions has r ted in a loose; ine ; 

cohesive and irresponsible system of inistration of public 
affairs. \ 

_— 

In o ae, we are be inually harrassed by ¢forts 

at encro ent of fedevel departments upon the jurisdiction 
of our te government\ \ Our present State Game Commission, 
appoint by my predecegso# in office, has followed a policy 

which I consider a surrégdering of important state rights. In 

surrende even partially the title of the state to its 
wild life, hev % a dangerous precedent--e precedent 

upon which ther claims to Arizona's natural resources might 
be founded by Federal bureaus and departments. 

We have found Washington paternalism and Federal bureaucracy 

to constitute one of the greaést handicaps to the growth and 
development of our state. I am fundamentally and unalterably 
opposed to any policy of any Arizona officials which might tend to 

° encourage further encroachments by the Federal governmgnt or any 

of its departments upon the sovereignty and jurisdiction of our state. 

Very respectfully, 

Mr. Seth Gordon, President, 

American Game Association GOVERNOR 
New York, New York



Mareh 2, 1931 

Mr. P. K. Whipple ; 
Outdoor Life 
1824 Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Whipple: 

A pretty good answer to the question of why a commission 

is need for game administration occurs in an article by Keith 

MeCanse, "The Ideal State Department," which appears in the 

last issue of "The Game Breeder." 

I am sending a copy of this to “The Game Breeder with the 

request that they supply you with this article. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



| fe 
ASporrsmans MacazinE %& 

poe eee a : 1824 CURTIS Spacey = 

yee DENVER,COLO. 
March 16, 1931. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Continuing our investigation of the Arizona situation I now have 

received, though not from Governor Hunt, the original two page letter 

written on February 10 to Governor Hunt by Seth Gordon. 

In case you have not seen a carbon copy of Mr. Gordon's letter, I 

went to call to your attention especially his first two paragraphs: 

"We have noted your letter of February 4th with much interest. 
Had we known in the first place that you were not satisfied with 
the present system of game and fish administration in your state, 
we would probably have hesitated to write you so frankly. We had 
no intention to interfere with your plans and the information , 
presented in our letter of January 27th was sent you in the hope 
that it would be helpful. 

"We are inclined to agree with what you say about the ineffective- 
ness of the average Commission form of public administration. So : 
much power has been delegated to state Commissions in matters 
which could be handled more effectively by direct authority that 

many of our states find themselves in a dilemma,"! 

: Not only does Seth Gordon appear to be pretty generally satisfied 
with the attitude adopted by Governor Hunt, but we are also running 
across some local experts and friends of OUTDOOR LIFE in Arizona who 

feel that the governor is right. 

There may be nothing but politics behind the trouble between the 
Commission and the auditors and behind the destruction of the revenue 

records at a rather early date, but even if no more than politics, ; 

the situation rather handicaps people who certainly believe in the 
game commission theory. 

Yours very truly, 

P. K. Whipple, 
Associate Editor. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

PKW/RAO 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS :



) Copy to Mr. Winn 

March 19,1931 

Mr. P. K. Whipple Associate Editor 
Outdoor Life 
1824 Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado : 

Dear Mr. Whipple: 

i 5 I am a little concerned lest the present looks of the 
Arizona situation might indicate that I have given you a bum steer. 

I am surprised that Seth Gordon should have modified his 
original statement to the extent that he did. If Arizona or any 
other nearby state had a previous one-man administration which had 
accomplished anything notable under the old system, we would not 
have a very clear case to protest about. In my opinion, however, 
such has not been the case. 

The only thing I was not sure of when I first wrote you was : . 
the character ani ability of the comnissioners who had been function- 
ing unter the new law. I vouch absolutely for the group that vrote 
the law and for the good faith an‘ qirill with which it was written. 
I am not surprised, of course, that you should find some individuals 
who side with Governor Hunt. Possibly the commissioners unier the 
new law lack quality, and these individuals were unable to distinguish 
between the temporary accident of personnel and the permanent prin- 
ciple of administration. It is omly too true that good organic acts 
are usually poorly manned at first, but that is a reason for getting 
better personnel rather than abandoning the act. 

I hope very much that you do not feol that I mislead you in 
this matter even inadvertently, since I value very highly the weight 
which you attach to my representations. 

With kindest regards and best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey |
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Co to: Mr. Aldo Leopold 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY sid 404 site eee een 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE Ma ai son Wi 8 Bldge 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT i 

Mr. H.G, Bostick 
: Qutgoing Mails 

April 18, 1931. 

pr? 
Ww 

Breen aca a 
Mr. A. G. Becker, President, o 

White Mountain Sportsmen's Association, 1M gay” 
Springerville, Ariaona. \ ‘ Vr 

My dear Mr, Becker - t 

In your letter of April 13th you have put up quite 
a problem, one which we Cannot answer at this distance and probably 
one which we could not answer on the ground, 

As I understand it, in the White Mountaings you still 
have wild turkeys but this game birds is decreasing in numbers and 
presumably to an alarming extent; further, that the local sportsmen 
do not know the cause, advancing as their theory that nests are 
being destroyed by over-grazing of sheep, that predatory animals 
had something to do with it, or that they are being over-shots 

As you may know, Herbert Stoddard of the Biological 
Survey, worked on bobwhite quail in Georgia for about five years, 
this inveatigation being financed by a group of vreserve owners ; 
and Stoddard's report is on the press and will be out in a short 
time. This report is a wonderful piece of work in that it points 
the way to future research on what we might call, from the sports- 
men's viewpoint, “practical lines*® in the native game-bird species. , 
Stoddard's work in Georgia really accomplished more than increasing | 
our Lage on quail in that, as I say, he established methods. 
These methods have been divided by Leopold into four foundation- 
stones for game bird management: 

le He determined the environmental factors 
responsible in affecting the abundance of 
quail. 

2e He found out and assigned the relative 
importance of these factors for his own 
locality. 

3e He devised ways and means of controlling 
the most important of these factors, 

4. Application to the ground of these devised



Mr. A.G. Becker -2- April 18, 1931. 

controls has actually inereased the quail 
erop thus demonstrating the feasibility 
of his methods. 

The State of Arizona has a Quail Fellowship financed 
by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute, in 
the hopes that it will develop into a western counterpart of 
Stoddard's accomplishment, which is necessary because of the fact 
that the species, Gambel quail, is different and the environmental 
factors, food, cover and predators, are of course different, 

Leopold has pointed out that the present Gambel quail 
study in Arizona can prove the value of research as an instrument 
of game restoration,and should make it easier to find funds for 
the study of the three principal game species of your state - — 

‘ namely, Merriam Turkey, Mule Deer and Whitetail Deer. 

Actually there has been no change in the knowledge 
of wild turkey since 1918 when a paper by Quarles was published 
in “American Game". This leads me to the suggestion that the 
sportemen of Arizona instead of guessing at what is causing the 
decrease in turkey, raise the necessary funds to inelude in the 
University's work on Gambel quail a separate study on turkey. The 
mechanism for such a study is presumably already set up, and I am 
taking the liberty of — a copy of your letter, together with 
a copy of my reply, to Leopold for his suggestions, 

The obvious advantage of proceeding along these lines 
is that the sportsmen of the state will have the benefit of the 
unbiesed advice given by a local instutition which is scientifically 
capable of determining FACT. It will do away with any "fly by hight" 
theories which may or may not be correct, and will assure the future 
of the turkey to Arizonae 

In order to make myself ees clear, there may be 
some merit in the claim of some sportemen that predatory animals are 
being driven from the plains by the trapper and stockmen and are 
retreating to the timber and taking an undue toll of turkey. Theve 
may also be some merit in the suggestion that sheep are destroying 
nests by walking over them, although I would guess that the damage 
here is probably due more to over-grazing, and there may be other 
factors which have not been brought out but which are fastly more 
important and which should be developed in a relatively short space 
of times By "relatively short space of time* I mean a period of way, 
three years, as I do not believe that any fellowship should be estab- 
lished at the University for a period of less than that and expect it 
to pay dividends in the way of resultse '



Mr. A.G. Becker == April 18, 1931. 

Thus you will see that in reply to your third paragraph 
we Can recommend no pamphlet or book on research work which will 
give you any more light on the subject, because of the fact that 
such does not exist, but that there is a way out of your dilemma 
and that your local essociation might raise the funds for this 
eee cae ne not only oe the problem for yourselves but 
also acting as a guiding light in other turkey areas. 

Yours very truly, 

toe W. T. aide dre 
Director of Conservati on. 

LWTW/e 

W ( a ho \ ” a Q , ‘ t 4 

Pole, UswrtA urhive ,



GC OP Y 

WHILE MOUNTAIN SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
Springerville, Arizona 

April 13, 1931. 

Kr .oL, WT. Waller, 
Director Du Pont Conservation Department, 
Wilmington, Del. 

Dear Sir: 

We find the du Pont Game Conservation News extremely 
interesting and instructive. We look forward to receiving our 
copy. 

The White Mountains of Arizona still abound with Wild 
Turkeys but in the last few years we have begun to witness a 
marked decrease. Local sportsmen are divided in their opinion. 
as to the cause. Some claim that the nests are being destroyed 
by sheep walking over them, in grazing the Forest. Although 
the U. S. Biological survey are trapping predatory animals right 
along,some claim that the Bob Cat and Coyote, having been driven 
from the lower canyons and plains by the trapper and stockmen 
have retreated tothe cover of the timber and are the greatest 
menace the Turkey has, as they destroy the young chicks. An 
ever growing number are convinced that the shotgun is destroying 
the Turkey as hunters invariably shoot broadside into a bunch, 
often getting none, as the wounded Turkeys run off and hide in 
the foliage before dying, five and ten careasses, shot loaded 
having been found in various places, after the hunting season, 
when their feathers began to drop and scatter. 

Our local association is much concerned about any 
decrease and we are trying to work out this problem. Can you 
recommend any pamphlet, book or research work which will give 
us more light on this subject, based on scientific investigation. 

Thanking you for any information you may bé able to 
give us, we remain, 

Very truly yours, 

White Mountain Sportsmens Association 

A. G.Becker, 
President.
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MANAGEMENT OF OUR DEER HERDS ait 

By E. A. Goldman 

Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture 

Owing to large numbers and wide distribution, the deer are by 

far the most important big game of the United States. Although 

now extinct over large areas formerly occupied, four species still 

divide territory or overlap in geographic range. In order of im- 

portance these are, first, the white-tailed, or Virginia, deer of the 

Eastern and Northern States, extending west and invading the gen- 

eral territory of the mule deer in the northern Rocky Mountain 

region. Second, the mule deer, commonly called the blacktail, of the 

more arid West, from the Rocky Mountains west to the Cascades, 

reaching the Pacific coast in southern California and extending ‘ 

southward into Mexico. Third, the close relative of the mule deer, 

the true blacktail of the Pacific coast region from California north 

to southeastern Alsaka. And, fourth, the Arizona whitetail of the 

mountains of southern Arizona, southern New Mexico and western 

Texas, with a main range extending far south along the Sierra 
Madre of Mexico. As these four members of the deer family are 

quite distinct and also differ considerably in character of terrain 
occupied, their relations to one another should clearly be understood 
and considered in connection with plans for management. 

The Virginia deer divides, as a species, into several intergrading 
geographic races. From small animals in Florida and Louisiana the 
deer increase progressively in size to much larger forms in the 
northern tier of states. In the northern Rocky Mountain region 
the ranges of the whitetail and the mule deer interdigitate or over- 
lap, but they favor different terrain. The former is usually found 
in the denser belts of woodland along streams, while the latter 

prefers the more open stands of timber on mountain slopes, often 

closely adjacent. The mule deer of the Rocky Mountain region and 
adjoining territory is replaced in southern Arizona and southern 
New Mexico by intergrading races, which forsake the higher and 

steeper mountains and are at home on the lower basal slopes and the 
desert plains reaching far to the south, in Chihuahua and Sonora. 

In this southwestern area the higher mountains and steep brush- 

49
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covered slopes, unused by mule deer, are occupied by the Arizona 
whitetail, the local lines of demarcation being quite sharp. The exact 

relationship of the large northern mule deer, of the arid interior, 

to the much smaller true blacktail of the humid Pacific coastal strip 

is not so clear. While typically quite different animals, the two are 

obviously related. There is some evidence of hybridization, or cross- 

ing, in a narrow zone where their ranges meet along the slopes of 

the Cascades and northern Sierra Nevada, but no widespread 

commingling of the two is apparent. 

TREAT AS SEPARATE UNITS 

This descriptive outline of the field seems important, as the point 

can not be over-emphasized that, owing to varying habits and en- 

vironmental conditions, the deer of each species, in each region, 

should be treated as separate units. In this connection we are led 
directly to consideration of a policy regarding the stocking or 

restocking of areas. In each region the deer and native animals in 

general are the expression of a selective evolutionary process that 
has endured for ages. Countless adjustments have been made to fit 

that particular environment. The native animals are a part of the 
complex that gives to a region its distinctive character. 

The bringing in of differing but nearly related exotic animals is 
likely to result in crossing, and the production of a mixed breed 

devoid of the interest that attaches to pure native stocks. For 
example, the native white-tailed deer of Virginia is smaller than that 

indigenous to Michigan. Presumably they are fertile with one 

another, and to introduce either in the habitat of the other would 
be a biological crime, with no extenuating circumstances. It seems 
a reasonable assumption that small deer can be maintained in greater 
numbers than large deer on a given area without diminishing the 

food supply, such numbers thus tending to compensate for lack of 

stature. 

Mule deer are not likely to cross with Virginia deer, but I have 
never learned of an instance in which these essentially dry-land 
animals of the West have thriven east of the Mississippi River. 
Species brought in may compete with and displace a native of equal 

or greater value; and the dangers of transmitting animal diseases 

are very great. Proposed introductions of wild animals of any kind 

not native should be disapproved, except in those exceedingly rare
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cases where ample knowledge of conditions indicates that the ad- 
vantages would far outweigh the risks involved. On the other hand 
the restocking with deer of many forested areas, especially in some 
of the Southern States, is highly desirable. In carrying out such 
enterprises deer of the native geographic race should be brought 

from the nearest available point. 

PRoBLEM OF REFUGES 

In the management of our deer we have to contend primarily with 

the fascinating and often baffling problem of fluctuating numbers. 
Marked reduction or extermination over vast areas, because of 

changed conditions resulting from human occupation, has alarmed 

those concerned for their welfare and has resulted in special efforts 
not only to conserve the remnants but to increase the breeding stock. 

In our zeal to conserve, however, we are apt to overlook funda- 

mental principles and practical phases of the situation. Some of 
these are so vital in character that our oversight tends to defeat our 

main purpose. 

The importance of deer refuges or preserves is generally recog- 
nized, but just how they should function is not so well understood. 
Under ideal conditions the refuge should be suitably located to em- 
brace summer and winter range, and of sufficient size not only to 

insure the permanence of the species protected within its borders but 
also to afford a surplus to stock surrounding game territory that 

may be open to hunting. But refuges may be too large. 

In the successful maintenance of hunting territory several rela- 
tively small refuges afford better distribution of deer, and control 
of numbers, than a single large one within which, through over- 
protection, there may be failure of the prime requisite—food. 
Summer and winter range and forage, when these differ, as is not 

unusual in the West, should be given careful consideration in con- 

nection with plans for deer management, as both are of vital im- 
portance. There may be much more of one than of the other, and 

the carrying capacity of a game area as a whole is obviously that 

of the seasonal division of least production. 

Two Deer SITUATIONS 

Two deer situations with widely contrasting settings have pre- 
sented new problems in management, difficult of solution. One of
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these concerns the mule deer of the Kaibab Plateau, Arizona, and 

the other the white-tailed deer on the State forests in Pennsylvania. 
Space permits of only brief references but both are worthy of careful 
study. While the factors involved are different phenomental in- 
creases in numbers of the deer have led to forage depletion and 
starvation in both cases. 

The rise and fall of the Kaibab deer has afforded a striking 

illustration of the vital importance of disposing of the surplus when 

the fordge-producing capacity of a game range is threatened. Pre- 
vious to the establishment of the Grand Canyon Game Preserve in 

1906 the Kaibab area, a domestic stock range, was also the favored 

hunting ground of the Navajo Indians of northern Arizona and the 
Utes and Piutes of southern Utah. Winter supplies of meat and 
buckskin were obtained, and as the skins of does and fawns were 

highly prized, the killing was undoubtedly indiscriminate. 
The Kaibab area was heavily stocked with cattle and horses for 

many years. Progressive depletion of forage was noted by forest 
officers, and grazing allotments were gradually reduced until they 

became negligible. 

From the creation of the refuge in 1906, no killing of deer was 

permitted until 1924. The deer were further partially protected by 
the taking of many predatory animals that preyed both upon deer 
and domestic stock. From a comparatively small number, possibly 

3,000, the increase was comparatively slow for some years, but the 

cumulative rate, gaining greatly accelerated impetus toward the end, 
brought a final climax with startling suddenness. 

In the early fall of 1922, I first visited the Kaibab Refuge with 

S. B. Locke, then of the Forest Service, to study the deer while still 

on the summer range. We found the deer over-utilizing important 
forage plants, and recommended the removal of some of the ani- 
mals. Our studies were nenewed in March, 1923, when the deer 

were on the winter range, in order to gain a comprehensive view of 

yearlong conditions. Severe over-browsing of winter range was 
evident in some places, but large sections were little affected, and 
actual starvation of deer seemed remote. 

Cuances ComME QUICKLY 

I again visited the area in August of the following year, with a 
committee ‘appointed iby the Secretary of Agriculture, to investigate
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and consider the Kaibab deer problem. Two fawn crops had been 
produced since my trip of the previous year. The change in condi- 
tions was amazing. The deer had reached phenomental numbers, 
seemingly at a bound. More than 1,000 were counted along the road 
one evening. Many of the shrubs upon which the deer normally fed 
had been killed by over-~browsing. The larger aspens had been 

defoliated as high as a deer can reach, and young aspens with tops 
within reach were defoliated and killed. Most of the deer were 
already in poor physical condition. Some of us realized that the 
deer had reached the numerical peak and that a tragedy was im- 

pending. The committee was much impressed and, estimating the 
deer at 30,000, figures probably far too conservative, recommended a 
50 per cent reduction, though this could not be carried out. On the 
basis of an estimate of 20,000 deer, Locke and I in 1922, had 

recommended the removal, mainly by hunting, of 2,000 bucks, but 

opposition to such a program prevented any effective action. 

The most tangible early result of the committee’s recommenda- 
tions was the removal of 675 deer the same year (1924). This was 
the first killing of deer that had been permitted for 18 years, but 

such an inadequate measure could not avert disaster. Many thou- 
sands must have died during the winter of 1924-25, but in a region 
of such size and varied topography, the inequality of surface ren- 
dering carcasses invisible at a short distance, no estimate of numbers 

could be more than a wild guess. 

We found widely scattered carcasses the next spring (1925), and 
it was significant that most of the fawns of the previous year were 
gone. While many predatory animals had been taken, coyotes espe- 
cially remained plentiful and preyed heavily upon the deer. As the 

deer continued to increase and domestic stock was reduced, all 

predatory-animal control by the Biological Survey was discontinued 
on the Kaibab Forest. 

Huntine Heirs Sotve PropLeM 

Additional visits from time to time have enabled me to keep in 
personal touch with the Kaibab deer problem. A working agreement 
was finally effected by the Forest Service with the State of Arizona 

under which well-regulated hunting is carrier on in fall. General 
evidence has indicated that since 1924 both deer and deer forage 

have declined ‘together at a gradually slowing: rate. It is apparent
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that a point is being approached when hunting should be more 
restricted. 

Reports indicate a marked increase in coyotes, and many fawns 
destroyed by them this year (1932). A few local trappers are 
operating under permits, but control of predatory animals may have 

to be resumed on a larger scale to save the remnants of the deer. 
Some forage recovery is noticeable in places, but plants producing 
the most palatable deer feed have been so largely eliminated that 

normal carrying capacity can not be restored in our generation. 
Improvement in forage on the general area will tend to draw ani- 

mals away from the clover meadows that have been so attractive 
along the Grand Canyon Highway. A few deer may remain, but the 
larger groups that have delighted so many visitors will be but a 
memory. 

In Pennsylvania a somewhat different phase of the deer manage- 
ment problem is presented. It has been well set forth by the Board 
of Game Commissioners. A combination of causes led to the virtual 
extermination of the native deer previous to 1897. But corrective 
measures gradually were put into effect. A refuge system, dating 
from 1905, and a restocking policy have been so successful that the 
problem has shifted, as on the Kaibab Forest, from one of saving 
deer to one of adequately controlling abnormally mounting numbers. 
The “buck law” of 1907 laid the foundation for the present large 
herds. In that year about 200 bucks were killed. In 1913 the kill 
of bucks had risen to 1,187, and ten years later to 6,452. 

DISPROPORTION BRINGS PROBLEMS 

The disproportion between the sexes resulting from the opera- 
tion of the buck law became evident, and some does were removed 
under special licenses in certain districts. In 1925 the deer taken 

were 7,287 bucks and 1,029 does. By 1928 a very serious situation 

had developed. The disparity between bucks and does had widened 
to such an extent that many does were barren, concentrations of 

deer had exhausted the forage, with resulting starvation in places, 
and many farmers were suffering from deer damage. An open 
season, for the first time, on does alone met with much opposition 

but resulted in the killing of 25,097. Returning to bucks alone in 

1929 the take was 22,822. 

In 1930 the number of bucks killed was 20,115 and of does, in
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certain counties only, 5,979. The deer feed situation continued 

critical, and in 1931 a state-wide open season on both bucks and 
does together was made effective for the first time. The bag limit 
was one deer of either sex. As a result there fell to the hunters 

24,796 bucks and 70,255 antlerless animals—an amazing total of 

95,051 deer. Much general public criticism was a reaction to be 

expected, but a drastic corrective measure had become imperative, 

and some of those best informed believe that the breeding stock 

was not too severely depleted. During the present season (1932) 

hunting is again restricted to bucks alone. 

PREVENT ForacGe DEPLETION 

Other States, east and west, are wrestling with deer manage- 
ment problems, and the deductions to be drawn from experiences 
on the Kaibab Forest and in Pennsylvania should have a wide ap- 
plication in similar fields. Too great stress cannot be placed on 
the vital importance of preventing forage depletion of a game 
range. Deer are dainty feeders, and under normal conditions crop 
a little here and a little there from a wide variety of plants, none 
of which is very severely injured. Where deer are over-abundant 
the most palatable plants are injured, or killed, and gradually elimi- 
nated as species, often undetected by the ordinary observer; and 
on a restricted menu deer do not thrive so well. 

The appearance of a “deer line” is evidence of serious forage de- 
pletion. The Board of Game Commissioners of Pennsylvania de- 
serve great credit for dealing so effectively with a critical situation 

in 1931. It remains to be seen whether even so drastic a check on 
the numbers of deer came in time to permit early restoration of a 
normal forage supply. The Pennsylvania case has been an excel- 
lent demonstration of the results of a buck law operating under 
nearly ideal conditions. We may conclude that such a law is a 
useful device for utilizing game for a time without checking the 
breeding rate, but the disparity in sex ratio should not become too 
great. Such laws are not needed if game commissions are granted 
ample powers to function. effectively. 

The relation of predatory animals to deer and to game in general 
should be better understood. The ravages of the larger predatory 
animals on game in the West are well known to those familiar with 

field conditions. The phenomenal success in restoring deer and in
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making such great numbers available for hunters in Pennsylvania 
and other Eastern States, has evidently been greatly facilitated by 
the general absence of large predatory animals. 

U. S. Prepator ConTRoL 

Organized predatory-animal control operations are carried on by 
the Federal Government, largely on national forest areas and in 
cooperation with Western States. The direct objective is the pro- 
tection of domestic stock for which grazing fees on the national 
forests are collected by the Forest Service. The work is financed 
jointly by the Federal Government and the States, which seems an 
equitable arrangement, as the States are heavily interested in the 
stock industry both on and off the forests, while the government 

isthe principal landowner. But these same national forests, along 

with the national parks, are the principal reservoirs of our larger 
game, especially deer, and a heavy toll is normally taken by moun- 
tain lions, coyotes, and bobcats. 

While mountain lions are the more notorious deer slayers, each 

adult being estimated to account for at least 50 deer in a year, 
the inroads of coyotes, especially on young deer, are usually more 
serious, owing to the much greater number of these wild members 
of the dog family. 

Predatory-animal control, undertaken in the interest of domestic 
stock, incidentally extends similar protection to game. On many 
of the domestic stock ranges, notably in the national forests of 

central and southeastern Arizona and western New Mexico, deer 

have become over-abundant and threaten the forage supply for both 
stock and game. This maladjustment is due partly to the creation 
of game refuges that are far too large, and partly to the reduction 
of predatory animals. In such areas, where hunters are unable to 
utilize the game, predatory-animal repression should be lightened 

as far as possible without serious injury to local economic interests. 

Lion Fits into SCHEME 

Formerly I was of the opinion that with an increasing army of 
hunters and a diminishing supply of deer, animals as destructive as 
mountain lions should be eliminated, except in a few very remote 
places. The recent upward trend in numbers of our larger game 
has, however, materially altered my viewpoint. I now believe that 
a moderate number of these great cats may serve a useful purpose
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in checking undue increases of deer, especially in regions little 

grazed by domestic stock. Besides, the hunting of lions affords 
rare sport, and they can be controlled almost at will. 

No organized predatory-animal control work has been carried on 
in recent years in the Kaibab region, and coyotes are known to be 
very abundant and destructive to the deer there. When the deer 

have been reduced by hunting and other factors to the forage pro- 
duction of the area, which seems imminent, the inroads of the coy- 

ote population, concentrated on the dwindling deer, may reduce the 
latter to the verge of extermination. Obviously predatory animals 
are an important part of the biological complex, requiring careful 
consideration, and control in places, if game resources are to be 

maintained. 

Better game laws and regulations are a gratifying sign of the 
times. They should be based upon accurately interpreted knowl- 
edge of wildlife relations. Successful deer management calls for 
the manipulation of the deer population strictly in accordance with 
the food supply. In dealing with the problem of maintaining breed- 
ing stocks at the proper level, limited hunting license systems 
should be responsive to. local conditions, often widely variable with- 
in the limits of a single State. 

NEED ANNUAL GAME RECONNOISSANCE 

It seems clear that an annual game reconnoissance, covering the 

general field in each state and giving primary consideration to game 
numbers and forage available, should be the basis for plans for the 
open season. Suitable zones or divisions of territory should be 
established as needed, and the licenses issued should be limited to 

those designed to accomplish the removal of the required number 
of animals in each region. As many hunters fail to obtain game, 
the number of licenses for each area can safely exceed that of the 
animals it is desired to remove, so that urgently needed game funds 
will not suffer. In Pennsylvania it is said to require about five 
licenses to account for one deer. The data obtainable from reports 
made by hunters, on the use made of their permits, are very im- 
portant for guidance in formulating plans. 

The management of game, and of wildlife as a whole, calls for 

professional skill of the highest order. The wildlife administrator 
should combine broad technical knowledge and the instincts of a 
naturalist with capacity for dealing with hard, factual realities, a
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combination of qualities not easily obtained. In order to function 

properly, game commissions, composed of well-informed individuals, 

must have authority to deal promptly and effectively with rapidly 

changing conditions as they arise. 
Wherever favorable conditions have been restored, our deer have 

shown remarkable reproductive powers. In such regions they con- 

stitute a splendid asset that should not be sacrificed through human 

ineptitude. 

DISCUSSION 

Apotr Mutter [President, Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners]: In 

Pennsylvania about 1907 the Game Commission took the first drastic step. 

We outlawed dogs in the deer woods and that nearly wrecked and ruined 

the Commission. They were ready to hang the men, shoot them. The Game 

Commission stood by their resolution. Today, those sportsmen who op- 

posed outlawing dogs would hang the Commission if they should bring the 

dogs back. 

The thing went on until a little later on. They thought they ought to 

protect the does. That was the most heaven-sent thing that ever happened 

to capture public opinion—save the lovely does. That went over big and we 
took many a licking for it, but it also brought us its compensation; it 

brought us a widespread cooperation, a widespread public opinion in the 

state, and with all your scientific formulas you can’t do a darned thing un- 

less you have public opinion and backbone to carry it through. That is all 

our stuff amounts to in Pennsylvania—know what you are going to do 

and then do it whether you lose your job or whether you don’t. We don’t 

figure on jobs over there because we don’t get paid for them, so we don’t 

care if we lose them. It costs us thousands of dollars to pay for the fun 

of getting a licking. 

The deer population, after the doe law went into effect, began to increase 

by leaps and bounds. In certain localities the farmers really suffered serious 

loss. 

Last fall we killed approximately 100,000 deer. It is simply one terrific 

problem to handle. We tried many things to relieve the situation and 

couldn’t do it. We went into townships and sold licenses, thinking 100 or 

300 would remedy this condition and the sportsmen promptly bought those 

licenses and kept them to defeat our purpose. 
They would start injunction proceedings to stop us from hunting alto- 

gether, but those were simply spotty occasions in the state. They thought 

they were right and we weren't. I would ten times rather have a man 

oppose me because I know he means something than to see them sit back 

and do nothing. That is the spirit in Pennsylvania. 

I heard something said about regulating the deer. There is only one way 

you can regulate the deer and that is with the rifle. When there are too 

many, cut them down. We had one case over there, a very serious one. A
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farmer simply couldn’t keep his crops. The deer came and cleaned him out. 
He came in and complained. We went out to see it and his story was true. 
About two miles away we had a big refuge and nearby an open field. We 
immediately proceeded to plough the land, seed it and grow the identical 
same crop that the farmer was growing. Grain came up; the deer as of yore 
came down over the new planted field, never touched a blade, kept on 
nibbling at that farmer’s crops. 

I have gone out to see where deer have died supposedly of starvation in 
spotty places. I saw the dead ones there, plenty of them, and every tree 
cleaned up as high as you could reach with not a leaf nor a twig. That is 
their fashion. That is where they decided to carry on their affairs and 
starve to death. Some distance away was food in plenty. Deer are fickle. 

When there are too many, cut them down. 

H. D. Ruut [In Charge, Game Division, Michigan Department of Conserva- 
tion]: Game management presents two phases: the legal and social restric- 
tions to reduce the killing of the species by man, and modifications of the 
environmental factors, such as food, natural enemies, diseases affecting each 
species. Deliberate control of any portion of the environment, based on 
careful observation and clear understanding, involves a new series of prob- 
lems as yet little understood by the average citizen. 

In Michigan the swing of accent from the older negative aspects of man- 
agement to the application of positive forces appears likely to receive more 
of the available time, effort and money. Both phases are essential but the 
“Thou Shalt Nots” must demonstrate assured continued returns if they are 
to keep their grip on the major portion of the funds. 

Nine standard refuges, three sanctuaries and seven of the larger parks 
include about 168,000 acres of closed deer territory, which is mostly state- 
owned and surrounded by thousands of acres of public hunting grounds. 
Sanctuaries, mostly privately-owned, but closed by local request, comprise 
something like 161,750 acres. 

Counties closed to deer hunting for one to five years contain more than 

6,000,000 acres of wild land suitable for deer. The killing of deer on many 

club and private lands has been prohibited or decreased under trespass laws 
enforced by the owners. 

Deer-dogging, the killing of deer at salt licks or in the water, the use of 

artificial lights, scaffolds, set guns, snares and shooting from automobiles 

continue to be prohibited. Law enforcement has been carried on by an 

increased regular force and by the use of forest fire prevention men in sum- 

mer during periods of low fire hazard. Restriction of the carrying of hunt- 

ing arms in game areas during closed seasons has helped enforcement. 

Through the continued operation of a predatory animal trapper organiza- 
tion, timber wolves have been gradually reduced and they are no longer 

found in the southern peninsula of Michigan. 

The one-buck law has been a conservation measure, although often given 
too much credit. At the end of 1929 allegations that the woods were full 

of dry does and that the buck law should be changed were so frequent that
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the Game Division was requested to investigate the situation. Field men 

have made reports for three years as to the number of bucks, does and 

fawns positively recognized, the number of deer seen about which they 

were uncertain, the number of hours in deer territory, and the regions cov- 

ered in their regular patrol work. During the 1931 and 1932 deer seasons, 

hunters were asked to make similar reports. 
Track counts taken twice a month on refuge firelines give dependable 

information as to the adult-fawn ratios during the summer. Any shortage 

of breeding sires would show in a decreased fawn crop and in a decrease 

in the proportion of one and one-half year old bucks in the second hunting 

season kill. 
Many hunters bring their bucks across on the state ferry at the Straits 

of Mackinac each fall so there is an excellent opportunity to examine a 
large number of Upper Peninsula deer. Careful examination of the teeth 

is the most effective method of determining the age of deer, but it is im- 

possible to examine the teeth of a large number of frozen bucks lashed to 

autos along with camping equipment. A detailed study of the teeth, number 

of points and various horn measurements of about 250 skulls collected for 

that purpose showed that the diameter of the beam about one-half inch 

above the burr could be used as a dependable index of age when applied 

to any considerable number of heads. Beginning in 1929, measurements of 

about 2,000 Upper Peninsula bucks have been taken each year as well as 

several hundred killed in the Lower Peninsula. 

Officers’ tallies, hunters’ reports, track count records and antler tallies of 
bucks killed agree fairly well that as yet no serious shortage of desirable 

sires exists in any large area. A gradual increase in the proportion of does 

in the herd and in the proportion of young bucks killed indicates that some 
adjustment will be desirable unless a shift in the present trends should 

occur within the next few years. 

In the absence of fire, the growth of sprouts and brush following logging 
has increased the amount of deer food available and within their reach. The 

increase in the intensity of fire prevention and the reduction of burning 

each year in the cut-over lands of Michigan has been remarkable and the 

recovery of the second growth has been rapid. This growth now favors the 

deer during the hunting season and probably there is more available sum- 

mer browse in the northern cut-overs than at any time during the history 

of the state. 

Management of refuges and private areas for game has taken over a con- 

siderable area of land. ' 

The planting of trees on something like 139,000 acres within state forest 

units increased the cover and protection for deer. Additional plantings have 

been made on the four National Forest units in Michigan. Special plantings 

of cedar, red maple, box elder, rye, alfalfa, etc., have been made by the 

Game Division and by private clubs, but projects of this kind are recent 

and of minor acreage. 
While the deer are more numerous than for many years, there appears to 

be plenty of summer browze and food available for many more deer. One 

of the limiting factors appears to be the amount and quality of available
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f Copy to Mr. Winn of 

. April 6, 1931 | 
, 

Mr. Ward Shepard 
1214 Sixteenth Street N. ¥. 
Washington, D. Co — 

Dear Ward: 

I had a pleasant visit with Pred Wim the other day, and 
we discussed the new road which the Forest Service has about completed 
up the Gila and connecting with the road system on the Patil. You 
probably Imow that this road was approved after an investigation of 
the overstocicing by deer on the part of the committee last summer, 
the idea being to afmit more unters ani tims trim down the deer to 
the requisite level. 

I am fully convince! that the heavy stodming of deer follow 
ing upon the pre-forest overcrazing by cattle as produced a serious 
situation. Whether this could have been corrected without a road, or : 

whether the road will correct it, are two questions to which I ¢o not : 
imo the answer. It ocenrred to Fred ani me, however, that since the 
road was wholly for protection purposes, the Forest Service might be 
willing to close it except while those purposes are being served. 

Accordingly we drew up the inclosed petition, which I thought 
that you and possibly Barrington Moore and Ovid Butler might care to : 
sign. Fred has the other copy and is cirenlating it to a small mumber 
of specially interested men in the Southwest. Will you kind@ly pass 
this on to Ovid and Barrington Moore, after talcing whatever action 
you think is proper, and have one of them forvard it to Tred Winn, 
Postoffice Building, Tucson, Arizona? 

Cooperrider is doing some magnificent vori: on the erosion 
situation in southern Arizona, and if you ever have a chance to get 
in touch with him, do not miss the opportunity of hearing him tell 
about it. He has also apparently untangled the sheep damage proposi=- 
tion on the Coconine plateau. 

I do not yet lmow the date of my next trip east, but I am 
looking forward to a really thorough visit with you. 

i With best regards, 

Yours as ever, aes
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\ April 11, 1932 

j 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 
University of Arizona 

‘ Tueson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Taylor: 

I derived mech pleasure ani benefit from reafing “Plant 
4 Life on Bast Anglian Heaths." I am returning the book under 

separate cover with my hearty thanks. 

I aleo want to thank you for the set of your reprints, 
which I have just finished reading, sorting, and filing. I 

' am returning the one reprint of which you had no extra copy. 

Attached is a partly hypothetical abunience table which 
quotes from this reprint. I would like to show a sample of 
such a table in my text on came management. Any inprovements 
that you and Gorsuch can suggest in the table will be much 
appreciated. I do not intend to qote any unpublished figures, 
hence you can guess to your heart's content, just as I have. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, } 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey 

Encl.



Copy to Dr. Taylor 

1 Soils Building 
September 23, 1933 

Dr. Alfred EB, Hmerson 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Dr. lmerson: 

I enclose a review of Vorhies' and Taylor's bul~ 

letin on the jackrabbits of Arizona. This work is g0 dis+ 

tinetly ecological that I think it merits review in Heology 

as well as in the Journal of Memmalogy. 1 om assuming that 

the Journal of Mammalogy will be taken care of by other re- 

viewers. 

If for any reason my review cannot be placed in 

Beology, I would appreciate your returning 1t for publication 

. elsewhere, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

At/vh 
Incl.



Vorhies, C. T. and Taylor, W. P. ‘The Life History and Beology of Jack 
Rabbits in Relation to Grazing in Arizona. University of Arizona Technical 
Bulletin No. 49, Tucson, May, 1933. 

This publication exhibits the physical form of a technical mlletin 

but carries the mental atmosphere of an ecological monograph. Barring such 

books as Stoddard's "Bobwhite" and Friedman's ‘Comabirds, # few recent works 

have described a single species (or, in this case, a pair of species) from 

so many and such diverse angles. 

The Biological Survey's "Outline for Memmalian Life Histories" 

evidently furnishes the framework for the text, but the writers have some- 

how clothed its dry bones with living tissue. Yew pages will escape the 

reader's pencil, spotting some noteworthy kernel of new viewpoint and new fact. 

The treatment is quantitative, and that in a sense quite beyond the usual 

weighing of stomach contents. Ratios, indices, densities, and frequencies, 

as well as averages, abound. One has the impression that enough mental tools 

have been assembled to build a mich larger structure, which will, I hope, one 

day be forthcoming, 

It is fitting that such a work should end with no "conclusion" to 

settle the moot problems of rabbit and predator control. Poisoning is granted 

no absolution. Neither is there any dogma of letting nature alone. Control 

is viewed as a local problem. “Man can never destroy the balance (of nature), 

any more than he can prevent the conservation of energy, ‘The new balance 

may be more te his liking, or it may be extremely harmful to him. It is man's 

' job to understand the balance well enough to be sure, when he changes it, that 

the new. . . will be to his advantage." While the authors repeatedly assert 

that their viewpoint bat mirrors the Biological Survey's official policy, one 

cannot suppress the thought that it unduly flatters its actual field practice.
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One gathers a clearer picture of Arizona, as well as of jackrabbits, 

from this work. Particularly impressive is the evidence of a neo-tropical 

ecology, as indicated by yearlong breeding and the absence of cycles. The 

suthors have likewise augmented the growing array of evidence that overgrazing 

by livestock lies at the root of most of the ecological retrogressions so far 

suffered by the biota of this teeming "desert." 

No student could approach a subject from so many angles without 

some exhibiting wealmess: in this case it seems to me the section on parasites 

and diseases. As in the case of many older investigations, the emphasis is 

on gross pathology, with no avowed realization that bacterial and virus diseases 

may play a coordinate or even greater role, 9 probability which should not go 

unacknowledged because it remains unexplored. ‘The Biological Survey's own 

work on the bacterial diseases of ane hades cited. This "blind spot" 

may likewise explain the (to me) uncalled-for disparagement (on p. 955) of the 

findings of the Matamek Conference on disease cycles. 

Be this as it may, Yorhies and Taylor have made a large and welcome 

contribution to desert ecology, and have laid one more foundation stone for 

Southwestern conservation. 

som Otde echoed



New Soils Building 
April 11, 1934 

Mr, A, A, Wichol : 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Wichol: 

I am delighted to hear from you again, even though you did 
send me a somewhat ghastly list of corrections in the book, none of 
which I had caught either before or after publication, You may be 
sure that they are now duly noted and will not happen again, should 
there be any such luck as a second printing, I am immensely compli- f 
mented that anybody should have read the book with such care as to 
notice these discrepancies, ‘ 

Your description of prairie chickens diving into snow is so 
graphic that I am carefully stowing away an extract from your letter ( 
for future quotation, I had, of course, heard similar stories but 
never from anyone whose testimony I could accept as final, 

I am really sorry that the parable of the row of bottles f 
should have deterred you from a management course, I ¢annot with pro- 
priety tell you where the idea first occurred to me and why, but I can 
assure you most positively that there was a vast discrepancy between 
their degree of preparedness and yours. I wish you would go ahead with 

; your course, and if the book should be an aid to your doing so, it will 
have fulfilled its mission, 

I am still sorry that we so narrowly missed inveigling you 
into the active game management research field, and I am wondering what 

you are now engaged in, Did the turkey project ever go through and if so, 
are you working on it? If not, is there anything I could do to connect 
you with the turkey project? Missouri is making a pass at the idea of 
turkey research at the present moment, but I an not yet sure that anything 
will happen. It would be a happy outcome to have Missouri and Arizona 
working on the eastern and western races respectively, and in a paraliel 
manner, I would appreciate your dropping me a line as to your present 
activities, 

Thank you again for the book corrections. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 
4 

| ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh ‘ In Charge, Game Research



University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

April 7, 1934 ‘ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As a testimony to my interest in your excellent 

book "Game Management" fray I list the typographical corrections 

I've made in my copy. bong ere this you have found these and 

others I am sure; but on the chance one or two items may be 

_ uneorrected I will send them along. 
* Page 15, line from top 29, item, Wisconsin - in text Wis. on 

map Fig. 1. Match. 
von Bi ie " iH 7 item, Coconino For. -given as in 

N. Mex. instead Ariz. 
on) asa mn 8 # 39 4 Chart 6 #s Pig. 9. 
ve Aa He BG CM eciaod ¢ 
Vo 18S . " " 6 i Table: 16 ts 21. 

Vv " WARSI nies SN W015 2829) (or 20?) 
vu 1e4 1 " tt 4 tt 1 16 73.197, 

vr 189 " " Ht 20 sy Figure 14 is 18. 
Ve BOs. " fable 22, undesignated (a) and . 

(b) as found in the text. 
Mion 218 ie u u 30 Wo Taple 20 is)e5. (2) 

Ww tt 348 1 " 1 39 W W 43 is 44. 

Vogt, abe " " u mr i " 5, cottontail not listed 
an o. 

Vv W $55 aig " " 4 W 1 4S is 44. 

vn 365 " " Li 4 " " 45 is 46 

Vn 364 " ia y a Y n 45 is 46. 
Vn 366 " " 1 38 1 " 45 is 46 

vi" 367 u i : 58 y Column 7 (in Table 46). 
wt 669 9 Weta Sei Nay! Maple ay tee. 

40 u H 47 is 48. 
May I further mention that in the law of dispersion (p.182) I 
have a persistent desire, in attempting to bring the law out 
in a clear-cut meaning, to substitute mobility for radius, or 
to insert cruising before the same word. This may be merely 
a personal reaction plus some mental numbness, but since I 
needed to read the definition several times, I take parlifent- 
ary privilege to mention it.
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We who are interested in wild life and game work 

find the book an inspiration of organization and data basically 
. interpreted. A keen interest throughout every chapter on the 

observational data has many times tempted me to add items from eet 

my own notes and observations. Even such minor data as the Bghud 
fact that (the Merriam turkey does upon occasion feather-cover her hin 

meet (eas )3 and a chickens dive into the snow from Tu] 
the highest tree or statk they can find adjacent to suitable 
snow cover ae I have watched them plunge out of the tops 
of 40 foot trees with such speed that light snow would fly 
for many feet wnen their bodies struck. They would go under ee 
so quickly that I never was sure quite how their bodies were co 
set, but I always had the unsatisfied impression that just be- Set 
fore they disappeared the neck and head wee drawn far back on c 
the body and the breast took the shock. Several times, as a g 
boy, I have marked one or two of the outside birds by some 
dried stalk of aster or lambsquarter, fully expecting to sneak 
on them in early morning and catch one. But I never did. Some- 
times as close 20 or 25 feet, and then they would break over 
under such conditions-as well synchronized as a covey of Mearn's 

' quail. They went under_the snow the same way, like a well pat- 

terned load of shrapnel. | 

Because of the interest of students in our range study 
classes and other biology courses, I had considered a course 

in game and wild-life management. It had been considered until 
I read the sentence "as easy as pasting labels on a row of 
bottles, but it is important only when there is something in 
the bottles". It is such a pertinently true statement that I 
have given up the course idea for some time, - yet may I sug- 
gest that "Game Management" will furnish a substantial start 
toward the filling of those bottles? Throwing scuttles-full of 
data into students is a very lazy and pointless affair; and I 
felt that the existence of such a course could be justified here 
on the basis of teaching them the basic theories and the phil- 
osophy of the work with training in how to search for facts, 
and compile them; and then most important, how to interpret 
what they have gathered. 

Sincerely, 

AQ Quek 
A. A. Nichol 
Assistant Range 
Ecologist 

AAN-L



Wnibersity of Arizona 
TUCSON f. Dp om 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL Ee oeeniene STATION 

May 15, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks much for the encouragement on the Game 
Research course which I am contemplating. We may try to put 

Lt in this. Tali. 

The turkey project has been approved by the 
Federal office, as also have two other game research problems, 
one on the relationship of large game animals to livestock 
grazing, and another on the biology of mule deer and white 
tail deer. These however are merely approved, but no Federal 
monies will be allotted to them for some time yet. We are do- 

ing what we can on them with a little stake money, and of course 
we pick up all data pertinent to this work when we are on other 
projects. 

Through the local Forest Service and the Madera 
Civilian Camp, we were able to coax them out of enough mater- 
ial and labor to put aap bX large deer feeding and weighing 
corral near the Florida Station. We have 7 mule deer in the 
corral now and intend to start the weighing and feeding work 
next week. Briefly it is a project in which we are going to 
weigh the deer and the forage to find out how many pounds of 

feed and water it takes to produce one pound of venison. We 
are not only using the domestic feeds, on which mule deer do 
very poorly, but will run feeding experiments on the native 
forages as well. We are having the same experience with mule 

{ deer as every person has had from old John Dean Caton on down 
\ to the present day, where they have attempted to keep these 

i, animals in small enclosures. Last year I held them on the Uni- 
Yok Vi) versity campus and they began slipping quite rapidly in warm 

Qt _ © weather, until the honey locust pods were ripe. These evident- 
ar ly supplied them enough sugar and vitamins and in a couple of 

ow | Weeks feeding of locust pods, along with the usual alfalfa, 

hye j corn and barley, they became new animals. Juniper, Garrya, 
| Eriogonum, Wild Cherry, and Mesquite were all supplementary 

| feeds we have used which have seemed to keep them in health 
\ and vitality.
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Along with the deer we are intending to run wp the 
same type work with many rodents. At present my back yard 
is full of rabbits and ground squirrels and kangaroo rats, 
and from their indication to date, these animals are no mean 
figure in the forage production on a given area. We will 
weigh the feed and the animals in and out to determine the 
gains in the same manner as for the deer. 

I will be in Chicago with the University exhibit 
until about July 1, but after that hope to be able to be back 
in the Santa Ritas and take personal charge of this work. 

Thank you much for your interest in what we are do- 
ing, and I am going to feel free to:ask you for advice and 
suggestions. 

Sincerely, 

kA 
A. A. Nichol 
Assistant Range 
Ecologist 

AAN-L



New Soils Building 
May 28, 1934 

Dr. Walter P, Taylor 
310 Agricultural Building 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona j 

Dear Dr, Taylor: 

Thanks for your good word on "Conservation Economics," 

: Between us, I would not be greatly impressed by the proposal 
of Ross for the Powell lecture, I had assumed that this lecture should 
always heve southwestern implications, and if Ross is posted on south~ 
west problems, I do not know it, I must admit, however, that while I 
know Ross personally, I have never heard him speak on his specialty, | 
and my opinion is really without value, k 

T an glad the Goreuch matter is teuporarily straightened out. 
The Washington office of the Forest Service, especially Rachford, is 
very keen shout practicing actual game management on the National 
Forests, but there appears to be no one in the Southwest besides your= ’ 
self with imagination enough to guide this interest into productive 
channels. I hope that before the present swaer extension is up, you 
ean steer this interest into some permanent channel, assuming, of course, ‘ 
that Dave is making good on his assignments, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold i 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALewh. 

; Wie ae



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO Biological Investigations Field Office 

Room 310 Agricultural Building 

University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 

May 21, 1934 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Management Research 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 5 

I have read with deep interest your article in the last 

"Journal of Forestry." As usual you have hit all the nails in the 

board square on the head. I hope your exposition will do same good, 

_ and I am sure that the readers of the "Journal of Forestry" will 

enjoy it very much and I hope profit by it. It strikes m that 

under our present system of money rewards it is going to be mighty 

a@ifficult if not impossible to get private land used as it should 

be to best conserve the public interest. 

Give me a hunch on Prof. E. A. Ross of the Department 

; of Sociology of the University of Wisconsin. Is he a good speaker? 

. Would he make a suitable man for consideration for the John Wesley 

Powell leeture at the meeting of the Southwestern Division in Santa 

Fe in 1935? The big theme of the meeting will probably turn on 

anthropology and some of its sociological implications. I gather 

from his writings that Prof. Ross possesses elasticity of mind and 

is progressive. Please give me a confidential opinion. 

Pearson and Culley have arranged to put D. M. Gorsuch on 

the job at the Santa Rita Experimental Range for the summer period. 

You evidently got quick and effective action on Dr. Shantz's 

telegram. We certainly appreciate it. With all good wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Senior Biologist. 

|
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‘ " UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN REGION 

furs Tueson, Arizona 
ADDRESS REPLY TO BSSPHORMES BUMDING, 

REGIONAL FORESTER 

AND REFER TO SRERUCHERQUECNEW MEXTEO, 

July 25, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
The "Game Research News LetterW and two phamplets just 

reached my hands, I have not taken time to read them as yet, but in- 
stead am going to write you which I have intended doing for some time, 
Don't know who owes the letter, but it has been a long time since we 
have had an exchange, due perhaps to the fact that we have both been 
tremendously busy. 

The new assignment is going along as well as can be ex- 

pected, I have been chiefly concerned, so far, in incorporating the 
Ccc,. work already done into my program and this has taken time. Am 
getting cought up on this and will soon devote mech of my time to creat- 

ing and developing new areas, To date I have included about fifty thous- 
and acres in the two states which gives us a good beginning. ‘These are 

‘ erosion control and stream bottom areas which will be made permanent senc- 

tuaries for wild Life and should go far toward increasing qmail populat— 

ions in their respective vicinities, 
Evidence is now conclusive that the old system of estab- 

lishing huge refuges which can not be properly administered, and where 
; no thought is giving toward removing the cause of game reductions, name= 

ly habitat depletion, is like trying to plug a funnel with water, We 
are now trying to get sufficient of the small tres chet Bett ees est= 
ablished to demonstrate,this to the public. Artific 5 Pp. an ij- 
portant part in our webbiiexten, although a minor one, I believe. We 
will however, be able to utilize all the arboretum at Superior ean fur— 
nish and perhaps more. 

. Each day impresses on me more deeply the need of more and 
continuous research if we are to keep game management going, Being in 
administration is proving somewhat of a handicap since I have neither the 
assistance or authority to carry on the research I believe necessary. 
However, the Forest Service is doing the best possible under the present 

circumstances, and is really doing creditable work 1 believe. 
I am getting ready:to leave for Prescott for a months 

work on that forest. This is one of the former heavy quail habitats from 

which the birds have almost disappeared within the past few years, so I 

feel we can do a lot there that might really be worth while. 
Arizona has been unable to join in Darling's cooperative 

setup and from all information the Survey, including Taylor, will soon 

be pulled out of the state. For the past six months we have been trying 
to have established a "Desert Wild Life Experiment Station” to cover all 
of Arizona, New Mexico, Southern California, Western Texas, and south= 
eastern Nevada, We have asked for a yearly appropriation of $54,000 to



make this possible, but Gabrielson recently told us that it could not 
even be giving a hearing without the President's OK. How to get this 
we don't know, but are open to suggestions, The setup would be under 
the Biological Survey and would take care of all the arid southwest. 

Somfar our fight has been confined to Arizona and its representatives 
who have responded nobly. We intend to ask the assistance of New Mex- 

ico and the other states involved and if we can line them up should 
win out eventually. 

We want a working organization that can go into 
action inmediately and absorb the men now qualified to do wild life 

work, Darling's proposal is fine, but it is purely a training organ- 
ization whose purpose would be to turn out more men into a field which 
now pays the few men in it paltry salaries, and for the most part gives 
them a most pecarious status, Why qualify additional men if we can not 
place them afterwards? It seems to me our direst need is for more funds 
so that the men we now have can enjoy some csecurity, and do more of the 
work for which they are equipped. Our proposed station would be a step 
in this direction by absorbing some of the present tmained help and get- 
ting definite results on some of the problems facing us, Would like to 
have your reaction to our proposal, We are not opposing Darling's pro- 
posal, but instead are moving heavén and earth to make it materialize 
in Arizona, but why shouldn't we have both, Surely the Station should 
preceed rather than follow though, 

I mst close now and get to tehbr things: Should 

you write me in the near future, which I trust you will, address me at 
General Delivery, Prescott. ; 

With kindest personal regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch 
Game Technician 

P.S. My reactions to the cooperative setup mentioned above are purely 
personal so you might keep them confidential. 

®



Springerville, Arizona 
January 20, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

It has been my intention to write and thank you, long before 
this, for your various bulletins on Wild Life Topics. All of them 
are studied with profit and then passed along to those who are inter- 
ested, between here and Tucson and points in between. You will be 
glad to learn of the successful pheasant plant here in the Little 
Colorado River valley. ‘he pheasant have been here from three to 
four years and are actually increasing but with many predators with 
which to contend--hawks, coyotes, bob-cats, skunks, house cats, and 
wild dogs. 

Naturally your bulletin on the Wisconsin pheasant situation 
was studied with interest. The local people seem to be genuinely 

i favorable but while there are few poachers, one unfortunate feature 
is the tendency to kill every hawk in the Valley, regardless of the 
species. Since the far off days when you and I held forth on the 
Apache, I might explain the changes somewhat as follows: the 
pheasants, of course, but there seem to be more rather than less 
wild turkeys. The mule deer are not nearly so numerous but the 
White-tail along the Blue and south of the Blue Range Rim are many. 
A few elk are now found on Hscudilla, Beaver Creek, the Blue Range, 
Mount Baldy, the old Phelps ranch and near Greer. The beaver have 
increased by thousands but the Alert Squirrel are almost extinct. hs 
The Grouse are still around within certain areas and the mountain | ta 

population is holding its own, along with the coyotes, Black bear 
were on the increase due to a closed season for several years but 
the stockmen who fought the bear protection policy from its incep- 
tion, last year induced the Game Department to permit the killing 
of bear all through the year and the result is that one man alone 
last year killed eight in the Rose Peak country. Every bear now is 
a "stock killer." It makes me sick. Then too, there is not a grizzly 
left in all Arizona. Quite a number of ducks are here and as you 

probably know Big Lake is now a Federal bird refuge. ie have an 
aggressive local game warden who attends strictly to his job and 
there is no Indian hunting problem such as you and I were up against 

35 or sO years agde
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What would sadden you leervtest, is the invasion of the virgin 

timber stands. They are logging a good part of the White Mountain area, 
are planning on a logging railroad next spring to the PS ranch on Black 
River, are cleaning up on Pat Knoll and God knows where else. The 
theory is "National Defense" but I sometimes wonder. No doubt they 
will be logging the Mogollons:on the Gila before long. If we have any 
Wilderness areas left we shall be fortunate. 

I think your review of Montague's bear story is great. I knew he 
was writing the book, but drat him--he never sent me a copy and I have 
yet to receive one. 

We came to Springerville to get into some snow again and to get 
away from the war-Mad town of Tucson. Hope your boy has all sorts of 
luck in the Marines--they are a fine outfit. Kind regards to Mrs. Leopold. 

; Sincerely 
, 

F. Winn :



THE ARIZONA WILDLIFE FEDERATION 

1034 North Jacobus Aveme 
Tucson, Arizona 

July 5, 1947 

OFFICERS 

WILLIAM H. CARR, Chairman Professor Aldo Leopold 
MOS#INI, dueobus Ave! 01d Bntomological Building 
eee 4a University Farm Place 

en ae Madison, Wisconsin 
Superior 

CHAS. T. VORHIES, Secretary-Treesurer Dear Professor Leopold: 
University of Arizona 

Tucson 

i... ae ial fia). We in Arizona have a disheartening conservation 
‘ d i problem relating to the senseless slaughter of the Black 
Arizona Cactus & Native Flora Bear, The animals have been placed on the "vermin" list. 

Society Within a year hundreds have been killed. I spoke with a 
Arizona Cattle Growers’ rancher in the Tonto National Forest who, alone, shot eleven 
Association animals during the spring, 

Ari ti iati 
ae ae nance Certain "outraged" cattlemen-politicians had 

Arizona Game Protective the bear condemned through legislative maneuvering. It was 
Association the old cry, "A bear killed my calf - let's kill all the 

Arizona Natural History bears!" We propose to have the law changed, 
Society 

i : f You could te of outstanding assistance to us by A f 
ee. - writing a letter to the undersigned, at the above address, 

eae Q telling of your opinion of the Black Bear in the role of 

Arizona State Junior "vermin," We should wish to use your letter in five ways: 
Chamber of Commerce (1) To present, to our Governor, the Honorable Sydney P. Osborn 

Arizona Wool Growers (2) To present to our State Game Commission 
Association (3) To place in as oy newspapers as possible 

Bask Scour anen (4) To reprint in our federation Bulletin 
rt Va (5) To reprint in our State Sportsman's Magazine 

Tucson Natural History (The combined circulation of the Bulletin and Magazine is 
Society 7,500 in Arizona.) 

We should be most grateful for your aid. The 
matter is urgent. We feel that the problem possesses far more 

than local significance and invovles wilderness and wildlife 
values in general, The precedent that has been established 
is dangerous wherein the future welfare of other animals is 
concerned, to say nothing of the threatened extermination of 

f our American Black Bear in one of the most wonderful of all 
our states, the fifth largest and the youngest. Will you 
express your views for us? 

Sincerely yours, 

Willian H, Carr, Chairman



July 15, 1947 

Mr. William H. Carr 
1034 North Jacobus Avenue 
fuesgon, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Carrs 

The news of Arizona's recent legislation putting black bear on the vermin list 
is a source of real disappointment to me because I had harbored the illusion 
that the Southwest had outgrown such an uncivilized idea toward bears. The 
extermination of the grizzly from the state without any support from anybody 
to save 4 remnant from one of the wilderness areas was a black mark for the 
state, but it is water over the dam, and not worth crying about now. To 
extend the same attitude to the black bear is, however, discouraging. 

I am, of course, perfectly aware that individual bears often need removing, 
and likewise that bears may become too thick at certain times and places; 
and that the whole population may need a reduction by much local regulations 
is quite a different mtter from outlawing the species on a state-wide basis. 

Here in Wisconsin we gave the black bear almost complete protection for a 
decade, and three years ago they became so numerous in some spots that we 
opened the season, and also allowed farmers to trap in defense of their own 
bee hives and livestock. As a result the population is now back to?norml 
and harmless level. During the height of the crisis we also were threatened - 
with extremists who wished to outlaw the bear completely. Fortunately, their 
view did not prevail. 

I congratulate the Federation on fighting this issue and I know enough 
Arizona cattle men to be absolutely certain that the livestock interests are 
not unanimous in this matter. I fervently hope that some more reasonable form 
of local control ean be worked out and accepted by both parties to the dispute, 
If I understand the present legislation correctly, it is a disgrace to the state. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALIPe Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Prof. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay
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THE CONDITIONS GOVERNING BIRD LIFE IN ARIZONA 

Herbert Brown 

The conditions governing bird life in Arizona are not as elsewhere 
"in the states." This country is but thinly settled, the big towns, 
particularly, being few and far between. Outside of their immediate 
vicinity the shot gun practically disappears, and the country man and boy 
cut but small figure in the increase or decrease of birds. The general 
aridity of the country is such that vast tracts of land must, perforce, 
remain forever uninhabited. Cattle interests are, however, a dominant 
feature in the development of the country, and to these, more than all 
else combined, must be charged the obliteration of bird life in the so- 
called desert portions of the Territory. 

The stock business at one time promised enormous profits and because 
of this the country was literally grazed to death. During the years 1892 
and 1893 Arizona suffered an almost contimuous drouth, and cattle died by 
the tens of thousands. From 50 to 190 per cent of every herd lay dead on 
the ranges. The hot sun, dry winds and famishing brutes were fatal as 
fire to nearly all forms of vegetable life. Even the cactus, although 
girled by its millions of spines, was broken down and eaten by cattle in 
their mad frenzy for food. This destruction of desert herbage drove out 
or killed off many forms of animal life hitherto common to the great 
plains and mesa lands of the Territory. Cattle climbed to the tops of the 
highest mountains and denuded them of every living thing within reach. 
Often many miles from water and too weak to reach it they perished miser- 
ably. I saw, later, what I had never expected to see in Arizona, Mexicans 

gathering bones on the ranges and shipping them to California for fertilizing 
purposes. I have thus particularized, for in these dry bones can be read the 
passing of the Partridge from many a broad mile of the Territory, in fact 
they practically disappeared from four fifths of the country. When food 

and protection were abundant these birds were plentiful from the Colorado 
to the Rio Grande. On the plains and in the valleys Gambel's Partridges 
were evermore to be met with, while the Blue or Scaled were almost as common 
over mich of the same country. The Massena, occupying the highest ranges 
were, naturally, better protected and thus escaped the general doom. They 
were, however, never very numerous and soon became exceedingly rare, but 
when conditions again became foavorable they seemed to recover from their 

losses more readily than did their congeners, and in a few years were again 
to be found in their old time numbers. Of the Masked Bob-white but little 
can be said. The few that were then known to exist dropped out of sight 
altogether and it was not till the spring of last year that I could learn 
of one being in the country. At that time two small bunches were reported 
to me, one on the upper Santa Cruz, the other, to my surprise, high up on 
the eastern slope of the Baboquivari Mountains. Heretofore I had never 
known them to range higher than the foothills. 

Although the cattle industry is slowly recuperating from its great 
loss it will never again assume its former proportions, for the lessons 
thus taught will not soon be forgotten. The ranges were foolishly over~
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stocked, and thus many owners of big herds were financially ruined by their 
covertousness, but under the most favorable circumstances it will be years 

before the life, once so common to the desert country, recovers from the 
shock. In the cultivated valleys, and country adjacent thereto, it is again 
on its feet, but the great reaches of desert are still tenantless. Subse- 
quent to the big drouth I traveled several hundred miles across country 

and did not see a dozen Quail a day where formerly I had seen hundreds. 

The Gambels are a hardy bird and under ordinary conditions mltiply 

rapidly, and, although not susceptible of domestication, increase enormously : 
in the cultivated districts. In 1889 and 1890 there was, so I was informed 
by the express agent, shipped out of the Salt River valley 3000 dozens. 
In 1887, I think, the first game law was introduced in the territorial 
legislature. The bill originated in the Tucson Gun Club, and its purpose 
was largely the protection of "Quail," but so great a pest were the birds 
regarded by the ranchmen in the Salt River valley that the legislators 
from Maricopa County threatened to kill the bill unless the clause protecting 
"Quail" was stricken out. They were therefore exempted from its provisions, 
but two years later the law was amended in their behalf. Under a misappre- 
hension the word "partridge" had been allowed to stand and prosecutions could 
have been had under it for the wanton destruction of these birds, but none 
were instituted as conviction would have been impossible. 

The Mohawk valley, in Yuma county, is probably the most prolific 
breeding spot in the Territory. It was, at one time, a favorite place for 
trappers and pot-hunters, and it was not until the game law had been amended 
that their nefarious practices were broken up. In sex weeks, in the fall 
of 1894, no less than 1300 dozens were shipped to San Francisco and other 
California markets. The price at first realized, so I was told by the 
shippers, was $1.12 per dozen, but later 60 cents only were realized. The 
Quail were trapped, their throats cut, then sacked and shipped by express. 
I was told by one of the parties so engaged that he and his partner caught 
77 dozens in one day. They used eight traps and baited with barley. Their 
largest catch in one trap, at one time, was 11 dogens. At the meeting of 
the next legislature the game law was again amended and it was made a mis- 
demeanor to trap, snare or ship Quail or Pertridges from the Territory. This 
effectually stopped the merciless slaughter of the gamiest bird in Arizona-- 

Gambel's Partridge. 

Carolina, White-winged, Inca, and Mexican Ground Doves are all common 
to southern Arizona. After the drouth, before referred to, these birds 
increased to large numbers in the cultivated districts, more especially 
the two former. This was due to no actual increase in the number of birds, 

but to lack of food elsewhere. They were destroyed by gunners in and out of 
season. They were, however, included in the amended game law of 1897, and 
are now protected between the first day of March and the first day of June. 
Another month is, I think, necessary to see them through the breeding season. 
The next legislature will be asked to extend the closed season to the first 
of July. 

In a country so widely uninhabited as this it is not possible to 
particularize much as to other birds, espetially the migrants which come 
and go with each recurrent spring and fall. To many of them Arizona is but 

a bridge to reach their breeding and winter grounds, hence they are met with 
here only as travelers to the north and south. Among the summer residents I
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cannot say there was any appreciable diminution, but it did noticeably 

change the nesting habits of several of the larger Thrashers. Heretofore 
they had chiefly made homes in the different forms of cacti, and when this 
was broken down and destroyed they occupied the next round on the vegetable 
ladder--mesquite and palo verde trees and bushes.
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Nosy 29-175 U. S. Porest Service \ dweust 5, \L929 

Southwestern Pistrict 

The Kaibab Deer Situation By Dr. Shantz: "Dr. 7. L. Shantz, president University 

of Arizona, has returned from a two weeks' trip over the Kaibab forest and con~ 
firms statements made by forest officials and members of the state fish and game 
that tens of thousands of deer will starve in the forest this winter, if left to 

make their own fight for existence, or unless greatly reduced in humbers before 

then. Dr. Shantz will make a written report of the observations of himself and 

staff to Gov. John C. Phillips and to the forest authorities. He participated 

in a conference at Hotel Monte Vista here last Saturday at which were present 
Lee Bayles,’ state game warden, Tom McCullough of the state game and fish commis— 
sion, and U. S. Senator Henry F. ishurst, and was interrogated at length as to 
his observations and conclusions, He was accompanied on the trip,made in the 

interest of science and education, by Vernon Bailey, authority on mammals and 

birds, Walter P. Taylor, biologist, G. A. Pearson, silviculturist, and 1%. G. 
MeGinnies, range expert, and is himself a scientist of note, whose observations 
of wild life have reached as far as Africa, where he made two scientific expedi-— 
tions. Dart of the information imparted by Dr. Shantz at the conference Satur— 
day was that the herd probably contains about 30,000 deer; that the summer range 

will properly sustain this year about half that number, but that the winter range 
is not sufficient to sustain more than one third of the total deer now in the 

forest. It is the opinion of himself and staff that the herd should be reduced 
more than half before winter sets in. His description of the condition of the 
trees showed how appalling the situation is, for the animals had eaten every 

bud and leaf within reach over a wide area. They will not eat grass and 90% of 

trees in some districts have been killed from browsing. The juniper and cliff 

rose, favorite food, are fast becoming extinct and to feed a portion of the 
herd this winter, remaining junipers must be cut down and sacrificed, that the 
deer may eat the tops. Referring to the situation as gencrally conceived, Dr. 
Shantz alluded to the fact that the people do not wnderstand it. Dead deer had 
not been sent by hunters because they diéd down in the canyens, the walls of 

which the deer were too weak to ascend, as to the claim that if the deer had 

not sufficient feed where they are they could migrate where there was more, it 

was agreed by all that deer will not do this. Efforts to drive and hold them 
elsewhere have been tried amd proved futile. They will return to their natural 

range and die there, rather than leave, The matter of taking out live deer 
was discussed informally and, noting that they can now be transported by truck 
via Lee's Ferry bridge, Senator ashurst promised a federal anpropriation to 

help in this move, though the reduction of the herd in this way would be small. 
While about 1,300 carcases were allowed to lie on the ground after killing by 

hunters last year, the meat can be taken out this year via the bridge and trucks. 
It was agreed that efforts will be made to acquaint the people of the state 

with the situation, and suggestions were made thnt mectings be held to consider 

suggestions as to any better way to reduce the herd, than the one proposed, 

which is to allow licensed hunters to kill one buck and one doe, in addition to 

the one animal allowed by the regular license. All present at the conference 
realized a situation confronting the state and nation,.which must be met at 

once." (Coconino Sun, July 19, 1929) 

Field: Shoemker (D-2)3; Ylales (Crook); Calkins, Randles, Cheney, Hussey 
Tat (Lincoln); Kerr (Carson) 

Visitor: Carter (“ashington) Lincoln 
Leave: Pooler 
ieting: Jones
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yp , : ( Missing Species: We do not have a specimen in our herbarium of Arnica 
cordifolia (the common heart-leaf arnica),of Leontodon Taraxicum (common 
dandelion) or of Myosotis alpestris (forget-me-not). These species are 
so well knowm in regions where they occur that their collection apparently 

has been overlooked. It would be appreciated if we receive specimens of ‘ 
these plants for our collection and recordse 

‘| Prairie Dogs vs Sheep: A recent report of the Rodent Control Leader for the 

Biological Survey in Arizona states that the prairie dogs that have been cra- 
| dicated from many ranges in the State represent a total weight per township 
| equal to tho weight of about 4,000 sheep. This scems to figure out at a lit- 
| tle over 7 prairic dogs per acree The results of the eradication work have 

| reduced the prairie dogs on the average from 7 to 8 por acro to 1 per 3 

| across
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Oey é h Larne y. tebe 3 14 yy pec Eee ae 2, 

niet Days Bob= Mt. How 
Hunter Location Worked Coyotes cats Lion Wolf Taken Points 

Lee Gatlin Clifton 28 - 4 Dogs ol 
Henry Allen Seligman 28 ee i Traps 29 
Carl Larsen Rice 28 6 Dogs 225 
Frank Colcord Prescott 28 3 t Beg 
BE. E. Lee Paradise 28 3 s Cae 
Geo, Logan Seligman 23 Lo Traps 19 
W. A. Knibbe 4&mado 23 ae 5 Poison 17 
E.E.Anderson Douglas 20 4 Z 1 Traps 16 

5 Gene Holder Payson 28 2 Dogs 15 

KF, M. Pyle Payson 28 2 15 
Giles Goswick Humboldt 28 2 i 15 
Ae li. Jones Blue 28 2 u 15 
Wm. Casto Seligman 28 8 7 Traps 15 
A.G. Martin Roosevelt 15 i Dogs Ve 
Roy Nagiller Williams 18 a a i Doe. ok 

O. H. Palmer Congress 28 5 7 " a) 
Dewey Dehart Congress 28 6 e it 3 
A. V. Estabrook Winslow 28 iy a a 8 
D, S. Yarbrough Paulden <8 5 XL ii 6 
a, 8: Perry Congress 28 4 1 M 5 
T, By Skoda Mesa 16 aye Cee i 1 

Totals - - 94 eo 8e al Sis
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Gambel Quail 

GROSS REFERENCE 

"The Roadrunner" by D. M. Gorsuch. Arizona Wild Life, Vol. IV, No. 4, 

October 1932, pp. 1-2, 11. (Fle dX Cnt daXer)
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_ Survey of the Walnut Creek Game Refuge 
x Prescott National Forest 

; July 14, 1932 

Unless one sees a true sample and un- and deteriorate in condition. Evidence of 
less the evidences of use by game animals drouth injuring the cliffrose, especially on 
are clearly cut, a one day survey is too ihe steeper hillsides, is also apparent. Deer 

short a time in which to judge the condi- are not to blame for this but man cannot al- 
{ions or make recommendations on any, ter the weather, and again the end result 
game refuge in Arizona. On the Walnut would be the same. Therefore it becomes 
Creek Refuge, however, the areas examin- necessary to exercise management of the 
cd were typical, and the conditions of the deer to adjust for the factors over which 
game and the for- there is no con- 
age are so defin- ft a trol. 
itely in evidence : Me . TNE en. 
that recommenda- LS : 4% eo 3 

tions can be safe- Si abl 4. | Panying p hoto- 

ly made. = aig | 0295 @| graphs illustrate 
This range ai ee ey | the more severe 

carries a goodly |. _ Yet vo .. a ae || examples of over- 
amount of mule [jes ay , Pe eee. | grazing. Thi s 
ae a | Sipe : a ey. Pe e we a ae A shrub, growing 

| up the ‘main |i ime ua fe) where it is free 
course” of the [WpQRaRetnO ~<a Miedo 5°) fr om browsing, 
serious condition oo See general habit and 
andneeds protec. | (8 97 2 | 4 | wet = = | foliage cover not 
tion to insure it [xi ee) sonlikeawild rose. 

from general dis- FIG. (1)—Cliffrose in southern exposure, north fork Naturally in areas 

appearance of Walnut Creek. A winter concentration area in of winter concen- 

throughout most which this shrub is severely damaged. Both deer and trationsuch as the 
of the refug2 Gina beeenit southern slope of 
This plant is the north fork 
the cliffrose or quinine bush (Cowania of Walnut Creek, excessive damage appears 
stansburiana. With this shrub, as with any which is not typical of the entire range. Tak- 

plant, there is a natural mortality which en together with the remainder, however, 
should not be misread as an evidence of | these areas are indicators. 
overgrazing. The true indication of over- Other plants in this refuge furnishing 
gazing exists here in the fact that for a food for deer are (1) mountain mahogany, a 
continued time in the past, animals have good food plant, fairly common; (2) Garrya 
seasonably eaten from the cliffrose more cr silk tassel, not abundant but well liked Y 
growth than the plant has been able to re- by deer; (8) ceanothus or deer briar, very 
place. When this occurs, obviously only common: (4) algerita, slightly used; Apache 
one end is possible, the ultimate elimination plume, liked by cattle but only grazed 
from the range of this shrub. Cattle browse -by deer generally when feed is short; and 
this plant also, but from the welfare stand- cak; (6) turbinella and gambelii, are commo:: 
point of the game this is immaterial. For and in years of a good mast crop on the 
whether cattle alone, deer alone or both (as gambel oak the deer feed heavily on this. 

is the case) browse cliffrose, when it is Much of the late hunting season fat is put 
gone from a range in which it is the back- on by acorns. 
bone of the game forage but not the cattle, 
then the deer will disappear in numbers 1. Cercocarpus brevifolius. iA cae
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2. Garrya wrightii. These forage plants must be replaced both 
3. Ceanothus greggii . for the cattle and for the deer. 
4. QOdostemon haematocarpus To aid in this recovery I would definite- 
5. Fallugia paradoxa ly recommend opening the refuge to hunt- 
6. Quercus turbinella and Q. gambelii ing for one year. One year’s hunting cer- 

tainly will not endanger the mule deer popu- 
Juniper is not a regular food plant for jation here, and a survey and study made 

deer. Where it is much browsed as in cer- xgain next summer after the spring growth 
will give a reliable picture of im- 

. a | provement if any, and be a guide to 
a oe J a - the advisability of keeping the area 
a eas fe i open for another season or closing 

ee as Ly / it. The sex ratio is greatly out of 
eee nee balance on this range and unless 

: i ee ire the refuge were opened to the hunt- 
oe je eee. ing of either buck or doe there 

an a oe. ae . would be no advantage in opening 

] Le ON ae 8 it. since it is the doe population 
a. eae od which is taking by far the greatest 

Fe es toll of the vegetation. Barren does 
er wang = gk are thieves on a game range. They 

eel 45 aie ae contribute nothing to future hunt- 

CC =F, ra refrigerator. 
Te the Walnut Cree g ither 

FIG. (2)__Juniper, same location as above. This deer sex Nien aah aap oe 

a nea Puan of a cange fast visable unless there are easil y con- 
: trolled natural boundaries and a 

tain refuge areas in Arizona it is a — oe SO 

a definite sign of overstocking by py = 3 : ’ 

game and shortage of food. Occas- [PM f fale | at pie 
ional trimmed trees with the ‘‘deer BWANA ws DAP ay ie i (Any oy 
line”’ in evidence may mean that Ses an ey th Wee) 
deer have habitually used juniper ae l aie na J oly et ae 
to supply one element necessary [fe aga @7hig/:4 Ae oe Ve ae vs 

for their physiological activities; ee Paed s DS a a gf 

or it may mean, as mentioned in a SR ee 

a previous report, the disappear- [7.45 Be aaa ' 

ance from the range due to gra- Yc ae ae aa! Ry 
zing by stock and game of some Pee a rane, 
weed or animal which supplied an a ee AGN Ge Cee ge 
important element in their diet. Pie eh alae oe 

Today the Walnut Creek Re- . FIG. (8)—Cliffrose on area on which cattle have prac- 

fuge is not in eritical condition. tically beea excluded since 1929. Note grass stand 

Next year unless extra-favorable and greater abundance cf young shoots on cliffrose 

conditions of moisutre and growth as compared to Fig. 1. 
cecur, it will be in a critical condi- 
tion and much of the game forage will imanaged hunt. Without going into the de- 
“wink out’’. There is little or no reproduc- tail of proof, the writer can safely say that 
tion of the browse plants. If not stock or much of the hunting areas containing deer 
game then old age will take the shrubs in this State could well afford to be open- 
which are at present supplying the forage. Continued on Page 14
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SURVEY OF THE WALNUT CREEK vice. 
GAME REFUGE Jesse Fears, United States Forest Ser: 

; vice. 
Continued from Page 5 

pee Chas. Carter, Yavapai Cattle Growers 
} Association. 

ed to either sex for one season. rat Ben Stewart, Yavapai Cattle Growers 
Deer come back quickly in numbers €S- Association. 

pecially when their worst enemy, the moun- E. 8. Turville, County Agricultural 

tain lion, is thinned out as it is. Vegetation, Agent, 

browse particularly, returns very slowly— A. A. Nichol, University of Arizona. 
it will take five times as long to bring for- 
age to a normal stand as it does to bring i Ries care a Pee aa eee 
a deer herd back to the maximum carrying 4 The Best f 
capacity of its range. j t 

In times like the present an open sea- {| Place to Eat i 
son on both sexes may mean a supply of | t 
much needed fresh meat for certain fami- j idienitvd: Bean olte q 
lies, a consideration which is of far greater 3 y u t 
importance than a temporary reduction in Merchants Lunch, 35¢ i 
2 given deer herd. 1 Lunches put up for hunters i 

‘ A further consideration that should not | C 
be ignored by sportsmen and wild-life fans 4 t . 
is the fact that our game range is much the ‘ OWL DRUG & CANDY CO. i 
same range that furnishes the grazing lands 4 Prescott, Ariz. I 
for stockmen. Abnormal increases of deer ee I 
should not be allowed to injure this liveli- Tee ga Sa a a 
a Overstocking by game does not make | SSN a St eT Oe ae ake e 
the best hunting. For a season or two it | s ° ; 
makes easy hunting; but when one considers Seymo urs Drug - 
the loss to sportsmen on closed areas; and i Store : 
the competition by epidemics and starva- + A I 
tion and barreness on overstocked areas the | “STORE OF COURTESY” [ 
bear 8 number of deer for the hunter’s + 
ag is greatly less than under conditions of Raa h t a Hlesible, intelli 4 Our cooperation is extended to t e F 
ee eneeenen:, : Arizona Game Protective Associa- i 

Personnel j tion and its members. r 

oe fe ae Prescott Game Protective Phone 28 Superior ; 

; ‘| : 
Mrs. John Blair, Prescott Game Pro- *@ 22° °° 333 eee 

tective Association. eer 
lf “ll 

H e F. MAD ows, Prescott Game Protec- j SUEDECLOTH JACKETS 1 
tive Association. ] $2.35 to $3.95 4 

H. Reykdal, Prescott Game Protective 4 1 
Association. j HUNTING CAPS j 

F. Snyder, Prescott Game Protective “ : 4 it | 75c : { 
Association. | i 

Grace M. Sparkes, Prescott Chamber 4 i | ] of Commerce. { Oscar W. Bruchman } 
Chas. Murray, Arizona State Game ‘} : { 

Commission. j Prescott, ae Arizona j 
: q 

Mranlc Grubb, United States HOrest Ser-- aesmspspstsessespspsmes—apipseapepsecpspeneeeieespeessenes ol



Reprinted from JourNaL or MAMMALOGY fy, 
Vol. 15, No. 4, November, 1984, pp. 817-818 Qs 6 

COATI ADDED TO THE LIST OF UNITED STATES MAMMALS 

It is now certain that the coati-mundi (Nasua narica, probably subspecies pallida) 

occurs sporadically on the American side of the Mexican border. Evidence at hand may 

be detailed as follows: 
In February, 1924, a coati was killed by J. H. Merritt, now of Sunnyside, Arizona, in 

the Huachuca Mountains, Cochise County. This specimen, apparently the first to be 
taken and put on record in Arizona, was made the subject of a report given at the El Paso 

meeting of the Southwestern Division, American Association for the Advancement of 

Science, May, 1925, by Dr. Charles T. Vorhies of the University of Arizona. 
It is reported by M. E. Musgrave, formerly of the U. S. Biological Survey, now of the 

Soil Erosion Service, that an adult male coati was taken on May 16, 1924, by James 

Cooper, 40 miles above Clifton, Greenlee County, Arizona, on the west side of the Blue 
Range, on the south side of Red Mountain, and more particularly, the south side of 

Stray Horse Canyon. The animal was in the juniper-pinyon country. The skull and 

skin are in the Biological Survey collection. Musgrave also reports definite records of 
three of the animals in the Huachuca Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, but has mis- 

laid his notes on the details of their occurrence. A coati was reported seen between 
Mormon Flat and Apache Junction in Maricopa County, and Musgrave has observed 

tracks and other signs of the animals on the Santa Maria Mountains west of Hillside, 

Yavapai County, Arizona, though he has not seen any of the animals themselves. 
Dr. Vorhies calls my attention to the fact that in the spring of 1926 a coati, taken 

alive at Fairbank, Cochise County, Arizona, was kept in a part of the University aviary. 

It became affected with something resembling scabies and its skin was not worth saving 
at the time of its death in June or July, 1926. Neither the exact date of its capture nor 

the name of its captor is now on record. Dr. Vorhies reports also that three or four 

years ago a badly mounted specimen of coati was on exhibition in a window of the 
Ronstadt Hardware Company in Tucson. A picture of this specimen and some worth- 

less observations concerning it appeared in one of the local papers. It was taken in the 

Rincon Mountains, Pima County. 

On October 30, 1930, the writer was at de la Osa’s Ranch at Lochiel on the Mexican 
border, Santa Cruz County, Arizona. An ancient coati pelt was hanging in the corner 

of a shed. No details were forthcoming as to the place of its capture. It may have 

come from Mexico. 
R. F. Wilbur, of the U. S. Bureau of Plant Quarantine, Nogales, Santa Cruz County, 

Arizona, secured a coati on or about November 14, 1932, at an altitude of 4800 feet in a 
deep draw between two high points in Sycamore Canyon on the west side of the Pata- 

gonia Mountains, Santa Cruz County, very close to the Mexican boundary... The 
animal was shot 6 feet up the trunk of an oak tree just at the break of day. Mr. Wilbur 

reports the animal a male, 40 inches in length from the tip of the nose to the tip of the 

tail. Dung that the animal dropped after it was shot appeared to contain nothing but 
manzanita berries, or something very much like them. The skull was given to Uhl R. 

Kuhn of the Bureau of Plant Quarantine, who kindly presented it to the U. S. Biological 

Survey.
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There are two records even more recent than that by Mr. Wilbur. A cowboy working 
for arancher named Johnson, whose ranch is located just north of the Santa Rita Experi- 

mental Range on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains, Pima County, shot a coati 

out of a mesquite tree the last week in April, 1933. The coati was swinging from the 

tree by its tail and slashing at the dogs with its teeth. One dog was reported injured 

severely. 
A cowboy working for Charles Beach, of Vail, Pima County, Arizona, whose ranch is 

located on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains, not far from Mount Fagan, shot a 
male coati on the north edge of the Coronado National Forest, one mile east of Mr. 

Beach’s ranch house, on September 3, 1933. The skin and skull were presented to the 

University of Arizona. 
Information on the latter two specimens was furnished by Professor A. A. Nichol, 

University of Arizona. 
John C. Gatlin, leader of rodent and predatory animal control, U. S. Biological 

Survey, Albuquerque, New Mexico, says that coatis occur in southern Hidalgo County, 

in the southwestern corner of that State. Gatlin, with W. C. Echols, noticed their 

tracks on the O. K. Camp of the Victoria Land and Cattle Company, about 25 miles 
south and east of Animas. Coatis also occur, says Gatlin, in the Cloverdale country, 

and quite generally along the boundary line through Hidalgo County. 
Summarizing, it is noted that several actual specimens of the coati have been reported 

from the southeastern part of Arizona, in Pima, Greenlee, Cochise, and Santa Cruz 
Counties. Reports based on observations of the animals or their tracks by competent 

observers extend its probable range to include Hidalgo County in southwestern New 

Mexico and Maricopa and Yavapai Counties, Arizona. All the records are for the 

Lower or Upper Sonoran Zones.—Watter P. Taytor, U. S. Biological Survey, Univer- 
sity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
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z THE ARIZONA SPECIMEN OF EUDERMA MACULATUM Vy Ce nol 

So far as the author knows, there are only six specimens of the spotted bat on record; = 

; and if one were to attempt to locate these specimens the whereabouts of only five could 
be determined from the literature. The sixth, taken in Arizona, is referred to indefi- 

nitely in the published records, and no certain indication of its location is given. Since 

the author has recently had the pleasure and privilege of seeing and photographing this 

specimen, it seems desirable to place all that is known about it in the permanent record. 
Last spring (1934) a student in the author’s class in mammalogy, Allan R. Phillips, 

an enthusiastic ornithologist, secured from Mrs. Herbert Brown, of Tucson, the privilege 

of going over the notebooks of her late husband, Herbert Brown, well known as a local 
bird collector in the eighteen-nineties and the early years of the present century. In 

one of these notebooks Phillips found the following notes on Euderma maculatum, which 

he brought to my attention: 

“April 28, 1904. Today a couple of boys brought me a bat. Although I had never 

before seen one, I instantly recognized it as Histiotus maculatus. Under date of May 22, 

1899, Dr. C. H. Merriam wrote me that a specimen of the bat in question had been taken 

in San Fernando Valley, California; that it was among the rarest mammals of the world, 

and to be on the lookout for it. 
The specimen now in my possession was found in the valley about 4 miles south of 

here (Yuma, Arizona). It was clinging to the side of a brush house and when the boys 

first saw it they thought it was a young rabbit because of the size of the ears. At first 
they did not disturb it, but when ready to come home they held an old lard bucket under 

it and as soon as touched they say it just dropped off into the bucket.” 
“April 30, 1904. This morning I found the above named bat dead. Had been fed 

with flies and fresh meat, but it did not eat. The following measurements were care- 

fully taken: 
Extent (point to point of wing), 346 mm.; total length, 110; tail, 47; ear (from 
crown), 45; width of ear (natural shape), 25; ear (bottom of inside to tip), 43; length 

of tragus, 14; width of tragus, 6.” 

In 1905 Brown wrote: ‘‘Have shown the bat to many Indians (Yumas and Cocopahs) 
in the hope of being able to secure additional specimens. Very few claimed to have 

seen it. They said it lived in the woods and flew only at night. The only other speci- 

men I heard of was one seen in a mine near Magdalena, Sonora, Mexico. There were 
many bats in the drifts and among them was the one spotted one. The party who gave 

me this information (R. McPherson) said that the Mexicans called it a ‘pinto bat,’ 

from which it would appear that such bat was there to call forth such name.” 

A chronological summation of all specimens of the spotted bat known to date follows, 

with first bibliographic reference to each: 

No. 1, 1890. Type specimen no. $$3? American Museum of Natural History. From 
mouth of Castaic Creek, Santa Clara Valley, Los Angeles County, Cali- 

fornia; March, 1890; found hanging on a fence. Skull now lost. Orig- 

inal description—Histiotus maculatus Allen, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. 
Hist., vol. 3, pp. 195-198, Feb. 20, 1891. (See also, North Amer. Fauna 

no. 13, p. 49, 1897). 
No. 2, 1903. No. 122545, United States National Museum (alcoholic specimen). From 

Mesilla Park, New Mexico, September, 1903; found dead in the Bio- 
logical Laboratory of the New Mexico College of Agriculture. (Miller, 

Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 16, p. 165, 1903. Skull figured.) 

No. 3, 1904. In the possession of Mrs. Herbert Brown, 434 East Second Street, Tucson, 
Arizona. From Yuma, Arizona; April 28, 1904. Skull incomplete, 

lower jaw missing. (Stephens, California Mammals, p. 264, 1906.) 

No. 4, 1907. No. 1196, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. From Mecca, Riverside 
County, California; October 1, 1907. Skull incomplete and within the 

skin. Found “lying in a puddle, the overflow from the big railway 

water tank. ..”’ (Grinnell, Univ. California Publ. Zool., vol. 5, p. 317, 

1910; half-tone cut, x 2/3.) 

No. 5, 1922. No. 65171, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. Captured in the zoological 
laboratory of the University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada, about Septem- 

ber 10, 1922. Skin and skull complete. (Hall, Journ. Mammalogy, 

vol. 16, p. 148, May, 1935.) 

No. 6, 1931. No. 262, Yosemite Museum (skin and skeleton). From Yosemite Valley, 
California, August 17, 1931. Found hanging on the side of a building, 
under the eaves. (Ashcraft, Journ. Mammalogy, vol. 13, p. 162, May, 

1932.) 

It may be noted that even now there are only four complete skulls of this species in 

collections. Thirteen years elapsed between the capture of the type specimen and the 
taking of the second individual. The third was taken less than a year later; the fourth 

record was made after three more years. After this, 24 years passed before the fifth rec- 

ord was made (no. 6, chronologically). During this long interval, however (15 years 

after the fourth capture), the Nevada specimen was taken; but it was not made known 
to science until the present year (no. 5). This seems to be truly a rare species, but, 

since two of these six specimens wandered into biological laboratories to be taken, 

perhaps others of us in the Southwest might hopefully try leaving our windows open. 
The distribution record shows: California, 3; Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico, 1 

each. These specimens are extant. Brown’s notes give credible evidence of the occur- 

rence of the species in Sonora, Mexico.—Cuarues T. Voruizs, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, Arizona. 

Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 16, pp 224-226
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Reprinted from THE Conpor, Vol. XXXV, Sept., 1933, pp. 205-206. 

The Black Vulture in Arizona—tThe first record known to the undersigned of 
the occurrence of the Black Vulture (Coragyps atratus atratus) in Arizona is that 

of Cooke (Auk, xxx1, 1914, p. 403), who reported “Several seen, May 1890, by Dr. 
A. K. Fisher in the Tonto Basin.” H. H. Kimball (Connor, xxv, 1923, p. 109) sur- 
prised a number of vultures from the bottom of an old ditch along the Santa Cruz 
River, 12 miles south of Tucson, Arizona, on May 7, 1922. At least a dozen of 
these were Black Vultures, he states. On November 28, 1928, Miller, Taylor and 
Swarth (Conpor, xxx1, 1929, p. 76) saw 15 or 20 Black Vultures in air at one time, 
circling about together with a few Turkey Vultures. The locality was just south of 
Tucson, where a number of the Black Vultures were startled from the ground in the 
vicinity of a small slaughter-house. 

The undersigned have noted Black Vultures at intervals over several years in 
the general vicinity of Tucson. On April 20, 1928, a dozen were observed feed- 
ing on discarded offal just south of the city. On January 22, 1931, Chas. R. Rey- 
nard and Taylor, returning to Tucson from the Santa Rita Experimental Range, 
about 5:20 p.m., saw first a flock of eleven individuals and later one of three, flying 
due west, about 16 miles south of the city. In the same general locality, on Novem- 
ber 28, 1982, five Black Vultures were observed circling and flying high in air 
about 10 am. The following month, on December 18, 1932, a flock of fourteen 
circled overhead in the vicinity of the San Xavier crossing of the Santa Cruz at 
about 2 p.m. The flock held together fairly well for some time, circling and wheel- 
ing, slowly moving from the general vicinity of the San Xavier Mission southeasterly 
toward the new Indian Service Hospital. Later they scattered out over the Santa 
Cruz bottoms. On March 11, 1933, one was recorded by Vorhies northeast of Tucson. 

On March 21, a flock of about thirty Black Vultures was noted near Sells (Indian 
Oasis), about 60 miles west of Tucson on the Papago Indian Reservation. The Vultures 
were congregated about a dead cow at a small earthen reservoir or tank, a mile east 
of Sells. A couple of these birds were collected by Vorhies, so far as known the first 
actual specimens taken within Arizona. One of these specimens is on deposit at the 
University of Arizona, the other in the United States Biological Survey. Additional 
birds were seen by D. M. Gorsuch in the same locality the week of April 10-14; and 
an old Indian chief, a former Government employee named Hugh Norris, reported 
Black Vultures had appeared in the vicinity only in recent years. 

A. A. Nichol has observed Black Vultures at intervals in winter north to the 
Tucson-Ajo highway, west to the Robles Ranch and Sasabe road, and south along 
the Santa Cruz valley (in which Tucson is located). 

These various observations suggest that in recent years Black Vultures have 
been appearing in increasing numbers in southern Arizona. Their present known 
status in the State may be outlined as follows: Regular winter visitant at least 
from November to May, in Lower Sonoran zone north to Tucson, east to Santa Cruz 
Valley, and west to Sells (Indian Oasis). 

The Black Vulture is easily told from the Turkey Vulture. If seen close at 
hand its head is blackish (covered with small pin-feathers) instead of red. In 
flight, while it is distinctly buzzard-like, it appears stockier than the Turkey Vul- 
ture, with shorter, square tail, and shorter, broader wings. (See Coues, Key, 2, 
1908, p. 705.) The front of the wings is straighter in the Black Vulture, more 
curved in the Turkey Vulture. The ends of the wings show separate feathers in the 
Turkey Vulture, but not in the Black Vulture. An area on the terminal third of 
the wings of the Black Vulture appears white beneath in flight. The posterior por- 
tion of the wing in the Turkey Vulture is also paler than the rest, but does not 
show up white in flight. The Black Vulture’s manner of flight is in contrast with 
the Turkey Vulture. While the latter soars a great deal with occasional slow 
wing beat, the Black Vulture flaps its wings with a quicker beat at intervals 
while soaring. Some we watched flapped their wings from six to nine times, usually 
about seven, then soared for a distance——WALTeR P, TAYLOR and CHARLES T. Vor- 
Higs, Tucson, Arizona, April 19, 1933.
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Reprinted from Tue Conpor, Vol. XXXVII, May-June, 1935, p. 175 

A Second Occurrence of the White-fronted Goose in Arizona—-Swarth says of 
this species (Pacific Coast Avif. No. 10, 1914, p. 14): “Status—Coues (1866a, 
p. 98) found it abundant on the Colorado River. There is no published statement 
of its oceurrence in the region since that time.” 

On the night of October 8, 1934, the authors were encamped on the shore of 
Parks Lake, a little-known body of water in southeastern Graham County, twenty 
miles north of San Simon and thirteen miles west of the New Mexico-Arizona 
boundary line. The lake lies in the San Simon Valley at an altitude of 3400 feet, 
and was on that date perhaps one and a quarter miles in length by one mile in width, 
and a good resting place for waterfowl on account of its shallow margins and 
vegetated bordering flats. 

Just before sunrise on October 4 a flock of about thirty geese was noticed coming 
in from the west. They alighted down the lake opposite camp and swam about in 
the rays of the rising sun. Though they appeared to show too much white, it was 
supposed they were Canada Geese, but the distance was too great for certain identifi- 
cation. They finally came to rest on the opposite shore, where they remained while 
we began a leisurely circuit of the lake, intent on the interesting birds near at hand. 

What was our surprise when we drew nearer, to discover they were certainly 
not Canada Geese! Then began a stalk in earnest and we were fortunate enough to 

come within about fifty yards before they took flight. Thus, both being provided 
with binoculars, we were able to make positive identification of them as White- 
fronted Geese, Anser albifrons. Failing to collect a specimen, the subspecies is a 
matter of uncertainty—CuHarLes T. VorHIms and WALTER P. TayLor, University of 
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, December 15, 1934.
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STARTLING Wildlife Aspects of Range Rehabilitation 
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—— ‘AR Brouwer)” By CHARLES T. VORHIES 

NO DRY BATTERIES ADDRESSED the 1934 conven- | In itself, and as to its major ob- Here seems as good a place as 

ONLY 50¢ A YE AR [cn of the A. G. P. A. on “A new | jective, it is a laudable measure,| any to quote an important principle é 

Powel Qnerating Cost deal for wildlife.” At that time, | but it ignores the fact that within|from the “Report of the Chief of 

—— in spite of the favorable outlook for | that one hundred and seventy mil-} the Bureau of Biological Survey, 

“FREPOWER” FROM AIR greater recognition of the needs of | lion acres lie the hereditary ranges | 1933”, which perhaps we can all 

Amazing! “Self-Operating” Zenith Farm wildlife, which seemed to be des-| of the last of our great big-game | agree to. 

Radio rane ne ieee tined for definite inclusion in much | animals, the bighorn mountain] “Interrelationships of wild ani- 
nections. Guaranteed “Frepower” device | of the “New Deal” planning for| sheep, the wild pig, the antelope,| mals to their natural environment 

Se ean ne forest, range, and watershed areas | whitetail deer, sage grouse, and|and to man can be properly evalu- 

cet cna es ee ee generally, I was somewhat pessi-| elk.” ated only through the application 

Pa peo oe aN ay TEES mistic. I would substitue mule deer for | of scientific principles developed by 

ican stations too. See the Zenith today!| Recently I was invited to partici- | whitetail omit the last two, and| trained biologists. Research: is 

NEW See FARM RADIO pate in a symposium program of| point out that we have in this| therefore essential to the perpetua- 

2 the Ecological Society of America| State a great area of NO VALUE| tion of the harmless, interesting, or 

at its St. Louis meeting, on “Eco-|to the grazing interests on which] valuable species, and to imposing 

We ] D M A R S H logical aspects of some recent gov- | these animals can live. the right degree of restraint on 

ENGINEERING CO. ernmental activities,’ my share be- In this article also “Ding” used those that would play havoc with 

re ing the subject of this article. forcefully the term “biological human endeavor if left to increase 

Tucson Phoenix! while I recognize that wildlife| deserts,” of which he says the In-| im numbers unmolested.” (Black 
Op. Post Office 817 N. Central Ave.| has been in many ways and places | terior Department has more to its| type is mine.) 

Phone 177 Phone 3-1655 | benefitted by these emergency | credit than has any other agency.| I am a supporter of the Biological 
activities I am _ still pessimistic | But we may-do well to look out for | Survey in the bulk of its operations, 

—_ | about much that is being done, as} the beam as well as the mote. I|and in some of their work with 

|< ==" =| the following condensation and ab-| wish it to be clear that I am not| which I cannot wholly agree I 

i NERVE CONTROL | breviation of that paper will show. | out with an axe after the Biological realize fully the predicament they 
| If you are weary, tired, can’t In the past few weeks, preparing | Survey, however. Mr. Darling had | are in. That they can more readily 

|[steee: and your back aches, have the present paper, I have been|my entire sympathy, as Mr. Gabriel- | find funds to investigate methods 

no pep and no appetite, it must ||| forced to conclude that the “New|son now has. of killing wood rats, for example, 
| be nerves. If you have tried Deal for Wildlife” to dat i 
|| taking any kind of treatments, eal for Wil e” to date has been] fT am not to deal here with those | than resources to finance funda. 

| medicines, and still find that you | in large measure a bitter disap-| phases of the wildlife situation mental research on whether wood 

Se he a DonaMe at: that Vee seemed so which are the most directly and | Tat killing is necessary, may be our 

nervous disorders, then send to- ||| Promising has been in large part| obviously involved in definite plans | fault as much as any one’s. 

day for “NERVE CONTROL.” shoved aside, and when not thus| of emergency agencies of the com It seems safe to say that all dam- 

| MRS. J. ELLISON CARROLL, ||| Heglected, has not in every case had| ernment; but rather with those) ming and related operations will 
Box 65 | the benefit of coordinated planning. | which are indirectly affected by| be beneficial to wildlife insofar as 

| Big Lake, Texas I If you think this Dessimniseic, pend those activities, and, too often, un-| those operations are successful in 

ee eM ees BEES articles, viz.,| considered in planning. what they are intended to accom- 

— —_- | “Washington Wild Life,” in the] Range rehabilitation in the main|plish. Control of erosion is a sine 
pore, | Saturday Evening Post, and “Desert |i, not directed specifically toward |qua non to overgrazed and eroding 
| SUPPLIES: Taxidermy, Furriers, | Makers” in the Conniry Gentleman. | improvement primarily for wild-|ranges. It may be necessary under 

tae east i < el In the Hania article ios Darling | ite, though there seems to be|certain conditions to carry on 
| Paper mache deer, moose, elk, bear. Wall | ee See Ipiponant tO) general belief that operations which | rodent control work as a part of 
j Poe eee eet ae foe | Arizona, when he says: nmr the ranges will benefit the | these physical operations, but I be- 

black, natural bees wax. Deer scalrs, | “A great conservation measure | wildlife of the ranges, particularly | lieve that in some cases the neces- 

ae aan ane oe; Se ae se :| to conserve the public domain from | game, and this is probably true. I| sity for this work has been imagined 

finn cane ae Sots cob, tien | overgrazing is put forward and| consider, however, the whole of| rather than carefully determined io 
WN catares Lesson book on taxidermy. Mail!| passed by Congress with the sup-| wildlife, not merely the game|be a fact. The poor rodent is in 
[sess Se ae ee ye work out port of a conservation President. | species, and it is in the possible ef- | such bad repute generally, that it 

PAPIER MACHE SPECIALTY | It apportions out to the grazing | fects on some of the less considered | almost invariably gets the benefit 

COMPANY | interests the last one hundred and | species that I see a problem. of the doubt—square in the neck— 

| Reading, Michigan i seventy million acres of public land| The chief operations directed to-|and seldom any doubt! Yet surely 

eee nearer evn | OWNed by the Federal Government.| ward range rehabilitation are (1)|/in an area in which burrowing 

eS erosion: control. by means of _(a))| rodents sare<.so important ainesne: 

oO SS SS SS SS SS SS SS Se damming and similar processes, (b) | loosening up and aeration of the 

z PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS! | revegetation; and (2) rodent con-| soil as in our earthwormless arid 
Patent, Protect and Profit by your inventions. | trol. southwest, the little animals deserve 

Expert personal service. Submit data for search. | Let us now suggest briefly some|to have the possible benefits they 

( LESTER L. SARGENT i of the animals which come most | confer on the soil carefully balanced 

1 Registered Patent Attorney prominently into the picture. against the possible effects of in- 

i 1115-K St., N. W. Washington, D. C. First, the game species, such as| creasing erosion. It may be fairly 

OLE ssa | mule deer, antelope, peccary, quail, | questioned whether rodents, by and 

OO <<< — — | mourning dove, the mountain sheep | large, are important in causing 

of the desert ranges, and the lowly | erosion directly. The pocket gopher 

HA PPY > cottontail. in an irrigated region is unques- 

G Ooo ED Ie 6 Ee AR Next, the non-game species,—all| tionably destructive; in non-irri- 

other animal life. If I were to em-| gated bottom-land range possibly 

TO EVERYBODY phasize anything out of this non- | beneficial or at least neutral, and in 
APACHE TIRE COMPANY i ; 

6th and 6th Phone 555 ipnosonss Assan game list, a would suggest fur-| mountain meadows probably bene- 

Ng a aig ara eae bearers and birds of prey. ficial more often than harmful.
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On the other hand, the beaver, | tic stock is not increased to again|Many of these men have been very|has been especially active in this 

had it been preserved along the| consume the additional forage and | much interested in our wildlife and| matter during the past year and 

many miles of Arizona water| destroy the added cover. Revege- | their continuous contact with it has | would welcome the cooperation of 

courses where it originally occurred, | tation will also benefit the fur-| given them an opportunity to ob-|this entire section in pushing this 
would have held those great| bearers with better cover, and prob- |Setve many things which the inves- | objective to a successful conclusion. 
stretches against the destructive|ably in the main with better food tigator rarely, if ever, has an op- | Write Mr. A. J. Eager, President of 

forces of erosion, and would be to-| supplies of small animal life. portunity to see. Some of our In-/}the Arizona State Game Protective 

day an asset of far greater worth REBORN ee ao are ae 100 years or more Association, ‘Tucson, Arizona, for 

than its fur ever was. The Santa de 5 Tasis Hee heed o en i is eee ee of | further information. 

Cruz River, at Tucson, and for x % a con ue eee oon su ounas Ca see: 
% & some of the erosion projects a ten- | tion could be secured. Such knowl- How many turkeys were legally 

many miles along its course above . 
e ._|dency to damn, convict, and sent- | edge when correlated would be valu- | killed in this State in 19352 How 

that point, is now a great gash in “i a 
: aoe ence the rodents to death on a large | able in organizing a research pro-} many in 1934? 

the valley floor, with precipitous z 
es . scale on areas which are to be|gram, and would save a lot of lost |———____ 

Beis or etree aso aerate worked for erosion control. The|motion and money. aa nn 
in height, which cave in by acres pene 5 i z : . YOU'LL LIKE 

7 grounds for conviction seem, to be| One illustration of the importance 
ee every econo ‘eneral destruction of the new| of h inf i i i THE 
built across its course a few miles - t = “thourh bably it i S Sue a Cuan See 
above Tucson last spring filled com. | 2/88 cover; though probably it is|/which the writer has heard many CAVERN CAFE 
Bie iyetoete an bared: ere oe eee to a times eaor ee eo deer = Downton 125 E. Congress 

first summer flood.) Yet within | 0¢Snite reasons. ey are rodents; | grass in considerable quan ities. The | TUCSON, ARIZONA | 
aot therefore they are destructive; |reliableness of such a statement has | !!——--— ————-WW~-—_~_!j 

the memory of men now living the i z 
: therefore kill them. That there| been questioned by game experts for. | 2—722727W_——_ 

eee Cann ee ight possibly be anything what-|many years. However, the director ea ee a ee Sarr ea 
| floods spreading out harmlessly over |S’ POSS? Laan 2 es ACCURACY AND DEPEND- 

soever favorable (or even neutral) |of a research project with deer has 
the bottom lands. Back of that z Z found out recently that they do eat ABILITY FOR YOUR 

Nee eDcaveranivenl along the valley. to consider in favor of the rodents a he Ly : ey a PRESCRIPTIONS 

Bus Cone TO OG Gaim tus Cae | OS, a ee egy | eine Cs es Santa Rita Drug Store 
= : = be such values in some cases. ing certain seasons of the year. : 

orado, and of many a cienega of 2 Opp. Post Office Phone 552 

southern Arizona. The great San | Unfortunately for the rodents, 3. To work out a Sere Tucson, Arizona 

Simon valley, a scene of ruin now, “rodent control” is a term to con- aod oe oe hts) 
pouring such destructive floods of| jure with when there are large “ ee re | 
water, mud, sand, and gravel down ilable f hi a aa Ii| § 

feed i sums 208 Hone available : on une tensive area of range and farm The Little Yarn Shop | upon the irrigated section above] spending. It is a popular idea. It i : 
; 4 i lands located’in a portion of south- 138 N. Stone Ave., Tucson 

Safford that it has had to be in-| has the sound of important ac- ern California, all of Arizona and YARNS 
cluded! in' thes great) Gila jerosion'| complishment, alike) to the! farmer, | 2 ong 4 part of western |||34W SILK — NUBBY CoTToNs — 

‘trol ject, t y LINEN YARNS — FOREIGN AND. 
a iene ee ae emcee ae ee - gee Texas. This is a tremendous job. DOMESTIC YARNS 

tation. Only a pitiful remnant at ee ee gamejend jyould (be)||P ee | 
ne er = ee arin soee trator, the butcher, the baker, the /ionesome without it; however the | ————_. 

oe : ada ee TE and any other | economic exingencies of the livestock WAGGONER AUTO 
, ae citizen who either needs work, or! pusiness makes it necessary that GG 

Rehabilitation of such an area,| who pays the bills. One wonders,| they harvest their annual crop of PARTS CO. 
seemingly impossible, would be of| however, whether the last named forage as efficiently as possible. In|] pF Ws IN TOWN, WE HAVE IT 

enormous benefit not only to aj gentleman, when at last he turns,| other words, there is no present set- a 4 

variety of wildlife but to the graz-|as it is believed the poor worm will| yp in connection with the utilization a8 a ee os Berge 
ing interests as well. eventually, may not critically ques-| of State lands, Public Domain, and ones eae aoe eoe 

Wildlife aspects of revegetation| tion some of those expenditures.| the U. S. Forest to warrant the | S-s-w-w-w-w-w-w-w-w-w-ww www 
are more complicated. Probably| However laudable the meeting of] stockman in opening a “Game Man- > “where Sick People Get well” 
with certain reservations, here also| the need for work, there are signs agement” account on his ledger. It |> J B. Daugherty, D.C 

whatever of revegetation is accomp-| a-plenty that spending of money appears that if we are to have a ; a “Cana oie oe oes 

lished will be of definite value to| which cannot be proved to yield, plentiful supply of game in the fu- |} No. Garseafon mea iation 
wildlife. It will benefit the herbi- | results of value commensurate with | ture there must be a mutually sat- > PHONE 510 

vorous game species directly de-| the expenditure will finally prove | isfactory tie-up made with the folks |? 1015 =. 6th st. Tucson, Arizona 
pendent on it for food and cover, | to be a boomerang. who are using these lands. Wouid- » 

but only to the extent that domes- (Continued in next issue) miu phe Caco bes bance oes songs FUR TANNING 
— —_]to give them a financial interest in AQ) Hinds selekine 

the business? It is entirel ible | £ Qysgeh f , robes, INTELLIGENT GAME CONSER- | the southwest, will never solve our |} oe | hi we y i 
s that in the near future we will have ae We or Rae 

VATION problems. Some of the lines of work EN NEY fin = for buckskin; and 
5 think SUSHI ATES TEL SEeaS ranches that will be deriving a con- ly Lae ma ee ae as re 

(Continued from page 5) Wes “ pe | siderable part of their income from CS meee B, up. Circulars teeer 

plenish our vanishing wildlife popu- eu ae ona Suto game; and they will need very much ‘ eS Z W_. W. WEAVER 
lation. What then is needed to SorHest moss ile mac man uate the kind of information and assist- er en Ee 

work out a solution to the many 1. Determine the proper environ- | ance which a Wild Life Experiment ttt 

problems confronting us? mental conditions under which our | Station will be able to furnish. 1 Automobiles used on ranch fet 

The establishment of a Wild Life Sem se tee sos pee — Echo rem ere eTanvaonnerislincsaen | mare at iscciiccount | 

Experiment Station adequately fi- |97CS Wi BYES We Ohce 230.9 linvesticati hich such an Experi- ide, ' aaa i 
nanced jointly by the U. S. Gov- | Vast game abundance because con- ac Ee an = ai Ai coe aa res Souter WER COMMER | poace ny - " | men ation could conduct. i ROY M. CONFER, Agent it 
ernment and the several states in- | ditions were favorable for their sup most of our trained Wild Life re-|# 36 N. st a eral 

terested is the first answer to this |Port. If this population is to be in| ...ch men leaving this section of a ono | 
question. a poe restored, these desirable the Southwest to take up work in ease ee ee ee ee 

At this point, we can state with- Se a Washington or elsewhere, it is high 

out contradiction the Wichita Na- |?¢-established. | time that State Game Departments, || 0 

tional Forest Wild Life Experiment | 2. Secure and correlate from live- |sportsmen and others interested in DE. F. D. ROCKEFELLER 
Station, located in the semi-humid | stock men, prospectors, and others | this region stir themselves into ac- OPTOMETRIST 

belt of Oklahoma and separated as | the vast store of information which | tion to secure a research station to 516 Valley Bank Bldg. 

it is by hundreds of miles of plains | they have secured during a life time | work on our problems. The Arizona |} ‘Tycson Phone 827 Arizona 

country from this different area of’ of observation, interest and study. |State Game Protective Association
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Wildlife Aspects of Range Rehabilitation sim to: sioiments ot emerzene 
funds. Projects are in operation 

=, Sean: on most of the Indian reservations 

By CHARLES T. VORHIES in Arizona. <A forest service in- 

vestigator recently gave me his im- 
(Continued from last issue) it was, to say the least, of extreme-|as not to be definitely measurable. aetna ae sh a oa 
O make clear my meaning I|ly doubtful value. Perhaps rodent | Nearly $8 per head of livestock on work on the great erosion project 

must be rather specific. We)|control in such territory may hbe| the range was spent on the control Of" the = Navald Raservationan ier 

have in Arizona, as doubtless|of some use in permitting recovery | work. The cost was 19 cents per Lp os 
z a is z : : — were pretty much in line with my 

elsewhere in the “desert,” enormous | of the range if and when a drastic| acre, which seems cheap enough own véaction to the Papage Reser 

areas of range which are submar-| reduction of the livestock is made.|until we learn that the cattlemen ation proposal Wikis eaparente 

ginal, or worse. Such an area con-| without such reduction its value is|are paying scarcely 4 cents per acre ; 5 = 
ti to Tu is the Papa . : - setting out to exterminate the 
iguous tO cson 1s e pago | nil. per year for it. Comparing the cost ae 

Reservation of 4290 square miles ; : prairie dog, no one seems to remem- 
i =a What of the effects on wildlife? |0n the basis of livestock values, we oe a Pe 

The average carrying capacity is : s . | ber that the Navajo likes the ani. 
: The value so far as game is con-|get an interesting result. The esti- 5 = 

from possibly 100 acres per head aa : mal for food. Some livestock re 
cerned can be no more than its| mated cost of killing 12,280 jack = 3 : 

of cattle to one cow per square @ duction is being made, however. 
é ies ‘ value to the range itself. Without |rabbits was $3885.92, or about 32 . 

mile. Its original capacity was not ; ‘ i I believe, on the other hand that 
is definite improvement of the forage|cents per jack rabbit. According 5 ' é 

greatly better. A couple of years = Z reduction of livestock is the most 
. = and cover the game receives no|to Taylor and Vorhies it takes 74), - ; A 

BOR eyes erODos do conduc aa antelope jack rabbits or 128 Cali EDPOE ANG and ta ree as 
rodent control campaign on this benent foeni KS a "|that might be done to restore our 
Resetiation, alihcuah ine woedica: |- Posebles effects whichemight be) one 120% to consume as much} anges. A competent range re- 

2 S! 3 valuable forage as one cow. There- es 
was doubtless the most abundant|Suegested are: loss of fur-bearers f F search specialist has recently ~ 

rodent. Jack rabbits are not abund- | ‘Hrough drastic reduction of food ae > ie @ the antelope jack) ,ointed out that on the Fort Hua- 
ant. Now my co-worker, Dr. Tay-|SUPPly; loss of valuable predators, a a equivalent of one ee cost chuca Military Reservation there 

lor, and I are rather strongly of | Which will be needed later, since eee end . ae the California |, 4 large area of range clothed in 
the opinion that jack rabbits ana| the rodents will not be kept down a re a = as cow cost! , beautiful sea of grass which dur- 
wood rats represent what we call,|®fter the emergency passes; turn- s aa Sa ivestock was worth! i, the world war years was eaten 

for lack of a specific word for it,|imé of larger predators toward y $20 to $25 per head. Was) into the ground; and erosion had 
“animal weeds.’ We believe them| livestock and game necessitating, oe Se aside from any | heoun, Now, not only has the grass 

to be an effect, rather than a cause, conceivably, a predators control One ee aa Would ay cattle- cover been restored but eroded gul- 

at Ieast in part. If that view has| Project later. Control breeds more | Mi" "HUTS “Ot eae on his range | ties are rapidly healing; and yet 
merit, then to attempt restoration | Control in a never ending circle. ee Ore oe : nothing more drastic than taking 

by destroying those animals is pre-| Certainly many thousands of dol- It was argued in support of the|off of the livestock was done. 

cisely like attempting to improve| Jars have been and are being spent | Propect that it would be a grand-| Neither rodents nor rabbits pre- 

the range by sending out men with |” this more than doubtful project. scale “experiment,” but the cattle|yented recovery, and I am sure you 

hoes to chop the weeds from thous-| On the 50,000 acres of the Santa on. euls range are owned by private | would not now go to that area to 

ands of square miles. The weeds, | Rita Experimental Range the same | Parties, for whom a profit must be | hunt jack rabbits, 

as we all know, will reappear so| temptation arose and prevailed. maintained oe proper controls} Taking off cattle is drastic—for 
long as overgrazing is continued,| This range has been in operation | are not possible. A major rodent| the stockmen. Uncle Sam pays for 

and so will rodents, though possibly | Since 1903. control operation over an entire| rodent control. But might not the 

not so rapidly as the weeds. We| Here is an area on which a long- | 74?8° eae check areas or areas| government take off cattle as 

do not believe that expenditures of| time set-up of fenced plots, ex- | which the major peceoes ney be cheaply perhaps as to kill the 

large sums for that kind of work| closures, an expensive and very varied cannot be a scientific experi-|rogents; and much more effective- 

is justified, even though work be| complete climatic station, and a ment, ly? 

needed. (I believe I once expressed|new 20-year transect have been| What of the effects on wildlife?! On some ranges if the stock is 
the opinion that this proposal was| provided by four cooperating re-| Aside from the direct effects on the | not withdrawn voluntarily, it will 
just damn foolishness.) The range| search agencies for the express pur- | Todents results are for the most) sooner or later be done by force of 
is not worth it. pose of scientific experiment on|Part not clearly discernible as yet.| circumstances. I know of areas 

But the temptation to secure and|range management, including The eae pei nolie result on the ani-|in western and southwestern Ari- 

spend an allotment of several thous- | Todent studies. a side is ane check on numbers] zona, where this has already hap- 

ands of dollars for something that| The original proposal was for ot Jack eo eononians were | pened; and of others where it ap- 

sounds as good as “rodent control’| “complete eradication” of rodents, mot included in the original pro-| pears likely to happen any time. 

is one that is difficult to resist.|but this was modified when its|Ject, but the control leaden found | Abandoned outfits are mute evi- 

And so it was in this case. The| practical impossibility was pointed|S°Me tass in cottontail stomachs) qence of what has taken place. 
issue having been forced by some|out. It finally involved destruction and proceeded to kill off oo Range rehabilitation is going on 

one who knows little of the actual|of jack rabbits, Merriam and ban- hundred, though the ‘cottontail iS| there undisturbed, but very slowly, 

conditions on such territory, and|ner-tailed kangaroo rats, round- already a game animal. There|for these are the outer fringes of 

nothing of the relative values or| tailed ground squirrels, and the in- | S°°™S to be a great dearth of Coe the submarginal ranges. 

of the biological situation involved, | cidental destruction of no-one-|°™ the “Reserve. Whether this is! There are great areas in our State 
the money is finally allotted; and| knows what or how many other due to the campaign we cannot on which it has never been possible 

the Biological Survey, whether it| forms of animal life. a pcoveles seem to be about as to graze domestic livestock, and yet 

desires to do so, or whether it be-| The carrying capacity of the BP ee 3 Pie We ne Fae on which there has been and still 
ni 5, Pe : 5. 3: 

lieves in it or not, is forced to carry| Santa Rita Range is considerably DOnopyp on As. Lo-vhe presen status | is no insignificant quantity of im- 
: of the fur-bearers. Quail have not ortant. came especies ss Nobmen! 

out the project. On one very small| above that of the Papago Reserva-| notably benefitted. One worker Di a ee So a : ae 
j 3 . ; a : quail, bu ie mule deer ani e 

ecco of au Reservation at Sen tion. It is carrying about a familiar with the Reserve says,| desert bighorn, a remnant of ante- 

avier Mission, where there is a|cattle, 40 acres to the animal,| «phere is no wildlife there since|lope, and few peccaries, have there 
bit of irrigation agriculture, and in| should have less if it is in fact to| the campaign,” and that is my own| their “hereditary ranges” as Darl- 

the immediate vicinity of the fields| be restored, and might carry some- |; i ing put it. We have been making impression. 2 
used during summer floods, such a| what more if it were fully restored.| The value of such campaigns is aes ne a to os 

campaign was possibly justifiable.|I feel safe in asserting that results| questionable when there is no ac- ee ned Ere oa & on Re 
: 4 - 5 i 5 st as much luc! 
But these areas are out pin points | of the rodent and rabbit reduction, companying reduction of livestock|so far as Mr. Darling had with 

on the great reservation. Elsewhere’ will be so slight and so evanescent | pressure. “Rodent control” on an “Washington Wild Life.”
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We do not deny that some rodent! ARIZONA RATES! 
control is justifiable and very much an 5 a 

worth while. Control to the point ie eae ae ee ae Cattle Ranch and Country Home! 

of complete extermination if feasi-|-on2 is one of eight states in the Location—70 miles south east of Tucson 
ble, would I believe to considered | tnited states, where, according to it oc ae 
wholly justifiable in the case of the] J. Darling, recently resigned Le my need year round, 

introduced » tats and» the —house | chief of U.S. Bureau of Biological Cultivated land—40 acres. 
mouse. Control of pocket gophers| survey, there exists an intelligent Improvements—Well fenced, two bed- 

in irrigation projects scarcely ad-| interest in and an efficient organ- ee soe ny cuse with modern bath, 
mits of argument. Control by ap-| ization working for the protection one Bo a een Cees a aes 
propriate means of various rodents| and propagation of wildlife as well ern bath. Servants quarters and gar- 
about farm lands is often necessary.|as conservation in general. This age nO three cars. Small barn and 

The Columbia ground squirrel is a| might well be our spur toward ad- corral : : P 

major pest in the Pacific States, | ditional activities, which will place eee ee eee ee es 
requiring control, but its near rela-|us at the top of the list of those Stock—No stock included in price quoted. 
tive in Arizona needs none. The|eight states. Price—$17,000.00. 
desirability of extensive control a ane Berar eee balance 1st mortgage 

projects on prairies dogs may be|/ ty g JR, CHAMBER OF General Information—An ideal location for country home or dude 
admitted, though some suggest that COMMERCE JOINS ranch, Elevation at ranch house 5000 feet, on excellent high- 
the prairie dog may be an animal way, in oak tree country. Nice country for riding, mail delivery 

weed, requiring less extensive and FIGHT cai For complete information phone, write or call at our 

expensive control on properly grazed| There is news and news, but the ‘ Peclustyesaeent: 

Tanges. best piece of news that this writer 

The Southwest and its ranges|has heard in a long time is that TUCSON ee co. 

are not unique. Everywhere it is)the United States Junior Chamber TUCSON ARIZONA 
the same story—kill, kill, Kill! Not) ¢ commerce has joined the fight —— Eee 
merely the Interior Department a : . Can 

but the entire country seems to be pt ease | prorecul oa gad eres A MOUNTAIN DAIRY 
going wild on killing, while we talk |tion of our wildlife, by incorporat- Featuring 

and write wildlife “conservation.”|ing this needed work in the pro- THE ae REAL TERUL GRADE 

The fur industry complains of dis-|gram of its national activities. PHONE OR CALL 

appearing fur-bearers; sportsmen} pis organization, spreading MISSION ROAD, TUCSON PHONE 0433 
CMe Ge constantly dwindling] i ouenout the entire Unite | —_——_——_— 
supplies of game; lovers of the 

great out-of-doors wonder why Se oe — young. nen 

there isn’t more wildlife; and on|With vision, and what is more im- W 
every hand animals by the hundred | portant, the willingness and energy ESTINGHOUSE 

thousand are being killed with but|to act when the vision dictates, Golden Jubilee Year 
little thought of the disturbance of |can, and we predict will be, a vital 

the complex “web of life” which is|force in the consummation of our i Brings America 

inevitably created. To use but one|national wildlife program. Their : A 

illustration, how can we hope to|primary object will be to federate a new standard of Refrigeration Value 

have numerous fur-bearers if mil-|the various interests within the 

lions of the rodents on which they | several states whose aim it is to 

feed are destroyed? further conservation and restora- RUS SEI L ELECTRIC CO 

We cannot kill wholesale and | tion. es oe is eee & MACHINE ® 
ali ; and includes e uniting o! ‘ivic 

a aoe as ae Clubs, Nature Associations, Sports- PH ONE I 8 221-223 E CONGRESS 

of 20 years ago deploring the des-|™en’s Clubs Organizations of OLDEST ELECTRICAL CONCERN IN ARIZONA 
truction of wildlife says “This is Youth, Women's eines and any 

not being done by savages and|°ther interested units for closer ©0= | —__— oe 
* ; ‘ ordination and to make effective ; @ 
ignorant persons, but by intelligent th tential © oll tench cine | 

people who boast of their civiliza- ese oe pel VOUDE pune S are Clean Em Up 
: herent in the advocates of wildlife |; 

Gia Gal Guleenlany Ee ke conservation. When that objective ‘ F 

eainedenoi bine lm theses 20 yeatsic is reached our dreams will soon No Net xe . end, vou Cserine pad 
boasted scientific progress? Dr.| 6 true, Dyeing Out o’ Tucson, ’Cause We Kin : 

Hornaday has spoken many un-| py, izati Can Shore Do Expert Work. 
e organization of new e 

pleasant truths, but none more|p,otective Associations where none McHENRY CLEANERS 
forcefully and shamefully true than | exist will also be included in this Call 3436 TUCSON 540 E. 9th 
when he said, “It has remained for) or, of the Junior Chamber of 

the wolf, the sheep-killing dog and] Gommerce—in Arizona at Least, ve | SSS ee 

civilized man to make records for] are assured by the Phoenix Junior 

reckless and wanton slaughter,|cnamber of Commerce, to which BOB’S RADIATOR—BODY & PAINT SHOP AND 
which put acs = a oe together | croup has been delegated the work TUCSON AUTO 
and quite apart from predatory an-| of initiating the program in this — —rr—= 
imals.” As H. E. Anuthony wrote | state. : eee : a _ TOP & GLASS CO. 

recently in the Report of the Mam-| jl Locals in towns boasting Ju- | a Paty Straightening fenders, 

mal Committee to the National As-|nior Chambers of Commerce are eer auto bodies. Repairing 

sociation of Audubon Societies, “ .|urged to cooperate with them in ee .. 3 2 iv radiators, auto wrecks. 

..the outlook for all species of| their work and to call on them for a 5 fe a _. S oe Auto painting, tops, cur- 

wildlife is far from reassuring as|@2Y assistance that they may be ee vale erat (covers send 

long as thousands of men seek to Coe ee au 
bership drives, publicity, or the ar- ALL WORK GUARANTEED 

alter or improve our primeval|rangement of public meetings. 327-31 E. 7th St.—Tucson Phone 666 & 2011 | 

wilderness.” More power to them! see eee
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Ecology and Life History of the Por- their environmental adjustments, seem to 

cupine (Erethizon epixanthum) be simpler in their composition as to 

as Related to the Forests of species than the associations which they 

Arizona and the Southwestern replace. The weed is often a member of 

United States. By Walter P. Taylor. the preexisting association, but in it oc- 
Univ. of Arizona Bull. VI-5 (Biologi- cupies a circumscribed niche. It is the 

cal Science Bull. 3) 177 pp. Illus. process of resource-exploitation which 
1935. presents weeds with the opportunity for 

dominance. It may reflect some profound 

Those who still hope for blanket yes intuitive understanding when we auto- 
or no answers to questions of pest-control matically resent the dominance of weeds. 

will be disappointed in Walter Taylor’s (These speculations are not the author’s, 

bulletin. It is, in my view, an extraordi- but my own.) 

narily complete demonstration of the fact In the Southwest overgrazing is sus- 
that such answers are usually, by their pected to be the underlying “cause” of 

very simplicity, spurious. Even to one too many porcupines. 

whose daily business deals with the un- Like all good jobs, Taylor’s work raises 

ravelling of complex ecological relation- more questions than it answers. Just how 
ships, the reading of this work leaves a effective is the mountain lion as a por- 

feeling of astonishment that so simvle an cupine-control? What is the role of the 
animal as the porcupine should be in- porcupine as a consumer of and at the 

volved in such a multitude of interactions same time a vector for mistletoe? To 

with his environment. what extent does the porcupine delimit 
The bulletin is more than a competent the lower edge of the timber type? Are 

life-history study; it is an elaboration of porcupine gnawings a cause. or an effect, 
the new concept of “animal weeds.” Just of bark beetle attacks? To these and 
as destructive land use seems to give a many other queries, Taylor adds new data 

competitive advantage to “worthless” and fresh interest, but not final answers. ‘ 

plants, so also does it seem to encourage No life history, however well rounded, 
abnormal abundance of troublesome ani- is devoid of weak spots. One of the weak 

mals. Both seem to be associated with spots in this one is, I think, the treatment 
a retrogression in the plant succession and of population cycles. A cyclic rise in por- 

a decline in that stored-up ecological cupines is postulated as a possible alter- 
energy which, in agriculture, we call fer- native for the weed theory, but the dis- 

tility, in forestry site-quality, and in wild- cussion does not dig very deev. Historical 

life productivity. data on past fluctuations in abundance 

The animal weed theory had its origin are naturally scarce, but it seems at least 

on the Santa Rita Range Reserve in Ari-  thinkable that ring-counts of calluses on 

zona, as a possible explanation of the old gnawings might have yielded evidence 
dominance of jackrabbits and other ro- of fluctuation. However, such counts would 

dents. admittedly be very laborious. There is 
Weed associations, however complex in no discussion of the inherent probability
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of cycles in porcupine. In my opinion none too certain that the alternate-year 

the animal’s coarse vegetable dietary and postulate in bears is correct. 
freedom from starvation losses would in- In discussing the recent reduction in 

dicate a probability of cyclic behavior. mountain lions as a possible reason for 
It is in such animals that the cycle is porcupine increase, the author consistently 
usually prominent. ascribes it to “hunting for sport . . . and 

One wishes that the study might have 8 a protection to the stock industry.” 
included some banding to check against If this implies an order of importance, I 
the interesting circumstantial evidence on would take issue. Excessive reductions 
seasonal migration. in lions have more commonly followed 

The author seems to have tripped up Biological Survey predator-control than 

on one minor question of fact: he asserts sport-hunting. Elliott Barker, State Game 
that “the porcupine has a slower breeding Warden of New Mexico, has recently sug- 

rate than any other mammal in North gested that the May ose ut lions ee mod- 
America, so far as known.” The breeding erate-density sustained-yield basis is to 
age is two years: the number of young withdraw government control entirely, and 

per year is one. The breeding index is but the whole job on a Sport basis. Bar- 
vem We Teenie anew Reveree nia ker points out that motorized dog-packs 

slower. The breeding age, according to T0W sive the sport-hunter sufficient mobil- 

Seton, is three or four years and the litter iy i CONer: the lion ape e) and that the 
one to four, average two, but litters are law of diminishing returns Operates 
born only in alternate years. The breed- '™0°?° promptly on sportsmen than on paid 

ing index on this basis is, at fastest: hunters. 
By and large, we may confidently add 

2 Taylor’s Porcupine to that growing list 
3:—-, or 3:1, of first-rate ecological life-histories which 

2 constitute the foundations for wildlife 
a slower rate than porcupine. Grizzly management. 
bears likewise have a 3:1 index, and pos- Apo Lropo.p, 

sibly elk and buffalo. It is, I suppose, University of Wisconsin.
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H C ionists, G d I unters, Conservationists, Game, and Cattlemen 
BY A. A. NICHOL 

University of Arizona 

WE ANIMALS and game are from other citizens, has a qualified points which exist between those people 
owned by the state. No wild bird, property interest in the game on his who are interested in wild life through 

fish, or mammal is subject to private land, since without his permission no conscious choice and those with whom 
ownership except in so far as the state other person has a right to go on his wild animals are an inseparable item in 
may choose to make them so. By land and take any game, and since he the occupation or profession they are 
meeting certain conditions and restric- may, subject to the regulations of the engaged in. 
tions, individuals may acquire an_ state, control the animals that are Hunters and wild-life enthusiasts are 
absolute property right in specified present on his property. interested from choice, because they 

J numbers and kinds of animals. This This common-law principle is not sub- desire a sufficient supply of animals 
right does not exist until the animal ject to question, and through long for hunting or recreational enjoyment. 
is actually in hand or under control. practice and usage we are well accus- Stockmen are interested from the occu- 
In other words, a hunter who has  tomed to the ownership status of game pational standpoint, because in some 
wounded a deer and quits trailing it, and wild animals. Occasionally, how- degree the game and wild animals on 
but who has put it in the position of ever, problems develop for certain their ranges affect their livelihood and 
being killed by another hunter, loses landowners which cause them to ques- profits. 
all property rights in the deer to the tion the consistency between this prin- In the case of the cattleman, game 
second hunter. Even animals held cap- ciple and the one which grants them may run on his owned and leased land 
tive with the permission of the state, the control and protection of their whether he wants it to or not. To the 
once they escape and leave the prop- property. This is in no wise an forage on these lands he has title due 
erty of the person who controlled them, attempt to interpret the statutes or pass to his labor, investment, or the pay- 
immediately become once more classed judgment on the legal decisions which ment of rent. He can hardly be ex- 
as “wild.” have been made in the various states. pected to be entirely indifferent to 

f It does aid, however, in bringing from whether this forage is consumed by his 
Game Touches Landowner’s Pocketbook the background a partial explanation domestic animals, in which case he 

The landowner, however, as distinct for the origin of the different view- realizes some return, or whether it 
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TIME WAS WHEN THE SHAGGY HEADED BUFFALO WAS THE HUNTER’S PRIZE 
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goes to support some game animal which it in return receives a rent con- diminishing game supply and is also 
which a hunter is permitted to come in sideration. That readjustments should the reason they give little co-operation 
and take home after a nominal pay- be made on many public ranges to cor- in the way of wild-life improvement 
ment to the state. rect depleting practices and to meet programs. To this the nature lover 

No cattleman questions the ownership Changing population and economic con- adds his major accusation, in which he 

of the game, but he will naturally re- ditions is without question. Any re- generously includes the hunters, to the 
main conscious of his lack of juris- adjustment, however, that must destroy effect that the cowman’s only interest 
diction over an element which at times the livelihood of one family to furnish in wild life is to exterminate, if pos- 
may have a real effect on his private one month’s sport for ten additional sible, every rodent and predatory animal 
enterprise. Sportsmen and nature lov- hunters may not increase the general on his range. 

ers likewise remain conscious of this welfare. No arbitrary, widespread reg- This is no attempt to present a bill 
ownership; but it is this very conscious- ulations ean apply to public lands. The of rights for the cattlemen; no group in 
ness of their property rights and inter- problem is in units the limits of which the field of agriculture speaks more 
est in wild animals which keeps them are the particular range and the sur- vigorously for itself. It is merely an 
stressing and claiming the point until rounding community. Furthermore, it expression of several years’ observa- 
there is little room left for the realiza- is one not to be given into the hands tion and records in game .and-wild-life 
tion that their property may on occasion of extremists. They will be interested work during which a great amount of 
create a nuisance or a handicap for only in wild animals and themselves. contact has been made with live-stock 
others. The law provides recourse for Radicals are often ignorant and have growers, farmers, hunters, scientists, 
damages caused by wild animals; but hermetically sealed their minds against and nature lovers. The writer is not 
hunters and their kind often fly against everything except self-generated ideas. a range owner. He greatly enjoys 

any protest of the landowner with such It is a problem for people who have not hunting. In twelve successive years of 
speed and unreasonableness that, re- only a sympathy and a knowledge of hunting in Arizona he has never lost 
gardless of what decision may be given, wild life but, fully as important, an an acre of hunting territory, for the 
they usually have added to the resent- interest and an undrestanding in the simple reason that it was never hunted 
ment and misunderstanding already viewpoints, problems, and rights of in the first place without the knowledge 
existing. The ownership of game and everyone affected in any way by the and permission of the owner. Pro- 
wild life being placed where it is, is in wild-life factor. Too many stockmen  fessionally and otherwise he is inter- 
a great degree responsible for the diffi- only see the grass as far ahead as the ested in wild-life and game work, and 
culty which groups with different inter- next cattle buyer, and, on the other the experience of these years and a 
ests have in initiating or administering hand, too many nature lovers only see strict fairness compel him to believe 
any wild-life program. Without facts, the end of the next hundred years, for- that the burden of the problem of co- 
sentiment will settle no argument or getting the clothes and the food that operation and the initiation of beneficial 
problem. The only justified programs are needed by others today. wild-life programs lies with the hunt- 
are those which will be beneficial to all f 2 ers and the nature lovers. Too often 
interests concerned. It can be so when Cattlemen Accused of Five Sins they presume knowledge where they 
landowners recognize the property rights Hither separately or together, the have none. They ignore the effect that 
the public has in all wild life, and when hunting fraternity and the radical wild- their demands, if realized, might have 
the public in turn realizes that this life enthusiasts and conservationists on another’s welfare. They must cor- 
property it owns can only exist and accuse the cattleman of some five major eet or tone down the accusations and 

prosper to the degree of tolerance, sins. assertions which have been mentioned 
interest, and co-operation given by Collectively they assert that the cow- above. 
those who control the land. man is closing more and more land to nate Shoot Pp ene 

nal: ps hunting and recreational purposes. The mateur Shooters Present a Problem 
Wild Life Has a Blace on the Range second complaint they unite upon is the It is true that each year cattlemen 
No implication is made that on public belief that he has no interest or sym- are closing to hunting and trespass 

lands occupied by both domestic live pathy with wild life, and their oppor- more and more land over which they 
stock and game there should not be tunities for recreation suffer accord- have control. This very fact in itself 
some division made of the cover and ingly. They further agree in the third by inductive reasoning proves that the 
forage by which game would receive a place on blaming the live-stock interests stockman is sympathetic with the sport 

usable share. Since the game is owned for the overgrazed conditions which of hunting. And if this attitude no 

by the public, it is obviously on a legiti- have shortened the cover and food sup- longer exists where it was once present, 
mate range. On the other hand, it ply to the detriment of animal num-_ sportsmen could well afford to spend 
should not be overlooked that on most bers and species. To these collective part of their hunting season looking 
of these ranges the public has approy- accusations the hunters make the for the reasons, and attempt to correct 
ed giving to a limited number of its fourth one: that stockmen hunt the year them. They are too well known, how- 
members certain privileges of use for around, which is a main reason for the ever, to need much search; the impera- 
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THE COWMAN’S JOB IS TO PROVIDE THE NATION WITH BEEF. A HERD ON ITS WAY TO LOADING PENS
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tive need is for the hunters to clean tation now present a ee ee : 
house in their own fraternity. down to those spe- sage a io. 

As important as the increased number ‘ies Which are senees aa ta aee oes oe 
of hunters going into the field is the ™@king the most ey, Kacey, ae ee 
change in the type. Years ago even efficient use of the | gaia ee 
the towns were range conscious; much avallgale eee S 
of their reason for existence was as a Hee ae ot ie te ey ay 
center of supply for the stock-growing ae thickly s A as 
industry. Naturally, the people who Be tive. moisture me oe adie i 
went onto the range to hunt had an conditions will per- 
understanding of the cattlemen’s view- mit 
point and acted accordingly. Today i eu 
there is a class of white-collar hunters Man ae do lit- . 
and amateur shooters who rent a gun tle juggling here 

and do not even know its caliber. They tompativenta ce oe 

are ignorant of such a thing as private cnr eo _ ee se NOW WHAT IS HE SO INTERESTED IN? 
wi areas below nat- § fe SO asc on ural density standard due to over- animals—these live-stock raisers prob- 

iti », grazing. Removal of game cover and ably have more than any other group recognition for the landowner’s property ; 5 me, f 
is by far the most important factor in food by overgrazing has on many an understanding and a liking for wild- keeping those who control the range aveas reduced the game population animal life. No cowman who watches 
from co-operating on enlarged game far more than hunting. The re- with pleasure a little white-face that 
programs. esa ruenmeny oe ee oes aL Se “hightails” to his mother with deceptive 

5 the animals ‘0 e roug! ack. ; 3 « 
a onemyould be ge ea oe They may not return to their original Deere ual aos a heal aoe simple trespass on his city property ol Gutctetibeiorehal, unten eel an in aH erent or antag: 

than this hunter; yet he will drive his UMPETS, Du er ~ onistie eye on the big-eared fawn that 
automobile into a ranch yard without nee ive aoe Sere 7 ba believes himself well hidden in the 
so much as saying “by your leave,” and meee a ae leet ie grass. Many a hunter discovering the 
go to bombarding a flock of semitame stock present an Jie area in question. fawn would only express a desire for quail which have been watering and h . d £4 tibilit a rifle. This is not merely an expres- 
feeding all summer at the home corral eee BCEBHES (OF compa Ly. i f£ feeli ; A 

aes - between grazing game animals and live ‘S!0n of feeling that such is the case; 
To shoot around buildings, to open h it is ridicul to ¢ to it is an actual tabulation of reactions 
gates and not to close them, to camp See ae eee suc Ous Om LEy) f F ignore, and the sooner horse-sense facts Of people from both groups. For sev- 
for days around water-holes while re found which show the actual eral years the writer has used the thirsty but frightened cattle go without 97° . ; : converse of this in checking th . requirements of the different wild spe- ¢ Sore water, are offenses every cowman con- cies and where and how they can be fessed attitude against the real when 
tends with each hunting season. More inters a Tie: «41 in the field with nature workers. And i : oe persed on live-stock range with serious yet is the vicious person who OubueTOA HS clowening ihe isesme com he cannot help but be somewhat skep- 
cuts fences, kills cattle, and shoots this pace iS ae the game popu- tical about trusting any wild-life pro- 
poles epee ae intionuean e Bulent § Aeevable gram to an individual who, while he 
ana water tanks. would appear only A oes into raptures over a deer or a reasonable that people of such mental density. mR if one of aa fails to find any enjoy- 
caliber should be prohibited from carry- The fact is either ignored or not ont in having a glossy-haired, round- 
ing firearms of any description. Sports- known that in certain areas the intro- eyed calf stare at him with a frank- 
men looking to the landowner for help duction of live stock has actually in- ness that Emily Post would greatly 
in developing game programs could creased the numbers and distribution deplore. After all, the ordinary hunter 
spend to good advantage enough of their of game and wild-life forms. Over jg mainly concerned with having the 
effort to obtain some regulation where- extensive areas in northern Arizona, cowman practice conservation eleven 
by shooters definitely proved guilty of particularly on the limestone and vol- months in the year so he can kill more 
destroying property could be refused a anie¢ soils, the construction of dams animals with greater ease during the 
hunting license for a long period of and water-holes by the stockmen has remaining month. 
pik ae nace ne a a brought in doves, ducks, and songbirds, The inconsistency of the criticism is 
are sportsmen in fact, and not merely i 8teat numbers where originally there often furnished by the more extreme 
eH ie they will fin d the hunting Were none. The range of the mule deer wild-life enthusiasts who _ protest 
ashes will begin to increase. Le a ee : ae eee aeainee the ayn of ae i 

uniformity of distribution by the de- mice to mountain lions. S a member 
Game Production Has Its Limitations velopment of watering places in the of nature’s family, a great horned owl 
A growing population, in addition, juniper and blue-grama areas. is an interesting bird; but to a farmer 

Tey nde ee Cece gs! eitommenMnpredate AN Lites b> Tis an sacite tendeae oad 
wants nore game, and a program that The second criticism—that cattlemen any sentiment the farmer may let him- 
produces more game to provide a great- have no interest or appreciation in wild self indulge in had best be directed 
er amount of recreation is commend- animals—is very apt to show ignorance toward his family and the winter 
able. In the semiarid Southwest, in one respect and inconsistency in clothes the turkeys would buy. From 
however, there is a very definite limit another—ignorance because it shows the standpoint of the individual—self- 
to the number of game animals that little knowledge of the actual attitude preservation, if you will—the same basic 
can be produced on any given area. of those people who depend on the land principle operates on public ranges 
In regions of higher rainfall it is pos- for a living and who raise stock on where stockmen seek relief from preda- 
sible to select and shift cover and feed either farms or ranges. By the very tory animals, forage-eating rodents, and 
crops capable of producing a high game nature of their chosen livelihood—an what appear to them as encroaching 

density on small concentrated areas. occupation which keeps them in close members of grazing wild animals. Most 
In the Southwest thousands of years of contact with the out-of-doors and with of us are barely making a living, desire 
natural selection have worked the vege- the business of rearing and caring for for economic security is fundamental,
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and therefore horned owls will continue | gaM\ Po") ) {2 74 _~sless influence and take a smaller per- 
to be killed until such time as the game | Lay | ieee ae “<> | centage of the crop than they do in the 
specialist can show the farmer that he | E ig eee , e a. ex I short years; but rodents are quick to 
can save ammunition, worry, and the ae lias Seale Le: respond to their environments, their in- 
danger of pneumonia by raising quail | oS oe lies crease rate is high, and it is in these 
instead of turkeys—because quail have cw ‘| abundant years that their numbers 
more ae oe ae es i | Fe a Bae up a ae pee 
roosts that baffle the big bird. ie : Se eee arger share o: ie forage weal in 
cannot be convinced, then horned owls oe a the years when the growth is light and 
will continue to be killed with just the : Sy, ae | there is relatively greater need of a: 
same amount of sentiment that the ® | : ee for the domestic stock. The critica’ 
wild-life enthusiast feels as he sets a [ie we 4 years are the short years, and it is 
trap for the mouse that is raiding his en “rather difficult to see the justification 

bees, . % oe . | in the arguments of those who advocate 

Coe .. | __ only live-stock reduction as a cure for 
One Does Not Destroy One’s Capital Pea © ~ ™* overgrazing, which reduction would 

The criticism of overgrazing is too [F ; | “— 4 permit the forage-eating rats and rab- 

frequently justified. But it exists in & pe ‘ o ae | bits that much better opportunity to 

all degrees of intensity, and its impor- a : a 7 ~,. 4 increase their kind. The range sup- 

tance on any particular range can be be a | ports two types of live stock: The type 

fairly judged only when the different . oy _ | that pays taxes and makes a living for 
classes of live stock and game are ae - __| a large number of people, and fe ee 
considered which occupy this range and i Choe in that does not. Any reduction, there- 

the determination is made of the rela- : ae fore, in the numbers of forage-eating 

tive uses these animals make of the | 5 aS animals on a given range might logic- 
vegetation cover. It is ill placed, more- wee ete sie ally appear to me made Bist on oe 

over, to spend the time and effort lay- ga] oO ees Ae hon epueHe um BE er ‘ ea a bebe 

ing the blame for mistaken practices 4 _ ae a pe be overlooked by those who make a et 

or selfish attitudes of ten, twenty, and i, ee - fo oe ee re o defense of the rats and rabbits tha’ 
forty years ago, rather than go to work A . oot Nr ea there can only be a rodent problem 

on necessary corrective measures. The (Je ee | | ye) where there are enough taxes paid ih 
question is too big for any one paper, [| 3 sal Vee eo support an economic commonwealth. 

and the whole conservation-of-natural- oo | «CU nnumbered rodents exist on the ceeert 
resources movement now before the 7 gg. pe wastelands in western ae cy, 
American public may well mark a mee OM Cate no problem, neither are they pay 
developmental era in our _ history. y ees fe + eee ing anything to the state. 
Sufficient to say that it is a discredit be act ll ae e Some phases of rodent activity may 

to any person’s intelligence to believe & ow it ete | be beneficial to the eu Vane Dee 
that a landowner would consciously |] pe ell a duction of plant erate \. e tl - De 
Bernt Be oe) aun ig which is § ei Oe ee, - Teme aes is soil and his plant growth. On pub- = i * 
lic lands it is gated ie the ‘esuces statements, and ce ee oe ne 
too often show little consideration for A MURDERER LYNCHED vestigation need to be in pls a re 
this capital stock which belongs to the connection with the many ot! er AG 

public. It is not commendable, but it Farmers and live-stock raisers have the °NIng factors on the range. We 

is understandable and human, and _ gmallest percentage of hunting fans of been stated at various times t ae 
programs and regulations are too often any occupational group. roots are pee in Ye acres 

made without ony attempt to have them The rodent and the predator criti- are A adits Ge orcad matter. 
in sympathy with the human reactions ism is one made by the nature lover eae ciaite athe Mace nlantinecor 
involved. It is possible that one of the and wild-life fan, and in his criticism eae eee Ghacantadio’ duct of 

most helpful things in the future con- he freely includes the hunter with the this ig Tae. Ape, han net noe ton 
servative use of the public ranges cattleman. That he censures the hunter Geanona |anecies) whether fit) is) aver 
would be the establishment of tenures is often with good reason. Many quail 59 por aCe helptuloummiore than 60 
of sufficient duration and security to hunters, for example, shoot every hawk ar Pe eae on a given’ type of 
give the lessee or permittee an insur- they see, with the ostensible excuse that d through any particular cycle 
ance that he would be able to benefit they are benefiting the quail, when, as range an roug! y Pi y 
by the investments and efforts he puts of years. Dy culey aves co © e p a matter of fact, most of these hawks If it is agreed that the most pal- 

See are an actual benefit to quail, because table grasses in their densest possible 
The fourth accusation, which is made the hawks are not bird but mammal stand make the most desirable range 

by hunters—that cattlemen hunt the and reptile feeders and kill many egg- land, then any rodent study must use as 

Bear around) and) are EA) etean depres.” stealing rodents: a standard of value the direction in 
responsible for the diminishing game : 5 Wachithe uosesencc tan etiesHon 
supply—is ridiculous. Mainly, two Extremists Would Protect All Wild Life ia ee Fe ea ap cles oF 

motives send people into the field to That the extremist should make a  Qover to Mee Be ee ene 2 : Pones - ‘ , either toward aiding an 
hunt: The urge to kill something, or general criticism against all trapping inurenke on causing a decreas 
the desire for recreation. The first is and poisoning is unfortunate. The 2 a 
rather primitive but natural. Cowmen problem is far from simple. As a gen- The Case of the Kangaroo Rat 
get enough of that each year in the eral practice, neither extermination nor By way of illustration, kangaroo rats 
necessity of killing injured or sick total protection will solve the problem. in southern Arizona and New Mexico 
animals or the need of fresh meat. Forage-eating rodents have little to may be used. The occupied dens of 
Stockmen desire to raise animals, not recommend their tolerance on any range these animals contain much valuable 
kill them. A cowman hunting for recre- supporting grazing game and live organic matter and are high in mois- 
ation would be the proverbial postman stock. Obviously, in the years of most ture content. This in itself is an asset 
going for a walk on his holiday. abundant plant production they exert to any soil condition, but it may not
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be all of the picture. Moisture and support a permanent and vigorous live- proportionally equal amounts and there- 
plant food present in live rat dens stock industry. A range plant is not by prevent an injurious reaction on the 
provoke several questions that need to produced at the expense of the soil. range. It opens the whole argumenta- 
be answered before the true value of Rain falls from the clouds, the plant tive predator problem. On the eattle- 
this species to range land is known. manufactures organic matter from ma- man’s side, when a mountain lion 
Only plants (and no animals) can in- terials in the air, and the mineral takes a colt, the rancher naturally 
crease the organic or plant food elements it takes from the soil are re- wants to take the mountain lion. One 
materials in the soil by taking them placed by the slow but steady breaking group of wild-life fans will deplore 
from the air, and the organic matter down of inorganic substances. Rarely this, just as they would save all horned 
stored in a rat den must of necessity are irreplacable elements removed; owls. Another group would suggest 
have been harvested from the plant rather, the rate of removal determines slowness until it is seen where the 
cover in the neighborhood of the rat whether there will be injury and deple- program might lead. There is wisdom 
nest. Is it beneficial to the plant tion. A particular range driven too in this caution. The 600 or more lions 
growth and profitable to the cattle in- hard this season simply means it must that “Uncle? Jimmy Owens took out 
dustry to have many square feet of have a longer rest. Cattle can be walk- of the Kaibab Forest between 1909 and 
bare ground around each kangaroo rat ed farther than they can be run, and 1929 eventually worked a hardship on 
mound and to have this material that conservative use of the forage will the cattle interests there, since the re- 
has been harvested from this area make it go further and produce more moval of the lions resulted in such an 
buried several feet underground? Con- than will strenuous use. enormous increase in the deer that 
ceivably, if organic matter from which Aeration of the soil may be a helpful there was forage for neither cattle nor 
a later cycle of vigorous plant growth factor, seen ly, in more humid cli- deer. 
might arise. But again a question of mates. ether it might be under all 

availability arises. it is an OueeTable conditions is open to question, since it Should All Coyotes Be Removed? 
fact that the abandoned mounds of tends to heat an already sufficiently Cattlemen themselves are now far 
kangaroo rats stand bare for years warm soil and permits the soil to dry from unanimous in favor of the re- 
after the animals have vacated them. out more rapidly. In the case of the ™oval of the coyote. The problem is 
Naturally these mounds are slow to buried organic matter, opening up the more complex than simply a four-way 
revegetate, simply because their curva- soil would also appear to favor the relationship between coyotes, rodents, 
ture prevents the penetration of much deeper rooted plants, such as burro- forage, and cattle. The effect of the 
water and both wind and water remove weed, mesquite, and other shrubs, wet and dry cycles on semiarid ranges 
any seed before it has time to germi- rather than the shallow-rooted but more completes this relationship beyond com- 

nate and get a foothold. In the warm desirable grasses. And any range striv- putation. It is not necessary to step 
soils of the Southwest water evaporates ing for a grass stand must, likewise, 1 and poison and kill the rodents to 

and organic matter oxidizes very rap- take into account the seed-planting in- force coyotes to turn to live-stock kill- 

idly. It would appear poor economy fluences of the rodents, as the thou- 18. Animal species thrive and are 

in nature, therefore, to prevent plants sands of pounds of grass seed harvested prolific according to food supply, and as 

from becoming established upon these by kangaroo rats are too deeply buried the years of good forage stands arrive 

areas until after the materials the rats and in too concentrated areas to be the steadily increasing numbers of 

have concentrated have been lost again of any use, whereas the larger seeds rodents are in turn building up a corre- 

to the thin air. of the less palatable shrubs and trees Spondingly large food supply for the 
3 will be more apt to survive. predators. Then dry years come and 

Question of Plant Food Replacement : 3 i short growth, and the large population 
Two strictly herbivorous animals can- Balance in Various Species Necessary of rats and rabbits lack cover, and the 

not utilize the same grass plant. If a These are only a few of the possible food shortage and overcrowded con- 
rat eats it or stores it, the food is lost phases of rodent influence on the range. ditions may weaken them or cause 

for a deer or a cow. But carnivorous Until more information is available, too disease epidemics, and a large food 
animals get a turn at that plant, and a much defense or too much condemnation supply becomes at once available to 
fox may eat the rat, or a mountain lion may find either or both sides “eating coyotes, bobeats, and foxes. During 
may eat the deer, or some hungry tour- crow.” this period live stock is relatively free 

ist may eat a steak from the cow. The The argument may be well taken in from molestation by coyotes; but when 
much repeated statement that cattle certain localities that removal of rab- good plant growth and cover come 
shipped to the packing-house take bits forces the coyotes to turn to stock again, or the rodents have been greatly 
everything away and return very little killing. And on other ranges, if the diminished, then the large predator 
to the range is largely true, but it is coyotes are removed, the rabbits become population which was built up on the 
difficult to see how the economic and so abundant that they take too much rodent food supply turn to the most 
physical necessity of placing meta- forage. It is possible that both coy- accessible food remaining—and the 
morphosed grass in the shape of meat otes and rabbits might be removed in rancher will kill coyotes to protect 
before hungry diners in the cities a calves, and the rabbits will breed once 
thousand miles away could well be more unmolested in the increasing for- 
handled otherwise. Facetiously absurd, age cover on the range. 

nevertheless the only answer to this A 

would be to enjoin the diners in their : . Hateneas jand Mhowledgé 

last days to come and die and be buried <o 4 The solution of the whole wild-life 
on the range. Cultivated farms meet Soe RS _ problem in its many phases does not 
this problem by replacing plant food ‘ v4 re lie in any arbitrary legislation or in 
through fertilizer applications or the ; we a? Py =2@ the complete acceptance of the rec- 
use of nitrogen building plants. Either Fd fi ae ommendations or cure-alls of any par- 
is impossible on cheap range acres, and [Bags 7 Poe ticular group. If the 180,000,000 people 
the live-stock man must in the long . rae oN ? ree . who have a property interest in the 
run only harvest that part of his vege- iF ile oS (|) wild life’ of the United States want 
tation which would otherwise be lost rea fae see §=6omore wild life to hunt and to enjoy, 
through leaching, oxidation, and use by [Ee Gh SERRE West they need not expect to get it unless 
the game and rodents. At present these ms yes aes Sie, they are also willing. to. stand their 
are unmeasured amounts, but undoubt- ° ees a 7 share of the investment. This is true 
edly total a great enough tonnage to FRIEND OR FOE? on either public or private lands. It
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should be obvious to even the most much more money than they do at on that continent, it is impossible to 
selfish hunter that he cannot expect present if better conditions existed in bring into the United States either cattle 
the landowner to spend labor and_ the wild-life field. If they are willing or dressed beef. Therefore, the cattle- 
money to produce sport for the hunter, to pay more rent for the public lands, exporting countries of that continent 
simply because the landowner does not should they not then be given the have turned to canned beef as a way of 
own the game. And on public lands right? finding an outlet in this country for a 
consideration must be given to the best Fairness and knowledge are the two larger portion of their surplus. 
relative uses. Because a division of essentials that need to be applied by The following paragraph is taken from 
one national forest might be more prof- all interested groups. If these alone Foreign Crops and Markets, a publica- 
itably used for hunting grounds and are used, no one, or no one class, will tion of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
another for a natural wild-life pre- be injured and all concerned will profit. nomics, dated June 17, 1935: 
serve, it does not mean that other If not, the wild-life group can expect “There has evidently been a shift in 

forest ranges should not be mainly the animals to keep on diminishing, the Argentine exports from frozen beef to 
grazed by live stock. On the other hand, hunter can expect to have increasingly canned beef, as exports of the latter 
the consideration should be well re- smaller hunting ranges, and the cattle- have increased each year since 1932 
garded that nature fans and hunters man can expect to have his cattle go and now come next to chilled beef in 
are annually willing to spend very thirsty and his fences cut. Argentine exports, whereas exports of 

frozen beef have decreased each year 
‘ since 1931.” 

Canned Beef Tariff Too Low {seers chapter from which the above quotation 

Petition Seeks 59 Per Cent Increase in Present Six-Cent Import Duty on ‘8 taken appears also the following: 
: “Tn the calendar year 1934 beef ex- 

Canned Beef; Year’s Imports May Reach 100,000,000 Pounds ports from Argentina showed an in- 
i * crease of 1 per cent over 1938, but were 

HARPLY RISING canned beef im- table under paragraph 706 of said act. 10 per cent Beles 1931, the last re Be: 
ports easily climbing the inadequate This paragraph covers meats—fresh, fore the British restrictions on foreign 

6-cent tariff wall prompted the filing be- chilled, frozen, prepared, or preserved— j,oo¢ imports went into effect.” 

fore the Tariff Commission on Septem- not specially provided for, 6 cents per The following is taken from a recent 

ber 19 of a petition asking an inerease pound, but not less than 20 per centum special report on South American cattle 
in the impost tax to 9 cents. The docu- ad valorem. Our interest in this para-  cubmitted by a representative of the 
ment was submitted by the American graph is directed at the imports of) Bureau of Agricultural Economics: 

National Live Stock Association. It bears canned meats, a very large percentage “The restrictions on imports to Eng- 
the signatures of that organization, the of which is canned beef. land are being felt in various ways. . . . 
National Live Stock Marketing Associa- The following table gives the imports The tendency of excessive local supplies 
tion, the National Wool Growers’ Asso- of canned beef and veal, including corned to overflow in the form of additional 

ciation, and the Texas and Southwestern beef, beginning with 1931: canned meat exports is indicated by the 
Cattle Raisers’ Association. A similar 1981..........-.2-.-----------18,926,000 pounds packers. It is not a question of merely 
petition is also to be filed separately by 1982...0..-.ec--0.2-0-+-------24,639,000 pounds utilizing low-grade cattle for which there 
the American Farm Bureau Federation, 1988......0...0-1-+-+-+-------41,844,000 pounds is no local outlet, but the utilization of 
the National Grange, the National Co- 19B4.000..e.e...--.-+-------46,674,000 pounds the excess production. The use of the 
operative Milk Producers’ Federation, 1985....-.0.02--2--2---------76,658,000 pounds heavy cutter class in corned beef is an 
and the National Farmers’ Union. First 7 mos. 1936 57,811,000 pounds indication of the diversion of high-grade 

Under the “flexible provision” in the The above table covers practically the cattle from the former overseas outlets 
tariff act a maximum impost increase of entire period since the Smoot-Hawley to the canned beef outlet.” 
50 per cent may be granted. That is the ‘Tariff Act went into effect, and shows The above clearly indicates that the 
increase asked for in the petition filed. the rapid increase in imports as prices restrictions placed upon importations of 

The petition is set forth here in full: appreciated in this country following the frozen and chilled beef into England with 
DENVER, CoLorApo, Genrecion! its flexible quota system are largely re- 

September 19, 1936. It is evident from the above table that snore for the added pressure for en- 
United States Tariff Commission, there has been a shift in the export sit- 7” ° these) erdoucts) in another form 
Washington, D. C. eT OHM MSO nna orice rich aeioem a ona etce uatee Toaceets) é mS : 2 The following tables of prices, compar- Sirs: Application is hereby made by brought about by added pressure to find ing the price of beef ae os 
the undersigned for an investigation, for an outlet in the United States for South a th ar one a ee eee 
the purpose of Section 336 of the Tariff American cattle products. Because of . SEE eee ased on market 
Act of 1930, of the following items du- th 1 f foot-and-mouth di Rae ee een era , g items du- the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease period of years it can be assumed that 

the comparative prices received for cat- 
tle as between producers of different 
countries at least reflect the difference CANNED BEEF IMPORTS. |] sise.fnaiis, acters 
countries, 

1931 18,926,000_pounds ik ARGENTINA 
verage price per hundred pounds of 

ree a cattle sold at Liniers market, Buenos 
41,344,000 pounds Aires, 1930-35, (Foreign Crops and 

Rare Market): 
STEERS SUITABLE FOR CHILLED BEEF 

76,653,000 pounds Trapr, Top GRADE 

57,811,000 pounds first seven months oe ee 

16 eae Se eee? ee ee Pee
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERIVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

(,ontST gg 

ae UTS) pee 
AND REFER TO. TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Mr. Aldo Leopold Jan. 13, 1936 
‘ University of Wisennsin ‘ 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

} Your letter just arrived and I am answering at once to 
correct what is obviously a wrong impression; perhaps I did not state 
myself clearly in the first place. 

I am definitely not disatisfied with the C.C.C. job. 

Naturally I am concerned about the lack of permanency in such an appoint- 

ment which is a serious hamper to ones best efforts and planning, but so 
far as actual accomplishments are concerned the program has gone forward 
nicely, and stands as perhaps the only example of concrete game mamage- 
ment practice in the southwest. You may be interested to know that I have 
already set up in the neighborhood of thirty thousand acres of fenced plots 
in the two stetes which are being either revegetated naturally or by plant- 

' ing. Although it is too early to even guess at ultimate results the in- i 
dications are that these will be at least 100% effective. The project is 

meeting with wholehearted approval on all sides and the demonstrative val- 
ue of these units is surprising even the most skeptical. 

I am beginning to believe tham I am not a good publicity 
agent for D.M.G. 

My interest in the Research Council fellowship is purely 
of an acedemic nature. I naturaily waat my Ph.D. which the old set-up at 
Arizona made impossible. I now find myself umable to finance one out of 
my own pocket, and felt that this might be a way to get it, if I could 
convince the bormrd of having the equivalent-which I believe I couid. How- 
ever, I now hear that the age limit is 35 which eliminates me, if true. 
Were it possible for me to get one of these I considered asking akyears 

. leave in which to do the research I had outlined. 
You may rest assured that I am doing all in my power to / 

make this work go over in a big way and believe I am succeeding, at least 
in part. Evidence of this is the Associate Conservationists rating which 
was offered me last week, and for which 1 am filing out the forms today. 
This will mean moving to Albuquerque, which I hate to do, but it is a step 
up and toward the desired permanency. The appointment will become effect- 
ive Feb. 1, 

Sincerely yours,



1532 University Ave. 
Jamary 24, 1936 

Mr. David M, Gorsuch 
Room 304 Agricultural Bldg. 
University of Arizona 
Tacson, Arizona 

Dear Daves 

I am delighted to have your further letter and to 
know that the CCC program has panned out well. 

I am wondering whether, in the event you finished 
your course work and residence requirements while at Arizona, 

you cannot submit a doctorate thesis on the basis of your COC 
experience. 

It is good news to hear about your advance in position, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ Professor of Game Management



New Soils Building 
October 5, 1934 

Dr. Walter P, Taylor 
Agriculture Building 

University of Arizona 
faeson, Arizona 

Dear Waltert 

I read with meh interest your comprehensive outline of 
an upland game project for the Biological Survey in the Southwest, 
It 1s too bad that with the large emergency monies now available 
the Survey cannot see its way clear to finance this project, 

You ask for my suggestions, The only thing I can think 
of is that the Forest Service, judging from its expenditures in this 
district, is free from the inhibitions which prevent the Biological 
Survey from considering the matter, It might, therefore, be possible d 
to cull out those parts of the program which deal specifically with 
National Forest geme in the Southwest and to construct a specific 
proposel for consideration by the Forest Service, The recent trans- F 
fer of Musgrave to the Soil Mrosion Service wuld seem to add further 
to the feasibility of such a set-up, At this distance it would seem 

i logical for the Forest Service, unless it intends to set wp a game 
overhead of its own, to furnish the emergency fands for a set-up to 
be operated by you out of the Forest Experiment Station, Had you 
considered this? 

IT have no need for two copies of the outline, henes I an 
returning the carbon herewith. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold } 
In Charge, Gane Research i 

vh 
Bnel.



a 1532 University Avenue 
Jamary &, 1936 

Mr. David M, Gorsuch 

204 Agricultural Building 
facson, Arizona 

Dear Dave: 

Glad to hear from you. Yes, of course, I wuld 
endorse a National Research Council fellowship, but after 
several unmuccessful attempts to get one myself, I cannot 
lightly undertake the job of getting it, oe 
sponsoring institution (California or Arizona) to make the 
application, I will certainly be glad to endorse it, if that 
will help. 

You don't say anything about your 6.0,C. job, but I 
gather between the lines it was unsatisfactory. I am disap- 
pointed in this, Rachford thought you were lined out to a 
nice opportunity. 

My kind regards to Mrs, Gorsuch. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
- Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

*OPIRECTOR Ss mou Wed Rinieirede BeOS) 
AND REFER TO Dec serlbeet 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have not heard from you in some time so believe a 
letter will not come amiss at this time. I have however, had you in 
mind very much during the interim between this and our last correspond- 
ence. Your trip to Europe a&so was another reason for the prolonged 

silence. 
Your trip across the pond must have been filled with 

much of interest that did not appear in the Game Research News Letters 
which I heve followed closely. Really, I envied you a lot, for such 

' a study trip was exactly what I had envisioned for many years, and still 
hope to realize, some day. 

‘ Leah and I spent most of the month of November in Iowa 
and Oklahoma visiting relatives. Had you been at Madison we would have 

doubtless paid you e call. We enjoyed the trip immensely, but what ab- 
ominabbe weather you have back there-for an Arizonan. We saw the sun 
for only one hour during a three weeks period. 

As you are perhaps aware Taylor has been transfered to 
College Stetion, Texas to head up the foundation installed there by the 
U.S.B.S. We certainly miss him on this end, but it is a boost, and there 
was too much apathy here to justify the B.S. leaving him,or setting up a 
foundation at this school. . 

I have racked my brain to find a method of finishing my 
Ph.D. work and think I have found a possible solution as follows: the 
National" $2"Shaii dhnounced fellowships in Zoology, Boteny, Pyschology, 
etc., acd I am wondering if 1 might secure one of these. Otherwise my 
Ph.D. will not materialize ,I am afraid. Frankly, I want to get back in- 

: to research. I can depend upon the backing of men as Caldwell, Vorhies, 
Taylor, and believe Pooler and Dr. Grinnell will lend their aid. I feel 
however, that your assistance would give me great aid in being consider- 

ed and wonder if you would care to nominate me for this honor. I have 
several problems in mind as: 

i. The life histories of Southwestern Quail. 
(Including Gambel, Mearns,. Scaled, Masked Bobwhite, Benson and Douglas): 

Necessitating work in both the southwestern U.S. and Mexico. The final 
Results to be published in one or more volumes. 

2. The Masked Bobwhite (Its Life History, 
Present Range, Former Range, Extinction and Re-establishment In the U.S.) 

3. <A Tgkichina-like Nematode of Callipepla 

squamata. (A nematode discovered by myself and 
as yet unidentified, even as to family)



) 

There are, of course many other problems that can be sup- 
plimented for theseshould they be more acceptible. With no intention 
of self-flattery I ‘ink I can truthfully say that I have a wealth of 
material which will serve admirably as a basis for the above or other 

problems pertaining to wild life of the southwest-particularly quail. 
Under the present set-up I am unable to use or.expand upon this in a 
satisfactory manner. The salt eating propensities of our native quail 
a@t a case in point,as mich other experimentation which I have outlined 
but have been unable to get at. 

Should I be granted a fellowship I would prefer that it 
be headed up at the University of California under Grinnell whom I am 
satisfied would give such work his fullest cooperation, and is doubtless 
the best qualified director of such a project in the west. 

I would greatly appreciate hearing from you regarding this 
and will appreciate any assistance you can offer. 

Trusting your holiday season has been the best ever, and 
that the New Year will bring you the happiness and prosperity you so 
richly deserve, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

A M. Gorsuch



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO Room 306, Agriculture Bldg 

University of Arizona 
Tucson 

September 24, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Some weeks ago I submitted the enclosed memorandum 
to the Washington office of the Biological Survey. 
The memorandum was well received and prospects 
looked favorable for approval of the project, but 
it developed that the Biological Survey is not going 
to have the control of funds for submarginal lands 
which was originally expected; and that new income 
from the migratory-bird stamp tax must all be used 

for waterfowl. 

In the Southwest the great extent of public land, 
and the relatively large importance of upland game 
suggests the desirability of working out some way 
by which we of the Biological Survey can do some 
of the things for upland game that we ought to do. 

I personally feel, for example, that Gambel quail 
work and the other work which should immediately 
follow it might be more persistently and adequately 
followed up if promoted, developed, and sustained 
on a long-time basis by us in the Division of 
Biological Investigations of the Biological Survey. 

Probably this upland game work would have to be 
provided for on an emergency basis until the economy 
act is modified. It is hoped that it could be made . 
permanent at that time, although, of course, there 

. is no guarantee of this. 

Yours very _trul 

> Senior Biologist 

Cen yr Lely‘



Biological Investigations Field Office 

Room 310 Agricultural Building 
University of Arizona j 
Tucson, Arizona f 
June 23, 1934 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

Importance of Upland Game Birds in the Southwest. 

; While the waterfowl are important in the Southwestern States, 
the upland game birds are even more important. These include the 
Gembel quail, scaled quail, Mearns quail, Merriam wild turkey, 
Mourning dove and white-winged dove. Of lesser importance are the 

masked bobwhite, band-teailed pigeon, dusky grouse, lesser prairie 
hen, Columbian sharp-tailed grouse, white-tailed ptarmigan, and 
possibly also the sage hen. 

Decrease of Upland Game. 

The rapid spread of human population in the Southwest during 
recent years is responsible for a corresponding decrease in upland 
game. Simultaneously the demand for game birds has grown and will 
continue to grow. It is highly desirable that the process of 
reduction be reversed and supplanted with one of increased production. 

The one best method of corrective adjustment lies in the application 
of sound game management practices. 

Several projects involving the study of native game birds have 

been attempted in California, New Mexico and elsewhere during the 
past few years. None of these has yet been carried to a logical 

conelusion for reasons beyond the investigators’ control; all have 
died a premature death. In every instance these projects were of 

a temporary nature, in all cases under-financed, and in several 

instances hampered by politics. 

The Gembel Quail Investigation. 

During the last three years David M. Gorsuch, a graduate of the 

University of Arizona, has been working on a field study of Gambel 

quail, Lophortyx gambeli, chiefly in Arizona with the work centered on 

the Santa Rita Experimental Range. The project has been financed ’ 

by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute with 

the cooperation of the Arizona Game and Fish Commission, the 

University of Arizona, the Biological Survey, and the Forest Service. 

Beginning in the fall of 1933 the work was taken over by the 

Forest Service under temporary arrangements through the emergency
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conservation work. When the C.C.C. camp, through which the work 
was being done, was moved from the Santa Rita Mountains to Wyoming 

arrangements were made for the work to be continued on a detached 

E.C.W. basis through the Santa Rita Experimental Range, a branch of 

the SouthwesteForest and Range Experimental Station, but the status 

of the work during the next winter is still uncertain. 

There follows an outline of some of the results of the Gembel quail 

work up to date: 

1. Studies of the life history have been made and a bulletin 
prepared which is now in page proof and will be available for early 

P > 40r Lod distribution. Data are included on daily and seasonal movements of 
the Gambel quail, winter shuffle, foods, cover, reproduction, quail 

oe (424 populations, grazing relationships, predators, parasites, diseases, 
shooting, water requirements, and game management prectices. 

2. A limited amount of attention has been given to sportsman- 
rancher cooperation, and some study made of production of quail as 
@ supplementary crop for the farmer, effects of posting of lands, 
the practicability of the imposition of a fee for hunting on 
private lands, and the effects of hunting. 

3. Game management demonstration: During the past winter 

(1933-34) a game management project worked up by Aldo Leopold and 
Gorsuch has been actively pushed. This is practical application of 
some of Gorsuch's findings and is planned to include the fencing 

of 147 areas ranging in size from 1 to 2 acres on the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range. Using E.C.W. funds and C.C.C. labor 47 of 
these enclosures have already been installed. At present Mr. 
Gorsuch is engeged in making basic records, including cover and 

vegetative maps of these plots. 

The plots are fenced against livestock, the purpose being to 

eliminate grazing from selected key situations and to permit a 

vegetative recovery that will furnish ample food and cover plants 

for the birds. Where revegetation will not take place naturally 

planting will be done. 

Some fences have been installed on the estates of private 

cooperators and at their expense to exclude housecats, rodents and 

stray livestock, and to promote the increase of Gambel quail. 

4. Data to justify the publication of bulletins on the scaled 

quail end on the roadrunner have been accumulated and will be 

published as time and finances permit.
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It is desirable that the life history work with special reference to 
Gambel quail restoration and increase be continued as soon as 
possible. 

Suggestions for this work are: 

a. Expand the field studies. 

be Make detailed laboratory analyses of parasites and 
diseases 

ce. Carry forward propagation pen experimentation on 

foods, weights, breeding and water requirements. 

d. Extend quail management practices throughout the 
Southwest. This should include the rehabilitation 
of past and present quail ranges and the establishment 
of new ones, and the restocking of depleted areas 
by transfers from areas of abundance, or from quail 

farming areas. State lands now being leased for 
grazing at a loss to both contracting parties can 
in many instances be rehabilitated as quail ranges 
or developed into public quail shooting grounds. ‘The 

same is true of much of the public domain. 

e. Continue efforts to bring about a better understanding 
between sportsmen, farmers and ranchers; also efforts 

to impress and demonstrate how the country dweller 
ean produce quail as a supplementary crop from which 
he can derive a profit largely commensurate with his 
efforts. 

f. Start a lecture series permitting the immediate 
dissemination of information to interested sportsmen, 
nature lovers, and farmers. 

Additional Proposed Gembel Quail Demonstration Centers. 

The beneficial effects of work of the type done at the Santa Rite 

Experimental Range should now be extended to important areas elsewhere 

throughout the range of the Gambel quail. It is suggested thet 

consideration be given the following:
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In Arizona: 

Tucson and vicinity (especially the Santa Rita Experimental 
Range) + Already being cared for. 

Salt River Valley near Phoenix (the most populous area in the 
State with large possibilities of game increase). 

Prescott (a much needed demonstration in the upper portion of 
the range of the Gembel quail). 

Yuma (Geambel quail are important game birds along the lower 
Colorado River, as well as some of its tributeries, especially 
the Bill Williams and Gila Rivers). 

In California: 

Palm Springs (Palm Canyon, Carrizo Creek, Salton Sea, or other 
suitable locality on the Colorado Desert). 

In New Mexico: 

Las Cruces (on the Rio Grande, or some appropriate locality 

near Silver City).
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Materials and Cost for Plot Construction. (1 Acre) 

On the basis of Gorsuch's experience on the Santa Hite 
Experimental Range the following materials and approximate costs 

will cover the expenses for sample plot construction: 

Steel T-posts..ccccccccccSheccccccceccec Gels ccccccce Gebete 
S™ Boiler tubes... cccccccckeccccccccccccsWWeccccccccscee eres 
BRDOOE WIFE, oc ccccseccccceSh SPOOLE 000s cBebBecocccevesel eae 
Pe wire (9 GM)occceccscSOccccccsccccceneed? POP Miceeeeedd 
1" fence staples.....cceD20eccccseccccevendele per 100 lb .10 

Total Material cost $32.03 

Average man hours labor per aCr@c.ccccccccccccccccsedbe 

The above figures for labor are taken from an average of plots 
actually constructed under varying conditions in the field. In most E 
eases the plots were placed across large washes necessitating the 
tying down of posts and the installation of flood gates. Many of 
the plots required much longer than the above 96 hours due to 
precipitate cutbanks and slopes down which the fences were built. 
The installation of flood gates requires a slightly greater amount 
of barbed and tie wire. Under ordinary conditions the 96 hours 
more than suffice for plots of one acre. 

It is estimated that at least 6 of these plots or their 
equivalent would be needed at each Quail Demonstration Center. 

© DLOER © BEBO e osicc cece cinsdecccccnscecvsivesccccc coegueele 
Labor (C.C.C. Camps) If C.C.C. Camps unavailable 

96 hours of unskilled labor at 50¢ or $48.00 
would be required for each plot or for 6 plots 
6 times $48 .OGc.ccccccccccccccsccccccvercsscccccccs Lece00 

Total cost of installation at each Quail 

Demonstration Center..cccccccccccccccceseee$480 018 

In determining size and location of plots it is recognized that 

the fenced plots must be suited to local conditions. One or two 
acre plots are the minimum of size from which results can be secured. 

In many localities considerably larger areas will be practicable and 

desirable. Provision should be made for any necessary planting, 

reseeding, damming, or water development which may be indicated by 

the local situation.
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Estimates of Total Cost of Upland Game Program 
(Gembel Quail for the Most Part) for One Year. 

Project Leader, at $3600 per year..cccccesccccccccccee $5600.00 
Field Assistant, at $2400 per year..cccccesccccrccecee 2400.00 
Z tTUCKS © F700. cocccccceccccccccsevvesevvccccvecsesvce 1400.00 

Full-time clerk, Tucson office..ccccccccccsccccccccees 1800.00 
Expenses 2 men 150 days in field, 300 man-days at $4.00 1200.00 
Travel expenses, 24,000 miles G4g...cccccccescccccesee 960.00 
Miscellaneous equipment. ccccccccccecccccccccvcccccoce 500.00 

$11860.00 

Grend Totals. 

For the six demonstration areas 6 times $480.18.....-. 2881.08 
Personnel, Travel and Miscellaneous Equipment.....e++- 11860.00 

Total estimated cost of entire Upland Game Project 1474108 

for one year (Subject to deduction for labor wherever 

C.C.C. labor could be arranged for).
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Additional Species of Upland Game to Receive Attention 
at Earliest Possible Date. 

Merriam Wild Turkey: If historic records can be relied on the 
wild turkey must formerly have been very abundant throughout most 
of the Southwest, and in many localities where now it is never seen. 
Present day information indicates its continued decrease at an 
alarming rate. 

Many guesses, theories, and conjectures are put forward to account 

for the decrease, but the real truth is unknown. It appears evident that 
the rehabilitation of the species can not be accomplished by the release 
of hand-raised, semi-domesticated birds which are unable to cope with the 

natural environment. 

It is believed that, as with the smaller upland game birds, wild 
turkeys will respond to game management practices adapted to meet their 
needs. What these needs are is admittedly not known, but it is felt can 
be determined by a proper approach to the problem. Next to the Gambel 

quail, the wild turkey is regarded as most in need of present attention. 

White-winged Doves: Being in the Southwest only during the sunmer 
months these doves nest here during their entire stay. Opinion is divided 
as to the injury done these birds by shooting, or the benefits or in- 

juries they do agriculture. It is believed, however, they are an 

extremely valuable asset in every economical sense, and should be given 

early attention. 

Mourning Doves: Abundant and widespread over much of the Southwest. 
Susceptible of tremendous increase where desired through management 

utilizing water development and leaving waste weed seed or other food 

for the birds. 

Scaled Quail: While not so numerous or widespread as the Gambel 

quail this is the only quail found immuch of the Southwest and so ranks 

high in importance. In many sections of Arizona, New Mexico, and 

Sonora it is found in close association with the Gambel quail. Some 

work has been done on the species in New Mexico, and a great deal in 

Arizona, in connection with studies of Lophortyx gambeli. 

Although differing in its habits in many respects from the 

Gambel quail, game management policies for both would in general be 

similar, and both should be taken into consideration where they occur 

together.
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Mearns Quail: Though not classed as "game" this beautiful bird 
attracts so much attention and is so little known that a decided 
effort should be made to preserve its present numbers. It is an almost 

unknown quantity among North American gallinaceous birds and but 
meager information is now available. Its cyclic fluctuations in 
numbers are particularly intriguing to the investigative type of 

mind and the causes for the variation in numbers should be determined. 
Sufficient increase in numbers may later justify the placing of 
this species on the game list, and to make this doubly probable 
attention should be given it now. 

OTHER SPECIES: 

Masked Bobwhite: Formerly occurring in the United States only in a 
restricted area in southern Arizona this quail became extinct here some 

thirty or more years ago due, it is said, to several years of heavy 

overgrazing followed by a series of extreme drought years. 

D. M. Gorsuch has studiéd this quail in Sonora, Mexico, and has 
since been much interested in restocking its former range in the state. 

If feasible such restocking is certainly highly desirable since it means 
the replacement of a species that must otherwise remain forever lost 
to us. 

The masked bobwhite is reported to have sporting qualities that 
equal, and perhaps surpass, those of the eastern bobwhite. In appearance the 
black mask and brick red breast of the male give it a beauty which the 
eastern form can not boast. By exercising intelligent game management 

following its re-introduction there is reasonable hope that it can be 

reclaimed on its former range. 

Band-tailed Pigeon: Under Federal protection this bird has increased 
rapidly to the extent that crop depredations have been attributed to 

it in some sections. 

It is believed, however, the increased numbers are not only highly 

desirable, but as a whole decidedly beneficial. 

Geme management practices might well be developed whereby more 

equitable distribution of this finé species can be secured, thus 

alleviating any crop injuries now occurring due to massed migrations to 

some localities. This might also expedite increase to the point of 

justifying replacing this bird on the "game" list in Arizona and other 

southwestern states. 

Sage Grouse: The sage grouse formerly occurred in northern New 

Mexico, and there is every reason to study the problem of their re- 

introduction at as early a date as practicable.
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Dusky Grouse: This species is scarce in the mountains of Arizona, 
more abundant in New Mexico. Improvement of its habitat, making more 
favorable conditions for nesting should increase its numbers. Study ani 

management are required. 

Lesser Prairie Hen: The lesser prairie hen still remains in a 
limited area in eastern New Mexico. Careful protection of the birds 
coupled with rehabilitation of their range will perhaps bring about their 

increase. 

Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse and White-tailed Ptarmigan: These 
birds occupy limited ranges in New Mexico and while relatively unimpor- 

tant as game species are of the utmost interest, for they are fine 
birds, and with us, occur on the border of their range. 

Qualifications of Devid Major Gorsuch for the Upland Game Work: 

My. Gorsuch is a graduate of the University of Arizona of several 

years standing. He has assisted the writer at intervals since 1925 on 

biological field work. His work on the Gembel quail investigation has 

been of high quality. He has shown marked originality, initiative, and 

2.9.0 e { industry. Part of the results are incorporated in a University of Arizona 

iG ae, biological bulletin which is now in page proof. At the present moment 

VWg sya the Wild Life Division of the National Park Service is bidding for his 
services as supervisor of wild life aspects of the C.C.C. in certain 

southwestern parks, with headquarters at Grand Canyon National Park and 

with oversight over Mesa Verde, Bryce, and Zion. This Parks offer comes 

with increased pay and is a most attractive one to Gorsuch, but I feel 

that it would be better if he could be kept on the upland game job in 

which he is much interested and where his past experience would be of 

greatest use. I feel that Mr. Gorsuch should be given favorable consid- 

eration as leader of this work, at least pending the securing of a list 

of eligibles through the Civil Service.
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The Biological Survey Should Sponsor the Southwestern 
Upland Game Work. 

The National Park Service is developing its research work in wild 
life. The Forest Service is going further and further in independent 
wild life research and action. Some work is being done by the State Com- 

missions. The re@search and game work of the Biological Survey in the 

Southwest is still very much restricted through lack of funds and 

facilities. 

If possible we should take over some of the big jobs in the wild 

life field that nobody else is doing, that nobody else is prepared to 

do as well, and that are so urgently needed. 

The Wild Life Conference held in Dr. Shantz's office last Saturday 

under the auspicjes of the Arizona Game Protective Association went on 

record as strongly favoring an aggressive program of upland game work. 

The conference will, I think, be glad to help in any way it can to insure 

the success of the project. 

The supply of wild life specialists is rapidly being exhausted. Early 

action is much needed in order to get the men we ought to have. The utmost 

speed in decision and action is particularly desireable if we are to secure 

Gorsuch for the upland game work. 

The Biological Survey is perhaps better fitted by its organization 

training, experience, and interest than anyother agency to lead off in 

this work. The Tucson office has actively cooperated on the Gambel quail 

project from the beginning, and is prepared if desired, to assume the 

field end of its administration, under the Division of Biological Investigations. 

The Biological Survey, on this work, should, of course, cooperate 

closely with the Universities of Arizona and New Mexico, the Fish and Game 

Commissiom of these States, the Forest Service, the State Game Protective 

Associations, the Southwestern Conservation League, and all other interested 

organizations and individuals. 

Upland game problems are not confined to any one southwestern state. 

Dr. H. L. Shantz and other leaders are promoting the organization of lend 

use and other problems on the Colorado River drainage area basis, somewhat 

comparable to the Tennessee Valley Authority, but very much larger in area 

and apparently more comprehensive in scope. Our Biological Survey strategy 

in game conservation matters should be so planned as to embrace the entire 

field as soon as practicable. No one State organization can do the work. 

The large amount of public domain, National forest, Indian land, and other
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federal lands throughout the Southwest suggests the propriety of federal 

wild life activities. Other federal departments are primarily interested 

in other objectives than wild life conservation. A small amount of upland 

game work will probably be provided for on an extremely limited and inad- 

equate basis by other agencies whether or not the Biological Survey takes 

hold of it. It is appropriate that we undertake this and other phases of 

Southwestern wild life work. Can we not undertake at once this aggressive 

program of upland game restoration on an emergency basis if that is the 

only way at present, and on a permanent basis at the earliest possible 

moment? 

Examination for Biologist. 

It is suggested that consideration should be given the holding by the 

Biological Survey in cooperation with the Civil Service Commission of a 

Civil Service examination for Principal Biologist, Senior Biologist, 

Biologist, Associate Biologist, Assistant Biologist and Junior Biologist. 

Such an examination should result in an eligible list from which personnel 

for this and similar projects could be selected. It would put the work 

on a somewhat firmer footing than might otherwise be the case.
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ACTION DESIRED. 

1. Consideration of Biological Survey upland game project for the Southwest, 

with a view to: 

A. Making an immediate allotment to the Tucson Field Office, 

Biological Survey, of $14,750 to start a permanent upland game 

set-up in the southwestern United States. 

B. Inmediate appointment of a leader and an assistant on the 

work, and of a full-time clerk in the Tucson Office to 

carry forward the upland game work and associated activities. 

C. Arranging for a Civil Service examination to provide a 

list of eligibles from among whom the permanent personnel 

could be recruited. 

Very truly yours, 

Walter © Vayler 

Senior Biologist.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO Tucson 5 Arizona 

September 22, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Aldo: 

Dr. Vorhies, Mr. Gorsuch and I spent yesterday 
on the Santa Rita Experimental Range looking over 

the quail plots. 

As you know the past season has been extremely 
dry so that vegetation is pretty sparse. The drouth 
has resulted in the removal from the Santa Rita of 
a good proportion of the live stock. The pressure 
from live stock outside the plots has been much 
reduced, while the vegetation has not had much chance 
to grow either inside or outside. In spite of these 
conditions appreciable contrasts are obvious in a 
number of plots. The project as a whole bids fair 
to show some most interesting results just as soon 
as we get some favorable rains. 

In one wash where Dave has a number of plots 
there were two heavy storms. The force of the water 
was so violent that in a number of instances iron 
fence posts were clipped off as if with a pair of 
shears. A few of the plots will need some major 
repairs as soon as the fence crew gets back on the 
job. Most of the fences stood the weight of the 
floods in excellent shape. 

Dave reports that the quail continue to use 
the plotsand that two of the four nests he located 
during the summer are within the enclosures. I was 

interested in his estimate of a 4/5 reduction in



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

AL =Qe 

the number of Gambel quail on the Santa Rita Ex- 
perimental Range now as compared with when he 
started work. Since the Santa Rita has been a 
game preserve during most of this time, the decrease 
is very clearly due to climatic conditions. 

There is a strong movement in the state to cut 
the season to thirty days and the bag limit to ten 
birds on Gambel quail. 

Sincerely yours, 

Undte, FV 

Senior Biologist.



; New Soils moe 
September 18, 193 

Mr, David M, Gorsuch 
Senta Rita Range Reserve 
U, 5, Porest Service 
Continental, Arizona 

Dear Dave: i 

I have your letter of September 11 and also two letters from 
Walter Taylor, I will make a joint reply to all of these and am sending 
a copy to Walter, f 

My advice must perforce be given almost in the dark, since I 
have no up-to-date kiowledge of local affairs, I am assuming in this rely 
that it is Forest Service financing which you and Walter have principally 
in mind, 

I have learned this mmch from my own experience in the Lake States 
in recent months: The only funds which are available in quantity for game 
purposes are H,C,¥, funds, ‘There is no legal authorization to spend #,0.¥7. 
funds for research, but considerable research can be done, and is being done, 
incidental to administrative B,C.¥, appointments. This is true here and I 
mist assume that it could be true in the Southwest, 

Under this assumption, two things are immediately clear: (1) there 
4s no mich thing as a permanent appointment under 2,C,¥., and (2) future work 
to be financed under B.C. must be incidental to some administrative 
assignment and some administrative subject, and should be distinctly justifi- 
able as forest game management rather than game management in general. 

: Under this assumption, it would be hard for me to find a justifi- 
gation for any of the three new subjects which you propose in your diagram, 
except the wild turkey study, It would be easy to visualize an administrative 
E,C.¥, assignuent laying out range management projects for CCC camps with 
turkey specifically in mind, and incidentally accomplishing considerable 
turkey research, If my reasoning thus far is sound, then the challenge to 
you would be to lay out £.C.¥, turkeys projects sufficiently convincing to 
meet approval of both local and district office Forest Service officials, 

: I also happen to know that Rachford is personally interested in 
getting some actual quail management started on the National Forests, If 
this holds good, it would appear thet your new program ought to include a 
heavy proportion of such work, possibly in the Tonto Basin and in parts of 
the Crook, I am wondering who is going to operate the improvements already 
installed on the Santa Rita, I can see, of course, that after this drouth
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year there can be no shooting for a year or two, and hence there may be 
no immediate need for a local manager except for observations on the fenced 
areas, 

In general, and reasoning from my limited information, I would j 
suggest that you broach an B.C.W. game project proposing to operate the 
Santa Rita, extend similar improvements to a couple of new areas, and 
possibly make a modest beginning on turkey range mansgement. I do not see 
how you or any other man could possibly spread himself any further than this, 
and even this program would require the hearty cooperation of the technical 
overhead in the CCC camps involved, as well as the active cooperation of 
local administrative officers, 

I am ouch worried about the indications of a not wholly friendly 
attitude by local officials, Without this, I wuld see very little hope 
of developing anything, 

Let me reiterate that you will heave to discount this letter for 
my wholly inadequate information, I am simply reaching out as best I can 
from the very limited information which I have, It goes without saying that 
you and Walter should call on me for my part in any set of moves which you 
may decide upon, 

‘ With best regards, ‘ 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh 
Copy to Dr. Walter P. Taylor



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

310 Agricultural Building, 
University of Arizona, 

Tueson, Arizona, 
September 14, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

: Dear Aldo: 

I have been discussing the quail project and my 

letter to you yesterday with Dave and he thinks it best 

not to mention Matt Culley's name in connection with 

developments on the Santa Rita. I would certainly not 

have mentioned his name if I had had the slightest 

thought it would reflect back on Dave. But the main point 

of my letter of yesterday is pretty well substantiated 

by such possibilities. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Wr Cen is ann 

Senior Biologist.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO Biological Investigations Field Office 

Room 310 Agricultural Building 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 
September 13, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I saw Mr. Rachford in San Francisco, California and we had 

a short talk about Gorsuch’s work. Mr. Rachford said that they were 

anxious to have the work continued. 

One of the most depressing detailsis that persons with much 

lesser qualifications are being paid at considerably higher rates than 

is Gorsuch. Since Gorsuch has been on the job for some time he is a 

victim of the Econamy Act which forbids the increasing of pay. The 

other men who were appointed later were given somewhat more adequate 

compensation. If you happen to see Mr. Rachford or someone in authority 

it might possibly be well to mention this and see if some way could not 

be discovered to bring Gorsuch up to at least the pay of Junior Range 

Examiner. 

I saw Dr. Grinnell in California and he is asking Harry 

Swarth of the California Academy of Sciences to write a review of 

Gorsuch's paper for The Condor. Swarth knows conditions in Arizona 

and is also acquainted with Dave Gorsuch. 

I think it would be well for you to secure from Dave a 

sketch or estimate of his present assignment with his opinion as to 

the future of it. He told me Sunday that Matt Culley is urging the 

abandonment of any further fenced areas and advising that those which 

have been installed be given more attention. I wish you were here 

to discuss the project with those who have some real authority. 

I am in a peculiar position in regard to it. I believe 

I am the most interested person in the Southwest at the present time, 

but I have no connection with it whatever and feel very hesitant about



Mr. Aldo Leopold = page 2. 

even offering suggestions for fear they will be misinterpreted. I can 

not help but feel that the entire project should be in the Division of 
Biological Investigations of the Bureau of Biological Survey! This does 
not mean that I will omit to do anything I possibly can to keep the 
project going in good shape. 

I have been working on some suggestions for your consider- 
ation under your new assignment as Chairman of the Society of American 
Foresters Committee on Geme in Relation to Forest Management. Shall 4 
try to get these to you in the next few daysh 

Sincerely yours, 

Senior Biologist.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SANTA RITA RANGE RESERVE 

eNLnGr WingelnGseivE Sep't.II,1934 
OFFICER IN CHARGE S, J 

AND REFER TO ” i CONTINENTAL, ARIZONA 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Univ. of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wis. 

Mr. Las 
ree mee Pie is the follow-up on yesterday's letter 

outlining my present assignment, plans end hopes for the fut- 

ks My present assignment, for the summer almost 

past, included: Vegetative maps of as many plots as possible. 

I have completed twelve of tthhese, and could have made many 

more had some assistance been available. During the summer I 

have had an assistant for only five full days. 
Detailed notes covering vegetation, quail num- 

bers, possibilities as quail sanctuaries, etc. I am enclosing 

some blank forms which I developed for this specific purpose. 

About thirty-five of these plots have been so covered. 
General observations on quail as time permit- 

ted, and the placing of roosts in relation to enclosures. 
Much more could have been done had help been available, but 

to date I have been destined to work alone. 
Quadrating of sections of each plot to deter- 

mine future recovery or losses to vegetation. 
I have also recently started an experiment to 

determine what dissemination of mesquite and the various cacti 

are caused by cattle. 
As to the continuationkof the work I am as 

much in the dark as ever. Mr. Winn was out last week, during © 
my absence in the field and informed Culley that no provisions 

were made for its continuation. This seems mighty peculiar to 

me since I understood otherwise. 
My desires for the future are quite ambitious 

regarding the work, but I do want it on a better basis if at 

all possible. These temporary assignments are not conducive 

to future plans, but I plan anyway. Here is what I have in 
mind: these are just hopesto date, but I trust will material- 
ize somehow: 

The beginning of an upland program for Arizona 

beginning not later the Jan.i, 1935, and to include studies of 
I. The wild turkey. 2. Whitewing and Mourning Doves. 3.Mearns 
quail. 4. Bandtail Pigeon. The diagram attached@ will demon- 
strated how I wouldmlike to attack these problems the heavy 
lines showing the approximate time at which concentrated re- 
search on each species would begin. I would like very much to 
make this a ten year program whichtshould give us an abundance
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of information on these species end place them where game 

Management could improve the status of all. This provides 68 

course for the Gambel and Scaled quail studies and all others 

after the period of concentrated research is ended, the broken 

lines signifying indefinite continuation. 
vs, genta PE is certain; as these thing develope 

some assistance, for they expand beyong the physical capacity of 

one man and help should be provided. I have enough experiment- 

ation already chalked up against the Gambel and Scaled quail 

+o Beep a man in constaat attendance at a propagation pen, if 

said pen and man were available.Game 
I believe an Upland Program is an absolute neces- 

sity not only for Arizona but every other state fyrm the econ- 
omic as well as every other standpoint. This should be of an 
expansive nature or other wise will defeat its omm purpose since 

chenging times and conditions must be mx accepted as a part of 

it. A few summers such as the past one,( and these need not 

necessarily be successive) might easily mean the extinction of 

Gambel quail and other species and the sooner this is realized 

the better. Restrictions to the developement of any game pro- 

gram mean its eventual strangulation ,as you know,and should be 
provided against. 

The proposed Upland Game Program should rightly 

fall under.one well organized head be this agency the U.S.Forest 

Service, Biological Survey, or private agency. I believe the 

Gambel Quail Investigation furnishes an excellent foundation 

for such a program, despite any shortcomings attributed to it, 

and its continuetion would furnish a suitable introduction to 

the beginning of the undertaking. Our wild turkeys are in a 

day way as compared with former years and should be the object 

of immediate attention. 
How such a program can be financed I can not say, 

but it seems to me to be a legitimate charge against the Pres- 

ident's ten year program. I would certainly like to start this 

work at once knowing it was on a sound basis and of a permanent 

nature. 
I would like your personal opinion of these sug- 

gestions, and if you canthink of any means by which they might 
be financed let me know. Could,or would, bither the Forest Ser- 
vice of the Biological Survey finance this? 

I will be glad to work this up in detail and send 
it along if ypu wish. 

Very truly:yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch 
Game Technician
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE ‘i 

SANTA RITA RANGE RESERVE 

Sire te Wie ate fogs} : 
one PEP inbAee whee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
I have been waiting for some time ior your 

ietver which made it doubly welcome when it did arrive. I 
value your criticisms above any that might come to me, and 
so was particularly anxious to get your reaction to the bul- 
Lletin. 

I quite agree with you inothat needless de- 
tail in any publication destroys the interest it should hold, 
and in many instances I have become thoroughly disgusted in 
reading an article because of this fatult, and because of the 
disgust missed much of its meaning. 

The conciseness of meaning, or wordingk to 
which you referfcan be most easily corrected by experience, 
ean it not? I wonder if there is anything except practice 
which will overcome this? I trust I have not erred in this 
direction to the point of seriously depreciating the value 
of the publication. 

\ Yes, I do plan a series of papers both tech- 

nical and semi-popular to follow this bulletin as closely as 
time will permit. Let me add that under the present set-up 
this is indefinite, but I hope will be soon. 

It was indeed a "faux pas" not to mention 
MeLean and O'Roke in this work, and I greatly regret it. Uno 
less I am greatly mistaken however, MeLeans bulletin was ref- 
erred to in the first draft of the manuscript; its deletion 
escaped me in the proof and was not called to my attention. 
My apologies to Donald McLean whom I. know personally and 
have a high regard for. 

After having had the temerity to,on sever- 
al ocassions, to denounce over-grazing as a destruetive force 
in nature, and being most unjustly criticised even to the 
point of being called a liar and accused of.all sorts of ex- 
aggerathpn, and being advised by some that such referrences 
were not politically expedient, and bordered on sacrilege in 
this locality I entered upon this subject with much trepid- 
ation. Please don't misunderstand me; I do not refer to our 
correspondence on the matter, but rather to local reverber- 

ations which have caused me plenty of difficulty and humil- 
iation. Recently however, I am happy to say that these same 
eritics have indirectly conceded my almost every point so it 
appears they are willing to admit what they knew at the time 
must be true.
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I had originally intended to make the section on 

range-management much larger, but in view of what happened 

cut it considerably. You will recall that the manuscript 

' was first written in July and August 1933 prior to the work 

I have been doing the past year with the exclosures. To 

have incorporated this in the manuscript would have meant 

indefinite delay and the publishing of my former findings 

unsupported by the results I hope to obt#&in from these plots 

by early 1935. You canrest assured that this subject will - 

pe fully dealt with as éarly as feasible, but I do feel just- 4 

tified in waiting until positive results are shown on these 

demonstration exclosures to better confound destructive crit- 

icism. 
‘ Taylor returned from a month in California just a 

week ago and informs me that he Saw Grinnell who passed the 

buck to Swarth on reviewing the bulletin. Swarth has the re- 
putation of being very critical of such things and he doubt- 

less will do a good job of this. I will welcome his opinion 

for I know of his ability from working with him in the field. 
Thecnk God for men like Taylor. I wish there were more like 

him; we would have an easier time of it in wild life work. 

Jack ven Coevering wrote me before the bulletin 

was off the press. I sent him a copy and a requested photo 

for which he seemed very greteful. I asked Gibson to write 

it up for‘ Outdoor Life’which I suppose he will do. Dr. Rob- 

ert Humphrey, U.S.F.S. has already sent in a review for Ecol- 

ogy. 
The present summer has been terrificaClly dry with 

our only growth very late, and quail crop practicall zero. I 

think I have prevailed upon the Game and Fish Commission to 
eut the coming season in half, one intead of two months, and 
possibly reduce the bag limit from fifteen to ten birds. To 

the best of my knowledge this is the only concession ever made 

to quail in the history of the state, and I hope indicates 

that we are getting some place. Were it not for the terrible 

financial condition of the state department Lewis assured me 

the season would be closed entirely. I have to date found 

put four nests on the reserve ,three of these being Scaled, 
that nested since the rains stopped. Gambel coveys are still 

intact with no hopes of mating at this late date. 
Let me thank you for your very constructive critic- 

isms; they are a great help, and will not be considered light- 
ly I assure you. 

; I am writing you further regarding my plans for the 
future, some of which I trust wil materialize soon. 

Dia, ° Cc. : : 

Game Technician. U.S.F.B
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My, David M, Gorsuch 
College of Agriqul ture . 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona ; 

Se Sites Se baee Sane’ oe Dns te eae ee vanes o \ 
thorough reading, tt I have deli tely put it off until I could do 
the whole thing carefully, I congratulate you on actually getting the ‘ 
report into print and I am now very proud to say that each of the four 
fellowships has reached this stage exeept Minnesota, and that, I under- 

_ stand, is in pross, ; 

T think you have mecgeded in attaining brevity ond in avotding 
ony semblance of disqussion which wae not important enmeh to print, 2 
in iteelf ie quite en achievenent end it would be easy to point out any 
munber of similar efforts which have fallen down on this point, 

Your presentation, however, seans to me often to lack that 
soneiseness of wording which wuld hove brought out the exet shale of 
meaning which you intended to convey. I am basing this, of course, on my 
personal reeollection of what was in your mind, ‘This 4s not a serious 
fault, olthough it may eventually lay you open to oriticion from future F 
writers on the subject, 

The general skeleton on which you heave hung your text seens to 
me very good, 

T aa, of course, yeoman le Dag: Bw Poralan prob a pee 
mt the text contains a few new ones which I had not he about and 
which strike me as very good, One of these is in the second paragraph on 
page Wf where you ronson tat the overcgrasing of moment plants may be 
more serious in ranges which do not contain water, ‘This s 8 me as @ 
really original thought which may heve many other applications in life 
history studies, 

You have entirely avoided loading your text with tedious des- 
eriptions of technique, in fact occasionally one wishes that the descrip= 
tion of the methods used had been a little more complete. 

this leads to the thought that you may be planning a series of 
technical papers in which your techniques and deductions may be more 
thoroughly described, I understand, of course, that this bulletin had 
to be semi-popular in nature.



David M, Gorsuch—-2 duguat 28, 1934 

I em digappointed in your not at least mentioning the important 
works which parallel yours or bear directly on it, such as 0'Roke's 
bulletin on protogoane in California quail and Donald MeLean's mlletin 
on the valley quail, 

My main Aisappointment ie the dketchiness of your section on range 
menagement and the rather light eaphusia given to over-grazing and the : 
beneficial effects of exclomres in quail management. The whole subject 
of "quail stlviculture" on which I understand you have been working for 
the past year fs not mentioned, Possibly you are saving this up for 
special papers, Their under-euphasis in the ulletin, however, rather 

eee shat might be called the “ecological strength" of the publica~ 
On, 

I am wondering Just what steps have bem taken to get mitable 
reviews, I have asked Josevh Grinnell to get a review from the Contor, 
Seth Gorion for American Gene, ané Brrincton for Zeology or the Milson 
Bulletin, ‘There remains to be covered the Ank and Outdoor life. How 
about Fred Gibson for the latter job and MeAtee for the Auk? 

Jaok Von Coevering te writing a series of populer in tions 
of research findings for Ranting and Mishing and the Moe y carte yall ; 
I am sending him » copy of the bulletin, although he may be too 
unfamiliar with waetern conditions to do any sort of a job, 

I would appreciate it if you or Welter Taylor would eive me a one~ 
ee Se gotene® woe wens seu Same Siete oF 88 

developing into, aleo what, if anything, I ean do to push it along. 

In closing, let me again express my gratification that you have 
actually euecceeded in getting the work inte print and in ch on accep~ 
table fashion, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Ale~vh In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 
SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY Te 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 

DIRECTOR Ry, ROOM 304 AGRICULTURAL BLDG. 
AND REFER TO sa TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Aug 4, 1934 

Miss Vivian Horn 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I am notifying the University of Arizona mailing bureau 

today to send the copies of the bulletin to Mr. Comeau as requested, 

and they will be sent immediately I Imow, 

Let me thank you for notifying me of this so promptly. 

Sincerely yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch ;
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SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE eS 
NEW YORK | Ms 

duly 27th, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Soild Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Arizona Quail Study 

General Dill has just called our attention 
to the Gorsuch report on Arizona Quail, and he appears to 
think that we have received a supply of these reports direct 
from the University. 

This is not the case, and I am writing to 
ask if you can arrange to let us have a supply of say 25 
or 30 copies for distribution to interested representatives 
of our Company Members. 

With all good wishes and hoping to see you 
some time in the near future, I am 

: yours, 

csc:s ; Secretary 

lo pra ae are 
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New Soils Building 
July 6, 1934 

Mr, David M, Gorsuch 
College of Agricul ture 

_ University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Davet 

I am delighted to have a personal word from you and 
particularly to know that the publication is on the press. When it 
comes out I would like very mmch to receive 25 copies, if you can 
spare them. ; 

I would give » good deal to be able to see your fences, 
and I aw gled that some response te already observable in spite 
of the drouth, 

I think you can bank on this as a fact: The Forest 
Service is not only willing, but anxious to proceed with quail man- 
agement. If you and your group can figure out management projects ; 
in the Tucson country or elsewhere which fit their funds and their 
immovable points of procedure, those projects will be approved, 

IT hope you and Walter Taylor will keep me posted from 
‘ time to time on important moves, 

With best regards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research i 

AlLevh



Santa Rita Experimental Range 

June 26, 1954. , 

Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
' 

Madison, Wis. ‘ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
It has been a long time since we have commun- 

4eated directly with each other, but I guess we can both truth- 

fully offer the same excuse-too busy to write. I know that my 

nose has been pretty close to the old grindstone for the past 

ten months, and from what I learn you too are finding more 

than enough to keep you busy. I thought however, you might 

like first hand information as to what has been accomplished 

out here and what is being done at the present time, so here é 

oeSe 
, Er ingens period of the C.C.C.camp stay in 

this vicinity I succeeded in getting forty-seven of the plots 

installed, and believe me that took constant work. Being 

short handed for almost the entire duration of the camps stop 

in Mademm presented many difficulties, amd-trembte, a delay 

of three mohths in securing ordered materials further retarded 

; the work. However, I am receiving constant commendation on 

the plots, and I feel what I hope is a justifiable pride in 

their construction. It is of interest that despite the con- 

tinued drought which has raised havoc with everything I am 

getting some results in that quail are constantly establish- 

ing themselves in these areas. Everything indicates their com- 

plete success when the growing season finally arrives-if ever. 

I am now engaged in making vegetative cover maps 

of as many of these areas as possible during the summer, and al- 

though working unaided-as per usual- am getting something accom- 

plished that I trust will be of real value. 

You will be glad to learn that Taylor and myself 

went over the page proéf of the bulletin last Sunday, and it was 

handed back to the printer Monday for immediate printing. In 

many ways it is unsatisfactory to me, put perhaps one always 

feels that way with the first attempt. Lord knows I had a dif- 

ficult time getting ih through, and now that it is to material- 

ize I trust yourself and other experts will not be too severe 

on the poor dub who is responsible. I at least have the satis- 

faction of knowing the material it contains is based on fact ané& 

not philosophic theories. My big regret is that this wes not 

sent you, in manuscript form, for cbitical reading as requested, 

put the fault was not mine you can be assured. 
We are in the midst of the severest drought I 

have ever seen; I believe it is the worst in fifty years. i 

Everything is suffering acutely including the quail crop. Prac- 

tically no nesting has yet taken place except in the moist agri- 

cultural areas, and mating has become less pronounced since the 

first of March. At least eighty percent of Gambel young are pro- 

duced prior to the summer rains, and since these are nowdue you 

ean see what our losses will békthe year. The recovery we can 
hope for with the best of conditions will fall far short of making 
up the present shortage.



I am still hoping that my attempts to inaugarate 

a real game management program in this section will bear fruit, 

but sometimes tire of struggling along on a pitiable salary to 

make it come true. However, hope springs eternal, and all that, 
so perhaps better things are in line. I want to thank you for 

your part in making this work I am at present doing possible. I 
did not know much about the details until Cooperider returned 
from Washington, but believe me am duly grateful. I hope that 
some day I can repay the many favors you have done me. 

Leah and I are feeling fine. We hoped to get a 

small vacation this summer, but it can't be now. I wanted her 

to get away for a while and rest from this roughing it, but this 
will have to be put o€f until a later day. 

We had a game meeting at the university about a 
week ago that was the most gratifying I have attended in many 
days. You will be glad to learn that there is a much beéter 
spirit of cooperation now, and the outlook is more hopeful than 
ever on this end. Those present were Dr. Shantz, Mr. Persons of 
the state G.P.A., Shoemaker of the Forest Service, Foster and 
Mercer of the Biological Survey, Dr. Taylor, Sawtelle and Beech 
from the state game department, and myself. Everything indicat- 
ed an awakening to the opportunities this section presents in 
game mabbers, and I believe more attention will be given this 
from now on. : 

I must close now and get to some other letters. 
Accept the best wishes from us both, and let me hear from you 
whenever convenient, 

Sincerely, 

P.S. Thanks for the reprint of Errington's paper. I had form- 
erly read it in Ecology and was quite impressed.



New Solis Building 
; April 30, 1934 

Mr, Cy 8, Rachford 
U. 8, Forest Service 
Washington, D, o. 

Dear Chris: 

Your footnote asks me how the quail work could be contimed 
on B,C.¥. funds, : 

Presumably most, if not oll, the caps accessible to gambel . 
quail range are winter rather than sumer caups, but judging from my own 
experience last samer, the plans for such winter camps should be laid 
out during the sumer, Accordingly it occurs to me that Gormeh might 
be contimed for the sumer for two specific purposes: (1) To lay out 
quail managemont iuprovesents in the Tonto Basin and possibly also on 
appropriate parts of the Cook, Prescott, and Apache, including planting 
plans and “silvicultural” ioprovemente; (2) while carrying out No, 1, 
to contact with Koogler, Musgrave, and local administrative officers to 
a guffictent degree to communicate his knowledge of quail to them and to 
coordinate the proposed improvenents with the erosion ond grazing improve- 
ment plan, 

The District chowld then be able to go ahead on quail management 
wee on its own steam without further help from Goreuch, Possibly by 
that time there will either be further winter work on the Santa Rita or 

else you or the University may have found some way to finance the begin~ 
ning of actual aduinistration of the Santa Rita area, 

I om offering these suggeations without full knowledge of the 
TE ee ee ee ee ee ne ak 

wants to the matter of quail managenent seriously, there should be 
ways of extracting from Goreuch by the use of 2.0,W, funis the information 
necessary to enable ite ow officers to use C,C,C, labor for quail manage- 
ment purposes. ‘Thie assumes, of course, that there are relations of 
watual confidence between Gorsuch and the Forest Service, 

I tried last sumer to plant the idea of fenced areas for scaled 
quail management in New Mexico, but there were so many obstacles in the 
way of allenated lands, competition of other interests, etc,, that we did 
not get very far. Possibly some of these obstacles are by now dissolved 
end Gorsuch might, incidental to the gambel quail project, furnish con- 
malting service for location of improvements, selection of plantings, ete. 

He of course does not know as much about scaled quail as he does about 
gambel, wat he probably knows more than anybody else does.



2 C. By Rachford 4/30/34 

It is hard for me, of course, to cover all the loose ends of this 
matter at long distance, It seems to me, though, that the four essentials 
are available: (1) The Forest Service wants to aubark on a gare program, 
(2) the District has a geme man, pramuably to organise such a program, 
(3) there is a specialist evatiable with the technique for this particular 

kind of game management, (1) there is labor,and funds for the overhead 
in planning that Labor. 

We have never before had more than one of these facilities, Now 
that we have all of them, there should be cose way th use thom, 

Yours sincerely, 

" ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/ va 

Pe % T enalose an extra cony for Trask Pooler, should you wish to use tt, 
owe é



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ane wy 

THE FORESTER Ut WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Primeur or seit, 

G 

Fish & Game, R-3 April 24, 1934. 

(SW Bxp. Sta.) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

c/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

On my return to the office yesterday 1 took up the qes- 

tion of continuing the qail experiments on the Santa Rita. z 

haven't had much success. At the present time it seems that no 

Research funds are available, and I find the investigation is 

not thoroughly understood here. I have asked Chapline to get a 

report from Pearson or others in charge of the work down there 

and find out if continuation meets their approval. If it does, 

I shall play the other cards up my sleeve and let you know how 

it comes out. ¢ 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc. E. chford, 
Assistant Forester. 

2h : 
ea ere ee a eee > ‘ as hee eh



Copies to Pooler and Rachford f 

New Sole Building 
April 21, 1934 

Dr, BH. ke Shants, President 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr, ghants: 

Your wire happened to reach me while I was at the Izaak 
OF diesels tell comctnnts con hake hae eth te teen ae 
of & quail management on the Santa Rita with Mr, Rachford of 
the Forest Service, 

I found to my very great personal gratification that Mr, Rach- 

ps cee as SS pence nests pas co , a 

demonstration area feet te Uns hante Bdbe Op On Sons oleh Ook 
ee ee Se omens, Teeeeen Sr Meta I fimotiately got 

Son Sate, Wt FOtate o08 Atle wathing 20 ue. eet aii F ge Oak 
Se SEE Fas Se) Rp Sener Se seaeerens vewy 20s consideration and 
you will doubtless hear from the Yoreat shout it in the near 
future, 

It was especially good news to mo that Gorsuch's publications 
eo sup Quteaay, 2p Olin Sate: Seen 5 eee a 
ee See that the remlts of his researches be male 

and that we have sonothingdfinite ant positive to show for 
the first stage of the quell management project. 

f coeeieiat row yormmat, Sutasee), te, We cottons of VSS 
work and also esooperation which the Forest Service has given in 
erecting the necessary improvements by the use of the OCC camp, Since 
Soe ee eee ne ee eee eae ty 

since mursery at Boyce Thompson is now a going affair, i 
<On te ie dite Bas tne oot anh wie to otet, Gh oe 
possibly can be expanded by erecting similar improvements on other quail 
ranges. : 

I em sending a copy of this to Pronk Pooler for his information, 
If and when a plan has been arrived at, I would be mch interested to 
know what it is. Pee ee SS ae Sree aeeenenee ie 
basic soundness of the venture. 

With best regarda, i i 

Sincerely yours,
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ALL CCC CAMPS BEING MOVED AWAY FROM CORONADO FOREST STOP ALL). 

TECHNICAL MEN EXCEPT GORSUCH BEING TAKEN WITH THE CAMPS STOP. 

CAN YOU COMMUNICATE REGIONAL OFFICE ALBUQUERQUE IMMEDIATELY 

URGE GORSUCHS CONTINUOUS EMPLOYMENT PREFERABLY WHERE HE 1s BUT 

[fF THES IMPRACTICABLE THEN ELSEWHERE UNTIL FALL WHEN 

PRESUMABLY HE CAN BE PUT ON SANTARITA JOB AGAIN STOP 

UNIVERSITY AND BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT AVAILABLE 

FUNDS STOP ANTICIPATED EMERGENCY WORK: HAS NOT SO FAR 

DEVELOPED STOP GORSUCHS MANUSCRIPT GOING To PRINTER= 
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Copy to General Dill 

New Soils Building 
. April 7, 1934 

Dr, Walter P, Taylor 
310 Agriculture Building 
University of Arizona ; 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Walter: 

IT am much heartened by your report that Dave's mamiscript 
on gambel quail is actually in existence, and being considered by - 
the Board of Review, Your board of Review may not realize that there 

: are certain western game species on which no work whatever has been : 
done. ‘The sage hen, the gambel quail, the blue grouse and the moun- 
tain quail are specific examples, as well as almost all the big game 
species, The publication of any competent work on any of these 
"blanks" is of great significance, not only to the region representing 
their indicenous range, but to the whole composite picture for the 
continent, California's investigation of the valley quail actually 
started after Arizona's investigation of the ganibel quail, but the 
California work is in print long ago, whereas from the Arizona 
project we have had only ephemeral magazine erticles. l 

Th may also be proper to mention, although I om not mention 
ing it as a lever, that the University, in respect of this publication, 
has in some sense at least an obligation to the Sporting Arms and 
Ammunition Mamafacturers' Institute, which furnished the funds for 
the initial work, 

I will be pleased if you keep me posted on progress, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sinterely, 

ALDO L8OPOLD \ 
In Charge, Game Research ’ 

AL/vh |
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

TBE a Srorne Biological Investigations Field Office 

Room 310, 

Agricultural Building, 

University of Arizona, 
Tucson, Arizona, 

. March 13, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just had the pleasure of going over 20 or more of the 
quail-nesting and erosion-control plots which are being in- 

stalled by Mr. D. M. Gorsuch on the Santa Rita Experimental 
Range. 

The more I see of these plots the more enthusiastic I am 

over the whole scheme. After one good season I think the 

areas will show up wonderfully. Already the quails appear 

to resort to the fenced enclosures, as they are not dis- 

turbed by stock. I think you may be proud of this project, 

and I hope it can be carried all the way through. 

We are naturally very much interested in the plans of the 
President's committee for wild life restoration. I hope 

you will keep Dave in mind when it comes to assigning the 
field work. We might possibly be able to suggest other 

competent persons also. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Usa, FP. Vane 
WET: EMC Senior Biologist



New Soils a 
March 20, 193 

Dy. Walter P, Taylor 
Agricultural Building 
University of Arizona ‘ : 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr, Taylor: ; 

I am glad the Santa Rita venture looks promis- 
ing. I am muzzled, though, by your request that I 
place Dave in the federal work, Our hope and expecta~ 
tion was, as you will remember, that he would manage 
the property after the improvements were completed. It 
ought to produce almost enough revenue to carry him, 
I would be interested to know what the outlook is for 

A Dave and for the administration of the game on the 
Santa Rita, ‘ 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



4 March 29, 1934 
New Soils Building 

Dr. Walter P, Taylor 

310 Agriculture Bldg. 
University of Arizona 
Tacson, Arizona 

Dear Walter: 

i em somewhat discouraged by your letter, par- 
ticularly the part between the lines, If there is any 
question about a sympathetic attitude on the part of Mat 
Culley and the Experiment Station people, it leads me to 

wonder why Dave did not see to it that such doubts were 
removed, There were no visible doubts in their minds when 
I left last sumer, 

At this distance 1t would seem to me that the 
first question is one of support by the University. I can 

hardly conceive that the Forest Service would hang baci on 
anything the University wanted to do in the way of game 
management. 

Is there anything new about Dave's publications? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LwoOPrOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 7 qa ah 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY X & 3 ¥" 

IN REPLY REFER TO A he 

Biological Investigations Field Office 

Room 310 Agricultural Bldg. 

University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 

December 11, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Game Manager 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

You will be interested in the enclosed copies of resolutions 

which were adopted by the Arizona Game Protective Association at its 

meeting here last month. 

Gorsuch seems to be getting along fine, but is having some 

difficulty in getting fencing materials on time. In the meantime he 

is spending his time building check dams. 

I was very much pleased to see your article on "The Conserva- 

tion Ethic" come out in the Journal of Forestry. I think this is one 

of the finest things that has appeared. I read it twice over and 

would like to get two or three reprints if you have them available. 

Sincerely yours, 

ra TV 
Senior Biologist. 

Enclosures 

jal? ’ xt f y 

\ \ 

we
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P Adopted by the Arizona Game Protective Association 

x Tucson, Arizona, November 18, 1933 

WHEREAS, provision has been made, under the emergency government work 

now going near Tucson, for the installation of a number of fenced plots 

in the washes of the Santa Rita Experimental Range, and 

‘ WHEREAS, it is believed that these sample plots, being erected under 

the auspices of the United States Forest Service, in accordance with plans 

drawn up by the Regional Office, represented by Aldo Leopold in cooperation 

with D. M. Gorsuch, and under the personal direction of D. M. Gorsuch in 

the field, will be highly valuable as demonstration areas for the shelter 

and increase of Gambel Quail, as well as for the prevention of erosion 

and soil depletion, be it 4 

RESOLVED, that the Arizona Geme Protective Association hereby expresses 

its interest and hearty support of this project, and its hope for its 

early completion, and congratulates the Forest Service, the Public Works 

authorities, and the individuals concerned on progress made to date.
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Ado pted by the Arizona Game Protective Association 
tucson, Arizona, November 18, 1933 

WHEREAS, the emergency governmental operations, which have so close a 

relation with reforestation, erosion, range conservation, and watershed 

protection are inevitably and vitally important to wild life, be it 

RESOLVED, that the Arizona Game Protective Association respectfully 

petitians the University of Arizona, the State Game and Fish Commission, 

the Forest Service, Biological Survey, National Park Service, Indian Service, 

the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior, the Director of the Budget, 

and the President of the United States to provide a substantial increase 

in emergency funds for wild life research, in order that emergency activi- 

ties may be wisely directed, and that State and Federal wild life policies 

of permanent value may be adopted.
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Unibersity of Arizona ” 
TUCSON Cy 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Aug. I5, 1953 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ~ 

Mr. Leopold: 

sit r I guess I had better write you and tell how 

things are shaping up down here for me. y 

Yesterday I learned that the Forest Service 

work is definitely lined up, after experiencing a hitch due 

+o a recent order from Washington. It has been rather hard 

to keep in touch with this office due to Fred's many absences, 

and the overtime I have been putting in on my palletin, but 

I contacted McKenzie who told me it was at last straightened 

out, and advised me to enter upon it Sep't I. I made a trip 

to the Arboretum a few days ago and found the gang there work- 

ing hard on the plant propagation program so that material 

from there will be available in the near future. 

I know you are very cautious in forming con- 

clusions, but I felt that when you left you were pretty much 

disgusted with the status of my university connections and 

perhaps had concluéed that most of this was my fault. I 

realize that at the time I was perhaps in pretty bad odor at 

the university so am passing on some information which will 

clear up the situation in your mind, I hope. 

When I had that heated session I purposely 

refrained from mentioning names, or I should say a name, be- 

cause I did not want to be in the position of directly accus- 

ing a superior. At the time Dr. Shantz did not believe me,I 
know, which made things rather unpleasant for me. However,he 

later made some inquiries, and then investigated for himself 

and found that xwak I had told him the truth, but too little 

of it. He then proceeded to call in C.T. and told him plenty; 

he has done this several times since and has taken every means 
to continue this work indefinataly, so far giving me an addit- 
ional two months. C. T. has flatly refused to make Bxexx any 
effort to keep the work alive despite to pleas of both Dr. 

Shantz and Taylor who is also sour on him for his actions. 

Letters from The G.P.A. and private individ- 

uals have been pouring into Shantz's office pleading for a con- 

tinuance of this project which gave impetus to Prexy's efforts 
to keep it alive; this antagonized C.T. further for some un- 

known reason, and just a week ago he went to the office and 
told the secretary to remove my name from the mail box since 
I would be there no longer, despite the fact that I am still 
on the payroll and Prexy was trying to give me a permanent 
appointment. I don't like to bother you further with my troub- 

les, but I do want you to know that I have been loyal to the 
best interests of the project, and this unpleasantness was not 
of my making; also that Dr. Shantz, and the university as a 
whole are definitely behind the work, as is Dr. Taylor who has 
been a prince after he too learned where the faults lay.



You will be pleased to learn that instead of 

injuring projects of this kind the airing of en eagerehtou ena 

has gone far toward arousing a new and increased ): n them, and 

is working to a bébterment of their status. I personally can 

not understand such pettiness in a mature man who should de- 

i light in any progress made by a man of his department. Cer- 

tainly it has worked a terrific hardship on me, particularly 

at a time when I should have had completé) freedom for the 
writing of this bulletin. 5 

The first rough draft og the bulletin is now 

completed and has been worked over in a general way by both 

Vorhies and Taylor. I am now xem copying it andhope you will 

be good enough to go over it for me before it reaches final 
form; will you? Due to your superior experience in publicat- 

ions of this kind it will not be complete until you have giv- 
en it your attention, and although I hesitate to thrust this 
additional work on you I certainly do not want it to be pub- 

lished withoul your editing. It will be full of errors so do 
not hesitate to criticise for I will reorganize it completely 
: you so suggest. I think I can get it to you within ten 

aySe 
Mrs. Gorsuch and Mrs. Riggs drove back to Iowa 

to spend the months of June and July. I did not want Leah to 

know the difficulties I was facing and took this opportunity 

to giveher a vacation. During her absence I bought a small 

house an two full sized lots on the outskirts of Tucson where 

we are very comfortable and have sufficient room for propag- 

ation pens in which I will carry, experimentation on quail dur- 

ing the coming winter. She returned in late July much to my 

joy, and is quite well and glad to be home. 

We both wish you the utmost success and happin- 

ess in your new work, and were very pleased to know you landed 

Heit it. We do hope however, that this will not mean that we shall 

not see you down here again, for therewill always be a place for 

you when you come, and we are now able to offer you more con- 
forts than on your last vis&t. 

Trusting to hear from you soon, and thanking you 

for all the aid giving us, I am 

Very truly yours, 

ee Men he ape ee ee ae:



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES > 
ELEVENTH LEGISLATURE 
REGULAR SESSION 

HOUSE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 5 

Introduced by Mr. Nugent of Pima. ( 

TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRE- 
SENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED: 

1 The eleventh State Legislature of the State of Arizona, 
2 in regular session convened, requests consideration of the 
8 following: 

4 Whereas, the natural wild life resources (including wild 
5 game, fur-bearing animals, insectivorous mammals and 
6 birds, and many other species of scientific, educational 
7 and recreational interest) of the State of Arizona and the 
g southwest are already recognized as constituting im- 
g portant present and future assets, and 

10 Whereas, there exists in the state of Arizona and the 
11 southwest, many problems of regulation of numbers of 
12 such species as flesh-eating animals predatory on live 
13 stock and game, and plant-eating rodents detrimental to 
14 farm, forage, and forest, and 
15 Whereas, the proper management of wild life resources, 
16 whether neutral, harmful or beneficial, is intimately re- 
17 lated to important problems in farming, stock raising, 
18 recreational development, forestry, soil conservation, and ; 
19 Maintenance of watershed, and 

20 Whereas, the proper management of these natural re- 
21 sources is absolutely dependent on a full and accurate 
22 knowledge of the lives and habits of wild life, which know- 
23 ledge can only be provided by long-time studies by special- 
84 ists possessing advanced training in the biological scienc- 
25 es, and experience in practical field conditions, and who 
26 should be equipped with all needful laboratory space and 
27 scientific apparatus for the prosecution of their studies, 

i



1. and 
2 Whereas, a considerable proportion of the surface area 
8 of the southwestern states (Arizona, 71 per cent, New 
4 Mexico, 38 per cent) is government land, carrying with 
5 it some federal responsibility for adequate conservation 
6 of its natural resources, and 
q Whereas, the state and private institutions of Arizona, 

8 including the University of Arizona, the Arizona Game 
9 and Fish Commission, the Boyce Thompson Southwestern 

10 Arboretum, Arizona Game Protective Association, Carn- 
11 egie Institution of Washington, and especially the Uni- 
12 versity of Arizona and the Arizona Game and Fish Com- 
18 mission, have already demonstrated in numerous concrete 
14 ways their co-operative attitude and aggressive interest in 
15 the building up of a proper scientific foundation for ev- 
16 ery pertinent phase of wild life management, but are ob- 
17 viously unable to finance the expanded investigations ab- 
18  solutely needful for proper development, therefore, 
19 Your Memorialist, the eleventh Legislature of the state 
20 of Arizona, in regular session assembled, urgently re- 
22 quests congress to authorize and appropriate the sum of 
21 twenty-five thousand ($25,000.00) dollars for the im- 
28 mediate establishment by the Biological Survey of the Un- 
24 ited States Department of Agriculture of a Southwestern 
25 Wild Life Experiment Station, at or near the University 
.26- of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, to undertake the necessary 

27 researches. 

2
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University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE St a October eI ; 7 932 

Mr ie Aldo Leopold AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
As you know, I am attending the university this win- 

ter and carrying a full course in addition to keeping up the fied 

work, which means that I am continually on the verge of being swamp- 

ed with work. It is however all very interesting and worthwhile, 

put it leaves little time for such things as correspondence, so you 

will have to overlook the fault if I fail to write often. 
I received the reprint on the Iowa Game Survey, and 

also the quail mamagement bulletin you sent and have read both with 

great interest. I wish we had a bit more money available at the 

university so I might get a few publications on the press which are 

now hanging fire, but I guess that will happen in time if I am a bit 

more patient. j 
The educational circulars are not yet on the press, 

but I have taken the Matter up with President Shantz, and believe I 

will get some action soon; one trouble has been that the university 
hes no series which provides for such publishing, and prezy hopes to 

make my publications an individual series which I am highly in fav- 

Ori OL, 
I heve started a historical study of the Gambel and 

am enclosing a form letter and questionnaire which I am sending out 

+o two hundred "Old Timers" in the state. I can think of no better 

way of establishing the contacts necessary for such a study,and hope 

in this manner to get many leads that will prove of real velue. What 
do you think of the ideaf? I have arranged with Dr. A.E.Douglas, our 

astronomer of National fame, and discoverer of the tree ring method 

of past climatic condition studies, to join me in applying the tree- 

ving methods of study as a check for my historical findings, and then 

in turn use these for g developement of game henagementbmethods in 

the future. I believe this will inject ant entirely new maxke angle 

\nto any present day game management policies, and is something that 
Ivam highly enthousiastic about. I have had this in mind for some 
time, and was highly elated to find Dr. Douglas grestly interested 

when I explained the idea to hin. . 
We are having some coldwet, weather at present, and 

& expect to see a rather severe winter. I was quite surprised to 
find ducks on the border two months ago which is quite a bit early, 
and perhaps indicative of severe weather farther north. The Lark 
Buntings also came in about fifteen days early, and the Cooper hawks 
have been coming in in steadily increasing numbers for the past 
month. All this may, or may not,mean anything, but I am inclined 
to accepb it as an indicator of bad weather. ; 

I must close now and pound out some German. 
Trusting to hear from you soon, and with best per- 

sonal regards, I an, 

Very truly yours, 

Ds ] Fo "



- Oct. 28, 1932 

Mr. David M. Gorsuch i 

College of Agriculture 
. University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dave: 

Thanks for giving me the news on your doings 
and plans. ' 

: The qrestionnaire is, I thinka perfectly sound 
way of getting contacts and weeding out the good ones. 
I kmow you already understand that verification by 
personal interview will be necessary for most of the material 
they send in. ; 

I am delighted to kmow that Dr. Douglas is throwing 
in on your historical study. You may remember that I was 
always keen about this, but I think your idea of using his 
climatic history is especially good. 

I have not succeeded in scaring up anything since 
the Iowa job was over. Right now I am temporarily engaged 
by Wisconsin to organize some demonstration areas, with 
special attention to winter feeding. 

I have worked up some of the horns you sent me 
and found they contained especially good material. 

With best regards, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh Y



: University of Arizona 

Tucson 
College of Agriculture 

and 
Agricultural Experiment Station 

‘ Dear Sir: 

Your state university is conducting an investigation 

of the Gambel quail to determine its present status, and de- 

velop methods of producing greater numbers of this fine bird. 

The Gambel quail is without question our premier game bid, 

but is equally valuable as a destroyer of noxius weeds and 

insects; in countless other ways it proves an invaluable part 

of Arizona's wild life, and should be given every consideration. 

To best apply our present knowledge of this bird it 

is necessary to know something of its past history, The greater 

portion of such information can be collected from only one source, 

i. e., the "Old Timers," or those who have lived in Arizona for 
some years, and have first hand knowledge of conditions in the 

past. : 

To collect such information the enclosed questionnaire 

has been drawn up, and is submitted with the hope that you will 

cooperate by answering the questions asked, and return this to 
the writer, The infomation you have may furnish the solution 

to problems that would otherwise go unsolved so your help will 

be doubly appreciated, If the blanks following questions are 

not sufficient for your answers, use the reverse side of the 

sheets, or if you have information on quail in localities other 

than that in which you live add this on the reverse side also. 

Trusting you will find it convenient to comply with 

this request, and thanking you in advance for your cooperation, 

I am 

Very truly yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch .



HISTORICAL QUESTIONNAIRE ON GAMBEL QUAIL ; GOSS 
, S) Dy 

(eae 
1, Your full name: 

2. Address: i 

3. How long have you lived at this address? 

4. How is the Gambel quail crop in your vicinity: Excellent? 

Normal? Poor? 

5. Do you have more, or less, quail than in former years? 

6. Which years do you recall as being excellent quail years? 

Normal? Poor? 

7. (If remembered, state fully conditions of weather and range during these 

years: 

saree ts il igi tice cilasnipaeliinnitmetnusisiialiae 

Be To what do you attribute Gambel quail decreases, or increases? 

(Check one of more) 

a. Hunters Lack of hunters : 

b. Predators Lack of Predators 

¥c, Shelter Lack of shelter 

*d, Food supply Lack of food supply ) j 

e. Climate 

f. Disease Lack of disease 

* By shelter is meant natural shelter such as trees, bushes, 

grass, weeds, etc. 
* By food supply is meant natural food supply such as leaves, sprouts, 

seeds of weeds, grasses, cacti, and beans of mesquite, catclaw, 

palo verde, berries, etc,
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9. Do you own or lease land? 

10. Do you permit hunting on same? 

11. If your land is closed to hunting how has this affected the quail supply? 

(Estimate percent of increase, or decrease, during the number of years 

this land has been closed to hunting) 

se en sen reget ie CDRA INET RRECR: 

12. Do you consider the Gambel quail an asset on your land? 

13. Do you want more quail on your land, or in your vi cinity? 

14. Will you cooperate with the Gambel Quail Investigation to produc® more 

quail? 

15. How long have you lived in Arizona? 

sranirsenseiienneieiaevoeie nemesis tens ncenineintetn eniahainanincitaarauainenanibcmematibin tanec ncaamiananeattiabinataadmcniiiniiitle 
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Return to: 

D. M. Gorsuch 

Gambel Quail Investigation 

University of Arizona



August 15th, 1932 

Dr. Ghas, 7, Vorhies, Our File: 
University of arisom, Cane 
'Queson, Arison. f 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

Avizons Fellowship 

Acknowledging yours of the 9th: i 

We are very gled to learn that the 
Inetitate's contrittion of 3600. will enable you to 
complete the third year of the Arizona Fellowship, at 
which time you will either close the work or find other \ 

‘ methods of financing same. In view of these facts, we 
are enclosing the Institute's check for $600., em with 
it wish to extem ow appreciation of your eooperation 
in this matter, 5 ; { 

Several copies of Mr. Gorsuch's 
progress report have just come to hand, and we are today 

et pee game to the mombers of our Committee on Restora- ' 
tion and Proteotion of Game, together with copy of your 
letter, s that they my be informed of the status of 
this Fellowship. : 

Oh very truly, ; 

OSC :HB ' Secretary 

Wnel. (check) 

Copies to Messrs. @. C. Dill 
J, M, Olin ae 
Aldo Leopold AS



Unibersity of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL eseatMeN STATION 

aoe August 9, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On returning yesterday from a month's 
vacation I was greatly pleased to find the correspond- 
ence indicating that the S.A.A.M.I. had made a $600 
appropriation toward the Quail Fellowship, but sorry 
that my absence had caused a delay which might look 
like indifference. 

I have just written a letter direct to 
Mr. Comeaux expressing our appreciation, giving him the 
assurance he desires, and taking care of other details, 
a copy of which is herewith enclosed. It does not in- 
clude a copy of the budget or financial contributions 
for the reason that President Shantz is out of the city 
and the final arrangement of funds will have to await 
his return. That the work can now be carried through 
the year is assured, however. 

I can scarcely express adequately to you 
my appreciation of your continued interest and active 
endeavors in behalf of the Gambel Quail Fellowship. 
Accept my most sincere thanks. 

Very sincefely yours, 

cTV-v Entomologist.



August 9, 1932 f 

Mr. C. Stewart Comesux, Secretary 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mfrs. Institute 
103 Park Avenue 
New York City, New York 

Dear Sir: 

On my return yesterday from a month's vacation, 
I was delighted to find on my desk communications from Mr. 
Leopold with enclosures from yourself advising that an 
appropriation of $600 toward completion of the Arizona 
Fellowship had been approved. I am, however, very sorry 
that my absence has resulted in a delay which may have ap- 
peared to indicate a lack of appreciation of this addition- 
al appropriation. 

We do, in fact, appreciate to the utmost this ap- 
propriation, which is sufficient with the funds raised here 
to assure continuance of the Fellowship through another 
year, thus completing a three-year term of work on our quail 
problem. t 

I note that you desire assurance that you will not 
be called upon for further assistance on this Fellowship. I 
can assure you that the $600 appropriation will enable us to 
finance the third year of this investigation, thus placing 
it on the same basis as to time as the other fellowships, 
= that we shall expect either to close the work at the end 

£ that period or to find other financing for it. 

In a day or two, as soon as the typing can be done, 
I shall send you several copies of Mr. Gorsuch's progress 
report on the work up to near the close of the last fiscal 
year. When the work is completed and a final report is pre- 
pared we shall of course be glad to see that you have copies. 

The check may be sent directly to F, M, Walker, 
Bursar of the University, or to me to be turned over to his 
office. I believe the other checks have come through me, but 
sending direetly to Mr. Walker would do equally as well. 

Again assuring you of our sincere appreciation of 
the generosity of the Institute, especially in view of the 
times, I am 

; Sincerely yours, 

CIV-v Entomologist,



‘ University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

A 

Mr. Aldo Leopold AGRICULTURAL Eee ane STATION August 7, 1932 

905 University Ave. } VR : 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
It certainly was a pleasure to receive the copy 

| of your letter to Dr. Vorhies which I found in my mail today. 

I do not know how to express the gratitude I feel 

for the interest and energy your have spent on this project, but 

you may rest assured that I shall do everything jn my power to 

| justify the confidence you have placed in me andjhake the Gambel 
\ Quail Investigation a complete success. 

| Dr. Vorhies has been away on a vacation for the 
| past month, but will return tomorrow when you shall heer from hin, 

| and I am sure he too will be overjoyed at the good news. It was 
1 very generous of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' 
\ Institute to contribute in this fashion,with a depleted budget, 

and you may express my personal appreciation to Mr. Commeaux, and 
j all others who have been instrumental in this. 

Will you be in Madison during the Christmas hol- 

idays? I am planning on driving to Iowa to visit my wifes people 

at that time, and would certainly like to spend at least a few 

days with you in Madison if it would not inconvenience you. We 

would of course stop at hotels,and ask only for the time that you 
could spare. There are so many things I want to discuss with 
you that I can think of no more favorable opportunity. It is 
just possible that we may go on to Georgia to visit Stoddard, and 
perhaps Grange. 

The Gambel crop is short in southern Arizona this 

season due to small hatches. This is partly due to eggs being 

chilled by cold spring temperatures} and small clutches caused 

perhaps by the lack of proper sex stimuli as represented in short- 

ages of certain vegetative foods which I believe I can trace. The 

situation in the central part of the state is comparable so far as 

I can determine, and on which I am checking this month. 

I have on hand a wealth of material to be Brought 

in form for publishing this winter, and will be kept more than 

busy both at the desk and in the field. 
I am returning some of the favors of the Game and 

[ Fish Commission by starting a series of educational circulars on 

wild life,the first of which is on the Gambel quail, and should 

| pe ready to circulate in about three weeks. I intend first goingg 

through the game birds then taking the hawks, owls, coyote, etc., 

and hope later to introduce these leaflets into the public schools 

of the state. It is one way to start a real educational dampaign 

{ and I believe will be productive of good results. 
Mrs. Gorsuch says dinner is ready, so I will close 

by again expressing my thanks to you. 
With begt personal wishes, I am, 

seat minh Vein Letter % Olah, tGrraced? 
mame a ie 

p 4 Chon t-Autehanf Auth, Hee D. M. Gorsuch



Wniversity af Arizona 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

July 28, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just heard that through your influence 
we have secured from the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers! Institute an appropriation of $600 toward 
the continuation of the Gambel Quail Fellowship. 

You know, of course, how mach interested we are 

in this work and I appreciate more than I ean say the : 
help you have given us. I hope we will be! able to round 
out this work in pretty good shape during the coming year. 
It would have been almost impossible without this assis-— 
tance and I want to thank you sincerely both personally 2 
and in the name of the university. F 

Sincerely yours, 

H. L. Shantz 
President 

HLS:C



SpPoRTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

July 25th, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Our File: 
905 University Ave., Game 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
University of Arizona Fellowship 

Acknowledging yours of the 20th, and 
supplementing mine of the 21st: 

Inasmuch as you have already advised 
Dre Vorhies that the Institute will make the contribution, I 
presume a few days' delay in sending the check will not be 
fatal, and I will therefore await reply from you of mine of 
the 2lst, as to how best to extract from Dr. Vorhies expression 
of opinion that the Institute will not be called upon for a 
further donation in connection with the Arizona Fellowship. 

As you have handled these arrangements, 
and have certain relations to continue, I hesitate to say any- 
thing that would embarrass you. However, when this final ap- 
propriation was authorized by Chairman Olin, I was specifically 
requested to secure a definite expression that this 8600, will 
enable the interested parties to complete the Arizona investiga- 
tion and that we would not be called upon for a further donation, 

Will you therefore please be good enough 
to advise me just how this question shall be asked of Dr. Vorhies 
when we sem him the Institute check, ; 

At the same time please advise whether you 
think a copy of your letter of the 20th to me should be sent to 
the Game Committee, or if you had better re-write this for that 
purpose. 

Please let me hear from you. 

(i Fie NG 

CSC :HB Secretary
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July 28, 1932 

Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mfgrs. Institute 
103 Park Avenue t ‘ 
New York, N. Y. (ih 

Dear Stewart: 

If you wish to send my letter of July 20 to the 
Game Committee, you may substitute for the firet paragraph the 
following: 

"Your letter of July 18 is the best news that has 
appeared on my desk for quite a while. I am writing Dr. Vorhies, 

_esking him to give you his direct assurance that the Institute - 
will not be called upon for any additional contributions to the 
gambel quail project. When you are ready to make the remittance 
it should be sent to Dr. Chas. T. Vornies, and the cheel: should 
be payable to the treasurer of the University of Arizona." 

; Meanwhile I have written Dr. Vorhies as inclosed. 

ve ; : Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. %



Copy to Mr. Comeaux 

July 28, 1932 

Dr. Chas. T. Vorhies 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

It appears that the appropriation made by the 
Institute was with the proviso that its secretary, Mr. Comeaux, 
avait your assurance that no additional appropriations from 
the Institute will be necessary before making the remittance. 
By reason of this stipulation Mr. Comeaux is holding the 
remittance until he hears from you. Unless you have already 
written him on this point, I would sugzest that you do so. : 

I think the intent was to asic whether the Univer- 
sity can now go through with this project if it receives this 
additional help, or at least to be assured that no continuing 
drain on the Institute budget is to be anticipated. 

With best regaris, 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALDO LBOPOLD 

AL/ via
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TUCSON 6 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE - 

AND F eo 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Field work has kept me from being prompt with my 

correspondence so that I have been unable to reply to your kind 3 
—» letter of June 22. 

Am glad the cow horns arrived alright and that they 
were satisfactory. I surely will keep them in mind, and have ad- 
ded a saw to my field equipment for the purpose of cutting them 
off the cow as I find them. 

As the title implied the progress report was far 
from being complete, but touched only on some of the principal fac- 

tors involved. A call came from the Game Commission for a report, 

giving me very little time to draw it up,so that it was not even 
edited before going out. ie 

Since starting on this project it has been my dream 

+o finally publish a complete work on the "Quail of Arizona". Using 

the Gambel qyail as a basic foundation for this work enables me to 

develope methods to the extent that work on the other Arizona spec- 

jes should be greatly facilitated. I think this work would be high- 

ly desirable and of great value both to science end sport, to say 

nothing of pure ornithology. Here is something else that I do not 
at present care to have known. I was asked by a California ornith- 
ologist the other day if I would work out the eight species of quail 
in Sonora if he could interest a wealthy friend who is.making a col- 
lection of Sonoran birds. My answer was of course’Yes; but that I 
first want to work out the Arizona species for practical reasons. 

The Sonoran job would take much more time, and require Mexican res- 

idence for several years, but would make a beautiful problem. The 

desirable thing now is to continue the Gambel work to completion, 

the™the Arizona quail as a group, with the Sonora birds as a follow- 

up. For the near future I can think only of the continuance of the 

Gambel work, and then the Arizona group,both of which I hope can be 

mede possible, but the Mexican proposition will be kept in mind, and 

if nothing else is possible I may try to get this financed. 
You ere aware that to date the only money raised has 

peen the $1200 from the University. If no more is forthcoming I 
shall do my best to get by on this, but how to do so will be a prob- 

lem, and will mean the abandonment of most of the program I had in 

mind for this year’s work. In my program for this year I had inelud- 

ed the establishing a rather large series of small total protection 

areas throughout the Gambel range in this state for the purpose of 

determining the effects of graging by both stock and rodents upon 

quail covert’ and foods, the effects of hunting, quail increases 

with habitet rehabilitation, the best type of protection areas to 

pe used in game management programs, fluctations of numbers to be 

expected under present conditions versus primative conditions] ete. 

Also a series of small propagationNpens to hold one pair of birds 

each in as many localities as possible that show the desired ecolog- 

ieal variations so thet positive local variations in life habits may 

be determined. Beginning at the present date I had planned on



| University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

checkerboarding the state to determine other habit differences due 
to varying ecological factors, particularly regarding foods and 
nesting habits, and to recommend certain areas to be closed or op- 
ened to hunting as the case may be. I shall do what I can, but you 
can easily appreciate the cost involved in such a program, and the 
terrific amount of work it would take to carry out these plens un- 
aided as I am. Since the $1200 does not carry with it an additional 
allotment for expense I will be forced to use this both as salary 
and expense, and at present do not see how it can be done. The car 
will, of course, be kept up by the Game Commission. 

My interest in the work increases daily, but regard- 
less of our interests there are certain financial limitations that 
one must bow to. I am\trying to maintain my optimism, but it would 
be foolish not to face the facts as they stand. My interests are 
in Arizona and Mexico so I join you in hoping that I may remain here 
and stay in this work which I consider so valuable. Your efforts to 
aid have been greatly appreciated and regardless of what happens 
will always be among my most pleasant memories. However, we all 
nope for the best, end I shall stay with the work until it becomes’ f 
a matter of being starved out, but for the welfare of the project 
I do hope it can be properly financed before too much time is lost. | 

I am just completing the first of a series of educ- 
ational circulars to jbe handed sportsmen, used in primary schools, 
etc. I hope to make this a basic part of a campaign of education 
which the Game Warden and the University have agreed to carry on 
throughout the state. Will send you a copy of this soon. 

I will\write you again soon, but must quit now and 
get dovm below to take a few birds, and look at a blind} 

With sincerest best wishes, I am, } ; 

Very truly yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch 
Gambel Quail Investigation



PRESIDENT, ELLIOTT C. DILL VICE-PRESIDENT, EVANS MCCARTY SEC'Y-TREAS., C. STEWART COMEAUX 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE _ 

103 PARK AVENUE ye 

NEW YORK ious A 

July 2lst, 1932 yore Ue 

yor ‘ wn en 

ae a 

Mr. 4ldo Leopold, Our File: 
905 University Avenue, Game 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

University of Arizona Fellowship 

Supplementing my letter of the 18th 
relative to the Arizona Fellowship: 

We failed to suggest at the time that 
it would be desirable for us to have a definite expres- 
sion from the parties at interest in connection with this 
Arizona investigation, to the effect that we will not be 
called upon for a further donation. 

When you advise me just how the payment 
is to be made, I trust at the same time you will also give 
us definite assurance that we will receive no further re- 
quest, or will advise me how to secure such a statement. 
I think it is necessary that we have this for our record. 

With kind regards, I am 

bs ee 
CSC :S Secretary



Copies to Gorsuch ip 

daly 20, 1932 

‘Dr. Chas. T. VYorhies 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona f 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

I am much relieved to be able to send you the attached copy of a 
letter from Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, secretary of the Sporting Arms and 
Ammunition Mamfacturers' Institute, containing the good news that the 

: Institute has appropriated $600 toward the contimation of the gambel 
quail fellowship for the coming year. 

I am particularly appreciative of their setion, since I happen to 
imow that they are operating on a very low budget. ‘Their aporoval of 
my recommendation carries in addition to the funds involved a 
Yecognition of the excellent spirit of self-help which the University of 
Arizona has shown in attempting to keep this work going. 

You will note thet Nr. Comeaux requests that the Institute be 
furnished with a full report of the results. It is not clear whether he 
refers to the results of the financial campaign or the results of the 
researeh, I siggest that you send him both. Corsuch's recent progress 
report is, I suppose, available in mimeographed form and if you will 
send Mr. Comeaux a half-dozen copies he can distribute then to the meubers 
of the Gane Committee. I also suggest that you send him an outline of the 
coming year's budget ani the various contributors. 

I am advising Mr. Comeaux to make remittance to you, payable to the 
treasurer of the University of Arizona. 

Will you kindly notify Mr. Yin. H. Heger of the Arizona Game Protective 
Association, who has been very solicitous for this project? 

In order that Gorsuch may not be kept in suspense any longer than 
necessary, I am sending him a copy of this letter direct. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Inél.



PRESIDENT, ELLIOTT C. DILL VICE-PRESIDENT, EVANS MCCARTY SEC'Y-TREAS., C, STEWART COMEAUX 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

July 18th, 1932 ; 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Our File: 
905 University Aveme, Game 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

University of Arizona Fellowship 

Returning correspondence sent by you 
to Mr. J. Me. Olin under date of dune 3rd, with reference 
to the Arizona Fellowship: 

I wish to advise that at the request 
of Mr. Olin I have. secured approval of an appropriation 
of $600. This contribution, together with the added 
funds that the University has been able to secure, will 
permit the completion of the Arizona Fellowship. 

However, it would be extremely desir- 
able as soon as this is accomplished, that the Institute 
be furnished with a full report of the results. 

In view of the above, will you please 
advise me just how we shall bring this appropriation with 
the necessary check to the attention of the University of 
Arizona. 

a very truly, 

ark es 

csc:s Secretary 

Encl.



Unisersity of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL deans STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY June 16 ; 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just realize this morning that I have been a lit- 
tle neglectful, in that i could have replied to your favor 
of June 3 a few days earlier. I regret, therefore, to say 
that nothing further has been definitely accomplished +hen 
here in regard to the quail fellowship. The State Game As- 
sociation does not have sufficient funds to make a contri- 
bution which would be of any consequence. They are much 
interested and if it comes toa poses where even a small 
donation would be useful they will’prepared to make it. 
Personally I am not at all surprisha at this because the 
State Association has gotten along all of these years on an 
income of 50 cents from each member and it seemed to me 
quite out of the question for the organization to put up a 
sum of money which would be of consequence in this emergency. 

We are glad to have seen a copy of your letter to 
Mr. Olin and we shall await with much interest the reply. 

There is fortunately some surplus still remaining 
in the fellowship fund which will doubtless amount to as 
much as $400, after this month's expenditures have been de- 
ducted. Perhaps there may be a little more than that. I 
take it that this money cannot go to anything else and that 
there is no fund into which it can revert so that we are 
that much to the good above the amounts mentioned in our 
letters of the last of May. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CTV-v Entomologist. 

hal 
a



i University of Arizona " 
} TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Jum 4, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am qjmclosing a copy of the progress 
report recently canpleted that I thought you might like 

to have. Pressure of wak has forced me to make this 
very brief so that only a few of the most important 
factors are considered. 

Since last writing yo the Game and Fish 
Commission have agreed to emtinue furnishing my car 
and covering all car expense including tires, gasoline, 
repairs, etc. This leaves us the approximte balance , 
of $1300 to make up the $5000 necessary for the continu- 
ence of the work, We really feel quite optimistic with 
the way things are going, but we must look to sources 
outside the state for the remaining funds. The state 
G.P.A. and Biological Survey are petitioning Mr. John 
Olin to use his influen ce in getting this money from 
the Sporting Arms am Amunition Mfgs., but we do not 
know what the result will be. Be assured that we are 
doing everything possible to keep the work alive. 

I have gathered together sae horns for 
you, but they are sanewhat scattered. I will, however, 
have then all together and mail them to yo on my next 
trip to town. Sorry I was so delayed in this. 

With kindest regards, I eam 

: Very truly yours, 

D. 771. Gereck 
DMG-L D. M. Gorsuch



A Brief ah Report 
° 

GAMBLE QUAIL INVESTIGATION 

July 27, 1930 
to 

May 1, 1932 

D. M. Gorsuch 

University of Arizona



Foods 

It has been found that vegetable matter constitutes approxi- 

mately 90 percent of all foods taken, This is composed of the fruit, 

seeds, leaves, and pulp of many species some of the most important 

of which are: Prosopis velutina (seeds and buds), Phoradendron 

geliformicum (berries), Echinocactus wislizenii (seeds numerous 
winter annuals in sprouting form, Sophia ochraleuca (seeds and pods), 

Geltis pallida (fruit), Astragalus nuttallii (seeds and pods), 
Boerhaavia watsonii (seeds), Lycium andersonii (berries), several 

species of Opuntia (fruit pulp, and seeds), and countless others, 

Animal matter composed of grasshoppers, various small beetles, 

leafhoppers, scale, small worms, etc., make up the remaining, Young 

birds in their first month of life take small grasshoppers, and 

tender worms almost ex@lusively, to meet their water requirement as 

well as food; this is gradually supplemented with vegetable matter 

until by the time they heave reachea adult size the bulk of their 

food is vegetable. 

Thirty stomachs examined for the month of August, 1930, shay 

one hundred fourteen species of plant and animal food which indicates 

the great variety of foods taken. 

All stomachs taken are first examined in the field and then 

sent to the Division of Food Habits, United States Biological Survey 

where a complete analysis is made. This is a time consuming process 

requiring specially trained workers, and can not at present be car- 

ried on by the investigation.
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Water 

Drinking of water is not necessary to the well being of 

Gambel quail in their native state. 

It has been found that the concentrations of birds about 

corrals and water holes is due to the attraction of seeds and other 

foods which the birds secure from the droppings of cattle and cer- 

tain forms of wild life such as coyotes, foxes, ete. The water it- 

self is not the drawing power. 

Gambel quail have been found nesting successfully as much as 

four miles from water raising their broods in the localities where 

hatched, Birds taken within one-half mile of water have never been 

found with water in the crop. 

In the winter of 1950-31 mesquite beans were abundant, and 

great concentrations of quail were found, during their feeding 

periods, at the water holes; a small pereentage of these would 

drink, but the majority shoved no interest in the water, The 

following winter, 1951-32 there were no mesquite beans, due to the 

erop having been destroyed by cutworms while in the bud the pre- 

vious spring. As a result no con¢entrations of equail were at the 

watering places which were so popular the previous winter, and 

during the entire season not a single quail was seen drinking. 

Where water occurs within a certain covey range or close 

to its border the birds will quite frequently indulge in drinking, 

put actual drinking is not necessary to the life of the quail.
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Salt 

During the winter of 1930-31 countless quail were seen eating 

the rock salt which cattlemen place about the waterholes and else- 

where for their cattle and horses, Further research is necessary to 

dStermine just what motivates this salt eating, but it is believed to 

be related to the manure taken by the birds in scratching for mesquite 

beans. 

In the winter of 1931-32 no instance of this salt eating was 

found, nor were there any mesquite beans. Wo injurious or beneficial 

effects were noted as resulting from this salt habit. 

Banding 
During the first winter of the investigation no banding was 

Gone due to an unfortunate iliness of the author, Last winter 1931-52, 

fifty-seven birds were banded at the Boyce-Thompson Arboretum, Superior, 

Arizona, eighty-eight on the Santa Rita Range Reserve, and fifteen 

in the Santa Cruz Valley ten miles south of Tueson, making in all 

one hundred sixty birds. 

It has been proved from this banding that daily movements are 

even smaller than at first supposed, seldom extending beyond three 

hundred yards in any direction fran the roost. Harassment by two 

cooper hawks caused one covey to move three hundred seventy yards on 

one occasion, and om another the same covey was seen approximtely 

five hundred yards from the roost; in this instance the cause of the 

movement could not be determined. 

One whistling cock was found to have established a post four- 

tenths of a mile from the covey roost, but this was an individual and 

not a covey. These whistlers will at times move great distances fram 

their range in their efforts to gain a mate,
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Much experimental painting of quail to determine covey and 

individual movements was carried on, but all ended in failure. The 

use of a newly developed, colored band is now being practiced. 

whistlers 

The term is used to designate those cocks seen perched atop a 

hackberry, mesquite or other bush or tree during the nesting season, 

and at intervals of about thirty seconds emitting a high shrill whis- 

tle consisting of a single note. 

All evidence to date indicates these are bachelor cocks who 

whistle in this manner until approached by an unmated hen with whom 

they mate, and immediately stop whistling. All evidence refutes the 

popular belief that these are mated birds whistling over nests, 

Nesting 

In normal years the nesting starts in earnest about April 1. 

Late or early spring seasons way advance or retard this date, be- 

eause of food supply, soll temperatures, or both. 

In the summer of 1931, 26 nests observed showed a suceessful 

hatching of six, eight lost due to abandonment directly traceable 

to man, nine lost to predators, and three of which the fate is un- 

known. At least six of those abandoned could have been saved which 

would have given a possible increase of one hundred percent. Although 

not definitely proved, three of those raided were believed lost to 

house cats, and as these losses could also have been avoided, and were 

indirectly due to man, the evidence points to the majority of nest ing 

losses being caused by agencies that can be removed,
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Cocks do not take part in incubation duties under normal emdi- 

tions, If the hen is removed or suffers an injury that prevents her 

setting on the eggs he will take over the nest, and is a more tenacious 

incubator than the hen, if present evidence is to be believed, 

The chief enemies of nesting found to date are the cottonrat 

{Sigmodon hispidus), and the round tail ground squirrel (Citellus 

tereticaudus), House cats will also destroy any nests found and 

usually get the incubating bird. Coyotes, skunks, foxes, etc., are 

not nearly so important factors as believed by many. Eighty stomachs 

of roadrumners (Geococeyx californianus) have been taken. ‘hese were 

selected for their close proximity to young quail or quail nests, mt 

analyses show no eggs or the remains of young quail in their stomachs. 

In view of their highly insectivorous food habits they shauld be 

strictly protected. 

Natural Enemies 

Too much ¢mphasis has been placed on the importance of preda- 

tors in their relation to quail numbers. 

During the winter of 1931-32 severe climatic conditions in sur- 

rounding states and in the higher altitudes of Arizona caused a great 

concentration of cooper (Accipiter cooperii) and sharp-shinned hawks 

(Aeeipiter velox) in the lower levels of muthern drizma, Great in- 

roads were made by these hawks into Gambel quail mumbeSs, some coveys 

being preyed upon uatil the breeding nuclei were almost wiped out in 

vertain restricted localities. ‘These hawks and this condition of 

Climate furnish strking exceptions to what takes place during the 

normal year, however, and these two species should not be compared 

with beneficial species such as the redtail (Buteo b. callurus) and 

others.
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Skunks, foxes, coyotes, bobcats, etc., take an oecasional quail 

which is usually under par in some manner, and so should be remved 

to maintain the high degree of heakth of the species. The Gambel 

quail is an exceptionally wary and energetic bird that is well able 

to avoid its natural enemies unless the habitat is far removed from 

its primitive condition. 

Paxesives and Diseases 

Seven extoparasites have been found on the Gambel to date, 

two of which are lice, two hippoboseid flies, two tieks, and one chig- 

ger, or redbug. The lice are present at 211 seasais, but more plen- 

tiful in the early fall months when the ticks, flies, and chiggers 

are also most numerous; all remain throughout most of the winter 

months, Although these at times cause the quail. great discomfort, 

particularly birds nesting late in the seasm, no really injurious 

effects have been noted resulting from them, and it is doubtful if 

they ever become a menace, 

At least four endoparasites including tape (Cestodes) in the 

small intestine, roundworms (Nematodes) in the proventriculus and 

caecum were found. All seem to represent a uormal condition necessary 

to the correct functioning of the digestive system, for in the few 

eases where these were found entirely absent the birds were under per 

in some respect, and did not reach nozmal weights. 

Only one dead bird was found in the field that had apparently 

died of other than mechanical injury, This may have been a case of 

bacterial disease, but could not be determined because of advanced 

putrefaction. Disease is believed to play no important role in 

Gambel quail numbers.
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Habitat 

The Gambel quail is a bird of broken country being seldom 

found in those areas of a decidedly flat, level nature. Throughout 

its range in Arizona it is confined chiefly to the washes where its 

numbers can roughly be said to be in direct proportion to the size 

of the wash and the density of the vegetation pw esént. 

Desert hackberry (Celtis pallida) is without doubt the key 

plant to the quail situation in those areas where it occurs, Other 

comparable plant species such as zizyphus, condalia, ete., replace 

it in some localities, but all furnish foods and because of their 

dense growth, and priekly branches offer splendid protection against 

hawks and other predators. Many areas that have all other quail 

requirements do not have the birds because of the lack of one or more 

of these vegetative species. Certain species of cacti (Opuntias) 

are sometimes used as roosts where nothing else suitable can be 

found. 

Following the sumer rains, when the grasses have reached a 

good height, Gambel quail will sometimes feed onto the mesas that 

at other seasons furnish so little cover that they are largely quail 

blanks. 

Overgrazing by stock has ruined many good quail habitats. The 

reduction of cover resulting from too heavy pressure by stock is 

pound to cause a rapid decrease in the numbers of those plant species 

upon which the quail are dependent; an actual food competition is 

also set up. On the other hend, where moderate grazing is carried 

on in mesquite country the stock furnish a medium by which the birds 

can obtain the mesquite beans, of which they would otherwise be
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deprived, or could get only in limited numbers. 

The greatest danger of overgrazing may lie in the fact that 

quail do not seem to move from a threatened area, but gradually be- 

come reduced in numbers as the habitat is ravaged until the breeding 

nucbus is wiped out and the covey exterminated, 

Sex Ratio 

Many believe that the Cock Gambels greatly outnumber the hens. 

Since the cock is by far the more obvious, because of his greater 

aggressiveness and brighter plumage, it can easily be seen how this 

belief arose. He is always more evident in the field as he laggs 

behind, and so is most frequently taken by hunters, or seen by casu- 

al observers. 

One hundred sixty birds trapped in three widely separated 

localities dwring the winter of 1951-32 show seventy-eight cocks 

and eighty-two hens. The number is not great enough to accept as 

final throughout the entire Gumbel quail range, but it is believed 

to be a good indicator, and bears out other observations of the 

author that the sexes are relatively equal in numbers in those areas 

that have not been subjected to pot-shooting. In shooting the birds 

on the ground, which is often done, more cocks would be taken than 

hens, and so lead to the belief that they are more numerous. 

Weights 
To reach the highest degree of accuracy in weights a large 

number of birds should be taken at all seasons over a period of at 

least five years; unfortunately such figures are not yet available. 

The weights tabulated below are those found on one hundred twenty 

birds some of which were taken from birds shot and others from live,
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trapped birds, 

A method was devised for weighing trapped birds just before 

banding and releasing them, A small cloth sack of known weight was 

made to fit the shoulders of the bird snugly holding the wings to the 

sides to prevent struggling. Immediately the sack was slipped over 

the head the bird would cease struggling which greatly facilitated 

the work of both weighing, and banding, 

Weights of Gambel Quail, July 1950 to May, 1932. 

Number Sex Average Grams weight 
70 Coeks 170.8 

50 Hens 161.3 

120 Both 167.0 

Several birds were taken that weighed more than 190 grams, 

the heaviest, a cock, weighing 195 grams. The lightest taken 

weighed 144 grams, but since this had an empty crop at a time of 

day when it should have been filled, the light weight may haye been 

eaused by the bird being imprisoned in a bush or tree for many hours 

by a hawk; this would result in loss of weight, and perhaps such 

birds should not be included in our tabulations; it is difficult 

to determine just where to stop on minimum weights. 

The difference shown in the weights of the sexes will doubt- 

less be partially overcome when greater numbers are available, but 

it is believed the average of both sexes is very close to the one 

hundred sixty-seven grams since so many birds fall within a gram 

or two of this weight.
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Propagation 

To maintain large propagation pens would mean the added ex- 

pense of employing at least one caretaker for the birds kept captive, 

or the abandonment of most field work, The first is impossible at 

the present time due to the financial status of the investigation, 

and the second would be most undesirable for, of th two, the field 

work is by far the most important. 

The author has evolved a system whereby individual pens, in 

which one pair of birds can raise their brood, are placed on the 

property of capable cooperators throughout the State. Notes are 

kept of the pro:ress made by the birds, and the autha visits these 

pes frequently to further instruct the cooperator, and get ell data 

accumulated, Only the keenest observers are permitted to ¢ cooperate 

in this manner. Future plans include the installation of many of 

these pens in localities throughout the State which offer great 

differences in ecological conditions, and where local variations in 

the reactions of the quail can be expected, 

. It might be added that many first class cooperators are now 

asking for permission to aid in this mamer, and the list is growing 

each day. 

cycles 
All evidence, both historical and that accumulated by the 

author during the investigation, points to a total absence of great 

fluetuations of quail numbers caused by disease, such as happens 

with native and European grouse, 

It is believed that the Gambel quail is as free of disease, 

if not more so, than any other north American Game bird, and that 

the introduction of eny non-native species into its renge should
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be strictly prohibited to prevent placing this fine bird in jeopardy 

by the intrhduction of some parasite or disease from which it is now 

free. 

Gambel quail numbers do fluctuate, to some extent, with climat- 

ic conditions. Extreme severity of summer rains over a prolonged 

period may reduce the length of the nesting seas causing smller 

numbers of birds to be hatehed than would normally occur. Extrene 

droughts may also result in less nesting due to lack of essential 

foods or lack of cover, but this is compensated for during good 

years, end is something over which we have Little control. 

Census. 

No satisfactory method of determining the number of quail 

within en area of large size has yet been found although various 

methods have been tried. 

To date the covey spotting method has given the best results, 

and until a better is found will be used. Where this method is used 

coveys are marked down on a known area, and the individual members 

of each covey counted, if possible. Where attempts to count the 

members of a covey fail, an average of the coveys already counted 

in that district is used. 

The Winter Shuffle 

Sometime between December 1, and January 1, the first of the 

plents termed "winter annuals" appear. This signals the consolida- 

tion of coveys into whet the authar has termed "communal bends", 

Coveys within a given area unite to form bands of from thirty to 

several huncred birds, and spend most of their time feeding upon 

the newly sprouted annuals, While so united the cocks and hens,
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who have not already mated, choose their mates, and when yot eating 

spend their time in courting antics. 

These communal bands last from two weeks to one month, and as 

they disperse the cocks go either with their new mate to the hens 

covey range, or the hen goes with the cock to his, If the mating 

has advanced far enough the pair may go to a new renge to nest, and 

if the hateh is large, ané they are successful in raising enough 

ehicks to make a good sized covey may remin where they nested thus 

establishing another covey range. This is believed to be the natural 

breaking away from the covey vange of the parents, and one of the 

few manners in which quail are disseminated. 

No tendencies toward covey migrations have been found, and are 

not believed to occur, Where persistently hunted by human hunters or 

hawks they will oceasionally establish a temporary range elsewhere, 

but usually return to the old ome onse the danger has passed, 

where a& covey has been reduced in numbers to two or three 

individuals these will invariably join the covey ranging closest to 

them which results in a reduced number of coveys with a somewhat con- 

stant number af birds in each, 

These communal bands and the tendencies of covey remants to 

join a neighboring covey mean an almost continual infusion of new 

blood into each vovey, which eliminates the necessity of inbreeding, 

and any evils that might result therefrom. 

Agziculture 

The Gambel quail shows a decided liking for agricultural dis- 

tricts, and because of their habit of eating countless weed seeds and 

insects are a valuable asset to the farmer, Unfortunately the modern
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practice of "Clean farming" leaves them little cover amd less food 

with the result that many farms upon which they formerly ranged mve 

been destroyed as quail habitats, and the birds have disappeared, 

Borders of various crops left around the edges of fields give 

the birds both shelter and food while weeds and grass left in fence 

corners and other unused places serve the sam purpose. Where a 

nest is found in the fields a small portion of the crop around it 

should be left standing, 

Housecats should be kept off farms and replaced by traps or 

poison if rats or mice need removal, while straying dogs should also 

be removed, or chained. 

Burning of fields and grasslands whould not take place during 

the nesting season, and never be indulged in if quail are present. 

Range of the Gambel Quail 

Reaching deeply into California on the west, and to the Rio 

Grande river on the east (maturally) gives the Gambel quail quite a 

wide range. The northern and suthern limits are meh more widely 

separated, however, for the bird extends into Utah, and, in its 

southern form (Lophortyx gambelii fulvipectus) has been taken as far 

south as Navajoa, Mexico, by J. T. Wright, who believes it to go even 

beyond this point. i 

In October the author made a trip into Sonora, Mexico to Soyopa, 

on the Yaqui River, then west to Tecoripa and return. Gambel quail 

were secured just 20 miles northwest of Tecoripa, about 300 miles 

south of the intemationak line. The birds were found running with 

both the masked bobwhite (Colinus ridgewayii), and with Benson quail
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(Lophortyx bensonii). The range of the bobwhite differs so vastly 

from that of the Benson quail that it speaks well for the versatil- 

ity of the Gambel quails range adaptability under the primitive con- 

ditions which exist there. 

The opportunity to study the birds under the most primitive 

conditions was found in Mexico, and gave the author the chance to 

obtain information that could have been secured in no other fashion. 

Future Work 

In addition to the continued tnvestigation of all data gath- 

ered to date the program for the future includes studies of: 

Pen experimentation: To determine the values of certain foods and 

their seasonal effects. Are they essential at certain periods or 

taken largely because of abundance? Which foods are toxic, and to 

what degree? Does the abundance or searcity of certain foods affect 

weights and general physical condition of the birds? How? Why the 

salt eating? Is it a complement of some foods? Is the taste for 

salt natural or acquired? What fbods stimlate nesting and other 

activities that are seasonal etc. 

(Many of these experiments will be carried on by the coopera~ 

tors, under supervision, and will then be checked by the author). 

The system of small pens being extended to include numerous loecali- 

ties and persons. 

Parasites and Disease: The complete identification of all parasites 

and their effects upon the birds, The establishwent of a parasitic 

norm for Gambel quail. 

Blood studies for the detection of any possible bacterial 

disease.
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The effects of shot wounds and other mechanical injuries upon 

the birds. Their recuperative powers following injury or disease, 

Hunting and Shooting: Sportsman~-like shooting versus pot-hunting. 

Pereentages of kills and wounded escapes. Shooting out coveys. Open 

seasons versus complete protection. The game refuge; which is desir- 

able, the large or small refugeY When should they be opened, if ever? 

It is planned to establish numerous small areas in many local-~ 

ities throughout Arizona which can be used as roosting and nesting 

grounds for Gambel quail. These must be given a maximum of protec- 

tion from natural guail enemies, and otherwise be as inviolate as 1+ 

is possible to make them, Many cooperators will be called on to aid 

in this work. Only natural rehabilitation of such areas will be 

resorted to unless it is proved that this will not suffice, 

Historical Studies: Much historical data has already been acewm- 

lated relative to the status of the Gambel quail in past years. 

Stoeckmen and other “old timers" are continually being questioned 

regarding quail numbers in former years, and much of this informa- 

tion is found to have real merit. 

Factors limiting Quail Ranges: A continuation of the study of those 

factors that determine which areas will support quail and whieh will 

not, What are the causes for quailless areas, and the opposite, or 

areas abounding with quail? Mueh work has been done on this problem, 

but many of the contributing causes are very obscure and need further 

investigation. This involves vegetative climatic, soil structure and 

temperature studies along with such extraneous factors as agricul- 

ture, grazing, ete. .
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Census Methods: To develop the best possible method whereby quail 

numbers can be arrived at. To compare present with future and past 

numbers so that we may better understand and overcome losses, and 

take advantage of increases, 

Status of the Gambel quail: Although the Gambel quail is in no danger 

of immediate extinetion, every effort is being put forth to find means 

of imereasing its numbers, and a emmtinued study of these various 

means is most essential at this time. Until we learn all the facts 

possible relating to its economie relationship to man, there is no 

chance of its receiving the consideration it so richly deserves, 

Its value as an agricultural aid, as an aesthetic beauty, a as food 

and sport goes unquestioned; there is also that intangible some~ 

thing about the bird that led a cooperator to say when asked what 

he most liked about them: “Oh, I don't know. I just like to have 

them around’ It is desired to give much further time and study to 

the economical side of the Gambel quail. 

Educational: buring the past two years it has been the authors plea- 

sure to address many groups of sportsmen, game and fish commissioners, 

womens clubs, etc., and the response in inquiries and interest aroused 

was more than gratifying. The public attitude is slowly, but surely, 

changing in regards to wild life, This is particularly true of 

Arizona's premier game bird, the Gambel quail. More facts are being 

demanded and are accepted eagerly by an ever increasing number of 

people who are beginning to realize something of the values of our 

game species, 

It is hoped that soon we may carry this campaign of education 

to a greater number by having it made a part of the eurrieuli of all 

schools,
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June 3, 1932 

Dr. Chas. %. Vorhies 
College of Agriculture 
University of Ari na 
Tucson, Arim na 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

I am delighted to hear from you and Taylor and Gorsuch 
and to know of your successful efforts to finance the gambel 
quail investigation for next year. JI can fully appreciate what 
you mast have put into the thing to get the result you have obe 
tained so far. I hope that you will express to President 
Shantz when you next see him my personal eppreciation of hig 
cooperation. : 

My letter to Mr. Olin attached is, I think, self- 
explaustory. Will you or Dr. Taylor please let me imow promptly 
ag soon as there is any news about the possible G.P.A. contri+ 
bution? 

Let me make it perfectly clear that I am not even sure 
that the Institute has retained any set-up for any Icind of game 
work. I would advise you strongly not to bank on any favorable 
response from them. 

If neither the Institute nor the @.P.A. can help, 
would it be possible to enter the year on a deficit on the 
chance that the National Research Council or somebody else might 

get under way in time to finish the job? 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Inel.



Copy to Dr. Vorhies 

June 3, 1932 

Mr. John M. Olin 
Winchester Repeating Arms Company 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

There is as yet no definite word from the National Research 
Council ag to what, if anything, they can do to augment the fund which 
the Institute tentatively set aside to contime game survey and game 
research work through that organization. 

- You will recall that the Institute met the University of Michigan 
50-50 on a scheme to continue the Hungarian partridge investigation for 
an additional 15 months beyond July 1, the University furnishing an 
instruetorship at $1,500 and the Institute $1,500 for travel and expense. 

I have been in touch with the University of Arizona, urging them 
to see what they could do to contime the gambel quail fellowship which, 
as you know, will have run only two years on July 1. You will probably 
recall from my reports that I regarded the Arizona showing as excellent, 
both with regard to the amount and quality of work and the degree of 
interest and support shown by the institution. 

I have now received from Professors Taylor and Vorhies the good 
news that they have raised the following emounts: OQ) from President 
Shantz of the University for fellowship stipend, (2) from President 
Shantz of the University for part of travel expense, $600; (3) from 
Arizona Game and Fish Department for maintenance and operation of car, 
$600. Total, $1,800. 

This showing is rather notable in view of the fact that the 
University, like most other institutions, has faced a drastic cut in its 
budget. Im spite of this the head of the institution has found it 
possible to squeeze out a substantial sum to avoid the sacrifice of our 
project. 

The total available for expense, including car and other travel 
expense, is now $1,200, Gorsuch formerly received $1,200 for this item, 
so it is complete, 

There is available for his stipend, however, only $600 as compared 
with the $1,800 he has so far received from the Institute. He, like 
Yeatter at Mychigan, is entirely willing to take a substantial cut in his
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stipend. However, he cannot support himself and his wife on $600. ‘he 
minioum estimate of what he can get by on which I have received from 
Taylor and Vorhies is $1,200. ‘This, then, boils down to a question of 
whether the Institute, in order to wind up its Arizona project, is will- 
ing to consider, out of the reserve fund which was tentatively set 

aside for my use in the National Research Council, a final appropriation 
of $600 to finish this job. 

It would be improper, of course, for me to be urging the Institute 
to do this when no formal authorization exists for the pmrpose and uy 
own connection with the Institute has come to an end. I do not hesitate, 
however, strongly to recommend that it receive your consideration. I 

would not make this recommendation if the University had not made such 
a splendid showing in bestirring itself on behalf of the work. 

IT an also able to say that the University has not thrown this 
additional $600 back inte my lap without making a further effort of its 
own. It is at this moment negotiating with the Arizona G.P.A. for 
this sum, the Assocation having previously protested the dropping of 
the gambel quail investigation. I will write you another letter within 
a few days, reporting the outcome of these negotiations. 

Meanwhile I would welcome your personal opinion as to whether 
there is any prospect of the Institute subseribing the $600, or what- 
ever lesser sum may remain after the sportmen's association has acted. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD“ 

P. S. I am attaching the recent correspondence with the Arizona 
people in case you have time to read it. In any event, kindly return 
it to me for my records. , 

A.le : 

Inel.
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Ny UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS FIELD OFFICE 

FR SOUTPMGCOMOSTREBT, TUCSON, ARIZONA : 

Room 310 Agricultural Bldg. 

University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 

‘ May 28, 1932 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Mr. Leopold: 

About our quail fellowship: 

The University of Arizona has had to cut its budget 

from $937,000 to $800,000 for the next fiscal year. The Arizona 

Game and Fish Commission has but $10,000 in its treasury as against 

a monthly payroll of $3000. In spite of which rather desperate 

financial straits, the Fish and Game Commission has agreed to put 
in all expensés-of car maintenance - gas, oil, repairs, tires, for 

Gorsuch's work for the next year, a not inconsiderable item in 

this big country, estimated to amount to about $25 per month, or 

$300 per year; and Dr. Shantz has agreed to squeeze $1200 out of 

his shattered University budget for continuation of the quail fellow— 

ship. 

That these allotments indicate a positive appreciation of | 
the work now going on will be obvious to you. It remains to raise 

sufficient funds to make it possible for Gorsuch to work effective- 

ly. It is estimated an additional $1500 will be required. 

With your intimate knowledge of the project, and your 

extensive acquaintance and contacts, we trust it may be possible 

for you to locate someone who would be willing to supplement the 

local financing of this fellowship so as to make it total $3000, 

if possible. 

I have thought of Seth Gordon and the American Game 

Association; the Izaak Walton League, the Wild Life Conumittee of 

the National Research Council; interested gun and ammunition makers. 

You will know which of these to work ong f 

We must, if at all possible, see to it that this game 

bird project is depression-proof. ‘The whole idea of the game-bird 

fellowships is your "grand scheme." The idea is too good and re- 

sults already accomplished too promising to excuse any failure to 

maintain the work. In the face of about as adverse conditions



financially as any in the country, the local people are doing 

what they can. Dr. Shantz's interest is intelligent and sure; 

Mr. W. C. Joyner, the new State Geme Warden, is taking hold in a 

é most encouraging way. Gorsuchts work is well advanced, but as 

nobody realizes better than yourself, cannot possibly afford the 

values it should if it is cut off or drastically curtailed at this 

time. 

We trust it may be possible to get quick action on 

this, so Gorsuch may continue his field studies without too much 

anxiety as to the future of the project. 

Hope your own work and all your concerns are moving 

along satisfactorily. 

Sincerely yours, 

Wr.tes, P. Vafr 

Senior Biologist. 

-2e-



Roan 510 Agricultural Bldg. 
i University of Arizona 

fueson, Arizona 
May 28, 1952 

itr. Aldo Leopold ; 
905 University Avenue 
Medison, Yisconsin 

Deer Mr, Leopold: E 

About our quail fellowship: 

The University of Arizona hap had to cut ite buiget 
from $937,000 to $800,000 for the next fiscal year. The Arizona 
Game and Fish Comission has but $10,000 in ite treasury as against : 

a monthly payroll ef $5000. In spite of which rather desperate 
financial straits, the Fish and Game Commission has agreed to put 
in all expenses of cer maintenance + gas, O11, repairs, tires, for 
Gorsuch's work for the next year, a not inconsiderable item in 
this big country, estimated to amount to about $25 per month, or 
$800 per year; and Dr. Shantz has agreed to squeeze $1200 out of 
his shattered University budget for continuation of the quail fellon 

shipe 

That these allotments iniicate a positive appreciation of 
the work now going on will be obviows to you. It remains to raise 

sufficient funis to make it possible for Gorsuch to work effective- 
ly. It is estimated an additional $1500 will be required. 

With your intimate knowledge of the project, and your 
extensive acquaintance and contacts, we trust it may be possible 
for you to locate someone who would be willing to supplement the 

local financing of this fellowship so as to make it total $3000, 
if possible. ; 

I have thought of Seth Gordon and the American Game . 

Association; the Izaak Walton League, the 11d Life Coumittee of 

the Netional Research Couneil; interested gun end amunition makers. 
You will know which of these to work on! h 

We must, if at all possible, see to it that this game 

bird project is depression=-proef. ‘The whole idea of the game~bird 

fellowships is your "grand scheme.” ‘The idea is too good anf re- 
aults already accomplished too promising to excuse any failure to 

maintain the work, In the face of about as adverse conditions 

seals “tn tase



financially as any in the country, peal oe tt yale en 
what they can. Or. Shanta's interest is inte % and sure; 

Mer. ¥. . Joyner, Sp One Soe ae ae aaa, a 
most encouraging way. Gorsuch's work is advanced, but as 

 gobody realizes better than yourself, cannot possibly afferd the 
ee 

% 

We trust it may be possible to got quick action on 
this, so Gorsuch may continue his field studies without too meh 
anxiety as to the future of the project. ; 

Hope yous own work and all your concerns are moving 
along satisfactorily. 

Sincerely yours, 

WANE 

Senior Biologist. 

-~Be *
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| University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

May 28, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since receiving your letter of May 20 I have 
been waiting for several matters to be settled here before 
replying. The financial status of the fellowship is in much 
better condition than a week ago, in tmt Dr. Shantz has man- 
aged to squeeze $1200 from a greatly reduced budget for its 
support. In addition to this the Game and Fish Commission 
have agreed to take care of all my automobile up-keep, this 
will amount to not less than $300 a year, which added to the 
$1200 gives us just half the necessary amount. The state 
GeP.A. and the sportsmen of Arizma as a whole are vigorously 
protesting ae. curtailment of the Quail fellowship, but do ' 
not seem to,offer any financial aid. Both Taylor and Vorhies 
are writing you in detail so I will not repeat the informa- 
tion. We have high hopes of keeping this work alive and are 
extending every effort to do so. 

The aid you have given us in the past, and 
any you may give us in the future, is greatly appreciated. 

Thanking you for your interest in the matter and trusting 
you may be able to help us solve this difficulty, I am 

Very truly yours, 

D. M. Gorsuch 

DMG-L
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#9 File Copies to: Vorhies 
Grange 

Olin 
Tom Gill 

March 1, 1932 

Col. H. 3 Graves 

Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Colonel Graves: 

Raphael Zon has just told me that there is a possibility 
that the Pack Fellowship Board might be willing to concider wild 
life research as coming within the scope of its work, provided 
the project be related to forestry. 

If this ig the case, I urge your consideration of a study, 
already unter way, of the managenent of gambel quail as a secondary 
land crop in the brushfields and woodland zone of Arizona. ‘The 
fellow is David M. Corsuch. The work is being done uniter the 
guidance of Dr. Chas. 7. Vorhies of the University of Arizona and 
Dr. Walter P. Taylor of the U. 3 Biological Survey. ‘The main 
atudy area is the Santa Rita Range Reserve. 

Thie is one of five game management fellowships financed 
vy this Institute in 1928. This particular one, however, did not 
start until 1930. Me to the fiscal set-up of the Institute, it 

had to be subjected to the same teruinal date as the others, namely 
July 1, 1932. It was the intention, of course, to extend the con- 
tract so as to allow a total of three years, mt the financial 
reverses of the industry (with some of which you are familiar) 
forced it to discontime its came program at the temsination of the 
contracts. My own comection terminates on April 1. 

Germeh, in short, is right in the middle of a job which 
in may opinion he is handling very ably, but which now threatens 
to be left hich and dry on July 1. ‘The University of Arizona 
hae made a 4etersined effort to find other funts, but o far with- 
out success. With copper down, you can imagine the difficulty 
of raising money out there. 

‘The work can be finished by July 1, 1933. I have not had 
time to lock up your stipends. We have been giving the University 

$1,800 per year for stipend, plus $1,200 for field travel expense. 

Copy of our contract ie attached. ‘this rate may be higher than



2 Graves 

the ugual Pack fellowships. If so, I think Sorsuch would make 
@ personal sacrifice to keep the work going. : 

I enclose extracts from various papers, hastily gathered 
from my file, which may further describe the project and Gorsuch's 
performance. As you Inow, however, these official domments 
rarely portray the real inside of the story. I would rather have 
you base your attitude on the character of the people who vouch 
for this man ani his work. I au wiring Yorhies ani Taylor to wire 
you their opinion. If, by chance, you don't imow these men, please 
look then up. 

These were wy reasons for establishing this fellowship: : 

(1) I wanted to definitely acsoclate gaie bird managenont 
with the overgrazing ani watershed-conservation 
issue. ‘There are two outstanding species threatened 
by overgrazing: gambel quail and sare hen 

(2) I wanted to plant the idea of came management research 
in the western universities. ‘There were tw out- 
staniing ones which Imew what it was all about: 
California anf Arizona. California can help herself, 
financially spealcing, hence I chose Arizona. 

New Mexico “followed suit" within 30 days by 
starting a sealed quail fellowship. California has 
since started work on valley quail. 

(3) 1 wanted to train a game manager with qecial insight 
into western contitions ani western conservation 
thought. 

Goerguch has done ean excellent job. ‘The anticipate’ depenience 
of the bird on the cover and food plants destroyed by overgrazing is 
being fully substantiated. Several new biological relationships have 
beon discovered: for instance, direct rodent depredation on exzs. 
The completion of the work will offer the stociman, the federal 
goverment, the state, ani other owners of brushland a usable tech- 
nique for producing quail crops on conservatively managed woodland 
areas. As you know, there are millions of acres of brushland available. 
The project bears the same relation to quail management in the vast 
woodlant areas of the Southwest as Stoddard's Georgia Quail Investi- 
gation does to the vast pine areas of the Southeast. 

I do not pretend that this project is “straight” forestry. 

I 40 assert that its mecessfal completion will have a leavening



3 «Graves 

influence on the whole group of ideas clustering aroun? the 
coordination of land-uses in the National Forest states, par 
tiewlarly in the Southwest. 

T recommend that your Board consider granting Corguch one 
of the Pack fellowships for the year beginning July 1, 1972. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.
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‘ University of Arizona of FoOT yy : 
TUCSON 7 . 

4 2 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Fide % 4 AND Jan.26, 1932 oak 
ol AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION Q . 

Alde Leopold ent 
404 Univ. Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg. 4 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

After our somewhat prolonged silence I was veyy 
much pleased to receive your letter,dtspite its brevity. I am 
sure you have been kept quite busy however, and I can assure you 
thet I am finding more than enough to do to keep ne busy. 

Since Nov.I4, I have been trapping, and have to 
date banded just 139 birds. 57 of these at the Boyce-fhompson 
abtboretum, Superior, ani the rest one the Reserve. Banding in 
this country seems to be particularly slow for many reasons. 
This is partly due to the wariness of the birds, but more large- 
ly due to the very definate covey ranges which make it almost 
impossibleXto take more than one covey at a station. Thess 
birds have no conception of what grain is, which means that pre- 
baiting must sometimes be carried on for as much as three weeks 
before a trap can be set. I have on numerous occassions watched 

A them wade through the grain for several days before one would 
\e venture to take a piece. It is interesting; this teaching them 
\ to eat grain. 1 4 

I am using,what I believe to be, an\ original wmatkde 
method in trying to solve the winter shuffle, and seasonal move- 
ments of the birds: Have you ever heard of painting the birds? 
I have, soffarpapainted about forty, and now have some beautiful 
birds with purple, red, yellow, etc., breasts and wing tips that 
would more than cause confusion should some stray collector take 
one. J hope to have great success with this method, but must 
admit thet it is yet in the experimental stage. 

Last summer I picked up two sets of horns which 
I intended to send you when more were gathered. Due to a good 
yeer there has been a dearth of dying cattle, and I have found 
no suitable horns since. I will send you what I have when I next 
go to town, and will not forget to pick yp any others that I 
think you might use. 

We are all, at the University, much concerned a- 

pout the future of this work, and can not at the present see 

the outcome. Need-less-to-say, it will be more than heartbreak- 

ing should we be forced to drop{* for the problem is just begin- 

ning to shape up nicely, and I Helieve, i can say without ex- 

aggeration, that I have much really worthwhile deta most of which 

can only be put to its fullest use by a continuation of the work. 

President Shantz says that no stone shall be left unturned to 

keep the work going, but you perhaps know that our University mx 

is sustained largely by the "Mill tax" which is very low at pre- 
sent due to curtailed mining operations, and our yearly approp- 

riations are small accordingly. The state G.P.A. will stand be- 

hind the work to the best of their ability, but there again we 
encounter the lack of funds. The Game & Fish Commission is so 
involved in politics that liitle if anything can be expected 
from them. We will all welcome any suggestions you can offer, 

for we feel that the work must go on at all costs. 

; 

‘ “s



. Will you be out this way this winter? I certainly would 
welcome the opportunity to have you with us again, to talk things 
over. Can't you arrange it? Mrs. Gorsuch, whose interest in 
the work is intense, and who gives me all the assistance I have, 
would like very much to have you visit us, so if you ean, pack 
up and come. 

Our weather has been quite severe this winter with many pes- 
uliar results. It has meant an influx of Cooper and Sharp-shin- 
ned hawks from surrounding states, and the higher altitudes of 
southern Arizona that are hunting far below their usual altit- 
udes (here) and are reducing the quail at an alarming rate. 

Cold weather has kept the Woodrats, Chipmonks,etc., quite 
: inactive, which leaves little for these hawks but quail and the 

Passerine birds with the result that quail are paying quite a 
toll to these predators who are also becoming pests about the 
traps, and so retarding trapping operations. 

Taylor recently returnté from New Orleans, and Washington 
full of praise for Erringtons work. I regret very much that it 
was not possible for me to get to New Orleans, but I could not 
leave the traps long enough to go. 

It looks as though 1 shall be given my Ph.D. status this 
Coming semester. Wish me luck. 

In addition to trapping I have just started on several pub- 
lieations ss follows:I."The Gambel Quail" Its Lite History. 

2."Ine Roadrunner" Its Relation to Gambel 
Quail. 

3. Vegetative Factors in Gambel Quail 
Populations. 

4. nesting uavits of vamvei quaii. 
Due tO the pressure OL trapping aud otser 

work I Gan not apy juct wien viesc® Wil. ve veady Lor puvblicat- 

‘ ion; the last two perhaps not for some time, but I am pushing 
them as much as possible. i 

Will close now and get to other things. with the hope thht 
you can visit us in the near future. 

With kindest regards, and best wishes for your continued 
success, I am, : 

: Vera t: ours 
f ) MIT Cp* 2 

; IAN Gores 
D.M.Gorsuch
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Feb. 24, 1932 d 

Mr. David M. Gorsuch ] 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arim na ; 
Tueson, Arizona [ 

Dear Daver | 

This is a late reply to your letter of Jamary 26, but I have 
been in the field in Iowa continuously. 

I mew you were mating excellent headway, but I am delighted 
to have some of the details. I hope to see. W ce in about ten days 
and get some more details from hin, 

. I am just catching a train, so I will not attempt to comment on 
the interesting technical questions which you bring up. , 

j The big thing is the contimation of your work. I am going to 
Washington today to try to get the National Research Council to finance 
me in contiming the promotion of game research. If this should go 
through, my first concern will of course lie with the contimation of 
the fellowships already established. If it should not go through, I 
have as yet no tangible idea of how I could contribute to the financing 
of the Arizona situation. I again suggest, however, that you and Drs. 
Taylor and Vorhies keep an eye out for wealthy sportsmen who may be 
out there for their health and form an attachment for the country. I 
believe that between us we could scare up some help from such sources 
if we had the right names. 

I will not try to say anything more until I have found out how 
the National Research Council move comes out. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Editorial 

A QUAIL FELLOWSHIP FOR ARIZONA 
The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manu- of the bobwhite quail in southern Georgia and north- 

facturer’s Inskitute, in cooperation with the Bureau of ern Florida, to support which a grou of progressive 

Biological Survey and certain State Universities, is sportsmen raised more than $30,000An cash, and pro- 

providing for a Series of so-called game bird fellow- vided other valuable needed facilitigs, are well known. 

ships at strategic locations particularly through the It was there found that quail can be definitely in- 

Middle West. In each instance where an agreement increased by certain forms of land management. W. 

is reached a fellowship of $3,000 is provided for the B. Grange, formerly State Superintendent of Game in 

use of the graduate student investigator who is to Wisconsin, has joined the staff of the Biological Sur- 

carry on the study. This is supplemented by the pro- vey to take personal charge of the Bureau's end of the 

vision of laboratory, office, and consulting facilities quail fellowships. 

by the university where the work is to be conducted. As our discussions with Messrs. Grange, Stod- 

In addition the United States Department of Agri- dard, and others interested proceeded, it early became 

culture makes available its specialists who advise on evident that it will be impossible to secure the type of 

different lines of work. ; investigator needed here and to pay for the expenses 

Fellowships have already been established at of the work in this big country out of the $3,090.00 

the Universities of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minne- allotted by the ammunition people. It was estimated 

sota, and the investigators are now at work. that a minimum of $5,000.00 would be required. The 

‘As soon as the fellowship plan was announced, State Game and Fish Commission is interested in the 

President H. L. Shantz of the University of Arizona, fellowship, and it is hoped, if opportunity offers, the 

and a number of the officers of the Arizona Game Commission may see its way clear to make up the sum 

Protective Association got in touch with Alde Leo- needed. 

pold (who is in charge of the Game Survey and fel- Messrs. Stoddard and Grange made it clear 

lowship plans of the Sporting Arms Institute) in the they could not speak for the Institute, but could only 

attempt to interest the organization in placing a fellow- recommend. They are fully convinced that our facili- 

ship at the University of Arizona for the study of the ties, Cooperating institutions, interest in the problem 

Gambel Quail. and opportunity for work are unique. Apparently 

This fine bird, as every sportsman in Arizona they will do all they can in our behalf, or rather, in 

knows, is our premier and most popular species of behalf of our quail supply. | a 

small game. Its continuance and increase are vital to. The placing of a quail fellowship in the South- 

the future of sport in this State. While the species West, however, will be a departure from the original 

does not occur in the higher northern part of Arizona plans of the Institute, which contemplated a number 

it is found practically throughout the area where the of fellowships on the bobwhite quail principally or 

majority of Arizona’s population reside and close wholly i nthe corn-belt states. We are hopeful, how- 

enough to all parts of the State so that quail hunting ever, that their favorable decision may be rendered. 

is readily accessible to all. The factors influencing the The Arizona Game Protective Association re- 

number and distribution of the Gambel Quail are little gards the quail fellowship as one of the outstanding 

known. Why was last year a poor quail year? Causes needs of our State. The organization will go the limit 

entirely unrelated to shooting evidently have much in attempting to secure the Institute’s cooperation, and 

j to do with the welfare of the quail. If we can learn in mobilizing cooperative help for the quail investiga- 

the facts there is little doubt that we shall be in better tor among individuals and institutions at this end of 

position to make two .quail grow where one grew the line. It is our conviction that, if opportunity of- 

before. fers, the Arizona Game and Fish Commission could 

Since the last issue of this magazine Messrs. make no better disposition of the relatively small 

H. L. Stoddard and W. B. Grange of the Bureau of amount of money which will undoubtedly be required 

Biological Survey have visited southern Arizona and__ locally than to help finance the fellowship. 

have made an examination of the ground, a study of Nothing is more needed, in the “more game” 

interested institutions, and an inspection of facilities movement, than accurate scientific information. No 

available at the University of Arizona, with the ob- amount of agitation, energy, restocking enterprises, 

ject of making recommendations on a quail fellow- game farms, wardens, or other activities can make up 

ship for Arizona. Mr. Stoddard’s outstanding studies for the absence of basic facts.
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December 30th, 1931 

Mr. @. Charles T. Vorhies, Our File: 
University of arizona, . Game 
fueson, Arizona. ‘ 

Dear Sir; 

( Arizona Fellowshi 

; In accordance with agreement between 
the University of Arizona G@ni the Institute, we are . 

i leased to enclose herewith our cheek No. 545, for 
: Py500,00, payable to the order of the Treasurer of Y 

rf the University of Arizona. 

This check covers advance payment for { 
semi-annual period commencing January lst, 1932, and 
is the final payment on the agreement now in effect. 

Yours very truly, 

CSe:5 Secretary 

i mel. 

; Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin 
By Os PAL of 
Aldo Leopold Y
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December 23, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge,Game Survey 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of December 10 replying to my 
inquiry concerning the status of the fellowships following 
the close of the present fiscal year. I am sorry indeed to 
learn of the fact that these fellowships are to be cut off, 
but if such must be the case we are glad to know as long in 
advance as this so that we may endeavor to find some other 
means of carrying on the work. I have little idea at the 
present time what we shall be able to do, but the work is 
too valuable to be dropped, if any possible way of carrying 
it on can be found. I have shown your letter to Mr. Gorsuch, 
to Dr. Taylor, and to President Shantz, so that all are in- 
formed as to the status of the matter. 

In this connection comes to mind a question which 
has arisen in my mind before and which I thought at some 
convenient time I would take up with you;and that is the 
matter of the more or less permanent equipment which has 
been purchased for the quail investigations work out of the 

quail fellowship funds. I assume, of course, that if some 
means is found for the investigations to continue that this 
equipment may be used for the continuance of the work. How- 
ever, there has arisen also the question as to what would 
become of such equipment if and when the investigations are 
closed, I have more or less assumed,by analogy, perhaps. 
with the disposition of equipment purchased for Experiment 
Station use with government funds, that the equipment became 
the property of the Station. That is the case with such 
funds as the Adams and Purnell funds which may be used for 
purchase of permanent equipment needed for specific projects. 
After these projects are closed, however, the equipment be- 
longs to the Station for any experiment station use to which 
they may be put. Can you inform me what the attitude of the 

Institute will be with reference to this? 

Sincerely yours, 

(faa Vhs 
CTV-v Entomologist.



Covy to General Dill 

Jan. 4, 1932 

Dr. Chas. 7. Vorhies 
College of Agricubture 
University of Arizona 

: fucgon, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Vorhiest 

The equipment purchased in connection with 
the quail investigation belongs to the University in my opinion. 

The whole fellowship set-up was arranged in 
the first place to avoid the Institute acquiring any interest 
in equipment or land. 

If you can use me in forwarding any plan for 
contiming the investigation beyond July 1, I am at your disposal 
subject to whatever new arrangements for my own employment I 
am able to make after March 1. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L#OrOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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AGRICULTURAL Spent STATION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wis. 

ar Mr. Leopold: 
ee i With my sticking so closely to the field, and a 

trip into Mexico from whtch I just returned your letter of Sep't 

28 just reached my hands which wxplains the long delay that I 

hope you will»pardon. ‘ 

Yes, I too consider the findings regarding the 

Citellus highly important, and something which I will do a lot 

more on during the next nesting season. Will the following par- 

agraph suffice for the present needs of the bulletin? 

"Tt pppears evident that the Round-tail Ground 

Squirrel, (Citellus tereticaudus) may prove a highly important 
factor in nesting mortalities of the Gambel,and Scaled Quail of 

Arizona. Since the fact that this species raided quail nests 

was not discovered until the end of the recent nesting season, 

and then only after resort to poison,(injection of eggs with 

strychnine) it is impossible to say whet percent of mortalities 
they were responsible for among the nests observed, but it is 
pelieved a conservative estimate would pews less than #50 of 
eggs taken from nests were taken by this squirrel. 

If this squirrel proves to be as detrimental 
to quail increases as now seems possible extensive mampaigns 
of eradication may be nescessary, since, where it occurs, it 
is usually*Vin great quantities, and practically always in good 
quail territory." 

- I sueceeded in finding quail in habitats that 
were as nearly primative as any that exist today, and brought 
back a fine collection of Gembel, Benson, And ut sked Bob-White 
from Mexico. Needless-to-say, I learned quite Shout the react- 
ions of the birds tinder primative conditions, and feel that my 
understanding of the problems at hand has increased #I000 due 
to this trip. 

Things in Arizona are fine now so far as my 
work is concerned. (Of course our Fish and Game Commission is 
somewhat uncertain, but the increasing interest in other dir- 
ections more than uffmeks repays us for the efforts put forth. 

Mrs. Gorsuch and myself are looking forward to 
your promised visit this winter, so don't forget it. 

Have just started my feeding stations from 
which to trap and bend, and I hope to have great luck since my 
trapping end bending program for the winter is quite extensive. 
Have started several co-operators putting out feed in various 
parts of the state so that when ready I can move right in and 
trap without the usual prebsiting. 

With sincerest best wishes, 

Very truly yours, 

OW breced 

Gambel Quail Investigations
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University of Arizona / 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL PyRedinaine STATION Sep! t Be,1 901 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 Whiv. Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 
I received your letter. yesterday, and am returning 

the enclosed xemuesk form as per request. 
I know you will be somewhat surprised to see the 

high nesting mortalities here recorded, but the number is accur- 
ate. The higher losses among the Scaled is without doubt due to 

the more open type of nesting done by this species as compared met 
with that of the Gambel which displays, in most instances, much 
more intelligence in the choice of nesting sites. That the little 
Citellus referred to in a recent letter was responsible for the 
majority of these losses goes quite a way in upsetting some for- 
mer well established beliefs and theories regarding predators. 

Here is another interesting finding. I have felt 
since the early nesting season that the Gambel took two recreat- 
ion periods daily instead of one, in contrast to the Bob White. 
I have beforewa log on a nest,that was later destroyed,that shows 
th&t shows very definately, both a morning and evening feeding 
period indulged in by the incubating hen. 

Due to the rains, which are still on, field act- 
ivities are reduced to a minimum. The wethgrass, which is heav- 
ier than for years, acts as an est complete check to the move- i 
ments of Quail, and Fracticaliggtiner ground feeding species. It 
is amazing to see how difficult the birds are to locate under 
these conditions; their entire time seemstto be spent idly roost- 
ing broken only by very short feeding periods which, because of 
the present food abundance, suffice to keep them well fed. 

I am remaining in town for a few days to catch up 
on some office work which the rainy weather seems to justify. 
Last Friday we had three inches of rain at the station in less 
than forty-five minutes which, as you know,is some precipitation. 

With sincerest best wishes, I am, 

Very truly yours, 
f fi Le Z 

D.M.Gorsue 
Gsmbel Quail Investigationa



Sept. 28, 1931 

Mr. David M. Gorsuch 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 

‘ Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Gorsuch: 

Your discovery of the depredations of rodents and your ‘ 
measurement of the extent of that depredation in Southwestern quail 
can, I think, be fairly recarded as a 10-strike. 

I wish you would send me, for the next Game Survey Bulletin, 
a one~paragraph statement setting forth such announcevent as you 
wish made at this time to the other fellows ani to the Institute. 

T am asking you to do this because you can best insert the quali- 
fications which may still be advisable on unsettled points. 

It is also extremely interesting to note your observations 
on the effects of rain on quail feeding habits. I congratulate 
you om all these findings and I am very much pleased with them. : 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Olin. 

, Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Survey 

Copy to Mr. Olin
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Report on the Arizona Gambel quail Fellowship 
July, 19 

I visited the Fellowship from June 19 to July 6, 1951, camping 
with Gorsuch at his headquarters on the Santa Rita Range Reserve, 
forty miles south of Tucson. 

The Fellowship is in very satisfactory condition and has made 
extremely rapid progress in its first year. The work shows a well 
rounded comprehension of the problems involved and an ability to 

; attack them successfully in the field. Probably a greater quantity 
‘of data has been secured by Gorsuch in his first year than was secured 
by any one of the Northern Fellows in their first year. In part this 
may be due to the fact that environmental relationships on the desert 
are often more readily observable than the same kind of relationships 
in the more profuse vegetative associations in the North. However, I 
am inclined to give equal or even greater weight to the fact that 
actual field headquarters have been maintained by the Arizona Fellowship 
since last fall, throwing the daily life of the investigator into very 
¢lose contact with general field conditions and allowing a proximity 
%o the problems involved which would be impossible if headquarters 
were maintained in town. 4 

The following rough resume of the work to date will indicate 
the lines being followed out and the nature of the results so far secured. 

Hood Habits Studies. A general study of the food habits of the Gambel 
Quail is being made throughout the various seasons of the year with the 
idea that such study is fundamental to other life history work. Crops 
and stomachs of 170 Gambel quail and fron 50 Sealed quail have been 
taken and examined in a preliminary way in the field. Gorsuch has not 
forwarded any of this material for detailed exauination in Washington 

but will do so from now on as fast as it can be cared for. Every month 

of the year is now represented in the collections, which include birds 
of several ages. Gorsuch is now concentrating on juvenile material. 

In general, the preliminary examinations indicate that mesquite 
beans are a leading article of diet from September until January, the 
beans being secured almost entirely from cow manure. Mistletoe berries 
are another very common item during the same period, 

Following the winter rains a large supply of freshly germinated 
Plants is available for food and very soon seeds and pods are ready 

. for consumption. A species of pepper grass is apparently commonly 
eaten and mesquite beans and insects continue to be important. 

During the summer season some mesquite beans are still taken, 
together with berries such as hackberry, the seeds of an Evolvulus, 
many kinds of inseets, fruits of the prickly pear, ete. A critical 
season is indicated just prior to the summer rains, or during the 
period when such rains ordinarily occur. 

| 
} 
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Gorsuch's preliminary examinationsindicate that the food of 
young quail is perhaps 80% animal matter. 

Water Requir: ts are being studied intensively. So far Gorsuch has 
. found the mesquite bean food supply, which is most abundant in the 

cattle manure around tanks and cattle watering places, to be of 
probably greater importance in drawing quail into the locality than 
the water itself. Ixtensive winter observations at water holes showed 
that many quail drank water, but that by no means all of them did so, 
A group of over 400 quail was observed to come in to a water tank one 
morning and by actual count only 210 oe were seen, Some 
of these may have repeated. The quail walk in, the watering places, as 
a rule, or sometimes fly for short distances, say fifty or a hundred 
feet. 

Gorsuch has plans for water requirement experiments with captive 
birds. He expects to get these under way this winter. 

Quail have been observed nesting three miles (air line) from 
the nearest water. (Farther by natural routes). 

A water tank which has just been constructed on the Range 
Reserve offers an opportunity to get a rough measure of the "before and 
after" quail populations. A plot of approximately 160 acres, with the 
tank in the center, has been laid out and preliminary censuses of the 
quail made. By repeating this procedure it should be possible to 
determine any influx due to water (or to inereased food supplies near 
the water). 

Salt. Gorsuch has found many quail eating salt placed on the range 
for cattle. The significance of salt in the diet will be sought by 

. experiments with captive birds. 

an ee Nesting starts about May 1 and continues at least 
until Sep 1. While nesting no doubt oceurs all through this 
period, Gorsuch has noted a tendency toward two nesting seasons, one 
early and one following the summer rains. 

The nests of 20 Gembel quail and of 5 Scaled Quail were located 
up to the time I left, with a good possibility of several more nests 
being secured following the suamer rains. Gorsuch has discovered at 
least half of these nests personally. The others have been obtained 
through the offering of rewards. 

The work so far indicates a nest mortality of at least 60% and 
possibly higher. Nest destruction has been traced to wildcats and 
eotton rats and less certainly to coyotes (or dogs?), grey foxes, and 
ravens. Agricultural operations in an irrigated district have proved 
very destructive to nests, resulting in a loss of almost 100%.



Predator Studies. forsuch has kept about 12 Red-tailed Hawk and 4 
at Horned Owl nests under observation this spring. 4 Swainson 

Hawk nests have also been observed out of general interest. No 
significant quail mortality has been shown by these studies although 
6 Red-tailed Hawk nests and 2 Great Horned Owl nests have yielded one 
Gambel GQauil each. No evidence of sub-normality in these quail has 
been found. 

Experiments with captive predators is contemplated. 

A very high juvenile mortality is suggested by field observa- 
tions but so far its measurement and the determination of the 
decimating agencies has not proved practicable. 

4 special feature of the predator study is the attention 
devoted to the Roadrummer and its relations to game. 52 specimens 
of these birds have been collected, mainly during the quail nesting 
season but with other seasons well represented. In addition, two 
nests are kept under observation. No adverse effect on the quail : 

population has been noted. In two cases, fledgling song birds have 
been found in the stomachs, but the preliminary examinations do not 
in any way support the many fantastic and exaggerated claims frequently 
made by sportsmen. Gorsuch expects to work up a preliminary report to 
this effect sometime in the fall. 

ste Organization oe gketh mes Very loose covey organization seems 
to be the rule for Quail. Coveys of young of different ages, 
accompanied by three or more adult quail, are frequently seen, and in 
one case a pair of Scaled Quail was seen in company with one young 
Scaled and one young Gambel, each of apparently the same age. In the 
winter, groups of quail which Gorsuch calls “communal bands” oceur, 
while at the sane time isolated small coveys are known to exist nearby. 

The whistling Gambel Quail is thought to be an ummated cock bird, 
as is the case with the Bobwhite, although further checking on this is 
planned. : 

The incubating bird is accompanied at her recreation period by 
her mate. There is considerable evidence to show two recreation 
periods a day, one at dawn and one at dusk. 

Gruising Radius. Gorsuch has some evidence to show that Gambel quail 
range as mich as 1000 yards in a day, but this will be checked later 
by banding. 

REE Eh The only population figure so far secured was that 
y by consusing a 160-acre tract surrounding the new water tank on 
the Reserve. In two days' censusing, a total of 29 quail (18 Gambel 
and 11 Sealed) was found. The togals for the two days were identical be 
the species counts were slightly at variance. The count was approxi~ — 
mately correct and will be repeated.



eels Gorsuch was working on traps and trapping methods at the 
% he became sick last winter and consequently was unable to complete 
the plans he had in mind. He does, however, plan a very extensive 

banding campaign this fall and winter, and if the work is successful 
he intends banding at various points in the State, in both open and 

closed areas, in order to secure the maximum number of usable returns. 

Parasite and Disease Studies. In examining over 170 quail, Gorsuch 
has found no evidence of pathologie conditions caused by parasites or 

disease. One dead female quail was found with no apparent cause of 
death and was preserved for examination. 

It has seemed to me, in thinking over the splendid accomplish- 
ments of the Fellowship, that the post mortem examinations of specimens 
may represent the weakest link in the chain. Facilities for making 
thorough examinations, are limited in the field and, in fact, there may 
very well be a question as to whether any but specialists are competent 
to recognize several possibly important conditions, 

At present, Gorsuch examines the viscera for internal parasites 
and saves such as appear to be new or unusual, but since no pathologic 
condition has shown up, he has not preserved the full parasitic fauna 
of the viscera. He has, however, forwarded some very interesting 
material to the Bureau of Animal Industry specialists. In view of the 
probability of finding new species of internal parasites, perhaps not 
easily recognizable without elaborate laboratory facilities, it would 

seem desirable to preserve visceral contents, or the viscera with con~ 
tents, of a representative number of birds for thorough examination by 
specialists, if for no other reason than checking. 

The same thing applies to the examination of Southwestern quail 
material by skilled bacteriologists end to the examination for blood 
parasites. I would suggest that material be preserved for submission 
to specialists. The suggestion is of value, however, only if the 
material can be handled and if there are means of preservation and 
transportation which Lend themselves to field conditions. I expect to 
look into this and let Mr. Gorsuch know more fully about methods and 
about sources of examination, in case he cares to follow this out. 

P » Mr. Gorsuch hes plens for addressing the Range Conference at 

a... Utah, the Association of Western Game Commissioners at 
Flagstaff, and the Arizona Game Protective Association Convention. He 
intends working up several papers and examining the literature on 
Gambel Quail during a visit to California this fall. Following this he 
expects to devote major attention to trapping and banding and the 
following out of experimental work. 

The extensive plans outlined by the Fellowship indicate that 
even greater results may be expected in the second year of its existence. 

Signed: Wallace B. Grange.
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AGRICULTURAL esac STATION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
I have not been to town for over a week so you let- 

ters of July 7 and 9., just came to my hands. 
I am very much interested in your manuscript of 

"The Principles of Game Management", and certainly will be glad to 
give it all the attention possible, but I am in quite the same 
position as Taylor and have planned a very active month during Aug- 
ust so it may be that I can not do the paper the justive it des- 
erves. Mr. Bayless has asked me to address a meeting of the”Assoc. 
of Western Game Commissioners" at Flagstaff the first week in Aug- 
ust following which I want to look over a large area of land some 
interested sportmmen in Flagstaff are considering as a possible 
Game Refuge. I then plan to go to the Range Conferrence at Ephriam, 
Utah] where I am again listed on the programmgand so it will very 

likely take most of the month of August to make this trip since I 

also have mush field work to do enroute. Be assured that I shall 
give the manuscript all the attention I possibly can, for I cert- 

‘ ainly appreciate your asking me to look it over, and know that it 
will prove ingfensely interesting. 

Grange arrived here just at the beginning of the 
summer rains, which are acting rather queerly this year in that 
they are seeming to have difficulty in getting well started. He 
also arrived just shortly after the early summer nesting seastn 
ended, and I might add that the late summer nesting has not really 
started as yet,except for the Scaled. You will be interested to 
learn that my nest count has now reached thirty, nine of which 
are Scaled. Although the Gambel nesting has slowed down very 
much in the agricultural district about Continental it still con- 
tinues ,in contrast to the decided halt it has reached in the nat- 
ural conditions of the reserve. 

Russell-of New Mexico-recently wrote asking if I 
could help him out by passing along some system of locating nests, 
and said he was having great difficulty in locating then over 
there. I wish I could say I had evolved a system, but other than 
continued searching in all possible nesting localities I know of 
none. 

Your letter to Mr. Baldwin was more than interesting 
and I am looking forward to reading his "Physiology of Bird Temp- 
eratures". Do you know if one can secure accurate bird temperat- 
ures by taking them at rectum immediately the bird is shot? I 
would appreciate knowing the accuracy of this method. 

Taylor and I just completed a east to west transect 
of the reserve, and although my results were largely negative, I 
consider them of value. I have planned running a transect around 
the entire Santa Rita Range within the altitudes at which Gambel 
should occur,some time this late fall,in an effort to determine 
the delimiting factors of their mange. I am trying to get Taylor 
to join me in this ,and he agrees if at all possible to do so.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

The work as a whole is shaping up nicely, and the young 
birds are coming on in great shape, although to date the crop 
appears slightly less than last year; this difference in num- 
bers, if actual, will doubtless be more than taken care of if the 
rains are equal to last summers, and do not come too late. 

Being in the field constantly makes letter writing rather 
difficult so you must pardon me if I sometimes seem to neglect 
keeping in constant touch with you. 

I am due at Continental to check up on some nests, and 
get any new ones the bo ys may have for me there, so will close. 

With sincerest good wishes, and hoping that your Canadian 
trip will prove of great pleasure, and interest, I am, 

hOCac eal



: Auge 6, 1931 

Mr. David M. Gorsuch 
College of Agricul ture 
University of Arizona 
Tueson, Arizona 

Dear Gorsuch: 

T am extremely pleased to see Wallace Grange's report 
on your findings to date, and I want to congratulate you on 
the additional good worl: you have piled up since my visit. 

: Grange's report makes me feel entirely secure that the Arizona 
fellowship is a real "go.* 

I think Baldwin concluded that bird temperatures taken 
inmediately after shooting were not sufficiently accurate for 

- his purposes where he needed an accuracy of.1 of one degree. 
I would have no doubt, though, that shot birds would cive an 

accuracy of within one degree, and since all birds seen to 
have a large normal range such rough figures might be of some 
value. . 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 
In Charze, Game Survey



July 13th, 1931 

% 

Mr. Charles T. Vorhies, Our File: ; 
University of Arizona, Game 

i Tueson, Arizona. 

Dear Sir: 

Arizona Fellowship 

In accordance with agreement between 
the University of Atrzona and the Institute; we are 
leased to enclose herewith our check No. 496, for 

§2, 500.00, gee to the order of the Treasurer of 
© University of Arizona. 

: Check covers advance payment for 
semi-annual period commencing July lst, 1921. ' 

Yours very truly, 

r che:5 Secretary 

Enel. 

: Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin ‘ 
E. C. Dill 
Aldo Leopold
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<< TENTH STATE LEGISLATURE f WV 

REGULAR SESSION F 
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House Joint Memorial No. 9. 
Houser oF REPRESENTATIVES 1 

M. Y. BECKER Gane a 

Introduced by the Fish and Game Committee al 

TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRE- 
SENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED: 

1 The Tenth State Legislature of the State of Arizona, 
2 in regular session convened, requests consideration of the 
3 following: 

4 WHEREAS, the natural wild life resources (includ- 
5 ing wild game, fur-bearing animals, insectivorous mam- 
6 mals and birds, and many other species of scientific, ed- 
7 cational and recreational interest) of the State of Ari- 
8 zona and the Southwest are already recognized as con- 
9 stituting an important present and future asset, and 

10 WHEREAS, there exist in the State of Arizona and 
11 the Southwest, many problems of regulation of numbers 
12 of such species as flesh-eating animals predatory on live- 
18 stock and game, and plant-eating rodents detrimental 
14 to farm, forage, and forest, and 
15 WHEREAS, the proper management of wild life re- 
16 sources, whether neutral, harmful or beneficial, is inti- 
17 mately related to important problems in farming, stock a 
18 raising, recreational development, forestry, soil conser- 

19 vation, and maintenance of watershed, and 
20 WHEREAS, the proper management of these natural 
21 resources is absolutely dependent on a full and accurate 
22 knowledge of the lives and habits of wild life, which 
28 knowledge can only be provided by long-time studies by 
24 specialists possessing advanced training in the biological 
25 sciences, and experience in practical field conditions, and 

26 who should be equipped with all needful laboratory space 

27 and scientific apparatus for the prosecution of their 

28 studies, and i 

29 WHEREAS, a considerable proportion of the surface 

30 area of the Southwestern State (Arizona, 71 per cent, 

1



81 New Mexico, 88 per cent) is government land, carrying 
82 with it some federal responsibility for adequate conser- a 

33 vation of its natural resources, and 
84 WHEREAS, the State and private institutions of Ari- 
85 zona, including the University of Arizona, the Arizona 
36 Game and Fish Commission, the Boyce Thompson South- 
37 western Arboretum, Arizona Game Protective Associa- 

88 tion, Carnegie Institution of Washington, and especially 

39 the University of Arizona and the Arizona Game and 

40 Fish Commission, have already demonstrated in numer- 

41 ous concrete ways their co-operative attitude and aggres- 

42 sive interest in the building up of a proper scientific 

43 foundation for every pertinent phase of wild life man- 

44 agement, but are obviously unable to finance the expand- 

45 ed investigations absolutely needful for proper develop- 

46 ment, therefore, 

47 Your Memorialist, the Tenth Legislature of the State 

48 of Arizona, in regular session assembled, urgently re- 

49 quests Congress to authorize and appropriate the sum of 

50 Twenty-five Thousand ($25,000.00) Dollars for the im- 

51 mediate establishment by the Biological Survey of the 

52 United States Department of Agriculture of a Southwest- 

58 ern Wild Life Experiment Station, at or near the Uni- 

54 versity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, to undertake the 

55 necessary researches. 

ae 

2



‘ 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE owt 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : pe 
’ 

IN REPLY REFER TO 
gee 

University of Arizona 

Tueson, Arizona 
April 24, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

404 University Avenue 

National Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I found a few minor shortcomings in your abundance 

table in which you will be interested. — 

Our counts, totalling 600-700 jack rabbits show the 

ratio between the blacktailed jack rabbit and the Allen jack- ° 

rabbit as 1-6. For one square mile I should suggest 5 or 10 
blacktailed jack rabbits as compared with 30-60 Allen Jack- 

rabbits. 

The number you state for the kangaroo rat individuals per 
square mile should, of course, be 1,280, rather than 12,800. 

The figure "6,400" for wood rats is correct according to 
my paper, but the mice, spermophiles, and other rodents, total 

17,948 according to figures as indicated in my paper, making a 

total for all the animals in the bracket of 25,628. 

I think I had better inclose a corrected sheet, together 
with some of my rough figures to show you where I got the items 

in question. Fifty thousand acres make approximately 78 square 

miles according to my figures. 

Sincerely yours, 

Wed P Van 
Senior Biologist 

’ ° a et: ese 

Vth Reeth Wrefla's. Ve f 

Z a Bg BUCS or ek



Abundance Table ¥ 
Senta Rita Range Reserve, Arizona 

j Breeding Populations on 1 Square Mile 

Humber Species Basis 

a Coyote 

2 Horned Owl Rough estimate 

y Redtail Hawk ; * ® 

20 (Hognosed Siaunk * ® 
(Spotted Stoic " " 

25 Roadrunners " " 

25 Cattle (ever 1 year old) Forest Service Permits 

5 nm [0 Blacktail Jackrabbit 1 day's strip count 

25 Sealed Quail Rough estimate 

a5 Cottontails . « 

er 60 Allen's Jackrabbit 1 day's strip count 

Bs Gambel Quail Rough estimate 

\2¢0 12.600 Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys) 

6,400 Wood rats (Neotoma) 25 62¢ 
25,000" Taylor, ¥.P. "Methods 

inary _5,800- Miee, spermophiles, and of Determining Rodent 
) other rodents } a th —
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April 28, 1931 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Taylors: 

I woulé say the “shortcomings” of my hypothetical 
abundance table were not very “minor.” Thanks ever so mmch, 
You are very polite, sir! 

Glad Gorsuch is finding some nests. It is still 
snowing here. 

I hear Zlton has some wonderful write-ups on 
ecology in the Encyclopedia Britannica. Thought you might 
like to know this in case you haven't seen them. 

Yours as ever,



. 

University of Arizona 
TUCSON April 14, I931 

Aldo Leopold COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
404 Univ. Ave. AND 
Nat 1 iL Bank Bldg. AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION a 

Madison, Wis. 
\ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
i 

As I told you before the check was quite unnes» 

cessary, but since you have sent it I will put it to the best 

possible use which, at the time} will be as rewards for quail 

nest$the cowboys may bring in. 

Since you left I have succeeded in finding three, 

two of which are in the total protection area at Rodeht Station, 

and the third, whteh I located this morning, is in the cattle 

exclosure at Huerfano Station. The first two contain fifteen 

and seventeen eggs, while the last has nineteen. I certainly 

amawilling to admit the difficulty in finding these,but have 

hopes of locating quite a number before the month ends. 

I have organized all the cowboys on the reserve 

by offering them $1.50 per nest which I feel is nome toomuch, 

and since they are usually good observors I expect to get some 

worthwhile results from this. The predator nest map is becoming 
quite colorful, and younwould be surprised to see the number of 
these I am getting. I might add that to date no further evidence 
of these predators taking quail has been found although the var- 
iety of rodents found in the nest increases with each find. 

In hunting quail nests I have become much im- 
pressed with the competition rodents are giving the birds in the 
usurping of sites that should be ideal for quail. Taylor does 
not seem to agree that this could influence quail production, 
but it is a thought that I am going to follow through, for we 
here have another angle of the element of harassment which we 
discussed from a food and climatic standpoint. 

I will return your memo relative to your"Report 
on a Game Survey of the North Central Region" as soon as I can’ 
get to town,since I am not sure of several initials of members 
whose names should be there. Let me thank you for sending thts. 

Sinee your departure the trees heve leafed out 
rather heavily making visibility increasingly poor when search- 
ing for predator, but as I said before I am having great luck, 
and getting a wealth of valuable material. The Swainson and 
Mexican Black Hawk are coming in large numbers now,so I will 
doubtless be finding their nestssoon also which will add to the 
material. 

The pictures of the owl nest we took turned out 
very poorly with one or two exceptions which I will send you as 
soon as I get some more prints made. 

Let me hear from you soon, and remember that I 
will be looking forward to your next visit with much pleasant 
anticipation. 

My physical condition is greatly improved for 
which I am more than thankful. 

Very sincerely yours, 

MM Caoeet 4 Bi



4s Copies to Messrs. Dill Brvgcre. Pelbecer ee Grange 

April 9, 1931 

Mr. John M. Olin 
Vestern Cartridge Comoany 
Rast Alton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. OLins 

Here is my Arizona report. I am semfling another copy to 
General MA11, and since most of the members of the Game Comaittee ; 
are in the Nast, I would appreciate it very mch if he would route 
his copy for rea@ine to than 

My main concern in inspecting the Arizona fellowship mas 
of course the fact that Corsuch was their second cholee of personnel, 
end Iwas afrai¢ that we were druring a secont-rate performer. I 
aa now ready to say, after worlcing with him and camping with hin 
for a week, that my worries on this score are largely 44ssolved. He 
is still too new of course te guage accurately his potentialities, 
but he has the fundamental malcings of enthnstagn, shrew! Judgment, / 
and ability te think out puzzles. Moreover he is very open-minied 
te advice, of which he vill cet more and better than average fron 
Doctors Taylor and Vorhtes. 

Yor the last month or two he has been han@icanped by illness. : 
I satisfied myself that this was not visible at the time of his 

appointment and that there is reason to believe that he rill set over 
it in the near future. I made 1t clear to Doctors Taylor anf Vorhies 
that I was not in a position of either sccepting or rejecting Corsach, 
bat rather in the position of rating the performance of the University, 
and that his output was a thing for then to lool to. Accordingly, if } 
his illness should drag on, I thinl: we may expeet them te use their 
best judgnent. 

I like Gorgach very ach personally. Incidentally I learned } 
that their first choice, lr. Micinls, while exceedingly brilliant, 1s 

more or less constantly handicapped by tllness, so I am not mre tht 
we Teally lost anything in his case. Another assurance of ultimte 
success fs that Gorsuch is extrenely receptive to Grange's ideas, 
as well, of course, as Stoddard's. 

The faculty at Arizona shovs more interest than with any 
of our other fellowships, excent Michigan and M.A.C. President Shantz



; 

2 Olin > i 

is, I am satisfied, personally determined to expand his game research 
program not merely out of ambition for the University, but by reason 
of his personal interest as a botanist anil as a sportsman. I could 

fini no trace of opposition to such an expansion, and a great deal of 
evidence of faculty team work in its support. I tried to plant as 
many ideas as I could as to ways ani means, especially financial ways 

' and means. The increasing mmber of well-to-do people locating in 
Arizona for health reasons, I am satisfied, can be developed as a 
source of funise ; 

Everything considered, I still have entire confidence in 
my original Imnch that a western fellowship would be a good move. 

; Do not overlook the fact that one infepenitly financed fellowship 
has already grown out of 1t, and that another one is in profapect 
in California. 

I wish that any members of the Game Comittee who male per- 
sonal trips to California would take the opportunity to stop over 
and inspect the worl. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ISOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copies to: Gorsuch~ File Quzeur 
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April 9, 1931 

Dr. Chas. T. Vorhies 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

I promised to send you a rough memo of my impressions of 
the Arizona fellowship. Here it is, with copies for Gorsuch and 

Dr. Taylor. 

This memo repeats many things already perfectly understood 

between us. I did this thinking it might help you in interesting 
other members of your faculty, and me in explaining the work to 
members of the Institute. 

The technical matters covered are of course within the 
advisory field of the Biological Survey, rather than my own. Accord- 
ingly I am sending a copy to Grange with the request that he let 
you know in the event he disagrees with any of my thoughts. 

Because of his interest in your project, I am also sending 
a copy to Stoddard. 

I heartily appreciate the interest which you, Dr. Shantz, 
and Dr. Taylor are taking in game research, and your kindness to 

me during my visit. I also appreciate the cooperation of the 

Game Commission in purchasing a car for Gorsuch's use. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

P. §. I will appreciate your routing the memo to Winn and Cooperrider. 

Ale



April &, 1931 

Memo on the Arizona Gambel Quail Fellowship 

Aldo Leopold 

Object of Financing the Fellowship. It may not be amiss for me to try 
to express, at the outset, what the Institute had in mind in financing 

this fellowship. 

Stoddard, working with bobwhite in Georgia, laid four foundation 

stones for a system of game bird management in the East, as follows: 

1. He isolated the environmental factors determining abundance. 
2. He found the respective weights of most of them for his 

locality. - 
° He devised controls for several of the heaviest. 

- He proved that the application of these controls increased 

the quail crop. 

He accomplished this in four years. 

His method has since spread to many other species and states. 

The Institute's object in financing a quail fellowship in 
Arizona is to develop the western counterpart of the Stoddard accomp- 
lishment, in the hope that it might similarly spread to other western 
species and states. It is the only one of our fellowships not based 
on a previous Game Survey of our own. 

A western counterpart is needed in a semi-arid country where 

grazing and irrigatim are the principal industries, because the physical 
conditions, as well as species, are so different from those in a farming 

country of sufficient natural rainfall. 

Stoddard's Job No. 1 holds in the West as well as in the East. 
Jobs 2, 3, and 4 is where the "Western counterpart" is needed. It should 

be possible to accomplish them in a similar period of time, although 
possibly not with the labor of one man. For the additional resources 
needed the Institute is gambling onthe cooperative facilities of the 
University and its known enterprise in expanding its conservation projects. 

Strategy. Weighing each factor, devising controls for each factor, and 

demonstrating the value of each control is obviously a job which would re- 
quire decades. ‘The Institute has no hope of financing such a job, neither 
is it likely that the University could get it financed now, nor did Stoddaxi 
do that kind of a job. By a succession of shrewd judgments (as distinguished 
from proven conclusions) he "broke through," in the short period of four 
years, to the point of isolating the limiting factors and demonstrating 

that their partial manipulation would increase the crop. That ‘he did not 

sacrifice his scientific soundness in so doing is attested by the universal
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acceptance of his findings as the most scientific life history work yet dom 
on a game bird. 7 

The wave of imitators which has followed assures the filling in 

of the gaps which he left in his original structure, and adds to the 
probability that this University will have little difficulty in getting 

funds, once the utility of game research as an instrument of conservation 
is established. 

In short, the proper strategy for both the University and the 

Institute is to "break through" to the point of actually proving out a 
few controls as rapidly as sound methods permit, and to fill in the 
gaps later. 

Present Problems. The project will soon begin to emerge from those 
preliminary orientations which are always necessary to gain a foothold. 
By the end of the first year or year and a half it should have achieved 
some notion of 

1. Food and water habits 

2. Movements 
- Sources of mortality 

- Density measurements 

At the present moment No. 1 is well under way; banding for No. 2 
has not started; No. 3 will represent normal progress if sufficient nests 
are found; No. 4 has not started. 

Progress on any of these preliminaries is usually possible only 

at certain seasons. I wish to emphasize how much it slows up the work 

to miss a year through lack of preparedness for such seasonal work. The 
trapping season has slipped by, partly, to be sure, through the accident 
of sickness and abnormal weather, but partly for inadequate traps and too 
late a beginning. It may help to avoid loss of a year on nesting mortal- 
ity if it be pointed out that one almost always underestimates the diffi- 
culty of finding "live" nests, in quantity, on an area small enough to 
work, Advance organization of all possible help is advised as a pre- 
caution against insufficient nests. 

It is barely possible that some banding might still be done by 

experimenting with special baits (raisins, for instance) or with ground 

nets with the advise of Ligon. Neither offer any certainty of results, 
so I would not recommend spending time on them at this moment at the 

expense of the nesting study. 

Future Research Problems. The question of satisfactory speed in the 

present preliminary orientationwork will shortly be displaced by another 

question: that of "shrewd judgment" in deciding which of the many leads 

to run down, and in deciding at what point and in what manner each is 

ready to be verified by actual demonstration.
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Take the matter of foods, so far the furthest developed of the 
various factor studies. The mumber of species of plants already onethe 
food list is very great, and most of them highly seasonal. It is obviously 
premature to attempt to establish the importance of each of these many 
spe¢ies. A "shrewd judgment" might consist in guessing at the critical 
season, and then selecting from its characteristic foods the ones which: 

a. Are subject to artificial augmentation by fencing or other 

available means. 
b. Are likely to affect breeding capacity. 
c. Are likely to affect resistance to predators. 

The importance of such selected foods might then be verified by 
following the weights of captive birds, and their augmentatim demonstrated 
by fencing and by population measurements "before and after." 

On the other hand, a "shrewd judgment" might dismiss foods in 
favor of some other more critical factor, such as cover, predators, etc. 

Cooperation. The leads discarded for immediate attention by the quail 
fellow need not all go actionless. Some of them might be run down by 
others (such as graduate students looking for a thesis problem). A 
general policy of placing all possible work elsewhere is advised. 

Thus experiments on captive birds might be performed by Ligon at 

his game farm for both the Arizona dnd New Mexico fellowships, at a 
lesser cost than they could do it themselves. 

Volunteer laymen might perform some of the simpler jobs, such 
as finding the per cent mortality in nests, or even doing banding. 

Some of the very difficult jobs possibly also belong elsewhere. 
It is clear to me that an historical study, tracing fluctuations in 
abundance and distribution, and comparing them with climatic fluctuations, 
livestock history, vegetative changes, etc., will sooner or later be 

needed. Could not the University induce the Carnegie or Boyce Thompson 

Institute to cooperate in this? 

The fact that gambel quail often fail to pair off and nest in 
extra dry years, and the fact that summer covies are common both in 
gambel and valley quail, indicates an extraordinary sensitivity to (and 
dependence on) the breeding stinmmli normally supplied by food or weather. 
Controlled experiments to determine the nature of such stimuli would there- 

fore seem to be especially promising in this species. No such experiments 
have, to my knowledge, ever been made on a wild animal. The subject is 

obviously basic to management; furthermore the experiments might result 
in an important extension of knowledge in fundamental science. In all 
probability breeding stimuli are nutritional. The University faculty 
is strong in botany and animal nutrition. Does this not present a chance 
to secure biological research funds, through the new Wild Life Committee 

of the National Research Council, for an intensive study of breeding 

stimuli in gambel quail?
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Possible Outgrowths. If the present gambel quail study can prove the 
value of research as an instrument of game restoration, it ought to be 

easier to find funds for studying the other three principal game species 
of the state: 

1. Merriam Turkey 
2. Mule Deer 

3. Whitetail Deer ‘ 

There has been no advance in knowledge of wild turkey since 1918. 
Quarles' paper, published that year in American Game, is still up to date. 
The importance of learning something about turkeys seems so pressing as 
to merit national as well as local financing. Local sources of funds 
are better known to the University than to me. Among possible national 
sources are: U. S. Biological Survey (through a special item or the 
McSweeney-McNary Bill); Campfire Club; Boone and Crockett Club; "More 
Game Birds in America." I would be glad to help in any way I can toward 

outlining or presenting plans. 

The present Forest Service studies of deer in the Southwest 
seem to be aimed toward remedying local over-abundance. The opportunity 
for learning the mechanisms which cause over-abundance, and over-scarcity, 
is still wide open, and obviously falls under the McSweeney-McNary Bill. 
Both species should, I think, be studied together with a view to maintain- 
ing a proper balance between them, and between the various races of each. 
The decline of whitetail in northern parts of Arizona and New Mexico, and 

the opposite trend in the southern parts, is still a mystery. 

Tucson is a logical headquarters for a Southwestern deer study. ' 

Miscellaneous Suggestions. The following miscellaneous impressions 

were discussed during the field work. They are not matured thoughts, but 
merely items which might merit further consideration. 

Raptor Censuse The extreme visibility of hawk and owl nests on 
the gambel quail range offers a unique opportunity to determine density 

of breeding populations, as well as to make theusual food habit studies. 
The opportunity to band young raptors further offers a chance to determine 
mobility. No one, to my knowledge, has ever measured density in raptors, 

although obviously their food habits have little meaning unless interpreted 
in terms of density of prey and predator. Here is a chance to change the 
emphasis in raptor research in a way which might dissolve some of the 

present unproductive controversies. 

Blanks. The mesquite mesas around the Proctor Canyon box are 
evidently at this season quail-less, in spite of the fact that the upper 
pasture contains more grass and weeds than the more overgrazed portions 

of the Santa Rita Reserve. These blanks offer an invaluable chance to find 
out what makes a quail range. Hackberry and mustard are examples of possible 

essentials missing from these blanks. By associating the line where quail
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"leave off" at various seasons with the food and cover transitions 
at that line, it ought to be possible to get down to the essentials of 
quail environment. 

Salt. Gorsuch's valuable observations on quail eating salt 
at cattle salt grounds opens up new leads for controlled experiments. 
It is barely possible that the salt is injurious. It would be interest~ 
ing to see if quail eat it instinctively, or whether they learn how from 
other quail. Giving it to birds raised in isolated confinement would 
soon show this. Some of the extraneous constituents of the salt, such 

as sulphur, may be the real attraction. The weights of wild birds with 
and without access to salt might be worth getting as a preliminary to con- 

trolled tests.



University of Arizona 4 yoy, 

TUCSON March 8, 1931 yr 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 Univ. Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
I have not written you recently because I 

have been expecting momentarily to receive word that you 
were enroute to Arizona. 

About ten days ago I returned from Calif. 
but unfortunately did not accomplish what I wet out to do 
which was some work on oestology and plumages with Swarth 
at the Calif. Academy of Sciences. Instead I was taken to 
the Seripps Metabolic Clinic at La Jolla where they fixed 
my intestinal trouble and then sent me back here due to 
the fact that a rigid diet prohibits my eating in rest- 
aurants for some time. I am fortunately in finer shape 
than ever, and have been in the field since returning get- 
ting in some good work. : 

The paper on the Ring-necked Pheasant 
arrived, and I find it very interesting, The quail sex 
ratio tabulations also arrived, and I am pleased to note 
the slight disparity in sex numbers which I believe to be 
the case with our Gambel and Sealed also. Last fall dur- 
ing the open season I gathered much data from hunters, and 
was amazed at the larger number of males over females; In 
fact I refused to believe the reports, and upon investig- 
ating found the majority of hunters can not distinguis be- 
tween the sexes and in many cases thought the Scaled to 
be the female Gambel. Naturally I threw out the reports, 
but I could see a bit of humor in the situation. I will 
not accept the averageshunter's statements for fact,unless 
I know the man and can rely upon his observations,here- 
after. et i 

The fact that the Gambel almost invariab- 
ly posts a male sentinel, and in moving over the ground is 
never without a male rear gaurd, plus the more conspicious 

eolored plumage of the male makes him much more evident, 
and this I believe accounts for the statements of many ob- 
servers that the ratio is so greatly in favor of the males, 
a fact which I do not find true in the work. 

The birds of both species on the Reserve 
have wintered excellantly, and with no noticable losses. i»: 
due to natural enemies. Excellant winter rains have put 

Arizona in wonderful shape furnishing an abundence of win- 
ter food in the way of winter annuals. So far this month 
the birds are feeding almost exclusively on the flowers 
and green seed pods of a small mustard despite the many 
other tender plants coming. Courting has already started 
with early stages of ovulation showing in the females, and 
I expect to begin finding nests shortly. This will be a 
most interesting time for you to visit us, and we are look 
ing forward to it with pleasant anticipation I assure you.



Your letter to N.H.Sloane is interesting, and 
it certainly is gratifying to see the interest this Game 
Bird work is arousing; I am sure it will continue to grow 
with satisfactory results that will be of mutual benefit 
to all concerned, and you are to be greatly complimented 
for the wonderful part you are playing in this. 

Must close now and get off a letter to Grange 
and Swarth. 

We shall expect th see you out this way short- 
ly, and if in the megntime I can do anything that will ex- 
pedite things on this end,or in any be of% assistance don 
fail to let me know. 

With sincere best wishes, 

VOD ss1cf 
/ EL : e



December Jist, 1930 

Mr. Charlies T. Vorhies, Our file; 
University of arizona, Ga me ; 
Tueson, 4rizona. j 

Dear Sir: 

Arig ona Fellowship : 

At the request of our Wr. Leopold, 
we enclose herewith the Institute's cheek Ho. 440 } 
for $1,500.00. This is in payment of the amount 
due as per our agreement on December 318t, 1930. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt, ani 
f p oblige, 

Yours very truly, i 

CSc 3s Secretary . ‘ 
Enel. 

Copies to Messrs. J. M..Olin 
B. @. DidL J 

: Aldo Leopold : i



“i 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (3. we Sy 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \y : 

IN REPLY REFER TO 
\ 

E University of Arizona f; 

Tucson, Arizona uv 
Oct. 6, 1930 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ON \ 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Things seem to be going fine here, except that Mr. Gorsuch 

has been having to lay off for a few days on account of some kind 

of intestinal upset. He is going at the work with energy, interest, 
and intelligence, and we anticipate a lot of valuable information. 

Csr Go PrsRadee Aor, he ) 
At our request the Fish and Game Commission have set aside 

the Santa Rita Range Reserve as a game preserve for a period of 

at least two years. This will enable Gorsuch to study the quail 

of that region without any hunting disturbances during that period 

of time. Following that, it will of course be of interest to check 

up on the localities of banded birds. 

Would you be good enough to put me on your mailing list for 
your monthly bulletin, that is, provided this action would be per- 
missible? 

I was unfortunately out of town during almost the entire period 

of Stoddard's and Grange's last visit. I did, however, get back in 

time to have a long talk with Grange just before he left. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

VteRE TV. Vann 
Senior Biologist



\ 
Copies to: Waller P A Seatiax ile Arizona fellow 

Sept. 12, 1930 

Mr. W. B. Grange 

U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Wallace: 

Harvey Bostick of the Du Pont field force was here yesterday 

and made what seems to be a very promising suggestion. 

He says that President Schantz of the University of Arizona 
hunts and fishes with a group of men prominent in the southern Arizona 
copper mines. These men are already accustomed to the idea of private 
donations for the furtherance of specific university projects. It would 
seem possible that President Schantz would interest them either in 
additional funds for the quail project, if and when it needs them, or 
a new project to initiate the mch-needed study of turkeys in the South- 
west. 

In the course of your Arizona contacts you might keep this 
prospect in mind, and if it looks good, work toward it. 

I am sending copies of this to Mr. Bostick and Major Waller. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence.



University of Arizona 

TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

September 10, 1930 

ir. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear mr. Leopold: 

During my absence from the State on a little 
vacation trip leaving here August 16, I received your 
favor of the fifteenth with reference to the final author- 
ization for the first payment on the fellowship and the 
copy of a letter to wr. Olin authorizing the remittance. 
Also I found on my desk on my return the check for $1500 
which has been duly turned over to the Bursar. I have 
acknowledged to mr. Olin the receipt of this check. 

mr. Stoddard and wr. Grange were already here 
and had been out in the rield a number of days with ur. 
Gofsuch. They have indicated to me that they feel well 
pleased with the way in which he is beginning his work, 
but you will doubtless have a direct report from them as 
to that. Iam able to say that mr. Gorsuch did begin 
his work early in July and we have paid salary and ex- 
penses on that basis. 

I note in going over the articles of agreement 
that the University agrees to keep this fellowship fund 
"separate,”etc. Our plan for the actual handling of this 
fund which we thought of during the period that the agree- 
ment was being signed in the East, was to place this fund 
in the University fund handled in the Business Office 
under the head of “endowments and gifts’) this portion of 
such fund then to constitute a special fellowship in my 
department. wr. Gorsuch has received his regular appoint- 
ment as a fellow in my department and the expense money 
will be handled on the same basis as other University 
expenditures. This means that I will requisition in the 
regular way for supplies and that all bills come through 
me for approval as they do in the case of state funds or 
federal funds. I trust that this meets the situation 
and take it that our agreement-.as to the handling of the 
funds is intended tirst of all to safeguard the expendi- 
tures and have them handled in some official manner so 
that they are checked by two or three parties. As we are 
handling it the requisitions and bills will be handled by 
two parties other than mr. Gorsuch, namely myself and the 
Bursar-or by three if you prefer it,myself as head of the 
départment, Dean tall for the College of Agriculture, and 
the Bursar.



f Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 

Kindly let me know whether all of this meets 
with your approval as to the manner of handling the 
finances. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CTV-v Entomologist.



Copy to: Messrs. Olin vo 
, Grange 2 [ ae 

ae ye 

Sept. 23,1930 

Dr. Chas. 7. Yorhies 
College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Vorhiest 

I have your letter of September 10 an’ also a letter from 
Stoddard giving a favorable opinion of Mr. Gormich. I nood not tell 

you that this erectly heartens ani reassures me. 

Your proposed method of hanféling the fellowship funds is in 
my opinion in aceorlance with the agreement ani in accordance with 
practice in the other universities. 

Probably you have heard by this time that the University of 
New Mexico has received of for four 
from the lew Noxteo wes george mitawwioeo 
faculty monber in charge. I would suggest that a close coordination 
be established between the two projects. ‘This action in New Mexieo 
pleases me very much. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Chere, Game Survey



P eben 
y can 

‘ UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY On j 

NEW YORK OFFICE 

August 18, 1930, 

Mre C. Stewart Comeeux, Secretary, 
Sporting Arme and Avemmition Mfra, Inste, 
103 Park Aves, 
New York City. 

Dear Mr. Comesux: 

I em enclosing for your file letter fvom Mr. Leopold, deted 

Auguet lith, to which fis attached copy of the Arizona Agreement. 

Mr. Leopold's letter was approved by Mr. Olin under date of 

4ugust L3th, and countersigned by me August 1th. 

It will now be in order for you to make renittance as re- 

quested in itr. Leopold's letter. J 

Very truly yours, 

ELLIOT? Ge DILL 
Vice-Uheirman, Committees on hestoration and 

\ Protection of Game. 

ECD. MM. 
Bnele 

Copies to Mesers. J. Me Olin, : 
Aldo Leopold. /



University of Arizona (yer 

TUCSON pw \\ 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE (le Wu 0 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

August 13, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of July 31 and your 

wire of August 12 with reference to Mr. Gorsuch and the 

quail fellowship work. 

As Mr. Gorsuch had given up his other 

work promptly on the first of July as a result of the 

wires which came through ens indicate that the 

fellowship work was certain, we,made his appointment as 

fellow dated from July 1. Mr. Gorsuch accomplished what 

he could during July,although under the uncertainty he 

felt somewhat handicapped, but is now fully under way and 

spending his entire time in the field. Fortunately Dr. 

Taylor and an assistant wer planning extensive field op- 

erations and Mr. Gorsuch was able to join their party 

which will remain in the field continously. He reports 

that he is already getting some very interesting informa- 

tion. f 

I am glad to know that the remittance 

will arrive soon although by arrangement with the Business 

Office, after we were assured that things were going thru 

eventually, it is possible for us to proceed,as they have 

agreed to advance the necessary expense money and salary 

even if the remittance does not come before the next pay 

day. I hope that all this arrangenent is satisfactory to 

you and I am sure you will be glad to know that Mr. 

Gorsuch is already immersed in the work. 

No doubt Mr. Gorsuch will be interested 
when I get word to him that either Mr. Grange or Mr, 
Stoddard or both will come down again sometime soon, I 

too am interested, of course, and I trust that their com- 

ing will be delayed until after my return from vacation. 
I have been trying to take vacation for the past week 

without much success so long as I remain here but next



«Qe 

Saturday I am leaving for the coast for two weeks, I 
expect to be back on August 31. 

a a 

c. T. Vorhies, 
CTV :ms Entomologist. i



file 
f Orugpra feted 

; Ange 11, 1930 ; 

Mr. John Me OLin 

tot Alten Hie 

Dear Mr. Olint 

- ‘The Arigona agreement duly olened by all three parties 
has now boon received, ani this letter is to request your authority for 
Mr. Comeaux to make remittance, payable to the treasurer of the University 
of Avigona but mailed to Dr. Charles 7. Vorhies, University of Arizona, 
Tageon, Arizona. The amcunt of the payment diould be $1500 ant the period 
eovered will be July 1, 1930 to December 31, 1930. 

on as 
over balances, I think thie will be the proper way to hantle the matter. 

If this recomeniation meets with approval, Iindly 
tnthgnte behow en matt So We. Gane 0 ule auteeettgn ' 

The signed copies of the other ogreoments are 
nov betng apt bye Sones Hence I sugeeat that the Institute's ; 
copy herewith be tranenitted with this letter to him, 

Youre sincerely, / 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

ore 
APPROVED 

Ghaimman, Gone Restoration Comalttes 

| 2



August 11,1930 : 

Dr. Charles 7. Vorhies ; 
University of Ariwna 
Ta¢son, Arizona i 

Dear Dr. Vorhies: 

I have today received the signed agreevents and have 
— that the remittance for the fellowship be made to the 

iversity, as per copy attached. 

Mr. Olin was prevented from signing earlier by reason 
of sickness. I of course regret the delay. 

The University's copy of the signed agreement is trang~ 
mitted herewith. Another copy is being sent the Biological Survey, 
together with a copy of this letter. - 

Yours sincerely, 

; In Charge, Game Survey 

Dietated by Mr. Leopold 
but signed in his absence. 

e



UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CoO. 
METALLIC AMMUNITION AND SHOT-SHELLS de 

lll BROADWAY, NEW YORK f 

July 29, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At Mr. Olin's request, I am returning the correspondence 

regarding the Arizona Fellowship which you sent him with your letter 

of July 3rd. With this, I am sending you copy of my letter to Mr. Olin, 

giving my approval to the Gorsuch selection. 

alll 

ELLIOTT C. DILL 
Vice-Chairman, Committee on Restoration and 

Protection of Game. 

ECD.MW. 
Encl.



UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

NEW YORK OFFICE 

July 29, 1930. 

Mre Je Me Olin, Chairman, 
Comittee on Restoration and Protection of Game, 
East Alton, Ills. 

Dear lar. Olin: 

I have now had an opportunity to read the rather voluminous 
correspondence which accompanied your letter of July 10th, and which ie 
being returned to Mr. Leopold in accordance with your request. 

There seems to be no question that Prof, Nichol would have 
been the ideal Fellow, but there appears to be considerable doubt as to 
whether he was ever actually within financial reach. i 

I appreciate lire Leopold's desire to seoure the next best 
qualified man and in my opinion the conclusion to be drawn from the ; 
various letters settles this point in favor of Mr. Gorsuch. I am most 
strongly influenced in favor of Mir. Gorsuch by Mr. Herbert L. Stodderd's 
letter of June 24th in which he quotes Dr. Harry Swarth as giving 
Mr. Gorauch an unqualified recomendation. Dr. Swarth appears to be the 
enly one who has personel knowledge of Gorsuch’s work and his contact 
qualifies him to speak with authority. 

In view of this specifie endorsement from Dr. Swarth and : 
the general endorsements from Dr. Ball, Dre Taylor and Dr. Vorhies, I 
think we will make no mistake in appointing Mr. Gorsuch. 

Very truly yours, 

ELLIOTT C. DILL 
Vice-Chairman, Committee on Hestoration and 

Protection of Game. 
ECD.MY. 

Copy to Mr. Aldo Leopold.



( L 
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‘ : d 

July 10, 1950. 

General =, 0, Dill, 
Us. Ss Cartridce Company, 
111 Broadway, 
New York, Ne Y. 

; Dear General Dill; ; 

; * Attached you will find file covering Arizona 
Fellowship cortespondenee sent to me by Mr. Leopold re- 
lating to the Recker of a Fellow to take care of : 
the Institute Fellowship at the University of Arizona, 

this unfortunate thet Professor Nichol 
who was the leailing candidate for the Quail Fellowship, 
@ould not accep the appointment, As near as I ean judge 
from the co ondenece attached Mr, Gorsuch should be 
satisfactory. 

I stuply sending you this for your 
infomation 80 that en the egreement is presented you j 
Will have all the facts before you. \ | 

: | When you have finished with it will you Rt 
please return correspondence to Mr, Leopold for his 
records, | : ( 4 

Yours truly, : 

TM Olin W | ttee on Restoration 
ai and Protection of Game 

Mir, Aldo Leppold : 
Mr. C, Stewirt Comeaux: ; 

; | : ; 
hh i 
i ' f 

| / ee a xs laos Seine



- Copy to Mr. Olin File 

Be aber be patient 

Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Herbert: 

ot Ene Pe tin erent Oe 
orter you Grange have benef 

=a Gene of Been ane eratttenstah. 

I am particularly glad to learn that Dr. Swarth has a 
high opinion of Gorgudh. 

I gather that Nichol is unavailable not because of any 
action of his own, but because somebody in the University teok him 
away from us for entomological wort. . 

an tad Ue ranean Or takes oe nent bane cee 
Ball repatation very exacting 8 require- 

mente for research persomel. ‘This gives me a little addition’ re- 
assurances 

Tt seems to me thet we amst now choose one of two courses: 
to) enable Mebveossly Gnd cethen WEkl be mapentel satel Gay fiat 

: Oe ree een bd) appreve Gorsuch and ‘ 
Scat ac the renewal at end of the year will pragti« 

amount to a probational period. 

I think that you and Grange chould make the decision, first 

I no personal knowledge of the can@idates and can not have for 
many months to come. I hope it will be agrecable to you and Grange to 
make this decision ani wire me when you have made it. 

If you decide on course (a) I will be glad to write Dr. 
Ball aecortingly. 

sans San G00Nte on. oraned TO) cence tale wth Re Gepiee of 
Se cgay oe Sy Sees and asic him to forward 
then to Mr. amy £0 ae 5 oe centens © Gety oS Gils latter Also 
wire me so that I can wire Dr. Ball.



Wtukk naman 

$ diese sanvelate sor Eeopeacian ton wobter tenceade ote ten ieneien 
pemere Denteing a final decision: 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Im Charge, Geme Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
f 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY June 24,1920 

AND REFER TO ‘ 

FH-2 
Game Birds. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

Grange and I have gone over and discussed the copies of letters 

and plans just received. Your game restoration program discussion 

is very interesting but we will not attempt to comment on the ideas 

advanced now as we expect to see you in the near future and can go 

over it better then, We hope to work with Exggington soon after July 4. 

I just ran igto Dr. Harry Swarth in the National Museum and 

took the opportunity to ask him about Mr. Gorsuch . He spoke very 

highly of him, recommending him for the Gembe? quail study without 

qualification, He said that Gorsuch worked about two months in the 

field with him in Arizona two years ago and he found him a very hard, 

intelligent worker who was very agreeable personally. If a man looks 

good after two months as field assistant in bird collecting he is 

probably a pretty good sort. Swarth also stated that he thought Mr. 

Gorsuch would seckhe study through in case he started it- a very 

important point. 

We received your copy of the last letter to Dr, Ball, I did not 

mean to convey the impression that I thought poorly of Mr, Gorsuch, 

rather that we did not have an opportunity to size him up. As Mr, 

Nichol was slated for the job we were more concerned with his 

qualifications. I was more interested in Gorsuch as a good man for 

some Museum, and had in mind looking around a bit for him in that 

field, as I did not see any prospect of a fellowship opening for him 

in the near future. If a better man for the quail study can be found 

well and good, but I do not think I would hesitate on Gorsuch if 

the University men prove to be strongly for him. I hope that the study 

materializes anyway. 

Herbert L.Stoddard, 
Cooperative Agent.
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Fhe. 
Copies tot Messrs. Olin 

Stoddard ; 
Grange 

dane 21, 1930 

Riot Ss Si | of 
‘Tuason, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Thyloss 

Pde adh, Wine ote at te & the Oh ee 

eke pat atte WR oo ecemenily Sates Hite, $9 ne 
tirely out of nedeasary oi(itional money were 
Grelisahe? ‘Sil be esabimme to bo cus ef sed Gp GAGA bo ventas aratl> 
able at a somevhat later date? 

Sait alt pee tetas’ Oot our eon ie On ice en 
she to cope with the life history stuties wa have 

Feta Oe Slted oe gu paces ttre pen ah a 
nce Ubevtiontion ob hamate Ge eames melt aoe eae we 

Soe GaOeee Se Sua & han Oeen Ge Ge 0 Gham on cating Ut Ge bite 
eet olacs of man material? 

This ts a rather informal dismecion of my dowbte which would 
hardly hove been suitable for the fommal correspondence with Dr. Ball. 1 
ete Gas Ge ab ha Cl 
Game to sone iv. Would it help any to let the Gome 

Sono Meee a 
weer naieubinr 

Another agpect of this matter which not have occurred to 

hte cate perv ccwe Greene netiey 
there, ani I have to make ood on my asvarance that the stodent at Theson



ig equally good and not merely good enough to try out. 

the senna Fee ie te ee ee ee en ot a ° am 
copies to Stoddard and Grange and hope that any time they think me unduly 
cautious they will notify both you and me, 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. leopold's absence.



£ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

BIOLOGICAL LAVECTIGATID Na FIELD OFFICE 

eA TUCSON, ARIZONA 

University of Ariana, 

Jume 17, 19350. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I hope the new arrangement proposed by the University of Arizona 

for the quail fellowship can be approved by you and Mr. Redington and the 

Institute. In my opinion you do not need to be anxious about Mr. Gorsuch. 

He is not Mr. Nichol, of cousse. The latter is one of those rare spirits 

one meets only at long intervals. Mr. Gorsuch is an A 1 man, well above the 

average of university graduates. I have been acquainted with him for five 

years, quite intimately, and for lesser periods he has worked for the 

Biological Survey as a temporary employee. I should like to have the funds 

to attach him to this office permanently. I would not know where to look 

for an available man of anything like Gorsuch's qualificationsfor the 

quail study. While he has not mm won his spurs in this sort of work, he 

is, I think, fully conscious of what he will be getting into if appointed, 

and I am confident he will give an excellent account of himself. He has 

been interested in game problemsfor a considerable period of time, although 

not professionally imtexrestmi et work in that line. I believe he has the 

necessary industry end initiative to carry the investigation through to 

real results. 

Of course nobody will realize better than yourself the difficulties 

of the field here. Whoever is appointed should be given a real break. If 

Gorsuch gets the job I feel that we may all feel very well satisfied. 

Soe SSS



Copies tot ; File 
Stoddard 
Grange 
Olin 
Taylor 

June 20, 1930 

Gaitege of sgrieu tre 
University of Arizona 
Tueson, Avigona 

Dear Dr. Balle : 

In farther reference to your Letter of June 6 
and uy adknowledgaent of Juno 12. 

| : the of My. Gorgadh from Stoddaw! anf 
are not in to thea 

Nichols talen aranted cael 9 eek aiaws wate 
to eise up Mr. Gorcudh. 

SS Seine seeemiiin oe 00 
of the the tate was the Secioly'ot Saale” feast et oot an ole 

Sle tad Otc senate oot tects | ob colin tenet an oie 
io Meee Cota ak of Ue chats 

‘the agreement whieh sont me ic satisfactory, bat 
S fiat mpeche necttans to vecmmeené Ste Stash elanstane tw te taste 

See eta ae eens te ant Seeey lee one 
the Biclogical Survey men ani is the secon’ choice of the University 

se onan Pe eeeas Sew St Se See : 
no hand fn the seleotion of ome, 

«EBS stealer te nly 
caf Bishogioal Survey man oe te Michale 4 

I would appreciate it, therofore, if would give 
ante weaete ob pau ah an Ob tet pon 

(1) De any of the representatives of the University 
imow of o better man to be obtained olseshere 
within the $4,000 lintt? 

(2) Bow fimel fi the inability of the State Gome 
Comaiesion to contribute expense money? Has



. Seren | 
cnsome” 

(3) D484 the University committe, in recomenting 
Gr Gorathyroonetan th noone of enop- 

ts opening ey 8 nov £3001 ifue gue Toscana? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey



TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN AND DIRECTOR CaCO EONS ee eee 

June 19, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

I think the misunderstanding with reference to 
Dr. Vorhies and Dr. Taylor was that they, having talked 
with Messrs. Stoddard and Grange,did not think it was 
necessary to specifically endorse Mr. Gorsuch as they 
had already given their estimate of him. 

I do not personally know Mr. Gorsuch, except 
as I have met him in this connection. He impresses me 
as being a very earnest and ambitious young man with a 
rather exceptional knowledge of environmental conditions 
of this region. I would from my interviews and conver- 
sations with other people be inclined to estimate that 
he was above, in fact considerably above the average of 
the graduate men for this particular line of work. In 
fact I think that your people would have been very 
highly impressed with him if it had not been for Mr. 
Nichol's being in the offing. I think you understand 
that we consider Mr. Nichol one of the most promising 
of the younger entomologists of this country. He is a 
remarkable man in many ways and the Institution would 

i under no circumstances consider letting him go into this 
type of work if it had not been that his health appar- 
ently demanded that he spend practically all of the time 
in the open. He was steadily going down in his tollege 
work and so he was transferred to the landscape work 
to get him out into the open as much as possible. At 

: the time this came up for consideration it was thought 
that the quail fellowship would be an ideal situation for 

him, - to give him an opportunity to get back his health 

and strength and at the same time that he would be able 

to do an outstanding piece of work in this case. The 
worst thing about Mr. Nichol is that it is absolutely 
impossible to keep him from working. Otherwise, we 

might be able to cure him up in very much less time. 

Other factors have intervened, however, and Mr. Nichol 

is not available. With him out of consideration, I doubt 

very much whether you would be able to find a man who 
woulda be as aatisfactory as Mr. Gorsuch. His major 
professor has spoken in the highest of terms of him and 

both Dr. Vorhies and Dr. Taylor who are keen judges of 

men are very favorably impressed. I am very sorry for 

the quail fellowship's sake that you cannot get Mr. Nichol,



Mr. Aldo Leopold $262 

For his sake, I am glad that things are opening up to give 
him the outdoor work in other lines, but I believe that 
you will be well pleased with Mr. Gorsuch if you decide 
to approve his appointment. 

Very sincerely yours, 

BE. D. Ball, 
EDB-v Dean and Director. 

‘



University of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

June 18, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Referring to your letter of June 12 to 
Dean Ball, I wonder now why we, (Dr. Taylor and 
I), did not think to forward our recommendations 
for Mr. Gorsuch at the time Dean Ball sent out 

é his nomination. — 

So far as I personally am concerned I 
can wholeheartedly endorse Mr. Gorsuch for the 
fellowship. So dong as Mr. Nichol was in the 
field there could be no question as to our choice 
falling upon him - if sufficient funds could be 
secured to get him. It is due Mr. Nichol, and 
only fair also to Mr. Gorsuch,to emphasize that 
Mr, Nichol was not just a good candidate but an 
absolutely exceptional macn. uring the years 
he was my assistant I had constantly to urge that 
point - have often said that while he had only a 
bachelor's degree, he had training and research 
ability which I could not really hope to secure 
in a holder of a master's degree. In fact, I'd 
rather have him than many a Bh.D. I am glad to 
say that Dean Ball has now fully recognized Mr. 
Nichol's capabilities. We could not ask Mr. Nichol 
to take this fellowship at $3,000 to cover salary 
and expenses. 

Now, having indicated the condition as to 

Mr. Nichol, I wish to say that, under any ordinary 
circuustgnces, we would have felt we had a good. 
candidate for the work in Mr. Gorsuch. I am sure 
he has the interest, the ability, and the initiation 
to do a good piece of work, and in recommending him 

I do so, as always with my recommendations, with a 

full sense of my own responsibility in the matter. 
Dr. Taylor can speak from actual field experience 
with Mr. Gorsuch. I cannot; but have no PTT 

in making the rgcommendatign nevertheless. J Want 
we conbdl git Lie t ok Pow ratencle 

CTV-v Entomologist.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO - 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

¢ June 14, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

Regarding David Gorsuch, recommended for the 
Arizona Fellowship, I know that Drs. Taylor and 
Vorhies each expressed the opinion Gorsuch would be 
acceptable in case Nichols were not available. In- 
asmua. as these two men are well acquainted with 
Gorsuch, over a considerable period, I should think 
their recommendation entirely safe. Gorsuch worked 
several months with Taylor, on the porcupine study. 
I believe Vorhies has. worked with him in the field 
also. 

Gorsuch is familiar with southwestern conditions. 
He has been temporarily in mining work of some kind. 

It is my impression he holds a Master's degree. He 
expressed great interest in the Fellowship, definitely 

stating he would like to receive appointma-+t. 

Comparing Gorsuch with Nichols, it is my opinion 
Nichols is of a very high class and decidedly a keener 
research man than Gorsuch. Nichols, I think, could be 
expected to turn out unusually brilliant work; Gorsuch 
will no doubt turn out acceptable work. This is the 
impression given by Taylor and Vorhies, and checks with 
my own size-up of the two men. Nichols is not a native 
Westerner. I understand Gorsuch is. However, Nichols 
has been in Arizona fully lag enough: to qualify him in 
this respect. 

I did not see Gorsuch long enough to perhaps 
meet him at his best. It is difficult to compare him 

with our present Fellows, but I should say, upon the 
slight acquaintmece had, and remembering first impressions 
of the present Fellows, that he is not superior to any 

; and may possibly not equal their standards.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

mae 

Unfortunately, I must confess that my impression of 

Gorsuch was not entirely favorable. I cannot give you 

anything specific to account for this impression, 

except that he seemed a little too anxious for the 

place, seemed to have a somewhat depreciative attitude 

toward any possible candidate from The Hast (which I 

took to mean Nichols) and did not partimlarly give the 

impression of a hard worker, He is an ex-soldier and 

may have some tendency to slide by on that basis. 

I have frequently been badly mistaken in sizing up 

men on short acquaintance, and suggest you satisfy 

yourself through men who have meet Gorsuch under a variety 

of circumstances. In other words, I would say that I 

would hesitate considerably on Gorsuch, myself, if I 

trusted to my own reaction alone, without knowing the 
attitude of his co-workers. I would not, however, have 
any hesitance in recommending him on the basis of his 
reputation in Tucson, as expressed to us by members of 
theUniversity staff. Certainly his training and familiarity 

with the country are decidedly in his favor. 

Please do not give too much consideration to my 
impression, as it is admittedly formed hurriedly and 
perhas igunfair. I have given my opinion in order that 
you can satisfy yourself and not with any idea of 
recommending &gainst the man or professing competence to 
judge. 

Sim:erely, 
ee ZB, Byer za 

Wallace B. Grange 

Cooperative Agent 

Gorsuch idtnepaly man mentioned as available in case 

Nichols were ‘not. We had understood Nichols definitely 

was available.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY } 
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27 MSOURA SCOTMSTREGT. TUCSON, ARIZONA Mv 

University of Arizona, , 

Tucson, Arizona 

July 1, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
The Geme Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I to not think you will regret approving Gorsuch's 

appointment as the Fellowship man to study the Gambel Quail. 

I was particularly glad to receive your telegram today, 

as I am about to leave town on field work and it naturally 

gratifies me very much that you have decided the matter in our 
favor. Needless to say, I shall be glad to be of any possible 

assistance to Mr. Gorsuch or yourself in building up this 

most interesting and important new line of research work. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

tate \ he 

Senior Biologist 

Wet/t 

Or QQ LsQ~y A ere 5 

Be € an ee y en or 

ok Coens (eaudted aif. Fone en 

eas a Ae re 
Ure Rome: 

Q 0 pall eS ear 
Pag , ane wt



duly 1,1930 

San Gn 

fast Alton, tilinede 
Dear Mr. Olint 

tn my letter to Stoddard of dunce of which 
mas gent you Yoth the daotaton a €o the sootsatiity of 
David M. Gorgueh for the Arizona fellowship entirely to and 

_ Grange. yond da Fhe 
additional information he recommended the aceeptance of the Unive 
ereity's nomination. 

the will be forwaried to for signature 
atyentty teen elleabs teatane ie at Gel enteeinaee 
Ne ee ee ee ta cee Se ne waaiiee 3 Ss ee 

‘The principal reason for my readiness to accept 
Caveats te that f hove lecemel foun eckelte eourese that Tey Balle 
She cael cen deel ae caste 0 vay Seas 

Gorauch fis satisfactory I thins we can tale it at ite face value, 
Seozerily 5 lace Geta pereees cuaritente th 3a, Vannes ail i 
Taylor, who join in the recomentation 2 ee 
show that I also checked up through several friends and 
found thet they 0.K.'d Gorsuch. 

T have aloo been guided velie? in the coneral 
gutastete Gah tee Teetthehe tenants chonee te shene Chall teks 
position of nominating stulents. We mst leave that to the Univ 
eral ty, Pts ae dame ok be el ot len ion 

Se a 
is wed vetneaittg tating to dotiiue reummde oa ae 
the right precedence for a future expansion of the fellowship 
through a aentral organisation 

2 of course om telcing porsonal responsibility for this 
whole Arigona set-up. s papeeens the chawaeee af ten earune aan 
their return to me, together with the correspondence which accom 

hede terpetd



Copies tot Messra. Olin Fike 
; Stoddard 

Taylor 

duly 1, 1930 

Galtace of Sgrtent tre 
University of Arizona 
fuecon, Arigona 

Dear Dr. Balt : 

Stoddart, Oronge, an I hove carefully reviews’ 
ofsitional information whidh cad oueh un oat bene exumenied j 
the omooation of the agremant ant tha arcrond of your nantoation 
of Mr. Gorenth as the 

De. Bektoe of the BMolorical deatres to make 
one stange tn the aerenenh etch probly mal! ne teen Sn 
gare of in the ee re ener ome res 8 
ae ee ae See Se oe tee 2 pertains 

to the seotion on publications an? oteates in effect that pablie 
qeaeeee ene Re Ramare, of Se Cite sat He tetontien Gene 
fnetest of the University only), ant pions dhol] be 
from time to time by their ontanl consent. 1 trast that this change 
will be acceptable, 

the hee tho end will formst 16 ratty tyr, Jo fay ont 9 Sa Se 
mittee of the tute, ani he will forward then to me after which 
I will sont you your siened copy. 

T om senfing o formal reoommeniation to Mr. OLin for 

Sagoo. Bee ptey peny A 
the University of Arizona. 

Stoddard, amd T are agreed that since Mr. Cormack 
ap aut Go Hace alee of he cee Ob enatn Gets oe 
Serr eee. eee ear oe Semaaate ee AEN eotien 
Se eee oS oe I om gure that you anit he will 

that this proviso io nof personal refleetion on him, wat 
SaEED Side hak cael eelodinns sultanate’ ies Gant 

umeretenting obtained in the ease of the other fellowships. 

% te ma to ot this time thet the Intttte naps Snead Wis Sofas Slant ies pe



research tn those wostern otates which have not yot talon it up. It 
oo Ghee Sar Bees teas So oat of Sevesite the study of thie 
one species, Sevens Ccaviatel of Gu Sonenstt Of ciutive o8 
Sraee Seseeee, seeing Savas The Mbveratwe ‘The realization of 

i Gee tack oF Gao ties be ancy coeninde le tt can 
our oxieting follewships are loasted. 

Yours eimersly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tm Charge, Game Survey
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; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 7 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

Cee eR eecaRS SURVEY June 13,1930 

FH-Z 
Game Birds. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, ; 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold; 

Your telegram of June 12 received. I am very sorry to hear that 

Mr. Nichol is now unavailable for the Gembek quail study for he seemed 

just the man for the work. All were agreed that he was of the type that 

could run his own work and would need very little coaching from us or 

from the men having his work in charge in the University. This was 

very important from our standpoint, considering the distances involved. 

As it seemed very unlikely that Mr. Gorsuch would be nominated 

by the University, and our time was limited, we made no special effort 

to size him up and our acquaintance was gained in a two hour auto ride 

near the city and we have little more than a general impression. 

Nichol's availibility was taken for granted. 

Mr. Gorsuch graduated from the University of Arizone I understand, 

about three years ago and since then has been working in Tucson, recently 

selling Ford cars. Before Mr. Nichol came Gorsuch was slated for any 

Gambel quail investigational work that came up, but at the time of our 

visit was largely’ out of the picture, a position I believe he resented 

somewhat for he expressed to us his desire to be considered He is an 

ex-soldier, in his thirties I judge, has been in the country { Arizona) 

for about seven years and consequently is familier with local conditions 

and the fauna and flora of the Southwest, and is very desirous of 

getting into natural history work professionally. He has worked as 

assistant to Dr. Taylor in porcupine studies and to Dr. Harry Swarth in 

ornithological field work and these gentlemen should be in a position 

to give you an outline of his qualifications. Dr. Taylor expressed 

himself to us as of the opinion that he could carry on the quail 

investigations satisfactorily, also that he was personally agreeable. 

He seemed personally agreeable to me although I believe Mr. Grange 

was not so favorably impressed with him. As Grange will arrive in 

Washington Monday the 16th, I will ask him to write to you in 

regard to the matter, as after all, he is the one who will be in 

most contact with him, 

As the University has seen fit to niminate Mr. Gorsuch ( which 

I take to mean thet Ball, Taylor, Vorhies President Schantz and the 

others interested, who have known him for a long time, are in 

agreement) I think that we should concur under the circumstances. The 

difference in salary is probably a true reflection of relative abilities, 

for they were considering giving Nichol $35,000 and are nominating



Gorsuch for $1,800. This should simplify matters for them somewhat, for 

I would not be surprised if the $ 2,000 they were to raise annually . 

might prevent the thing going through, for they seem hard up for cash 

out there. 

I would hesitate to compare Mr. Gorsuch with the Fellows 

already selected on the basis of my knowledge of him for fear of doing 

him an injustice. Like King and Yeatter, he is known to the men who 

would be responsible for directing his work, and selected by them, 

Only in Errington case did we have to judge largely by paper 

recommendations, and I had a week of intimate contact and field work 

with him under conditions where a real size up was possible. We have 

no such personal knowledge of Gorsuch, although Dr. Taylor and Prof. 

Vorhies both know him intimately and it would seem that we could rely 

on their judgment. In any case I have come to believe that the first 

six months or year should be considered as a probational period, and on this 

basis I would not hesitate to recommend that the nomination be 

approved in this case.However you had better wait until you hear from 

Grange as I do not care to assume the responsibility of speaking 

for him. 

Sincerely yours, 

Herbert L.Stodderd, 
Soopérative Agent. 

P.S. In case you desire to write to Dr. Swarth the address is 

2800 Prince St.,Berkeley, California. 
H.L.S.



Copies to: 
Messrs. Redington 

* > Stoddard 
Grange 

dune 12,1930 

Dr. B. BD. Bali, Dean 
College of Agricul ture 

; University of Arizona 
Tucson, Avisona 

Dear Sr, Ball: ! 

T have your letter of Jue 6 Me, Stoddard and Mr. Grenge 
G44 not report an Mr. Gorsuch in detail, so I wili heave to delay a 
fow days witil I can get their opinion. 

Ta wy mind, the entire matter now reste on his qualifica- 
tions. Se See St eee ewe YS Ee rey Se 

not at all an @ssential condition, except that Mr. Wichel was out of 
reach under ow maximua of $3,000. 

tt would veaesure me a great desl (and I think Mr, Redington 
would feel the amuse way) if w@ might have the individual appraisals 
of Gerguch by Dr. Taylor and De. VYoxrhles. I rether hesitate to mene 
tion thie point, because it my sound like «a degire to go behing 

: ee Teta yamine ua alt Gatoas as es 
ship has no substance at 211 unles® an exceptionelly able stud 
ent is obtained, The wore or leso stendardiged feculty guidance availe 
able ia almest every other field of veseatch is absent in game because 
it io & new subject, and hence the student must have the ability to 
literally create his own field, Hie faculty advisors can help hia, 
but they cannot do the thing for him. 

I would aleo feel better assured if you would discuss the 
chances of finding a better man by going ouboide. 

You doubtless understand that I am talking entirely in the 
eS a eS en ee ee 

these students. I also wish to make 1¢ clear that I am not recon- 
sidering the question whieh hes already been decided, that is, mak- 

; ing @ quetl research in Arizona. hot decision is mde, and ve are 
now engaged in = mon hunt to carry it out. No details as to finances 
or dates should stand in the wey of making thet man hunt the most. 
thorough one possible, : : 

This letter ig merely to comeunieate freely to you my pere



(ees 8 wet 

‘fonal Shaughbe during the interin vaile I an wilting to hess 

ccual GE aioe f aed tase eee ae _ 

_ Yours elneerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Change, Gene Survey ‘
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TUCSON \w ie 

‘ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE wn 

AND Qu ‘ 
OFFICE CK TH DEAN AND DIRECTOR AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION (a 

Jane 6, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 

-University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are glad to learn-that on the basis of the 
report by Messrs. Stoddard and Grange and your recommen- 
dation the Institute Committee has approved the establish- 
ment of the Gambel Quail fellowship at the University of 
Arizona. } 

It now develops that Professor A. A. Nichol who 
was our leading candidate for the quail fellowship could 
not accept appointment even though it were offered him. 
This is because other attractive research enterprises have 
developed since the visit of Messrs. Stoddard and Grange 
that have materially altered the situation from Mr. 
Nicholts point of view and have bound him to a different 
course of action. 

This leaves Mr. David M. Gorsuch in the field 
as an active applicant for the fellowship. Messrs. 
Grange and Stoddard met Gorsuch and can give you a per- 
sonal estimate of him. Those who know Gorsuch best 
regard him as a high class man, a better than average 
graduate student, and one whom we ne ave no hesitation 
in nominating for the work in nana, fe. ereductoa from 
the University of Arizona in 1925, working for the Bio- 
logical Survey as temporary field assistant for the fol- 
lowing six months, during which he helped Dr. Walter P. 

! Taylor with studies of the ecology of the porcupine in the 
i forests of northern Arizona. He was then proffered and 
' accepted a fellowship in biology at the University, but 

| was forced to give up the work as a result of an attack 

\ of appendicitis. He has done biological field work with 

' a number of persons, and in a number of places, notably 

' H. S. Swarth of the California Academy of Sciences, 
i San Francisco, who highly recommends him. 

‘ Dr. Taylor of the Biological Survey and Professor 

’ G, T. Caldwell of our Department of Biology, who probably 

i know the candidate's work better than anybody else, also 

i stand back of him. 

Gorsuch is a man of good address, alert of
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Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 

}. personality, is in excellent health, and has a powerful 
bent toward research. His general familiarity with our 
region, its plants and animals, well prepare him to under- 

: take the proposed work. 

It would not be desirable, however, to pay 
Gorsuch, who does not have an extensive record of scien- 
tifie accomplishment behind him as had Nichol, the full 
stipend of 85,000 per year. Furthermore, the University 
of Arizona, although as I have previously indicated, is 
much interested in this quail fellowship and will do every- 
thing in its power to forward it and support it, through 

affording consultant, laboratory and jibrary facilities, i 
some assistance with transporation, and direct financial 
aid when feasible, is not just now in position to allot 
any additional funds to the fellowship. Apparently the 
Arizona Fish and Game Commission has allotted its funds, 
so nothing may be counted on this year, from that source. 

: Our biological committee has discussed the mat- 
ter in some detail, among themselves and with Gorsuch. 
We propose that you consider the appointment of Mr. 
Gorsuch on the following basis: $3,000 per year to be 
allotted to the fellowship by the Institute, to be 
divided as follows: The first year, for salary, $1800; 
for expenses $1200. We would approve and Gorsuch would 
accept appointment on this basis. 

Although no money outlay from the University 
of Arizona would be in evidence, our contributions would be 
substantial and increasing, financially and otherwise. It 
is hoped the establishment of the fellowship can be ap- 
proved on this new basis. We would appreciate it, if the 
establishment of the fellowship can be approved for July 
1, 1930, if you would wire us collect, so that the ; 
University of Arizona and Mr. Gorsuch can lay plans ac- 

cordingly. 

Enclosed find fivecopies of a tentative contract 
drawn up on the basis of the Wisconsin contract submitted, 
and ready for consideration and the signature of the 

Institute's representative and the representative of the 

Biological Survey. Please return two copies to us here, 
one for the files of the University, the other for Mr. 
Gorsuch. 

If formal presentation to the Board of Rebents 

of the University of Arizona is required, some delay will 
be entailed, since the next meeting of the Board is not 
until in the fall. It is hoped that the agreement can be }
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completed at once, subject to their later approval, if 
that is required. 

Sincerely yours, 

B.. D. Ball, 
EDB-v Dean, College of Agriculture.



- -nisersity of Arizona 
TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES 

5620 Ellis Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

June 26, 1930. 

Mr.-Aldo Leopold, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 
Dr. Walter P. Taylor, of Tucson, has requested 

me to write you in regard to D. M. Gorsuch and a suggested 
fellowship for a study of the Gambel Quail. 

Mr Gorsuch was a member of several of my zoology 
and physiology classes while attending the University of . 
Arizona for five years. The fifth as fellow and Graduate 
Student. Mr. Gorsuch did good work in my classes, not the 
best, but always well above the average. He is an earnest ©°) 
student and fatthful worker, and has had sound fundamental 
training, with some experience in the field. 

Since I know nothing of the nature of the problem 
which might be assigned, it is difficult to estimate his 
ability to cope with the work, but I feel sure that the 
zoologists connected with the University would give him 

' freely of their time , for they regard him highly. 

oe yours, 

G.T.Caldwell. 
Prof. of 4oology.



Fr ingot? 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON PROPOSED 
GAMBEL QUAIL FELLOWSHIP 

The week April 26 to May 2, 1950 was devoted to going over 

the desirability of and inspecting facilities for a study of the 

: Gambel Quail in the vicinity of Tueson, Arizona, as a result of Ari- 

zona’s bid for one of the rem&ining Institute Fellowships. The 

following report is based upon field work in the vicinity of Tucson 

and conferences with people interested in the matter. ~ 

Practicability of Proposal 

The Gambel Quail is probably the most important upland game 

pird of the arid Southwest and ranges over suitable tertitory "from 

Western Texas to Southeastern California and from Southern Utah and 

Nevada south through Central Sonora, Mexico." Very little ks know 

of the life history and factors controlling the abundance of the : 

species, although reports indicate that the Gambel Quail has declined 

in numbers as the ranges have deteriorated through overgrazing. fi. 

Tucson is centrally located in the range of the species and 

within practical travel distance of the main type of Gambel Quail 
range. The ee of grazing to quail supply and also the 

water relationship can be advantageously worked out here. 

Local Interest in the Proposed Study 

Soon after the Institute Fellowship plan was made public, 
members of the faculty of the University of Arizma, assisted by 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor, Senior Biologist of the U. S. Biolegical Survey 
(loc ated in Tucson) drew up a comprehensive and detailed preliminary 
plan for a study of the factors influencing the abundance of Gambel 
Quail, which was submitted for approval, and since that time they 
have been actively interested in securing one of the Fellowships. 

Ogre The organized sportsmen of the state, as represented by the 

Game Protective Association and the Tucson Game Protective 
Association, are very desirous of seeing quail work stabted in the 

state, The former association included a study of Gambel Quail as 

their second objective for the present year. We were assured by of- 

ficials of these organizations that full cooperation would be forth- 

coming if the work were undertaken there. 

The State Game Commission assured us of their interest in the 
project and of their desire to cooperate in every possible way. 

Local Areas Suitable for Field Studies 

It would be difficult to find a set-up more ideally suited for 

such a study than occurs within a radius of 100 miles of Tucson. 
The Banta Rita Range Reserve, a controlled grazing area of 50 square 
miles, 40 odd miles south of Tucson, under the grazing division of
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the U. S. Forest Service, is exceptionally well suited to intensive 

studies of Gambel Quail life history (abundant stock now on the 

ground) relative to water supply and relation to other animal life, 

including predatory species Tine reserve contains an abundant and 

largely balanced animal life, apparently). It is especially well 

suited to a study of the relation to groups for the area is under 

controlled grazing and contains check plots of from one to five acres 

fenced against live stock, and others against hoth live stock and 

grazing rodents. These plots would be of the greatest importance 

as they have been enclosed nearly twenty years and offer startling 

contrasts in comparison with the uncontroiled grazing areas. An 

added attraction of the Santa Rita area is the occurrence of a good 

stock of Sealed Quail (a ratio of about one third Sealed Quail to two 

thirds Gambels is aaid to exist here--we saw both). Nearby in the 

Santa Rita Mountains (in the Coronado National Forest( a few Mearms 

Quail are known to exist. This means that incidental studies could 

be made on two additional quail species if desired. 

Large areas owned by wealthy ranchers near Tucson, many of 

whom are intensély interested in and protect areas for shooting, 

would offer valuable study areas in determining the effect of regu- 

lated and unregulated shooting, ste. We visited an area about 55 or 

40 miles north of Tueson where quail seemed especially abundant, not 

less than 12 pairs being noticed on a mile of road near the Village 

of Oracle. People here are especially interested in quail. 

The Desert Labomatory of the Carnegie Institue of Washington 

This institution, located on the outskirts of Tucson, owns 880 
acres of land protected from grazing for 22 years, laboratories for 

r= and animal studies, library facilities, etc. Acting Director 

orrest Shreve assured us of their interest and desire to cooperate 

with any quail studies attempted. This would be a decided asset. 

Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum 

Although we could not visit the holdings of this institution at 

Superior, 99 miles from Tucson, it would undoubtedly be a great asset ‘ 

to any quail work attempted in Arizona. Their holdings are protected 4 

against quail shooting, contain an abundant stock, and the Director ; 

¥, J. Creider is said to be interested in game and a member of the . 
Arizona Game Protective Association. This institution is carrying on ‘ 

extensive research on foreign and native plants adapted to desert 4 

: — a project of the greatest value to any quail investigational \ 

work. 

Relation of Gambel Quail to Agriculture 

Probably not over 1 to 5% of the real Gambel Quail territory 

is now under cultivetion, and the important relationship from a 

practical standpoint is the relation of grazing to quail. 

It would be difficult to find an area where this relationship 

could be worked out to gmeater advantage than near Tucson. Supplementaty 

studies on the rdation of farming to quail could be carried on in the
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farming areas of the Santa Cruz Valley near Tucson and the eonditions 

could be noted in the Great Salt River Valley cities and the farming 

pelt near Phoenix, where we saw Gambel Quail in the orange groves. 

Consulting Facilities in Tucson for a Quail Study 

The feature of greatest importance to be stressed in any quail 

study here would undoubtedly be ecological, the relation of the quail 

to its environment, as affected by grazing, water supply and so forth. 

This being the case, Tucson would undoubtedly be the best law ation in 

the whole Southwest, for it is a center of desert, Botanical as well 
as government and state grazing, forestry and wild life study. 

University of Arizona 

We consider that any quail investigation work here might best 

be organized in the College of Agriculture--probably under the direction. 

of Charles T. Vorkies, Professor of Entomology, who has been one of the 

moving spirits working for a quail Fellowship and who is himself carrying 

on a study of the water requirements of desert wild life, especially 

Gambel Quail. Dr. Walter P. Taylor, Senior Biologist of the’ U. S. 
Biologica] Survey, who with Profssor Vorhies and Dr. H. L. Shantz, 

President of theUniversity, have worked up the quail study plan (see 

this plan in connection with this report) is located here and would be 

an invaluable consulting and directing influence in any such study. 

~ A quail study would fit in well with a broad plan of research 

work being undertaken by the University, and the five or more climatic 
stations leis of which is to be located on the Santa Rita range Reserve 

where Professor Vorhies already is making continuous himidity and tem- 

perature records) being established by Dr. Shantz to secure continuous 

meteorogical records, would be invaluable in any queil research, : 

If a University faculty member is necessary to coordinate the 

work of the several specialists on the problem, Dr. EB. D, Ball, Pro- 
fessor of Economic Entomology, Dean of the College of Agriculture, 
Director of the Agricultural Exper iment Station and former Director of 

Seientific Research of the U. S. Department of Agriculture would be 

a key man, due to his wide knowledge of general scientific work. He 

expressed deep interest in the project. : 

The following consulting facilities are available at the University. 

General Biology--Dr. Horace Gunthorp (Geographical distribution, 
Stc. 

Orni thology--Meiniy Dr. We P. Taylor and Dr. C. T. Vorhies (extra 
20 

Venmelogy--Mainly Professor Taylor and Vorhies. Dr. Taylor has 
or many years studied the bird and mammal life of the Southwest. 
(extra good) 

Botany(especially ecological botany)--Especially grouse and inter- 

ested. Dr. Homer LeRoy Shantz, President of the Yniversity, is 
an authority in this field. J. J. Thornbur, is an‘aughority on 
systematic botany and Botanist of the University Experiment 
Station. In addition is Professor A. F. Hemenway, Perhaps the
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key man in his line in a quail study would be Professor W. G. 
McGinnies, Assistant Professor in Department of Animal Husbandry, 
and a specialist in range ecology. 

Entomology--Dr. Charles T. Vorhies is Professor of Entomology, 

Dr. Ball and economic entomologist. Assistant Professor Worley, 

: recently from Cornell, is also available. (extra good) 

' Herpetology--Dr. Vorhies and Taylor are instruetive-ent informed 

on Tscat reptiles. (Ample) 

Parasitology——ot known to be especially strong in this field 

and perhaps cooperation of U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry would 

fit in well here. Several members of the Biology department are, 

however, interested in some phases of parasitology. C. A, Hannun, 

Instructor:in Zoology, is interested in parasitoloty and proto- 

zoology. Dr. G. T. Caldwell, Professor of Zoology, has collected. 

Gambel Quail at all seasons under special permit and studied the 

effect of drought periods on their reproductive organs, and so 
forth. He has not published the results of these studies, but 
this interest would fit in well with any quail investigation 
attempted here. Mrs. M. E. Caldwell, Assistant Professor of 
Biology, is said to be interested in parasitology and of possible 
assistance in a consulting capacity. Genevieve C. Cobb, Assistant 
Instructor in Biology, teaches general bacteriology and is inter- 
ested in the pathological angle. i 

Grazing--(see botany)--Professor McGinnies is an authority on the 
effect of grazing on vegetation. 

Poult Husbandry--Professor H. Embleton is actively interested 
in game. Original research on poultry carried on. 

Animal Nutrition--Dr. Margaret Smith, Nutritional Chemist, is 
carrying on research on the vitamin requirements of animals and 

is experimenting with a considerable number of white rats and other 
laboratory animals. 

ee Chemistry ra S. Burgess, Professor of Agricultural 
emistry, an jean of the Graduate School is said to be strong 

in this field. Dr. F. F. Buehrer, Professor of Chemistry, is a 
research worker in this field. J. F. Breazeale, Senior Biochemist, 
Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, is 

stationed here. 

ae Engineering--Said to be strong. G. E. P. Smith, 
ofessor of Agricultural Engineering and others are working on 

irrigation, land drainage, watersheds, etc. 

en rer easor R. S. Hawkins is Professor of Agronomy and 
Agronomist of the Agricultural Experiment Station. Perhaps of 
little importance in Gambel Quail investigation. 

Game Administration--Do not claim to be very strong in this field, 
put interested and progressing. Professor Edward P. Mathewson, 
Professor of Administration of Mineral Industries, said to be for 
eight years on the Montana Game and Fish Commission, and for 
part of the time head of this Commission. Retains an active
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interest in this field. Doctor Walter P. Taylor (U. S. Biological 

Survey) and Doctor Charles'T. Vorhies and Professor MceGinnies 

also interested. X 

Consulting Agencies Outside of University of Arizona 

a Se ee Service--Mat" J. Culley, Director of Santa Rita 

ange Reserve, ma ains field headquarters on reserve, and 

Dr. Taylor (Biological Survey) are menbers of the University. 
Would be handy for quail studies. Mr, Culley knows the Reserve 
and is interested. Mr. Fred Winn, Supervisor of Coronado National 

Forest, (adjoining the Santa Rita Range Reserve) islocated in 

Tueson, is known throughout the Southwest as a protector of 

natural resources including game, and is greatly interested in 

the proposed quail study. W. G. Koogler, Grazing Examiner, is 

also located in Tucson, 

These and other forest service officials in the Southwest could 

pe relied upon to further any quail studies undertaken and their 

experimental and control plots, available for studies of forest 

and range growth, would be valuable for purposes of comparison 
and study in any quail wesearch in this region. 

In addition, negotiations are nearly completed for {depinaing 
next fall) moving headquarters of District 3 U. 5S. Forest Service 

to the University, If this goes through i will bring eleven or 

more forestry and range research men to the ere all of 

whom would be available for consultation in their fieli. , 

Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie Institute of Washington (see 

cares wTane Areas....-")--Dre Servet Bipete. the Director, 
expressed himself as desirous of furthering any quail studies : 

undertaken. Through a coopprative plan worked out between the 

University, the Desert Laboratory, and the local scientific 

agencies, library facilities are ppoled and are in consequence 

said to be better than might be expected. Important from a quail 
investigation standpoint. 

Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum (see also under "Land Areas) 

saritive here would undoubtedly be available for consultation 

on special foreign or introduced desert plant problems. 

Possible Complications 

No friction was noted between agencies that might through nec- 

essity have to cooperate in quail research. 

Considering, however, the desirability of a mature, full time 

and high grade man for quail research here laishenes from other 

Biological Swvey cooperative projects would make trips on part of 

Biological Survey men necessarily fewer than similar proj ets in the 

Middle West) and the greater distance to be covered by automobile, 

it seems unlikely that the $3,000.000 maximum allowed under a Fellow- 

: ship would be sufficient so start off quail research work to the best 

advantage. Negotiations might well be opened by representatives of 

the Institute and Arizona agencies. (state Game Commission, University 

and probably Game Protective Associations) to see whether an additional 
sum, perhaps $2,000.00 might be made available.
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We agree with the University sponsors of the project (see plan 

submitted by them) that research work on quail should be continued 

for several years or until one of the periods of severe drought (which 

apparently disastrously affect the quail) occurs. Any work launched 

should be given a firm fowmdation and planned for several years, 
regardless of how the project is financed. 

The University is prepared to nominate a suitable man (two 
possible candidates were met and talked with) and to furnish necessary | 
working quarters and supervision as indicatelin their plan. ' 

After considering the desirability of quail research work in f 
the Southwest, the lands available in the vicinity of Tucson, the 

consulting facilities at the University of Arizona and cooperating 

endowed institutions and the interest of sportsmen anc conservationists 

of the Southwest in the project, we, the undersigned, recommend with- 
out reservation, that a Fellowship on Ganbel Quail be allotted to the 
University of Arizona. ; ' 

(Signed) a ; 

(Cooperative Agents--U. S. 
; Biological Survey)
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University of Arizona 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

* 

November 30, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

4 421 Chemistry Building ; 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

A number of us here in Tucson are much interested in the 

announcement which we have just noticed in the October number of the 

"New Mexico Conservationist." The particular paragraph to which refer- 

ence is made reads as follows: 

"83,000 has been allotted to the study of scaled quail, but 

the original plan had been for this money to go to the University of Ari- 

zona. Due to Dr. Pettit's intervention, however, Dr. Castetter said that 

it now seemed very probable that this money would be allotted to the Uni- 

versity of New Mexico instead. In case this is brought about, it is un- 

derstood that Mr. Ligon will be asked to make the study." 

We trust that to a certain extent this is a mistake in that 
we hope it does not mean, as indicated, that the University of Arizona 

quail fellowship is not to go through. If this announcement, as I hope, 

merely means that a fellowship is to be allotted to the study of Scaled 

Quail somewhere in New Mexico, we are very glad indeed that such is the 

ease as we believe there should be an investigation of this species in 

New Mexico; and probably Albuquerque is the logical place for it. Surely 

this does not mean, as feared by some of our local people, that the early 

establishment of the Gambel Quail fellowship at the University of Arizma 

will be in any way interfered with. You will doubtless agree that if the 

long-standing interest of a considerable group of active scientific individ- 

uals and institutions has any weight that we here in Arizona and particu- 

larly at the University of Arizona deserve early and effective consideration. 

We earnestly desired, as you know, that some one come here last winter or 

spring to take up the matter definitely, and had that been done I think it 

could have been put through to a satisfactory conclusion. Again let me say 

that it is our hope that this announcement only means that there are to be 

two quail fellowships in the Southwest, one for the study of Scaled Quail 

centering at Albuquerque, and one for Gambel Quail with the work centering 

in Tueson. 

With best personal regards, I am, 

Very Tae eek. 

Cc. T. Vorhies 

Acting President 

crv/W ;
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; , Copies tos Dill ; 

Olin 

Stoddard 

Pettit 

Dee. 9, 1929 

te ¢. T. Vorhies, Acting President 
University of Arigona- i ‘ 
Tugaoa, Arleona 

Dear tr, Vorhiess 

I hed wot soon the paragraph in the Mew Mexico Conservationist 
until you celled my attention to it. Tt is eleay from the context thet 
Se. Castetter obtained the informstion Indirectly ond had sovechst mie 
understood it, 

T d14 have a conversation with Dr. Pettit in whieh he called 
ay attention to recent iuprovenénts ia the biological faeulty at the 
University of New Yerico, I told hin ot thot tine that I intended to 
recommend a quail fellowship of the University of Arigona, dat that 
since the Tucson region produced primarily gambel quail it might ve 
possible later to have a sepavete foliewahip for eculed quail in New 
Wexieo, I told him thet if thet should ever cane about I hoped that 
zy. Ligon would be somehow attached to the supervinery staff, ‘ 

At @ later date, when 1t become clear that the initiel allot. 
ment of 4 fellowships would de ineuffielent to cover 2 fellowships in 
the Southweat, I wrote Or. Pettit that mo funds could be forseen for 
the Sew Mexico project, tat that T hoped thet there might be a chance 
of raising private funde for this purposes, I do not think thet either 
tr. Pettit or the president of the University of New Mexico hae any 
different waderstanding of the status quo, but just to make cure I am 
sending Or. Pettit a copy of this letter, 

Ae to Arizona, 2 Sees Sn ae Seeene Se ne 
intention to recomend am Arizona Owehip a8 goon ae Stoddard end 
I could exemine the ground to make eure there were no obstacles. Mo 
objection wae raised, in spite of a recent curteilaeat in the general , 
finenees of the game program, I have tried te be very careful throuch- 
gut all these negotiations not to lesd any institution to expect suaee 
thing whieh I oonld not deliver, and thie has been the ronson for ay 
avoiding a final comittment with you so far 

The opportunity in both gambel aud sealed quail is ao cleune 
ent thet it ig @ pity thet funds are ineufficient to start both at once, 

T saw Stoddard leet week, and he is including « trip te
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Avigona in his winter echedule, %e both hope that arrangements can be 
Sune 00} 8 bias, So Gm) SS Seat ae ee caeels cae ate 
although my sitauntion ie sot yet such that I can promise ony definite da’ 

t om glad that you wrote me chout this. 

Dith beat perponal regards to yourself and Dr. Tayler, 

| Youre sincerely, 

.  ALRO EKOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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December 16, 1929 ee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your favor of December 9 and we here 

are indeed very glad.to have your letter explaining the 

situation with reference to the quail scholarships. I 
felt sure that the suggested scholarship at Albuquerque 

for scaled quail could hardly be in lieu of the one for 
Gambel quail. It is not that we had any feeling that 

the Gambel quail fellowship had been definitely promised 

to us, but we did feel that we had been earnestly en- 

deavoring for so long to secure this fellowship that we 

were entitled on that basis to have the first one if 

only one of the two could be established. We here 

heartily agree with you that it is exceedingly desira- 
ble that®scaled quail investigation be also undertaken 
as soon as possible and I am inclined to believe that 

Albuquerque is the logical place for it. While we have 

some scaled quail here, particularly over the Santa Rita 

Range Reserve where there is quite a good proportion of 

them among the Gambel quail. We are after all on the 
edge of the great area in which this species occurs and 

we could hardly, in my estimation, put up a strong 

argument for the scaled quail investigation to be con- 

ducted here. 

I am glad that Mr. Stoddard is coming to i 
Arizona sometime this winter in this connection. We shall 

be very glad to see him and point out to him on the ground 
the facilities for doing the work here. 

Thanking you for your explanation of the 

situation, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

crv-V Entomologist.



R.FRED PETTIT 
DENTIST 

401-403 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEWMeExico Dac, 19-29 
Dear Leo:- 

Hells bells and panther tracks,why do people always 

hav> to be muzzled to keep out of print?This quail propositian 
should not nave gotten into print until you had located it 

definitely,I am sorry as the deuce,I realize it may have 
forced your hand before you desired to declare yourself, 

Dr. Cagstotter was not on the program at Hot Sprins 
as I had an official program sent me,but happened to be there 
and doubtless was called upoye to spéeak,with the result that 
even Perry ides see theinappropriateness of this going 
into the Conservationist. 

Our Dap"t of Biology is now fairly well set up,we 
would have liked to have a chance to really study the quail 
but we are not so badly off,for Ligon will soon havqnis game 
farm in operation,and a lot can be learned there,in ‘fact K 
I had hoped that would prove our "anchor to windward" and 
so told Pres,Zimmerman-that dovbtless accounts for the 
garbled reference to Ligon, 

I wanted to write you that I think I could raise 
some money nerdin New Mexico for this same study,under your 
plan and St#oddards supervision,but the seeming lack of tact 
sort of discourages me, 

Sorry we did not have a chance to talk further 
re this while you were here,My trip East will either be 
definitely on the cards by the last of next week or off,altho 
I would be in New York Feb. I2th,but even that would not help 
unless you were down in Missouri as you suggested,as I 
would be routed via St Louis, 

‘ I have just been dished up another evidence of 
: people having too much knowledge with too little sense,my 

office was robbed Sat.night of about $250.00 in gold and 
platinum,nothing else with the single exception of a ten 
dollar laundry book,which to me was about the sole clue 
we might ever have to linking up someone with the theft:there 
fore when the newspapers called me up,I stated clearly that 
I lost nothing but the metals,and one damn fool policeman 
Kindly told them the next day all about how we were going to 
utilize this numbered laundry book tickets to check the 
loot,and they published the whole thing.which makes it easy- 

not ever to learn a confounded thing. 

Sincerely. 

ED
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ; 
ALBUQUERQUE 

i December 19, 1929. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 

Dr. Aldo K. Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold:- 

Som tim ago I learned from Dr. Fred Pettit, 
of Albuquerque, that there would soon be available 
money for a fellowship to study Scaled Quail in 
either Arizona or New Mexico. Dr. Pettit told me 
it seemed probable this fellowship could be obtained 

i and administered through the University of New Mexico, 
and that the matter would not be settled until you 
personally came to Albuquerque. 

Only a few days ago I learned from Dr. Zimmerman, 
President of our Univezsity, that you had recently 
been in Albuquerque and that Dr. Pettit had not 
consulted'with you as he was quite ill at that 

time. 

We are very desirous of securing this fellowship 
for our University if possible. During a recent 
meeting of the New Mexico State Gam Protective 
Association I talked the mtter over with Mr. 
Ligon, who was of the opinion that an investi- 
gation on Scaled Quail, or any other kind of quail, 
in New Mexico would be quite advantageous), and 
expressed the hope that we would secure the fellow- 

ship. He also promised that if this were granted 
us he would gladly take part in directing and con- 
ducting the investigation. 

We have at the University a young man, Mr. Stanley 
Stubbs, who has finished his Bachelor of Arts degree, 
has lived in New Mexico all his life, and) is a rather 
close observer of wild life. Mr. Stubbs has also 
majored in biology at our institution and we consider 
him a thorough and reliable young fellow.| It is our 
plan that should we obtain this fellowship Mr. Stubbs ; 
would carry on the work under the direction of Mr. 
Ligon and myself. 

If this question has not been definitely settled, we 
should appreciate any aid you might give us along this line. 

Very truly yours, 

OF Giatth” Department of Biology.



Wniversity af Arizona 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

June 13, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your Prospectus in "Natural Quail Farm- i 

ing", and to my letter and memorandum of April 17, 1929. 

I should like to nominate for the "Quail Fellowship" 
David M. Gorsuch, a graduate of this institution and a man whom I believe 

well-fitted to do the work in an acceptable manner. After graduating from 
the University in 1925, Mr. Gorsuch worked with Dr. Walter P. Taylor of the 

U. S. Biological Survey upon the relation of the porcupine to the forest in 
northern Arizona. He was proffered and accepted a fellowship -in biology at 
the University, but was forced to give up the work as a result of an attack 

of appendicitis. He has done biological field work in a number of places, 
and under a number of persons, notably H. S. Swarth, curator of ornitholo- 

gy of the California Academy of Sciences at San Francisco, who highly re- 

commends Gorsuch. Dr. Taylor of the Biological Survey and Professor G. Te 

: Caldwell of our Department of Biology, who probably know the candidate's 

work better than any one else, also stand firmly behind him. Gorsuch is a 

man of good address, alert of personality, is now in excellent health, and 

has a powerful bent toward research. His familiarity with our region, its 

plants and its animals well prepare him to undertake the work as proposed. 

From previous correspondence you will be familiar with our 
thought that being centrally located in the geographic range of the Gambel 

Quail, we are probably somewhat better situated than any other institution 

to prosecute this work. We all can realize the widespread need of the truly 
scientific approach to the solution of game problems. Your own important 
work in forwarding this cause is greatly appreciated. 

We are now engaged in completing plans for the coming year, 

and would like to hear from you as soon as convenient so as to get the work 

going, if feasible, at an early date. 

Very truly yours, 

He Le Shantz 

President
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xe Spril 17, 1929 ie Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building ) 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

I have been discussing your interesting plans for "a 

Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming" with Dr. Vorhies, Dr. Gun- 

thorp (head of our Biology Department), and Dr. Taylor, and it is 

my conviction that the University of Arizona should cooperate with 1 

the "Game Survey" in studies of the quail of this region. 

The problem of quail maintenance and increase here, as 

*%, you well know, is very largely one of increasing the cover of pro- 

tective vegetation on our grazing ranges. The quail study, there- 

fore, would fit in very well with investigations we are already con- 

ducting from the point of view of range forage. 

In event you decide on Tucson as the headquarters for j 

work on the Gambel Quail, the University of Arizona will cooperate 

to the fullest practicable extent. Facilities for field work are 

; present in abundance. The United States Range Reserve is but thirty- 

. five miles distant. A tract of land of 840 acres has been maintained 

free from stock for 22 years close to Tucson by the Desert Laboratory 

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. The Boyce Thompson South-
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western Arboretum at Superior has a large tract under fence and expects 

to enlarge it considerably in the near future. Gambel quail are abun- 

dant on the place. The Arboretum also plans on fencing a section on the 

desert somewhere between Florence and Superior. All these areas,and the 

open ranges which extend in every direction from Tucson, would undoubted- 

ly be available for the work of the quail demonstration, and should af- 

ford abundant opportunity for the experimental tests that will be so 

necessary. ‘ 

To take up the five points as laid down in your prospectus: 

1. The University of Arizona is prepared to arrange the coopera- 

tion essential to carrying on the range work, on which it is be- 

lieved the study should be concentrated, at least for the present. 

Labor and material necessary to a reasonable program can also be 

provided. Scientific direction is available for the student-in- 

charge » 

As opportunity offers and as quail demonstrations in the cul- 

tivated areas become desirable, the University will try to plan 

to cooperate on this phase also in addition to the work on the 

grazing range. 

2. As you know, Dr. Walter P. Taylor, senior biologist, U. S. 

Biological Survey, has an office on our campus. He agrees to 

work with us and with Mr. Stoddard in the scientific direction 

of the work. 

3. If you approve our tentative plans, we stand ready to nomi- 

nate for consideration of the Institute a suitable graduate stu-
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dent to undertake the work at once. 

4. We agree to constitute the Board to advise as to the conduct 

of the demonstration and to interpret its results to the public. 

The names of Dr. Vorhies, Fred Winn, Stipervisor Coronado National 

Forest, James A. Diffin, President Arizona Game Protective Associa- 

tion, Dr. Gunthorp, Dr. Ball, Dean of the College of Agriculture 

and Director of the Agriculture Experiment Station, Dr. Walter P. 

Taylor, Le B. Hart, member of State Game and Fish Commission, 

7. M. Peters, Arizona Stockman's Association, and R. L. Bayless, 

State Game Warden, come to mind as probable members of the Board. 

5. Attached hereto is a plan which I have drawn up with the as- 

sistance of some of the men named above. I hope it may be deemed 

to fill the bill. 

I believe that Arizona, with her summer and winter climate, 

her tremendous land area (more than Pennsylvania and New York combined), 

and her already very considerable wild life resources, can develop the 

business of recreation and wild life to a point where it will be one of 

her greatest economic assets. 

In order to build up these resources, a large fund of scien- 

tific information is essential. The Quail Fellowship seems to me to be 

in line with what is needed. The University of Arizona wishes to ‘cooper- 

ate in every practicable way in research and administration in the build- 

ing up of the wild life resources as well as the grazing ranges, forests, 

soils, and watersheds of the State. 

Very truly Y 

Heide (hard, 
President 

HLS/W



Wniversity of Arizona | 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

TUCSON 

TENTATIVE PLAN FOR DEMONSTRATION IN NATURAL QUAIL PRODUCTION 

IN THE SOUTHWEST, ESPECIALLY ARIZONA. 

The possibilities of game production on the extensive wild 

lands of the Southwest are virtually umplumbed and are believed to 

be large. Among the game resources of greatest importance are the 

upland game birds, especially the Gambel Quail, (Lophortyx gambeli). 

This species, which is outstanding for its excellent sporting qual- 

ities, its tenacity wherever it has a chance, and its value as an 

insect eater and as an esthetic attraction, is one of the most pop- 

ular game birds wherever it occurs. 

Nearly all evidence indicates a diminution in the quail 

supply on over-grazed areas. It is important to determine quite 

definitely the critical factors involved so as to secure the main- 

tenance and increase of the quail. As in the north-central states, 

so in the Southwest, it looks as though the coverts were the key 

to the situation. ‘ 

If this is the case, the problem becomes part of the larger 

one of range management. Unlike the problem of the production of 

quail on the farms of the eastern states, the job here is to get the 

vast areas of cur grazing range lands, ineluding public domain, 

bs state lands, national forests, Indian lands, and a relatively small 

number of private holdings, handled in such a way as to attain and 

maintain their highest productiveness. ‘he bob-white problem in the 

middle west and east is one of securing cooperation from farmers 

- eontrolling a few to a few hundred acres. The Gambel quail problem
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is one of securing cooperation from private individuals controlling 

vast areas of cattle-range, as well as from the State and Federal 

Governments. 

It is believed that the relation of the various degrees of 

grazing of the range lands to the production of quail may well be 

the particular special aspect of the big general problem which can 

be most effectively dealt with by the University of Arizona. 

It will be recalled that the Gambel Quail is found on the 

Lower Sonoran desert region of southern California, southern Nevada, 

Arizona, and southwestern Utah, east to the southwestern corner of 

Golorado, and also in southwestern New Mexico to the Rio Grande 

Valley and the El Paso region of extreme western Texas, and south 

into the northeastern corner of Lower California and to Guaymas, 

Mexico. While the Gambel Quail occurs in this southwestern region 

only, the problem of maintenance and increase of upland game extends 

much farther than these bounds--indeed, embraces the greater part of 

the lands of the entire western United States. It is felt that some 

at least, of the general principles which may be anticipated to result 

from the local study may be widely applicable. 

SOME SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

It is proposed, for the information of all interested, in- 

cluding sportsmen, nature lovers, farmers, stockmen and all range- 

users, to work out: 

1. The yields of quail under different forms of grazing 

range management. 

2. The place of quail in the economics of the grazing 

range. 

3. Practices in range management which promote maximum 

: production of quail.
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. . 4. ‘The relation of Gambel Quail to other upland 

game as well as other animals. 

5. The relation of rodent and predatory animal 

control to the supply of quail. 

NATURE OF THE WORK ON THE PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

IN THE SOUTHWEST 

Suitable areas for work are so located that it will be impract- 

icable for the student to attend classes regularly. It will apparent- 

ly be necessary for the student to devote his entire time to the 

quail study. 

It is suggested that prior to engaging in numerous detailed i 

studies, the student-in-charge, assisted so far as practicable, by his ' 

advisors, should: spend a considerable period of time in looking over 

the field and studying the methods to be used. The right methods, plus 

enough work, will lead to the desired results; but no amount of endeavor 

will produce the desired results from wrong or inadequate methods. It 

is not unlikely that Mr. Stoddard can be of a good deal of assistance 

; in this field, if he can be-here at the right time. 

The possibility and apparent practicability is suggested of : 

making use of plots and pastures now being administered by agencies on 

the ground. For example, at the Santa Rita Range Reserve, (U.S. Forest 

Service) the different pastures are being maintained under different 

methods of grazing. The inclosed area at the Desert Laboratory 

(Carnegie Institution of Washington) has been maintained under com- 

plete protection for more than 20 years. ‘The Boyce Thompson South- 

western Arboretum has much.good quail country*on its holdings at 

Superior, and plans on fencing an additional section of land on the 

desert near Florence, Arizona. Areas in southern Arizona not under 

fence have been pretty heavily grazed in most instances. Comparisons
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are now available for observation at the Santa Rita as follows: 

1. Plots in which the vegetation cover is maintained 

under total protection from stock and rabbits. 

2. Plots in which the vegetation is protected from stock 

but grazed by rabbits and kangaroo rats. 

3. Plots in which deferred grazing is the rule. 

4, Plots in different vegetative types where yearlong 

grazing is the rule. 

5. Outside territory where the country is seriously 

overgrazed. 

Some of the protected plots are small, perhaps too small. If 

it is deemed necessary to exert further control of the vegetation 

on the wild life over larger areas the University could do a certain 

amount of fencing. 

Careful selection of areas to be used and compared would be 

made, followed by detailed description and general mapping, with 

details indicated, as- trees, browse, scrub, grass, and bare areas 

(if any). ‘whe description and mapping would be made sufficiently 

accurate and in detail to permit making the necessary critical compar- ; 

isons of the quail situation under the different conditions during the 

course of the experiment. Arrangements would be made with the Forest 

Service, Desert Laboratory, Joyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum, or 

other agencies for exclusive control of the game and wild life on 

areas selected for quail plots. 

As indicated in the prospectus, the work would be begun with 

a careful census of the quail and other wild life on each quail plot. 

The census would be repeated annually or often enough to keep close 

track of what is going on under the varying conditions of management 

and vegetative cover.
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Among the environmental controls of which account should be 

taken are the following: 

A. Range revegetation. 

Is total protection desirable or necessary to maxi- 

mum production of quail? If so, how large must the 

protected areas be to furnish quail for per unit 

area? 

What degree of grazing use is optimum? ; 

Are weeds or grass most favorable to quail? 

Do pure or mixed grass stands offer the best 

: eonditions? 

How much serub or browse per unit area is 

necessary for maximum quail production? 

What species of scrub or browse are best? 

Do quail increase or decrease as the range improves? 

What kinds of brush or grass are most suitable for 

the prevention of erosion and at the same time the 

pest for the quail? 

‘By Gan quail be tided over a year of extreme drouth, and 

if so, how? These extreme years, bad and good, may be 

more significant in connection with the study than all 

the other years together. A year of extreme difficulty 

may do more to eliminate quail, and a good year more to 

build them up, than all the "normal" or "average" years. 

This suggests the desirability in this region, of carry- 

ing on the experiment over at least a seven-year cycle, 

or, better yet, a fifteen year period. 

C. As in the Bast, the relative importance of predatory 

ereatures, both carnivores and rodents, should be de- 

termined. Inimical reptiles, birds, insects, parasites,
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diseases, and climatic conditions should not be 

ove rlooked. 

Be Possible yields, Experimental shootings will be made 

undér the direction of the University and State Game 

Department to determine the proportion of the annual 

crop of quail removable without injury to the next 

year's crop. 

E, Food habits and life history study of the quail, in- 

cluding the following points, among others: 

Breeding Habits: 

Time, place, number of eggs, water re- 

lations. Critical factors in distribution 

and nesting. © 

Food Habits: 

Every month in the year. Relation to con- 

servation and increase, 

Shelter relations: 

Roosting places different times of day; 

different seasons. 

{ Movements and migrations: 

Daily--seasonal. 

The quail and its water supply. 

The working out of these points will require practice 

of the following methods: (1) observation in the fiela, 

(2) trapping and banding, (3) collection of stomachs. 

Other methods, as propagation in cages, can be added if 

‘decided to be necessary. 

Fy, Distribution of the Gambel quail: 

What are the factors limiting the quail to its present
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distributional area? The solution of this problem will re- 

quire considerable travel but it will be worth while. It will 

necessitate close study of conditions at various points at the 

margin of the quail'’s range. If the limiting factors can be 

worked out, it is apparent that we may have in our hands the 

secret of increase of quail numbers over the vast areas of 

its habitat. 

CONSULTING FACILITIES 

Consulting facilities, the best in the State, will be available 

at the University and locally cooperating agencies ( as the Forest 

Service and Biological Survey) in Forestry, Botany, Sntomology, 

Ornithology, Mammalogy, Parasitology, Agricultural Engineering, Agronomy, 

Watersheds, Soils, Land Economics, and Game Administration. We do 

not feel very strong as yet in Land Zeonomics, or Game Administration, 

but we are developing, and where needed can get help from outside 

institutions, 

Our office and laboratory facilities are somewhat limited, but 

we can plan to care for the student-in-charge and will give him all 

the help we reasonably can. 

SOUTHWESTERN CONDITIONS DIFFER MARKEDLY FROM THOSE 

IN THE MIDDLE WEST OR THE SOUTHEAST 

The distances are greater. For one thing, the points at which 

work will have to be done are so situated that the student-in-charge 

will have to give practically his whole time to the work, He cannot 

keep up class work and cover the country which he must. 

A good deal of travel will have to be done even when cut down 

to a minimum, and travel-costs will be high. It is our feeling that 

$3,000, to cover stipend and expenses, is pretty small, even for a 

beginning. It appears that to make the plan work at all the Univer-
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sity of Arizona will have to assist a good deal with travel and 

equipment expense and otherwise. This the University will be glad to 

do so far as it is able. It should be borne in mind, however, that 

altho our student body is still growing quite rapidly, our income is 

actually diminishing, due to decrease in assessed valuations of the 

mines in Arizona, so that what we can do is perforce limited. 

It is believed the need for a fairly longtime study should be 

reiterated. The extreme years are likely to be critical in the conser- 

vation of quail and other wild life. The investigations should carry 

over a long enough period to getthis critical information. Otherwise 

erroneous conclusions are likely to be reached. 

Te have considered the possibility of an additional fellowship 

for studies of the Scaled Quail (Callipepla squamata squamata)but feel 

that in any event the Gambel Quail project should be got going first. 

Please advise us of your decision in regard to this matter 

at your earliest convenience. 

H.L. Shantz, 
President.
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Route 8, Box 110, 
Phoenix, Arizona, 
May 2, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold,’ 
In charge Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, - 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

I have delayed answering your letter of March 12, 
1929, in an effort to get some reliable information on the 
periods of shortage and abundance of quail in this state. 

As nearly as I can ascertain, the scarsity or abundance 
of quail varies with different localities, and is effected 
greatly by accessibility of the area to automobile travel, and 
population. 

I have during the past two years heard a number of men 
comment on the scarcity of quail in the Salt River Valley, in 
the vieinity of Phoenix, but during the same time quail were 
plentiful in surrounding territory less accessible by auto. 
This is explained by the bag limit allowed under the Arizona 
game law, which is 20 quail per day per person. With the large 
population in the Salt River Valley quail in the immediate vi- 
einity are becoming searce. 

The only general shortage of quail that I have been able 
to secure reliable information on, was during 1921 and 1922. 
1921 was extremely dry, and quail did not mate that season. As 
a result there was a big shortage of quail in 1922, but in 
following years the number appears to have come back to normal. 

D. HE. Pettis, formerly Game Warden under the Hunt adminis- 
tration, tells me that a few years ago there was a heavy death 
loss in the vicinity of Tueson, and that examination of the 
dead birds showed them to have been infected with worms of some 
kind. Mr. Pettis did not reeall the year or just what kind of 
@ worm it was, but his general statement would seem to place 
this at about 1924 or 1925. Mr. Bayless, present Game Warden, 
tells me he can find no record of this matter in the files of ‘ 
his offices: : : ; 

Possibly you could get some information from Dr. Walter P. 
Taylor, University of Arizona, Tucson, as Mr. Foster of the 
U. S. Biological Survey, tells me that Dr. Taylor, who is con- 
nected with the Biological Survey, has been handling the bird 
investigative work of that Bureau in cooperation with the Uni- 
versity of Arizona at Tueson.



I am attaching herewith statements received from Hoyt 
Medler of Globe, Mr. W. C. Shaw, of Phoenix, B. E. Foster, 
U. S. Biological Survey, Phorwnix, and. E. W. Wiltbank of Eagle 
Creek country north of Clifton. Mr. Medler's observation cor- 
responds to my recollection of conditions. 

I regret that I am unable to get anything more in detail 
or authentic, but it seems that no written record has been kept. 

If you have the opportunity of again coming to Arizona we 
would be glad to have you pay us a visit. Mrs. Sizer joins me 
in kind regards to Mrs. Leopold and yourself. 

Very, sincerely,yours, 

' far t 

Gy H. SIZER. 

P. S. Your letter of February 19 to Mr. Vorhies , and his reply 
of Mareh 6, are enclosed herewith.
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STATEMENT OF SCARCITY AND ABUNDANCE OF VALLEY 

OR GAMBEL QUAIL IN ARIZONA. 

By Hoyt Medler, Globe: 1921, :scaérées:did not mate. 
1922, searce. 
1923 to 1926, does not remember; 

probably normal. 
1927, plentiful. 

! 1928, fais, : 

W. C. Shaw, Phoenix, for Salt River Valley; 
1927, scarce in § R Valley, but plen- 

tiful on Verde above Ft. McDowell. 
1928, Same; not here prior to 1927. 

B. E, Foster, US BS: For area soyth of Gila River to Tueson. 
1924 & 25, doesn't remember. 
1926, plentiful. 
1927 and 28, abundant. 

W. E, Wiltbank, Eagle Creek: : 
1925 ahd 1926, plentiful. Not in 

quail ‘country in 1927 er 1928, 

youw? : D 
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TUCSON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AND 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Mareh 6, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have yours of "ebruary 19 which I am 
herewith returning filled in for the past two seasons. Beyond that I consider my recollection of conditions 
to be unreliable as to the abundance of Scaled or 
Gambel quail. I think I could safely say, in general 
that they have been for some years past more plentiful 
than they seemed to be last fall. We seemea to find 
fewer of the birds on an area with which we have been 
familiar for some years than we have in our previ ous 
experience there. 

Hoping that we may see you in this 
region one of these days, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

CTV-GC Entomologist.



ee GAME SURVEY if 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

: 421 Chemistry Building 

February 19, 1929. 

Professor C, T. Vorhies, 
University of Arizona, 

Tucson, Arizona. 

Dear Professor Vorhies: 

Thank you very much for sending me the reprint of your paper 

"Do Southwestern Quail Require Water?" ; 

My own experience tends to corroborate your view on this F 

question. 

I am trying to compile a graphic record of periods of short- 
ages and abundence in upland game birds, Could you without going to 
much trouble fill in the rough outline at the bottomiof this letter 

for the Tucson region? I, of course, expect to go into this matter in 

more detail when I get around to a game survey of Arizona, but in the 

meanwhile a rough record of this kind would be of value. 

With kindest regards and hoping to see you again one of 

these deys, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Cteto leapoloh 
ALDO LEOPOLD, 

: In Charge, Game Survey. 

Fille in as far as you can from recollection: 

Scaled Gambel 

; 4 i 

Mes Po leche Sen eS Re 
AP ke he oT eee. 4 Peale 

: ERO pee tony ss Poe Se econ i 
MeO ek esas) ot avce me ap ian ede o's Genie ce i 
BOON ergo ee eel ate eta ass Nan canine eae NS 

a GEG veils Wario is prwars os ace eae ena ip 

Bae Peres ny en, bl emote POU ben ee aoe ahs 

i, Fk ROR ae SRL, FA Dayle in Guitsatet Sans ss 
SG Cgn'y eetienc wr ia lis me Hale Le Tay Rae aeRas tami sie 

, EOLGa ese eter. cites Rin toe renee Uineg Sah ae
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ge 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY + 9 } ‘a 

IN REPLY REFER TO ort % 

i University of Arizona 
fucson, Arizona 
January 11, 1929 ‘4 

fide 
5 

\ rr : bry §V 
a 

Mr. Aldo Leopold yw \ 

421 Chemistry Bldg. vm 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have read your prospectus for a Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming 
with intense interest. 

The quail problem in the Southwest seems to me to be more a range problem 

than a farm problem. In certain respects the plans will probably have to 

Wy be changed to make the demonstration fit our conditions. I have just been 

discussing this matter with Dr. Vorhies. We plan within the next few days 

to get together with Dr. Horace Gunthorp, head of the department of biology 
“ at the university, and draw up an outline of the proposed work for your 

ie consideration, that is, provided there is anybody in sight in the university 
sigue al who is a promising candidate for a fellowship. 
aw se ww 

, For a long time I have felt the need of a thorough-going demonstration of 

the type proposed on range lands. I am sure Dr. Vorhies is in hearty 

sympathy with this also. I am much edified with the way you have worked 

out the whole mtter of increasing the quail supply. To my mind, adequate 
life history studies as planned promise much toward "more game". ‘The 
farther I go in considering the needs of wild life management in the 

Southwest the more convinced I become that expansion of studies along this 

line is much to be desired. Such studies carefully planned and resolutely ( 
executed will not only help increase game production but will tend to 

conserve the forests, augment the vegetation cover, save the soil, and 

protect the water supply. But I certainly don't have to tell you any of 
these things! 

P ow What is the status of your book? We are counting on seeing it soon. 

: Your questiomaiwehas not been forgotten. I turned it over to the officers 
of the Tucson Game Protective Association for attention. The Tucson local 
has been so busy organizing additional associations and working up a new ; 

game code for Arizona that so far as I know, no work has been done on the 

questionnaire. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ae Sa Var 
2 Senior Biologist. 
°



aA f 1 Copy for Files. Copies sent to Olin, Dodge, 
: | Waller, Dill. Also copies of 

7 original letter from Taylor. 

42h Chenistry Building 

Jamary 23, 1929. : 

My. Welter ?, Taylor, 

‘eomeiber of saleam, University 
: Tucson, Arixona, 

Dear Mr, Taylors 

; I appreciate your interest in the possible Fellowship 
Oe ads te ck toe eat ape tan 
with you that in that state over-grasing probably outweights 
all other factors in importance, Por this reason the various 

eee nt ane taciee tek teen ee ee ee 
: na eee the p 

quail '° , 

As t wrote you bef it is possible that if a safficiently 
Gesttnning eeitan te Speen op Ber WAS oti it could be approved 
in advance of the Gane Survey of Arigona. In view of the importance - 

. ff the grazing relationship, may I sugzest that you keep in mind in 
eoneidering possible personnel] some young forester trained in range 
menagement. i need not explain te you why I would like to work in o 
few foresters in game research, 

T am pleased to know of Dr, Yorhies' interest in the project. 
By the wey, I heard he hae recently published « paper on quail but I 
have not encountered it in my resding. Could you cite me where to find 

it or elee cond me o reprint? 

In response te your inquiry sbout my bool on southwestern 
geome, I have just received a definite offer to publish through the 
Society of Mammlogists. I hope to take thie up with the Institute 
very soon and poseitly sunething many core of it, 

T om copies of your letter to members of the Cane 
Cemuinton a tae tantlnaes etme TUT etkk te ahod to wast oa 

Avisona's interest. 

, Pith best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

: In Charge, Gome Survey,



File Copy i 

' : : : 

421 Chemistry Bldg. | 

December 19, 19281 4 

Dr, Walter FP. Taylor, 
Senior Biologist, 
University of Arizona, 
Tucson, Arizona. i . 

i Dear Dr. Taylor: 

In accordance with your request of December 4 I am 
sending you a prospectus of the Quail Fellowships. I om 
especially pleased to kmow that Dr. Vorhies is also interested. 
You might show the prospectus to Fred Winn also. 

It is becomming increavingly evident to me that there 
should be a fellowship at Berkeley for the study of the Valley 
Quail and one at Tucson either for a combined study of Gambel 

5 and Scaled Quail,or at least for the former. : 

I think I told you that Mr. Stoddard will supervise 
these fellowships for the Biological Survey. While it may be 
some time before I can personally visit Arizona, the vork 
there could start any time after July 1 provided a sufficiently 
convincing outline of the proposed work could be formulated by 
the local parties. I know that you and Dr. Vorhies could do 
this better than almost anybody else, and I already kmow that 
Stoddard believes that these two species should be studied. 

Look over the prospectus and let me have your 
reaction. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LiopoLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey. 

Copy sent Stoddard.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS FIELD OFFICE 

(GReBOUTsSCOTPISTABET, TUCSON, ARIZONA 
uf UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

December 4, 1928 

Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin ; 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am much interested in your proposed Quail Fellowships. 

Would appreciate further details. It looks as though the 

fellowship for the study of the Gambab Quail and Scaled Quail 

k should logically be located at Tucson. Dr. Charles T. Vorhies 

and his department are interested, and we of the Biological 

Survey also. 

Sincerely you's, 

Usa De 1 Vang 7 
wPt/EH Senior Biologist



r cc Qn Kansan 

i wet on officer from Avimnsas who aaw o aquivrel ateration, Sines 
he gow it himeolf and bie deseription didn't sound exagcorated at ali, 
§ Jetted dow the date a0 Sel iouse in duly or anguet, 1930, on the 

te River 15 olles south of Clarendon, Ark. Tis is near the sonth ond 
of Bast Late, the squirrels were swarmed into two or three big trees on the ; 
sast aide of tt» river, There were “several thousand gculrrels, 

Extract from letter from Carl Leopold 
April 5, 1943



ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE 

JONESBORO, ARKANSAS 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

February 27, 1955 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter and publication on the Bob. White were very 

much appreciated. I understand that you are instrumental in : 

organizing farmers to post their lands for better control of 

game birds. Would you mind telling me some of the particulars 

in this regard? 

We have quite a problem here in the control of Bob White 
hunting. I understand Wisconsin is securing some Federal 
Government aid in projects whereby certain areas are set aside 

as game breeding areas. Could you tell me how such cooperation 

is secured or to whom I should write, etc.? 

Arkansas has a large area of waste land which could be 

made useful for that purpose and we are interested in securing 
all the information we can. I understand, of course, that such 
movements would need to go hand in hand with work of our own 
state fish and game commission. Our closest problem is that 
of the cooperative farm posting and I shall especially appreciate 
any information you may care to give along that line. 

Very truly yours, 

Ege bLhaze/ 
E./F. Vestal 

EFV : FK . Head of Biology Department



New Soils Building 
March 4, 1935 

Prof, Bdgar F. Vestal 
Biological Department 
Arkansas State College 
Jonesboro, Arkansas 

Dear Professor Vestal: 

I have no fixed or standardized plan for organizing farmers, 
and it seens to me that any effort to follow any uniform plan is a 
mistake. These things are best evolved by trial and error to meet 
loeal conditions, I do not happen to have arty of the local schemes 
in written form except the following: 

Helping Ourselves, by Aldo Leopold and Reuben Paulson. 
Pield & Stream, August, 1934. 

Also see mimeograph attached, 

The scheme of organization for the Central Wisconsin Con- 
servation District, which is probably what you are asicing about, is 
described in the following publication: 

The Fisoonsia River Marshes, by Aldo Leopold, National 
Waltonian, Septeaber, 1934, d 

We also have two other marsh restoration projects directly 
under the Biological Survey, tut these depart in no particular from 
the routine scheme of federal purchase, and hence there seems little 
object in giving you a special description. 

The largest development in cooperative form posting and 
farm management is in Iowa and has grown out of the Iowa Conservation 
Survey, in which I had a hand, I would suggest that you get William 
Selmenke, superintendent of geome, Des Moines, to send you his mimeo- 
graphed publication, “Outdoor Iowa," in which these developments are 
carrently reported, His last biennial report also contains a summary 
to date, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE 

JONESBORO, ARKANSAS 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

February 5, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge Game Research 
University of Wisconsin ' 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: F 

I learned recently that you are giving a 
course at the University of Wisconsin on conservation 
of game birds. We are interested here in a program 
of this type and Iam espécially interested at this 
time in gathering information on the methods of crop- i 
ping quail and other birds which I might use in a 
course in animal ecology. 

It occurred to me that you would’ probably be 
able to give me sources where I might obtain informa- 
tion of this type. I-realize; of course, that any 
methods worked out for your section of the United 
States would have to be modified in the light of en- 
vironmental factors which we have: here, but I am 
interested in helping some of our young hunters at 
least catch the ideas of conservation, as it is through 
them that we shall expect to work in future programs. 

' Assuring you that I shall appreciate any in- 
formation or suggestions you may care to offer along 
this:line, I am, : 

| Very truly cane 

| a F, Vestal 
Head Biology Dept. 

EFV : MW 

a



New Soils Building 
February §, 1935 

Prof, Edgar F. Vestal 
Arkansas State College 
Jonesboro, Arkansas 

Dear Professor Vostel: 

I am much interested in your use of game material 
in & course in animal ecology. 

i in tne. tatianing woe es Deehate deel “or 
teined in the fol ng book: aaa. 

om L, Stoddard, Charles a few York, 

You might get some supplementary guidance from the 
following: 

Leopold, Aléo, Report 0) Gane Survey of 

oo charge rom Dr, W. Le MeAtee, 

U, 8, Biological Survey, Washington, D, C. 

Leopold, Aldo, fimaslenngengas Charles 
i Seribner's Sons, Yo 9330 

There is also a series of papers by Errington, of 
which the attached is a sample, but which deals specifi- 
cally with northern bobwhite, If you think these are 
sufficiently applicable to your purpose, I can furnish 
you with some of them, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.
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3 F Nov, 6, 1930, 

fot MAd, LW, 1, WALLER, IRF BIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION, 

‘From: Honry P, Devise, , 

«Below 4@ a tcbulation of the mumber of ringnedk 
eens which have been planted within the etete of 

ast Pheasents Pheasent Eggs 
ie Nunber Year Nanber 
924 580 in 600 
iroe jens? 1 eS 

39 «308 eee 500 
oof 2,526 1988 None 

a a 
Total 3, Total “3; 

These birde have been released within every coun 
of the state, Regarding the eos I quote from a ” 
recent letter from Guy Amsler: "Las tee our pie was 
chenged and instead of dividing the total number raised 

at the game farm among the verious counties in the state 
we concentrated on some six or eight counties, in which 
birds previously — hed act sone progress, This 
season the samc plen was followed, 

"As a whole I would thet the eh received 
have been ree te Yet" ae some seetions where vermin } 
has been f to a greet extent end the pheasents ~ 
meee from hunters a very good soe has been mede, 

% the farm and Lege seetions of North Arkonses, port- 
iculerly in Carroll and Baxter counties, suthentie reports 
indicate thet the birds ere doing well end sone very good 
veports have come in from other counties, such os Izerd, 
Hempstead end MWississippa, 

"In this stete, os well know, our hunters have 
not ye the stace of Bonging vay at enything whieh 
might hop up in front or Unfortunctely this is true 
of whet we term our sportemon, as well es the ordinary 
hunter, Henee, quite naturelly, when this fenture is con} 
Sidered along with the vest amount of vermin and dotors 
which we heave, including roving dogs, it is not of eh



¥ f ’ A * 

stertling thet a hove made a comparatively poor | 
oes te my opinion, it will be oa greet many years bedre 

rary are roe toes in the stote, if at ell, 
it is to be wit the next few years, vetter prote tion ‘ 

must be afforded and the birds will heve to be planted in 
considerably greater numbers, : 

"Confidentially, I —_ sey thet the Commission 
- 9s giving very serious consideration to eee atc ea 

phoasant project, except perhaps for stocking areas 
which erratest conditions render impossible the restorat- 

ion eer ond wild turkeys, thet is, in the areas where 
Practically «11 of the land is in oultiy, 4 . 

Aber. EAs 

Copy to Aldo Leopold;



MR. ALDO LEOPOLD, 421 CHEMISTRY BLUG.UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, 
MADISON, WISCONSIN. i eA? 

february 11,1959. 

MR. HEWRY DAVIG—-OUTGOING MAIL 

In econjunetion with your resumé of ducks from Swanco 
Game Preservejand Mud Lake, Arkanaas,for the vact two years, 
it would be interesting to know, if it is possible to obtain, 
the nusiber of man days during which hunting took place. 

For example at Mud Lake, 1928-1929 showed a total of 1470 
ducks and 19291930 showed a total of 1090 dueks. You have a 

note eee, tae during January 1930 very little sheoting wes 
done owing high water and ice. Yor the purnose of seientific 
analysis of your report, the date received is not complete; it 
can only be completed by reducing this take to the total number 
of men shooting for the totel number of days, or as I said be~ 
fore, man days. On this basis a comoutation of these ficures 
can be indicating an abundance or starcity of ducks. 

w/P Le8-T WALLER, JRa-SAQSISTANT DIARGTOR 

(From letter from Major Waller, Feb.11) } 

"Records of duck bag from Mud Lake, Ark., for past two seasons." 

Season 1923-1929 Season 1929-30 

Mal lards 1368 Mallards 1004 
Black Matlards 19 Black mallards 15}: 
Gray duck i Greenwing Teal g 
Widgeon LZ Widgeon 9 

4 Spoonbill 4 Sprig 9 
Sprig or pintail 19 Black jack 4g 
Black jack 53 Gray duck a 

1470 1090



National Parks Association c Ky 
1512 H Street, Washington, D. C. a (or h V 
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Information Circular 24, Seventy-—First Congress Is 

August 15, 1929. 

CONCERNING THE MISUSE OF CONGRESS IN THE SERVICE OF LOCAL INTEREST 

The Ouachita National Park Bill Again 

August 7, 1929 

Honorable Gerald P. Nye 

Chairman, Public Lands Committee 
United States Senate 

My dear Senator Nye: 

With the Senate reassembling on the nineteenth, we express the earnest hope that 

the Public Lands Committee will not again report Senator Joseph T. Robinson's S. 1494, 

which was pocket-votoed by President Coolidge last March. 

Conditions in the present Congress will differ altogether from’those in the last, 

when your committee approved the Ouachita National Park bill without opportunity to 

hear any but local arguments favoring it. That you were so ill-informed was no fault 

of the bill's many public-spirited opponents, none of whom knew that a hearing was 

contemplated. Had they been present, the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior, the 

chiefs of the National Forest and National Park Services, and spokesmen for associa— 

tions numbering millions of public-spirited citizens in all parts of the country would 

have been glad to inform your committee of the national aspects of this question. 

Pledging Votes without Disclosing Bill's Real Purpose 

At the committee hearing in the new Congress, which we request will not be held 

before midwinter in order that all may have a fair chance to be heard, the record of 

President Coolidge's administration against this bill will belatedly be presented to 

the Senate, besides the protest of President Hoover's administration. The people of 
the country also want to be heard on the defense of the National Parks System whose 

standards it is the purpose of the bill to destroy. 

I think you should know also the circumstances of its passing the House at the 

last Congress. At the hearing before the Public Lands Committee the day following the 

hearing in the Senate, brow-beating cross—examinations of the chiefs of the National 

Park and National Forests Services (the purpose of which was plainly to confuse and 

discredit these public officials) prolonged the session until is was too late for the 

public to be heard, although representatives of the National Parks and American Fores— 

try Associations claimed the right to protest.
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At the end of the Congress, the bill was reported by the House Committee, and 
passed on the floor, by votes pledged long before the facts and consequences of the 
bill had become known, many Representatives voting unwillingly in fulfillment of 
trades made ignorantly early in the first session. 

No warrant for claiming "western leadership" 

Also much was made in argument of the bill's alleged "western leadership", but 
the Representative from Washington who led the final attacks for Ouachita in committee 
and on the floor was really acting for his native state of Arkansas against the 
prestige and prosperity of his foster state, whose great standard national park, 
Mount Rainier, would surely have suffered severely from depreciation of the trade- 
mark value _of the name had the Ouachita bill become law. 

Both houses of Congress, you will see, were used without scruple in the Seven— 
tieth Congress to accomplish a local purpose at the expense of a great national insti- 
tution. It is an extraordinary example of the misuse of Congressional courtesy for 
regional profit, and illustrates the very great danger of trading votes without 
fullest examination of the bills involved. Those offered national park trades will 
find examination easy as all park bills are scientifically studied by the Interior 
Department. A telephoned inquiry will promptly develop the facts concerning any 
bill which has been studied by the National Park Service. If it has not yet been 
studied, it is not, of course, ready for Congressional action. 

The Nation's Interest is Paramount 

It is not my purpose to discuss in this letter the national disaster threatened 
by the Ouachita bill, but only to inform your Public Lands Committee of the Spirit. 
and methods of its promotion as disclosed in the last Congress in order to make sure 
that, in your new consideration, the full consequences of its passage shall be dis- 
closed and understood. 

All we ask is that local appetites and ambitions shall not be permitted to dis- 
tort the fair progress of this nation's splendid development. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert Sterling Yard 

Executive Secretary.
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(ARKANSAS FOLDER) i 

From "Control of Predatory Animals", House Document No. 496. 
Published by the U.S. Govt. Printing Office. 

Page 9. is 

A very acute situation has arisen on national forests in the State 
of Arkansas because of the increasing number of wolves there. As a result 

of successful fire-contro}] measures on those forest areas, the sprouts of 
i hardwood trees have become very numerous and afford thickets dense enough 

to harbor predatory animals, chiefly wolves. ‘The local residents are quick 
to note the real cause of this increase of the predators. Forest officers, 
while usually able to convince them that forest fires deplete the grazing ; 
resources and at the same time fail to kill the boll weevil or to improve : 
“hunting and fishing, and while fairly successful in overcoming the sent iment 

favorable to woods burning, find in the wolf situation a real problem, 
threatening to cause loss of the ground gained in operations and educational ; 
efforts in fire prevention. On the Ouachita Forest citizens are suffering such 
serious losses of livestock that there is a talk of woods burning to drive out 
the predators. In such places as.this the need for extermination should be - 

quickly and effectively met. In one district of the Ozark National Forest in 

1927 wolves killed 200 hogs three months old, 1,400 young pigs, 10 sheep, and 
- 50 lambs, valued at $4,600. Action tending toward control of this situation 

‘ became effective July 1 (1928) of the present year, whereby a cooperative 
agreement for predatory-animal control operations was entered into between the 

department and the Arkansas State Game and Fish Commission.
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t Fake CirAt manco” 
“Brom the 7th Biennial report of the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission we re- 

, produce a few extracts, showing a very healthy growth of real conservation. The 

Commission and the sportsmen are to be congratulated for their accomplishments 

which incidentally, night serve as a spur to activities in other localities. 

COOPERATION 

"Through the splendid cooperation of the Governor's office, 

the General Assembly, the people generally and various game protec- 

tive organizations, especially the Izaak Walton League of America, 

the past two years have been the most successful, from a viewpoint 

of progress, of the department's existence." 

FUR-BEARING ANIMALS 

"It 4s conservatively estimated that from the sale of pelts of 

fur-bearing animals, citizens of Arkansas received the neat sum of 

$3,000,000 during the 1927-28 season." 

PREADTORY ANIMAL CONTROL 

"The 1927 General Assembly, reacting to urgent demands from far- 

mers and sportsmen throughout the State, appropriated a total of 

$30,000 from the "Game Protection Fund" for carrying on a fight 

against wolves and other predatory animals during the two year period, 

July 1, 1927 to June 30, 1929." 

REG Us parorr
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THE "TAKS" OF PREDITORS INCLUDES 

62 Adult Wolves 

48 Adult Wolves 

$75 Adult Bobcats 

95 Wolf puppies 

12 Bobcat Kittens 

1 

692 Total 

"In addition to this 39 adult wolves and 29 edult bobcats were 

taken by the state-employed hunters, making a grand total of 660 pred- 

atory animals destroyed." 

GAME REFUGES 

"State game refuges became possible by an Act of the 1927 General 

Assembly. They may be procured through purchase, lease or gift and 

to date two refuges have been created, while several others are in 

the making." 

EDUCATIONAL WORK 

"Rxperience forcibly indicates the superiority of weekly and 

daily newspapers in creating sentiment favorable to a proper pro- 

tection of the State's wild life resources. From various publica- 

tions throughout the Commonwealth has gome support, of the depart- 

ment's program, that has been of inestimable value. Wuch constructive 

work has been done by members of the press and the Commission is 

grateful for this assistance. 
Co-operating with the press is only one of the educational 

activities of the department. 

Annually a State Fair game and fish exhibit has been sponsored 

and it is doubtful if any other feature of the department's work is 

received as heartily from people in as many walks of life. Thousands 

of people, representing every community in the State, view the ex- 
hibit daily and many offer favorable comment. An effort has been 

made to provide district Fairs with exhibits but limited funds have 

rendered this impossible. District and county Fairs offer an oppor- 

tunity however that should not be overlooked, Much assistance has 
been rendered school officials and school children who nave sponsored 

educational conservation work and in turn valued help has been received 

from these classes. Cooperation has been had from Boy Seout Troops 

and various Civic organizations of the state, while Izaak Walton 

League chapters have been particularly helpful. The department has 

freely assisted these organizations in the great work they are doing 

and looks forward to rendering further aid from time to time."
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A comparison of the "Summary of wardens' activities for 1926-27 with 1927-28 

would indicate a growing appreciation of law and reflects the value of “fduca- 

tional work." 

1926-27 1927-28 

Arrests 648 1047 § 

Convictions 671 876 

Amount of fines $8,652.70 $16,777.20 

Game breeders Permits a 7 

Hunting licenses-Res. 3330 68,708 

" W Non-Res. 695 964 

Extension - Resident — 286 

” Non-Res. pes 111 

Totals 4025 70,059 

Receipt including fishing lic. $62,237.06 $153,558.08
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his decision, thorough in his every act, and a lover of his work. He found pleas~ 
‘ ure in the fields, and the duties of his office were performed effectively and 

without favor. 
_ "I feel that the loss of Thomas T. Bloxsom from the field force is a 

severe blow and that it will be hard for the Survey to fill this vacancy with 
one who can command the respect and cooperation that he enjoyed throughout the 
district. 

"TI am sure that his mother, sisters, and brothers appreciate the high 
esteem in which he was held by the Washington officials and by his brother 
wardens, and have been comforted by the messages of sympathy received from all 
of them." } ; 

Important Lake Saved from Drainage.--Warden G. M. Riddick attended a 

trial on May 18 at Blytheville, Ark,, as a witness for the State of Arkansas 

in a case in which the defendants had dug a ditch 4,200 feet long, about 20 feet 

wide, and 10 feet deep to drain the water off Horse Shoe Lake inCrittenden 

County, Ark. It was stated that this ditch would have lowered the lake about 3 

feet, and that this would have exposed hundreds of acres in the shallow part, 

with no water to grow feed for ducks and no place for fish to spawn. The lake is 
about 8 miles long and from 1 to 3 miles wide, and furnishes excellent duck- 

\.hunting and fishing. The defense claimed that the water was high and the wave 
wash caused the banks to cave in and damage his property. The trial resulted in 
the granting of an injunction and ordering a dam to be placed across the ditch 
so that no more water could run out. According to Mr. Riddick, the outcome marks 

anew era in eastern Arkansas, where much damage has been done to wild life by 

drainage. Sentiment was very strongly against the draining of the lake, and 
the court's decision will do much to further wild-life conservation.
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2 HEADQUARTERS 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

California Department of Fish and Game 
___.. Seth Gordon, Director 

FORMER ADDRESS: Ferry Building 
San Francisco, California 

NEW ADDRESS: 926 J Street 
ge ne ae Sacramento, California



RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF PERSONS 
OCCUPYING SPACE IN THE MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

Spring, 1948 Of 

Name Subject of Current Research O AO 

¥ Baldwin, Paul H. Ecology of the Drepaniidae. stil 
v Benson, Seth B, Systematics of some Mexican mammals, 

Cohen, Nathan W. Differential rates of water absorption and loss in som 
California salamanders, 

~ Connell, J. W. Life history of the brush rabbit. 

» Davis, John Geographic variation and distribution in Pipilo fuscus. 

/ Dehnel, Paul A. Analysis of variation in some western races of Dryobates 

¥ Dixon, Keith L. Behavior of the plain titmouse (Parus. inornatus ). 

v Downs, Theodore The Pleistocene birds of the Jones fauna of Kansas. 

Fox, Wade, Jr. Reproductive cycle and breeding in garter snakes (Thamno- 

phis ordinoides). oe 
Hendrickson, John R. Biology of the salamanders of the genus Batrachoseps. 

Y Hildebrand, Milton Morphology of the canids. 

v Howell, Thomas R. Speciation in western sapsuckers of the Sphyrapious 

varius group, 

vy Koford, Carl B, Natural history of the California condor (Gymnogyps 
californianus 

v Koford, Mary R. Life histories of some California bats. 

V krutzsch, Phillip H. Ecological study of the bats of San Diego County. 

» Leopold, A. Starker Report on the wildlife resources of Mexico. 

Lowe, Charles H., Jr. Speciation and ecology in salamanders of the genus Aneides,. 

Ww Marshall, Joe T., Jr. Races of the song sparrow in the San Frencisco Bay region, 

vw Miller, Alden H. Analysis of the distribution of birds in California. 

» Pearson, Oliver P, Mammals in the highlands of Peru. 

wv Pitelka, Frank A. Distribution and phylogeny of American jays. 

WY Poole, Ff. G. Population turnover in California queil. 

w Reynolds, Harold C. Physiology of special senses of the opossum, 

w Rudd, Robert L. Mammals of Santa Cruz County. 

Vv Salt, George W. Comparative physiology of the genus Carpodacus. 

v Severaid, J. Harold Ecology and life history of conies (Ochotona). 

v Sibley, Charles G,. Taxonomic and distributional analysis of Pipilo maculatus 
and its relatives in Mexico. 

Stebbins, Robert C. Population structure and dynamics in salamanders of the 

plethodont genus Ansatina, 

v Storer, Robert W, Behavior and adephive modifioatiens in the Alcidae,. 
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j Congresswoman Helen G. Douglas 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 

a Dear Modamt 4 | 

I will be glaa to fave you use my name on your 
j list of sponsors. I have seen this particular 

part of California and heartily agree that a 
national forest project is called for. 

; Yours sincerely, ) j 

AbsPu Aldo Leopold ; 

4 ,. 

i 4



HELEN GAHAGAN DOUGLAS COMMITTEE: 

14TH District CALIFORNIA FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 

Congress of the Anited States 
House of Representatives 

Washington, B. €. 

July 23, 1947 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A group of prominent Californians have organized a California 
League to work for the passage of the bill which I introduced in Con- 
gress last year and reintroduced this year creating a national forest 
in the California coast redwood region as a memorial to Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt. Enclosed is a summary of the bill. 

The project has been endorsed by a number of important organi- 
zations, and I enclose a reprint of an article of mine which was 
published in the National Parks magazine, the official journal of the 
National Parks Association. This article describes the project in de- 
tail. It makes mention of the report by the U. S. Forest Service, con- 
curred in by the National Parks Service, based on an exhaustive survey 
made by these agencies at my request. The report shows the desirability i 
of the project beyond all question. A summary of the Report is also en- 
closed. The bill has also been endorsed by the National Farmers Union, 
the American Federation of Labor, and the Congress of Industrial Organi- 
zations. ‘ 

While the league will be a California organization, it will open 
its membership to people all over the country who are interested in 
the protection of this unique forest. For this reason, a few persons 
from other parts of the country whose names have long been identified 
with sound ideas in forestry are being invited to serve as national 
sponsors. 

We hope that you may find it possible to be one of these national 
sponsors. Acceptance will mean merely that you are in agreement with 
the project and willing to lend your name to it along with others. Your 
assistance will be of great value. Will you let me know at your conven- 
idence whether you will accept. \ 

Sincerely yours, 

Laie al) Y i 

Helen Gahagan Douglas 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin



The Proposed Roosevelt Redwood Forest 
By HELEN GAHAGAN DOUGLAS 

Representative from California 
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At the northern end of the redwood 

belt is the National Tribute Grove, 

its land acquisition nearly complete.



The Proposed Roosevelt Redwood Forest 
By HELEN GAHAGAN DOUGLAS 

Representative from California 

ie years to come, when the production of In the north, during the late summer 
timber and forest products in America months, great banks of ocean fog pile up in 

has been put on a self-sustaining basis, the afternoon and pour over the coast 
when we have made certain that our na- cliffs to settle among the trees. Earlier in 
tional park system is going to be protected, the summer, farther back from the coast, . 
and when we have added a number of long weeks pass during which hardly a 
other wilderness areas to that system, it is cloud gathers in the brilliant blue sky. 
likely that we shall look back on the long Sunlight falls in ladders from the tree tops 

fight to save the California coast redwood into the ferns and undergrowth. 
forest as one of the important battles in The heaviest lumbering has occurred 
the history of conservation. close to the seashore. The first operations 

This belt of ancient evergreens running were undertaken by bull team, and the tim- 
north and south through the four northern ber was hauled out through the surf to 
coast counties of California is an incredible ships which loaded along the shore. The 
forest. The trees reach heights up to 364 area of destruction has been widened over 
feet, diameters of nearly thirty feet, and the decades, but in the state parks and 
live to be over 2000 years old. elsewhere back from the coast, beautiful 

The forest varies in appearance from groves still remain, and the wilderness sur- 
north to south. In Del Norte County, close vives. Particularly in the north there are 
to the Pacific shore at the Oregon border, large areas still untouched that can be 
the redwoods comprise a narrow strip of _ preserved in their primeval condition. 
almost impassable wilderness, with heavy At many points in the forest, there are 
undergrowth and enormous ferns. The hills excellent camp grounds both within the 
are interlaced with racing streams of clear, state parks and on privately owned land. 
cold water and magnificent rivers like the Most of these at present are close to the 
Klamath, which pours through a deep Redwood Highway, a beautiful drive con- 
scenic gorge. necting San Francisco with Grant’s Pass in 

Farther south, the undergrowth is thin- Oregon, and winding through the entire 
ner, and in Humboldt State Park, south length of the redwood region. A rounded 
of Eureka and Weott, which includes Bull development of the forest for other pur- 
Creek Flat, one may walk for miles on a poses in addition to timber production 
ground-covering of soft redwood needles. might call for more camp sites. 

The forest has many moods, changing In some parts of the forest, the stands 
with the time of day and the weather. The consist almost exclusively of redwood. In 
dominant color of the massive trunks is a others they grow with Douglas fir, western 
purplish red. The foliage is a dark green hemlock, tan oak, and madrona. Beautiful 
tinged with bronze. In some parts of the forests composed mainly of Douglas fir 
forest and in some lights the green lichens surround the redwood belt and run parallel 
on the bark change the whole tone of the _ to it on the east and west. Douglas fir once 
scene to a deep bluish green. Again, you covered the high mountains which lie be- 
see glints of almost blood-red color, and at tween the sea and the redwood belt in 
times the metallic yellow-red which is more southern Mendocino County. One of the 
characteristic of the Sierra redwoods, than grandest shorelines on the California coast, 
it is of the coast redwoods. a coast replete with scenic beauty for a 

2
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Prairie Creek State Park is the range of one of the few surviving 

herds of Roosevelt elk on the coast, and the only one in the redwoods. 

thousand miles, borders the redwood re- resentative groves of superlative scenic and 
gion on the west. It offers promise of be- recreational value. 
coming one of the world’s finest recreation The country owes a debt of gratitude to 
regions if its development is planned with men like the late John C. Merriam, New- 
the interest of all the people in mind. ton B. Drury and their associates, who are 

The main industries of the region are mainly responsible for the establishment 
lumber, recreation and dairying, and of the beautiful system of state parks. 
there is some processing of wool, hides, and Over several decades the contributions of 
forest products. The soundness of the tim- hundreds of thousands of Americans have 
ber economy is fundamental to the eco- been pooled and used to purchase and 
nomic life of the region. The greatest asset preserve magnificent groves that would 
of the four northern counties is the forest. otherwise have been destroyed. 
The larger communities support an estab- Even if most of the redwood forest is 
lished lumber industry. The smaller towns destroyed, as will certainly happen un- 
are mainly dependent on recreation, which less vigorous action is taken soon by the 
in turn depends on the forest. Agricultural federal government, these representative 
markets are largely local. The destruction areas that are under state protection will 
of the redwoods would mean the collapse remain as evidence of the natural beauty 
and bankruptcy of the region. that once extended throughout the region. 

The fight to save these trees for present We cannot, however, rest on our oars. 
and future generations of Americans has If we are to be sure of protecting the exist- 
been going on for a long time. A major ing state holdings, they will have to be 
offensive was launched some thirty years enlarged. Serious damage is being done 
ago by the Save-the-Redwoods League, the state parks in some places by the wind. 
which made millions of Americans con- The height of the trees is so great that, 
scious of the importance of protecting rep- where openings are made, as has been 
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necessary in building the Redwood High- rangers’ headquarters and a camp for 
way, storms get a grip on the trees and visitors. The hilltops around this park are 
frequently bring them down. Protective crowned with virgin redwood. It is likely 
belts need to be established around the that this timber will be cut in the next 
parks. few years and the skyline ruined. 

In some of the groves in the Humboldt The prairie is part of the range of a herd 
system, for example the Richardson Grove, of Roosevelt elk, one of the few surviving 
there is stream erosion. Here cutting out- herds on the coast, and the only one in the 
side the grove on higher slopes has in- redwood region. Its numbers have been 
creased run-off, and small streams are increasing slowly under the watchful care 
deepening their beds within the park. This of C. L. Milne, Chief Ranger and Superin- 
presents a problem which can be solved  tendent of Prairie Creek State Park. The elk 
only by the restoration of cover on the — need the free run of the forest throughout 
upper slopes. this section if they are to thrive. All these 

At Prairie Creek State Park there is a things mean that the park should be en- 
different problem. The League has hoped  larged substantially. The League and the 
to acquire the land between the park and _ state together can help, but they cannot do 
the Pacific Ocean. There are a number _ the job alone. 

of extremely beautiful valleys here through Much of the heroic effort expended in 
which small streams run down to the sea. the past in acquiring portions of the 
Their canyon walls are lined with ferns, forest and putting them into public owner- 
and the whole region has an unmatched _ ship has centered around strips of land on 
primeval quality. A small prairie at the both sides of the Redwood Highway. This 
southern end of the park is the site of the policy has the advantage of preserving the 

Destruction goes on at a rate exceeding all efforts to protect the forest. Amid 

wreckage and waste, redwood logs are transported from slackline to railroad. 
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scenic beauty of the drive from one end to wood region. I also remembered my con- 
the other. It has the disadvantage that  versations with Franklin D. Roosevelt dur- 
many fine tracts lying some distance from _ ing his last term as President of the United 

the highway are not placed under protec- States. On several occasions we had talked 
tion. about our national forestry problems gen- 

In some ways these more inaccessible erally, and had discussed the redwood 
groves are the most interesting to people forests in particular. 
who wish to protect the forest in its original The President had always been keenly 

condition, One may doubt whether the — interested in forestry and had strong feel- 
back country can be saved from destructive ings about the importance of protective 
cutting unless new scources of funds for measures in the redwood belt. I thought of 
acquisition can be found. Meanwhile the this at the time of his death, and feeling 
fight continues to save the Avenue of the that these beautiful trees, which come 
Giants, the long line of superlative trees nearer to earthly immortality than any 

running for miles along the highway north other creature, would be the finest memo- 
of Bull Creek Flat. The League is now rial any man could have, I decided to 
concentrating on this, as well as acquisition introduce the bill making the redwood 
of the National Tribute Grove. forest a memorial to Roosevelt. 

The total area which has been brought The basic plan of the bill is to set up 

into public ownership over the course of four memorial units consisting of timber- 
thirty or forty years, however, comprises land surrounding the present state park 

only three or four percent of the original holdings. These units would be under the 
forest. Perhaps fifty percent of the origi- management of the National Park Service, 

nal stand, including many areas of monu- which would be authorized to work out an 
mental quality, has already been cut over agreement with the California State Park 
once, and while second growth is coming Commission for the administration of the 
along in some places, it will never match units in conjunction with the state parks. 

the first growth in scenic beauty. Even now The effect would be to enlarge the present 
second growth is being cut in a manner — state holdings very substantially, increas- 
that may well destroy all hope of recovery. ing their area several times over. There 
The measures taken or likely to be taken would be no cutting in these areas, which 

under state law to regulate destructive cut- would be preserved permanently as parks 
ting are inadequate. Destruction goes on for the enjoyment of all the people. 
at a rate exceeding all efforts to protect The rest of the redwood forest, running 
the forest. through parts of four counties, would be 

This means that America is about to purchased by the federal government and 
lose one of its few remaining relatively put into a national forest instead of into 
untouched natural forests. The people in parks. The cutting of timber would con- 
the region who are dependent on timber tinue in the forest, outside the memorial 
production will be stranded, just as they units, but by scientific methods. 

have been in the cut-over areas of Michi- There is a substantial population in the 
gan, Wisconsin and Minnesota; the recrea- redwood counties which is dependent on 
tion industries will be ruined, and the graz- the timber and lumber industries for a 
ing and dairying industries cannot help but livelihood. There are a number of well- 
feel the pinch of reduced prosperity. equipped modern lumber mills. If present 

I had these considerations in mind last destructive cutting practices are continued 
year when I introduced in Congress my for another generation or so, the old 
bill to create a national forest comprising growth timber will be entirely gone. Lum- 
most of the timberlands in the coast red- ber interests in the region contend that 
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Gabriel Moulin 

Many lovers of the wilderness and of these ancient trees believe that all 
the remaining portions of the redwood belt should be preserved untouched. 
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there is no way to go about the business money was coming in, Guaranteed pay- 
other than by the present destructive meth- ments from the federal government based 
ods, and it is clear that complete destruc- on ten-year valuations will make it certain 
tion is inevitable unless the government that such a catastrophe will not reoccur. 
assumes responsibility for stabilization of There has also been something of a hue 
production through public ownership. and cry to the effect that private enterprise 

If scientific methods of logging are ap- would be eliminated in the region’s tim- 
plied, the rate of production of forest ber industry. This is not true. The Forest 
products can be doubled in a decade or Service does not go into the business of 
two, even after setting aside the large cutting and processing timber. It manages 

memorial units. Production need never the forest and sells the timber on a con- 
drop, even at the beginning, below the tract basis. Private concerns cut the tim- 
average for the last twenty-five years. ber under government direction and sell 
These facts were established in the course it or process it in their own mills. This 

of a survey and appraisal made by the would continue to be the case in the red- 
U. S. Forest Service and the National Park wood region, and the existing mills, at least 
Service at my request last year. the efficient ones, would continue to operate. 

I have put a number of safeguards in the Dairy farms and ranches would not be 
bill to control the methods of cutting, even touched. Resorts and memorials would be 
under Forest Service operation. The bill left as they are. In re-introducing the bill, 
specifies that the maximum average age I am making it plain that the power of 
and size of the forest is to be preserved, eminent domain will not apply in such 
because these are features of peculiar im- cases. As a practical matter, although 
portance in this forest from the recreational the federal power of eminent domain is 

and scientific point of view. The bill usually unlimited within a national forest 
provides that selective logging methods area, it is practically never used; but I 

must be used wherever practicable. Forest want to make it plain that no one is going 

Service experiments show that selective to be displaced from home, resort or ranch 

logging is feasible, timber interests to the against his will. 

contrary notwithstanding. The bill appropriates $25,000,000 a year 
Naturally enough, a certain amount of over a period of five years for the acquisi- 

opposition has been stirred up in the red- tion of the entire forest. Careful studies 

wood region by interests opposed to con- indicate that this amount of money, if 

servation, and by people who resist restric. wisely expended, will reimburse present 

tion upon their freedom to “cut out and timberland owners well for their holdings 

get out.” One of the false issues that has and will be reasonably adequate to accom- 
been raised is the contention that local plish the purpose intended. Once these 
governments would be deprived of tax forests are acquired by the people of 

revenue because these timberlands would America, sustained yield timber manage- 

be removed from the tax rolls. The bill ment policies will go into effect everywhere 

provides, however, for the reimbursement except in the memorial units and specially 

of county governments by the federal gov- reserved tracts. 

ernment at a fixed percentage of the ap- At the same time committees will be 

praised value of the property. established including representatives of the 

I think that as time goes on the county local industries and economic groups in 

supervisors will look favorably on this the redwood area to consult and work with 

procedure because there have been periods the Forest Service, the Park Service, and 

in the past, when most of the timberlands the State Park Commission in preparing 
were on the delinquent list and no tax plans for the development of the region. 
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The prosperity of the redwood counties as as a timber tree for many important uses. 
part of the whole American economy will My bill has solid support, and that sup- 
be a matter of concern to the entire coun- port is growing. A majority of the con- 
try. We will look to the people of this gressmen from California assured me at 
region for a continuous supply of redwood _ the time I introduced it that they approved 
lumber for peacetime construction and for _ it and were willing to serve on a sponsoring 
national defense. We will look to them also committee. A great number of Californians 
for the progressive development of one of — interested in conservation and recreation 
the most magnificent recreational areas in and in the development of California’s 
the world. scenic assets have written and told me how 

Many lovers of the wilderness and of — well pleased they are with the project. 
these ancient trees believe that all the re- The combined system of publicly-owned 
maining portions of the old redwood belt parks and productive forest land provided 
should be preserved untouched for the en- for by the bill, supporting prosperous and 
joyment of future generations. There would stable industries, and a population par- 
be much to be said for this point of view  ticipating in determining its own future, 
except that industries of this region are will be a magnificent memorial to a great 
already established on a different basis. American. I think it is the kind of me- 
and thousands of people are dependent on morial that Franklin D, Roosevelt would 
them for their livelihood. Moreover, in addi- have appreciated deeply and understood 
tion to its beauty, the redwood has value very well. 

Reprinted from the April-June 1947 issue of National Parks Magazine 

Published by the National Parks Association, 1214 16th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. Cc. 
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Decenber 29, 1938 

Prof. Carl 0. Sauer 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Professor Sauer: 

I was much pleased to learn from Starker that you are interested 
in deciphering the ecology of the northern Sierra Madre. I would like very 
much to join with you in some attempt to make fundamental measurements there 
vefore the terrain is manhandled and before the opportunity is lost. 

To my mind, the most important item is to decipher the soil-water- 
streamflow relation and compare it with the "modified" terrain of similar 
geologic formation on this side of the line. As you know, there are rather 
explicit historical records of the former condition on this side (James Ohio 
Pattie, for example). By comparing the ecology of an unspoiled terrain with 
the known history of @ similar spoiled terrain, some important deductions would 
probably result. Speaking in economic terms, I don't think the Forest Service 
and the Soil Conservation Service know what to do with the mountain country 
of southern Arizona and southern New Mexico because it is so severely modified 
thet no one knows what the original equilibrium consisted of. In the Sierra 
Madre we could find out. 

In order to correstly decipher the soll-water-streamflow relation, 
many special studies of the ecology of particular plants and animals would be 
necessary. 

One which interests me particularly is the deer-wolf-coyote relation. 
The Chihuahua Sierra is the only deer range I know of which is free from 
irruptions of deer. There are always plenty of deer but never too many. Every 
deer range in the United States is exhibiting irruptive behavior the mimte 
that wholesale poaching is withdrawn. As a result deer are eating themselves 
out of house and home as rapidly as "conservation" is transferred from the office 
into the field. The Suropean deer ranges are long since spoiled. Why the 
peculiar stability of Chihualma deer? The most credible guess is that the full 
assortment of native predators (wolf, lion, bobcat) is still present. But no 
one knows the detailed mechanism of the deer-predator equilibrium. My group 
here has discovered some of the details of a similar quail-predator equilibrium, 
but no large mammal has ever been explored from this angle. 

Another peculiarity of the Chihualma deer range is that coyotes are 
not present at high altitudes; only wolves. Coyotes, however, have invaded 
all the high country on our side, and the invasion has coincided roughly with 
the elimination of wolves. Are the two phenomena related? Have we simply



2+ 6. 0. Sauer 

traded a wolf problem for a coyotepmblem? Is the instability of our deer 
herds related to either or both? The Biological Survey is spending millions 
yearly on coyote and wolf control without having asked iteelf these questions. 
Bo answer is to be found in theory alone. There must be an unmodified biota 
to work with, and we have none on our side of the line. 

All ecologists know, from both theory and observation, that plants 
determine animals, but the converse theorem (namely that animale determine 
plants) is "known" in theory and laboratory only. Zlton is one of the few 
ecologists who has pointed out a convincing case in nature (Animal Beology, 
Case &, pp. 2%24). It seems not impossible that some of the distinctive 
birds and mammals of the Sierra Madre may ultimately be found to play an 
important role in the biotic equilibrium. In any ease these distinctive birds 
and mammals are in urgent need of ecological study in order to arrive at a 
sound basis for conservation policy. I have in mind partioularly the Merriam 
turkey, the Imperial woodpecker, and the thick-billed parrot. 

Do you think that Carnegie might be interested in setting up some 
comprehensive effort to unravel these ecological problems which cluster about 
the Mexican border, and which are of both scientific and economic importance 
to both countries? I happen to be acquainted with the head of the Mexican 
Department of Forests and have a high opinion of him. I would be glad to 
sound out his attitude if there were a prospect of possible action. I assume 
that if anything were done, Mexico should participate in both the planning and 
execution of the venture. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I am sending you some papers which bear on the foregoing questions. 
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Joly 7, 1936 

My, John T, Enlen, Jr. , 
College of Agriculture 
Davis, California 

Dear John: 

I appreciate your sending we the quail management 
plan, vat my own familiarity with California conditions is 
mach too limited to justify me in offering suggestions, 

Your best sources of eriticiam are doubtless 
3, Lowell Sumer, D, D, Melean and Dave Gorsuch. Gorgch, 
particularly, has done largerscale manipulation of gaubel 
quail range under the CCC and most have accwmlated many : 
practical pointe by this time, No doubt you are in towdh 
with John B, Price, who ought to have some excellent sugges- 
tions on the general ecology involved. 

I appreciate the reprints you sent me recently. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ Professor of Game Management



1532 University Ave. 
Jamary 29, 1936 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

I am glad that the suggestion about Errington was of some possible 
use to you. It was wholly a shot in the dark. 

In response to your questions: He started out at Iowa at about 
$3,000 four years ago (which was the standard for Ph.D.s), but in the sub- 
sequent depression cuts he was reduced to about $2,800, where he still stands. 
His title, I think, is Assistant Professor, but I am not sure. 

You speak of the possible future expansion in teaching, and I am 
wondering what kind of teaching you mean, If you mean general non-professional 
undergraduate classes, there might be a doubt as te Urrington's special suit- 
ability. If you mean the instruction and coaching of graduate students in 
field technique, he is, barring Stoddard and tho late Franklin Schmidt, the 
best man in the country. In fact, I myself have been scheming to take him 
on for the latter function, tot founds are lacking. Whatever his function, 
he should, in addition to other duties, have time to contime his personal 
research output, I think he would insist on this, and I think rightly. Wo 
doubt you agree, 

I think I should aleo mention that due to over-strain while working 
here with me, followed by subsequent worries arising cut of uncongenial 
overhead at Ames, Errington had a pretty bad spell of insomnia and allied 
troubles. He has just about worked himself out of this, but still has to 
go easy on attending meetings and other abnormally exciting jobs. To all 
exterior appearances, however, he is the picture of heal th. 

I do not know whether I mentioned the extraordinary quality of 

Mrs. Errington, In considering faculty, such things matter, and I thought it 
might de no harm for me to assure you of his extraordinary good fortune in 

this respect. 

Let me know whether there is any other information I can give you i 
from time to time. ; 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
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New Soils Building 
November 22, 1935 

Mr, C, B, Dunston 
U. S. Forest Service 
Phelan Building 
San Franciseo, California 

Dear Mr. Dunston: 

This delayed reply to your letter of August 21 is due to 
my absence in Burope, I hope, however, that you are still interested 
in your deer management venture. 

Yes, I am confident that a sound plan for sustained yield 
can be based on the elements which you have available for measurement. 

It was a surprise to learn in Murope that they are setting 
up an ideal sex ratio of 1:1 for all deer, and are unwilling to accept 
any practical compromise going beyond 1:2, They aseribe the deteriora- 
tion in their deer herds in part to a century of bad sex ratios, 133 
or 1:4 4s considered definitely bad, ‘They also ascribe the deterioration 
to qualitative deficiencies in feed and their over-gragzing situation in 
its effects is very similar to our own, I will be publishing on these 
questions shortly. 

You will, of course, realize the need for contimous 
supervision by high-grade brains for any such plan as yours. I 
would be interested to keep in touch with its progress, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



oe al UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

. FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA REGION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO eS. 

Weare re Rania SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

G August 21, 1935 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the present time in Region 5 we are attempting to i 
develop the management of game mammal,upland bird and game fish resourses, 

In particular we are now working on deer management and are attempting 
to measure the following: 

1. The total hunting effort of deer hunters by days. 

2. The tendency of the forage crop for deer to increase or 

decrease, 
3. The tendency of the deer harvested to increase or decrease ‘ 

in numbers or in size and antler class, 

In this study being made of the deer taken on the national forests of 
this Region we are securing actual measurements of weight, antler class 
(spread-length and diameter at base of antler) and condition as to 
flesh and pelage. So for this season we are securing this information 
with very little extra effort, and we will have actual records of 

some 2,000 or 3,000 bucks, To apply the kmowledge gained to actual 
management of the deer resource, we wish to attempt to follow the work 

that W. C. Thompson of the University of Washington did on the halibut 

fishery in the Bering Sea, where he actually put a resource, which he 

could not see, on a sustained yield basis by measuring or sampling 
the catch and from these samples determining the trend of the resource, 

We would very much like your opinion and advice on this type 
of management set up. We can no doubt perfect our methods so that we 

can measure at least 90 percent of the animals taken from the forests, 

For example, if 60 percent of the bucks taken are "forked horns" 

immature deer of small size, 30 percent of them are 3 pointers of 

average size, and 10 percent are 4 pointers and excellent animals, 

would tendencies such as these not mean that the breeding herd was 

being over-hunted, and a poor sex ratio being built up since does 

are not legal. Also for example, if control measures were used and 

the deer showed an increase in numbers as well as size and larger



ay “Aldo Leopold "G-Fish & Game" dug. 21, 1935 

antler class, could we not say that the resource was improving? In 

managing some 20,000,000 acres in this Region we hope to develop 

some method of management, necessarily on a broad scale, that will 

put the resource on a sustained yield basis. Do you believe that 

thru the measurement of the deer being taken, the measurement of the 

hunting effort and tendency of the forage crop to increase or decrease, 

we can develop a system of management that will be effective? 

Very truly yours, 

S.B.SHOW, Regional Forester 

ay\N vg i & wo 

Acting



New Soils Building 
June 28, 1935 

Dr. J. Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

You were thoughtful to send me the condor correspondence, 
which of course interests me intensely, I like the tone of this 
Nash~Boulden's letters, He does not sound like a bureaucrat, 

I thoroughly agree with you that a man for a condor study 
would have to be rigorously selected. Paul Errington is the sort 
you would need, but of course he is fully engaged in his new job 
as director of game research at Iowa State College. 

It is refreshing to have you say that we are advancing, I 
had always thought you were the only one in the country more skeptical 
than I on this point. 

I envy the student who is looking up the Spanish literature 
on condors, and I eagerly await its appearing in print. I take it 
that you have cut across some university walls in the same way that 
I have tried to do. Prof. Antonio Solalinde of our Spanish Department 

and I have been plotting to finance a study of game management in 
the Holy Roman Bupire, He assures me that under Frederick II an 
®laborate system was in actual operation in Sicily and possibly in 
Spain. You can imagine, though, how far this kind of a request for 
research funds may get with the average purse-string committee, You 
and I might start a union for the prosecution of useless researches. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY 

June 22, 1935 i 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin; 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Yours of Mey 7 and enclosures were duly received, and all noted 
with extreme interest. 

Here is further news concerning condors -= copies of sundry letters, 
which do not return. Possibly some of your students, now or in the 
future, will be interested to follow the development in this respect 
and get the ideas and arguments contained in them. On occasion, I 
have found our correspondence of past years on file here excellent 
source material in some economic problem. 

Yes, I agree that a full life history study of the condor, along 

modern lines of attack, would be a highly desirable undertaking. However, 
just as you say, the project would have to be very specially adapted 
to this particular kind of animal, and above all, with the danger 
constantly heeded that disturbance might result in wiping out some of 
its few remaining individuals -~ or prevent the birds from reproducing. 
But who is there in sight, sufficiently well qualified, to undertake 
this delicate kind of investigation? 

It happens that one of our Cooper Club members, Mr. Harry Harris 
of Pasadena, has undertaken a valuable phase necessarily precedent to 
a biological investigation. He is concentrating on the historical and 
literary phase, bringing together everything that has been published 
down to date regarding this bird. Some of the information that he has 
gotten out of early, literature is astonishingly interesting and significant. 

AA? ese ia 

i As to museum ethics, Wetmore's letter enclosed shows an admirably 
high level as regards the institution he represents. I wouldlsay then. 6-1 
that a very large proportion of museums right now would subscribe 
similarly. Twenty years ago things were not so good. So, we are advancing! 

No, I would not consider it justifiable at the present time to put 
museums down on the.ethical level as that of the average American sporting 
group! I wish I were wrong in latter appraisement ! 

Very truly yours, 

C} Pe Piss CF 

U
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May 15, 1935 

Dr. Alexander Wetmore, 
U. S. National Museum, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Wetmore: 

Here is something I want to "get out of my system." You know, I am be- 
set with the "conservation complex," which a cynical friend of mine says is futile, 

since the current crowding of hordes of people into California will cause ultimate 

disappearance of all our native animal life save "vermin", anyway, no matter what 

we try to do to retard the process. 

The Argonaut (San Francisco) for April 5, 1935, contained the following 

"filler" paragraph: 

That super=bugzard, the California condor, set the National Zoo 

all agog this week by laying an egg, the first of its breed ever to do 

such a deed in captivity. The director of the zoo figures the egg is 

worth $700, which would be $8,400 a dozen if they came that way. How- 

ever, the chances for hatching a comdor chick are declared to be about 
as slim as if it were a Chinese storage egge So extra condors for the 

eastern market will still have to come from California." 

Then I cot a letter (dated May 4, 1935) from the Acting Regional For- 

ester, U. S. Forest Service, San Francisco, containing this statement: "I am sure 

eeo the forest officers on the Santa Barbara ‘ational Forest are just as anxious 

as we are to afford the ¢mdor the utmost protection. In proof of this [action 
is cited showing how forest officers remonstrated with ] eee & boy scouts master 

of the Fillmore troop [who] was responsible for the boys hunting condor nests on 

account of the statement that he had made in regard to a reward of $1,000 to be 

paid for condor eggs.” 

Of course I know that the kind of blurb in question (high prices paid 

for birds or eggs) is forever recurrent in the newspapers. But when such has the 

apparent, authoritative backing of the "National Zoo", the stimulus to supply the 

"market" cannot help but be sharpened. I imagine the Argonaut item (which must 

have run all over the country) originated with some newspaper interviewer of a 

Zoological Park under-official. Even so, can't such dangerous ( for oub relict 

condors) publicity be avoided in the future? 

California is in a feverish stage of permeation by human activities. 

Every wild place, almost, is being “opened up" by roads; there are thousands (30 

to 50?) of CCC men scattered through this state, mostly on public-omed terri- 

tory; boy scouts and summer campers swarm everywhere. Is it a hopeless case? 

Or may we not look toward proper and adequate repressive and educational steps 

to save part, at least, of out unique animal heritage (as instance, conspicuously, 

the condor )? 

Very truly yours, f 

copy 7
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

May 21, 1935. 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell, 

University of California, 

Berkeley, California. 

Dear Grinnell: 

Your letter of May 15 on the California Condor is 

duly at hand, and I sympathize fully with your appre- 

. hensions with regard to the future of this bird. As you 

know our birds at the Zoo produce one or two eggs nearly 

every year which we do our best to hatch by various means, 

and when they prove to be infertile, as has always been 

the case, they are transferred to the National Museum to 

form a part of its collections. Any tales of value con- 

cerning them have been based upon Barnes! exchange list. 

: Dr. Mann and I are willing to agree to not foster 

any publicity of these matters but the fact that our 

Condors lay annually is well known among local newspaper 

men end gives them a story. With the information current 

among so many people, our condors being so to speak in 

public life, I feel that it will not be possible to entirely 

curb the stories. Please understand then that if there 

is any future publicity it will come as not within our con- 

trol. Parenthetically if you can give a rule under which 

newspaper publicity may be emmtrolled in a large organization 

I should like to have it. 

It is certainly unfortunate that there has been a 

supposed reward for condors eggs. This must come from 

private collectors and I do not recall thet we have had any 

offers or correspondence on the subject. I hope indeed 

that this phase of the matter can be controlled. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ A» Wetmore, 

Assistant Secretary. 

COPY !
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; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

“FOREST SERVICE 

Santa Barbara National Forest 

Santa Barbara, California 

May 13, 1935 
G 
Fish and Game 

Santa Barbara : 

(California Condor ) 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
University of California 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

I have your letter of April 27, and regret that pressure of work 
has made it unable for me to reply at an earlier date. 

Your question regarding the "cruising radius" of the California 
Condor has aroused my special interest. My personal observation is that a 
radius of 25 miles from the roosting or nesting place would not be exaggerated. 
Of course, you understand that the "cruising radius" is in direct relation 
to the available food supply. 7 

In regard to the matter as to how often they get daily or weekly 
subsistence. From all information I have been able to obtain, and again 
from personal observation, I should say that they can easily go three to 

A five days without any food. As with all birds, or animals of the scavenger 
ane type, they gorge themselves repeatedly while the food supply lasts. They 

seem to keep up this program until everything is gone, then they leave the 
oo” area. This brings up a point of which little is known. Water. I have seen ; 

what I believe were Condors at the head of the Sisquoc River down by the 
stream. The supposition being that they were there purely for drinking 
since no dead animals were any where near. I believe their ability to go 
without water is equal to the length of time that they can go between meals. 

This summer, in connection with our field patrol, I hope to be able 
to obtain some more general information as to their feeding and drinking 
habits, also something on the matter of feeding young. We have a very reliable 
man who will be stationed quite near to one of the known nesting places near 

White Acre Peak in the Ojai District. In common with the rest of the field 
forces, we have informed all of our men of the State Law protecting both 
the nests and young as well as the bird itself, By this means we hope to 
strengthen the protection already given under the State Law, and correct the 
ideas that some people have regarding their ability to go out and find an 
egg and get a large reward. 

In conclusion, I can state that there is no reason why any informa- 
tion that we are able to give you should not be cited, if you think that it 
has sufficient value. 

S. A.» NASH-BOULDEN, Forest Supervisor 

By G. B. Robinson Acting 

COPY
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April 27, 1935 

Mr. Cyril S. Robinson, 
Technical Assistant, 
Santa Barbara National Forest, 
Santa Barbara, California; 

Dear Mr. Robinson: 

I do greatly appreciate your letter of April 24, telling 
me of your recent experiences in seeing three condors under such 
exceptional opportunities for close observation. It is valuable 
to have your first-hand "story" in our files here at the University 
of California. Let me know if there be any reason why these should 
not be cited in the future in an account that we might compile com- 
cerning these great birds, 

I am particularly interested in your statement that in 
your office is a map showing the approximate area ranged over by 
the California Condor and also their nesting places. That is 
splendid information to have gathered. However, I urge that especially 
the nesting sites be kept confiaential. There are people in the land 
these days who would have no hesitancy in making raids on such nests 
for eggs or young birds to sell. Quite frequently the newspapers 
bandy about the informaticn, however authentic, that there is a con- 
stant "market" for condor eggs at $700 to $1000, and that zoos are 
after the birds. A very little activity of this kind, in disturbing 
the birds, might mean the turning point toward total extinction. 

Here is a question I would like to have you answer, 
perhaps eliciting opinion from other foresters in your vicinity. 
What is the daily “cruising radius" of a condor? in other words, 
how far dees it fly, air-line, away from its nightly roosting place, 
or nesting place, in seeking food? 

This matter of cruising radius is obviously one that ought 
to be known pretty definitely in deciding ways and means of saving 
the condors. They mst eat to live: how far do they have to go to ii 
get their daily or weekly subsistence? 

And this suggests another question: How often does a 
condor have to have a square meal? 

Very truly yours,



April 8, 1935 

Mr. S. A. Nash~Boulden, 
Forest Supervisor, 
Santa Barbara, California; 

Dear Mr. Nash-Bouldens 

I have just been privileged (through the kindness 
of my friend, Professor Aldo Leopold of the University of 
Wisconsin) to read copy of a letter of yours to the Regional 
Forester dated March 9, 1935. This relates to the present 
status of the California Condor in the Santa Barbara National 
Forest. i 

Because I am deeply concerned for the permanent 
preservation of this distinguished bird, your authoritative 
and optimistic report upon the outlook for its persistence 

_ is very pleasant news, I assure yous I should like to have 
/ from you, for my files, a copy of that letter -~ either 

_{ with or without permission to pass om any of its contents 
\ (of course properly credited), May I have this? 

Under separate cover, I am mailing you a copy 
of the January issue of our magazine, the first article 
in which has to do with condors as observed last year some- 
where dowa in your country. 

Very truly yours, 

\ th : eat: 
po ; 4 

COPY Da 4d A di



J. GRINNELL, EDITOR 

“docjs LINSDALE, Associate Epiror 

a THE CONDOR 
BUSINESS MANAGERS 

, A MAGAZINE OF WESTERN ORNITHOLOGY 

PUBLISHED BY THE 

COOPER ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB 

EDITORIAL OFFICE 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

April 29, 1965 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am beholden to you for several 

memos bearing upon the problem of saving our condors. I 

got a good letter (indeed, two of them) from the Santa 
Barbara National Forest people. They are intelligently 

alive to the situation. But I still fear from the poison 

angle -- that the "control" men on the ground may do things 

that the higher officials are not aware of. 

I return the Darling letters herewith, 

for you to review. (If you still do not need them for your 

files, I'd be glad to have them back.) There must have: been 

some mistake on the part of Darling's informant when implica- 

tion is made that a distance beyond five miles from a condor's 
nesting area would insure against the bird's getting access 

to poisoned animals! As you will see by another enclosure, 

I am after data on the "cruising radius" (the apt term you 

coined) of condors. 

I might remark further that I very much 

doubt whether those B. S. men Darling cites have ever been 

in the condor country at all! (Another example of long-range 

opinion.) § 

Yours, 

¢



New Soils Building 
May 7. 1935 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Maseun of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

Thanks for letting me see the additional correspondence about 
the condor matter, I am returning all of it for your files. 

TI have never seen a condor, but I would be astonished if the 
eruising radius, even during the breeding season, were as low as five 
miles, I would expect during the remainder of the year a considerable 
increase in seasonal, if not daily, radius, this question suggests to 
me the extreme attractiveness of an actual life history research project 
(in accordance with the Stoddard definition of the term) on the remnant 
of this species, I am harboring a similar ambition for a life history 
study for the remnant of breeding sandhill cranes in Wisconsin and one 
of these days I shall get around to it, Both ventures would be subject 
to the same difficulty: The birds are too scarce to permit of any 
examination of specimens for food habits or for any other purpose; 
nevertheless there are ways to get around such handicaps, ‘The ecology 
of a condor might reveal some startling things from the standpoint of 
ecological science, and from the standpoint of conservation it should 
enable us to weigh the comparative value of this or that measure with 
much wore precision than is possible at present, 

IT camet resist the temptation to philosophize on your state~ 
ment thet mmseums are inclined to buy such things as condor eges, 
This is an impressive evidence of the low state of group ethics, is it 
not? It seems to me on a11 fours with the social club which buys canvas- 
backs to enhance the social prestige of those able to pay for them. In 
other words, the mutual recriminations of the scientific and sporting 
groups boil down to the pot calling the kettle black, Is this a valid 
observation? 

I am always heartened by your interest in ventures of this sort, 

Yours as ever, 

vh



i Copies for Rachford, Show, Grinnell , 

Now Soils Bullding 
Marth 25, 1935 

iy. Jay 8, Darl Cale? 
Daren of Biologie ever 
U, 8, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, 0, G. 

Dear Jayt 

A prea seat Ne Se Cuntees Sao seettiet De 
existence of a of Condors on the Sante Barbar National i 
Forest. See oF pin eeraseidties an ctattee on he 
visor was aware of his responsibilities as custodian of this 
reunant, Hie meme of March 9 attached happily indicates that 

path Squirrel cine as slien | alee Geka opera are a po 
hazard, (I assume Condors are a possible poisoned ground 
squirrel and die of their stomach contents.) 

I now write to ask whether your rodent man is aware 
of his responsibilities toward sanaeeee Are bw squirrel], 
operations duly safeguarded ae to their possible effect on 
Condors? Is any research needed to anewér moot questions? 

Of course I am an interloper on this whole question, 
but it seems to me a beautiful case for testing whether local 
field men are aware of the national interest which often 
attaches to their respective territories. 

i Yours atneerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh ” .



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

si ADDRESS REPLY TO ore ar 

‘THE FORESTER Ue WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO 3 é @ mena 

Fish & Game, R-5 March 2, 1935. 

(Condor) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 

New Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of February 8 and my reply 

of February 21. 

I am enclosing for your infomation a report from Forest 

Supervisor Nash-Boulden on the condor situation on the Santa Barbara 

National Forest. After reading this report, I em sure you will agree 

that we are doing everything possible under existing circumstances 

for the protection of the condor. We might go one step further and 

prohibit the killing of condor on the Senta Barbara Forest. This 

could be done only through the application of Regulation G-20A, but 

might be desirable pending necessary State legislation. It takes so 

long to get State legislation, but possibly some action of this kind 

would be desirable. 

I am referring the suggestion to the Regional Forester for 

his Consideration, although I doubt under existing conditions in 

California, due to a complete change in the Fish and Game Commission, 

that the Regional Forester will want to raise this issue at the pres- 

ent time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc. E. ford 

Enclosure. Assistant Foresfer.



Copy to Mr. Rachford 

New Soils Building 
March 12, 1935 

Dy. d, Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Doctor Grinnell: 

Your point about giving no oublicity to the 
hoped-for administrative plan to take care of condors 
is a very good one, To publicize this remnant might very 
@asily be fatal, 

T had a letter from Mr. Rachford stating that 
he had looked up the Condor paper but could not, from 
the text, teli just wiet National Forest was involved, 
Aseordingly he hed referred the suggestion the District 
Forester in San Francisco, Mr, 8, B. Show. It might be 

@ good thing if you or some other representative of the 
Cooper Club told Mr, Show oan where the locality is 
situated, and at the sase time pass on your suggestion 
that the matter be not publicized, In the event you do 

not know Mr. Show, I think I can assure you that you 
will find him heartily sympathetic, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
o In Charge, Game Research



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY 

March 5, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin; 

My dear Leopold: 

Thank you for sending the carbon copy of your 
letter of February 8, addressed to Mr. Rachford, of the 
U. S. Forest Service. Your pronouncement concerning such 
national resources as the noble condor is gospel of the most 
fundamental sort. 

I notice with highest approval that you urge the 
exclusion of "all poison, and all carcass-trapping," from 
the forest unit where the condors are still holding out. 
Your comment concerning grazing permits brings to my atten- 
tion a point in administration which I had never thought of 
before. 

There is just one factor that disturbs me -= the 
danger of giving publicity to the presence of condors in any 
given territory. Los Angeles is full of movie people, journal- 
ists, and alleged sportsmen, and some of these would likely be 
of the thoughtless or selfish type who would exploit the 
condors upon one motive or another, to the disturbance, if not 
immediate destruction, of the birds. There are lots of people 
who are looking for a thrill from adventure, and they will seek 
the remotest parts of our still remaining little patches of 

wilderness to get it. 

Very truly yours, 

‘



Copies to Bryant and J. Grinnell 7 N.R.C. Committee 

New Soils Building 
February 8, 1935 

My, Chris Rachford 
U, 5S. Forest Service 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Dear Christ 

In the Jamary-February ome <f Zaa_Condan Se » paper 
"Meeting the Condor on its Swa Ground," by + Dyer, deserib- 

. dng a breeding rewnant of condors located on one of the National 
Forests of California, 

If the Forest Service is really serious about taking a 
hand e cenah at ith. a sation seammin her eee ee 

2B aE AE Ob eae BP ice, and all careass- 
trapping, from this forest unit? — this would entail cooperative 
agreements with ranches; if so, now is the time to start, Maybe the 
local sportemen'ts clubs ought to be told that any shooting at condors 

by deer-hunters will be followed by clomre of the unit. Maybe grazing 
permits should be revocable for poisoning, trapping or shooting condors, 
I can't at this distance visualize just what is neeled, but the local 
Supervisor doubtless can. 

If you will give me a short summary of what the Forest 
Service intends to do in this case, I'l] get it published where the 
bird=lovers can eee it, and maybe we can thus spread the idea, 
Keplinger ought to air thie idea in his periodical, 

Sprace hen, sage hon, thick-billed parrot, ptarmigan, and 
many mammals need similar treatment in National Forest plans, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ In Charge, Game Research



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

hid BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE DINISIENET zOatoGy 

Me ie DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

: March 4, 1935 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I was much interested in your review of Dixon's paper on mule deer and 
I wanted to annotate your comments from my own acquaintance with Dixon for 

many years. Your "criticism" touches ea characteristic of the man, namely 

thet he is extremely conservative in commenting merely on the detailed facts 
he has on hand and he is ordinarily not willing to generalize. Dixon's for- 
mal education stopped just before he was to receive his bachelor's degree at 
Stanford and he has never been able to go on with it. However, I know that 
he reads widely in the necessary sources related to any problem in hand. 

One further item with regard to Dixon's paper is that much of it was dorm 

on his ow "vacation time" while he was still a member of the staff at U2. Fhe fat. urvrk 
Er had, therefore, to be under certain skae4 limitations. The paper was pre- 
pared after he became a member of the Wild Life Division of the National Park 

Service. 

The paper is a remarkable document and I trust will go far in correcting 
some of the misconceptions that have been current concerning deer and their 
food here. With you I feel that his comment on hunting might have been omitted 
since there is no regulation in the true sense of the word and hunters swarm 

to any area where reports indicate likelihood of obtaining good specimens. I 
perhaps am somewhat changed in my viewpoint in this respect since seeing the 

close degree of regulation practiced in Germany and England and am coming to 

feel that more of a regulation of the take is necessary-fun 

An entirely new set-up has occurred in the Fish and Game Division here. 
Two new commissioners have been appointed whose characteristics I know not, 

but Major Farley was replaced, prior to their appointment, by action from the 
Governor's office, the new executive officer being a commercial chemist who 
was incidentally campaign manager for the Governor in northern California! 

Whether any efforts in proper scientific work in respect to our game popula- 

tions will be made under the present administration, I do not know. It seems 

anomalous that one of the largest administrative enterprises in respect to 

game should wander along with frequent changes in personnel and viewpoint with- 
out ever establishing a bonafide research program. I think Major Farley was 

just coming to realize the necessity of the latter when he was deposed.



New Soils Building 
March 8, 1935 

Prof, Tracy I. Storer ; 
College of Agricul ture 
Davis, California 

Dear Storer: 

I am interested in your comment on my review of 
Dixon's "Mule Deer." I of course have a real admiration 
for the job he has done, and the information that he did a 
lot of his field work on his own time makes the performance 

all the more creditable. 

I have been mich disturbed about the California 
shake~up, 

bad Goh IT am glad John Emlen is coming out to see you, 
t A letter from him just received indicates that he will = 

probably accept your offer, I am glad for both of you 
that this matter has been arranged, but hope that John can 
keep in some kind of active field work at least a part of 
each year, since I think he is much too young to out off 
his growing experience in order to teach. | 

Yours sincerely, 

edn 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



Page 2 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

March 4, 1935 

A note from Emlen reports that he is in Missouri studying water fowl for 

the B. S., and that he expects to come west about the end of April. I am 

looking forward to his arrival here with a great deal of pleasure. 

With kindest personal regards, I em, 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy I. Storer 
Professor of Zoology 

TIs :MM ; 

a



New Soils Building 

November 6, 1934 

Prof. Py My Barr 

Division of Forestry ‘ 
College of Agriculture 
University of California } 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Professor Barr: 

You not only have my permission to use the set-up of 
factors from “Game Management," but I am complimented and pleased 
to have you use it, 

I am afraid, though, that the synopsis which you enclosed 
does not accurately reflect the set-up which I used, ‘the basic 
formla ist 

Breeding rate + environment = productivity 

I have et revised the introductory paragraph, but 
your subsequent material, a, b, and ¢, should, I think, be worked 
over to fit the revision, 

To make the whole thing clear, you will probably have to 
differentiate under enviroment between the decimating factors which 
directly reduce the population and the welfare factors which reduce 
the breeding rate, ' 

At the bottom of page one you make a statenent which in my 
opinion is not correct, It is not true that cuttings and clearings, 
cultivation, drainage, fire, ete., are unfavorable, ‘They may be 
either favorable or unfavorable, depending on their degree and the 
manner in which that degree fits the life characteristics of that 
particular species, ‘That is why I call these things "influences" 
vather than "factors," ‘They are not fundemental in that they cannot 
be reduced to any common denominator fitting all species, 

If you care to have me go over your revision, I will be 
very glad to do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research j 

vh
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
DIVISION OF FORESTRY 

BERKELEY 

November 2, 1934 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Professor Leopold: i 

In connection with our elementary course in 

forestry at this University I am preparing a syllabus which 

is being mimeographed by the University Press for the use 

of our students. 

N This syllabus includes a chapter on the manage- 

ment of wild animals on forest lands and in studying the 

literature which is available it has seemed to me that the 

order in which you have arranged the discussion of basic 

factors of management, in your book "Game Management", is 

more effective for the needs of students than any other 

treatment. 

I would greatly appreciate your kindness if you 

would permit me to model my own discussion of this subject, 

occupying about one typewritten nage, after the more compre~ 

hensive plan you have adopted in your work. For your inform- 

ation I beg to enclose a copy of the page which, with your 

permission, I propose to include in our syllabus. 

Perhaps you would be kind enough to advise me 

if this request theets with your approval. 

Sincerely yours, 

Assistent_Professor of Forestry 

PMB:D
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New Soils Building 
Oetober 10, 1934 

j Major John L, Farley 
450 MeAllister st, 
Sen Franeiseo, California 

q Dear Major Farley ; 

T want to tulate you ani the editor of "California 
Fics & cone? Gn punatains Pmas mks tow hear, This is the 
best thing of ite sort which has come out for a long time and it is 

. @ertainly the outstanding work on mile deer oo far produced, 

I notice on editorial page that you are combining the 
iy onl Gaiden egvidhes th & tapeeee tide SOA cae eoatahn en 

index, Will you please have my name put down for two copies of this ! 
separate ond bill me for the cost? If there are to be any bound copies, 
I would, of course, prefer that, 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Chrie Rachford of the 
et oe ed ee ee ee ee cee ae 

separate ought te be put into the of every forest officer who is 
soncerned with the management of mle decr territory, I am also send- 

‘ ing a copy of Seth Gorton with the muggestion that this separate ought 
to have some kind of reviow in “American Geme" where the interested 
public will know of its existence, 

I will likewise undertake to review the publication for the 
“Journal of Mamualogy" ani unless I miss my guess, you will have a con= 
siderable call for these separates, 

With best regaria, . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gome Research 

AlLewh



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF NATIONAL PARKS, BUILDINGS, AND RESERVATIONS 

WILD LIFE DIVISION 

328 HILGARD HALL, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

October 23, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research ; 
New Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I want to thank you for your appreciative letter of October 
4 regarding my article on mule deer in California. It is planned that 
as soon as the second part of the paper is published, which should be 
within the next week or so, the two portions will be bound together 
with an index, under one cover, and will then be available for general 
distribution. 

I would be delighted to discuss any questions that may arise 
regarding either portion of the paper. 

Sincerely yours, 

aon? Daler 

Ps Joséph 8. Dixon 

Our Beard of Zah¥ ies Carrernsciottia Ate And : f 

ed about He, arabus (prowical eee nner 

a at eitanndtcwna ial, een ak 

NE io me = 1k oecmmmnaal ice cuamemmaaai 
frdiuthoow. & ee f hdtv cmon «foal 

Qn j0}24 l 5



New Soils Building 
June 26, 1934 ° 

Mr, EB, Lowell Summer, Jr. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Mr, Sumner: 

I am glad you have the pernission to reprint from 
Sertbner' a, 

Let me pat in my oar on the imperative need for 
publishing the findings of your investigation, ‘the country's 
supply of information on game management is limited, mt is 
rendered more s0 by the considerable mmber of researches 
the findings of which are carried in a few heads and a few 
files, If I may say 90, your departnent had the use of 
findings from all other states inproseauting your work, and 
they should now make your findings available to other states 
as well as to their om citizens, If you can use this letter 
in working toward this end, or if I can help in any other way, 
please speak up. 

i I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr, Grinnell, 
since it pertains to his state, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alewh 
Copy to Dr, Grimell



3536 2-25 5M 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS OF CALIFORNIA 

F.M.NEWBERT 

M. J. CONNELL, 

G.H.ANDERSON 

EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

GEORGE NEALE 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

i BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

June 18, 1934 ' 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear ir. Leopold : 

Thank you very much indeed for giving 
your personal permission to use your figure nine from 
"Game Management", and also for forwarding my letter to 
Charles Seribner's Sons. The latter have also granted 
their permission provided that due acknowledgement be 
made to both parties, which of eourse will be done. 

Of course preparation of a manuscript 
for publication and actual publication are far from 
being the same, and I am not sure just what the Calif- 
ornia Fish and Game Commission intends to do, but it 
is probable that they will indeed publish the report, 
as this is the only logival thing to do after having 
spent funds for the work for three consecutive years. 

Very truly yours, 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS “FISH AND GAME COMMISSION!’



New Soils Puilding 
; March 30, 1934 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr, Grinnell: 

It is still an unsettled question how much of a staff 
will be taken on to execute the committee program. Mr. 
Darling may have reached some decisions that I do not lmow 
about, but in my opinion it is possible to do much of the 
federal work through the states, in which event no consider= 
able munber of openings in the federal service will neces= 

‘ garily oecar, ° 

Possibly you refer to my work here in Wisconsin rather 
than the federal work, I so far have no working fimd other 
then two graduate research agsistantships, and I imagine 
your men are looking for something more advanced than that, 

; Additional openings may develop, of course, and you may be 
assured that other things being equal I would always lean 
toward a man who had been associated with you in your work, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/ va
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e corr fe Pra] Seopertd. 
at 

Merch 6, 1934 

Mr. Lewrence C. Merrian, 
District Officer, Stete Park Conservation Work, 
409 Underwood Building, 
San Preneisee, Californias 

Dear Ur, Merriam; 

IT am gled indeed to meet your request favorably, for some ideas con- 
cerning the supplying of water to wild animals in state parks, As you will 
see from enclosed excerpt, this very problem has been on my mind for some time. 

Briefly, I would recomend the placing of shallow basins, of coment, 
orockery (rough surfaced), or galvanized iron, on is Bound. close to if not 
pertly under native shrubbery or small trees, The Sides should be of 
very gentle slope, 

Tf weter ce searee, as it is on *hose parts of the Mount Diablo slopes 
that I have traversed, then some sort of automatic float valve (procurable at 
poultry supply houses} could properly be installed to insure against wastage, 
except for whet evaporates, or wheat is splashed out when birds bathe. 

Note, especially, thet I advise ee er eee ine drinking pleces 
ews ethanol gg Pome ty sen peer wn r more than one inch or so 
above the general ground 1. Sirds and other animals feer denger from the 
ie tae ore ers Ss nn Seay Se ren. Seas rer Such birds as quell 

5 re would uot, I think, go above the level of the ground to drink, 

With provision of grownd=level basins, well apert from humensvisited 
water supply, and situated close in under cover, the matter of predacious 
animals should sot be feared at all. There will be no abnormal casualty from 
eS oe Indeed I strongly recamend that no steps whatsoever be 
teken to " goecalled predatory animels, or any native animals whetsoever 
such as rodents, within the confines of state parks. They a11 belong to the 
natural plent-animea) "community". 

i strongiy « of the principle of meinteining state parks in as 
close to natural conitions both as to animal and plent life, as is possible 
under the condition of frequent human visitetion. This latter ean, moreover, 
be guided along marrow routes, so as to reduce disturbence from this factor. 
In the drier parts of the State, the factor of water supply to such native 
birds and mammals as require it, is a erities] one for persistence of a normally 
balanced fauna, You sre wise to insure that water be » tn your 
program of development, from ready aceess on the part of thy bird or mammal, 

Please call upon me agein if you think I might be of use im any further 
way in connection with the important undertakings you have in cherge. 

Very truly yours, 

£2 oP y
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Mr Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

Thanks for the literature--all of which I have read and filed for 

reference. 

I have noticed articles in the "Literary Digest" and other places. 

About the projects upon which you are working. 

But I guess I am just plain "dumb" since I cannot see why, small 

refuges in this very dry southwest part of the United States are 

not worth going after by the Federal forces. Since local forces 

do not think the matter worth effort apparently. 

Did I tell you of this little area in Los Angeles County? It is 

not huge--tho it used to cover several thousand acres but has been 

drained for Japanse truck gardens and for oil wells, until only a 
few precious acres are left---upon which thrive two gunclubs! 

It is a marshland near Playa Del Rey--only about seventeen miles 
from the heart of Los Angeles--with city on every side of it now. 
And I have counted over sixty five species of land and water 
birds there! The gamekeeper told me last week that many birds 
were taken out during the hunting season--thet the mortality from 
woundings and scattered shots was tremendous, far greater than 
three lost to one saved which is the figure some easterner passed 
around--I do not know of a single migratory bird of this part of 
the continent that does not at some time or other rest,nest, or 
live there--except of course the sea birds of deep seas--tho all 

the sea birds that love shorelines come in there. 

There is not a single area comparable to it within hundreds of 
miles--San Diego Bay even is not of the same characteristics-- 
Is there no way the Federal Government could manage such a 
refuge? Are we who love the birds to see this place stay in 
private hands until the ancestral homes of these few (in number 
noe necessarily) water birds are driven out and gunclubs stay on 
ill the last drop of water is drained for a Japanese truck gx den?
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Is the only land worth saving the great areas of the central 

and northern states? Where there is an abundance of water and 

lakes and sloughs and ponds? And here there is so little area 

suitable for birds of this kind! 

Are you going to buy refuges put influence the state governments 

or the federal government to make no changes in the kinds of 

guns used? The idea of men standing with guns then firing away 

at a rush of wings, getting only one out of perhaps six or eight 

pims (the figure given me by the gamekeeper). But then, I am 

go unable to understand this sort of thing being called fun. 

I love to fire a gun--at targets--where there is some real skill 

needed---I can even understand firing at flying birds with a : 

single shot and feeling a bit set up over a fatal shot thru the 

middle of a bird---but this wounding at a gunclub is dreadful 

and when one knows the water birds from having raised them and 

knows their human qualities and intelligence---the thought of 

: them sinking,at a small wound even,then clinging to the roots 

at the bottom of the water until dround---it is a terrible kind 
of fun to encourage our men to carry on. Taxing for more 
dead birds is such an inefficmt way to save our birds. 

One group of friends of ours went out on a ne 
mountains--they did not know the limit neuer Ain Wee ponent 
er nar asked--they made the.statement that they wounded 

co om ree quail than they brought back and they brought 

i Waltoner told me of a Biological Survey man coming to 
alton Refuge and of having th 

od oe and shot his ri iseeea chcdaten: Mose aaa ae 
eard this tale directly from the man who o ; whe cay chad ths a wns the area where the 

Prigetendina ee this owner had nothing to do with the 

The thing that makes m 
anything except your Oe eee a i Race oe re 
read that anything except the men ha ’ elont a diekt ian. men ve been given the first con- 

attitude is tee he ta the eee See 
with refuges or anything else x fo le Toe ck 
which we have so little control ae uo paliia ror? 
have not a ghost of a chance. retinas Le cig ils ON 
so little is done to keep men from killing ee a cee tome 

One gamekeeper to whim I tal ked about the ext wha te habe on xtra dollar asked who 
arge of it? I replied I supposed some good Federal
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man---and he sneeringly remarked that if it was taken care of as all the 

other refuges were he knew it would be a fat lot of care. He told me that 

it was nothing whatever for the officers of any locality to take a group 

of friends fishing and hunting in and out of season. Another gamekeeper 

told me of having a very high official of California at his lodge where this 

man shot and shot until even the game wardens were ashamed of him and asked 

him to stop. 

If, along with the dollar tax, vast publicity could be given of why this 

tax were charged---every hunter given a definite understanding that he 

alone is responsible for the continuance of hunting---the refuges might 

be worth the effort. 

If it 1s decided to make farmers raise gamebirds for their own private 

purposes---selling the right to hunt and, if they can own the land, I can 

see no reason why they should not own tHe fish in the streams where they 

own riparian rights and the birds that live on their lands---then every 
foot of publicly owned lands shouldimmediately become public refuges held 
inviolate from hunting and fishing of all kinds always. There must be a 
line drawn some where. 

California thought a law protecting all publicly owned lands, along roads, 
forests, etc., from plant pickers was legal----how do they get it that 
the birds and fish are not equally part of public property and a thing to 
be taken care of? We have such a plant law. 

Publicity should be given too to the kind of guns used. Personally I 
should urge single shot or at most two shots---never scattered bird shot. 

Please, Mr Leopold, do not feel offended at anything I may say---I do not . 
mean a word of it personally----but these are thoughts I have mulled over 
in my despair at losing the water birds entirely from our land and I see m 
way to save them in the attitude all the "saviours" now maintain. : 

And there can be no cry of sentimentalism from either_side -- the hunters 

cling to the old idea of hunting being an inalienabld right of mankind---the 
nature lovers cling to the idea of everything being useful and to be cared 
for and not detroyed---every thought on both sides being purely sentimental. 
And economically there is the great business of ammunition and sportings 
goods dealers against the economical worth of the birds and their lives 
in our scheme of things----there then remains thés one point: everyone 
believes in keeping the birds alive. Consequently the human element 
must drop from sight and the birds' welfare solely remains for future 
plans---and I am firmly convinced that only living birds can procreate and 
increase--which eliminates the guns for the time being at least. The 
dollar tax will only demand more dead birds. Leaving the birds alone as 
they now are, freeing them from the toll of the gun---would be pretty 
good planning, if birds are the sole desire. 

o- the gunners shoot at skeet for a few years and really improve their 

Very sincerely, 

Lee ar,



Copy to P. 5. Lovejoy. 

New Soils Building 
Medison, Wisconsin 
February 5, 1934 

a I, 4, Cowan 
C/O Maseum of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Mr, Cowens 

Tt was welcome news to see in the October issue 
of California Tish ond Gane that you have undertaken a deer 
study under Dr. Grinnell, I have long been hoping that some- 
body would start on the western deer, I understand that ; 
part of your study is taxonomic, but I hope that you will } 
be able to auphasize the ecological side, and I Imow that 
there are enormous opportunities there, 

One of the useful outgrowths of your study may be 
to educate the Yorest Service men who are studying deer in 
the ecological approach, 

The main purpose of this letter 1s to letf~ you imow, 
in case you are not slready aware of 1t, that Michigan has a 
lot of unpublished material on deer management, cathered during 
the last five years by Bartlett and Stevenson under P, &, Love~ 
joy. I notice that the Roosevelt Station recently got out 
their bulletin without even being aware that Michigan had 
more material than they, the only way to get in touch with 
this Michigan etuff is probably to go there, I am talking 
the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to Lovejoy 
as a prod for him to get his stuff into print. 

This note is mainly to express my pleasure that 
& comprehensive piece of work has been initiated ond head- 
quartered in the right place, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
At go Game Manager
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ober rad} 
MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY ye 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA Rebrat-techolyl 
January 18, 1934 fs 

i Fite Cohf- 

[CONFIDENTIAL | 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin; 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have no first-hand knowledge of the "Whittier y 
Ornithological Academy" about which you inquire. I have, 
however, had some correspondence with Dr. Leon Patrick 
(address Smith-Grote Building, Orenge, California), who 
appears to be the leading spirit in the organization. 
I enclose to you copies of three of the letters out of this 
batch of correspondence, which provide the best information 
I have,for your use. 

Very truly yours,



COPY 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

October 28, 1931 

Mre Leon Patrick, 
Whittier Ornithological Academy, 
Smith-Grote Bldge, 

Orange, California; 4 

My dear Mre Patrick: 

I regret the delay in my replying to your full letter of 
September 30, concerning the activities and ideals of the Whittier 
Ornithological Academy. This delay has been due to my absence, in 
attendance upon the 49th Stated Meeting of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union held at Detroit, October 19 to 23, inclusivee Programs of the 

sessions I enclose, as of possible interest to youe It happens that 
I am President of this organization. 

I have read your letter and the accompanying folder with 

considerable caree In general, 1 approve of aviculture when carried 
on with the guidance of the World's best knowledge of the technique of 

that pursuite Englishmen like Lord Tavistock probably have at command 
this special knowledge in most complete measuree Possibly your Academy 
will provide within its personnel someone trained in England, and recom- 
mended by Tavistock, who would bring with him that special knowledge 
which a new foundation of this character in California should have the 
advantage ofe 

There is one "plank" in your "platform" concerning which I 
feel some reservations This is your plan to place under conditions of 
captivity (that is, to capture and thus to remove from their wild habi- 
tats) the very last representatives of species which are nearing extinc- 
tione I would not for an instant concur in the carrying out of such a 

plane What we need, on the soundest conservetion basis, is to preserve 

appropriate territory here and there favorable to the persistance of 
rare species, free-living, under perfectly natural conditions of exist- 
encee This can (and is) being done for our Trumpeter Swans in Yellow- 
stone Park, as one examplee 

At the same time, I see nothing undesirable in bringing into 

captivity a few examples of a rare species, if and where in so doing 
the persistence of the species in the wild is not hazardede I recommend 
extreme care in this matter, and especially that you seek the judgment of 

those persons who have accurate knowledge of the present status of the 
species you are thinking of obtaining -- to the end that nothing will be 
attempted that is not consistent with the soundest principles of natural 
conservation. 

(two pages)
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Mr. Leon Patrick, -2- 10-28-1931 

One other question raises itself in my mind. In the importation 
and rearing here, of alien birds of various kinds, every guard should be 
maintained to prevent individuals getting loose, with the possibility of 
their becoming established here and then of competing unfavorably with our 
native kindse It is our native avifauna that, I believe, we should cherish 
and cultivate at large, whatever else we do under conditions of captivity. 
No added handicap should be imposed upon our native birdse 

With the above reservations, then, I am quite able to offer you 
my well-wishes for the carrying out of your plans for the conduct of the 
Whittier Ornithological Academy. I recommend that you keep in close touch 
with the Southern Division of the Cooper Ornithological Club, through its 
Secretary, Mr. John McBe Robertson, and seek opinion and information from 
that long-established organization. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ Js Grinnell 

2 enclosures 

CC to Je MCB. Robertsone 

j OnnDyv
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WHITTIER ORNITHOLOGICAL ACADEMY 
A Foundation Devoted to the Propagation of 
Rare Birds and the Dissemination of Avicult- 
ural Knowledge. 
Pe Oo Bine Whittier, California 

Office of the President November 2nd 
18 642 

Dre Joseph Grinnell 
University of California 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

Berkeley, California 

My Dear Dre Grinnell: 

It was good of you to write me as you did in your letter dated October the 28th - 

it is encouraging to our Directors to know that you approve and to have the con- 

structive criticism which you so graciously expressede Your reservations are 
logically and opportunely madee . 

You speak of Lord Tavistock: It was primarily through his instigation, plus the 

encouragement of Dre Casey Wood, that I became active in organizing the Foundations 
His Lordship is acquainted with my avicultural efforts and in a letter said, "I 
think your idea of running an avicultural depot or farm is admirable and is, indeed, 
what I have long hoped that it might be made possible for you to undertake". 

Five days later I received a letter from Dre Wood in which he stated: "Remember, 

I am heartily in favor of any scheme headed and managed by yourself, as long as it 

is under proper control and sufficiently financed." Again, after having read the 
printed prospectus of the Whittier Ornithological Acedemy, in a letter dated August 

27, 1931, his Lordship writes: "As one who has worked and hoped for many years to 

see something exactly on the lines of the Whittier Ornithological Academy, may I 

express my sincere good wishes to all who are responsible for making a cherished 
dream come true? Adequate financial support and skillful management, aided by a 
Climate which is the envy of aviculturists wno dwell in less favoured regions, should 
make the Academy's gardens the mecca of all who have a soul to value avian beauty, 
interest and rarity not only within Museum walls." 

The Foundation is operated and managed by a board of five Directors and being 

affiliated with Whittier College guarantees its scientific and cultural aspects 
and likewise assures its perpetuity. I appreciate what you say concerning special- 
ized avicultural knowledge to be had abroad, but until the Foundation has more money, 

we will have to get along with some very competent American aviculturists. 

The Directors most earnestly desire to keep in touch with all dependable bird 
organizations (such as the Cooper Ornithological Club) both here and abroad and to 
cooperate and be cooperated with in our efforts to perpetuate any and all species 
nearing or threatened with extinction. 

You are altogether right. Many vanishing species do not need to be confined but 
ean remain in their natural habitat with proper supervision and protection from 
their natural enemies and there rehabilitate the speciese I am glad to learn from 
you that something "is being done for our Trumpeter Swans in Yellowstone Park" - 

'twas a crime the way they were neglected. 

Neither must we permit exotic species to gain their liberty and thus become a possible 
hazard to our native avifaunae 

Being a member of the American Ornithologists' Union (as wellas the Cooper Club) I



Dre Joseph Grinnell - 2. 

am aware that you are its splendidly qualified President anda I found your 
enclosures of real interests In return, I am tempted to send you some reprints. 

It may interest you to know that the Societe Nationale d'Acclimatation of France 
bestowed their medal upon the writer for having bred the Derbyan Parrakeet 
(Palaeornis derbyana) for the first time (anywhere) in captivity. 

Looking forward to a better understanding with you and a personal acquaintance 
some day, I am 

With kindest regards, 

Harnestly yours, for 

Whittier Ornithological Academy 

/s/ Leon Patrick 

COPY
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WHITTIER ORNITHOLOGICAL ACADEMY 
A Foundation Devoted to the Propagation 
of Rare Birds and the Dissemination of 
Avicultural Knowledge. 

Pe O+ Bine Whittier, California 

Office of the President September 30th 
29) Sith 

Dre Joseph Grinnell 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

In conversation with my friend, Mr. John McB.- Robertson, yesterday he stated that you 
had referred Dre Pearson's inquiry concerning the Whittier Ornithological Academy to 
him, and I told him that I would be glad to give you the desired information. 

To expedite matters I shall begin with a proposition upon which we can both agree, viz: 
Many beautiful and economically valuable birds are fast nearing extinction and all too 
soon willbe irretrievably lost, if not properly propagated in captivity. 

With all deference to the earnest, well-meaning, efforts of our conservationists, many 

species now on the verge of extinction can be saved only through the immediate action 
of organized aviculturee While conservation is admirable and essential, it is applic- 
able only to those species whose numbers remain plentiful; but when the ranks of a 

species become so depleted that only a few individuals remain, then nothing but properly 

supervised propagation can rehabilitate that speciese 

Realizing this, a group of farseeing citizens have established the Whittier Ornitho- 
logical Academy, the which is affiliated with Whittier College and duly chartered by 
the State of California as a Foundation to provide ways and means for this specific worke 

The Foundation is an innovation of definite policies and practical plans for the con- 
summation of a momentous undertaking. It is the only enterprise of its kind in the 
world devoted exclusively to aviculturee ilention should also be made that it is not 

orgenized for profit, though its sponsors hope that its independent qualities will soon 
lead to its becoming self-supporting. 

The first act of this Foundation is to establish and maintain what willbe known as an 
Avicultural Garden, wherein birds from e211 parts of the world - especially those threat- 
ened with extinction - willfoe properly cared for and propagated. Herein lies the only 
salvation of these rare exotic treasures - a concerted effort under favorable conditions 
to rehabilitate their rankse 

So you see we are engaged in a realistic task of great significance; especially vital 
because bird propagation seems to be a blind spot on the retine of the American conscience. 
Strange that individuals of affluence should pour out their money for so many altruistic 

purposes and fail to see the desperate need of our feathered remnant. If they can only 

be made to realize that this is one benefaction that cannot wait, that it must be now 

or never! The poor we have with us always; science is eternal; art is long - the master- 
piece of today may be only a daub tomorrow. But birds are the delicate highlights on 
the Cosmic Canvas, exquisite brush-strokes vital to the whole composition and, once they 
have been blotted out, all the money and remorse in the world can never restore them to 
the picture. 

Trusting that this fulmination together with the prospectus, which I am inclosing,
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will sufficiently explain the policies and plans of the Whittier Ornithological 
Academy, may I ask, in return, that you give us an expression of what you really 
think of the project? 

With kindest regards, I am, 

Harnestly yours, 

/s/ Leon Patrick 
Smith-Grote Bldg., 
Orange, Calif. 

PeSe 
I have sent Dr. Pearson a letter which is practically a duplicate of this to you. 

Ve ue ey 

COPY



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN f 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE : 
MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS 

January 30, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Soils Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It was thoughtful of you to send me the 
correspondence relating to the Whittier Ornitholo- 
gical Academy. I myself had some correspondence 
with the secretary of this organization several 
years ago,as it was reported they had collections 
of living birds from which they were willing to 
exchange. I found, however, they did not have 
any pigeon material that would be of use to me. 

Incidentally, I was interested in trying to 
get some idea as to what the "Academy" really was 
anyway. The upshot of my correspondence was that 
I had a decidedly suspended judgment. The letters 
I received and the printed material that was sent 
to me reminded me forcibly of our erstwhile friend, 
H. D. Fish — well meant but highly colored! 

Sincerely, 

L. J. Cole 
Professor of Genetics 

LJC3m 
Correspondence returned herewith.



New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 9, 1934 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

In the Game Breeder for December I 

notice a paper by Leon Patrick on the “hittier 

Ornithological Academy. 

I have not previously heard of this 

institution, and would be much interested in a 

summary of your confidential opinion. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL/ gm svi Ta eens
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Yisconsin 
Jamary 3, 1934 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Mageun of Vertibrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California } 

Dear Mr. Grinnell: : 

Referring to your letter of December 27 
to Mrs. C. J. Whitfield of Globe, Arizona. 

I am very glad indeed to endorse Mra. 
Whitfield should she submit her application for 
membership in the Cooper Ornithological Club. 
She has an especially good opportunity for original 
observation by reason of residing in the Tonto 
Bagin, which, as nearly as I mow, has been 
very little covered by ornithologists. 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
ALIGN Game Manager
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THE CONDOR 

December 27, 1933 

Mrs. ¢. J, Whitfield, 
Young Route, 
Globe, Arizonas 

My dear Mrs. Whitfield; 

i have just read with extreme interest your 
account of the capture of a screech owl by a snake. 
I note that the determinations were suggested by 
Dr. Walter P. Vaylor and that you were advised to 
submit an account of your observations to The Condor 
by Professor Aldo Leopold, 

i am glad to put the article on our docket , 
for early publication. ( 

- In this connection you might care to join 
the Cooper Ornithological Club, whieh publishes The 

Gondor. Here is an application blank; and I would 
suggest that either Dr. Taylor or Professor Leopold 
be asked for thifey endorsement, if you decide to 
join with us. The amount of the dues includes sub- 
scription to the Condor. 

Very truly yours, 

9G... tf 
b 

gorx



Soils Building 
December 26, 1933 

Please Forward: 

Mr. Tracy I. Storer 
University of California 
Davis, California 

Dear Storer: 

I am sorry to have to forego the pleasure of 
your visit, but am counting on seeing you on your return 
trip. If you will let me imow in advance I will make it 

, a point to be here. 

Shepard and YeAtee are the two most important 
people for sugzestions on your Ruropean trip, and I am 
glad that you are already in touch with then. &. C. M, 

4 Richards made a trip, studying game management, several 
years ago, but has never published. He might, however, 

‘ have some good names. He is at present Chief Forester 
for the Tennessee Valley Authority, and if you write 
him I would be glad to have you use my name, 

I entirely agree with you that "game management" 
is too technical for the average sportsman. ‘The job of 
presenting the subject to him is of course a more dif- 
ficult one than presenting it to a technical andience, 
I may tackle it some day, but feel that this can be 
better done after some actual measured responses to 
management have accumulated, 

With best regards, 

j Yours sincerely, 

i ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL: GM Game Manager



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE PIVIBiGN or ZQ0teRs 
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

: December 18, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Building 

University of Visconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Forces beyond my control have delayed my departure so that it w1l be 

impossible for me to get up to Madison on my way east. I fear therefore I 

shall not be able to have the long expected visit with you to talk over 

matters relating to game before I leave for Hurope on January 3. I am leav- 

ing here tomorrow and going directly to New York. I expect to be in Washing- 

ton on December 26 and 27 and at the American Association meetings in Boston 

the 28-30. If you should perchance be in either of these places I would be 

delighted to get in touch with you. 

My plans in Europe are by no means definite so far as detail is concern- 

ede I am going directly to Paris, there to seek contact with persons interest- 

ed in vertebrate problems, and my further movements in France will be governed 

by information so gained, I then expect to go to Italy, Switzerland, Austria 

and Germany and do similarly, crossing to England about April 1 to remain there 

until near the end of July. For the latter country I have several good leads 

of persons and institutions likely to afford information in the came field. 

If you have any direct suggestions or individuals worthwhile visiting 
I would be glad of any suggestions or letters you might care to send. Until 

January 2 my local address will be 60 Keegan's Lane, Great Kills, Staten Island, 

New York, New York, then care of the American Express, London, England. 

Last year Mr. Ward Shepard made some studies in Bavaria and Baden and I 

have had access to his report to the U.S.D.A. I shall, of course, look for 
leads in your "Game management". McAtee has given me a few tips for the Con- 

tinent. 

When I return, about the first of August, I am hoping to stop off at Madi- 
son for a visit should you be there at that time, as I want very much to talk 

over a great many items with you. I will hope to write you subsequently in 

regards to this. 

A thought with regard to your "Game management": after reading the book 

and discussing it with certain people I feel convinced that it is too technical 

for the average sportsman. But it is exceedingly important that certain funda- 

mental ideas expressed therein should reach the sporting public. It would seem 

therefore highly desirable if you could find opportunity to set forth certain
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Mr. Aldo Lepold 

December 18, 1933 

items and ideas in more popular language in a small volume, say not over 200 
pages. Such a book if properly advertised would be nore likely to reach an 
important sector of the appropriate public and could have a marked influence 
in indicating certain lines of development in game management to which atten- 
tion must be given. 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy I. Storer 
Professor of Zoology 

TIS :MM
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New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Mr. Joseph Dixon 
326 Hilgard Hall 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dixon: 

I appreciate very much your dropping me a line about 
the discussion on “Game Management" and I especially appreciate 
your intervening with an explanation of what we game men are 
driving at. I have been flattered, of course, by Dr. Grinnell's 
favorable opinion, but I could see that there were a few points 
that he needed to be straightened out on. 

I wish sometime you could stop for four or five days 
in Wisconsin and let me show you some of the demonstration areas 
on gmall game which are being set up here. I would also like 
to get your help in planning a deer study, for which I hope 
sone day to get funds. In this connection the attached mimeograph 
might interest ym. 

I hope the reorganization does not break up or handicap 
your work, 

Thanks again for writing me. 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Gane Manager 

AL/vh 
Tnel.
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Sept. 12, 1933 

Mr. Rodney S. Ellsworth 

2207 Oregon Street 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Mr. Ellsworth: 

. This late acknowledgement of your paper before the 
Commonwealth Club is due to my having been in the field all 
summer. Thank you very much for sending it to me. 

In response to your inquiry about inferior plants 
replacing superior ones: Such instances are so numerous in 
the Southwest that I would hardly kmow how to begin to list 
them. The Forest Service has a whole corps of men doing re- 
search on just such problems. You can get in touch with them 
by calling at the Forest Service Experiment Station, Hildegard 

Hall, Berkeley, also the station at the University of Arizona, 
where you should see Mr. Cooperrider. 5 

I have a paper coming out in October which deals with 
this phenomenon in a generalized way. I will send you a reprint. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
‘ Game Manager 

AL/vh .



“FISH ‘AND GAME COMMISSION 

~-J. DALE GENTRY, PRESIDENT STATE OF CALIFORNIA RS ‘ 

RNARDINO : 

Gea eee Department of Natural Resources sia 

LOS ANGELES s e ie ane % 

haeeece Division of Fish and Game 
JOHN L. FARLEY ? 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER 2207 Oregon Street 

er OroanaN ne: Berkeley, California 

April 15, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Van Hise Avenue : E 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

The master of a seminar of which I am a member in the University of 

California is Professor Frederic L. Paxon. His frontier theme approaches a 

subject which I have been interested in for several years but from another, - 

the biological, ~ viewpoint. In discussing this matter with him, he told me 

of an instance related by you where a desirable native plant was replaced by 

an undesirable invader. ‘Through over-grazing, I believe he said, a valuable 

forage plant in Arizona was checked. Unable to thrive in a damaged environ- 

ment, it gave way to worthless sagebrush. 

The Section on Scientific Research of the Commonwealth Club of 

California has‘been on the trail of just such changes. The purpose has been 

to gain a picture of changes in the wild life assemblage of California since 

the advent of the white man. “It may be probable that you have no first-hand 

acquaintance with California conditions. Nevertheless, you may have know- 

ledge of changes elsewhere which will prove of suggestive value. For this 

reason I am enclosing a copy of a synthesis which I wrote covering the 

important phases of the study to May 12, 1932. 

As assistant editor of California Fish and Game during the past six 

years, I have utilized some of your splendid contributions to a clearer under- 

standing of the essentials of environmental controls and know something of 

your work. ‘The study being conducted by the Commonwealth Club is to result 

in a long-time program for game management and will be urged upon the 

California Fish and Game Commission for execution. Any comments favorable or 

unfavorable which you may feel inclined to make will, of course, be gratefully 

and appreciatively received. 

Very sincerely, 

Bureau of Education and Research 

RSE .S 
cC Dr. Paxon
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Mr. Aldo Leopold Qwr 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I must apologize for not having answered your letter of December 17th last. 
Progress on the Quail Project has been very slow and there has been little 
to reporte The present session of the Legislature is considering one 
hundred and eighty fish and game bills, and everybody is concentrating on 
the biennial pastime of producing fish and game by legislative enactment. 
The usual bitterness is rife between contending factions of sportsmen, 
even extending to newspaper attacks, and combinations and enmities are being 
formed that will take some time to smooth oute I suppose it is character- 
istic of enthusiasts to have single track minds, but it adds greatly to the 
complication of constructive conservation work. 

The enclosed report has passed the Statewide Fish and Game Committee of the 
California State Chamber of Commerce, and in due time will be taken up by 
the Board of Directors and, I hope, be passed on to the Fish & Game 

Commissions The legislative session should be over by then and the Com- 
mission may have time to give some consideration to the projects; too late, 
of course, for this breeding season. You will note in this report that a 

game management manual is recommended -- a direct result of the suggestion 
in your letter. 

A proposal to extract the teeth from the trespass law has just been defeated 
in the Assembly, and there seem to be no legislative obstacles to the pro- 
posed project. The main opposition is from the old school of sportsmen 
who demand free shooting everywhere for everybody. If this can be over- 
come without splitting the ranks of the sportsmen, and if a common view 
point can be established for landowners and sportsmen, we may in time get 
a rational restoration program under way, but diplomatic talent, rather 
than technical ability, is the primary requirement just now. Later on, I 
feel that an outsider, with the necessary technical ability and reputation, 

FREDERICK J, KOSTER PRESIDENT 
Cc. GC. TEAGUE 1ST VICE-PRESIDENT 

JOSEPH R. KNOWLAND 2ND Vice-PRESIDENT 
ARTHUR S. BENT SRD VICE-PRESIDENT 
WM. M. GARLAND TREASURER 
NORMAN H. SLOANE GENERAL MANAGER 

Directors
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might be in a better position than a local man to instil confidence and 

enthusiasm in the project, but in the meantime the ground work has to be 

laid. 

This letter may be tinged with discouragement, but it shouldn't be. Every- 

thing is progressing normally, only progress seems so infernally slow con- 

sidering how clear the way ise 

Yours sincerely, 

GRAHAME B. RIDLEY 

GBR/s



MINUTES 
CALIFORNIA QUAIL SUB-CommITTER 

CALIFORNIA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMRCE 

Hotel Whitcomb February 13, 1933 
San Francisco, Calif. 10:00 A. Me 

~00o- 

ATTENDANCE 

Ridley, Grahame B, (Chairman) ~ San Francisco. 
Farley, Major John L. - Fish & Game Commission, San Francisco. 
Goodspeed, W. EB. ~ California Orchard Company, King City. 
Herrington, L. I. - Fish & Game Development Association, San Francisco. 
Curry, John - California Cattlemen's Association, San Francisco. 
Wiley, Re L. - State Chamber of Commerce. 

This sub-committee, appointed by the Statewide Fish and Game Committee of the 
State Chamber of Commerce to study the possibility of improving the relations 
between landowners and sportsmen, particularly as regards quail shooting, be- 
lieves that arrangements satisfactory to the landowner, the sportsman, and the 
Fish & Game Commission, are possible, and should be based upon the following 
faotors:~ 

1, The landowner must have an incentive to increase game. 
2e The landowner is entitled to compensation under the law now in effect. 
3. The landowner should be paid on a per diem basis by the hunter, 
4, The landowner should be reimbursed, in part, by the Fish & Game Commission 

for the orop of quail raised. 
5e Adequate trespass laws are essential for the protection of game by the 

landowner, and the present laws are considered adequate. 
6. The landowner must have the right to stop shooting in order to conserve 
"the seed stock of quail. 

7e. The landowner must have the right to limit the number and select the indi-~ 
" ‘vidual hunters. 

8. The landowner must have the right to identify the hunter both by registra~ 
tion and field identification. 

9. The sportsman must be provided at a satisfactory price with: 
(a) An area on which he is welcome to shoote 
(b) An assurance of no overcrowding. 

: (c) A definite knowledge of the game available, 
10, The Fish & Game Commission must sponsor the project:- ‘ 

(a) To assure the impartial carrying out of the provisionse 
(b) To furnish technical direction. 
(c) To encourage a project which both increases game and also the 

: opportunity of the unattached hunter to shoot it, 
ll. The Commission should regulate the project and:- 

(a) Fix maximum charges 
(b) Set maximum daily number of hunters. 
(c) Set maximum number of birds to be killed, 
(d) Seoure record of birds killed.
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Minutes of Quail Sub-committee meeting. 

12. The Commission should furnish technical direction to the landowner and: 

(a) Supply a manual of game management. 
(b) Make a survey of the property before the project is sponsoréd. 
(c) Periodically inspect and assist progress of game management. 
(d) Financially assist habitat improvement. 

The Committee feels that with due consideration to these factors, a project 
may be initiated that promises more game by furnishing an incentive to in- 
crease it, and more shooting by opening additional areas on which to enjoy 

it. 

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee presents the following recommendation 
to the Statewide Fish & Game Committee: ‘That the Fish & Game Commission be 
requested to give its attention to this problem and to prepare a plan of opera~- 
tion incorporating the features of this report, in so far as it considers them 

practical, 

~000-



Dee. 7, 1932 

Mr. Tracy I. Storer 

University of California 
Davis, California 

Dear Mr. Storer: ; 

I read with particular interest your "Yactors 
Influencing Yild Life in California" in Seology for 
October, Your idea of a possible mineral depletion on 
livestocl: ranges 1s a brand new one and, I think, very 
significant. . 

I am sending copies of this note to Stoddard, 
Brrington, and Grange, just to male sure they do not. 
miss your very suggestive sketch of this possibility. 

In the event you have any reprints of your 
paper, I would very much appreciate receiving one, or, 
i4f possible, two. 

Yours sincerely, 

j ALDO EROPoOLy 

Alf/vh 

i ;



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ba eeu a lat 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

December 20, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was interested to receive your comment on my recent article in 
Ecology. It was admittedly weak in many respects, but I used only 
such materials as were in hand. For the past two years I have been 

giving as much time as possible, apart from teaching and other duties, 
to getting a sounder understanding of the wild life situation in Calif- 
ornia. I became involved in the debates over the use of poison in 1930 
and in connection with that and with the study of the influence of 

introduced species, I have been endeavoring to bring together materials 
which would show the effect of human activity on wild life in California. 
I could wish for nothing better than the opportunity to do a piece of 

work such as your "Game Survey” but my situation does not make it 

possible to get into the field as mech as I would like. I am, therefore, 

o getting at such records, official and otherwise, as will give some mea~ 

sure of human activity, and combining this with mterial that can be 

gotten 6n brief field trips. 

I am hoping withing the next year or two to be able to take a 

sabbatical leave for the purpose of studying more intimtely some of 
the work which is being done both in this country and abroad in wild 

life management and encouragement, and when my plens are somewhat more 

fully matured I will hope to write you at length of my plans and ask 

you particularly for suggestions as to persons and @nterprises which 
would be worthwhile seeing in this connection. 

I am sending you under separate cover two reprints of the paper 

and will send them to the other individuals you named if you will be 

good enough to give me their present addresses. 

In the near future I wish to discuss the relation of universities 
to wild life management programs with the president of our university 
and I should be glad if you could indicate to me the nature of the 

setup already developed simeedy devrehoped between game commissions and 

universities and state colleges in some of the states which you have 

covered. I know that arrangements of this sort have been perfected in 
Michigan, and I have ea fragment of information on the subject, but any- 
thing you might be able to tell me of the specific relations in Iowa,
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Wisconsin, Minnesota or elsewhere would be very much to the point. 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy I. Storer 

Professor of Zoology 

TIS:MM
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Jan. 5, 1933 

Prof. Tracy I. Storer 
Department of Zoology 
University of California 
Davis, California 

Dear Prof. Storer: : 

Thanks for the reprints. I am glad to take advantage of your 
offer and would like to have you send copies to: 

Herbert L. Stoddard, Route 1, Tallahassee, Florida 
Paul L. Errington, c/o Zoology Department, Ames, Ia. 
Wallace B. Grange, Fish Creek, Wisconsin 

As to your request about research in other states, maybe the 
enclosed reprint, "The Role of Universities in Game Conservation," will 
help. Also the last two chapters of my forthcoming “Game Management" 

(Seribner's, about March, 1933). 

You doubtless have my "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

If not, let me send you one, 

In Iowa the Commission put up $3000. TI raised $3000 privately, 
and the College of Agriculture put up $3000, all for three years. It 
carries two men (possibly now three), one of whom is "Director" at $3000, 
the other fellowships or assistantships. The Director is Paul L. 
Errington, who got his Ph.D. in quail here under ons of my former 

Ammmnition fellowships. 

Tn Micbteas the arrangement is more complicated and I am not 
entirely up to date on it. You can get up-to-date detail by writing 

, 8. T. Dana, Dean of the School of Forestry and Gonservation, Ann Arbor, 
and H.R. Hunt, Zoology Department, Michigan State College, Bast Iansing. 
Roughly, the Commission plus private donors support three wen at Aun 

Arbor and private donors one man at Bast Lansing. 

In New Mexico the Commission supports one man at Albuquerque. 
In Arizona the Commission helps support one man. 

In Missouri the Commission supports one man at the University. 

All other work, of which there is a large volume, is done by the 
Gommissions or Universities without direct financial cooperation. Iowa is 
the model for my set-up. For full detail see my serial report in Outdoor 
America. I can lmwn the MSS. to yor if you need it. 

Yours sincerely,
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CLOTH - BOUND field book, 
A pocket size, seven by four inches, 

| containing a digest of the problems of 
scientific game administration and 
conservation. ; 

The data considered and used in 
this publication has been successfully 
applied throughout the western states 
during the past ten years. 

{ The future problems of game ad- 
_ ministration and conservation are sug- 

| gested by studies based upon biologi- 
| cal facts at hand or further studies 

needed, 
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Endorsed by Leading Game Administrators 

and Conservationists. 
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; Le book is compiled in simple 

form. Dealing with scientific 
| and biological factors of game admin- 

istration in a manner best suited to 

ready assimilation by the sportsman 
and conservationist. 

The inherent value of this work in 
the field of wild life conservation and 

management is to be accredited to the 
tireless and sincere efforts of scientists, 
game administrators, sportsmen’s or- 
ganizations and the women’s clubs 
‘throughout the eleven western states. 

It is desired that this book find a 
wide circulation among all the friends 

| of wild life to the end that wild life 
may be administered to the greatest 
value to all as well as forwarding the 
best interests of the game animals with 
due consideration to conflicting inter 
ests involved.
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iat 1933 California Federation of Women’s Clubs 
QMS 

717 South Flower Street 
eres, California 
ecember 28, 1932 

“Mr Aldo Leopold 
American Game Association 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr Leopold; 

A newspaper item of the 25th caught my eye. It gives a 

very brief notice of the recent meeting of those interested in 

game conditions in United States. 

A few days before that a Mr HH MéDonald, Biological 
Gine, Eighth Floor, 545 Sansome Street, San Francisco, brought 
me,in manuseript, his "Western Big Game Management and Conserva- 

tion". I am the State Chairman of conservation of the small 

things: birds, game, and flowers, in California,of the Federation 
of Women', Clubs. He evidently hoped to interest the federation 
in getting this book printed. At least, that seemed to be my 
impression. 

I read the manuscript thrufout and it is a splendid 
pook on the scientific management of game herds, the present 
condition of deer and elk, values, diseases, sanctuaries, 
fires, raising small game, and so forth. However, since women 
as a rule do not read anything relating to the killing of our 
wild life, yet I can see it is a valuable book upon which to 
work to keep our animals from becoming extinct yet allowing 
for hunting on the part of those who want to hunt, it did not 
impress me as being a book for the women to sponsor. It 
might be for your group, however. 

I think all hunters have come to the place of under- 
standing that our game must be humanely and scientifically 
handled in the future to conserve it at all and I heartily 
recommend that you get in touch with Mr MacDonald at the 
above address, about his book. The studies cover the 

eleven western states from Colorado westward. 

You understand there is no way in which I shall 
benefit personally. 

I should like very much to know anything your group 
has found out and to know conservation measures considered. 

Sincerely 1) tah Atle 

C State Chairman Nature Study
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Jan. 5, 1933 

Mrs. Edwin S. Fuller 
717 South Flower St. 
Inglewood, California 

Dear Mrs. Fuller: ' 

I didn't kmow about Mr. MacDonald's book. From his 
prospectus I would infer it is already published. If not, 
I am at a loss to advise him what to do, unless possibly 
the Conservation Committee of the California Chamber of 
Commerce might bring it out. 

I was in a similar predicament with my “Game Manage- 
ment" book, and finally had to pay the publisher for bring- 
ing it out. 

In response to your request for literature, I am 
sending you a cony of my “Game Survey of the North Central 
States." Also see my report on Iowa now coming out serially 
in "Outdoor America. # 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD . 

AL/vh
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i November 10, 1932 

Mr. Ee We Murphy 

California State Chamber of Commerce 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear Mr. Murphys: 

One of o ‘hb ~ has r sent us copy 
of the 7th annual meeting pyégram of Zhe California Chamber of 
Commerce together with t ye opos alifornia quail project. We 

' heave read this with much \g ind want to assure you that 
we stand ready to aid the Oa ofnia Chamber in every way we can 
on your conservation sctivit: 

: I assuhe\you Wye already conversant with the 
recommendations/of the Americkn Game Policy adopted by the American 
Game Conference|in 1930. i) proposed California quail project is 
along the lines rein s peyated te encourage private inttiktive 

| in game mang; a We sh6y/ld be pleased to have youa dvise whether 
_ the CheiherJgf Cor approved this project and what further 
| step e being taken to develop some experimental areas along the 

| Lin sug gested. 

If you can spare them please send us three more 
copidg ef the, ographed statement and mail one to Mr. Aldo 
Leopold, QUS Mtiversity Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin, who is chairman 
of the American Game Policy Committee. 

A number of similar matters will be reported upon 
at the coming Game Conference and I do hope you or some.other repre- 
sentative of the California Chamber of Comserce can be on hand to 

; participate in the discussions. Here is a copy of the program 

Sincerely yours, 

s/p _ een 

\



Oct. 24, 1932 

Mr. Carl P. Russell BY 
National Park Service 
333 Hilgard Hall , 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Mr. Russell: 

Your reprint strikes me as a very substantial 
piece of work. I'm sorry I didn't get it in time to 
quote in my "Game Management" book, now on the press. 

: I hope to squeeze in some of your Important points 
while reading proof. 

, Your Fig. 4 interests me greatly. It is the 
kind of an ecological graph I like to make, but which 
few readers will take the pains to decipher. 

Please keep me on your reprint list. 

: Yours sincerely, 

as ALDO LOPOLD 

AL/vh .
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We Mr. Joseph Dixon po 
Fe U. S. Park Service eee eae NM ka 

Berkeley, California oa 
Jn Dear Dixon: 

3 ns You will remember our discussion about a 
we monograph on deer foods by Russell. At the moment we dis- 

2400 cussed this I was thinking of Cyril Robinson, who published 0 
ne an article on this subject in the Journal of Forestry. 

: C . If there is an additional man named Russell 
| i working on deer foods I do not know about him and would 

‘ ‘appreciate your sending me his initials end address. If . 
73 it is Robinson whom you had in mind, kindly let me know. 

: 4 What I want to get at is to ask him for a reprint of his 
3 A monog raph. 

3 -— 

{2 | Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 

Coles Ou bk reall, ao rl ic \ 

oes fom ten a al ae cn aor sien 

Vent Hews 

Saal De CN: Q.9 P YLaadll 
333 Wkqal Hog 
Boy LCE ‘ oe i Oe Y,
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

California State Fisheries Laboratory 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIFORNIA 

November 16, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
National Bank Building 
404 University 4venue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. WeLe Scofield, director of this laboratory, 
has been telling me of your work on the game survey 
in the middle west, in which I am very much interested. 

I have read:a few of your articles which appeared 
in American Game, but would like to see any others 
which you may have published, and am wondering if you 
can send me a list of them. 

; Yours very truly,, 

tt Wilde t 
Fisheries Researcher 

eh ft pod A 
/ 
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Nov.12, 1931. 4 A ’ or 4 of 

ot 
ir. Aldo Leopold on 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold : 

I have read with great interest and profit a number 

of your articles on game management and ecology, including "British 

and American Grouse Cycles","Game Range","British and American Grouse 

Management", "A Report on the Game Survey of the North Central States", 

"Game Food and Cover in the Corn Belt", and others, At the present time 

we are making an extended study of the life history of the California 

quail, with the idea of improving its environment so far as practicable 

on quail preserves, and with the hope, also, of amassing a body of 

information concerning the requirements (of food, shelter, ete.) which 

will be of use to all persons who wish to increase the number of 

these birds upon their holdings. 

We are familiar with Stoddard's work on the Bob-white, 

and also the work of the Committee on Grouse Disease in Great Britain, 

but we should like very much to have as many of your reprints on game 

questions as you can conveniently spare (of course not including books 

such as the Game Survey). If it is not possible to let us have any 

of your articles which we have listed abéve (or others not included 

in it) perhaps you will be so good as to put us on your mailing list 

for future separates, for we wish to keep in touch with your findings 

on game conditions,’ 
Very truly yours, 

EX, Suman? 
‘ ‘ ; te. + Bh eas kd hepa 4; Ass't.Economic Woologist 

é 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS ‘“‘FISH AND GAME COMMISSION**
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

SEQUOIA NATIONAL FOREST 

] 7-13-1951. 

fi Ce ahr onevey 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr Leopold; 

Many thanks ror your letter of June 2nd. 

I have just returned from a l0-aay fire or I woula have 

replied sooner. 

I should be very glad if you would loan me 

@ copy of the manuscript you mention, provided that I do 

not have to return it for a month as these infernal fires 

are liable to take up much of my time. I shall be very glad 

when the FS can allot special men to the job of firerighting, 

at present we are all seriously handicapped in pursuit of 

any investigative work by this serious menace. I have had 

to give up atrip to Arizona with the game specialist of R-3 

on this account. 

I enclose a reprint,which eventually arrived. 

If you snould be in this Region at any time I would take it 

as & personal ravor that I have an opportunity to discuss 

some of the problLems relative to game management in this 

state.In this respect may I ask tf in the ruture you contem- 

late doing any work in Galitornia? Ir so I would like very 

much to work for you. 

ONS re eS Ow



July 20, 1932 | 

Mr. Cyril S. Robinson E 
Sequoia National Forest 
Porterville, California 

Dear Mr. Robinsons 

I find that I have an extra copy of the food list in my 
old mamuseript on deer, ani I am sending you a copy to keep. 

I appreciate your remark that you would like to work with 
me in California. At the present time I am open to propositions 
from any state that desires my services at its expense, as a 
loaa from the Institute. Oregon is taliing about such an offer 
but I have not heard anything from California. 

Your remarics about fire remind me of old times. 

Thanks very much for the reprint. If you can spare me 
one more, it will enable me to put on in both my mile deer and 

: California files. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ILOPOLD 

e In Charce, Game Survey 

Inel.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Toad deta 

California State Fisheries Laboratory 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CALIFORNIA 

April 7, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As a demonstration of my promptness with correspondence 

I now hasten to answer your letter of May 2, 1950. 

I have read several of your articles and recognized the 

lone voice crying in the wilderness. 

In our Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (part of the Division 

of Fish and Game) we were fortunate in having a research man 

organize and administer our department. He conceived the idea 

that research in fisheries should not be confined to abstract 

life history studies but should get down to bed rock and 

determine the abundance and fluctuations in the supply of the 

fishes being utilized in the State. With this in mind he 

obtained Mr. W.F. Thompson, who is now heading the International 

Halibut Commission. Coming from the Forest Service, my ideas 

fitted into this plan. We feel that we have stepped out ahead 

and blazed trails, but the Game and Hatchery Departments have made 

very little progress. We have attempted to coach some of the game 

men along these lines but preconceived notions are hard to break 

down and the old dogs are not taking to new tricks. 

Your point of the great need for specially trained men is 

very apparent in this State. Our research men are practically all 

zoology graduates but require two or three years of special 

training in our laboratory before they grasp our viewpoint. Our 

commercial fisheries deputies receive several months of coaching 

under the guidance of one of the older men, and we have planned 

for a special training school but as yet this has not developed. 

At each session of our State Legislature we have been able 

to present more and more definite evidence of the relative 

abundance of certain species of commercial fishes. At the 

present session,particularly, our work has been recognized and



Aldo Leopold -2- 4/7/31 

there is some evidence that fish and game committees will begin 

demanding from the Game Department similiar dependable information 

as to the supply of game. Such demands if made will be 

embarrassing because little of the foundation work has been laid. 

The same appears to be true throughout the country and people's 

attention seems to have been taken by superficial and spectacular 

work with game rather than attacking fundamentals. 

You-seem to be tackling a large job, but if you start a 

ball rolling here and there you will have done us a great service. 

I hope our trails cross before so very long. 

vif, 

Director 

WLS :K



April 14, 1931 

Mr. W. Te Scofield, Director 
California State Fisheries Laboratory 
Terminal Islend, California 

Dear Scofield: : 

T am delighted to have a word from you ani to Inow 
that your research worl: is proceeding so successfullye 

I can checlc you absolutely as to the differences 
between the applied and theoretical viewpoints in research, 
and agree with you that most zoologists have the latter ani 
must somewhat amend it before their work ean be directly 
useful to conservation. 

; I will sen? you shortly my "Report on a Game Survey 
of the North Central States," and I am looking forward to a 
chance for a personal talk with you. 

Yours sincerely, P 

ATLDO IBOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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@MArnmeapwih Coe (mame tu Or Co MERCE CALIFORNIA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
FORMERLY 

CALIFORNIA DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

San Francisco 
February 21, 1931. 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers Institute 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

Attention Mr. Leopold 

The California State Chamber of Commerce is quite concerned ‘ 
over the alarming depletion of quail in California, 

Our Fish and Game Committee, headed by Theodore J. Hoover, i 
brother of the President of the United States, which repre- 
sents every section of the state, reports to us that the 
quail supply in California has been depleted to the extent 
that it is doubtful whether or not we have even brood stocks 
We feel that a real emergency in this respect exists in 
California. 

We understand that your institute, in emergencies of this 
kind, is in a position to establish fellowships in various 
states for such a study. The University of California is pre- 
pared to cooperate if your organization is willing to expend 
the money in providing such a fellowship. They have informed 
us that they are prepared to provide land for housing experi- 
mental birds, as well as office facilities. They also agree 
to lend the cooperation of certain of their men who are quali« 
fied in Poultry Husbandry, Diseases of birds, and Nutritional 
problems. 

Will you give this matter your full consideration and let us 
know if such a move is possible. 

VY truly yours, 

Dae Gace Mtb. 

NHS:D Si ae ate = ©. A. BUFFUM HARRY CHANDLER COLBERT COLDWELL.
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Feb. 25, 1931 

Mr. N. He Sloane, General Manager 
California State Chamber of Commerce 
Sen Prancisco, California 

Dear Mr. Sloane: : 

It is a very encouraging thing than an organization like yours 
is talking an active interest in the conservation of quail. 

I regret-to tell you, however, that the mall series of fellow 
ships financed by my organization have all been allotted and no afldition- 

al ones are available in the foreseeable future. One of them was allot- 
ted for a study of the closely allied gaubel quail at the University of 
Arizona. lew Mexico has since financed a fellowship of her own for the 
study of sealed quail, which 1s their principal species. 

Is there not a chance to get a valley qail fellowship in Cali- 
fornia financed by the state or a group of well-to-do sportamen? As 
you probably know, a limited study 18 already umier way at the Hanna 
Ranch, Red Bluff, California. I have great confidence in the ability : 
of the University of California to carry out a piece of worl: which would 
not only solve the quail problem but vrobably have far-reaching influence 
in the conservation of other species as well. All I can offer you is the 
experience of other states in financing end organizing projects of this 
tind. In Michigan, for instance, °25,000 worth of game research fellow 
ships have been financed privately within the last six months. 

If there were assurances that California is ready for a corres- 
ponding development, ani if the information I have would be useful to 
you, I would be glad to mike a trip out there at your call. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Same Survey
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 4 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY T@ fits UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DIRECTOR 332 GIANNINI MAL (aE 
AND REFER T® BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

RE February 11, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just received the separate copies of the 
"Proposed American Game Policy", for which I want 
to express my particular thanks because of the 
personal remembrance. 

We have all read your presentation of the proposi- 
tion in the last number of the Journal of Forestry 
and it has made a real impression upon a mumber of 
our boys as the first thorough-going, constructive 
proposal in this line, and one which will take rank 
in those qualities in any company. Personally, I 
should hate, for the reputation of the Society of 
American Poresters, to have its deliverances thus 
far in respect to forest policy stacked up beside 
your game proposal. I am sure that real progress 
will result from it. 

We are still loOking, in California, for a personal 
visit from one, Aldo Leopold. In this connection, 

j I will only inquire whether you eve read Robert 
Louis Stevenson's fable, “The Song of the Morrow". 
We are looking for that mannana. 

With my kindest regards to yourself and family. 

Very sincerely yours, 

He I. KOTOK, Directo: me sit " 

Acting



Feb. 21, 1931 

Ure Cy Ie Hill 
California Forest Experiment Station 
332 Giannini Hell 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Carries 

I am especially pleased that you should drop me 
a friendly line abou the Game Policy. 

I am not sure, however, that it merits the com 
parison you make with the Torest Policy. In game we have 
the ailvantage of a short-term crop ani a demand which exists 
independent of economic circumstances. Accordingly it is a 
mach easier job to write a policy. 

I still have hopes of getting to California soon, - 3 
but am now concentrating on getting out my text. My report 

3 on the north central region will be off the press in a 
month and I will see that you get a copy. 

Yours as ever,



) ww 
MILTON P. SKINNER 

SERGTIVS-Prost-BtHtt ee 

CORNER PINE AVENUE AND EAST OCEAN . 

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

5840 John Ave. 

January 21, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Have you any data on the present numbers 

of wapiti in the United States and the present dis- 

. tribution ? In Canada, Mexico, or foreign countries ? 

I have been asked to prepare a paper on their present 

condition including present distribution, 

Best wishes for the success of your work 

from 
Yours truly 

ee ee le 
M.P.Skinner 

\N y 
Qi | 
we



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 30, 1931 

Mr. M. P. Skinner 
5840 John Aveme 
Long Beach, California 

Dear Mr. Sicinner: 

None of my recent work has been in elk states. Accordingly I 
have very little I can contribute to the question asked in your 
letter of Jamary 21. 

There are no elk in Wisconsin except a fenced herd in Vilas 
County comprising 35 individuals, the location of which ts marked 
on the attached map. ‘These fenced herds are probably not within the 
scope of your inquiry, although it is the intention to release a part 
of this herd soon. 

I happen to Imow that there are some established replantings in 
West Virginia and Pennsylvania, information concerning which could 
doubtless be obtained from the game commissions. If you will address 
your Pennsylvania inquiry to W. Gard Conklin, you will receive an 
intelligent reply. . 

The only other elk herd with which I have had personal contact 
are the Pecos herd in New Mexico, concerning which up-to-date infor- 
mation can be had from Edgar 1. Perry, State Game Warden, Santa Fe} 
the Sapeloe herd in New Mexico (also write Perry); and the Sitereaves 
herd in Arizona, concerning which I would write Supervisor Paul 
Roberts, Holbrook, Arizona, mentioning my name. 

I understand there are some established replantings in Minn- 
esota. You may have trouble learning about them because they are 
just changing horses in the Department. I would write Dr. Thaddeus 

F Surber, their fish expert, and ask him to refer the letter to the 
proper party, or in a pinch Mr. R, T. King, our ruffed grouse fellow 
at University Farm, St. Paul, will dig up the information. 

I do not know whether there are any established replantings 
in Michigan, but my friend P. S. Lovejoy, chief of the Game Division, 
Lansing, will give you a prompt and complete reply. \ 

I lkmow that there are no established replantings in any north 
central state except those mentioned. I am sorry I have nothing of \ 
real value to give you. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Game Birds December 15, 1950 

Mr. David M. Gorsuch 
Gembel Quail Fellow i 
University of Arizona 
Tueson, Arizona ax 

Dear Gorsuch: : co o 

I do not know whether you have heard of the ne 
investigation of the California Valley quail being al 
carried on by Mr. Lawrence V. Compton on the 
Re We Hanna ranch in Tehama County, California. 

We have considerable correspondence in the 
files relating to this investigation. Mr. Compton, 
I believe, began the investigation, which as I 
understand it, is both to acquire scientific 
information and to develop the ranch property for 
quail, sometime this summer. He has sent in a 
number of stomachs and, I believe, has a good many 
moree 

I thought you would be interested in getting 
in touch with Mr. Compton, whose address is 
Meadow Ranch, Red Bluff, California, inasmuch as 
you no doubt heave a number of problems in conmon. 

Trusting that everything is woll with you, 
and with my best regards, 

Sincerely, — : ae 

Cooperative Agent ¢ 

CC to Aldo Leopold, Paul Russell, Paul Errington. 

Th: Wistas bndihd © cmeteg Ais Aameh pr qrerech cnn 

Dr. Bacewes Awd As ogg ct ee ioe Bil cyt een eee 

lrwns . : i



ies to Messrs. Grange 
f Gorsuch 

Dee. 19, 1930 

Ur. lewrence YY. Compton . 
Meadow Ranch i 
Red Bluff, California 

Dear Mr. Compton? 

I have just learned with mech cratification that you 
are making a life history study of the California Valley 
Quail. 

I happen to be compiling a text on game management, ; 
in which connection I have tried to draw a list of all the 
full-time research projects in the United States. I had 

missed yours entirely. Would you be so kind as to write 
me whether you are doing full time research work on the 
Valley Quail, and in case you have any available material 
describing the scope of your study, I would greatly ap- 
preciate receiving it. 

This Institute is financing a fellowship for the 
stady of Gambel Quail at the University of Arizona. Mr. 
David Gorsuch is the fellow, and Prof. Chas. Vorhies is 
the faculty member in charge. I an very much in hopes 
that a cooperative relationship can be set up between 

your study and the Arizona fellowship. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Survey
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/ 5p Cee 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DAViS, CALIFORNIA 

November 6, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold; 
Game Survey, 421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

i I am quite interested in your letter of October 27, suggesting cooperative 
endeavor with the State Division of Fish and Game in respect to quail management, 
and propagation. The land of the College of Agriculture here at Davis contains 
only a narrow strip along a small creek which is appropriate for quail. We have 
no "wild" land and cover of appropriate sort is not very abundant. The conditions 
do not parallel those on many Califorhia farms where quail populations of consid- 
erable magnitude are, or could be, maintained. Furthermore, the College of Agric- 
ulture has never had'any very definite relations with the state Division of Fish 
and Game, but right now, through studies on game depredations in various parts of 

the state, we are developing an intimate relation, and I am very hopeful that out 
of it will come opportunity to prosecute work of the type you indicate, 

As I intimated in earlier letters, the Division has not in the past carried on 
any adequate program of investigation. The University has been rather indifferent, 
and as a result, we are short of many necessary facts pertaining to our game supply. 
I have plans already well advanced, and approved by the Administration of the Col- 
lege, to enter on game and wild life research, and if the budget does not suffer 
too greatly, this will be initiated next July. In the meantime, I am doing all that 
seems practicable to stir up the Fish and Game group, and it is my hope that we can 
develop a more scientific program, using part of their funds for investigational 
work. The Division has been in the game farm business twice, now on a rather ex- 
tensive scale, but chiefly with respect to Ring-necked Pheasant and Hungarian Part- 
ridge. If we could have such a survey as Mr. Stoddard conducted on the southern 
quail, we would know many more of the factors responsible here, for increase or de- 
erease of quail population, and I am hoping that we can get some such enterprise 
under way in the not distant future. The Division already has Mr. Lowell Sumer 
at work on the relation of predatory animals, and it is his plan to study a pair of 
comparable areas, using one as non-modified control, while the other will be cleared 
of predators as completely as possible. 

We are faced with complaints of damage by deer, mud hens, band-tailed pigeons, 
and black birds, and a special comnittee, under the auspices of the State Chamber of 
Commerce, is studying the problem; the personnel includes representatives of the 
Biological Survey, State Department of Agriculture, Division of Fish and Game, Col- 
lege of Agriculture, Academy of Sciences, Sporting Magazines, Farmers' Organizations, 
and individual farmers. I am hopeful that something of real value will come out of 
this group, if we can hold together long enough to get some investigations through and 
work out a reasonable adjustment between the various interests.



Mr. Aldo Leopold Page 2. November 6, 1930 

Enclosed is a summary of a paper which I gave a short time ago in an endeavor 

to outline the character of the problems which are involved in wild life management. 

I am hoping to publish this in the near future, with considerable detail and with 

examples indicating the working of various factors mentioned. 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy I. Storer 

Associate Professor of Zoology 

TISsce 

Encl.



Gommonwealth Club of California 

SECTION ON SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Minutes of September 25, 1930 

Chairman: E. P. Meinecke 

Vice-Chairman: C. B. Lastreto 

Secretary: Rodney 5. Ellsworth 

Speaker: DR. TRACY I. STORER , 

PRESENT: 

E. P. Meinecke CG, B. Lastreto Rodney S. Ellsworth 

Earl Soto J. B. Hauer Harry S. Swarth 

Harry A. Mulvany J. W. Nelson CG. E. Grunsky 

Barton W. Evermann Alvin Seale E. L. Sumner, Jr. 

QO. E. Mack Ira J. Darling Richard Cagzer 

Dr. Tracy I. Storer, Associate Professor of Zoology, University 

of California, Davis, spoke on "FACTORS INFLUENCING NATIVE ANIMAL 

LIFE IN CALIFORNIA, PAST AND PRESENT". 

Great changes have occurred in the native animal population of 

California during the "American" period. Early accounts, during the 

Indian, Mission and Spanish periods, indicate large stocks of native 

species prior to white occupation. Trappers early reduced certain 

fur-bearing species, even during the Spanish period. But the great 

decline in animal life was initiated in 1849 when the gold seekers 

pegan to "live off the country". ; 

Sport hunting has been one factor in the decline of game 

species and now probably limits the numbers of certain birds. 

Market hunting of elk, antelope, deer, duck and geese and quail has 

decimated the original populations. Control hunting for the reduc- 

tion of species injurious to game species, to crops, Or to man by 

reason of disease transmission, has been a minor factor. 

Trapping has reduced the beaver to the vanishing point at least 

twice and probably has been a factor with the wolverine, marten and 

fisher, and other fur-bearers locally. 

Changes in water relations, control of flood waters, reclama- 

tion of swamps and storage of water for power or irrigation uses 

has altered the geographic distribution and seasonal prevalence of 

water and changed the habitats and water supply available for native 

birds, mammals and fishes. 

Shelter and Breeding places have been changed in kind and amount 

py lumbering, clearing, Te, planting of orchards and vineyards, 

development of irrigated fields, etc. Species deprived of their 

appropriate habitat cannot "go elsewhere" since appropriate cover is 

everywhere occupied to the maximum permitted by all controlling 

factors. 

The food supply has been altered by the agencies already 

indicated. ome planted crops have proven effective substitutes for 

original food supplies and certain species of birds and mammals have 

increased to the point of competing with man. Crops of browse and 

grass are now harvested by domestic animals, reducing the amounts 

available for wild species. . 

Native animals usually harbor parasites to which the hosts 

have usually become adjusted by age-long contact. Introduction of 

domestic and alien animals has facilitated exchange of parasites 

to the detriment of al1. Plague, rabies, tularemia, spotted fever, 

tick and worm parasites, and hoof-and-mouth disease have figured in
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the decrease in certain species or in the necessary control opera~- 

¢ions to reduce populations of the infected animals. “Alkali 

disease" and "lead poisoning" have reduced water fowl in some 

places in the west. 

The carnivore-herbivore balance has been disturbed by shooting, 

trapping, and poisoning of many species including coyotes, wild- 

cats, mountain lions, foxes, badgers, skunks, weasels, raccoons, 

hawks and owls and snakes of several species together with ground 

squirrels, pocket gophers, rabbits, and native and introduced 

species of rats and mice. Two schools of thought exist (1) that 

predatory animals exercise control and a useful pruning effect on 

wild stocks, and (2) that the presence of carnivores is of no 

positive value. 

Weather fluctuations, establishment of wild life sanctuaries 

and opening up of roads with consequent human invasion all have 

affected native stocks. 

Aquatic animals have similarly been changed. Whales have 

twice been reduce o numbers too small to warrant further pursuit 

and commercial fishes have been overfished in several instances. 

Several useful food and game fishes have been introduced and 

become established replacing native stocks. Transplanting and 

stocking of trout streams has been extensive with mch mixing of 

stocks but without adequate scientific study of methods or results. 

Every set of conditions of nature tends toward a dynamic 

balance which changes with alteration of any factor. Man's 

alterations have proceeded without adequate study of effects and 

conflicting human interests now make difficult the outlining of 

a rational adjustment. 

Transplanting of native species and introduction of alien 

stocks has proceeded without consideration of parasite problems or 

effects likely to accrue by reason of competition between native 

and introduced species. Most successful transplants have proven 

disastrous to human interests. Adequate supervision of introduc- 

tions by state and federal agencies is urgently needed. 

Conclusions: Several factors are responsible for the changes 

in wild life conditions in California. Errors in past management 

of wild life have been due to ignorance or to intrusion of special 

interests. Wild life administration in California has suffered 

through lack of adequate knowledge based on investigation. Several 

groups including agriculture, sportsmen, commercial fishermen, 

nature students, foresters and public health agencies are concerned 

and are interrelated in the wild life. These groups should be 

prought together, their mtual interests adjusted and a codified 

oC program developed for management of California's wild 

ee 
Respectfully submitted, 

RODNEY $. ELLSWORTH, Secretary, 

Section on Scientific Research.
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; UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

J COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

; BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Davis, CALIFORNIA 

i October 20, 1930 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your letter of October 14 is interesting, but I am sorry to know 

that no immediate developments are expected in California. 

I have long felt that our owm state organization should develop 
more research, and I am making an especial point of emphasizing this in 

every appropriate contact, public and private. We have, in consequence 

of our large number of hunters and fishermen, very large resources for 
game conservation. Approximately 1/3 of the total goes to patrol, and 

nearly as much to propagation, while an almost negligible percentage is 
\I devoted to investigation. As a result there are numerous pressing prob- 

lems on which we should have had information, which are unsettled, and 
there seems even now, no satisfactory evidence that our organization is 
going to embark on the proper research. The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
has done excellent work in investigating distribution, and has done a 

certain amount of work on life history, but has prosecuted no invest- 
igations of an economic character, save in more or less isolated cases. 
Having this situation in mind, I have proposed to the Administration of 

the College of agriculture that this Division embark on a program of 
wild life research. This would, of course, naturally have primarily to 
do with relations to Agriculture, but I think it ought to be possible to 
dig out a lot of fundamental information having a bearing on the matter 

of game supply. We think we know a lot about some of these problems; as 

a matter of fact, much of what passes for knowledge is only opinion, and 
there is a decided difference even between competent individuals as to 
many of these matters. We need facts, and it is my hope, if the program 

develops, to endeavor to establish some of these. I have just been tab- 

ulating a mass of seme reports on deer damage, and find a surprisingly 
large portion of the state reporting difficulties of one sort or another. 

This, admittedly, is chiefly in the marginal areas devoted to agriculture, 

but many of these areas in the aggregate, are important from agricultural 
standpoints as well as game standpoints, and we have got the not easy task 

of developing some adjustments which will take care of both interests. 

Very truly yours, 

Tracy I. Storer 

Associate Professor of Zoology 

TIS:c 
ce-Dr. W. L. Howard 

Mr. Ralph Taylor ;



Oct. 27, 1930 

Prof. Tracy I. Storer 
University of California 
Branch of the Collese of Agriculture 
Davis, California 

Dear Professor Storert 

Undoubtedly the Agricultural Colleze owns and farms a lot of land 
suitable for quail. Undoubtedly also the State Game Department has need 
of quail for re-stocking pursoses. Has it ever occurred to you to ask 
for the Department's financial backing in setually practicing quail man- 
agement on a selected parcel. of University land, with the idea of trapping 
off the excess for re-stocking purposes? Such an operation would have 
several outstanding veluest 

(1) It would game management on the ground instead of on paper, where 
it now almost exclusively resifes. What could be more fitting than to have 
the State Agricultural College teach the farmer by demonstrating how te 

' produce a quail erop on his land? \ 

\ 
(2) It would furnish good state planting stock at a mch lower cost) 

than they can now raise it under chicken wire, and obviously of a much 

(3) It wuld furnish a proving ground for research. Uxperience would 
suggest the questions most in need of being untangled by research methois,\. 

and conversely there would be a nlace to inmediately try ont any new ideas ~~ 
produced as a result of research. me 

(4) It would be a much better way to train research students than " 
merely to have them wander about the state studying quail without any 
actual controls of quail enviroment. 

(5) The physical labor connected with the manazenent overation would 
provide vacation training and produce a limited mmber of men of the game 
wardeh or game keeper type. 

It seems to me that the Department could finance such an operation 
by, let us say, putting up a lump sum during a 2-year period to get started, 
and after that paying the University the market price per head for the 
planting stock produced.



This is just an idea for you to think about. I take it you are 
looking for a way to get started. 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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SPoRTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 
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February 11th, 1930 a 

Messrs. C. R. Babson ) 
M. Ballou ) 
Bee ge DLL ) 
M. Hartley Dodge ) Members of Committee 
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CG. W. Hymer ) Protection of Came 
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Gentlemen: 

Restoration and Protection : 

of Game 

Among the items considered last week 

by your Committee, was the preparation and disScmination ef 

material analyzing the importance of the game movement to 

the general public. Specific reference was made to a paper 

read at the last Annual Game Conference by Dr. Harold C. 

Bryant, in charge of the Bureau of Education and Research, 

California Division of Fish and Game, entitled "California's 

Educational Program." 

Discussion of this paper indicated that 

it might serve as a model for other parts of the country, or 

that it might suggest a plan which could properly be consider- 

ed. For this reason, it was recommended that copies be sent 

to the members of your Committee and the Executive Represen- 

tatives of the Company Members so that they may have had the 

benefit of his ideas when the subject is discussed at a 

future meeting. 

We are therefore enclosing your copies, 

and trust you will give this article your careful considera- 

tion, as it should prove of extreme interest. 

es Yours very truly, 

Ob eS dew at ROAM 
csc:s Secretary 

Enel. b UNECE NAN IS + a a, 

Copies to Zxecutive Representatives of Com»any Members.



CaLIFORNIA'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

By Harold C. Bryant, In Charge, Bureau of Uducation 
and Research, California Division of Fish and Game. 

"Connected with the game department in each 
state there should be a bureau of education and publicity presided 
over by an expert. With these bureaus cooperating with each other 
and with the national one, a campaign of education along correct 
lines can be conducted which will accomplish more and better re- 
sults in a few years than has been done altogether in the past." 
So wrote Henry Chase in his classic book, "Game Protection and 
Sropagation in america" published in 1915. The evident need for 
such a bureau plus the discovery of this statement led to the in- 
auguration in 1914 of a definite educational program by the Cali- 
fornia Fish and Game Commission, Starting with a staff of one man, 
the work has grown in personnel to a maximum of ten and increased 
in scope to include a research staff and a library. During the 
fifteen years, a working plan has been developed, which, if re- 
viewed, may aid other commissions in organizing similar work. 

Certainly nowadays educational work is re- 
cognized as fundamental. Sich editorial statements as the follow- 
ing are common: "Laws though worthwhile are not as effective in game conservation as an enlightened public sentiment." "Back of protective laws must be a healthy public sentiment prompting every 
person to take the minimum rather than the maximum, and only under conditions which wil permit of using all for food." "The un- 
doubted solution of the conservation problem is education, par- ticularly of the young." "Conservation measures should be in- telligent, effective and adequate." "Tue best insurance that the state can take out in the interest of the sportsman ani the out- 
door lover generally is to see that facilities for study and in- vestigation are enlarged upon." "The item of policing the state in the administration of the game and fish laws is comparatively 
a small part of the work of the Department. That is an ineident 
of today. Propagation, conservation and education as it is being carriedon are a work for today, tomorrow and the years to come." 

If bureaus of municipal research are needed to solve the problems of our cities, surely forest, fish and game problems should be adequately handled by an able corps of technically trained investigators, 

The Outdoor Recreation Conferenee adopted this policy: "The greatest problem in connection with wild bird conser- vation today is the provision of an effective system of education on a scale greater than any hitherto attempted and enlisting the assist- ance of all available agencies, including the press, the screen and the radio." 

If these be samples of public sentiment in this regard then it should be the duty of every fish and game com-
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mission to provide an educational program. Duties of the California 

Fish and Game Commission are thus proscribed in the penal code: 

"79 expend funds as may be necessary for bi- 

ological research and field investigation and for the collection and 

diffusion of such statistics and information as shall pertain to the 

conservation, propagation, protection and perpetuation of birds, 

mammals and fishes." 

I was taught in college that every undertaking 

should be summed up as to motive, means and method. llay I treat of 

California's educational program under these three heads. 

MOTIVE 
In the beginning the motto, "Conservation 

through Education" was chosen. This expresses the desire to build 

an enlightened public sentiment favorable to the conservation of 

natural resources. Early it was evident that there must be care in 

the selection of information broadeasted to the public. Accuracy 

and dependability of information issued is a prerequisite of real 

accomplishment. Thus it was decided to turn to university research 

workers for dependable material. 

Legislation, a primary method in game con- 

servation, needs to be based on dependable data. To gather such data 

constituted another motive in establishing the work. 

Since a future generation, if made to unier- 

stand, may profit by mistakes of this generation, and may work more 

effectively, another prime aim decided upon was adequately to reach 

children in the schools. 

The tools and equipment to be used in securing 

the aims indicated have been chosen as follows: 

1. Personnel of two distinct types have been utilized: research 

workers and field investigators who amass dependable information 

(university trained men often connected with the University of Cali- 

fornia or Leland Stanford University have most often been employed) ; 

as an office force, men capable of lecturing or writing (included 

is a trained librarian). 

2. «a reference library. 

3. Demonstration and exhibit materials such as bird and mammal skins, 
portable exhibits, photographs, lantern slides and motion picture 

films. An official photographer makes possible a continuing supply 
of photographs and educational motion pictures. 

4. A series of publications: biennial reports, quarterly magazine, 
teachers bulletins, fish bulletins, game bulletins, leaflets.
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NAPHODS 
4S indicated under means, the attempt has been 

made to supply accurate information, not hearsay. For solution of 
problems and for reports, the scientist has been called upon. Splen- 
did cooperation has been secured from universities. Often a man has 
been employed on part time while working for a higher degree. Thus 
without cost have been furnished laboratory equipment and expert 
direction. The tangible results are evidenced by a series of tech- 
nical bulletins and by practical accomplishments. 

A pathologist and a toxicologist employed by 
the division, stationed at the Hooper Foundation for Medical Research 
of the University of California have had in hand the various disease 
problems. Dr. H. Van Roekel, the pathologist, has made several hun- 
dred post mortem examinations of fish, fish eggs, birds and mammals. 
lle has regularly tested the broe'd stock at the game farm for both 
tuberculosis and bacillary diarrhea. During a disease outbreak in 
one of the hatcheries, he developed a new method of controllirg skin 
parasites of trout. a severe outbreak of furunculosis, that danger- 
ous disease of hatchery trout, was successfully controlled. 

Toxicologist P.A. Shaw has brought aut many 
new facts in relation to duck disease. All bacterial tests thus far 
have probed negative. However, chemical tests of soil and water at 
places vhere the disease is prevalent compared with those where the 
disease is not known has brought evidence of pdsion which is now be- 
ing tested by feeding experiments. It is believed that eventually 
the typical disease can be produced in well birds by feeding certain 
toxic chemicals. 

another worker, Dy. &.C. O'Roke discovered and 
explained the first two diseases known to occur in valley cuail. 

Life history studies and economic investiga- 
tions are being pursued br the members of the staff. aA full report 
on the quail of the state is nearly ready for publication. Hundreds 
of auek stomachs have been analyzéd to furnish cata on the food of 
DUCKS yy Censuses of breeding ducks have been conducted. 

The staff of the State Fisheries Laboratory, 
at Terminal Island, and special investigators at Stanford University 
are furnishing statistic and life history studies relating to com- 
mercial species of fish. ‘larking experiments on salmon have provVed 

the parent stream theory; scale studies have demonstrated the age 
and rate of growth. We now have a basis for more intelligent legis- 
lation since we know to what extent the runs in various rivers con- 
tribute to the river and sea fisheries. Similar studies 9n albacore, 
sardines and striped bass have furnished like results. Within the 

year, the eggs of the sardine have been located for the first time 
off the coast of California. 

AS mediums of diffusion of conservation ideas 
and knowledge regarding Bish and game, the division relies on news- 
paper publicity, lectures, summer resort educational work and pub- 
lications. 

News items go to the press regularly) magazine 
articles are furnished,
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Special emphasis has been placed on lectures 
in the schools. at times, school lecturers are employed to go from 
one elementary school to another systematically. Charts, specimens 
and films are used as illustrative materials. The work in high 
schools has been productive. Lectures illustrated with films are 
given at special assemblies, the audience often numbering from 1500 
to 2000. Such lectures are often a stimulus for the forming of a 
nature club or of a fish and game club among the boys. During the 
past biennium, 100 such lectures have been given in high schools 
with attendance well over 50,000. 

at the luncheon meetings of service clubs, 
there gather a very representative group of busirmess men who react 
Splendidly to a presentation on fish and game conservation. Ilfasonic 
lodges in California have found it worth while to arrange a "fish 
and game night" with a lecture, films and perhaps a "reindeer stew” 
or "striped bass supper." «and of course fish and game protective 
associations are ever ready for an educational program. Radio reaches 
thousands, while formal lectures reach hundreds. lIlumerous broadcasts 
have been made, and during the past two months they have been made 
weekly, the program varied with dialogue. 

The most original service and one most pro- 
ductive of results has been that connected with the summer vacation- 
ist in the summer resorts. Work which began in a small way with 
Lake Tahoe resorts in 1919 became stabilized in Yosemite Ii..tional 
P.rk a few years later in a cooperative educational program between 

the Division of Fish and Game and the Il::tional P. r): Service known as 
a "Mature Guide Service." 

The aim of this service was to furnish useful 
information regarding trees, wild flowers, birds and mammals, and 
to stimulate interest in the fauna, flora and geology; a service 
designed to awaken visitors to their natural history opportunities 
and to convince them of the need and value of wild life conserva- 
tion. By means of lectures and camp fire talks, trips afield, office 
hours and exhibits, the vacationist has been made acquainted with, 
and interested in, the Living things of Yosemite National Park and 
of the state of California. The work has fully demonstrated that 
persons on their summer vacations in the mountains are more sus- 
ceptible to information regarding fish and game and its conservation 
than they are at any other time. Furthermore, reference to attend- 
ance figures shows that nowhere could so many persons be reached with 
a conservation message in so short a length of time. 

The daily field trips offered form an importan’ 
feature, for here individual instruction is given and a direct per- 
sonal contact made. low better can conservation be taught than to 
use a living individual of a species as & basis of Gisecussion. The 
Sight of a family of Sierra grouse makes a more lasting impression 
than word pictures or even photographic studies. «a first hand ac- 
quaintance with conditions in a game refuge is more stimulating than 
the reading or printed words in a book. Hany teachers make use of 
this opportunity to obtain first-hand information regarding living 
things. as these teachers go baCk to their classes, conservation 
ideas are spread through the schools. 

The need for trained men to handle this work 
led to the establishment of the Yosemite School of Field Natural
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Nistory., The course includes a Six weeks' study of living forms in their natural environment plus a week's study of conditions at high- er elevations. Students are limited to twenty. learly one hundred have completed the course in the past Five years. These students have gohe back to their occupations fitled with worthwhile knowledge ov fauna ana flora and with new ideas relative to conservation. What they learned will be passed on to the students in their schools and to their friends, thus widening the field of endeavor. in this group are also to be found trained men and women capable of starting similai educational work in other summer resorts. 

The summer resort work was expanded in 1926 when a nature guide service was established by the Division in Cali- fornia State Redwood Park. This was Gone at the suggestion of a state official and on solicitation by the Redwood Park Commission. civening lectures dealing with fish and game conservation and daily trips afield for both children and adults were offered with a staff of two guides. MTwenty-seven thousand people made use of the service in two months, The public showed immediate appreciation of this service and there is possibility of widening these activities under the new state park development. 

Another training school, one for boy scouts, was instituted during the summer of 1928. «a selected group of some thirty scouts from all parts of the statc was brought together for a ten days' study in an Lagle Scout Conservation Training Camp. The Division of Fish and Game furnished transportation and teaching staff; the Regional Council, the cost and equipment of the Camp. The re- sults were most gratifying. The boys went home with real first hand experience with game and with refuge conditions as well as with prac- tical conservation ideas and methods. ‘shen they got hone they spoke at service club lduneheons, at fish and game protective association mectings, instituted clean up Campaigns, arranged conservation ex- hibits at schools and in bank windows; they became leaders in con- servation matters in their troops and in their respective communities. it is doubtful whether there arc educational opportunities as signi- ficant as those found in this project. 

‘Opportunities for using visual education ma- terials are many. lotion pictures are in great demand. To keep a large library of filns Gealing with many subjects in circulation, it has been necessary to install a regular booking system. Films bor- rowed by the associated Sportsmen's Clubs have been used on a cir- cuit with a resultant large attendance record. Yarn advisers borrow films and use them regularly for weeks at a time, Schools, churches and organizations of many kinds are benefited by this free film ser- vice. 

Portable exhibits, suitably boxed for shipping are loaned for use at expositions. These are lighted by electricity, and mechanical movement within catches the eye while a moving seroll tells a story. Teachers are encouraged to borrow lantern slides and bird and animal specimens, 

The most potent medium of reaching the citizen: of the state with reports of current activities has been that of a quarterly bulletin. In editorial policy it has maintained a stand on authenticity. The hunter's and fisherman's story finds no place, in that a dozen magazines carrying such stories are to be found on
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every news stand, The main articles are usually of a scientific na- 
ture well illustrated with graphs and halftones; numerous editorials 
direct attention to the conservation of natural resources and a aepart- 
ment is devoted to reports on current activities of the Division. 
Special numbers are often devoted to some particular subject: trout, 
Striped bass, deer. The bulletin sent free to citizens has a eircula- 
tion of close to ten thousand. Because of the type of material used, 
it is cited by the scientist and utilized as a reference in most 
schools. 

fo encourage teachers to teach conservation is 
better than to try and cover all of the schools with a lecture program 
which does not have the continuity to be found in regular class room 
teaching. a series of teachers bulletins is issued cGesigned to fur- 
nish proper teaching materials and stimulate the interest of teachers. 
Fish bulletins contain technical reports on the fisheries and game 
bulletins record the results of life history studies. Statistical 
leaflets aud others designed for inclusion in letters are issued at 
intervals. 

AS a result of these activities, those who read 
have abundant opportunity to learn of conservation needs and methods 
and are able to find dependable, published information on the various 
fish, birds and mammals of the state. 

A training conference of employes is held an- 
nually. The program is in the hands of the bureau of education. Effoi 
is made to bring new and useful ideas to the attention of the wardens 
and stir their interest in educational work and in efficient game man- 
agement. 

To sum up, outstanding features of the educatio: 
al program are: 

1. Investigations relative to the life history, habits and diseases 
of various game species prosecuted in order to furnish dependable basic 
information, 

2. Wumerous lectures illustrated with motion pictures furnished 
schools, service clubs and other organizations, 

5. A cooperative summer resort educational program in Yosemite Nation- al Park teaches more than 50,000 persons through lectures and nearly 10,000 in courses of field study the importance of conservation. A School of Field Hatural History established in Yosemite National vark tdains students who will be available to help in enlarging the nature education program. Similar work has been developed in California State Redwood Park, 

4. Continual aid in their nature program given boy scouts, camp fire girls, and girl scout organizations. 

5. Continual effort madeto encourage the teaching of nature study and conservation in the public schools. Loans of lantern slides, film : and specimens are made,
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6. Devendable answers furnished to numerous questions relative to the life history anc habits of fish and game. 

7. «4 Quarterly magazine, CaLIFOiNIa FISH wp GaME, sent free to all libraries and educational institutions and to numerous subserib- ers in addition, which is widely used by biology and nature study classes. 

8. «A series of teachers and other bulletins éiving helpful material for use in the schools are published. 

In spite of the accomplishments reviewed the field is not adequately covered; a satisfactory continuing program in the schools has not been attained; the radio has possibilities not yet utilized; film distribution is not continuous and stabilized; the research staff has too many problems and too small a personnel for greatest effectiveness. 4 start has been made, a foundation laid, but the field is still undeveloped. ‘The work is still too new; it is still in an experimental stage; contributions to the cause are few instead of many for less than a dozen states support work of this kind. rial ana error methods however are bringing stabiliza tion, and the future looks bright, 

"Bringing an appreciation of the importance of conservation to the background of human consciousness is a work which cannot be done by one man or one organization in one year, or by many men and nany organizations in many years." ijven though re- sults may be incomplete and rather intangible at the present, there is nothing builds more widely for the future than does an education- al program. ‘ith an enlightened public sentiment we progress; with- out it we mark time,



Copy to Mr. Olin 

Oct. 14,1930 

De. Tracy I. Storer 
University of California 
Branch of the College of Agricul tare 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

I am glad you wrote mo about the mmor that wo wore establich- 
ing a qusil fellowship in California. 

I wish the ruauor were true, bet unfortumtely 1¢ is not. We 
had one fellowship which wo desired to use to plant the idea of game 
research in the West. Arizona ani New Mexico wore both active bidders, 
and Arizona particularly seamed to have exeellent cooperative fastlities 
for carrying out such a stady. Moreover, of the various western states 
California seaaod best able to finance fits om wort: alone these lines. i 
Accordingly our fellowship was placed at Arizona. 

New Mexico meanthile has decided to go ahead on its own account 
on the scaled quail. : 

Nothing would please me more than to see your institation proceed 
on a cooprehensive study of the valley quail. Since our entire allott- 
ment of fellowships is exhausted, I camot offer any financial help teward 
such 2 move, but any other kind of help that you could use I would be 
most anxious to extend. Your long experionce in related subjects would 
make it particularily appropriate to conter a study of thie kini in your 
department. It seems to me there is enough private wealth in California 

sateen, ” s 

Z have not had any recent important publications other than the 
Geme Policy, which you saw in American Gane. This will shortly be pub- 
lished im revise’ fom and I will see that you cot a copy. I am at thia 
moment writing a report on the game survey of the north eantral region 
whieh I hope will be out before winter ani of whieh I will see that you 
get notices. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO. LEOPOLD : 
In Chazge, Geme Survey
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ey w 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE (o Vy, ® , 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY f 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Y 

DAViS, CALIFORNIA 

October 8, 1930 : 

’ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

Geme Survey, , . 

Madison, \isconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have recently gotten into certain aspects of the game problem here 

in California, partly as a result of participation in discussions of the pred- 

atory animal problem, and partly by reason of having been placed upon a com- 

mittee of the California State Chamber of Commerce to investigate game depred- 

ations. 

Recently I was told by “the grapevine telegraph" that it was contemp- 

lated that the arms and ammnition instituti®n was planning to place an invest- 

ne igator in California and to locate him in Davis, the purpose being to study the ; 

quail situation here. Neither the Dean nor the Director of the College of Agri- 

culture seem to know anything about it. This may be just a wild rumor, but I 

thought you would be in a position to know, if anyone, whether any such develop- 

ment is contemplated. We have facilities here for such work and splendid cooper- 

ation between the various divisions of the College, so that I feel that »sugh an 

investigation could proceed here satisfactorily. fFurther, Dr. Howard"aSsures me 

that we could find space for such experimental yards as would be necessary. 

I have been interested in a general way in the game situation ever since 

my days at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, when I cooperated with Grinnell and 

Bryant in the production of the "Game Birds of California", and now I am hearing 
a great deal through agricultural channels on both sides of the question, namely, 

the damage caused by certain species on the one hand, to agricultural products, 

and the scarcity of other species as shown by the experiences of various members 

of the staff who are interested in hunting and fishing. At every opportunity I 

have taken pains to emphasize the need for more basic research with respect to 

our game and fish problems. We have been very negligent in California in these 

matters. Neither the Fish and Game organization nor the University has conducted 
the necessary research. A great deal needs to be found out about deer, rabbits, 

upland game, water birds, and the sport fishes, and I am hoping that out of the 

flood of interest now being demonstrated here, we can develop an adequate invest- 
igational program, looking toward the production of.a more adequate supply of 

game species. 

I have followed your work with some interest, although I am frank to say 
I do not know as much as I should like to about it. I was particularly impressed 

with the program which you and your committee developed and published upon in the 
January issue of "American Geme". If you have any further publications which I 

have not seen, I should be glad to have copies of separates. I already have the 

periodical mentioned, fhe Auk, Journal of Mammalogy, end Ecology. But there are 

a number of periodicals'in this field which I do not see often because of the 

limitations of our library here. 

Yours very truly, 

Srary Ofer 
TIS:¢ > Tied i spicata 

|



. File Copies to: Olin ° 
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‘February 14, 1930 

Mr. 6. I. B. Henning 
Du Pont Building 
Wilmington, Delaware . 

Dear Mr. Henning: 

; Now that I am back in the office I have had a chance 
to re-read carefully Dr. Bryant's paper on “California's 
Educational Progrem’ which you asked Mr, Comeaux to send out, 

When you spoke to me about this paper I pointed out 

certain specific defects of California's movies end exhibit 
material. In doing so, I may have given you the impression that 
I had a poor opinion of their program as a whole. If so, I want 
to correct that impression in the most @mphatic manner that I 
can, Their program is certainly admirable, and it would be both 
wngenerous and unwise of me not to acknowledge it. I know of no 
state which can compare with it in coaprehensiveness or funda- 
mental eoundness, 

I have long regarded “California Fish and Game" as the ‘ 
only gome magazine, outside of "American Game} that was really 

worth reading. . 

I wos not aware of the extent to which their activities 
along the line of training tourists, Boy Seoute, etc., had ex- 

panded, nor of the fact that they had employed what is substanti- 
ally the fellowship idea tefore we did, : 

The very existence of such an earnest and comprehensive 
effort shows that if we can demonstrate through Paul Fair certain 
improvements in the available machinery (exhibits and movies), those 
improvemente will be promptly adopted by a state like California. 

I am writing this simply to satisfy my own mind that I 
have not left an unjust impression in yours. 

With vest wishes, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
? In Charge, Game Survey



421 Chemistry Building P 

F March 25, 1929 

Prof. Joseph Dixon 
Museum of Bertebrate Zoology 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dixon: t 

Thank you for your letter of March 12 and the material ( 
you sént. It so happens thet I was familiar with all the inclosures \ 
except the one on the lynx. They rt illustrate the points \ 
you made in writing me before except that I was unaware that the \ 
reprint on "Deer of California" was full of typing errors. \ 

I agree with you sbout orthodox roolegy departments, 
but in placing our fellowships we steer clear of the orthodox vari+ 
ety. I have now traveled the country enough to say that a material 
proportion of universities are emerging from the old attitude. 

I would describe the work I have in mind something like 
this: 

You would be attached to the biological survey but would 
probably headquarter here in Madison. You would travel on an al+ 
most continuous round of the universities holding fellowships or 
applying for them, inspecting the work of fellows and giving them 
help and suggestions, Waturally the selection of the project, as 

. well as the execution, would be strongly influenced by you, and 
also the selection of the students and of the universities in which 

j to work. On the matter of salaries I can not be so specific be+ 
cause of governmental restrictions. Since the fellows themselves, 
however, will be getting up to $3000 it would seem necessary that 
the supervisor be fairly well paid, as scientific work goes. If 

: we cannot get adequate pay through the biological survey the super- 
visors may eventually have to be placed elsewhere and financed by 
the Institute, 

The fellowships are not tied down by any restrictions ; 
about degrees. The fellow may have no degree at all and he may 
be a Ph.D. It is all the same to us as long ae he is competent 
to do the job. 

sy 
\



\2l Chemistry Building h 

Mereh 5, 1929, 

Mr. Joseph Dixon, 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
Berkeley, Celifornia. 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Institute hes not recognised as yet any need for 

assistance in getting out worthwhile publications on game menegement. 

I would like to learn more ebout your case os  mensure of the possible 

existence of such @ need, Of course this ie on intricate gestion 

which can best be covered in converantion. One point — me 

is why the University's Zoology Series of publications @ ad not 

welcome material on applied as at rp pre from scientific game 

management. If you care to, I would yor 

of that Series. T can understend, of course, that you 1d not use 

photographs very freely in it. : 

If you publish through the Fish and Game Division, would 

thie mean publication in Californin Fish and Game or is there a 

separate series of bulletins? If there is, could you send me a sample 

go that I can get ap idea of whet you mean by poor printing? 

: Before rg definitely tie up with the National Park Service 

I wish you would let me know, T hed hoped for oan opportunity to have 

f@ telk with you bud since that is not yet in sight, T will eay that T 

hed your name in mind ae a supervisor of Institute Fellowships at the 

various Universities. If these eucesed 1% will not be long before 

Stoddard will have more then he cen hendle and two men instead of one 

Will be wegqaired. ‘This will involve, aecording ta present plans, being 

attached to the Biological Survey and I have mentioned the matter 

tentatively to Redington, who recopnizes that a second men may become 

necessary. Does the thing interest you at all? 

If not, there are some other openings in game work in the 

galing 208 | eet to tel] you about before you tie up with the 

Perk Service. With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

a rag hag Survey.
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It is, of course, hard to describe the work on paper. I 

wish, though, that you would let me know before becoming committed to 

anything ¢1se. : 

I am returning the documents which you marked for return 

end thank you very much for sending thom, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, F 

ALDO ISOPOLD, ; 

In Charge, Game Survey. 

X 

\
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FISH AND GAME COMMISSION Buin FRED G. STEVENOT 

‘ 1, ZELLERBACH, PRESIDENT MS Dinero 

4 SAN FRANCISCO les! eae R. R. SOBERANES 
GEO. B. CLARKSON a ee ot ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR 

4 Los ANGELES ey EUGENE D. BENNETT 
REGINALD G. FERNALD eS EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND ATTORNEY 

SANTA BARBARA 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Bepartment of Natural Resources 

) ie ont ( 

| Division of Fish and Game 
| : 

isision of Bish and Game 

FT cise gan Francisco, Calif. 
March 27, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I am sending you under separate cover, 
copies of CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME containing the 
articles on deer about:which you inquire in your 
letter of March 21. You are at liberty to reprint 
any material utilized in our magazines provided 
due credit is given. : 

Qn the authority of J.S.Hunter, a long 
time employee of this Division, the deer owned by 
Mr. Rampont are black-tailed deer from the north 

coast range of California. Unfortunately, we are 
unable to furnish glossy prints of the photographs. 

: | We are, therefore, forwarding your carbon letter 
to Mr. Rampont, at Ukiah, California. 

Very truly yours, 

j Eee 
Bureau of Hducation and “esearch 

‘HOB: M 
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Jomuary 24, 1929. 

Mr. John M. Glin, é 
c/o Western Cartridge Company, 

- ‘Bast Alton, Miinois. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

T have read with interest Nr. Joy's letter sbout Tule 
Take gent to you by Mr. Keller. I have made a reference to this 
= #0 that it will automatically came to my attention when 
widertake the Game Survey of California, but in the meantime I 

Go not see how the Inatitute can properly juige the merite of the 
case. I am very glad, of course, that ir. Joy and Mr. Keller 
have called attention to the evidence of the question and appreciate 
their cooperation in thic respect. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
; in Cherge, Game Survey. 

Incloseres: 

Copies of this letter for Keller, Weller,(and Joy if 
desired. )



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 
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WESTERN AMMUNITION 
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January 5, 1929. ile 4 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing correspondence from 

Mr. T. H. Keller of the Peters Cartridge Company 

to which is attached a letter from Mr. F. 0. 

Joy of the Marshall-WellsCompany of Portland, 

Oregon, pertaining to conditions at Tule Lake, 

| California. 

I thought that you might be interested 

in making some inquiry with respect to the 

actual facts. 

Yours truly, 

hairman, 
c ttee on Restoration 

; d Protection of Game 

J.M.Olin:W



THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANerted 
CABLE ADDRESS MANUFACTURERS OF SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION Ams. = 1A) Bo 
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‘ MAIN OFFICE & 

CINCINNATI, OHIO,U.S.A, ( 33) 

December 31, 1928. Be, oe) 

a 
“GAN $ ipgae 

Mr. J. M. Olin, Chairman, 
Committee on Restoration and 
Protection of Game, 
c/o Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Sir:- 

When the writer was recently on the Pacific 
Coast, Mr. F.0. Joy, of the Marshall-Wells Company at 
Portland, Oregon, talked to me with reference to same 
restrictions placed by the Biological Survey at Tule Lake, 
California. I also recall that Mr. Joy had addressed 
Mr. Waller of the duPont Company, and I am in receipt of 
another letter from him today attaching copy of a second 
letter addressed to Mr. Waller. I am enclosing herewith 
copies of the above for your information. 

I appreciate that probably you are fully 
acquainted with this situation; however, felt there would 
be no harm done by letting you have copies of the corre- 
spondence as referred to above. 

Yours véfy_truyy, an 

THK/BM. 
Encl.#1.



MARSHALL WELLS COMPANY 
Portland, Ore. 

Dec. 2”, 1928 

Mr. T. H. Keller, ; 
, Peters Cartridge Co., 

Cincinnati, 0. 

Dear Sir: j 

Attached is copy of my repay to Mr. Waller of 
the Sporting Powder Division of the E.I.DuPont De Nemours 
& Company in regard to the restrictions placed by the 
Biological Survey at Tule Lake, California. 

According to Mr. Waller the restrictions in no 
way worked a hardship on the hunters for the reason that 
it was his understanding that they had left open the 
area that was usually frequented by the hunters. The reverse 
is the case, This restriction has practically closed the 
entire lake. It was the only lake left open which served as 
a public hunting ground for a large body of shooters who are 
not able to afford the expense of a private hunting ground. 

Mr, Waller claims knowledge of the conditions at this 
lake due to the fact that he visited it in May of this 
year, and as I have stated in my letter the only way anyone can 
get correct knowledge of the hunting conditions would 
be to visit the area during the hunting season. 

Mr, Waller seemed to feel that perhaps I was more 
concerned about the immediate sale of ammunition than in 
the necessary protection to the game. ‘This is not the case, however, 
All that we are asking for is an arrangement that will give 
the common hunters access to a public hunting ground. The 
Biological Survey might just as well restrict the whole lake, for 
the open water is the part that it would be impossible to 
hunt with any degree of success, whhereas, the tules and 
marshes, which is the area generally used by the hunters , has 
been a favored hunting ground for a large body of sportsmen. 

The Biological Survey by this act has put out a 
large body of sportsmen and the only result will be that these ducks 
will be temporarily protected for the benefit of the sportsmen 
on the private clubs in Middle California. iy 

‘ According to the impression that has been formed by 
practically all sportsmen who are not members of private hunting 
clubs, the Biological Survey is busy engaged in closing up as 
rapidly as possible every public hunting ground of any conse- 

- quence and is opposing the efforts that have been made by a 
large body of sportsmen to reduce the game limit down to a 
basis which would naturally force a large number of these private 
gun clubs .to go out of existence,



I dont know if there is any use of iprolonging this 
discussion, nuy i want you to know that Mr. Waller has not been 
correctly informed and the Biological Survey has not acted to 
the best interest of the sportsmen on the Pacific Coast in 
continuing to practically close all public hunting grounds xm 
to a large number of sportsmen. 

As a manufacture, you are interested in the action of 
the Niological Survey. It is going to show considerable shrinkage 
in your ammunition sales in this immediate section. The Tule 
Lake section has served as a public hunting ground for sportsmen 
as far North as Seattle. Not only has duck shooting been 
affected, but goose shooting as well. The limit of geese is eight 
in a day, and if you could see as I have seen during the hunting 
season the apparent millions of birds that are in that area, a 
large number of which are in inaccessible parts, you would 
realize while a considerable number of birds are killed in hunting, 
the proportion to the amount thatare not harmed is very small. 

You will also remember perhaps the agitation in regard 
to duck poisoning which apparently was due to lack of supply of 
fresh water. In our opinion the Biological Survey, while ad- 
mitting that the natural conditions at Tule Lake in the early 
part of the season, are liable to credte this duck disease, neverthe- 
less by restricting this area they intend to increase the number 
of ducks without making any provision for supplying them ° 
with the necessary supply of fresh water. The ultimate result 
would be that there will be even a larger number of ducks affected 
by disease, whereas, if the number was kept down by the means of 

’ hunting to a reasonable limit, a large body of sportsmen would be 
benefited without in any way diminishing the natural supply 
of ducks from that region. 

Very truly yours, 

MARSHALL WHLLS COMPANY 

£10, Jey 

; Mgr. Sporting Boods Dept. 

i : COPY 
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Encl #1. 

December 20, 1928, 

Mp, i, W. fT. Waller, Jrs 
Assistant Director, 
Sporting Powder Division, 
E. I. DuPont De Nemours & Company, 
Wilmington, Delaware, 

Dear Sir: 

We very much appreciate your letter of the 14th, / 

although the writer personally can not agree with you { 

in every particular, being influenced particularly by his \ 

own observation and also by the apparent consensus of 
opinion of sportsmen on the Pacific Coast who are familiar 
with this situation.. 

You state that this area is known to you personally 
as you visited it in May of this year, Unfortunately owing 
to changes in weather conditions there is all together a 

* different condition existing during the hunting season, and 
it is the universal opinion that no one can get a correct 
idea of hunting conditions in any area, particularly in the 
Tule Lake section by examination at the time that you mention, 

While we feel sure that so far as members of the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturerst Institute are 
concerned they are open to conviction, Judging from the 
reputation of the Officials of the Biological Survey, including 
some of the Federal Game Wardens, there is some doubt in the 
minds of many of us if the best interests of the sportsmen in 
every section are always fully considered, 

You state that it is your belief that it is the 
Biological Survey's sincere desire not to put a stop to hunting 
or work undue hardships, 

While the greater part of Tule Lake, in fact all of 
it that is frequented by hunters, lies in the State of California, 
it has for many years served as the only public hunting ground 
for a large body of sportsmen through the entire State of Oregon, 
even as far North as Portland, I have in mind those that can 
not afford the heavy expense of a private shooting ground,
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With possibly one exception, every large lake that is at all 
accessible in the state of Oregon is now closed to public shooting, 
and with the closing of Tule Lake, while in the state of Cali- 
fornia, sefves Oregon sportsmen, the Biological Survey has, 
contrary to their expressions worked undue hardship upon a 
large number of sportsmen in the state of Oregon and in California. 

Please understand that the writer has also visited 
Tule Lake, but during the hunting season, and’ believe I am somewhat 
familiar with conditions. As I did not desire to reply wholly 
upon my opinion I have consulted residents of Klamath Falls, among 
whom are some of our salesmen who are here at this time at our 
convention and who also happen to be very ardent sportsmen. 

Now so far as your statement in your third paragraph 
that the continuance of the hunting privileges at the Southern end of 
the Leke, which is the end usually frequented by hunters, will 
state that this is not correct. No doubt when you visited Tule 
Lake you were perhaps informed by the Game wardens or other 
officials that this was the case, but I know from actual experience 
that restrictions take in the area that formerly was frequented 
by hunters, in fact the only area on which they could hunt ducks. 
The area that is not restricted at the Southern end of the lake 
is open water. The area that is restricted in Tules and Marshes, 
making a very desirable hunting ground. 

While myself personally, I do not intend in any way to 

question the integrity of the Federal Game Authorities, especially 
the local authorities, particularly Kay Steele, nevertheless, 
from the information I have received after his address recently 
at one of the Klamath Falls meetings, the consensus of opinion 
was that apparently the Federal Officers in order to lessen their 
burden would prefer to close the area for by so doing it would require 
less supervision. Another reason that was given and one [I thing 
has some merit is that the private duck clubs in the central part 
of California are behind this and it also seems to be the opinion 
that the Biological Survey, particularly Mr. Reddington, is 
influenced by those interests which do not give the common type 
of hunters an equal break. 

In the last paragraph of the first page of your letter 
you endeavor to make comparisons between the Mississippi River 
section and the Tule Lake Section. For many years the writer 
was a resident of the state of Minnesota and is somewhat familiar 
with conditions in the part of the Mississippi Kiver territory 
south of the state of Minnesota. It is very easy for private duck 
clubs controlling large areas to limit their shooting to only 
a part of their area Bor there is only a comparatively small 
number of members affected,
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In the Tule Lake section there is an entirely different 

condition, I am informed by Klamath Lake residents that there 

is pPactically no duck hunting now in the Tule section, 
If weather conditions are right, their first line trenches 
may get a few shots in the early flight and that is all. I 
have been informed by a large number of experienced hunters 
that it is useless now to attempt to hunt ducks in this section. 

The writer feels that if there is any reason for the opinion 

that this action was taken for the benefit of the private duck 
clubs in California, there is a large supply that will be saved 
for them by closing of the natural shooting ground at Tule. 
Lake, keeping it only for a resting ground for the California 
private gundlubs who might, of course, hope to afford a 
sufficient protection to the ducks to eventually promote an 

increase. Personally I do not believe so, I think there § 

would be a far greater number shot by the members of these 

private clubs. 

Reading the clipping from the bulletin "Field and Strem" 
of January 1929, an item entitled "Tule Lake Waterfowl Problem", 
the statement is made that "much of the best shooting area of 
this entire region is controlled by clubs of wealthy men", That 
statement is entirely incorrect, In fact, some of those that 
are very strongly prejudiced go far in stating that it is a 
deliberate misrepresentation of actual facts. So far as Tule 
refuge is concerned it has always been a public shooting ground, 
There have been no private clubs, 

Another part of this bulletin admits that while there 
has been some objection .to the extent of the refuge established, 
"much of the area shot over in the past consists of a vast mud 
morass in which thousands of birds were killed and were never 
retrieved", If you will correct that statement to read "in which 
thougands of birds were killed", I will agree with them, This 
so-called "vast mud morass" makes a wonderful natural hunting 
ground. Occasionally there might be a cripple get away. We 
believe the same thing applies to the greater number of private 

; clubs. : 

In the next paragraph it states that "Tule Lake lies 
just within the state of California, adjacent to Oregon, and 
supplements the Clear Lake refuge of California on the east and 
the recently established Upper Klamath refuge on the upper 
shore of Klamath Lake in Oregon," It also states that "the 
reflooding of the lower Klamath Lake, proposed by sportsmen, 

; has been abandoned by the Secretary of Agriculture as impractical 
on account of lack of surplus water available for this purpose, 
The water which might otherwise be used being diverted by 
irrigation projects already established,"
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For if you have thoroughly inspected the lower Klamath Lake 
region, you very well know that in no part of that immediate 
area is water needed for irrigation purposes that could im any 
way be irrigated. It is true that a large area of land in 
the Klamath Lake basis might be improved by irrigating, but the 
expense would be all together too great in proportion to the 
value of the land. 

In the last paragraph it states that the Secretary of 
Agriculture, in announcing the establishment of the Tule Lake refuge, 
states that the area they are setting aside is strategically 
located along the principal lines of migration. Now if it is 
really brue that this statement is authentic and 
in every respect correct, the Biological Survey should take the 
same interest throughout the entire state of California, closing 
every lake, giving the ducks positively safe passageway from the time 
they arrive across the Canadian border until they reach the 
Bulf of Mexico. 

In some way the sportsmen of this section were led 
to believe-that protective measures were to be used only to pro- 
mote the increase of the game but were not to be used to 

, entirely restrict the large number of sportsmen who can not 
afford the privilege of. an expensive hunting club. 

Referring to your letter, you state in the fifth 
paragraph that is your belief conditions will readjust themselves 

"go that conditions will be just as good as in the past. I only j 
wish that this was true, but you are entirely mistaken. All 
the sportsmen in the Klamath Falls section want is a reasonable re- 
striction.n It is positively silly for the Biological Survey to 
advance any arguments in favor of the present lines of restriction for 
the reason they have left no natural hunting grounds for the 
sportsmen in that area. I am speaking now of ducks. So far as geese 
are concerned, it is true they can be hunted in the wheat fields sur- 
rounding Tule Lake outside of the restricted area, but the } 
action of the Biological Survey has to every pr actical extent 
eliminated duck hunting in the Tule lake region. 

Now please don't get the idea that we are in favor of 
removing all restrictions, All that the sportsmen want is an 
equal break and they have not been getting it from the Biological 
Survey for a good many years. 

To substantiate this statement, permit me to say that 
the large number of sportsmen, even including some members of the 
private clubs in the states of Washington, Oregon and California, 
are in favor of restricting the limit of migratory birds, 
particularly ducks.
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A large number are even in favor of as small a limit:as ten 
for one day and fifteen for the week, Personally I am in. 
favor of that number, I understand a compromise has been 
decided upon of fifteen for the day and twenty for the week, 
The sportsman of the Pacific Cgast section cannot understand 
the attitude of the Biological Survey, particularly that of 
Mr. Reddington, in the opposition to repeated requests that 
have been made for a revision in the limit of migratory birds. 

As we see it, there are just two methods that can be used 

in controlling the shooting of migratory birds = one by the 
means of reducing the game limit and the other by the means of 

restricting all territory to scuh an extent as to practically 
prevent any shooting except on private resevers, Personally 

I am in favor of a reduced limit. : 

I furthermore wish to express my appreciation of the 
interest you have indicated, especially in the arrangement you 
have made for Mr. Fry to communicate with me and I hope that ; 
he will be given the opportunity to carefully investigate the 
actual conditions of the Tule Lake section during the hunting 

season, The residents of the Klamath Falls section would welcome 
impartial investigation of the actual conditions existing during 
the hunting season, 

I will greatly appreciate having this matter brought 
before the attention of the Game Committee of the Sporting Arms 
and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, and wish to reciprocate 
with best wishes for the New Year, 

Yours very truly, 

MARSHALL WELLS COMPANY 

* Mgr. Sporting Goods Dept,
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October 3, 1928 V4 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Forest Products Laboratory, 

U. S. Forest Service, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: \ 

Yes, I know Mr. pe“. McLean very well. Dr. Storer and 

I "discovered" him, as a promising country boy, when we were in 
the early stages of our survey of the Yosemite section. Subse- 

quently, he served as natural history collector for this Museum; 

and for at least three summers I was encamped on his father's 

ranch at Coulterville, so that, naturally, there was a good deal 

of association. 

Later, McLean was taken on as Assistant in the newly 

established Yosemite Museum; and then he became a nature guide. 

Now, he is associated with Dr. H. C. Bryant in the educational 

work of the State Fish and Game Division. 

McLean has keen powers of field observation. I at 
one time held high expectations of his development into a thorough- 
going field naturalist. But he lacked ability to fix his atten- 

tion upon a definite program; and he was not literarily inclined. 

I think, right now, he has a berth to his liking, and in which he 

is highly appreciated. He can be reached through the California 

Fish and Game Division, Russ Building, San Francisco. 

Very truly yours,
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Cw oe Rk San Francisco. 

C 7a August 16, 1928. 
Co f 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
U. 5. Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

Have just read of your appointment and new work in the August issue of 
American Forest. I am sure you will excel in it. I also enjoyed the handsome 
likeness - in looks, I'd say, penetration for a teal at sixty yards. Many well 
wishes. 

May I ask if there is any way I can cooperate with you along this coast? 
Would be more than pleased to get into such work and feel well equipped to do so. 
The lines "best means to sustain production of game crop" in the magazine article 
about yourself have set me to thinking. ly "game nose" always locates feed first 
of all. ‘his is found in areas which are defined by a lean streak. ‘These areas 
according to my experience determine the varieties of game and then the feather- 
ed, furred and human enemies are not hard to get at. State, county and township 
lines have nothing to do with such surveys, although they are generally made 
that way. The hunters are residents, members of clubs and tourists. These 
things hold pretty definite all over our country, so my first thought would be 
to estimate or apply remedies by areas. But you are more experienced, so do you 
think this would be practical as a general policy to follow? 

Trusting that you will command me if there is any way in which I can 
assist you, and that I may hear from you when you can spare the time, I remin 

Sincerely, 

(Written 9/21/28; going west 
in 6 mos.; will give him a < i 
ring.) | 

| 

AAJ 
|
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: d 

That is interesting news, that you are under- 
teking a study of the country's game resources,in 
commercial interests. I prophesy important results, 
under your direction, and under these auspices. 
Curiously, with numerous federal and state agencies 
presumably concerned in such matters, I am unconvinced 
that any thoroughgoing study of this sort has up until 
now been madee I shall welcome your visit here, and 
will be ready to furnish any information likely to 
help you in your work; also to communicate to you such 
ideas as I have concerning the problems of game conserv- 
ation. 

; Very truly yours, 

Wan (QR ' p - oe 
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Digest of 
Robinson, Cyril 8.: Notes on s Haiont Fat 
Condor Collected on Ebay tio . 
U.S8.Forest Service (mimeog.), May 15, aio 

Pp. 2-3. Consus data. End of 1934, est..........60 
End of Baepssehe sess) 5+ aa 
Bnd Of 1936......cee eee. ARGO 

p. 7 Food Habits. Shrinkage of cattle industry reduced food. 

p. 8. " " . Ate deer killed by lion. (Possible that lion 
. @ontrol has reduced available food.) 

p-8-9. pl Habits. Auto kills of jackrabbits and dogs may have increased 
‘ood. 

p. 9,10. Water. Needed daily. Bathe. 

p- 10. Predation. Coyotes, bobcats, and cougars may kill condors at carcasses. 

p- ll. Accidents. 2 known kills by hailstorm: "The loss of two of the small 
remaining colony of the largest birds that fly over America, is 
definitely laid at the door of a hailstorm. The mountain tragedy was 
discovered by Sam Kosub, Forest Service foreman, at Sunset Valley 
Gamp, when he was sent into the Peach Tree country with several CCC 
boys to look for lightning fires. They came across the carcass of 
a horse and nearby a dead condor, while a second bird lay some distance 
away. A third condor, apparently badly injured, flew away. Hail still 
lay piled in surrounding gullies to a depth of from two to three feet, 
some of the hailstones as large aS walmuts. Post mortem by Mr. Rett 
showed that the backs of both birds were broken." 

p. il. Accidents. Killed by oil at waste pools. 

p- 12. Poisoning. Not likely to be important because of ease of r itation 
and deterioration of strychnine in carcesses. (Other valent 

p- 12. Sex display. Strut like turkeys. 

ce Rare Species folder 
Galifornia — 
Accident folder 
Digests 
Water
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BIOGRAPHICAL DISSERTATION oe ROA | 

1908 —Born in San Francisco, California. \ ay 

1929 —B.8., University of San Franeisco. Systematics AND Natura History or CALIFORNIAN Hares AND | 

1931 —M.A., University of California, Rassits (Fammy Leportar) 

1929-1935—-Graduate Student, University of California. The family Leporidae is represented in California by seven well marked 

1932-1935—Research Assistant in the Museum of Vertebrate Zodlogy, Univer- species, five of which break up into two or more geographic races within this 

sity of California. defined territory. The white-tailed jack rabbit (Lepus townsendit) and the 

1935-1936—Wildlife Technician, National Park Service. pigmy rabbit (Sylvilagus idahoensis) show no subspecific variation throughout 

1936-1937—Assistant Curator, Department of Ornithology and Mammalogy, thy respecte Bree that they, OCeaey veto the state, whereas the Wiper yeon 
California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco. 4 snowshoe rabbit (Lepus washingtonit) possesses two subspecies, the black- 

tailed jack rabbit (Lepus californicus) five subspecies, the Nuttall cottontail 

(Sylvilagus nuttallii) two subspecies, the Audubon eottontail (Sylvilagus 

audubonii) four subspecies, and the brush rabbit (Sylvilagus bachmant) eight 

subspecies. 
A study of the habits and habitats of the species involved has indicated two 

factors to be responsible, in part, for the specific differences shown in sub- 

speciation: first, uniformity versus diversity of environment occupied and, 

second, specific ability for dispersal. A uniform environment tends toward con- 

staney of character, whereas the action of natural selection upon a species 

throughout whose range environmental differences occur is more likely to result 

in local variants. On the other hand, sedentary species occupying a diverse type 

of environment are apt to show greater geographic variability than those spe- 

cies which inhabit the same environment but possess greater capability for 

individual and mass population movement. 
A great deal of parallel variation is exhibited throughout the ranges of those 

leporid species showing subspecifie variation. Forms inhabiting the northwest 

\ coast area and the upper Sacramento Valley possess darker coloration, greater 

body length, larger cranial dimensions in general, and smaller auditory appa- 

ratus, than do forms inhabiting the southeastern deserts. Certain of these char- 

acters which vary geographically appear to be environmental adaptations. The 

dark color of races inhabiting the northwestern portion of the state and the 

pale color of desert races would appear to be decidedly advantageous. If size 

of auditory apparatus is indicative of capability to hear in species that rely 

largely upon this sense to detect natural enemies, the greater development of 

this structure among races living in an atmosphere where acoustical conditions 

are poor would seem to be adaptive. 
Those species whose ranges include both cismontane California and the 

. southeastern deserts show a gradual change from north to south with respect to 

. geographically varying characters throughout the regions lying north and 

west of the deserts. This change is correlated with a gradual change of environ- 

ment. On the Mohave and Colorado deserts, however, where environmental 

conditions are much more uniform over extensive areas, subspecific characters 

are likewise found to be more constant.
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x Read at annual meeting of Conservation Section, California State Chamber of 

Commerce, San Francisco, Calif. 

November 19, 1936 
' GAME MANAGEMENT ON PRIVATE LANDS IN CALIFORNIA r i Af 

By Tracy I. Storer } ple lid 

Division of Zoology, University of California 

Davis, California 

Discussion of this topic may be prefaced by a series of questions, the 

answers to which will direct attention to the important features of the subject. 

1. Has the population of game animals declined in California? 

2. If so, what are the causes of this decline? 

3. Can steps be taken to check further decline and to increase 
the present population? 

4. What are the fundamental factors that regulate animal 

populations? 

i 5. What is game management? 

6. What are appropriate game management procedures? 

7. Is game management necessary in California, and if so why? 

8. Are the present practices of federal, state and private 

agencies in California properly to be classed as game 
management? 

9. Is the necessary knowledge available for effective game 
management here? 
If not, how may such knowledge be acquired? 

10. Should management by (a) solely a function of the state, (bd) 
solely a private function, (c) independent effort by each of 
these, or (d) integrated effort by these two agencies? 

11. What benefits may accrue as a result of proper game manage- 

ment practices (a) to sportsmen, (b) to landholders, (¢) to 
the State? 

12. What measures, if any, may be instituted in the present state 
of knowledge for the benefit of game populations in this State? 

I. Decline of Game Populations in California 

When California first came to the attention of the American people it 
was a land well populated by a large variety of wild animals, elk, deer, 
antelope, mountain sheep, quail, grouse, doves, waterfowl of many kinds, bea: g, 
mountain lions, wild cats, coyotes, foxes, beaver, squirrels and other specics 
in numbers appropriate to the kinds of habitat and food available to each.



Today, scarcely a century later, the numbers have been markedly reduced, 

The grizzly is gone, elk, antelope and mountain sheep and some water fowl 

are permanently off the hunting list, grouse and sagehen, quail and doves 

are, in varying degree, far below former numbers. Twenty years ago ob- 

servers of experience stated that ducks and geese were then from 50 to 95% 

below original numbers; today some of these have declined so far as to be 

off the game list. Only in a few places are deer, rabbits and quail present 

in numbers approaching their original status. Hunters are constantly 

searching for places that afford even fair hunting conditions. The current 

federal regulations and provisions of the California Game Code, allowing 

only brief oven seasons and small bag limits, indicate that in the opinion 

of legislators, game administrators and the public, game populations are 

far below former levels. 

II; Causes of Decline 

There is far less agreement as to the causes of this decline. The 

subject has been much argued by laymen--- and with little profit! If sports- 

men were informed on the fundamental biology of their favorite birds and 

mammals or willing to accevt the findings of competent scientific investi- 

gators, they would not continue to cling to certain fallaceous ideas in this 

field; The way would then be clear for more satisfactory attempt to develop 

constructive aid. The major causes of decline are overhunting and changes 

in the plant cover. 

A. Overhunting. The human population of California, during the 
vast century, has risen from less than a quarter million Indians and a 
negligible number of Caucasian pioneers, to more than six million persons. 
A heavy hunting pressure has been laid on all game species. This began 
with the explorers and early settlers who necessarily used game as food. 
There followed commercial exploitation by market hunters, under legal 
sanction, for fifty to sixty-five years, while throughout the past eighty— 
five years there has been a regular levy by sport hunters. At first these 

vere fow in numbers but hunting seasons were long and restrictions as to 

bag limit non-existent or alight. The sport hunters have increased until 
they now conmrise an army of uovard of a quarter million annually licensed. 
During this time the back country of California has become progressively 
more accessible; once reached imperfectly by poor trails it is now penetrated 
by modern highways that radiate to nearly all portions. 

B. Changes in food, water, and cover conditions. Alterations in 
the plant cover and water relations have resulted from the settlement of 
California and the development of agriculture, lumbering, and industry. 

lumbering and clearing for agriculture have removed the appropriate cover 
for game birds and mammals on many thousands of acres. The planted fields, 
vineyards and orchards of modern agriculture do not constitute exact réplace- 

ment of the original cover types. Logging initiates a succession of changes 

in plant cover in replacement of forest. Water has been conserved for irri- 
gation, urban use, power development, leaving, in many places, little or none 

for even the relatively slight needs of game animals, Protection of chapsrral 

growths, as nart of the general campaign of fire prevention, has altered the 
type of ‘cover formerly present on many foothill areas in earlier days. LDens- 
growths of tall chaparral now clothe slopes on which lesser growths were ouco 
interspersed with grasses and herbs. The doctrine of clean cultivation on 
crop lands that seeks to remove, or to kill by chemical control, the last 
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vestiges of grasses and herbs about orchard trees, along fence rovs, and in 

field corners has already been demonstrated, in other states, to be a potent 

factor in the decline of bobwhite, and such information as has been gathered 

to date in California indicates a similar result with valley quail. Over- 

grazing, particularly along water courses, with resultant destruction of the 

raterside cover has reduced the "housing facilities" for small game in these 

places over much of the state. 

III. Aiding Game Populations 

When once the fundamental factors that regulate the vopulation of 

each svecies of game animal are known it is certain, by experience with 

game svecies in other states and countries, that means can be devised for 

checking the decline and for actually building up the populations in Cali- 

fornia. Already four major techniques have been employed in California in 

efforts to conserve game. That none or all of them together has been very 

successful is due to the fact that they vere based on faulty assumptions 

or the details of the procedures used were not satisfactory. These four 

techniques are? 

A. Legal restriction. This has already been carried close or 

quite to practical limits by progressive reduction in length of open season 

and of bag limits, by soecifying the size, age, or sex of animals that may 

be taken, and by other limitations on hunting. Completely closed seasons 

for several years, already tried with some species, have seldom been pro- 

ductive of the exnected increases in population; this is primarily a measure 

for emerzency situations. Leal restriction can, in the very nature of 

thines, do little that is definitely constructive; it merely limits, in a 

desree, the hunting pressure, but it cannot even do this in full desree so 

long as no limit is placed on the number of shooters who may hunt game on 

a given tract of land. 

B. Artificial repopulation. This has been attempted in California 

with many fishes and a few birds. It has involved the importation of alien 

svecies from other states and countriés, the transplantation of native species 

within the state, and the release of alien or native species reared on fame 

farms. Signal success by Oregon in acclimatization of the Ring-necked 

Pheasant and the routine repopulation of pheasant coverts in western Europe 

have been the major examples that have fired interest in this technique for 

California and other states. An enormous amount of money and effort has dcen 

and is still beinz wasted in this field of endeavor. Wishful thinking by 

enthusiastic sportsmen and zame officials has directed most of the work to 

date. Seldom, if ever, has there been a careful study beforehand, by 

competent observers of the suitability of the alien to the habitat into 

which it is to be introduced. Seldom, if ever, have released birds been 

panded, been studied carefully after release, or been checked in hunters! 

bazs to appraise, biolozically and financially, the value of such endeavors. 

Careful cost accountine will show that pen reared birds cannot be placed on 

the land in sufficient numbers to afford any measure of shooting satisfaction 

to the hunter under financing by present license fees. After planting seed 

stock, in the case of successful acclimatization of alien species, repro- 

duction in the wild must account for the creat majority of birds brought io 

bam by hunters. There are definite limits as to the nuuber of birds that 

any piece of land and cover can support; release of birds in excess of noms! 

carrying capacity of the area results in early loss of this excess, sometimes 

even before they can be harvested by hunting. 
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C. Predator control. Hunters and game commissions have long clung 

to the idea that predator control was a major factor in maintaining game 

populations. The subject is and has been enormously popular as shown by 

the amount printed on the subject in sporting literature and the funds and 

efforts, public and private, allocated to this work. With the possible ex- 

ception of the mountain lion campaign, none of the predator control work in 

this state has been shown by cometent authority (popular opinion may be 

discounted) to have been productive of measurable results in increasing the 

game supply. On the contrary, in Stoddard's work with the bobwhite in the 

southeastern states, in Errington's work with the same bird in the midwest, 

and with Valley Quail in California (as on the Spring Velley Water Co. 

property) the importance of predators in rerulating the level of game popu- 

lations has been shown to be far less than popularly supposed. 

D. Game refuges. These have been used 1n various countries for 

centuries; California began a system of state refuges in 1911 and various 

schemes for temporary refuges under joint state and private auspices have 

been developed. The theory underlying the use of refuges as places for pro- 

duction of game that may syread out into adjacent hunting territory is sound. 

But many details of practice here have been uns-tisfectory, such as size of 

areas chosen, the quality of land and nature of plant cover on refuges, and 

the availability of water. The choice of sites for refuges can be made only 

by trained personnel, well informed ss to the requirements of the geme 

species for wiich aid is sought. 

Actual proof that the first three of these four techniques have failed 

in obtaining the results desired lies in the general conditions regarding 

game in California today. If these measures are wnavailing, are there any 

practical means to aid game populations? The answer is yes, and lies in 

first understanding the fundamental requirements of wild ‘birds and mammals 

in nature. These requirements may now be considered. 

IV. Fundanental Environmental Factors Regulating Wild Animal Populations. 

All of the many items that figure in the success of failure of a 

species of animal in nature may be reduced to six basic environmental factors: 

(1) food, (2) shelter, (3) breeding places, (4) competitors, (5) enenies, 

(6) disease. 

1. Food. The population level of a species is limited by the 

food available at the season of least abundance. If there is food to main- 

tain 100 individuals on an area at one season and only enough for 10 at 

another then only 10 individuals cen pass through the year successfully, no 

matter how many younz are oroduced annually. Where snow covers the ground 

in winter, food shortage usually occurs in the colder months; the reduction 

may occur at other seasons in an arid region. Nutritional factors have been 

found to be important in the production of domestic livestock and poultry 

and may play a part with wild svecies although information is yet scant in 

this field. 

2. Shelter. Wild animals need cover into which they may escape 

from enemies and where they may rest and sleen. Escape cover must be close 

to forage areas. An intermingling of feeding territory and escape cover is 

productive of best results. Where shrubs and small trees heave been cleared 

out no such escape cover is available and such species as quail, pheasants, 
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and rabbits are reduced. There are definite practical limits as to maximum 

and minimum density of cover for best results. 

3. Breeding places. Escape and loafing cover may or may not 

afford appropriate breeding places. Unless both types are present the species 

will not attain the numbers that the land will otherwise support. Farm oper- 

ations on crop lands interfere with nesting activities of quail and pheasants 

in California. Development of anpropriate nesting cover where now deficient 

will enable larger numbers of broods to be brought off successfully. 

4. Competitors. Livestock and deer compete for forage on many 

areas; rodents and game birds may be dependent upon the same seed supplies 

in certain seasons; alien species introduced in territory occupied by a 

resident svecies of the same type forces competition between the two. 

Adjustments between same and aericultural interests have already 

been made in California where deer were damaging farm crops and gardens. In 

other countries farmers are compensated for damae suffered from game. 

5. Enemies. Most species are harassed by a variety of enemies. 

Man, as a hunter constitutes one of the enemies of same. The toll taken by 

predators has been found, where studied carefully, to be related to the den- 

gity of population in respect to cover. On Znglish estates with excess nop- 

ulation of pheasants in late’ summer predation may effect serious damage. 

With wild game, adequately supvlied with eacape cover, losses to predators 

are far less. Trapping of predatcrs in winter when fur is prime has been 

found the most satisfactory and economical procedure in control of the 

enemies of geme; this also brings some return to land owners. Control of 

predators by popular campaign or by bounties seldom achieves useful results 

and wastes money needed for other operations. 

6. Disease. Control of disease in wild game populations is 

difficult or impossible save in exceptional circumstances as with botulism 

in ducks and foot-and-mouth disease in deer. Care in transplant of game 

stocks will reduce difficulties in this field but already numerous diseeses 

lave been Spread among game populations. Only careful research will show 

the possibilities on control measures for other diseases. 

Vv. Game Management. 

This new phrase means doing things of a constructive character that 

will build up and maintain game ponulations on a basis of sustained yield. 

This involves first understanding the fundamental requirements of each species 

and then doing the things necessery to see that these requirements are sup- 

plied. Crop and livestock production in agriculture are successful in pro- 

portion as the »roducers have fundamental understanding of the processes in- 

volved. Farmers do not improve their technique in the growing of crops by 

meeting in convention and passing resolutions. The basic knowledge for cur- 

rent agricultural practice has been gained through the research work of. the 

agricultural experiment stations that have been adequately staffed and 

financed for more than a half century. By the applicetion of findings in 

agricultural research our farmers have been able to produce such surplusses 

of crops as to constitute a serious problem. No game crop yet suffers from 

overproduction in California! 
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Game management has become necessary in California because the unaided 

production in the wild is scarcely adequate for present day needs. Many of 

the nractices now applied in behalf of game by federal, state and private 

enterprise, as already intimated, are inadequate, and do not constitute 

proper game management because these practices sre not based on true under- 

standing of the requirements of our fame snecies. The necessary knowledge 

is not in hand for effective game management because the necessary research 

has not been conducted. Research on game problems must be adequately fin- 

anced, must be in the hands of competent investigators, and must be on a 

sufficiently stable basis through a term of years so as to ensure the obtein- 

; ing of sound knowledge capable of practical a»plication. Agriculture has 

long since recognized the necessary conditions for effective research; the 

sportsmen in certain foreign countries and in a number of the states in this 

country have established similar game research stations; California lags far 

behind. If a fraction of the money now devoted to artificial propagation 

and to predator control were used, first in study to learn appropri:te game 

management procedure, and later, in increasing amount, to apply these pro- 

cedures, California would have better hunting. Excellent work has been 

done in this state with commercial fishes, a beginning has been made on 

game fish, but practically nothing has been done in respect to land game. 

VI. Public vs. Private Game Management. 

Much of the best land suited to game production in California is 

privately owned. The state could, conceivably, step in and manage the game 

on these areas. But such a program might be of doubtful legal status and 

certainly would be impractical. On the other hand the private land holder, 

even when interested, seldom knows what measures to employ. Neither the 

federal or state government has the funds even to anply partial management 

procedures on the lands to which they hold title. The only vracticable 
means lies in cooperetive effort, governmental agencies supplying technical 
and legal supervision while the land holders cerry on the necessary detailed 
operations. This method is already operating in Wisconsin, Iowa, and other 
eastern states. The exact program varies in different states and with 
local conditions. 

Vit. Benefits Accruing with Application of Proper Game Management. 

Experience elsewhere indicates that material benefits are possible 
under application of anpropriate game management. Pioneer conditions are 
gone and cannot be reestablished. As hunting pressure has increased 
farmers and other land holders have suffered abuse in varying degree from 
a certain percentage of shooters. More stringent trespass laws have been 
enacted. Antagonism between farmers and sportsmen zets nowhere; coopera- 
tion between these groups can be productive of mutual benefit. Arrange- 
ments already in operation in eastern states and Surope, whereby sportsmen 
and farmers arrive at satisfactory use of farm lands for game production 
as well es for agricultural pur joses, show that such adjustments are pos- 
sible and practicable. Such cconerative arrangements when worked out in 
California will provide 

a) for the sportsman: assurance of a place to hunt; bettered hunt- 
ing conditions through increased game supply; opportunity for constructive 
effort in behalf of game during parts of the year when hunting is not allowed; 
possible increase in length of hunting season and in total bag (as now 
practiced in certain eastern states). 
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b) for the farmer: cooperation and not conflict with sportsmen; pro- 

tection against undesirable trespass; cash income from rental or lease of 

shooting rights and from efforts expended by farmer in behalf of game such 

as provision of food, cover and water as needed; and resulation of preda- 

tors as needed by moderate winter trapping for fur 

ec) for the state: cancelling of disputes between farmers and snorts- 

men; enlistment of aid fran both groups in behalf of game; improved feed and 

cover conditions for game; reduction in expenditure of state funds for re- 

population and for predator control. 

VIII. Management Measures Capable of Immediate Application. 

Corrective measures already known and capable of being anplied in- 

clude improvement of cover, supnlying food or water where needed, intelli- 

gent application of predator control, and remulation of hunting so that ad- 

equate breeding stock will be carried over from year to year. 

Clean cultivation of crop lands has been advocated by many arricul- 

tural agencies and practiced by many farmers in the west in the interests 

of weed control, elimination of harbor for injurious insects, and for water 

conservation. Recent studies are showing that these ends are not always 

achieved, that the practice may be carried to unnecessary and unprofitable 

extremes, and that erosion and consequent loss of fertile soil may follow 

especially on hill lands, 

Clean cultivation reduces food and cover for quail, pheasants, doves, 

and rabbits. Harlier farm operations in the middle west favored quail sand 

other species by opening up the plant cover and providing an abundance of 

"edge zone" between woodland or brush and grasslands. Tet advantage was 

lost by the subsequent cleaning up of fence rows and field corners and the 

elimination of brush and small stands of onen woodland. 

On California farms, if grasses and weeds must be removed, for the 

purposes indicated, there muy be substituted as game cover, certain vines 

and shrubs. Piles of orchard prunings may be left through the winter and : 

then burned in late February before borers cscane from these niles to in- 

fest living trees. These means will provide escene cover, roosting places, 

and some shelter for nesting. Fence rows and field corners, if allowed to 

mature a crop of seeds, will supnort resident game in winter when other 

food may be scarce. Actual nlanting of food vatches, as practiced in the 

middle west and eastern states, would be of benefit in localities in Cali- 

fornia that experience severe winter weather. 

Overgrazing of pasture and range lands by domestic animals has 

numerous bad effects. The subsequent carrying canacity for domestic live- 

stock is reduced, erosion is facilitated, certain weeds and other plants of 

low nutritive value are allowed to spread, and game birds and marmals suffer 

from loss of food and cover. Moderate, well regulated, grazing has none of 

these defects. 

The natural vegetational cover along stream courses on farms is often 

important for game, if not abused. But if livestock are allowed to overgraze 

and trample such areas, their value to game may be entirely lost. If the 

water course and a small amount of bordering land 1s surrounded by a simple 
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stock fence, with lanes at intervals that will allow stock access to the 

stream, the streamside cover will regenerate, it will heve a greater value 

in game production, and such cover will restrict erosion along the stream 

course in periods of heavy runoff. 

Besides improvement in cover and food for game there are certain 

places where water supplies are needed. In the agricultural development 

of the arid west, small local supplies of water have been husbanded care- 

fully for crop and ranch use. Even the relatively minute supplies needed 

by game birds have often been withdrawn. Means are now known whereby birds 

in arid districts may be provided with drinking water from tanks; the cost 

is low, the results are often important. 

On many farms the predators, especially the smaller species, consti- 

tute a valuable fur resource. During the winter, when fur is prime, moder- 

ate trapping will bring in some financial return to the farmer through the 

sale of pelts, and, at the same time, reduce the predator population to a 

proper balance. In places where predators are levying heavily on game 

species or on domestic livestock a heavier program of trapping is needed. 

Finally, farmers may, by issuing permits, either with or without 

charging fees as they see fit, regulate the shooting on their lands so that 

the number taken each season will not denlete the breeding stock for the 

following spring. The Williamston vroject in Michigan is one practical 

demonstration of this type of regulation. 
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WHO KILLED gape 
THE CONDORS? ee Meee eS oe en ig ‘ 

. > : oe + me m . * 

By CARROLL DEWILTON SCOTT |g Ne Ee 
fie 

e 
nm a i 

HE STORM-CLOUDS gathered above the condor when ae 72 ge Ss 

Tite white man began crowding into California in : ye” — Mee, . 

1850. For two decades thereafter the storm reached ri Wea ‘ ae .. = 

sufficient violence to drive the condor from the middle ii \ i = 

and northwest portions of the state. It then swept dw. « = e Ke os i ee 

the coast, became a veritable hurricane of destructiveness ¥ ¥, “i : 3 bee a 

for two more decades, and when it began to break up at 7 Ke \ aga 

the beginning of the present century, the condor was a Cane eS ik Me Sie 

f candidate for extinction. So much is history. But how = a Cig S \ e 

| did it all happen? ee “ ac 

i What do the pioneers have to say? Go, for instance, to oe Pee oo a ¥ Ae \ 

Hector Angel of Mesa Grande, San Diego County. Cattle- — ee iN 

man, deer-hunter and homespun naturalist, he is sixty- ax oan ye .¥ | 

eight and has lived in the San Diego Mountains since FP" * me ce ee £0 Pa = 

1880. I visited him last summer. . ie “ge ot: Yay wage Le 

“Heck, were there many condors here when you came?” _ ce “he eee 

“You could see them in the sky all summer and winter. “ 1 ge & : ‘\ ve ° ae 

You could often see a dozen, with the buzzards, around FE Tihet Pate ite . 2 a a Bs 

a carcass. aa GHRCORUI COnGORS PHOTOGRAPH BY FINLEY AND BOHLMAN 

“How many did you ever see at one time?’ A pitiful few of these great birds are still alive with every 
“In 1886, in March, after a late snowstorm froze 3000 indication that unless extreme measures are 

lambs at Warner’s Ranch, I rode horseback through taken the species is doomed to extinction 

hundreds of condors and thousands of buzzards. There One more bit of testimony. This from an Indian, aged 

were acres of them. The air was full of them.” (Heck 83, who lives at the foot of Palomar Mountain. 

really said, “A thousand condors and ten thousand buz- “Did you used to see condors in early times?” 

zards,” but I am allowing for lapse of time and youthful “Yes. In the sixties and seventies you could see fifteen, 

impressions. However, when you consider that Frank twenty, fifty, in the sky at one time.” 

Stephens counted twenty-eight around one dead horse in “What do you think happened to them?” 

the lower San Joaquin Valley as late as 1894, you may be “In the eighties they began to scatter. In the nineties 

; sure that “Heck” saw something they disappeared. I think people 

memorable.) scared them away. Once in a while 

& “Did people kill the birds?” somebody shot one.” 

v “Now and then. Once I shot i I could go on citing interviews. 

one to examine. I saw a cowboy i But the stories would sound much 

shoot another. One time I found the same. In southern California, 

one dead by the roadside. An Indian where condors are seen no more or 

shot one once to make a feather just casually, they were abundant in 

dancing skirt. But shucks, there the seventies, fairly common in the 

were lots of them all through the Vee eighties, disappearing rapidly in the 

eighties. Yet in the middle nineties es nineties. No, we never saw a poi- 

they just faded out. I haven’t seen al soned condor. Oh, yes, now and 

a condor for thirty years except a then, one was shot. I wonder what 

lone one a few years ago. I can’t became of the birds? 

imagine where all those great birds Practically every writer about the 

went.” condor lays its dramatic exit to 

“Did you ever see a dead condor poisoning. Owners of cattle and 

near a carcass?” Pein cans, SOSee. poisoned carcasses to kill 

“No. I’ve seen scores of carcasses CONDOR ON THE WING coyotes, bears and cougars and the 

but I never saw a dead condor or ae oe target for guns and a bird great birds died. 
at offers no attraction to the i 

buzzard near a carcass.” hunter who shoots for skill This tale may have originated with 
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ever laid eyes on poisoned condors he would have been suf- 

x ficiently impressed with the spectacle to leavea record of it? 

a Facts also are against the theory. Condors melted away 

4) Vita between 1870 and 1890 which was the period in southern 

te Y Bs California when the cattle industry was on the wane. Many 

< a y 4 of the great cattle ranches were being subdivided into 

i i> ea ) fruit farms, Hundreds of homesteaders took up govern- 

a “of . > Ve ae * ment land outside the big ranches and raised vines, olives 

: te Ri ." nM and other fruits with bees and chickens—but not cattle. 

cai Ae ee Ks i me Shean ‘ The steer was being crowded out by the fruit tree. Why 

oy re Ce CR > ae should condors be poisoned wholesale when the coast 

“4 nid aS Te. ea. he a counties were going into the fruit business? 

ae one ae y The writer has come to the same conclusion set forth 

Tacs: ft ey a vi by Dawson in Birds of California; namely, that the condor 

a ig aa was destroyed by gunfire, supplemented by immoderate 

Pep ’ hi =s collecting. One may, perhaps, forgive the collector's part 

' nae” es in the tragedy, but who can justify the purposeless kill- 

Looe <e ings? But, justified or not, these two factors were fatal. 

t : he. Dawson makes a scant argument in his arraignment of the 

cee i Leni ey we, American citizen. Here is a fuller one. 

“st : 3 eee 7 First. The condor’s disappearance in southern Cali- 

a ee by Meat, (fornia was coincident with the rapid settlement of Cali- 

kes —. > *¥ so B fornia due to the arrival of the transcontinental railroads. 

ny ae emmiamie, §©Between May, 1869, when the Central Pacific arrived in 

. - s ? Wy ’ < Se San Francisco, and 1888 there was one of the most 

AM a ‘ >» Ss _~ Ra spectacular booms on record. Northern cities grew and 

ee h £. eS a" See \ hundreds of thousands of people poured into southern 

he, ss ¥ CaN Ee 4 ay Me 2s California. What gold had done for the north, climate 

AS tol > TN Bag & oS Hine did for the south. And census figures tell nothing of 

& roa ee Bh ~ cae “ng Nita the enormous floating population that came and went. 

g as" me. om eee Thence. » en Who were these people? Home-seekers, health-seekers, 

oe he ot eee ‘gne 5 ey 3 adventurers, farmers, speculators, businessmen, sports- 

Me i Sr a ; 2 men, prospectors. They bought land and laid out towns 

CONDOR COUNTRY and took up homesteads from seacoast to mountain, from 

A view in Sespe Gorge in the Santa Barbara Santa Barbara to Coronado. Many of these “boom towns” 

National Poceat ene laehsionone are still mere names on the map—even their post-offices 

have been discontinued. But in the late eighties they were 

4 Bendire because he makes much of it. But he cites no evi- crowded with people looking for homes, water, gold, 

| dence for his statements. Early naturalists often filled the health, adventure. And everywhere the newcomers in- 

gaps in their knowledge with stories from pioneers and vaded the immemorial home of the California condor. 

1 some of the stories were fantastic. But the printed word What happened to these huge, quiet, unsuspecting, 

has more lives than a tomcat. As far as I know, nobody who unique birds in the midst of an excited, adventurous, irre- 

has repeated the poison story has ever offered a shred of sponsible crowd of typical Americans? Just one thing— 

evidence. Since the poison explanation is a theory, the death. 

burden of proof is certainly with the theorist. These were the slow-traveling days of the horse and 

Biological evidence is against the theory. The condor buggy (plenty of time to see everything), pioneer atti- 

is a vulture and, presumably, like the turkey vulture, is tudes towards game (boys everywhere collecting birds 

immune to poisons or can get rid of them by disgorging. eggs), and every adult carrying a shotgun, rifle or six- 

It is the habit of condors, as well as buzzards, to linger shooter. A stage-driver on the San Diego-Julian road, in 

at the banquet table for hours, even days, either on the 1889, pulled out his pistol and shot a condor as it flew 

ground or in neighboring trees. A cattleman in the over the stage. The condor was the prey of hunters, tour- 

Sespe, in the “good old days’, once walked among a ists, scientists, ranchers (most of whom were curious 

crowd of gorged condors and almost could have kicked to see what a condor looked like in hand) ; sheep-herders, 

several if he had wished. Mrs. Eugene Percy of Fillmore bored with solitude; ruffians with high-powered rifles 

came upon a group of condors at a carcass, one afternoon and low-powered brains; vaqueros (the kind I saw on 

a few years ago, that were so full they scurried under San Pedro Martir shooting buzzards and ravens) ; pros- 

the trees, before they could take wing, like a flock of — pectors and surveyors in remote canyons where condors 

turkeys. Is it not reasonable to suppose that if somebody had nested and must feed their single nestling for half a 
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year; oologists (eight eggs taken in one year, 1900, ac- My son, Robert, and I explored the San Pedro Martir 
cording to W. L. Chambers) ; museum collectors. (Frank in August, 1935, in a vain search for condors. Only one 
Stephens, in San Diego county paid ten dollars for each was seen by resident cattlemen the whole year, that one 
condor and sold a broken condor’s egg for ninety.) early in November. The same men told us you could see 

Second. The condor was the finest mark a fool ever twenty-five per day in 1915. We talked with two vaqueros 
shot at. Here was a bird who deserved to meet man at who had shot three condors during the last three years. 
his best. He possessed the majesty We examined a pile of hawks, 
of the eagle combined with the i 5 ravens and buzzards, shot for fun, 
gentleness of the swan. There was Fs le "| Bs. near the ranch-house. No game 
nothing about him to tempt the oe 3 nue <a cewee laws were enforced in this country. 
avarice of a decent man. He was ee 7 |= How could condors escape? 
made for eyes that worship gran- bin ‘ \ Thus they vanished from the 
deur. The photographs of Finley i i Te a wild, cloud-piercing pinnacles of 
and Bohlman are testimonial s Acsuccmatale : the San Pedro Martir, stricken 
Cnough. But he met the race ona A ale setae 8 — down in tragic helplessness by un- 
fool’s holiday. His very greatness has phe 5 a egies Ao 234 = couth vaqueros! 
was his undoing. His size and dig- 4g ati wn a cag cote After all, is not man running 
nity made a way of distinction for | at a jie} bei true to form in shifting the blame 
the meanest. Men who dared not -_ aM iH } a for the destruction of the condor? 4 
meet a grizzly could killa condor = a me . __ Didn't he do the same thing in , and boast of it the rest of their oo a | regard to the passenger pigeon? 
lives. Conspicuous, trustful, curi- a pees a He loves to find a scapegoat for 
ous, home-loving, the condor’s “ : his misdeeds. And he halfway be- home was easily rifled and left a | MADE OF CONDOR PLUMES lieves his excuses. The pioneers shambles. A feather dancing skirt owned by an who slaughtered the pigeons were ; Indian near Palomar Mountain, Last summer in Sespe Gorge I San Diego County, California t00 close to the tragedy to have per- 
must have been near a condor’s spective. The persons who were 
summer home for the birds flew back and forth about me killing the condors didn’t know what their contempora- fora long time. Finally two of them sailed over me within ries were doing. But now that a generation has passed 
a stone’s throw. In January of the same year I stood ona __we can see that the detailed killings of a bird that in- 
ridge in Santa Barbara National Forest, last stronghold of creases as slowly as a condor made an appalling ag- the condor, when an assemblage of fifteen condors (pos-  gregate. 
sibly one third of all in existence) passed over me twice. What of it, says the cynic—the condor couldn't sur- 
I was in plain sight of them. At least a dozen, both adults vive anyway? The answer is outside this article. Suffice 
and immatures, sailed within a hundred feet of me at to say that it has survived in the Santa Barbara Forest different times. You could ride a horse around a fir tree region. Biologically it is just a glorified turkey vulture 
where condors were perched without making them fly. and can subsist where several of them can live—wherever 
I shuddered to think how easily they could be killed. there are deer, cattle or humbler provender—and safety. ; Third. The treatment of the condor in Lower California And still the crowds are pouring into California. And, | 
is a counterpart, in miniature, of that accorded him in alas, the protection afforded the pitiable remnant of the ; 
southern California. Only, below the border, his home grand and lonely birds in the Santa Barbara Forest is { 
was less accessible, there were fewer birds and a mere not commensurate with the menace. The condor in the 
handful of people. Condors once ranged for two hundred San Diego Zoo was captured with a broken wing; within miles south of the International Boundary, down the the decade a dead one was left in a gunny sack at the door 
backbone of the Peninsula. In 1906 they were plentiful of the Natural History Museum. I know what I would in the San Pedro Martir, highest section of the sierra. do if I had the power—go far beyond what Hornaday E. W. Nelson and party saw twelve at the carcass of a urged Californians to do twenty-three years ago, which 
donkey and shot two. A. W. Anthony found them nu- was, to “raise the fine for molesting a condor to $500 merous in 1895 but reported that no opportunity to shoot with a long prison-term as an alternative and appoint 
a condor for its quills (in which placer miners carried an exclusive condor warden”. Millions of people, mil- 
gold dust) was allowed to pass. Forty years later that lions of dollars to spend, millions of acres of wild land practice was stopped. There are no more condors. but only a few dozen condors! 

e 

Conservation-minded readers of Nature Magazine who wish to be kept advised of 
special problems that arise between issues of Nature Magazine may have their names 
placed ona list to receive special conservation bulletins, information and calls to action. 
Just write to the Conservation Department, Nature Magazine, Washington, D. C. and 

ask to be placed on the special conservation list. 
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Califomnia 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Article, "The Mountain Sheep of California," by E. H. Ober, filed in 
| 

Mountain Sheep folder, Calif. Fish & Game, Vol. 17, No. 1, Jamary, | 

| 

1931, pp- 27-39. |



California 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"Facts Concerning the Use of Thallium in California to Poison Rodents-- 

Its Destructiveness to Game Birds, Song Birds and Other Valuable Wild 

Life," by Jean M. Linsdale. The Condor, Vol. XXXIII, No. 3, May-June, 1931. 

Pp. 92-106.
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WHITE-TAILED DEER IN CALIFORNI 

The supposed extension of white-tailed deer (Ododgileus virgini- 

anus macrowtus) range in California is brought out by a photo- 

graph of a deer of that species killed by a gentleman from San Jose, a 

short distance south and west of the town of Topaz, in Mono County, 

California, during the latter part of the last deer season. From the 

photograph it appears to be a typical four-point buck of that species. | 

If any more of this species is secured anywhere in California, dur- 

jng the 1931 season, it is suggested that the skin, skull and horns be sent 

to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berke- 

ley, California, for they are greatly in need of such a specimen—D. D. 

MeLean, 510 Russ Building, San Francisco, California. 
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File California 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"Deer Proof Fences in California," by Tracy I. Storer and Gordon H. True, Jr. 

California Fish and Game, Vol. 17, No. 3, July, 1931, pp. 263-265. 

(Copy filed Deer)



California 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"An Outline of the Habits of the Bobcat with Some Directions for 
Trapping," by E. L. Sumner, Jr. California Fish & Game, Vol. 17, 
No. 3, duly, 1931, pp. 251-254. (Copy filed Bobcat)
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MAMMALS 

THE TULE ELK CRA 
The tule elk proposition has been before us for some time, and 

numerous facts have been discussed in regard to their past history and 
what they will do in the future. I am sending you a few facts I have 
gathered from observing them. 

T have heard from the old-time settlers in the Buttonwillow district 
that several thousand elk roamed there at one time. However, there 
are only about 170 there now. : 

During the latter part of 1927 I made several counts of these elk, 
having the help of two or three men at different times, and found that 
there were only seventy-two at this time. Now, four years later, we 
have about 170 of these animals, which means better than 100 per cent 
increase. I believe they will increase faster in an enclosure if it is suit- 
able for them. 

The tule elk range in wide areas, traveling four to six miles to 
water. At one time this spring during the green grass period one herd 
of about twenty-eight was known to go for twenty-five days without 
water. They may be able to go a longer period without drinking, but 
I have not any record of such an event. 

Another unusual trait attributed to the tule elk is that while they 

are an excellent jumper for height, an ordinary wire fence with the 
bottom wire about six inches from the ground will hold them out of a 
field of good feed. If the bottom wire is twelve to eighteen inches 
above the ground they will crawl under the fence. It is quite a sight 
o see a big bull with a large spread of antlers going under a low wire 
ence. 

If you are crowding a herd and they are running, they will run 
through a wire fence and break it down instead of jumping over it, 
which they could do very easily. When a small herd was run into the 
pen in the Buttonwillow district one cow elk jumped and cleared the 
fence which is built on a steep bank. The jump would be equal to 
eight feet, sheer height. This is the only instance I ever witnessed : 
where an elk jumped a fence. 

During the breeding season these elk do not mate, but run much 
the same as our California deer. 

The bulls are severe fighters and usually one bull elk is boss of the 
herd. Once I found a dead bull elk with his horns broken badly and 
the ground torn up for two or three hundred feet around. This indi- 
cated that he had been fighting and was evidently killed by another 
bull. 

When a herd of elk are traveling the bulls always take to the rear 
as though to watch behind and to hurry the cows along. Whenever they 
are being chased there is always a cow leader. 

There are always a few bulls with a herd of cows, even though it is 
not in breeding season, but there is also a herd of bulls running alone. 

These elk are about the fastest animal I have ever seen. They can 
outrun a fast horse easily. They do not jump like a deer when in full 

flight, but run like a horse. They feed at night like deer do, much to 
our discomfort and very much to the Buttonwillow farmers’ sorrow. 

Elk can be tamed very easily in confinement, when handled by 
man, and do not seem to become pugnacious as some animals do. 

The elk are a light brown in summer and a dark brown in winter. 
The bulls will weigh about 500 pounds and the cows about 450 on foot. 
The bulls shed their horns every year.—A. R. Ainsworth. Warden.
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DON’T SHOOT HOMING PIGEONS 

A letter was received by the Division from W. E. Mabey, 1824 

University Avenue, Berkeley, which says that homing racing pigeons 

are being shot and mutilated during training and racing, by hunters. 

The note said that ‘‘during the 1930 young bird series there were 

some valuable birds that came home, flying distances ranging up to 500 
miles, with their wings and breasts pierced with shot.’’ Some of these 

birds are valued at more than $100, pigeon club officials declare, and 

their worth as messengers in times of war or other emergencies is 

immeasurable. 
Doves can be easily distinguished from pigeons by their general 

appearance. They have longer tails than pigeons, are smaller in body, 
have sharper features and, in most cases, a more bluish appearance. 
The flight of both birds is swift. 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES IN FRESNO COUNTY Uap Ca 

Hungarian partridges appear to be increasing rapidly in Fresno 
County, according to a letter received by the Division from George W. 
Pierson, rancher. 

This species of upland game bird was released on the Pierson 
Ranch during the past year by August Bade, Superintendent of State 
Game Farms at both Yountville and Chino. The rancher reported 
that he counted between 50 and 75 birds in one canyon where there was 
a spring and some green feed. 

Pierson also said that: ‘‘At other points on the ranch and down 
through the valley I have seen other small numbers of Hungarian 
partridges and I feel satisfied that there has been a nice increase of 
these birds during the season.’’ 

The Hungarian partridge, known in Europe as the grey partridge, 
is considered by many sportsmen as the best game bird of all, Bade 
said. In the State of Washington a check showed that they multiply 
just twice as fast as pheasants or quail. Their broods, according to 
that check, averaged sixteen, while quail and pheasants could do no 
better than eight. These figures are for matured families and not the 
number hatched, the superintendent said. 

In discussing the habits of these game birds, Bade said: ‘‘The 
average nest of the Hungarian partridge will contain at least twenty 
eggs and the larger percentage of matured birds from that hatching is 
due mostly to better care on the part of the parents. Very few birds 
show so much practical knowledge of how a family should be reared. 
Both parents have an equal share in the family life and this care and 
guidance continues until the family breaks up during the following 
spring for the mating season. At no time in the history of the family 
do they come together in flocks but remain as separate family units. 

“This practice leads to a wider distribution of the birds over any 
given areas, as one family will battle another for the territory they 
have selected as their own. When this trait is understood it is easy to 
gee why, with their prolific production, they will populate a given area 
sooner than any other game bird.”
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Bade also said that these birds will not flush from cover when some 
one of its enemies of the air try to get them excited and on the wing. 
A hawk will do little with birds that refuse to flush, he said, and this 
factor alone probably will be a great factor in aiding this bird in its 
bid for existence. 

CITIZENS PROTECT WILD TURKEYS 

Wild turkeys liberated in Humboldt County by the Division are 
receiving full support and protection by citizens in that locality. This 
has been demonstrated in a case decided by Judge EB. G. Kay of 
Blocksburg. 

The guilty party, Felix P. Senestraro of Loleta, received a sentence 
of $250 fine or 125 days in jail for having wild turkeys in his posses- 
sion. Arrest of the law violator was made on the Fort Seward Range 
by Wardens Captain J. D. Dondero of Lakeport, E. J. Johnson of Gar- 
berville and Scott Feland of Fortuna. 

Information that the birds were being taken by a clever law viola- 
tor was received in the bureau of patrol through the cooperation of 
citizens. The three wardens from outlying districts gathered together 
and made the drive. 

The confiscated meat was distributed among needy families in the 
district. 

WATERFOWL 

CONSERVATION OF OUR WATERFOWL 

By the President of the United States of America 

A PROCLAMATION 

The long-continued and severe drought of the past two years has 
inflicted not only economic hardships by seriously curtailing crop and 
stock production, but also has resulted in an emergency condition as 
regards the present and future safety and abundance of the waterfowl 
of the continent. In large areas of the United States and Canada, 
through lack of the water on breeding grounds essential to rearing the 
young birds, the drought has entailed widespread destruction among 
the former hordes of the wild fowl that migrate to our several states. 

This devastation has constituted so great a menace to our wild-life 
resources and to their future enjoyment by our people as to impel the 
Secretary of Agriculture to adopt a regulation compatible with the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (40 Stat. 755), whereby during the coming 
fall there will be an open hunting season on these birds of only one 
month. 

Now, therefore, I, Herbert Hoover, President of the United States 
of America, do hereby urge that all persons take cognizance of this 
emergency, and I call upon all game and conservation officials, State 
and local, all members of game-protective organizations, landowners, 
sportsmen, and publie-spirited citizens generally to lend their coopera- 
tion to effect full observance of this regulation, to the end that adequate
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; Mule Deer 
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CROSS REVERENCE 

See reprint of "Seasonal Migration of Mule Deer," by 

Carl Parcher Russell. Ecological Monographs, Vol. 2, 

pp. 1-46, Jamary 1932. Filed in Deer Box. :
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} Reports from large land owners in the northern 
sections of California indicate wild turkeys “planted” 
during the past few years are responding to their 
new environment, and are multiplying where proper 
protection is given them. On one large ranch in 
northern California where no trespassing is per- 
mitted it is said the turkeys have trebled each 
year since their release. To those who have never 
gone on a wild turkey hunt it might be said they 
have done no hunting. There is no game bird or 
animal that will tax the hunter’s skill as will a wild 
turkey. When you bring one of those big birds into 
camp you can tell the world you have done some 
hunting and shooting. 

GRO atl ¢ L Cp. wv 30, 193 é
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CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Factors Influencing Wild Life in California, Past and Present," 2 

by Tracy I. Storer. Ecology, Vol. XIII, No. 4, October 1932, pp. 315-327.
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Chas Y, 40, 1932 

/ From sections throughout California there “has;. Jin 
/ the past few days, been sent out reports that deer 

és were dying in unusually large numbers in many of 
the favorite hunting grounds. Some dispatches say 
the deaths were due to a disease common in some 
cattle countries. Especially in the Livermore area 
was the number of dead deer said to be large. The 
California Fish and Game Commission, through its 
research department, anxious to stamp out any epi- 
zootic among this favorite game animal, has sent 

. word to all sections from which reports emanated 
to have specimens of the carcass of any dead deer 
rushed to the G. W. Hooper Foundation, San Fran- 
cisco, that experts there might make a diagnosis 
and determine from what the deer died, that proper 

: steps might be taken to combat the disease. So far 
not a single specimen has been received. Sports- 
men as well as state game wardens who have investi- 
gated the reports say they have not found any un- 
usual number of deaths among deer, and most re- 
ports indicate that deer throughout the state are . 
in better condition this season than for many years. 
Favorable weather conditions have been ascribed to 
this desirable condition. ' nD 
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Neale,George "The White Pelican" Cal Fish and Game Vol I8,¥No 4, 
pp'39-44r (Oct 1931) History of former breeding colonies 
near Sacramento with 3 alleged counts of pouch-contents. 

| :



Roberts,Ruth Kellett "Conservation as Formerly Practiced by the 

, Indians in the Klamath River Region" Cal Tish and Game Vol IS, 
No. 4 pp283-290. (Oct 1932) Extensive quotations from writings 
of early travels.



Moffit,Zames "Second Annual Black Brant Census in California" 
Cal Fish and Game,Vol I8,Nolt,pp 298-310 (Oct 1932)



Blood,Roy H. "Is Califor fa's Game a Reverme Producing Resource” 

Cal Fish and Game Vol IS, lo,pp332-333 (Oct 1932) Deer by 
antler points checked out of the Sierra National Forest in I93I.



File: Mule Deer 
California ,- 

Gross Reference 

See "Mule Deer Study Program" by James Moffitt. California Fish 

& Game, Vol. 20, No. 1, January, 1934, pp. 52-66,



File: Elk 
California .— 

Gross Reference 

See "History of the Yosemite Elk Herd" by James Moffitt, 

Calif. Fish & Game, Vol. 20, No, 1, Jamary, 1934, 37-51. 

°
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Deer Kill 

Weights & Antler Classes 

See "Seven-year Record of Deer Kill in California", California 

Fish & Game, Vol. 20, No. 2, April, 1934, Between pages 174175,
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: River Ducks 

Diving Ducks 

See "Summary of a Record of Duck Shooting on the Suisun Marsh" by Bmerson 
A. Stoner. The Condor, May, 1934, pp. 105-107. 

P. 106. Table showing relative abundance of ducks on the Suisun marsh, 
based on above summary of ducks killed at the Tule Shooting Club: 

Teal (Green-winged and Cinnamon) ...........400403005 
Sprig (Pintaid oe ...;..20ccenctienae scntas eels aoe aes 
Widgeon (Baldpate) so. 6c. ca. .nsviewccieiee se semieeiciecuc 
Spoonbill (Shoveller) cece cessscceccecawwicssc-es Sed 
Canvas-baCk 5 5 6c ccesecess-ss seesiscocesscscosesee [ee 
Mallard occ sons ceeteoss sesso wean ene eens ce se Set 
Black-jack, Blue-bill (Scamp and Ring-neck)..... 3.0 
Butterball (Bufflehead) ............cccsccceoces Led 
Gad Wald 5 Fiotesora eros esos arse cle 2's visieisfeiele en aise eileen a0) 
Wood Bock cs esse cee nssinscss cee ccuine eee cecn vol 
Redhead, Ruddy, Golden-eye and Merganser ....... 1 

: 100.0



File: Californias 
Weights 

See Winter Weights of Golden-Crowned and Fox Sparrows by Jean M. Linsdale 

and E, L. Summer, Sr. The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No..3, May-June, 1934, pp. 107-112.
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SOME NOTES ON THE BIRDS AND ANIMALS 

OF THE LOS BANOS DUCK REFUGE WITH 

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PREDATORY 

SPECIES 

By E. L. Sumnmr, Jr. 

(With nine photographs by the author.) 

HE LOS BANOS DUCK REFUGE, near Los Banos, Merced 
County, California, is in many ways ideal for a study of wild 
life since it combines a flatness of terrain, permitting observa- 

tion in all directions, with a fauna which is much more varied than 
that of most flat countries. The cause for this is found in the flooded 
lands and waterways which permit the growth of a great variety of 
aquatic and semiaquatic plants, with their associated birds and animals, 
in a region which in an earlier day was for the most part an alkali 
waste, supporting the limited assemblage of species which are typical 
of desert habitats. 

From the standpoint of any one working upon predatory animal 
problems the country around about Los Banos is particularly favorable 
because the nesting sites and places of concealment suitable for the 
majority of such animals are confined to the few trees which grow in 
thin straggling lines along the banks of occasional sloughs and canals. 
On the Los Banos Duck Refuge, which covers 3000 acres, the only 
trees present are with one or two exceptions confined to the banks of 
Mud Slough, a sluggish stream which meanders the length of the 
sanctuary. These trees are willows, many of considerable age, and 
they offer cover for the ’coons and little spotted skunks which live on 
the frogs, rabbits and birds found along the stream. It is particularly 
the predatory birds, however, which are affected in their distribution 
by this sparsity of trees. As a rule, predatory species of no matter 
what kind tend to space themselves out over a countryside with con- 
siderable gaps between. For example, we seldom find more than one 
pair of eagles occupying a mountain side, or more than one pair of 
nesting red-tail hawks for every square mile of suitable territory, and 
the reason is that each pair must have a piece of territory large enough 
to supply food for itself and young. Competition among predators, 
then, is normally for food. In the Los Banos area, however, we have 
an usual reversal of conditions due to the limited extent of the tree 

) zone. Food in the shape of gophers, ground squirrels, mice and rab- 
bits is abundant for miles in every direction, but roosting and nesting 
sites are at a premium. Competition here is ‘‘for space to sit on.’”’? A 
particular stretch of some two and a half miles along Mud Slough which 
is being studied at the present time supports four pairs of red-tails, 
five pairs of horned owls, and at least one pair of barn owls—a concen- 
tration of birds of prey which I have run across in no other section of 
California. |
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Such large numbers of meat-eaters should presumably have some 
sort of influence upon the numbers of local game and nongame species 
here, and the studies which are being carried on are for the purpose of 
finding out whether this influence is beneficial, as some naturalists con- 
tend, or harmful, as a great many others have declared. 

Any study of animal interrelations such as this entails a vast 
amount of preliminary work in order to attain a grasp of the compli- 
cated and often perplexing factors involved. The work began in July, 
1930, with a general survey of the whole refuge, which included a 
detailed map of all waterways, and censuses of what were thought to be 
the more important food animals, namely mice, squirrels, cottontails 
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Fia. 77. Young avocet about ten days old at the Los Banos waterfowl refuge. 
This land is a regular paradise for many species of bird life. February 23, 1931. 

and jack rabbits. An unusually complete census of rabbits and cotton- 
tails was made at this time because of the necessity of destroying the 
ground squirrels over most of the area in compliance with county regu- 
lations, while at the same time it was desired that the cottontails be 
spared. This meant that every burrow on the entire 3000 acres had to 
be examined and marked with a flag—white for ground squirrels and 
red for cottontails. At first, sand was sifted about the entrances of 
all doubtful burrows, which meant that they had to be reexamined on 
the following day for tracks, but I found that, after practice, occupied 
burrows of the two species could in most cases be distinguished by the 
general appearance of the entrance, and in the case of the squirrel
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burrows by the locations and number of droppings present. Even so, 
the work of locating and marking all the holes was a tedious process for 
it meant driving endlessly back and forth along parallel lines over all 
those portions of the refuge which are not periodically flooded and for 
that reason devoid of both rabbits and squirrels. At the end of six 
weeks, the whole refuge, with the exception of one area in the center, 
had been covered, and the total numbers of several of the burrowing- 
inhabiting species estimated as follows: 
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Fic. 78. Young eared grebe showing ability to swim although newly hatched. 
February 23, 1981.
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Since so much time during the early months of the investigation 
was taken up with preliminary work of the sort described above, data 
on the activities of the predatory animals have been slow in accumu- 
lating at first, and are only just now beginning to show a distinct 
inerease. For this reason it may be that the order of relative import- 
ance in which the predators of the refuge are here listed will later be 
modified. When arranged with the most important first—on the basis 
of destructive food habits times abundance, we find the birds in order 
approximately as follows: horned owl, cooper hawk, marsh hawk, 
red-tailed hawk (?), duck hawk, golden eagle, prairie faleon, short-eared 
owl, barn owl, sparrow hawk, burrowing owl. It is interesting to note 
that not one but many red-tails have been observed to eat mud hens, | 
and it may be that in the presence of such an abundance of waterfowl 
these ordinarily harmless birds forsake their usual habits. The preda- 
tory mammals follow: coyote, ’coon, little spotted skunk, weasel, striped 
skunk, badger (nearly extinet). Some evidence of the destruction of 
duck nests by predatory mammals—probably ’coons—was seen during 
July, but the issue was complicated by abnormal changes of water- 
level, and comparatively little was learned. In his ‘‘Survey of the 
Breeding Grounds of Ducks in California in 1914”’ (Condor, 1914, xvi, 
pp. 217-239), Dr. H. C. Bryant states that predatory mammals de- 
stroyed a very large percentage of all the ducks’ nests found, and this 
question will be studied during the coming breeding season. 

One of the most important enemies of game and nongame species 
is the common gopher snake (Pitwophis catenifer) which is abundant 
throughout the lowlands in this section, as many as five of these having 
been collected during one day on the refuge. I have observed one of 
these snakes kill a full-grown cottontail in its burrow and proceed to 
swallow it in spite of the fact that the diameter of the rabbit’s head 
was about 34 times that of the snake. 

In addition to the censuses of predators and the species which form 
their chief food, two other 
sorts of records of popula- (i i= CAO eel 
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down upon the water in clouds, it was found most practicable to count 
the numbers on a unit area of surface and then estimate the total area 

covered by the birds. A census of the ducks, geese and pelicans, taken 

on March 1, 1931, is given here as an example of the numbers of birds 

found on the refuge at this time, it being certain that the figures err on 

the side of conservatism and not on that of over-estimation. 

The ducks at this time of year had begun to migrate from the 

refuge, while at the same time there had been a tremendous invasion 

of mud hens, which explains the relatively large figure for the latter. 

When actually taking a census, the refuge is divided into nine areas 

and totals made for each, but these have been combined in the follow- 

ing list: 

Snow goose ..------------------ 4,502 Widgeon -------~--------------- 102 

Canada goose (and subspecies)--- 184 Ducks of various species (not dis- 

White-fronted goose _------------ 28 tinguishable) --------------- 2,371 

Pinca cduck eet ay ae 2 Te AOT Mud hens ees eeeet ood ree. 10015 

Spoonbill duck —25—----===--+--— 81 Canada geese and white-fronted 

Mallard =2 22-2 e 2 geese (not distinguishable) —_-- 305 

Oinnanion teal Pa eee ee 43 —— 

Ruddy duck ssc eles Blo Reed 17,761 

In the case of the small 

iFReR oar OY s Re, ; land birds, since they are 

Pr 2 Eee sd gtety| jess important in this study, 

ees OS | cee \ a simpler method of cen- 

Ps Ses Gn apa ea se sus taking was used. This 

ken et Sea OE ca eeee| «method is an adaptation by 

a i eee || Dr. Jean M. Linsdale of the 

af we os e Museum of Vertebrate Zo- 

* ak ology, University of Cali- 

See | fornia, of the so-called 

¢ ‘S| ‘‘Raunkaier’s Law of Fre- 

, tie) quence’’ used by botanists 
si in computing the frequency 

d of occurrence of plants in a 

y . given number of sample 

Re saa plots. As applied by Lins- 

aie ie, Cale to bird species, units of 

a, ae space (plots) of the botanist 
cae aw are replaced by units of time 

BRI Se ode (days of observation), the 

: great advantage of this 
method over others being 
that it is ‘‘a by-product of 

: field work,’’ no actual 

ii i eee! § counts of individuals being 

e necessary and so can be fol- 

Bae Neat eee ee aaiee meadow towed without diverting the 
attention of the observer 

from more important matters such as life history studies. (For 

details see article by Linsdale, 1928, Condor, 30, pp. 180-184.) 

Censuses of this type require a minimum of about 200 days to 
approach accuracy and the Los Banos census has not yet reached this 

mark. Nevertheless, 104 different bird species have been recorded
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| already and should be increased with the arrival of the spring migrants 
during the coming year. The mammals are much fewer in number of 
species, fourteen—chiefly through lack of diversity among the rodent 
forms, which are poorly represented because of the scarcity of dry land. 

Any extended field study such as this brings in its train a scatter- 
ing of brief notes on the habits of species other than those which are 
the chief object of.the investgiation. A few of these are included here 
as being of general interest: 

Sprig (Dafila acuta). A ‘‘flapper’’ of this species which was 
banded at the Los Banos Duck Refuge on July 31, 1930, was shot on 
October 29, 1930, at the Middle River Gun Club, Holt, California. 
Holt is about 48 miles north of Los Banos, or in other words, in the 
reverse direction from the normal migration route. This tendency of 
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Fic. 81. Young western meadow larks about four days old on the 
Los Banos waterfowl refuge. The nest is in a hole in the ground 
and the young birds are in a characteristic pose for food and 
plenty of it. February 23, 1931. 

young birds to wander in all directions, even northward, immediately 
after leaving the nest locality has been observed for many species, 
including owls and black-crowned night herons, but with the exception 
of a few unpublished records in the files of the U. §. Bureau of Bio- 
logical Survey, it does not seem to have been noted in the case of young 
ducks. 

Killdeer (Oxyechus vociferus). A killdeer which was kept almost 
constantly under observation from 5.30 a.m. until 9.30 p.m., one day, 
showed a surprising lack of concern over the duties of incubation. It 
left the nest of its own accord nineteen times in sixteen hours even 
though the day was cloudy, sometimes feeding within a foot or two 
of the nest and at other times flying to the far end of a nearby slough, 
remaining absent on one occasion for as long as one hour and fifteen
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minutes. On another day it was observed to leave its eggs in order to | 

feed even during a drizzling rain, although not for so long a period. 

Dr. Gayle Pickwell, State Teachers College, San Jose, California, has 

found that with the exception of egg laying, the duties of the sexes 

| have been reversed, so that it is the female that is aggressive in court- 

ship, while the male constructs the nest, incubates the eggs, and is most 
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Fic. 82. Nest cup and eggs of a western redtail hawk on the Los Banos 

waterfowl refuge. _ February 28, 1931. 

solicitous for the young (Pickwell, 1930, Awk, 47, pp. 499-507). This 

particular pair was no exception to the general rule, for it was the 

female bird which fought and drove away intruding killdeers from 

adjacent territory, while it was the smaller male which did the major 

part of the incubating. Twice, however, the larger bird was seen to take 

the place of its mate on the nest for a brief period—an observation 
which does not seem to have been made before. 

In the case of another nest of this species where the young had 

just hatched, one of the old birds was seen by Donald Mclean, of the
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" Division of Fish and Game, to walk off with a piece of eggshell in its 

bill for a distance of thirty feet or more and then fly away with it. 

Upon examining the nest, we found that with the exception of one 

small fragment, every vestige of the original four eggs had been 

removed. Further search disclosed a few scattered bits of shell in a 

line leading straight away from the nest, and further on a half an egg 
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Fic. 83. Nest of the Pacific horned owl with head of sitting bird showing 

over the edge. Photograph taken on the Los Banos waterfowl refuge. 
February 23, 1931. 

shell, as though the bird had made a number of trips and had dropped 

some along the way; all told, however, we found hardly enough frag- 

ments to account for a single egg. 
Western red-tail (Buteo borealis calurus). These birds have 

experienced some trouble this year from the high winds which fre- 

quently blow all day long with great force. Two nests, each containing 

fresh eggs were found blown over during one week and there were
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doubtless other casualties elsewhere during the same period. In one 
ease the birds have moved up Mud Slough a third of a mile and 
are renovating an old nest built during some previous year, both sexes 
bringing fresh materials and working them into the structure. Another 
nest, found just outside the refuge boundary, contained four eggs—a 
very unusual number—and in addition the remains of a freshly killed 
mud hen. Other birds as well as mud hens have been observed to fall 
victim to this hawk and a study of its food habits is under way at the 
present time. 

Pacific horned owl (Bubo virginianus pacificus). Horned owls 
appropriate the nests of red-tails for their own use so commonly that 
their dependence might almost be described as parasitism. Indeed, 
wherever the two species occur together it is exceptional to find the 
owls nesting in any other situation. The evidence so far gathered 
points to the horned owl being the most important enemy of wild fowl 
on the refuge with the possible exception of the coon. 

Gambel white-footed mouse 
—— | «(Peromyscus maniculatus gam- 

eats Sa Lae belii). Mice of this species seem 
SS pte J Ay to undergo considerable seasonal 

- ae PSK | fluctuation in numbers, being very 
ie bee GAN abundant in the spring, but much 
is ; DP ee es less numerous in winter. By trap- oy a ww Paes Sas i ‘ 

om ee i §} ping individuals with live-traps 
i OF ye | and punching their ears according 
bent ee ae {o a system of numbering, it has 

; i cana ic es been possible to keep track of indi- 
Pkt oe i agi ae . * . * 

is Me Pah. cogbek vidual mice and to ascertain in a 

Ve (iM os «| general way the distance traveled 
Hae ieyped Ff fooss se from home, for they readily enter 

Wen yy Se a the traps night after night. 
Ct atl Sas Sacramento cottontail (Sy!- 

———— ee vilagus auduboni auduboni). The 
Fra, 84. Cottontail rabbit perched on _ cottontails on the refuge are exceed- 
wee etm anatect above ereurd ingly tame, and may sometimes be February 23, 1981. approached on foot to within five 

or six feet. Individuals which live 
along the banks of Mud Slough are accustomed to take refuge in the 
hollow willow stumps when alarmed. One particular rabbit which has 
been under observation for six weeks spends nearly all its resting hours 
on a wide flat shelf formed by a bent limb 54 feet from the ground. 
This rabbit was so tame that even during the first week, it remained 
at its post while I took a series of pictures at a distance of fifteen feet. 

, Cottontails are apparently bewildered by a strong light at night, 
for if one approaches with a flashlight and can keep them moving away 
from their home territories and into unfamiliar surroundings they 
can often be picked up by hand. One individual so caught was 
found to have large scabs on the shoulders and about the mouth. It 
was sent alive to the Hooper Foundation for Medical Research and is 
being studied there at the present time. 

San Joaquin jack rabbit (Lepus californicus richardsoni). Jack 
rabbits in the Los Banos district find themselves in an environment not
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Fic. 85. This cottontail rabbit selected a hollow willow tree for a home at 
the Los Banos waterfowl refuge. February 23, 1931. 
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progress but after that it was in deep water and its speed became 
perceptibly slower while its body sank down so that I could see little 
more than its shoulders and head with the ears laid back. For nearly 
a minute it swam in this way and then on reaching shallow water at 
the other side, rose higher, made faster time, and at last leaped out 
with ears upraised once more and bounded off up the bank without 
stopping even to shake itself. 
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Fig. 87. Young jack rabbit at the Los Banos waterfowl refuge. 
February 23, 1931. 

California ground squirrel (Citellus beecheyi fisheri). These 
adaptable animals go into hibernation during the winter months in the 
knolls and high ground where the water does not reach even at times of 
maximum height, but in the summer time, with the drying up of 
large areas of shallow flood land, they do not hesitate to spread out 
over the lower levels and will even dig their burrows close to standing 
water where the ground is dark and soggy. They have been observed 
once or twice to swim, too, voluntarily crossing narrow channels without 
apparent hesitation. 

]
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Continuing on to Fresno, the car was met by Deputy Andy D. 
Ferguson and assistants who received from it one can yellow perch, 
eight cans of crappie and sunfish which were given wide distribution 
in suitable low level waters in Fresno and Kings counties, including 
sloughs tributary to both Kings and the San Joaquin River. 

The next stop of the United States car was at Bakersfield, where 
eight cans of crappie and bluegill were delivered to Deputy A. C. 
Tibbett and assistants who released them in the lower reaches of the 
Kern River or small lake near Tehachapi and Russells Lake, Ventura 
County. 

Upon reaching Los Angeles, the remainder of the fish in the dis- 
tribution car were turned over to Deputy H. I. Pritchard and assistants 
for liberation at eight points in Los Angeles, Riverside and Orange 
counties. 

While it is true that a previous attempt had been made in the 
year 1891 to introduce these fishes, the records also show that none of 
them survived, due probably to the length of time consumed en route 
and to less efficient equipment. 

The foregoing, I believe, establishes the correct dates of the first 
successful introduction of these valuable food and game fishes into 
California waters. 

GROUND SQUIRREL CONTROL IN CALIFORNIA | 

By W. C. Jacopsen, Chief, Bureau Plant Quarantine and Pest Control, State 

Department of Agriculture, Sacramento, California 

\ , 7 HILE IT IS intended that this brief article should emphasize 
the importance of ground squirrel control and indicate some of 
the progress that has been made in methods to gain the sup- 

pression of an important pest both because of damage to agricultural 
crops and because of its capacity to transmit bubonic plague, we can not 
refrain from mentioning a few historical references. 

Sir Francis Drake’s voyage to the California coast was in 1579 and 
among the written mention of things seen, we find the following: 

“And besides a multitude of astrange kinde of Conies by farre exceeding 
them (the deer) in number; there heads and bodies in which they resemble 
other Conies; are but small; his tayle like the tayle of a Rat, exceeding long; 
and his feet like the pawes of Want or Moale; under his chinne, on either 
side he hath a bagge, into which he gathereth his meate when he hath filled 
his belly abroade that he may with it either feed his young or feed himselfe 
when he lists not to travaile from his burrough; the people eat their bodies, 
and make great account of their skinnes, for their kings hollidaies coat was 
made of them.” 

‘What the early Spanish explorers saw, we do not find recorded but 
the records of the early Missions indicate that there were complaints 
of damage to grain crops. The first intensive plan for their riddance 
which we have been able to find was recorded by Bancroft as follows:
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“That ground squirrels had already proved a pest to the farmer at this 

early date is shown by the fact that about a thousand of these animals were 

killed in nine days of May, 1808.” 

During this early period of agricultural development in California, 

we must recall that the live stock industry was highly important and 

ranchers in that day probably were more concerned with their control 

for the purpose of saving grain crops against destruction, not recogniz- 

ing squirrels in range areas as appreciable competitors for live stock 

forage. During later times, when the horticultural plantings became 

more and more common and irrigation developed, there were increas- 

ing demands for a knowledge of methods of control because of, the 

destruction to young trees and the undermining of ditch banks. 

Even the ‘Days of ’49’’ were not without their disturbances ocea- 

sioned by ground squirrels and gophers, since a record in 1860 indi- 

cates that thirty feet of the ditch bank of the Tuolumne County Water 

Company were washed away, due to rodent borings, to such an extent 

that the water supply for one thousand miners in the vicinity of 

Columbia was effectually cut off. 
Tt became well recognized that individual effort would realize only 

partial results against rodents of as common occurrence as ground 

squirrels; hence, we find there were demands for legal expedients to 

force the recalcitrant landowner to pay attention to controlling these 

rodent pests. The farm journals of the sixties contained numerous 

references to desirable laws and rulings, including everything from 

bounties to jail sentences. One suggested that a fine should be col- 

lected from an owner upon the expiration of thirty days based upon 

the acreage of his land, but if no action was taken to relieve the 

squirrel infestation, a second period of thirty days would call for a 

doubling of the initial fine and upon a corresponding third failure, 

the fine would be trebled, and so on. 

The Legislature of 1869 and 1870 authorized the payment of boun- 

ties by providing the counties with authority to levy an assessment 

upon taxable property. This varied in amount with the counties. 

Some temporary relief was undoubtedly afforded but, as generally 

true on bounty plans, fraudulent practices entered such as one county 

paying for the squirrels of another and, further, when the numbers of 

rodents were reduced, any systematic plan of killing them for the 

bounty became unprofitable. 
During this general period, the inventive genius of many came to 

the forefront with contrivances and methods for the eradication of 

ground squirrels. All manner of poisons were recommended and who- 

ever proved to be the best salesman was generally the one who was 

able to sell his product, although frequently the results obtained from 

. them were very meager. Carbon bisulphide as a poisonous gas came 

into use, however, during some of the early periods and has truly been 

a very successful product for ground squirrel control, its use extending 

to the present day. 
A plan known as the ordinance-inspector system gained vogue after 

the heyday of the bounty schemes and more or less held sway until the 

finding of bubonic plague among ground squirrels, when the health
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agencies sponsored legislation providing other penalties, including cost 
assessable against the property. But in 1917 the Legislature saw fit 
to include rodent control among the duties of the County Agricultural 
Commissioners and it so remains today. 

Very effective work against ground squirrels was done during the 
period 1908 to 1914 by Federal, State and local health agencies in those 
sections where bubonic plague was determined to infect these rodents, 
but was gradually diminished as the objective seemed to be gained; 
namely, that in the coastal counties the numbers of squirrels in plague 
foci appeared to have become greatly reduced. ~ 

The fact that bubonic plague could be kept alive and active in a 
field rodent, making possible the transmissibility of it to humans 
whenever there was the proper association, led to very intensive search 
for improved methods for the suppression of squirrels. About this 
same time, 1908 and 1909, the United States Bureau of Biological Sur- 
vey was charged with greater responsibility in the practical phases of 
economic zoology and in 1909 S. E. Piper of that organization developed 
a very sound basic formula utilizing strychnine coated whole barley 
with effective results. This was the first intensive attempt to utilize a 
basic knowledge of the ground squirrel’s life history and habits, at the 
same time giving recognition to the fact that any poison which was 
effective against ground squirrels might also be detrimental to other 
desirable native species. This led to careful consideration of the 
ingredients in Piper’s formula so that no appreciable harm could come 
to quail and to other ground-nesting birds. He determined that quail 
were not injuriously affected and further that by utilizing whole bar- 
ley, the smaller birds were not interested in this type of bait. The 
health agencies encouraged the development of a pump for the more 
effective utilization of carbon bisulphide as a gas which, combined with 
the strychnine coated barley, gave two very effective methods, as a 
matter of fact, more successful for any systematic campaigns than here- 
tofore developed. 

This brief introduction leads us up to the past decade, which will 
occupy most of the balance of our narrative. 

Generally speaking, the earlier measures, both legal and practical, 
tried against ground squirrels had been very temporary in their relief. 
In 1917 and 1918 it was estimated that the annual damage from ground 
squirrels, alone, in California was approximately $30,000,000, and this 

) was the damage occasioned to agricultural production. A great deal of 
money had been spent for bounties, for temporary inspectors, for free 
poison, but a centralized organization was not in charge until 1917. 

| It is our opinion that since the State Commission of Horticul- < 
| ture, succeeded by the State Department of Agriculture, and the County 
| Agricultural Commissioners have worked on a coordinated plan, the 

ground squirrel population in California has been reduced fully 75 per 
cent. It is only in occasional years that we are justified in estimating 
the damage occasioned by these rodents in excess of $7,500,000 
annually. It varies from seven to ten millions annually. 

It became necessary, following the placing of the major responsi- 
bility for ground squirrel control especially because of economic losses
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to agriculture in the hands of the county agricultural commissioners, 
to intensify upon educational measures. Many growers were still 
prone to believe the man who had something to sell and the County 
Agricultural Commissioners found that it was not only important to 
indicate that there was a systematic way in which squirrels could be 
controlled, but also found it desirable to prepare poisoned grain at 
cost, reducing the expense for ground squirrel control materials by 
at least one-half. 

In the educational work conducted, every emphasis was laid upon 
natural enemies as effective in destroying rodents, especially encourag- 
ing the protection of hawks, owls, weasels, badgers, snakes, recognizing, 
however, that the rapid development of agriculture and horticulture in 
the State had removed many of these valuable species by the elimination 
of nesting places and other satisfactory shelter. 

Ever since the work has been in the hands of the County Agricul- 
tural Commissioners, every attempt has been made to introduce greater 
efficiency in the methods with a view to reducing the cost and improving 
them. During the past ten years over fourteen million pounds of 
prepared poisoned grains have been distributed in addition to over 
six million pounds of carbon bisulphide. This indicates an enormous 
volume of control materials and at the same time is an indication of 
the importance agriculture attaches to the elimination of these rodents. 

What the savings to crops have been, it is very difficult to 
estimate for the reason that in years of high crop value, the saving 
has been greater than in years when the returns on the commodity 
were comparatively low and the volume of production great. It is 
safe to say, however, that the annual damage has been very materially 
cut down until in some counties the losses from ground squirrels 
are practically nihil, whereas, years ago they ran into the many 
thousands. 

A further indication of the importance attached to rodent control 
is that the major farm organizations continue to make rodent control 
one of their important projects: The California State Chamber of 
Commerce has become especially interested in the problem because of the 

' relationship to the protection of human health. 

The costs of rodent control, including the expenditure by all public 
agencies and growers for labor and materials, will vary between 
$600,000 and $900,000 annually. There are years when the total cost 
has been very close to one million dollars. Of this amount the cost 
to official agencies is between $300,000 and $400,000. 

We still believe that the constant search for improved methods 
will reveal something better than we now have. The U. 8S. Bureau ‘ 
of Biological Survey has done more to equip itself to this end than 
any other agency having provisions for research. Within this State the 
College of Agriculture of the State University has fortunately recog- 
nized the importance of sound investigational work in cooperation 
with other agencies in both the research and regulatory fields. 

One measure that has been constantly insisted upon by the State 
Department of Agriculture and the County Agricultural Commissioners 
is that whatever methods are used that every attempt be made to 
have them devoid of danger to beneficial species and as specific as
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possible for the species to be controlled, yet with a just leniency 
for the effectiveness of the methods to the purpose in view. 

There has been very little difficulty with useless materials on 
the market for rodent control since the passing of the Economie Poison 
Act of 1921, which is administered by the State Department of Agri- 
eulture. Many of the undesirable preparations on the market when 
this act became effective automatically disappeared. 

It is our belief that the economic importance of rodent control, 
considering the very evident damage in losses occasioned, speaks for 
itself. The detail of this is to be considered as established. 

Another factor, however, has again entered the field in the last 
few years, namely: a seeming abundance of bubonic plague infection 
among ground squirrels in the coastal counties. It happened that in 
many of the areas in these counties there was nonproductive land so 
far as intensive agriculture was concerned, much of the land remaining 
in range use. This meant that the expense of ground squirrel control 

. had been avoided whenever possible. With the health agencies limited 
as to finances but capably and interestedly engaged in determining 
the presence of plague, the State Chamber of Commerce, cooperating 
with the Director of Agriculture, arranged for an emergency appro- 
priation, approved by the Governor and the Department of Finance, 
to cooperate in plague elimination in these areas. 

This seemed to be a logical procedure in view of the fact that 
the agricultural agencies were already in the field to control ground 
squirrels for economic reasons. <A special program indicating economy 
of operation, yet with the assurance of complete success against 
squirrels needed to be developed, taking from the general field control 
programs the best types of operation. 

It was contemplated that ground squirrels in known plague areas 
should be eradicated or at least reduced to such numbers that there 
would be no further opportunity for the transmission of bubonic plague 
infection between them. This program has been backed by a definite 
cooperative agreement between the State, the county, and the land- 
owners, providing that each shall bear a fair proportion of the cost. 
Where practical, the labor available on the ranch is utilized in the 
field but only under trained supervision. In other cases, especially 
trained field crews operate in such a manner that the overhead cost 
is small, thereby further reducing the expense from the normal cost. 

Generally speaking, the agricultural agencies interested in rodent 
control have adopted the following program: 

(1) Strychnine coated whole barley during the dry seasons. The 
extent of the dry season varies, of course, with climatic conditions. 
Any time after the seeds of grains or weeds ripen in late April, May 
or early June, is the signal for use of this material. Squirrels are 
normally seed eaters and the period for storing grain or seeds begins 
shortly after such ripened seeds are available. The effectiveness of 
strychnine coated grain is well known to depend upon the fact that 
the strychnine is released by the juices in the squirrel’s mouth cavity, 
including the pouch, permitting the absorption of strychnine through 
the lining of the cheek pouch, thus rendering strychnine much more 

| effective than would be the case if absorbed through the normal diges- 
tive process. Strychnine coated grain gives from 80 to 95 per cent
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effectiveness with the first application with an average probably not 
to exceed 85 per cent. Continuing applications of strychnined grain 
on the same area materially reduce its effectiveness since the squirrels 
seem to become ‘‘poison-wise’’ in the case of this bait. However, this 
method is the least costly of the measures now advocated and reduces 
a heavy population to an extent where the more expensive methods, 
such as gas or thallium, can be used at a reasonable charge. 

(2) Gas methods. After the first rains in the fall on through to 
the end of the rainy period and frequently for some time thereafter, 
poisonous gases are used whenever the squirrel population has been 
appreciably reduced. Carbon bisulphide still remains the most exten- 
sively used of the gas methods, although cyanide, sulphur dioxide, 
and chlorine gases have been used from time to time with varying 
degrees of success. Carbon bisulphide, generally speaking, has been 
more convenient for the operator and is applied either in liquid form, 
through the medium of a jute waste ball, or through a vaporizing pump. 

(3) If areas remain that can not stand the cost burden of the gas 
method, we find thallium sulphate coated grain during the green feed 
period to be a most effective material. This poison is used on hulled 
barley in order that there be no hull to remove by the squirrel. When 
green feed is abundant, squirrels are not inclined to pouch but are 
inclined to consume seeds where found. If the grain could be hulled, 
the poisonous substance in a coating would also be discarded with 
the hull. Thallium sulphate is taken up during the normal digestive 
process. It is nonbitter in taste and is slow acting. If a good dose 
is ingested on the first feeding, the squirrel may be killed in a com- 
paratively short time. However, if only a bare lethal dose is taken, 
it may take several days for death to ensue. 

There is due recognition given to the fact that thallium sulphate 
is a very dangerous poisonous material and for that reason the agri- 
cultural agencies have insisted that its use be permitted only under 
official supervision. It has not been permitted to gain general dis- 
tribution such as is the case with the normal rodent poisons. The 
fact that it is more dangerous to native game species than strychnine 
has demanded special rules and regulations for its use. The official 
agricultural agencies have attempted to exercise every reasonable pre- 
caution and will continue to exercise such precautions even more 
vigorously in the future, if it appears necessary, in order to avoid 

—any harm to native or introduced game species. 

\ Should a grower undertake to obtain any poisonous materials 
for apparent rodent control use and then utilize it against a game 
species for the purpose of protecting his crop, it should not be imme- 
diately construed that the game has been killed in the normal rodent 
poisoning program of an official agency. Further, thallium sulphate 
is not to be considered a substitute in any sense for the other materials. 
It is merely supplementary and its use is undertaken only for a com- 
paratively short period each year when it has a recognized value. 
There are those who would extend its use to as much as eight months 
of the year, whereas, the recommendation of the Department, and the 
U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey cooperating, indicates that at the 
most only four or five months are to be considered proper for its effec- 
tive use against ground squirrels in the spring of the year.
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Conflicting viewpoints are bound to develop in connection. with 
the use of any poisonous material for the control of any pest what- 
soever, but just so long as we are all agreed that ground squirrels 
are very injurious and that agriculture is entitled to protection against 
rodent pests and if it is a recognized menace to game species when 
poison is used negligently, we can perhaps better adjust such diffi- 
culties by frank and open considerations of these important problems 
by the agencies or industries involved. There is little need for open 
controversy since it has been well demonstrated that the problems 
are not solved by this means but rather by sincere deliberations lead- 
ing to just and equitable conclusions. 

April 2, 1931. 

| OYSTER CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA | 

; By H. C. McMinn and Pau BonNnor 

YSTER CULTURE, which has been neglected in California for 
a long time, is being revived by several old-time oyster men. 
The introduction and propagation of exotic species of oysters in 

California waters was advocated a good many years ago. Doctor Town- 
send, in his report on Pacific coast shellfish in the report of the U. S. 
Commissioner of Fisheries for 1889-91, says: 

“With evidence at hand of the propagation of our own oyster (0. virginica) 
in California, the introduction of foreign species seems superfluous; But 
Professor George Davidson and Mr. H. D. Dunn, of San Francisco, both of 
whom have resided in Japan, have frequently spoken to me of the large oyster 
of Japan in connection with the subject of oyster growing in California. 
Professor Davidson sends the following note on this subject. ‘The oyster I 
knew in Japan was found in the vicinity of Nagasaki. *: * * The oyster 
is there very large, full, and well flavored. I obtained some shells that were 
fully twelve inches long.’ * * * The introduction of oysters from Japan 
would probably not be difficult as a great many species of shell fish from that 
region are identical with California species.” 

The eastern oyster (0. virginica) which Doctor Townsend men- 
tions, was the basis of extensive activity in San Francisco and Tomales 
bays for a long time. At first seed oysters were brought out, planted 
on the mud flats and allowed to grow to marketable size. The eastern 
oyster was never successfully spawned in California, as the methods 
of culture were rather haphazard. Some years ago the growing of 

; oysters from imported seed received a check. It was found that, 
instead of maturing into fat, healthy specimens, the oysters grew slowly 
and were thin and watery, and unfit for use. The reasons for this are 
still imperfectly known. The practice today is to ship full-grown 
oysters and merely hold them on the beds until such time as they can 
be marketed. The oyster supply of late years has consisted of these 
eastern oysters in the shell, shucked easterns on ice, native oysters 
(O. lurida) called ‘‘Olympias’’ shipped to California from the State 
of Washington, and a few local natives.
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f ings such as spots; the tail is perfectly even, not toothed; the soft part 
of the dorsal fin is rather even, not angular; the anal fin is highest in 
front. The color is brownish or grayish. These fish attain a weight 
of over 50 pounds, 

If the trend of the total catch of these fishes continues to rise at the 
same rate as it has in the past few years, the cabrilla and groupers 
will become another great source of supply to our winter markets. 

oe THE STATUS OF THE CANADA GOOSE IN CALIFORNIA 
v \ % SA By James Morrirr 

),” The Canada goose, known scientifically as Branta canadensis cana- 
1 \ densis, is probably better known to the hunters of this state as the 
tw () ‘‘Honker.’’ It is the largest of all wild geese, individuals attaining 

a length of 43 inches from bill to tail tips and a wingspread of nearly 
six feet. The honker is exclusively a North American bird, not being 
known to occur in the wild on any other continent. It ranges over 
most of the United States and Canada and in winter occasionally visits 
Mexico. 
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Fic. 13. A pair of Canada geese and their young. Lassen County, California. 
Photo by H. S. Cheney, May, 1929. 

The Canada goose is the largest of a group or species of four geese 
inhabiting North America. The other three subspecies are: The 
white-cheeked goose (Branta canadensis occidentalis) breeding in 
southeastern Alaska, wintering little if any south of its breeding range 
and unknown from California; the Hutchins goose (Branta canadensis 
hutchinsi) breeding along the Arctic coast from northern Alaska east
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to Baffin Land and wintering abundantly in California and the Mis- 
sissippi delta region; and the Cackling goose (Branta canadensis min- 
ima), which breeds on the Bering Sea coast of Alaska and on the Aleu- 

tian Islands, it winters practically exclusively in the Sacramento and 

San Joaquin valleys of this state. There is little likelihood of a hunter 
confusing the Canada goose with the cackling goose or little brant 

which weighs no more than a mallard duck; but is marked similarly 

to the honker. However, the Hutchins goose or big brant more 
closely approximates the honker in size and.I have often heard them 
erroneously called Canada geese by shooters. 

The general coloration of the honker is so well known to most hunters 
that a description of its plumage seems unnecessary. However, cer- 
tain plumage characteristics might be mentioned that serve to distin- 
guish it from its smaller relative the Hutchins goose. The true Canada 
goose is usually very pale creamy buff, nearly white, on the breast and 

undersurface. This pale coloration beneath commences abruptly 

behind the black neck and continues to the belly where it merges into 

pure white. Hutchins geese are generally much darker grayish buff 

or gray beneath. There is no abrupt contrast between the black neck 
and grayish undersurface in this subspecies; but the black merges into 

the lighter colored under plumage, which continues further to the rear 
in this bird, where it abruptly meets the white of the belly. Size, 
voice, method of flight and habits will better serve to distinguish the 
honker from the big brant in the field, as these plumage characters are 
difficult to observe unless the bird is in hand. 

There has been much speculation and I believe not a little exaggera- 
tion on the part of hunters regarding the weights attained by the Can- 
ada goose. I have personally weighed a number of Canada geese scal- 
ing twelve pounds and consider ten to twelve pounds the average for 
fat males and eight to ten pounds usual for well conditioned females. 
However, I have heard so many reliable hunters claim to have weighed 

Canada geese sealing sixteen or even eighteen pounds, I believe it prob- 

able that exceptionally large and old males attain this weight. I have 

heard claims running as high as twenty-one pounds, which certainly 

must be exaggerations when it is considered that a very large swan 
weighs about eighteen pounds. Hutchins geese only bulk about half 

the size of honkers. Old males weigh from five to six pounds and 

females from four to five. Their length varies from twenty-six to 
thirty-four inches while a honker is seldom less than thirty-six inches 
in length. 

The voice of a honker is a full, slow, deep throated U-Lunk—Lunk— 
unk or Lonk—Wha-Lonk. The big brant calls at a much higher pitch 
and the notes are uttered more rapidly as: Lank-Lank-Lank or A-Lank- 
A-Lank. 

Honkers fly with slow, measured wing beats and are generally to be 
found in rather small bands of say from six or ten to twenty or thirty 
birds; Hutchins geese more frequently travel in large flocks and fly 
with quicker wing beats. The longer neck of the Canada goose, together 
with its slow wing beats, when once seen, will forever serve to distin- 
guish it from the shorter necked and quicker flapping big brant. When 
standing on the ground or at rest on the water the proportionately 
longer neck of the honker is also distinctive.
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Canada geese nest further south than any of our other North Amer- 
ican geese. Their breeding range extends from east central California 
eastward through Nevada, northern Utah and Colorado to Indiana, 

: then northward through the interior of the continent to the lower 
Yukon Valley, Alaska, east along the northern limit of trees to Mac- 
kenzie and Keewatin territories of Canada, Labrador, Newfoundland 
and Gulf of St. Lawrence. Honkers breed commonly throughout the 
elevated lakes of Lassen and Modoe counties, California, in the vicinity 
of Lake Almanor, Plumas County, and south to Lake Tahoe, El Dorado 
County. 

The writer is quite familiar with the occurrence of the Canada goose 
at Lake Tahoe where individuals seem to be present the year around. 
Whether the birds that breed there remain throughout the winter or 
migrate out in fall to be replaced by winter visitant birds from the 
north, is a question yet to be answered; but this would seem to be the 

1 
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Fic. 14. Rowlands Marsh, Lake Tahoe, California. A nesting ground of the 
Canada goose. Photo by Author, May 30, 1920. 

ease. Honkers formerly bred on a small island in Emerald Bay, Lake 
Tahoe, but have long since deserted this spot. Now their only breed- 
ing ground in this region is the marsh situated at the extreme south- 
ern end of the lake between Tallae and Bijou. 

The geese repair to this marsh to breed each spring arriving in late 
March or early April. If the swamp is still frozen over on their 
arrival they forage along the open sandy beach of the adjoining lake 
shore until the marsh thaws out. When the writer visited this marsh 
on April 21, 1927, it had thawed considerably, although the winter had 
been a heavy one, considerable open water existed and dead tule of the 
preceding season were standing in open water in spots, though most 
of the marsh was still covered with two feet of snow. Only one pair 
of Canada geese was noted, though others were undoubtedly present. 
and nesting at this time, for on a latter visit to the same spot on May 
15, five pair were seen and two small young ones, about a week old,
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were caught on May 17. This indicates that eggs must have been 
deposited by April 10. The writer flushed a female from a late nest 
containing four fresh eggs on May 80, 1920. (See photo.) Ordinar- 
ily the honkers of Tahoe have large young by this date as is attested 
by one of the size of a mallard I captured there May 29, 1921. 

Formerly inhabitants of the region collected numerous Canada goose 
eges each spring which they hatched out under hens. It was told that 
in most cases the young were successfully and easily reared to become 
as tame as barnyard fowl. More active policing of this marsh in recent 
years has apparently stopped this practice and the geese are fortun- 
ately now unmolested by man during the breeding season. That other 
enemies occasionally account for some of them was indicated to me on 
June 4, 1923, when I found a nest containing six addled eggs of this 
goose with the remains of one of the parent birds six feet away, i 
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Fia. 15. Nest of Canada goose, Rowlands Marsh, Lake Tahoe, California. Photo 
by ‘Author, May 30, 1920, 

devoured except for head, wings and tail. Serutiny of dry mud sur- 
rounding the nest revealed old coyote tracks and solved the identity of 
the marauder. 

The young of the Canada geese at Lake Tahoe begin to feather out 
and reach the ‘‘flapper’’ stage about July first. The adults then com- 
mence to loose their flight feathers, which are moulted all at once, rend- 
ering the birds flightless for a short interval. During this time the 
old birds and the young ones, which have not yet grown their wing 
quills, spend practically all the time either in or immediately adjacent 
to heavy tule patches, where they may readily hide and are almost 
impossible to apprehend. August finds both old and young gaining 
the power of flight and towards the latter part of this month the young
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have lost all traces of the downy plumage and are fully feathered in the 
first true plumage. Subsequent to losing their flight feathers the old 
birds have a complete plumage moult and appear in an entire dress of 
new feathers by mid-September. 

T am not certain whether the geese then move out to other feeding 
grounds or remain in the vicinity of the marsh. Certainly they do 
not immediately come west to the wintering grounds in the Sacramento 
and San Joaquin valleys, where they are unknown before November. 
However, an experience I had while deer hunting near Twin Peaks, 
Placer County, (just five miles west of Lake Tahoe) on September 1, 
1918, leads me to believe the geese move to other feeding grounds about 
this time. I was then hunting at 9000 feet elevation in a thick fog or 
clouds, near the summit of the Sierran divide when I heard, not high 
overhead, the unmistakable notes of a flock of Canada geese. Cer- 
tainly no geese, unless migrating, would have been flying so far from 
water at this elevation in such weather. 

A visit to the marsh at Lake Tahoe, October 18, 1924, failed to reveal 
any geese. However, three were noted there on October 13, 1925, and 
twenty on October 23 of the same year, when one was shot. This 
inerease in numbers as the season lengthend seems to indicate that 
the birds were working into the region, rather than to have been local 
bred birds. October 15, 1926, eight honkers were seen on this marsh. 

I spent the winter of 1926 to 1927 at Lake Tahoe and only saw four 
Canada geese there the entire time. These were noted on the Truckee 
River, four mils below Lake Tahoe, January 4, 1927. Residents told 
me they were formerly quite common on this river, especially in very 
cold weather, where they sometimes remained a month. On January 1, 
1928, I saw eight birds feeding on a grassy point in Lake Tahoe two 
miles north of Tahoe City. Residents claim the birds are often present 
along the lake shore all winter, feeding on the sandy beaches and 
points. 

The Canada geese winter in a variety of localities throughout north- 
ern California and more sparingly at suitable points in southern Cali- 
fornia south to San Diego. Small lakes in the Sierran foothills or 
coast ranges are favorite wintering resorts for honkers from which 
they fly by day to adjoining fields to feed. Many are known to winter 
on East Park Reservoir, Colusa County, whence they forage west into 
the grain fields of-that county. Two or three hundred of these birds 
ordinarily winter on the Spring Valley Lakes of San Mateo County, 
and every lake or reservoir of any size in northern California is a 
potential wintering ground for this bird if protection is afforded them. 
The honker is not abundant, in the sense that other geese are, in any 
part of its winter range, as it does not band up in such large aggrega- 
tions, but prefers to scatter out over the country in smaller companies. 
In fact where other geese are most numerous, the Canada goose is 
usually found in fewest numbers. This applies to the great goose 
wintering grounds around Willows and Colusa and the Los Banos 
Country where white, white-fronted, hutchins and cackling geese are 

so numerous and honkers are usually conspicuous by their absence. 
Probably the greatest wintering ground for honkers in this state is 

the territory south of Dixon and Davis in Salano and Yolo Counties 
to the Sacramento River and west to include the Suisun marsh region.
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I am told a very large number of these birds winter northeast of 
Marysville towards the Sierran foothills. In the San Joaquin Valley 
the birds are fairly numerous, particularly on the extreme western 
side toward the coast ranges. A considerable number winters on Butte 
Creek in the vicinity of the Marysville Buttes. It is rare on San 
Francisco and San Pablo bays except at Tubbs Island, Sonoma County, 
where it is present each winter. The Canada goose is only an occa- 
sional visitor to salt water, and is rare on Tomales and Humboldt bays. 

Although it breeds further south than any of our other North Ameri- 
can geese, the Canada goose is the last species of goose to reach the 
wintering grounds in our state in the fall. It also winters at higher 
elevations than the other geese and seems able to withstand more cold 
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Fig. 16. Canada goose nesting on a snag, Lake Almanor, Plumas County, Cali- 
fornia. Enlargement from motion picture, Geese of California.” Photo by 
HE. S. Cheney, May, 1929. 

than its northerly breeding relatives. Lyman Belding, who made many 
careful notes on goose migrations in the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
valleys in the early ‘‘eighties,’’ writes in his manuscript now pre- 
served in the Bancroft Library of the University of California that 
the first honkers were noted near Stockton, November 11, 1880, Novem- 
ber 23, 1881, and December 2, 1885. The earliest fall birds I have noted 
in central California was a flock of four that lit near my ‘‘speckled- 
belly’’ decoys, five miles southeast of Colusa on November 2, 1929. 
Howell Joseph, a Willows goose hunter and a thoroughly competent 
observer, told me he saw several Canada geese near Orland, Glenn 
County, on October 28, 1929. I saw my first honkers on Suisun Bay
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the fall of 1929 on November 17, though Mr. H. H. Magee assured me 
he had seen a flock of over fifty birds there two weeks earlier. The 
first I have noted this fall (1930) on Suisun Bay were seen November 
19, a flock of 20 birds. 

The numbers of Canada geese wintering in our central valleys seem 
to vary considerably from year to year and their abundance here is 
apparently dependent upon the severity of the winter. For instance 
the winter of 1928 to 1929 was unusually cold and residents of Willows 
and Colusa assured me that more honkers were present in these dis- 
tricts that winter than for any of the preceding ten seasons. This 
assertion seems quite logical when it is recalled that many Canada 
geese spend the winter on our higher lakes, unless the weather be so 
severe as to freeze them up, when they must retreat to lower eleva- 
tions. 

In addition to being the latest arrivals in the fall the Canada geese 
are also the first geese to depart in the spring. The movement from 
the wintering to the breeding grounds may start as early as the latter 
part of February in central California and is in full swing through- 
out March. By the end of March most of the honkers have already 
left their winter ranges, while the Hutchins, cackling and white geese 
are fully a month later in migrating and the white-fronted or speck- 
led-bellies do not leave until late April or early May. Belding noted 
a flock crossing the Sierras over Murphy’s, Calaveras County, Febru- 

j ary 22, 1887. Mr. D. D. McLean saw the first easterly migrants cross- 
ing the Sierras over his home near Coulterville, Mariposa County, on 
April 4, 1921, and remarked that the birds were unusually late that 
season. The latest flock I have noted in the Sacramento Valley con- 
sisted of more than 200 birds seen along the Sacramento Valley west 
of West Butte, Sutter County, February 16, 1929. 

The Canada goose suffered great decimation at the hands of market 
hunters in California prior to the passage of the Federal Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act in 1916 which prohibited the sale of waterfowl. Old 
time hunters tell of the great numbers of honkers to be seen ‘‘in the old 
days.’’ However, on account of its more widespread winter habitat, 
less gregarious ways and extreme wariness, it is probable a much 
smaller percentage of Canada geese were killed than geese of the 
smaller varieties. From the end of November, when honkers have 
arrived at their winter quarters in numbers, until the end of the shoot- 
ing season sufficient of these fine birds are now present in most parts 
of northern California to afford good sport to the hunter. However, 
in order to have any luck at all in hunting this goose the shooter must 
have a thorough knowledge of its habits, for it is probably the wariest 
of our waterfowl. Indeed, the expression ‘‘silly as a goose’’ is in no 
way applicable to the honker, or any other wild goose I have ever met, 
for that matter. 

With the present bag limit on honkers at four birds a day and eight 
a week and thousands of acres of grain stubble available for winter | 
feeding grounds, there seems little’ reason to fear that this fine bird 
will not continue to visit us in numbers each winter for a long time 
to come. The most vital need of the Canada goose in California at 
the present time is assurance that the lakes which form its breeding 
grounds in the northeastern part of this state be kept intact.
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the erecting of fences, the destruction of | San Francisco all that was necessary was 
natural forage, tilling of the soil and the] to cross on the ferry to Alameda or to 
crowding of the game from natural habi-| drive to South San Francisco. If you 
tats. were an experienced duck hunter you 

By the year 1900 it was discovered | could readily kill from 25 to 100 birds in 
that the pronghorned antelope had been|a day within five miles of the ferry build- 
reduced to very small bands in six widely |ing. Bluebill, canvasback, sprig, wid- 
separated areas. Steps were immediately | geon, teal, rail, shore birds and bay ducks 
taken to protect these animals from com-|of all kinds were plentiful in the bay 
plete extermination and close watch was|region at that time. The Alameda, San 
made by the Division for game poachers. | Mateo, Sonoma and Suisun marshes sup- 

Cheney, during his recent trip, made ported a tremendous number of ducks. 

note of the size of the bands to be found. “You didn’t bother with decoys then ; it 
It is his opinion that there is a small] wasn’t necessary. You picked out a line 
inerease in the antelope population. This] of flight and shot as long as your shells 
increase, however, is coming very slowly,|lasted. I recall bags of more than 200 
he reported, because in the bands sur-| ducks to the gun being made in a day 

veyed he saw very few young animals. | under favorable conditions in this terri- 
The pictures obtained will form an in-| tory. 

valuable record for the files in the divi-] “fy spite of the great abundance of 
sion. When released these films will be|eame at San Francisco’s back door there 

shown by the bureau of education to} Were localities in the state where game 
schools, colleges, lodges, sportsmen organ-| was even more plentiful, particularly in 
izations and other educational agencies.) the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys 
The division not only hopes to present} anq the delta country. And when Miller 
valuable data in this way but also to). Tux developed an immense tract of 
create a real interest in our native mam-|j+pjeqted land in Merced County about 35 

mals. % A 4 years ago that territory quickly became 
In making the picture it was necessary | the great duck Mecca. 

for Cheney to hide in a tree, approxi-|  ,, mine 
mately 40 feet above the ground. He ex- Confession is good for the soul, they 
perienced extreme difficulty in handling | S*Y- When I was a young fellow I was 
his equipment secretly in such a perilous | C74 over | hunting—it was the sport 
position. However, he succeeded in gath- constantly in Ry mind, I wasn’t satis- 
ering some excellent photographs before fied with a day 's sport in a week. So in 

he was discovered—then the fleet ante-| Company with several other young blades 
lope bounded across the rough country I launched forth as a market hunter. 

with the grace of great birds. Other Ae eT aa bee ha aoe 
“ 1 a 4 ata inde mi eh g g) 

pictures were made from surface blinds. Eat donned thethes wanernle opinion 

DUCKS IN CALIFORNIA that wild game would never become less 
5 Some idea of the supply of ducks that plentiful we felt justified in our under- 

ov this state once supported can be gained eke ace ee on ue ee 

ie wh from a story appearing in the September Banos country aC eer CU Cee eae 
© \) number of the Associated Sportsmen, un-| W° organized a party, bought a hunting 

der the heading, “Our Ducks.” The outfit, including camping equipment, a 

writer of this story says that he got his|@ouble team and buckboard, “bull guns’ 
data from the notes of John Exley. and ammunition, and started for duck 

The story, in part, follows: heaven. It took us four days to cover the 
“Porty years ago ducks in California | Mileage now covered in four hours by 

were like the grains of sand along the present-day shooters. When we arrived 
seashore—they were countless. Sports-|We added a couple of steers to the outfit, 
men who believe they have seen many] for most of our shooting was to be done 

ducks at any time during the last ten| With four-gauge muzzle-loaders on ducks 

years can have no conception of the tre-| and geese “worked” from behind cattle. 
mendous numbers that existed in the old] “All the members of the party were 
days. Hunters of that period laughed at | extra good shots with ordinary shotguns, 
the idea of possible reduction, let alone | put the proper use of the “bull gun” was 

extermination. “That would be impos-| something else again, while the working 
sible,” they said, “so long as there was| of ducks with the aid of a steer required 
feed there would be millions and millions | great patience and was considerable of a 
of ducks and geese.” So we slaughtered | science. But when you get the ducks 
game thoughtlessly and without any) closely massed and within range, after 
qualms of conscience. maneuvering for possibly an hour, it was 

“Forty years ago you didn’t have to go|slaughter—the big gun mowed a long 
far for a bag of ducks. If you lived in!lane through the birds, and two shots
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netted the shooter from 50 to 120 ducks, “We did not confine operations to Mer- 
or up to 75 geese. ced County, but, like the nomads we 

“On a quiet winter day, from all over| Were, covered most of the big duck shoot- 

the flooded plains would sound the sullen| ing areas of the state. In the course of 
boom of the big guns, for a number of} few seasons, however, the shooting fell 

outfits were at work throughout the sea-|#way badly—the decrease was very evi- 
son. Market hunting was really hard| dent. Some localities were completely 
labor, but it was exciting in a way, with | Shot out; in others reclamation drove the 

an element of chance, both as to the|Same away. We felt that something was 
amount of game killed and market re-| happening, but just as the sportsmen of 
ceipts therefrom. If we were lucky we]| today seek alibis for the decrease of game, 
netted $1.25 per dozen for sprig and] We attributed it to everything but gun 
about $2.75 a dozen for mallards. 'Teal| Slaughter. Finally results were so poor 

netted about 85 cents a dozen, while| that market hunting for us was a losing 
widgeon and spoonbill were ordinarily a| Proposition. We were against night 
glut on the market and were reported | Shooting on general principles, but mainly 
“spoiled” as often as not. In fact, a] because we knew it drove ducks out of 

larger proportion of ducks and geese|the country. So several years before 
shipped out of the valleys were reported| market hunting was prohibited by the 
spoiled, legitimately and otherwise, by| legislature we quit the game for good, 
wholesale game dealers who received| through necessity rather than through 
them. conversion or virtue. 

“In spite of the hard work, I loved to]. “We are told once more a great drought 
be out there on the wide plains, in the has invaded the breeding grounds of the 

midst of that great seething mass of wild | 20rth. What will the story be this year? 
life. If the occupation was degrading it The decrease was rapid, if not alarming, 

did not seem so to me at the time, nor|@uring a period of more than 30 years, 
did it become monotonous. Great armies| When practically normal breeding condi- 
of wild fowl poured into the region from | ions prevailed. Will the bottom drop 
time to time. Those were the days when|0Ut entirely under this added handicap 
the coming of new northern flights were |0f, drought, or will we be able to main- 
sights to witness and to stir the blood—| t#in 2 fair number of ducks for future 
not merely a few thousand birds, but|SP0rt? I hope so, as I still like to get 
actually millions; they filled the heavens; | Ut where the wild duck holds forth and 
the roar of their wings was like thunder; |‘? bring in a moderate bag. I’m satis- 
they came in endless procession; flock fied with a dozen birds or less now, when 

after flock as far as the eye could see;| nce I aimed at slaughter—I now know 
when they finally massed they covered | #! too well that I share in the responsi- 
acres and acres, and the sounds they | bility for the great decrease of game in 
made were deafening. You saw great | California. 
banners of geese, too, sometimes miles in After reading this interesting story it 
length, and the air resounded with their|is not hard to visualize the march of an 
cries. It was nothing to see from 25,000 | oncoming civilization, crowding and push- 
to 50,000 geese in a single flock, like a|ing nature’s living birds and animals 
great white or gray carpet on the plain; | farther and farther from the face of this 
you might see a half-million geese in a]land. Statistics show that California has 
day then. And as you lay in the tent| gained nearly 6,000,000 population in the 
under warm blankets you heard the pass-| past eighty years; there is now, roughly 
ing of great bird armies in the night and | speaking, about 150,000 miles of road and 
the high-pitched yelping of coyotes early | highway readily accessible for automobile 
in the morning, like an alarm clock, after | traffic; Department of Commerce officials 
they had fed on duck entrails near camp.| estimate that there are about 1000 air- 

“Very often, for variation, we put aside | Plane landing fields on record, and mil- 
the bull guns and used our “popguns”—| lions of dollars are invested annually in 
10 and 12 gauges—particularly when sporting goods equipment—think of what 
heavy, regular flights were on. All hands these few factors mean, alone, in fish and 

were good shots, and the rivalry was keen |$2™¢ Conservation problems. 
as to who would kill the greatest num- It would often seem that many of us 
ber of ducks with a specified number of | do not realize the complex problems con- 
shells. Constant practice, together with | nected with this work. When the first 
natural ability, was responsible for un-| white man set foot on the soil of this 
usual skill, not only in long range shoot-| continent he started to create a change. 
ing, but in making doubles and crossing | As man multiplied the change in nature’s 
shots. We often killed 100 or more birds | plan spread out as oil upon the water, 
to the gun this way during a morning or| until today we have an entirely different 
afternoon flight. continent, from a natural standpoint.
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In this work of conservation it is a|many of whom come back year after year 

waste of time and energy to try and|to the same camps, deserve a great deal 

arrive at conclusions through comparison | of credit for their deep interest in game 

a with other periods in history. It is a|conservation, Ninety-five per cent of them 

problem worthy of the effort of the most | are more than anxious to observe all state 

constructive critic and should be dealt | and federal rules and requirements in the 

solely from a cooperative standpoint. woods. 
At least 6000 mule deer hunters were 

DEER KILLED IN MORNING camped in the Modoc region on the open- 
Most of the deer killed during the past |ing day of the 1930 season. As successful 

season were taken between the hours of hunters moved out, others came in to 

seven and ten in the morning. fill the gaps, so that this number was 

Although the season has long since fairly constant for at least the first ten 

closed, the above fact was recently | days of the season. 

learned in a table compiled by J. S. Hun- Records show 1129 tags turned in to 

ter. The purpose of the table is to get the State Fish and Game Commission 

an idea of the habits of the hunter instead | covering bucks killed in Modoe County, 

of the usual data on the animals alone.|but since the Modoc Forest has a large 

It has always been the general belief | area lying in Lassen and Siskiyou coun- 

that the majority of the animals were ties, it is estimated by forest officers that 

taken early in the morning and late in]|at least 1850 deer were bagged within 

the afternoon. The table, which is com-|the Modoc National Forest during this 

‘ piled from returned deer tags, gives ac-| season, approximately the same number 

curate data as against theories. as was taken out in 1926, the last year 

he lowest ebb in the hunting day|in which a two-buck limit existed. 

occurs between the hours of 12 noon and| The mule deer range in the Modoc 

3 o’clock in the afternoon, the table shows. | Forest is practically all accessible by 

‘The game bag falls off in a direct line auto, which makes hunting easy and sim- 

from 10 o’clock in the morning until noon | plifies patrol. On account of this acces- 

and then holds about the same until 3| sibility, back in 1925 both state and 

o’clock, from then on there is a slight federal officers believed the mule deer 

rise that lasts until 5 o’clock, followed|doomed to extinction in northeastern 

by a direct falling off for the remainder California. Legislation, however, came 

of the hunting day. to the rescue. Creation of a new game 

The total bag for the season is 24,132] refuge in the heart of the mule deer 

animals. This is an increase of 2910] territory, the laying out and later exten- 

deer, or 14 per cent more than for the|sion of District 1}, elimination of the 

season of 1929. The animals were all shooting of forked horns, the one-buck 

said to be in prime condition this season, limit, and the adoption of the tax system 

with a very few exceptions. have all played a big part in mule deer 
Three counties were well above the] protection. Today, these same men hold 

thousand mark in the deer-bagging ac-]a much more optimistic view for the 

tivities during the past season. ‘These}future of the mule deer. Forest officers 

counties include Mendocino with a total]from all sections of the Forest report 

bag of 1488 deer; Siskiyou with 1872 and | that the mule deer, if not actually in- 

Modoc 1129. Of course there were many | creasing in numbers, are at least holding 

other counties in which excellent kills|their own, in spite of the annually in- 
were reported. creasing number of hunters invading their 

‘And probably many persons will say, | domain. 
“What of it?” after reading of the com-}| After five years of registration of hunt- 

pilations. In answer it might be well to] ¢rs.in their camps by means of special 

add that much valuable information has| Patrol, officers of the Modoc National 
been gained from the tables and this] Forest are fully convinced that this 

material will be available for application | method is the best means of handling 

to deer conservation problems. sportsmen during the deer season. 
The notebook form “Report on Campers 

MULE DEER HUNTING ON THE |and Sportsmen,” designed by Modoc 
MODOC officers, fills every need and is used by 

Anyone who has not spent some time regular local game wardens as well as 

traveling among the camps of mule deer | Forest officers. It gives the location of 

hunters in the Modoc region can scarcely | camp, hunter’s name, address, his car 

realize the enormous “kick” which these |make and number, hunting license and 
people get out of the sport. To thousands} deer tag number, condition of camp, 
of Californians from all parts of the|checks fire permit, nonsmoking, shovel 
state and from all walks of life, the mule | and ax requirement, a space to note the 
deer hunt in the Modoc Forest is their | bagging of a buck and room for remarks. 
big annual vacation, These sportsmen,!It is sometimes invaluable in cases of
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES annive Uv 

IN CALIFORNIA 

Twelve crates of Hungarian partridges 
have just arrived in California. The 
birds were purchased in Czechoslovakia 
several months ago, shipped to New York 
and thence across the continent by fast 
train. Only 12 birds were lost out of 
the shipment of 643. 

The crates were taken from the cars 
at Suisun, Solano County, and trans- 
ported to the state game farm at Yount- 
ville. It is the third shipment of these 
birds to be received in the past few years. 

According to August Bade, superin- 
tendent at the farm, the partridges will 
be held in specially prepared pens until 
they have rested sufficiently from the long 
trip. When the birds are acclimated and 
conditioned they will be ready for libera- 
tion. 

Hungarian or gray partridges have met 
with such fine success in many states and 
Alberta that a long open season is per- 
mitted and the birds are increasing even 
in the face of this practice. Their natural 
‘reproduction, as checked in many places, 
is just double that of quail and pheas- 

ants. In Washington it was found that 
they increased at the rate of 16 for each 
pair while the average for quail and 
pheasants was eight. 

The natural habitat of the Hungarian 

partridge is the rolling hills and grain 
fields that was the former home of the 
prairie chicken. On the wing they are a 
match for the speed and cunning of the 

bob-white or California valley quail. An- 
other fine feature of this bird is the fact 
that they do not congregate in numbers 
during the winter. The family, under the 
guidance of two parents, remains as a 
single unit until the mating season. 

It is the life history and natural habits 
of the bird that led the Division to be- 
lieve that they would do well in this 
state. When established, the Hungarian 

partridge will not only offer excellent 
sport for the hunter, but will improve the 

natural beauties of our out-of-doors and 
divert concentrated shooting of any 

species. 
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@ CALIFORNIA'S QUAIL SANCTUARIES 

"California now has more than '700 quail sanctuaries, accord— 

ing to a report by Walter R. Welch, captain in charge of volunteer 

deputies of the Division of Fish and Game. These sanctuaries have 
been voluntarily established by farmers and land owners and are 

scattered over the entire area of the state. The work is progress— 

ing rapidly. 
It is estimated that these protected lands comprise about 

500,000 acres of suitable quail habitat and that about 225,000 

birds are sheltered in the area. These birds will act as the 

& breeding stock from which the hunting grounds of the state will 
be replenished. 

In glancing at the sanctuaries, details show that the small- 

est refuge is located near the city of Walnut Creek, Contra Costa 

county, and consists of about three acres. Despite this small area 

a number of fine birds are said to be thriving under the absolute 

protection. The largest sanctuaries are located in Monterey and 
Lassen counties and comprise an area of about 22,000 acres. These 

large tracts of land are patrolled regularly by mounted deputies 

and every effort is being made to provide ideal conditions for 

quail. 
Careful watch is kept for animals and birds that show any 

tendency to prey on the quail and the stomachs of all such alleged 
predators taken are sent to Captain Welch for examination, In this 

way a complete control of such enemies of the quail is possible, 

and a record is kept that will be a valuable asset in the work of 
conservation. A summary action is also taken against all hunters 

who invade the closed areas."
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improvements on the replacement and conservation of wild life. Such 
agencies, before approving plans for such work, would seek the ad- 

vice and cooperation of the Bureau of Biological Survey, the Bureau 

of Fisheries, the Forest Service, and the National Park Service." @ 
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NEW DEER EXPERIMENT —/ (9 wW/ 

"In 1929 and 1930 the Pennsylvania Game Commission by large- 
scale experiments, under the strictest scientific test conditions, 

and the supervision of members of State College faculty, determined 

- for themselves and the mammalogists of the world - the effects, @ 

poisonous or otherwise, of laurel and rhododendron when eaten by 
deer. 

Since the conclusion of those experiments the Board has in- 

augurated a large-scale breeding experiment to determine the proper 

sex ratio for our deer. 
In the ten acre enclosure near Pine Grove Furnace, formerly 

known as "the deer traps," seven doe fawns, three yearling doe and 

one good yearling buck were confined last fall, and will be under : 

observation for some years. Some five acres of adjoining woodland, 
thick with young sprouts of aspen, after a forest fire, will be 

added to the enclosure after spring opens, and doubtless more of 
the same young growth next year. 

Additional individual deer will be added to the herd during 

the present year, and probably still others next year, and very 

probably some exchanges of individual deer may be made from time 

to time, as the progress of the experiment may suggest. 
The Commission expects to determine by this large-scale and 

long-time experiment the proper sex ratio for white-tailed deer, 

the age when they first breed, normal mating season, natural rate 

_of increase, and possibly other data not yet known.
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| DEER KILLED IN CALIFORNIA 

Deer killed, | Deer killed, | Deer killed, | Deer killed, | Land area 
1927 1928 1929 1930 ‘square miles 

Pala Tunaee uboee sae stem Mee as eran corn seen 220 263 275 252 73 
PRS, Fad ta der sae yu eukaed ade ae 67 66 89 124 776 
TREE (SU Se ISS TPES pee ae 59 78 87 101 601 
Meee bbe eae eek ae 228 212 234 314 1,698 
slayerss oc rt) Sle ee eee 149 191 175 283 1,027 

(Coliseo encore ne ae en ee ene 263 272 297 343 1,140 
Contra) Cota 5.2 352 eS ee ee ee 5 6 14 6 714 
Del Norte 2222526 So ee 42 48 55 40. 1,024 
Mel Doradgvas, soo ocd hese ceasteccsesee 535 548 597 685 1,737 
MRTOMNO 2 os i222 psavissucesasenesacessccsasece 592 763 764 893 5,950. 

WG lpn tenner ae asaoces eee se 623 592 586 601 1,337 
PRMD. baa sep A A UE pede des 821 W77 689 917 3,575 
PIL a0 22 oS dh, Mtn Ba baka iavanecs| 1 4 4 1 4,089 
APRs Pag ke detent boty el SD Rang ce 173 239 253 251 9,991 
SAE Se. 31d ost Sha ec oscatoscekna=wae 218 295 297 324 8,003 

Ringe. lab ee ee beak Pe Ea, Que yes 3 3 3 12 1,159 
BRR encase a chore soneueawetanenacs 901 1,038 841 885 1,238 
SMR tckcke toes ches tascam esa eeanek as 296 393 Sil 585, 4,531 
EE Se eae eee 425 369 691 637 4,115 
MAM 2 as \ 2 aan ceaiarcnapeon ares 260 300 313 379 2,112 

RAAB co. soto coos sscsuusa ce cleo tenusegaee! 367 444 304 403 529 
Mari) NEE Oy St eS ee ae ET 95 134 144 235 1,463 
Ble scrig esc eae 1,475 1,468 1,355 1,483, 3,539 
ARON 2 2 BS UL TS ied Debate toned a dgbeekibe 67 68 48 68 1,995 
Paros uO ee tbe poet a pci eanla ate ee 510 729 835 1,129 3,823 

WAG a retest ogo Ve he keen te vctotestea 36 55 76 73 3,030 
erreney 50.1803 Le ae e oy o3) webcer cca 757 830 734 864 3,330 
WHARR soso ok fata unc ameneeeee hel oon tyes 442 569, 523 536, 783 
Nevada. --2 22-22-1604 5.-_1-----2.22 2. 125 140 169 236, 974 
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"Allegations that the bird is not a clean feeder and that its 
flesh tastes like the bottom of a mud hole are largely unfounded. 

The coot feeds more upon the green foliage of aquatic plants than 

& do any of the wild ducks, and it consumes in addition such delica- 

cies as the tubers of wild celery and sage pondweed and the grain 

of wild rice. It is in fact a cleaner feeder than many other birds 
and mammals eaten by man." 

The following taken from the Standard, Redwood City, Calif. 

THE SALTON SEA PROJECT 

¢ "Striped kass are thriving in the Salton Sea, according to 
latest reports coming to the Division of Fish and Game from South- 

ern California deputies. 

This sea, forty-five miles in length and fifteen miles wide, 

was formerly a barren water. Because of the absence of good trout 

streams in this district, sportsmen and officials of the division 

worked out a plan to utilize the sea for food and game fishes. 

Fish culturists from the division made various tests of the 

geographical characteristics of the district, temperatures and the 

: saline content of the water. Data thus gathered prompted a strong 

recommendation for the introduction of striped bass. 
Two car loads of fish--five thousand bass of from four to 

six inches in length--were then introduced. Close observation is 

being made on the welfare of these bass and so far no reports have 

been unfavorable. 

The experiment is being watched from all parts of the country 
and Europe, officials point out. With success almost assured, it 

may be the means of which many other barren inland waters of the 

world are made to produce an excellent game and food fish." 

@ (( ORDER_OF HUNS FOR caLrFORYaA pe 
"Hungarian partridges have shown Such an aptitude ten bw 

fornia climate and feeding conditions that the Division of Fish and Lym 
Game has purchased (600 birds in Czechoslovakia. The birds will 

arrive in New York harbor this coming November and will be rushed 

immediately to this coast. 

Division officials said that the partridges would be given a 
chance to rest in the large pens at the Yountville game farm be- 

fore being liberated. With the aid of sportsmen the birds will be 

planted in sections particularly suited to their kind. 

These birds are slightly larger in size than our own 

& California mountain quail. They are exceedingly fast on their 

feet, are extremely wild and, according to sportsmen, are second 
to our state quail from a game standpoint. It will be the third 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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planting of partridges in the past few years. Before liberation 
in this state, the birds were studied thoroughly by the Division 

as to their habits and food requirements. When it was learned 

that Hungarian partridges fed almost solely on insect life and & 

created little or no crop damage, the Division consented to their 

introduction. 

According to authorities it is almost impossible to raise 

these wild-natured birds in captivity. If properly introduced 

into selected territory the birds readily adapt themselves to 

their new conditions. They multiply very fast if given half a 

chance. 
Various sportsmen and sporting organizations throughout 

the state are very much interested in the introduction of these 

birds and are giving full co-operation to the Division. Many of 

the hunters declare that the propagation of a good wild bird of @ 

this kind will not only afford excellent sport in season, but 

will prevent a concentrated assault on the birds already estab- 
lished. In other words, the hunters will be so scattered by a 

diversified field that all our game birds will have a chance to ; 

multiply in safe numbers." 

SPORTSMEN SHOULD HELP ENFORCE GAME REGULATIONS ; 

"The great army of waterfowl gunners began its first of- 
fensive in eighteen states on Sept. 16. Three more states will 

fall in line on the 24th, the others beginning attack on the 
ducks and geese on Oct. 1, Oct. 16, Nov. 1 and Nov. 20, according 

to their latitude, seasons opening earliest in the northern states. 
The season remains open from three to three and a half months. 

Responsibility for enforcement of the bag limit and sea— 

sonal regulations rests upon the Federal government, except as 

state laws are more restrictive or coincide with the Federal law. 
When the regulations do not coincide the states are powerless to 

help effectively. 

Recent changes in the Federal bag limit regulations have & 

thrown the state and United States more out of harmony than be- 

fore. The Federal daily bag limit on ducks and geese has been 

reduced to 15 and 4, respectively, but the laws of 26 states 

permit a higher limit on ducks and 42 states a higher limit on 

geese. 

The situation presented is therefore a critical one, so 

far as enforcement is concerned, as the Biological Survey has a 
force of only 25 game protectors in the entire country. 

: Carlos Avery, president of the American Game Protective 

Association appeals to all members of that and other sportsmen's . 

groups and to all other sportsmen to lend their aid to the Fed- 

eral and state authorities to secure faithful observance of the ie) 

regulations." — New York Release Sheet. 

Snap a match in half, Prevent Forests Fires!
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Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting, Statewide Fish and Game Committee, 
California State Chamber of Commerce. Sacramento, Calif., Jan. Les 
1931. , 

QUAIL STUDY ; 

Mr. Leighton submitted to the Committee a statement showing that 

the quail in California are decreasing so fast that the present 

iy inet. stock is threatened. He stressed the extreme need of a study 

of quail which will correct this situation. Moved by Mr. Kauffman, — 

seconded by Mr. Booth, that the State Chamber of Commerce urge upon 

' the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Institute that a fellowship for 

y the study of quail be established in California by that group. 

Unanimously carried. , ‘ ‘ 

; : e
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ELK IN SUISUN MARSHES IN LATE FIFTIES 

Very soon after the discovery of gold filled the Sierra Nevada with 

miners, the numbers of California Valley elk (Cervus nannodes) 

began to decrease. Constant harassment soon found them absent in 

the foothills, while the settlements in the San Joaquin Valley and the 

encroachment of civilization caused the bands that had survived to 

seek a refuge from persecution in the tule marshes and the wilderness 

ov of the river bottoms. In the late fifties glimpses of the animals in 

fe the Suisun marshes was considered one of the real rewards of the | 

river journey. 

The Weekly Ledger, published at Jackson, California, in its issue 

of April 18, 1857 (Vol. 2, No. 26), says: . 

“We presume that comparatively few persons who travel up and 

down the great streams that empty into Suisun Bay are aware of the 

immense numbers of wild animals that frequent the inaccessible tules | 

in this vicinity. The passengers of the Antelope, however, in her last 

downward trip, were favored with a sight of a herd of noble elk, 

browsing in the margin of the bay; but it was a passing glimpse 

only, for as the boat approached the shore, the beautiful animals threw 

aloft their gigantic antlers and plunged into the depths of the marsh.’’ 

3 —Rodney S. Ellsworth, 510 Russ Building, San Francisco, January | 

8; 1931. )
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abundant as ever. If we avoided thosef ARE DEER HUNTERS DETERIO- OND 
localities we might conclude there were RATING? \ 
no ducks at all. The concentrations, by The deer hunters of the State of Cali- ms 
the way, are due partly to reclaiming of | fornia were not such good shots during 
large areas of marshland, but mostly to| the season of 1929 as they were during 
the planting of rice fields and to artificial | the season of 1928, according to the fig- 

feeding. Maps shaded to indicate wild-| ures compiled by the Division of Fish and 
fowl population at ten-year intervals} Game from the deer tags returned. Un- 

would show a shrinkage and a separation | der the state law all hunters who are suc- * 
of areas analogous to the evaporation of | cessful in their efforts are required to 
a body of water. To point out the con-| make a return to the state agency. 
centration plaecs as indicative of abund- In 1928 the deer hunters of California 
ance is like pointing to two or three | accounted for 21,515 deer. In the season 
shrunken puddles in the aridity of what | just passed a total of 21,222 buck deer 

had once been a wide, unbroken sea, and] were killed. Based. upon the supposi- 
saying triumphantly: ‘See! The water | tion that each hunter only killed one deer, 
is just as wet as it ever was!’ And as| which is not altogether true, since many 
the center of density of the ducks has] shooters were successful in getting the 
drawn in and concentrated, where before it | two bucks allowed them by law, one deer 

was spread evenly over a great territory, | was killed by every 4.98 hunters in 1928. 
so, following them, the army of duck] During the season of 1929, however, 
shooters has drawn in and concentrated. | there was a marked falling off in the suc- 
Men think nothing of driving hundreds of | cess of the hunters. The ratio between 
miles to their blinds. Los Angeles shoot-|the number of deer killed and the num- 
ers go regularly to points far north of San | ber of hunters was one deer to every 5.44 
Francisco. Airplanes are rapidly coming | hunters. Since there was no marked dif- 
into use. To make it complete, though | ference in the total number of deer killed 
the numbers of the ducks have decreased, | in the state, the inference would be that 
that of the hunters has greatly aug-| the shooters of the entire state were less 
mented. When I was a boy only a few | proficient during 1929 than they were in 
men of each community went afield. Now, | 1928. 
what with the motor car and fashion— 
especially fashion—an incredible number QUAIL REFUGES URGED 
of the male and many of the female popu- In an effort to restock the game fields 
lation go a-ducking, and many of them do| of the State of California with the na- 
not even know what a sportsman is, or] tive California quail, Capt. Walter -R. 
care. A hundred now hunt ducks where | Welch has appealed to the 550 volunteer 
yesterday was but one; today there is one} workers in his department to aid in the 
duck where yesterday there were a hun-| establishment of inviolate sanctuaries 

dred. throughout the range of these birds. 
“It is a campaign of attrition. In over- All volunteer deputies have been asked 

use of anything the cycle is plain. First} to call upon the farmers in their com- 
we get along on our income. Then there | munities and to urge them to voluntarily 
comes a time when, in order to produce] set aside, as a quail sanctuary, at least 
our desired quota, we add to the amount | one ravine, gulch, or canyon on their 
of the income a bit of the principal. The | lands in which quail now exist, and where 
reduced principal naturally produces less | water, feed and cover for the birds can be 
income next year; so we have to use a/found. No shooting is to be done on these 
little more principal to make up the re-| sanctuaries for a period of at least three 
quired sum, And so on.~ For a while, | years. 
if we are sufficiently chuckleheaded, It is believed that if a sufficient num- 
things seem all right, and, if questioned, | ber of these quail sanctuaries can be es- 
we stoutly maintain our complete sol-| tablished, and if the birds are afforded 
vency. But the process has a disconcert- | water, feed, cover and protection, many 
ing acceleration to it at a certain point. | acres of suitable quail habitat within the 
We seem to go broke over night, so to| state can be satisfactorily restocked with 
speak, so that we are dazed by the appar- | quail within the next few years without 
ent suddenness of catastrophe, and can | the necessity of changing the present law, 

not believe it attributable to natural | or the expense of establishing state quail 
causes. We have been robbed, and we | refuges or farms or importing quail. 
rush about shrieking random accusa- If the farmers and landowners will es- 
tions.” tablish quail sanctuaries on their lands
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they can maintgin a supply of quail, and|tion along our sloughs and beaches un- 
at the same time enjoy quail shooting on | questionably will exterminate all of the 5 
the lands surrounding their sanctuaries. | species before long, and I feel that this 
Under these circumstances quail will be | situation should be most strongly voiced e 
an et to their property. to the lawmakers and adequate protec- = 

tion taken for all species, not only pro- XS 
‘ADDITIONAL CLAMS NEED PROTEC- | tection regulating the size taken, but the 

TION season in which they may be taken also. 
During my boyhood days it was an easy |—Laurence M. Huey, San Diego, Cali- 

matter to scrape out with a rake a couple | fornia. 
of hundred good-sized clams in almost 
any tidal estuary along San Diego Bay. |ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF HUNGARIAN ~ 
Today clams are practically extinct, and PARTRIDGES RECEIVED Ss 
this appears to be due solely to the in- There arrived at the State Game Farm “a2 
vasion of indiscriminate clam diggers—]|in February 523 Hungarian partridges. ee 
mainly foreigners. Only eleven died en route. It will be re- ¢5 

The accompanying photograph is that | membered that a year ago a large ship- 
of 332 Chione fluctifraga seized by Dep-| ment was received at Los Angeles and 3s 
uty E. H. Glidden on March 17, 1930.| were distributed by airplane. The pres- 
They proved to be not the species that | ent shipment were retained at the Yount- } x 
are protected by law. The law should be| ville Game Farm and then were released ~~ 
extended to include all cockles, regardless | in various suitable localities in the north- 
of their specific status. All are edible| ern part of the state. One shipment of 
and deserve protection. As it stands, the | birds was released on the Parrott Grant, 
one called Paphia staminea is the only | west of Chico, and another in the foot- 
protected species and is incidentally one | hills near Oroville. 
of the rarest. It will be noted in the 
picture the extreme size, both largest and|-ARGE TROUT GIVES RECORD NUM- 
smallest, of the specimens taken. Appar- BER OF EGGS 
ently the Japanese, from whom they were It is reported that a large Klamath 
taken, spared nothing in the shape of a| River rainbow, length 35} inches, estim- 
clam that was turned out by his rake.| mated weight 25 pounds, caught on 
Such severe combing of the clam popula-| Beaver Creek and spawned by James L. 
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Fic. 82. 332 cockles, Chione fluctifraga, confiscated from clam digger, south end a" 
San Diego Bay, March 17, 1930, by Deputy E. H. Glidden. Like many other 
species of clam this will disappear unless better protection is afforded it. 
Photograph by L. M. Huey.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF DUCK CLUBS IN CALIFORNIA ete 

By M. Haun McAnxisrer cad 

In compiling facts as to the first shooting clubs of the state, as a 
preface it might be mentioned that the writer of this was born in 
October, 1861, at the old United States Arsenal at Benicia, California, 
which overlooks Suisun Bay, the winter home of countless thousands 
of wild fowl, and when the above noted happy event took place, a 
band of honkers or a flock of ducks must have been passing by for 
the said youngster to have been so thoroughly inoculated as he after- 
ward proved to be as a follower of the sport of wildfowling. 

79745,
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In the late sixties and early seventies the masses of ducks and geese 
which collected every fall around Suisun Bay and the delta of the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers were sights never to be forgotten. 
On one occasion in the fall of 1875, I was invited to join a party of 
army officers for a hunt in the Government yacht, John Rogers. We 
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Fig. 89. Cordelia Shooting Club, the first duck club in California, was organized in 
1880. Charter members, left to right: T. Cary Friedlander, William McPherson, 
Hdward F. Bent, M. Hall McAllister, Fred §. Butler, Ward McAllister, Jr., 
Charles W. Kellogg, William B. Bradford, Harry Babcock, John K. Orr. 

sailed up Suisun Bay and up the Suisun and Cordelia sloughs and 
anchored for the night about where the railroad drawbridge (Cygnus) 
was afterward constructed. 

As we were taking breakfast the next morning just after daylight, 
the yacht captain called down to us to come on deck for an extra-
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ordinary sight. At an elevation of about 200 or 300 yards was a 
flock of widgeon which could be told by their whistling. The flight 
was about 100 yards wide, coming in a seemingly endless stream from 
over the western hills and heading northeast, and it took over fifteen 
or twenty minutes for them all to pass, reminding one of the flocks of 
wild pigeons which we read about in the eastern states. 

Another fall, I saw an equally large flock of widgeon feeding on the 
new grass on the Suisun hills near the present Goodyear railroad sta- 
tion; they seemed to cover the sky when they took wing. 

It was a common annual sight in the fall those years, just after 
daylight on the Suisun marsh, to see the entire sky practically covered 
with geese and ducks leading in all directions. No wonder the farmers 
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Fig. 90. Ducks enjoying the sun at Buttonwillow Lake, state waterfowl game 
refuge near Los Banos. Can you identify the widgeon, mudhen, mallard, 
shoveller and pintails? Photograph by ES. Cheney, January, 1930. 

insisted there be no law against shooting such hordes of wildfowl 
that raided their growing grain. ‘ 

The organization of duck clubs in California was commenced when 
: the Southern Pacifie Railroad built across the Suisun marsh from 

Suisun to Benicia in 1878-79 and brought this wonderful sanctum of 
ducks and geese within a few hours of San Francisco and Oakland. 

The whole marsh, practically 5000 acres, was owned by The Cham- 
berlain Estate and the first lessees were the market hunters—Jim 
Payne and Seth Beckwith. 

The railroad said they would make two stations, the Drawbridge, 
later named Cygnus, and Teal, so Payne and Beckwith located their
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| ark and the sloop yacht Wave at Teal Station and invited sportsmen 
for a day’s shooting at $5 per head. 

In 1880 the first organized club was the Cordelia Shooting Club,* 
ten members, who leased from Payne and Beckwith the tract known 
as the string of ponds on the Frank Horan slough. 

In 1881, the Teal Club was organized with ten members; they bought 
out Payne and Beckwith’s lease and the whole outfit of arks, boats 
and decoys. 

The Ibis Club, the same year, obtained a lease of the Hardland 
ponds; a club of three members being formed, afterward increasing 
to five shooters. ; 

About 1890 the Joyce Island Club was organized with ten members 
purchasing the lower end of Joyce Island and building ponds and a 
fine club house. 

About 1895 the Tule Belle Club moved from an old site on Sherman 
Island to the Drawbridge. They had ten members and the club 
received its name from a large luxurious house boat christened the 
Tule Belle. The memberships in this club were later all bought up by 
the late Herman Oelrichs and his estate sold it to the late William H. 
Harriman, who never shot there; it reverted to the Oelrichs Bstate, 
who sold it to the present owners. 

In 1906 the Chamberlain Estate sold their entire holdings to a 
syndicate headed by the late Frank Maskey, et al. That year a number 
of smaller clubs were formed, notably the Green Lodge at Cygnus by 
W. W. Richards; the Roos Club, which obtained the old Sixth Reach 
Pond on the Suisun Slough; the Hawley Club at the mouth of the 
Cordelia Slough; the Seymour Club, at the head of the Cordelia 
Slough which adjoins the old Cordelia Club grounds. 

Since the advent of the automobile and the fast motor boat, every 
patch of ground where water, either salt or fresh, can be obtained is 
turned into a duck shooting club and it is no wonder the wild fowl 
are leaving California for Mexico or other more favorable climes. 

Before closing this incomplete history of early day duck clubs, 
I might relate the story of the most unique ‘‘hunting parties’’ that 
every came to my knowledge. 

They were given each fall by Captain Richard Floyd, the man who 
built the Lick Observatory on the summit of Mount Hamilton for the 
Lick trustees. He was a member of the Teal Club and he, with 
several of the other members with their wives, spent a week at Teal 
during the height of the shooting in October and November. A special 
French chef with extra servants went along and they also took with 
them the famous old time ‘‘Macaroni Band,’’ an Italian orchestra that 
used to play on the Sausalito ferry. The men would take the morning 

: shoot, the ladies of the party would go with the keepers for the after- 
noon hunt, and in the evening they had music and cards. 

As in the old days, there were no limits on ducks, champagne 
and ecards. These parties were long remembered and talked about. 

* The first meeting of the Cordelia Shooting Club was held in the parlor of the 
Occidental Hotel in San Francisco. The late Charles W. Kellogg called those invited 
to join to order and proposed the taking over of part of the famous Chamberlain 
tract on the Suisun marsh in Solano County. The leases were duly entered into, 
also a contract with the well-known Captain Charles Chittenden to hire his yaene 
the yawl Lolita, which afterward was superseded by the yacht White Wings, and later 
by a large and commodious house ark. 

The late Herman Oelrichs also gave his friends some enjoyable out- 
ings some of which I had the pleasure of attending. We always went 
and returned on a special train and there was no stint of the good 
things of life.
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- pointed out many times, it would be dif- The defendants were represented by 
ficult to set the opening of the deer sea~-|B. D. Marx Greene, former executive 
son at such a time as to prevent the kill- | officer and attorney for the Fish and 
ie oh oeer pamthe velvet or the qeliog of | Game Commission. nee D; Hennets 

leer during the rutting season if a uni-| present executive officer and attorney, 
form season were established. The zoning | assisted by Ralph W. Scott, appeared for 
een allows the opening of ae season ie neon ee ane on eee Econ 

in ie coast range where deer have t the close of the trial, Judge elcl 

matured their antlers at an earlier time | continued in effect the temporary order 
than in the Sierra, where maturity takes | granted at the first hearing, which pro- 
place at a later date. Most of those con- | vided that each of the defendant canners 
versant with conditions in California are| must pack fifteen cases per ton of fish 
ready to admi t| brought into their plants until he ren- 
advai e districting system. dered his decision. On March 138, Judge 

have upheld the present law. elch decided in favor of the people and 
ofMered the four plants abated for a 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES IMPORTED | peftiod of three months, effective on 

Last fall a special order was placed | Match 15. iiaeed Wehacae RR 
for some 1500 Hungarian partridges to e case hinged upon the right of the 

be imported from Central Europe. Com- | commission to issue the fifteen case order, 

See eee (mare rege superintende: e purchase. In late Jan- | Whi efined as a 

uary the first shipment arrived by boat ae ut an cans, ae ihe pets an 
direct to San Pedro. About 600 birds|the word meant only heads, tails and 
arrived January 25, 1929, in rather poor | cleanings of fish. Much conflicting testi- 
Coan ven eo ae oe trip ps boars Bone Mee ee ene ee ae ee a 

. f ler, of the Yountville Game] hard fought one. N. B. Scoliela, head o: 
Farm, took charge of the birds and they|the commercial fisheries department of 
were temporarily housed at a private | the division, was the principal witness for 

game farm until properly acclimatized.|the people, while well known eanners 

During the first week in February, the| from Monterey and San Pedro testified 
larger proportion of the birds was liber-| for the defense. _ 
ne in various ppiacee ta: southern Cali- ns Showy see closed es ue 
ornia. Some of the birds were sent to} Camp Sea Boo ompany nm Pedro 

the Yountville Game Farm to be used as | filed suit for an injunction against the 
breeding stock. Another shipment of | Commission, seeking to restrain its officers 
birds was received in March. from interfering with their operations or 

bringing action to enforce the fifteen case 
; SARDINE LITIGATION order and twenty-five per cent reduction 

DUT We Dest, hres months senting) onan, Tae ee a ae 
The cabs a fe gape ae restraining order, and the hearing was 
and one in ane federal court, have been set before Judges Henning and James of 

fought, with the Fish and Game Division | the Southern Hederal District Court and 
taking the pide of conservation in seeking eae ui pre iter ening eee ine 
to tail tl ti h - 5 . ~ 

Barun eeadcton Slings ped aoe terly contested, the three judges dismissed 

fi dried Betore &: . | the case against the Commission and dis- 
The Pare ae Sante Glats he solved the temporary order. The most 

Judge 2 a ne Sa ake jounty, t interesting feature of this decision is 
aan iy & ee . 0 na Haein o* | found in the statement that the state has 
Peas oe oF us th ns ne a ister a right to legislate for the protection of 

nt a 2 a ah ee i. e a fish within the state even though but a 
taking he al fond 4 ene represent small portion of the fish caught may be 
ar Cae aire 8 nate ea cae: taken within the state’s jurisdiction. 

a ae Nie an fi ts Peas ee te ree | ‘The division then started action against 
aye iG ae eee hae onterey | the Van Camp Sea Food Company, South- 
SNe Se awe eek a ne Canning | orn California Fish Packing Corporation 

Company, Carmel Canning Company and | ang the Wedum Packing Company in the 
San Carlos Canning Company. All were| superior court of Los Angeles County. 

charged with failing to pack during 4/ This case lasted for two weeks and finally 
stated period, the fifteen cases of sardines | was decided adversely, Judge Olair Tap- 
per ton of fish brought in to the plants | paan rendering his verdict in favor of the 
required by the Commission. defendants, and declaring that canners
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were allowed to use in reduction plants,| house, and once it was passed in the 
twenty-five per cent of the capacity based | house and failed in the senate. The main 
on the capacity of can closing machines. | obstacles appeared to be those involved 
This in effect means that for each can]in a federal license fee and in a pro- 
closing machine, which with packing] vision for public shooting grounds. 
tables, exhaust boxes and conveyors is a] Finally despairing of passing this bill, 
cannery unit, may divert 186.7 tons of] various friends of the measure united in 
sardines per calendar month to reduction | Supporting a new measure which elimin- 
plants. ated the various objectionable features. 

Following this decision, the officials of | Taking as the main viewpoint that game 
the division have centered their atten-| refuges are needed in order to help the 
tion on legislation which would eliminate | waterfowl situation, and that the govern- 
the reduction allowance entirely. ment should aid in establishing such 
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Fic. 42. Friends of a conservation measure, From left to right, Senator Peter 
Norbeck of South Dakota, President Calvin Coolidge, Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, 
chairman of the National Committee of Wild Life Legislation, and Representa- 
tive August H. Andresen of Minnesota. The President was urged by this dele- 
gation to sign the Norbeck-Andresen Bill, which provides for the government 
to expend about $8,000,000 for inviolate sanctuaries. Photograph by Inter- 
national News Reel Corporation. 

THE NORBECK-ANDRESEN GAME refuges just as much as in building good 
REFUGE BILL roads, the new measure was drawn. With 

It took a number of years of striving | little opposition, the Norbeck bill passed 
to attain the treaty with Canada and|the senate at the main session of con- 

the resultant laws relative to migratory | 8T€SS. 
birds. Likewise it has taken time for] The National Committee on Wild Life 
conservationists to secure federal legis-| Legislation, an influential group of men 

lation relative to the establishment of| representing practically every national 
game refuges. It will be remembered that | conservation organization in America, 
a game refuge bill has appeared in con-|was formed at Seattle during the meet- 
gress for six years, that once it was|ing of the International Fish and Game 
passed by the senate and failed in the| Commissioners. This committee actively
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ke State, as it has seen its game while the number of ducks and geese Everymann, Director of the California 

decrease in spite of protective wintering in California have corre- Academy of Sciences; Dr. K. F. Meyer, 

legislation, has sought for some addi- spondingly decreased, for dry land Director, Hooper Foundation for Med- 

tional means of conservation which ever attracts waterfowl. ical Research of the University of Cali- 

would improve conditions. A funda- Duck hunters have viewed with fornia, and five other members selected 
mental law of business is to the effect alarm the rapidly thinning flight of by the California Fish and Game Com- 
that although we spend, we must not migratory birds, but there will be no mission, with the approval of the Gov- 

waste our capital. This is as true of anger of their extermination. The ¢rnor. 
wild life as it is of money. Present constructive steps being taken by the Since their appointment the members 
conditions show that we have lavishly ™embers of the Governor’s Advisory of this committee have held meetings 
spent not only the income, represented Committee on Game Refuges and Pub- to consider the problems before them, 
in annual increase of our game, but /i¢ Shooting Grounds will insure a fu- with Mr. J. S. Hunter in charge of 
have also drawn largely upon our capi- ture to this popular sport. State refuges, who was assigned as 

tal, represented in breeding stock. To The survey now being conducted by their special assistant. 
invest our remaining capital in such a the committee has primarily for its During the past biennium a special 

manner as to provide a sure income purpose the establishment of refuges crew of surveyors under the direction 

has become the most important prob- that will hold and sustain waterfowl of Mr. Hunter has been engaged in 

lem in wild life conservation. Although during the open season in sufficient making an accurate survey and posting 

we may have heard this simile until numbers to maintain an adequate breed- 34 State refuges, including 2,372,355 

it seems almost trite, acres of land. This is an 

yet it accurately dee Pet Se aS * es Ome ae Rs aay a -5 q peony step, as in 

scribes present condi- ~ zs AEE. pay # . 7 it eo Ss a many instances these 

tions. £ foi paar Pit bie: oy eh Pp“ refuges had not been 
No species of wild life % 2 Fumes SS, ee So ee oe accurately surveyed and 

can be assured of per- & ib 3 ats iad Has Ms ar e : prosecutions were dif- 
‘ petuity in the face of an = as oa oe Cs i! ia hh Py 3 ficult where adequate 

aggressive and vigorous [ied ih, ae Aes Nie ‘J _ postings were not made. 
civilization without the Fi. Siege . Oe am TE & . Coincident with this 
requisites of adequate pe Seeuieyns 3 i ed a * Re ts ,» ‘meet work an effort has been 
food, natural cover af- [Re #iaH ee ; ee ee ee) Se = made to take a census 
fording a safe retreat [iiaerem Pa 3 ¥ oe. ee Sade F| and make a more accu- ~ 

_from enemies and un- te 4 : tee aes oe. rate analysis of game 
contaminated breeding conditions throughout 

grounds. In this light, it P Po the State. The applica- 
should seem self-evident pea coe ie tion of the deer tag li- 
that restrictive hunting a cense revealed that in 
as a method of consery- : = Bs, 1927, 19,507 deer were 
ing species has its short- 5 - — legally killed in the 
comings. * iio = . State. The records show 

A study of any good Scene in National Forest Game Refuge, Modoc County, California that a surprising per- 
map issued before 1890 s centage of well antlered 
will show an almost unbroken marsh- ing stock, and secondly, the creation deer is killed, which reasonably in- 
land extending up and down the great by purchase, lease or rental of public dicates that only the surplus is being 
interior valley of California, Had air- shooting grounds that will prove at- taken. 
planes been invented previous to 1890, tractive to birds breeding in the far Two outstanding factors involving 
an air reconnoissance of the migratory north that formerly wintered in Cali- the decrease of game have combined 
bird areas of the State would have dis- fornia. to make the establishment of refuges 
closed vast overflow areas and the ex- Funds for carrying out this program urgent. In the first place settlement 
panses of Tulare and Buena Vista will be forthcoming for the next five has reclaimed many of the natural 
lakes. Below the observer, countless years and will amount to one-third of breeding grounds of game with a con- 
thousands of smaNer patches threaded the increased hunting license fee an- sequent destruction of food supply. 
by sloughs would have given their ually. It is very probable that the Secondly, in many places in California 
shining signals. committee will map out their whole the country is becoming thickly popu- 

Now, during the late summer and Plan of action for the entire five-year lated, with a consequent concentration 

fall, probably as much as 80 percent period before making an outlay of of hunting in nearby localities. The 
of these water areas, so eminently much of this fund. The purpose of use of the mountains by city people 
suited as loafing ahd feeding grounds such a step will be to avoid hasty in- is being continually encouraged and is 
for the myriads of waterfowl that for- vestments which may prove to be sadly growing. These factors make it in- 

merly haunted them, have disappeared. Out of harmony with the ultimate creasingly difficult for game to main- 

Reclamation, drainage and evaporation Objects desired. tain itself. 
are responsible for this great reduc- The Governor’s Advisory Committee The game refuge furnishes an area 

tion. Reproduction of waterfowl in the on Game Refuges and Public Shooting where game may find natural and safe 

State has decreased in proportion to Grounds was appointed on March 22, breeding and feeding grounds in order 

the reduction of suitable nest sites, 1928, and consists of Dr. Barton W. to insure a sufficient number being left 
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to prevent extermination and, if pos- but sportsmen have in the past found factor in successful wild life: adminis- 

sible, to keep neighboring territory their recreation on othér portions of tration. 

sufficiently stocked to allow of good the area. In order not to mete out un- “The development of additional ref- 

hunting. due hardship to these sportsmen, it uge areas for wild life,’ says Mr. 

With the rapid settlement of the was deemed advisable to allow a con- Redington, “has been brought more in- 

country it will soon be impossible to tinuance of hunting privileges on an  timately to public attention, and the 

find areas where natural conditions area at the southern end of the lake, sentiment throughout the country is 

exist. Sportsmen of the future will be and accordingly the Secretary of Agri- more definitely crystallized in favor 

forced to do their hunting on artifi- culture approved an order permitting of a unified program, as it becomes 

cially planted private grounds, or kill hunting on 2800 acres south of the generally understood that the onward 

game reared on game farms, unless line forming the north boundary at sec- march of civilization, with its farming 

certain areas are maintained in their tions 33 and 34 of township 47 north, and industrial operations, threatens, 

natural state. Herein we find an im- range 4 east, Mount Diablo meridian. at least locally, the ultimate extinction 

portant reason for the establishment of The inviolate refuge, therefore, com- of the various forms of wild life that 

national parks and State game refuges. prises 7500 acres of land extremely were the delight of our forbears and 

Not only will the sportsmen benefit valuable for resting and feeding that cannot be perpetuated for future 

thereby, but also the scientists inter- grounds for the birds which frequent enjoyment unless provided with ample 

ested in natural history, for the parks the area. range, including feeding, breeding and 

and refuges will soon be the only areas Mr. Redington further stated that resting grounds.” 

unspoiled for scientific study. this refuge, which lies just south of the Even before there were bag limits . 
That California has done something California-Oregon line, will supplement or seasons on game, the California 

more than talk about the value of game the Clear Lake refuge in California, State legislature was convinced of the 

refuges, is evidenced by the fact that just east of Tule Lake and the re- necessity of giving waterfowl careful 

thirty-four refuges comprising overtwo cently established Upper Klamath ref- protection on a lake in the city of 

million acres of land, Oakland. In 1869 an act 

have been set aside by = pan Mere restricting fishing and 

the State. The State : : sy Keg ie hunting in and about 

also has within its bord- : ki ee oe a i, Lake Merritt, situated in 

ers several Federal bird the, ars: Bg Pa the heart of Oakland, 

reservations, three na- a: f é aa ilies only five minutes’ walk 
tional parks and three % ae ise Se ee P - 5 ue. * te from the City Hall, be- 
national monuments, in Agee . tie cee Daas gaat came a law. The thou- 
all of which wild life re- ff = ye eee he 3g sands of ducks which 
ceives complete protec- [agai ‘ Sin sla i ay gather on this lake every 
tion. a »: om Ps bs, a Pe ij winter attest the efficacy 

By executive order, 8am os . i 2 ae ” of the refuge. Lake 
President Coolidge cre- a 1 dae cde Hi Aan Merritt is a body of 
ated the Tule Lake bird (ieee fy mee ; . water about a mile long 
refuge in Northern Cali- rage ag % atts : and one-half mile wide. 
fornia consisting of 2 sa It is surrounded by 
10,300 acres of Govern- ‘ some of the most aris- 
ment lands in northeast- co Re tocratic homes of the 
ern Siskiyou County, ae city, miniature yachts, 
within the Klamath ir- ™ Vn power boats and count- 
rigation project. These Antelope Trail on One of California’s State Game Refuges less pleasure craft make 
lands are flooded to a -the lake their home. 
considerable extent by waste water uge, on the west shore of Klamath About a quarter of a mile of water, 
and thus form an excellent waterfowl Lake, in Oregon. Over a year ago it however, is wired off by the city au- 
resort. This brings to 80 the number was announced that because of lack thorities, and in this inclosure the wild 
of wild-life reservations administered of water a reflooding program on ducks find protection. 

by the United States Bureau of Biologi- Lower Klamath Lake, west of Tule In the lake waters are seen the 
cal Survey. Lake, would have to be abandoned. canvasback, the bluebill and the pin- 

Paul G. Redington, Chief of the The establishment of the refuge, there- tail, together with their constant 

Biological Survey, in commenting on fore, on Tule Lake will in a measure friends the mudhens. On the lawns 

the establishment of this project, states offset the loss of possible sanctuary congregate great flocks of sprig and 
that this is a most important addition caused by the abandonment of the widgeon. The wild bird of today soon 

to the list of wild fowl refuges estab- Lower Klamath project. realizes that he and his fellows are 

lished by Executive order and by acts In his report to Secretary of Agri- safe in Oakland’s bird reservation. A 

of Congress. Tule Lake has long been culture Jardine on the work and ac- wide automobile drive surrounds the 
the mecca for such wildfowl as the complishments of the Bureau of Biolog- lake, and from early morn until night- 
mallard, redhead, ruddy duck, cin- ical Survey for the year 1928, Paul G. fall hundreds of visitors throng the 
namon teal, avocets, stilts and other Redington, chief of the bureau, places park, delighted with this most strange 

shore birds. It also is a favorite win- emphasis on wild-life research, He and wonderful picture of civilization 

tering ground for the cackling goose, considers this fundamental to all other and nature in such close touch with 

a bird that breeds on the northwest functions of the Bureau and basic to each other. The City authorities see 

coast of Alaska. the chief service expected by the pub- that the birds are fed daily, and that 

The layout of the area is such, due lic and by the various States. He also they are in no way molested. 
to mud conditions along the shores, stresses the importance of the estab- One of the most interesting game 

that a natural refuge has existed in the lishment of game and bird refuges as refuges in California is the Trinity 

northern part of the Tule Lake area, being without doubt the greatest single (Continued on page 245) 
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season of the year that they are the 

worst menace. And they are especially 

hard on the young game birds and ani- 

an CALL DUCKS 
California’s Game Refuges ; . ; 
[Coa rues ca We offer a fine lot of genuine small variety English Grey 

rom page : § ‘ 
Neer rere nice te rerio eesti rea Call Ducks. Nearly every variety of wild duck respond readily 

to the east and south of Big Bar, to their clear, soft enticing voice. They are very tame and easy 

Trinity County, which includes 65,000 to handle. 
acres, of which 2,377 acres are alien- 

ated land. The area extends from the : 
head of a little gulch on the north, r | N 

at an elevation of approximately 3,500 

feet across the Trinity River (eleva- A 

tion 1,300 feet), over Hayfork Bally Also, several varieties of pheasants such as Ringnecks, 
Mountain (elevation 6,000 feet), across ih il Tadee Ars 

Hayfork Creek (elevation 2,000 feet). Golden, Silver, Lady Amherst, etc. 
This range in elevation and the south 

exposure afford both summer and win- ——— 

ter range, so that game need not leave 

the refuge at any time. The area also - 5 i: 

includes a number of licks much fre- Order Early and Avoid Disappointment 
quented by deer. 

An almost equal distribution of tim- peat arte sf 

ber and brush types is to be found, the 

latter usually being found on the steep 

south or west exposures. The timber ee ee ane Wallace Evans Game Farm 
latter having the most browse and 

grass feed. Brushfields are largely of ST. CHARLES ILLINOIS 

manzanita, white thorn and mountain 

mahogany, although such browse feed 

asioak and bije brush is 0160.00 ——_—_—_—_—_—_—_——_————————————————————————————————————— 

Deer are found throughout this area, See ae BE eT SA eR aT SE TT TT CT Ree pe ee 

quite generally distributed throughout W S ° li i S 1 i. 

the summer and fall, and living at the e€ pecia Ze Nn up p yl n 2 

lower elevations during the winter and - 
. ‘ es ee t 

spring. It is also thought that some ki See ar: Te tee’ Lanes) ete Private Estates, Parks and 

of the deer that winter here regularly oe ee Sb eee . 3 

travel out of this region during the g ex Wee a Zoological Gardens with: 
summer and early fall. i Es a KG pees 

eral tt i 7 Q A, Pei s already stated, this region affords Re a ie A. ROYAL WHITE SWANS, 
excellent summer and winter feed and h : <9 i 

because of this reason, as well as the os a oe 4 a a 3 FANCY DUCKS, FANCY 

favorable climate and low snowfall on Hs a — ct © GEESE, CRANES, STORKS, 
along the river, forms splendid breed- . agra * cages. J : Ss 

ing grounds. Water is abundant, salt ied . D3 “ iT. PEAFOWL AND 

licks are convenient, and there is plenty Va e ee OTHER FANCY FOWL. 

of early feed. The establishment of i 

this refuge created a safe place for ' Foreign Ornamental Birds for Aviaries 
breeding deer to supply a great area 

of surrounding country, and is demon- LOUIS RU HE, Inc. 

strating to the whole State the bene- 351 Bowery Established 1869 New York 

fits which accrue as a direct result 

of proper game protection. 

Within the r a ae ‘ > ; 4 Within the sotuge are many tamous [>< >< 24 0 $4 Ask For‘G. & B. Netting 
Bee neta) ao crime weluen deer CD es For fencing your birds or animals, unexcelled for 

PEE AUG ie Ma MOE he < ci tis a : ene B.” special cold drawn process gives it 
dents estimate that there were 10,000 | ol <> a greater tensile strength than wire used in other 

See ied acy hos Noks acacg ue cori Sy Dex . PTE teed by Gilbert’s process (the result of over 
fork of Trinity River, up to the time A >< fifty yeaa eaber lence) ay wires receive a Beery 

. ; " : ‘ SE 7 d it of zinc covering em in every part of the creation of the refuge which \<f £ * golderemene long twists of the testes EAvinly 
was established by legislative enact- bbe ret together. . 
ment in 1911. , 5 Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 

i 7) | If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 
Although in a county where viola- <4 a ry rs f —T HE — 

tions of the fish and game laws are as , K Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 
frequent, the residents respect the ete <<a re GEORGETOWN, CONN. 
Trinity Game Refuge. The people of NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 
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= —_ the county wanted the refuge in the 

‘ARGOS GAME FARM first place, and although it set aside 

A much of the best deer country, every- 

m RZ » President. one concerned is willing to be incon- 

Z\ ' - a 5 tA oy % venienced and to hunt elsewhere. 
ti | fe ; L J | Ee ‘é \ With a very large acreage of private 

eee i) Yi a iff Avntiea \ (v; land posted against hunting and with 

pL Hh ba | Wher | 4) a large number and acreage of State 

Wh [a Lil (4 WWE aha iit vo || ! refuges, game birds and animals have 

Se WG hi SG Ig, VG H y li a fair opportunity to reproduce and 

! ty ill Zell A | maintain the species. 

(/ SR a) i / wT Ny Mountain sheep are reported in a 
« JC O29, ies SAE eS, LW Wi Hi ly number of localities in the desert 

WA, E> Ts Seat 4 be eee. pe ih mountain ranges of southeastern Cali- 

NY Ege (ees oN yi Hip | fornia, and under proper protection 

K Aa OTe Veg b 2 as LS SMD YY this species should be capable of be- 

ing permanently preserved, although it 

Many successes have been built on luck. Ours was built on labor and because is doubtful if the time will arrive when 

we worked hard we know how to appreciate it. That is why we bend our an open season can be permitted. 

every energy toward our customer’s complete satisfaction so that our success Antelope, as the result of protection, 

may always be as firm as it is now. are increasing in northwestern Cali- 

ONE QUALITY ONLY—THE BEST fornia. The advance of agriculture has 

: practically exterminated them in other 

Clinton qi . New Jersey areas where they were formerly abun- 

sss SS dant. 

Of the former great herds of elk that 

ranged in the interior valleys only a 

PHEASANTS for Breeders few hundred head remain. With 

scarcely an exception attempts to plant 

Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred small herds have proved unsuccessful, 
from Mongolian and Chinese Cross. as they destroy the cultivated crops 

when given free range. If they are to 
Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders. be permanently preserved it will be 

EGGS IN SEASON. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW necessary to secure and fence refuge 

for them. 
Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. Doves are holding their own under 

oe the present legislation, which limits 

the hunting season to two months or 

HERMAN A. BUSS, Pres. less. Grouse in general have been 

reduced, possibly due to the destruc- 

THE HUDSON GAME FARM CO. Hudson, Ohio tion of their nests by sheep. 
The new legislation shortening the 

season during which quail can be killed 

RINGNECK EGGS to the month of December, has been 

beneficial. Under this law quail have 

HATCHABLE EGGS FROM FINEST STOCK, DEPENDABLE SERVICE increased in all parts of the State. 
$25.00 PER HUNDRED Geese are in need of further protec- 

Write for booklet “Pheasant Rearing.” Full instructions 20c. ee 
Of all the game sanctuaries in the 

CAROLINA PHEASANTRY State of California, Refuge 1-Q is the 
most interesting as to the number and 

BENSON NORTH CAROLINA. species of game it contains. Located 

in the eastern part of Lassen County, 

it borders on a similar refuge in 

3 Nevada. There is very little timber; 

Indian Roek Game Farm in fact, the game survey crew had to 

carry their own posts for signs. Within 

NEWTOWN Bucks Co. PENNA. the boundaries are located more species 

of game than in any other similar area. 

Now booking orders for Ringneck Pheasant and Wild Gray Mal- incre ba Gagne ani ines 

lard Duck Eggs, from healthy, vigorous stock. Also Mammoth hundreds of antelope. 

Bronze Turkey Eggs and poults. The large bone type with extra On) chen or thes iiahensandsousher 
‘ elevations is a small band of mountain 

fine Bronze markings. sheep, the only band in northern Cali- 

fornia. Sagehen may be counted by 

CHARLES H. KIRBY, Manager the hundreds. Mule deer are abundant 
Phone: Newtown 7072 and quail are not uncommon. There 

are numerous places where waterfowl 

find adaptable nesting places. Stock- 
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168 CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME a 

The Clover Valley Lumber Company | compiled. This work is being cartied 
has reinstalled a good fish ladder over the | through the field forces. 
dam maintained by that company on j 
Grizzly Creek, Plumas County. Jay Bruce operated imsgouthern Cali 

RTA fornia in February and March because 
The Walker Mining Company, operat- | conditions at this time of year are most 

ing in Plumas County, has constructed | favorable for lion hunting. During the 
dams and by-passes which will prevent | period between October and January he 
pollution from its mine operations. was successful in bagging nine lions. He 

tame secured these in game refuge 1-J, Amador 
i ee : County, the Ice House country above 

pean eee teen cag oe Riverton, El Dorado County, Dorrington 

is being jointly used by ae ra ‘this and) Bude Ranch, Calsveras County) and 
field and this will no doubt, minimize Grain anyon) ea lira, Cony. 
AGReIBIS acl tio f th ae Ri In January, six lions were added to 

veer hg a aean sores eet his credit. Two others were captured 
or ee alive, one being a thirty-pound and the 

In general, conditions in the southern | other a fifteen-pound kitten. Operations 
California oil fields are good. Very little | during this month were conducted in 
pollution is now occurring. Santa Clara and Monterey counties. 

pean nee 

[Buren of Fgnds and Game | | 
Refuges = 

~~ 4" The 1928 distribution sheet shows tha 
Game census reports are revealing | 6106* Chinese ringnecked pheasants were’ 

very interesting information on the flgic-| liberated in suitable locations throughout 
tuations in game conditions throughbut|the state. Some 200 California valley 
the state. quail were planted, as well as 125 Mexi- 

This season, quail were reported) to|can bronze turkeys. Forty Hungarian 
be very plentiful. For instance, an job-| partridges were liberated in Squaw Val- 
server at Redlands writes that “in some | ley, Fresno County, and seventy-two dis- 
sections all of the desert abounds with| play varieties of pheasants presented to 
both mountain and valley quail.”’ Another | city parks. In all, 6543 birds were sent 
report from the Jawbone Canyon and|out. These have a market value esti- 
Kelso Valley districts, San Bernardino | mated at $18,650. 
County, evinces the prevalence of quail The year started at the Yountville 
in this section. Proof of this is borne | Game Farm with 995 Chinese ring-necked 
out by the fact that deputies checked 336| pheasants which will serve largely as 
licenses of quail hunters and 2,305 quail] breeding stock for the present season. 
were killed the first two days of the| There were still to be disposed of, fifty- 
season. Twelve limits and six near limits | four wild turkeys. A large number of the 
were checked in San Diego County by | sixty-one valley quail were retained for 
one individual. further experimental purposes, both in 

ae) disease and in propagation. Further prop- 
The governor’s committee on Game|#gation experiments will be carried on 

Refuges and Public Shooting Grounds with thirty-five Hungarian partridges. Of 
has taken a deep interest in their work. | the show varieties of pheasants, the stock ! 
Tentative areas have been selected in the | 0 hand consisted of 53 silver, 27 golden, | 
San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, 12 Mongolian ring-necked, 12 Reeves 

the heart of the waterfowl country, and | Pheasants and one Lady Amherst pheasant. 

its recommendations that the commission on oie 
consider these areas will be submitted The turkey pullets began laying Feb- 
shortly for final action. ruary 19. Last year the first eggs were 

The committee is apprehensive that | gathered on February 20. This indicates 
conditions have varied greatly in Cali-| that these birds are regular and depend- 
fornia during the past fifty years and|able. The first pheasant eggs were gath- 
realizes the immediate need for provid-| ered March 9 and 10. In each instance, 
ing adequate feeding and nesting grounds | it seems to be the pullets that first begin 
for migratory waterfowl. to lay. 

—_. The problem of quail administration is 
A list of shooting clubs together with | °"% not so much of artificially producing 

the area owned or leased and their rela~]~ + Sce p, 184 for further details of these 
tive efficacy in attracting ducks is being | plantings,



From the book "The Game Birds of California" Cabot 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant — Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley ~ 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pp. 37-39) 

: ' BOB - WHITE 

Some of the first attempts to introduce non-native game birds into 
California were made with the eastern quail, the Bob-white (Colinus 
virginianus). ; 

: Mr. Ramon EB. Wilson, of the California Sportsman's Association, 
kindly furnished the following (information) concerning introduced game 
birds; date, October 12, 1885: "Our efforts in that direction have resulted 
in failures, except as I will state, Mr. Estee, some years ago, placed two 
dozen bob-whites on his farm in Napa County. Every precaution was tken to 
protect them from hunters, and they were carefully looked after, They all 
soon disappeared, the theory being that they were destroyed by vermin. I. 
learn that last February some of the same kind of birds were placed on the 
farms of Mr. Miller, Mr, Samuel Rea, and Mr. J. P. Sargent, along Carnedero 
Creek, near Gilroy. It is said they’ have bred the past season, and their 
numbers materially increased, The experiments, however, from the length of 
time can hardly be called a success, . . Some bob-whites were placed on 
General Bidwell's place near Chico, but I understand they have disappeared 
also. Bob-whites roost on the ground and are therefore wmeble to protect 
themselves from the vermin which is so plentiful everywhere in California" 
(Belding, 1890, p. 8). f 

Between 1904 and 1906 fifty dozen Bob-white were brought into the state 
by the California Fish Commission. Two shipments came from Michigan, one from 
Massachusetts, one from Alabema, and the fourth from Texas. The birds were 
liberated in lots of a dozen each in a number of widely separated localities, 
In only one section, the Del Paso Rancho, near Sacramento, did the birds 
increase, Here two dozen were liberated and a special effort was made to 
protect them by killing off the vermin and establishing a close season of a 
number of years (Calif. Fish Comm., 1907, pp. 65-66). George Neale reports 
that during the first few seasons after they, were introduced a number of 
nests were found. The increase was but temporary, for after four years not 
@ single Bob-white remained in this locality. Attempts to propagate the 
Bob-white at the State Game Farm likewise failed. 

i CHINESE QUAIL 

"In 1904, ten dozen were confiscated from a Chinese restaurant and 
liberated in Mendocino County on a large tract of land where every protection 

{ Was accorded wild game (Calif. Fish Comm,, 1904, p. 67; ibid., 1907, p. 65). 
| No encouraging reports were received, and there is no evidence that the birds 

7 here or elsewhere survived the first year."



OTHER QUAIL 

Abtempts to transplant our native species from place to place have also 
been made. For instance, the Gambel or Desert Quail (Lophortyx gambeli) found 
on our southeastern deserts, early proved incapable of withstanding the cooler 

climate and widely different conditions of the north, as is evidenced by bhe 
following statement by Belding (1890, p. 3): "Some years ago some Arizona 
(Desert) quail were put out near Folsom, but they all soon disappeared, and 
nothing has been heard of them since." This failure did not prevent further 
attempts. An editorial in WESTERN FIELD (Anonymous, 1907, p. 208) reports 
that a large number of Gambel Quail obtained in Arizona were liberated on the 
grounds of the Country Club in Marin County, but that im less than two years 
not one could be seen, 

In January, 1912, at the instance of the California Fish and Game Comm- 
ission, more than 700 Gambel Quail were trapped in Coachella Valley, in 

: southern Riverside County. Three hundred were liberated in three different 
places in Los Angeles County, one hundred in Orange County, and a similar 
number in Ventura and San Benito counties, while another hundred was sent to 

the State Geme Farm at Hayward. 

All of the attempts to introduce the Gambel Quail into northern California 
have met with failure, Nor did success attend the effort to breed this quail 
at the Game Farm, All but three of the female birds died, most of them when 
containing eges ready to be laid, 

: Early in 1904, Deputy H. T. Payne, of the Fish and Game Commission, was 
sent to Mexico to secure some of the quail of that country, believing that 
they would be likely to find congenial conditions in our interior valleys. 
About four dozen Blegant Quail (Lophortyx elegans) were brought from the State 
of Sonora, and were placed in seemingly suitable localities in California 
(Calif.Fish Comm.,1904,p.67). The birds quickly disappeared and nothing was 
ever heard of them. ; 

Acting on the current popular belief that "new blood" was necessary in . 
order to prevent in-breeding and thus to stimulate increase, efforts were 

_made in 1908-1909 to trap Valley Quail in sections where they were abundant 
and distribute them to localities where their numbers had been greatly 
reduced. In 1908 about 2,000 Valley Quail were thus transferred. At the 
same time efforts to obtain quail from Mexico reauvlted in the trapping of 
1,500 birds (Valley Quail?) in Lower California. These birds were retained 
for a time in a public park in los Angeles and subsequently liberated (Calif. 
Fish and Game Comm, 1910, p. 57). This practice has been abandoned of late 
years. Present knowledge discloses no scientific basis for the belief that 
in-bredding has any deleterious effect on rate of increase among wild species.



Cross References: ~ (California) 

"Chronology,of Legislation pager To @ame Birds In California, 1852-1915", 

from the book, "The Game Birds of California" by Grinnell - Bryant - Storer, 

Published by University of California Press, Berkeley, 1918; from Chapter 

on Legislation Relation to Game Birds in California, pp. 57-61; it includes 

a table of open seasons, 1852 - 1915. fo 
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From the book "The Game Birds of California" ; 
by } 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley ~ 1915. 

| 

! i (Chapter on Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse, pp. 560-561.) 

. "Writing of the Sharp-tailed Grouse in 1857 (p. 94), Newberry said: 

Coming north from Sen Francisco, we first found it on a beautiful prairie 

near Canoe creek (Near Cassel, Shasta County), about fifty miles northeast of 
Fort Reading; subsequently, after passing the mountain chain which forms the 
upper canon of Pit River, we came into a level, grass-covered plain, through 
which the willow-bordered river flows in a sinuous course like a brook through 

a meadow (probably near Lookout, Modoc County). On this plain were great numbers 

of birds of various kinds, and so many of the sharpOtailed grouse, that, for two 
or, three days, they afforded us fine sport and an abundance of excellent food. 
We found them again about the Klamath lakes... 

In 1879 Henshaw (1880b, p. 317) wrote: "About Camp Bidwell (Modoc County), 
Cal., the 'sharp-tails"® are sufficiently numerous to afford excellent shooting, 

and good bags may be made there", Cooper (1870a, p. 533) believed that the 

species ranged as far south as latitude 39° (Lake Tahoe), but was not certain 

_ of this; while Bendire (1992, p. 99) had record of its occurrence on the 4 

“eastern slopes of the Siskiyou Mountains." Nothing else has to our knowledge 
been printed concerning this grouse in California. Correspondence was undertaken 
by us with local residents of the northeastern section of the state, and some 
information obtained as to its more recent status. 

Mr. Chas. D. Meissner, Assistant Forest Ranger at Alturas, reports (in letter 
‘ dated January 18, 1916). that a pair of "Prairie Chickens" was seen by him during 

April and May, 1915, hear Timbered Mountain, central Modoc County. The behavior ~ 
of the birds indicated thet they were nesting. They were always to be found in a 
certain locality, open grassy country with but little sagebrush. The cock and 
the hen were both "much smaller than the Sage Hen and when flushed flew more 
rapidly and cackled more sharply but sailed the same." 

Mr. Claude R. Brow, residing at Lookout, Modoc County, writes us (under 
date February 25, 1916) that he had not seen any "Prairie Chickens" himself for 
several years, but that a friend had seen two during the fall of 1915 on the 
ranch of William Kramer about one mile northeast of Lookout. "At one time 
plentiful, flocks of fifty or more being often seen, the birds have gradually 

diminished until almost extinct." 

Mr. W. S. Criss, also of lookout, writes us (under date February 25, 1916) 
that there were many "little brown Prairie Chickens" on his ranch up to about 
fifteen years previously. They were at one time "so thicks one could not walk 
thBough the fields without scaring up several bunches." The boys killed them 

off until finally (about 1901) but one pair was left. Six young werenassed that 

last year, but the entire family was later wiped out.



| 

Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner Frank P, Cady, of Susanville, writes 
us (under date February 2, 1916) that "about 15 years ago there were forty 
or fifty Prairie Chickens" on the ranch of Mr. McKensie “at the mouth of 
Juniper Creek, Lassen County." At that time no shooting was allowed on the 
ranch; but after the death of Mr. McKensie, shooting was resumed, The birds 
had all disappeared by about 1906." 

! 
; 

; !
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; Col bas 
From the book "Bhe Game Birds of California" i 

Grinnell Thame - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) ; 
Berkeley - 1918. . 

| (Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, p. 40.) 

In 1903 and again in 1904 and 1905, attempts were made to secure 

ptarmigan from Alaska for planting on Mount Shasta and in the Lake Tahoe 

region. Although fifty pairs at $10.00 per pair were contracted for, not 

even one pair was forthcoming. From a scientific standpoint the ptarmigan 

seems to be @ species likely to thrive on the high Sierra Nevada above 

timberline; the conditions there closely resemble those of the ptarmigen 's 

native habitat and no other grouse or quail is present there with which it 

would have to disenne: The failure to make the trial is therefore 

particularly regrettable. i



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" r 

Grinnell ena 2 Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Valley Quail, pp. 535-536.) 

"“Hedderly (1912c, p. 309) gives an account of the successful rearing 

of Valley Quail in captivity by William Schneider of Whittier, Los 

Angeles County. Starting with six birds in 1905, by 1912 he was able to 

rear between 400 and 500 young birds, more in fact then he needed for his 

own table. Some interesting facts, learned in the course of his experience 

with the Qjail, weve: that they are not polygamous, each male selecting 

one female and remaining with her until the young birds are hatched, and 

paying no attention to other females even when kept in the seme enclosure; 

that two broods were reared by his birds, in each season, one in February 

and another in April or May; and that bantam hens were found capable of 

hatching the quail's eggs successfully, where the latter had been deserted 

during the early part of the season".



Cali % em ta 

i From the book "The Game Birds of California" 

Grinnell ous - Storer 

(Published by University of Cal. Press) 
Berkeley 

1918 
(Chapter on Decrease of Game, Page 10) 

Table 1. - Game birds shot on the grounds of the Empire Gun Club (Elkhorn, 

Monterey gounty, California) in four seasons between 

1905 and 1913. 

1905-06 1910-11 1911-12 1912-13 

Metta ed i iin, sine aie 1g a3 ( 22 

SM ee ee ae 7 1 10 

WAGER oh be ek $25 537 328 227 

Mm ea gr NTE) Fe ll a een 436 780 1198 

Spoonies . +. + - «+ 905 332 881 651 

Cette oe ken be 1839 1660 1645 

Canvasback ..... 251 8 87 23 

SIRE le a yc ga 125 yy 29 

Blackjack 2... ..% Noe 28 Bin 5 

Guna Aa Sees 776 600 382 

Cee a oe eae 139 95 2h 

Banat Mt yess eae 34 38 16 

Totals... 5266, 4329 4532 4aze 

"Note: May be able to extend this to recent years. Includes Quail."



From the book "The Game Birds of California” 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

{Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1913. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds., p. 36-37) 

WILD TURKEY 

As long age as 137] turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo, subspecies?) 
were introduced on Santa Cruz Ieland. This was done at the instance of 

Sudze J. DB. Caton. Tho two male and four female birds which were 

placed there produced sixty-one young the first year and 120 the second. 

It was reported that che birds gradually decreased in size util rhe 
males which normally weighed — 2 pounds weighed no more than siz 
pounds (Caton, 1387, pp. 350-3 +}. Wo recent visitor to Santa Cras : 

= Island has reported the presence of wild turkeys there. 

g In March, 1903, W. B. Van Slyke of San Bernardino was detailed by 
the Pish and Came Comission to procure from Mexico as many wild 
turkeys as could be obtained in four wonths. He delivered 22 turkeys 
end 11 *chachalacas” at San Bernardino on June 15, 1908. They were 
liberated in tw places in the Sau Bernardino Mountains from these 

' plants, and a shipment of thirty young turkeys which were raised at 
the State Game Farm was made to the same lovaliiy in August, 1910 : 
(Oalif. Fish end Game Comm, 1910, p. 57). Neverthsioss naturalists 
tho visited these uountaius in the summers of 1915 and 1916 failed to 
find any trace of turkeys. » 

Mr. Yan Slyke was engaged again in October, 1908, to procure 
additional stock for breeding at the Game Faru. He shipped 26 birds, 
which cost close io fifty dollars each. Their high cost prohibited further ‘ 
importetions. Yrom this stock there were raised at the Geme Yarm in the 
spring of 1909 wore then one hundred strong young birds. Of these, 48 
were sent to Wawona and liberated in the southern part of dhe Yoeenite 
Bational Pork. Conditions seemed favorable and the birds were sub- 
sequently seen on various occasions, but no increase in their nucbers 
Was noted, and they all finally disappeared. 

Thirty-four birds were seat to Sequels# Natlenel Park, Tulere County, 
im Bovember, 1909. In February, 1910, Walter Pry, acting superintendent 
of the park, reported finding a uest with five eggs; in March, two nests, 
one with 11, the other with 16 eggs. On March 21 he reported the wild 
turkeys to be doing finely. Cne hen hed seven young birds. On Bay 21, 
many tracks of young birds were noted. Under date of July 1%, 1910, 
referring tc the season's shipment, he seid; "Wild turkeye were this day 
liberated in the Sequoia National Park at the mouth of the Marble Pork 
of tn Kenseh River. They were in good condition and no lessee wers



During the season of 1910 more than two hundred young wild turkeys 
were reared at the Game Farm. Of these, eighty-five were sent to the 
Sequoia National Park and ten to citizens of Porterville, Tulare County, 
who liberated them in a particularly favorable section near there. In 
1911, five wild turkeye from Virginia were added to the breeding stock at 
the Game Farm, but only a few birds of this latter race were reared. 
Propagation of wild turkeys was finally abandoned in 1913 after the larger 
part of the breeding stock had died from blackhead. 

There are reports to the effect that when liberated many of the wild 
turkeys reared ot the Geme Farm sought some nearby farmyard and there 
mingled with the domestic stock. Recent reports from the Sequoia National 
Park indicate that some of the wild turkeys in the park are semidomesticated; 
they have become very tems and forage near the camp of the Mount Whitasy 
Power and Electric Company. Another band, which appears te be firmly 
established near the junction of the Middle and Marble forks of the Kawesh 
River, is very wild. 

Prom the foregoing accounts ef the introduction of turkeys inte Galif- 
ornia there is one oubs$tanding inference to be drawn: the conditions in 
the localities where the birds were liberated were not suited to the stock 
used.



Ca t Pala } 

Extracts from the book "The Game Birds of California" } Fi 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1912, 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pp. 30-34.) : 

p. 30. "Some years ago a flock of English pheasants was put out in thewoods of 
Santa Cruz County, but nothing has been seen nor heard of them since." 
(Cited as the statement of Belding in 1890 (pp.8-9). 

p Ri. "The Coumtry Club of Marin County is known to have introduced 
"English" Pheasants prior to 1889, but the birds sooh disappeared. 
W. B. Gerber, at one time a Fish and Game Commissioner, in 1904 began 
to propagate pheasants of several species on his country place, the 
Del Paso Ranch, near Sacramento. King-necked Pheasants were imported 
from China and Oregon and placed in charge of a game keeper. Hundreds 
were reared and most of them liberated on the ranch, but all sub- 
sequently disappeared." 

Pe 31-32. "The first consistent public effort was begun on March 16, 1889, 
when an appropriation of $2000 was made by the Legislature to purchase 
foreign game birds for planting within the state and for protecting 
birds so planted, W. H. Shebley was sent to Oregon to procure Ring- 
necked Pheasants and obtained from farmers and others who were breeding 
the birds about 140 at ten dollars a pair. The pheasants were liberated 
in Monterey, Sacramento, Marin, and Nevada counties, and in some 
localities in the Sen Joaquin Valley. This constituted the first plent 
made by the California Fish Comnission. 

further distribution of Ring-necked Pheasants by the Fish Commission 
took place in the spring of 1894, when sixty-seven of these birds were 
obtained and distributed in various counties of the state where it was 
thought they would thrive. The pheasants were placed in charge of citizans 
who had met the commission's requirements and built suitable aviaries. 
It wes understood that all the birds prodyeed from this parent stock 
were to be liberated on public lands. Owing to the fact that the female 
pheasants would not incubate their own eggs and that hatching had there- 
fore to be done by domestic hens, few birds were reared and liberated. 
A year or two later a number of imported pheasants were liberated in 
Santa Clara, Kerm, and Tehama counties. In 1897, an egent was againg 

: sent to Oregon and 323 Ring-necked Pheasants were obtained. These were 
distributed in five-pair lots to many different parts of the state. In 
1898, 93 "Mongolian" ( --Chinese Ring-necked) and 150 "English Ring- 
Necked" phegsants were purchased and liberated. Later, favorable 
reports stating that young birds had been seen came from Humboldt, Santa 
Clara, and Fresno counties. Most of the "Mongolian" Pheasants were 
brought oer from Hongkong, China, and were purchased for seventy-five 
cents each.



p. 32. "When the State Game Farm was established, in 1908, a breeding 
stock of Ring-necked Pheasants was secured, and during the next few 
years hundreds of pheasants were reared and planted throughout the 
state. The largest distribution took place in 1912, when 1398 Ring- 
necked Pheasants were planted in twmty different counties in the 
state. The total number of pheasants liberated by the Fish and Game 
Commission up to 1916 was approximately five thousand. One or more 
plants have been made in at least thirty-seven of the fifty-eight 
counties of the state." 

p- 33. ~~ ~ “according te figures furnished by deputies of the Fish and 
Game Commission, are as follows: 

Bureka, Humboldt County ......... 700-800 
Fortuna, Euiboldt Comty ........ 500 
Fort Jones, Siskiyou Goumty....... ‘YT5-100 
Treks, Bimeiyou Sourty .. 1 es ee ks 
Greenview, Siskiyou County ....... Several hundred 
Williams, Colusa County. ........ 200-300 
Cloverdale, Lake County. ........ 500 
Napa, Napa County. . . . 1... + 22s 6 300-500 
Susanville, Lassen County ......-.-. £100 
Grass Valley, Nevada County ....... 100-200 
Lodi, San Joaquin County ........ 75-100 
Snelling, Merced County. ........ 150 
Porterville and Lindsey, Tulare County . Several hundred 
Milpitas and Coyote, Santa Clara County 1 2000 
Watsonville, Santa Cruz County ..... Several hundred 
Pecifie Grove, Monterey County ..... 200 
Big Pine, Inyo County. .... + s+ + - 3000 

Reviewing their present status in detail, we find that Ring- 
necked Pheasants are now well scattered over the Santa Clara Valley, 
especially north of the city of San Jose. Deputies I. L. Koppel and 
3. H. Hill saw about fifteen (not over four together) on or near the 
road between Alviso and Milpites on one day in the fall of 1915. Dur- 
ing the previous swmer Mr. Koppel saw a flock of between thirty-five 
and forty pheasants at the Kats place, between Berryessa and Milpitas. 
In 1912, the same observer saw a flock of P¢tpPAt at least one hundred 
and fifty pheasants south of Coyote. They renged from one-fourth 
grom to adult birds. In August, 1913, two nests were discovered in 
a hay field near the same tom. The egge were sent to the Game Farm 
where they were successfully hatched. In May, June, and July, 1916, 
no less than a dozen nests of pheasants were discovered near Alviso 
end San Jose. Many of these were boeken up in the mowing of alfalfa ] 
and hay fields. Sixty-three eggs in good condition were taken from 
these nests and sent to the State Game Ferm. Nests and broods of 
young were also observed near Coyote. ‘The above observations, coupled 
with the breeding records, show that the Ring-necked Pheasant may be 
considered fairly established in the Sent Clara Valley. it wes from 
this same section that the first encourag me rt 8 were ve 

more than twelve years ago, after fifty bi had been liberated near 

Coyote Iake. All of the localities mentioned in this paragraph are 
in Santa Clara County.



p. 34. Mr. J. S. Hunter reports that he saw two broods of young and 
several adult pheasants on the Torgeus Ranch near Williams, Colusa 
County, im June, 1916. ‘The birds in this locality appear to be 
thriving. 

The increase in number of pheasants in Owens Valley, Inyo County, 
has been such as even to lead to some complaint of depredations in 
grain fields. : 

. Qn April 22, 1914, Wall (1915, P.59) found a wild pheasant's nest 
with twelve eggs at the edge of a swamp near San Bernardino. 

The Macomber Ranch, at Paicines, San Benito County, has been stocked 
year by year with hundreds of pro: ted birds, and pheasants are now 
reported as abundant Saouheed ten neighborhood of the ranch." :



Ca Tete 

From the book "The Game Birds of California" 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
f Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pages 35-36.) 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

"In we attention began to focus on the Hungarian, or common Buropean, 
Partridge (Perdix perdix). Yor a time attempts to procure birds for plant- 
ing here failed. Finally W. B. Gerber succeeded through his personal efforts 
in purchasing in Bungary and shipping to California, fifty-four of these . 
partridges. Half of the birds died in transit; the remainder updn arrival 
were placed in an aviary on his ranch near Sacramento (Calif. Fish Comm, 
1907, po. 64-65). Wo success attended the effort to propagate the birds in 
captivity; in fact only two eggs were laid. The birds were finally liberated, 
but nothing further was heard of them. 

In the spring of 190% the Figh and Game Commission purchased, from 
eastern game dealers, for stocking purposes, 395 Hungarian Partridges, and 
in the following year 2,127 more. These birds wore planted in lots of 20 
to 50 in more than ninety localities in the state, from San Diego County to 
$i County and from sea level to high in the mountains. During the same 
year 65 Hungarian Partridges were received for propagation purposes at he 
State Farm; in 1910, 993 were received there, and in February, 1912, 
24 more. Notwithstanding this large breeding stock, mot a single young bird 
Was reared at the Game Farm. ‘The birds died off rapidly, and by 1914 not 
one remained, During the first year after planting, broods of young were 
reported to have beca seen in many parts of the state, but such favorable 
reports soon ceased. As an example of the result of California's attempts 
to establish the Humgarian Partridge we quote a report from George Neale; 
“About the year 1910 1 received a small shipment of Hungarian Partridges 
from the Fish and Game Commission. I liberated theee birds on the Heggin 
Grant about eight miles from Sacramento. About a minth after the liberation 
I saw one male bird. This was the last seen of any of them." Indeed, in 
the attempt to establish the Hungarian Partridge, California has 
sacrificed over 3,500 birds costing over $3.50 each. 

4 recent experiment under private auspices is that of King Macomber, 
who, in 1914, imported fifty pairs of Hungarian Partridges and confined 
them on his ranch in San Benito County in a large outdcor aviary extending 
over about an acre of natural cover. Small rodents were said to have 
destvoyed the few eges laid in 1915, but several cluiches of eggs are 
reported to have been deposted in 1916",



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" ee 

Grinnell ie - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1913. 

(Chapter on Decrease of Game, Page 17) | 

“We Imow of no other instances of game birds dying as a result of 

disease except quail which in captivity often fell victims to a “quail 

disease". This disease is known technically as coccidiosis. Wo cure 

is knom, but good sanitary surroundings appear to be a preventative. . 

Phere are no recorded instances of the disease becoming epidemic among : 

wild birds in this state. Although quail and other game birds are often 

infested with tape worms and round worms, these parasites seldom, if ever, 

cause death directly.“
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Digest of “Shocking im California Foday & $0 Tears Age? . 
tan Account of Market Funting For Quail) 3 

Walter 2. Yelch or gt 
(Prom "Gol. Fish & Game" « April ~ 1923) Wo 

Y 

@ 

pe 323 eee ee 

12% a Yelston, of Zalcton & Johneon (market henters) says his 
bag in 1 day we 122 qusil. Shot over 6099 shote in season 

of 1985. Averaged 70 quail per day in good weather, 

Se eeerel As troneportation improved market bunting epread fren 
San Matee inte Nonterey am! other southern counties, 

Prom 83's until 1901 centered arcund Bradley, King City, Joiea, 
Pleyto, Foxe, San Arde, Pause Robles, Santa Marporita. 

12a-5 Trappers used 1* mosh wire 15 x 90 ft. strum on wlilow 
BERR, cick ait usher caf gain enh puny cith a stvite, 
Seturel springs vere filled with brush. Several hundred caught at 
a tise. 

Alomeda Co. and San Joaguin Valley became market dis~ 
” jee Single trappers operated 190 traps esch. Average <i 

gatch 1290 quail per week por man, 

126 © Epheog paid aarket hunters 90¢ to $1.75 por dos. 

Resteaat Tolioving fivereer” Geme Comission surveyed mirkets and 
following figarees 

$ol4 in Los Angeles and San Franciaco murkets 

These came fromt Honterey Co. 33,533 
Son Line Obisre seaae 8 
Son Bernardin an 
Loe Angeles il, : 

Paid for 177,300 qaall «<0. ~-----neeee ner enmsernenmem $15,100 

(about 10¢ egeh) 

126 ETE . 25 yer say and sale prohibited, (Bootlesriag 
eontinucd however for yeare after) 

127 a Se eon ee
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REVIEW OF NELSON'S 

"REPORT ON WILD LIFE" 

California, January, 1926. 

p. 5. Klamath. Salting in Refuges recommended. 

P. 6. Modoc. Light fawn crop attributed to coyotes and possi- 
bly buck shortage. Antelope "undoubtedly in- 
ereasing." Coyotes destructive. Urges deer 
be salted. Hunter killed 4 lions 1 day. 

P. 15. Lassen. Pigeons increasing. Coyotes bad. 

P. 24. California Bucks seek cover after their horns harden. 
Deer possibly decreasing. 

P. 28. Plumas. 

P. 32. Tahoe. Urges winter feeding of deer. Refuge 1-I not : 
used much by deer throughout year, but is 
used during hunting season. 

P. 36. Eldorado. 

P. 39. Stanislaus.22,362 deer killed. 22,975 including adjacent 
territory, to stamp out F. &M. disease. 
"Deer now very scarce except north of north 
fork of Stanislaug River." Very few deer were 
killed north of the north fork. Est. 15,000 
deer left on Forest. "No refuges and none 
recommended." Rotation closing of streams 
recommended. 

P. 46. Sierra. Urges deer salting to control distribution. 
Salting: Deer are abandoning Refuge 1-K because 

of Lonnie done on stock ranges outside. Urges 
salting within Refuge. 1 ton per year would do 
it. Recommends salt logs. 

4 
P. 50. Inyo. 400 mountein sheep in White Mountains in/herd 

and 185 in another. Could support 5,000 and 
. 8,000, respectively. Predatory animals respon- 
sible for slow increase.



Fish: (1) Plan to confine Loch Leven to below 6,000 
feet where water too warm for natives. 

(2) Ban to confine Eastern Brook to waters where 
they now predominate, and to land-loched 

y waters at high altitude where natives 
won't spawn. 

(3) Plan to plant fish foods. 

P. 55. Sequoia. Deer decreasing; hunters doubled lest year 
due to advertising. Fish decreasing. 

Deer increased 100% in Refuge 1-M since 1916. 

P. 59. Santa Barbara. Many fish killed by ashes from brush fires 
of 1923-4. "This completely destroyed 
all the fish In lon pecotabea". Re= 
stocking Tapoactieatts till floods 
have further cleamed out ashes. 
Lions bad. 

P. 64, Angeles. Deer increasing due to closure of brush areas 
during fire season by country. 
Mountain sheep decreasing 
Lions lead on deer and sheep. 

P. 67, San Bernardino. Deer increasing in San Jacinto but for 
some reason as Angeles. 

Mt. sheep in Santa Rosa region, "but 
little is known about them." 

P. 70. Cleveland. 25 Elk on this Forest. Not good game country 
due to its umpalatable brush. 

Golden pheasants released here by state. 
Still at it} 

P. 72. Breeding Habits. 

Rut: differs by regions and by altitude. Coastal range 
earlier than Sierra range. 

First fawns « 30 to 40 days earlier in southern part 
of state than northern part. 

2a



Forest Eleve Rut Begins First Fawns Main Fawns 

Klamath Late October May 22 June 25 

Shasta Mt.Shasta June 1 

Lassen November 1 May June 

Trinity 1, 300 ----- nnn nnn ene n nen e-----— May 1 

LOW- meee n nnn nen neennaennan--- May 18 

3,400 -- nen nnn wn ----------= April 20 

5 ,000-------a----a-----------—- June 10 

Hi gin ween nen nnn enn n----— June 5 

California 4,500 June 1(tracks) 

Plumas Nov. 1(to Dec.15) Maye 29 June (into 

Taho High June 15 July callie 
Aug.10) 

Mono 6,000 Nove 1(to Dee.10) June 20 June-July. 

Sequoia Low Late May June 

Santa Barbara Late Sept.(thru OctjLlate Mareh April 

Cleveland April 15 

Gestation 205-212 days or about 7 months. . 

NOTE +There is a discrepancy between map and tables in names 

of mule deer. For instance: 

(Sierra called "Mule Deer" in text 

"Hacktail" in table, Census 

"Rocky Mt. Mule Deer onmp, 

; ae
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LIFE HISTORY NOTES 

WEED BURNING AND TULE LAKE | them out, and then, if they nest again on 
PHEASANTS a check, the mowing of the first crop of ; 

The bulk of the pheasants in the Tule} alfalfa destroys the nest. By this time 
Lake region, both California and Oregon, | there is sufficient cover on the ditch banks 
make their first setting of eggs on the| so they can eventually raise a brood. In 
weed covered ditch banks in late March| short, the destruction of settings or par- 
or early April. The surrounding fields| tial settings is enormous. It amounts to 
are bare and void of protective cover for| possibly 75 per cent of the total settings. 
any nesting ground birds. At this time All this can easily be avoided if the 
of year (late March and early April) the| ditches are fired early in March, How- 
United States Reclamation Service starts | ever, the Reciamation Service ditch riders 
its ditch riders with a helper or two| are temporary employees. May 1 is the 
cleaning ditches. Dry weeds are fired. | official date for turning water into the 

e 2 & : : ee 5 : 

eee... 

> 2 Ee 
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a — rh—OO—™si“‘“RRONOCW.U..UCC UU 
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a. : : : 

Fic. 89. Burning off hundreds of acres of unharvested grain affording excellent 
cover for Chinese ring-necked pheasants, Tule Lake, Modoc County. Photo- 
graphed by E. S. Cheney, May 12, 1929. 

Weeds in the water are dragged out on| ditches of the Klamath Project. Act- 
the bank and fired after drying. ually this date varies from the first or the 

Pheasants that nest early and before | last week in April to the end of the first 

there is any growth in the fields of new| Week in May, according to conditions of 
grain or alfalfa are burned out. Their | S0il moisture. Now the ditch cleaning job 
nest sites are destroyed sometimes two or | Consumes at least a month. Therefore, 
three times when they persist in nesting| the ditch riders are employed one month 
on unburned ditch banks. If they double| head of the time their water patrol 
back and nest in a weed patch that has|@uties commence and continue on until 
escaped fire they are in the clear. If they | the water is shut off late in the fall. 

keep getting driven away from the nest In many instances private owners burn 
sites on the ditch banks until the fields| the weeds on their property earlier than 
have enough crop growth to furnish cover, | the Reclamation Service. Because of this 
irrigation in May will usually drown! pheasants nesting on their property have
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more favorable chances of bringing forth | were highly favorable for the growth of 

a brood. trout. 

In 1925, on one side of the ditch on the | _ Four years later, or in 1916, we again 
Dalton Ranch, I counted twelve burnt visited Moraine Lake and although we 

settings in one and one-quarter miles of |S2W one or two very large trout, which 
ditch bank. In 1926, along the main were evidently the same ones we had 

canal from Malin to the highway, I planted in 1908, we were unable to catch 

counted ten destroyed settings within a|@my- We did, however, find a trout in 

distance of two miles on one side of the ies aaa ai iv ae Zena we 

ditch. In 1927, along the ditch that | evidently been dead for two or three days. 
serves the fauna GRet ef Lost River and It weighed between eleven and twelve 

nearest to it, I counted eight destroyed pound: ae See ee ‘we saw in ae 

settings in less than three-quarters of a |!ake seemed to be abow he same Size. e 

mile of ditch, and last year in the same ee these ay ane ao ened to ve 

place, nine destroyed settings. All these | feeding on small larvae ‘ound in the 

settings showed signs of being burnt. water, many of which were evidently mos- 

None showed evidence of having been | dito larvae. 
ruined by cats, dogs or predatory animals. ah a the cep ela alten Ye 

Burning started last week this year, ¢ fi oy Tey INCHES JN JEU Uh pean ATOM 

but had to be abandoned on account of pack oon plex fe ph yo 

storms which have so wet the weeds that 112, oe oF aoe Has Take a i 

fey ae Oe Een Deer each caught two of these golden trout. 

quently, my count for this season is yet ae ee fae ae a conan wane 

incomplete. On the whole this procedure Une ane Ai a Aer erh DYES GBD OU 

effects an utterly useless loss of potential sae Satake hat aa : Te a ee 

game and economically useful birds. a Rae aA ae Dr. D Sa ee Foul 

Furthermore, the loss is entirely avoid- aaa aa oe a a th R ee eee 

able if the Reclamation Service could be Al ne ee can Be Pei ae a ce 

induced to burn the weeds earlier—Fred | V* ai eee fo aa ee ae He hese 

R. Starr, Macdoel, California, April 7, BUDGE AD EDO ET Se) con wee Sune A 
1929. aren that ie ou o ee fat. ; sete 

why salmon that are fresh run from the 

ocean and in perfect condition have very 

SOME EARLY PLANTINGS OF “(jred meat. ‘This gradually fades until it 
i x is almost white when the fish reaches the 

ane or oe seenied ee upper Sacramento. Salmon cease feed- 
conite gulp of 1908, a ie renee Y>|ing as soon as they leave the ocean and 

ee Rese Er were | hy the time they near their s i ds 
taken from the Kern River and were the | have lost all mena ze ippawauie Deda 

Kern River variety of rainbow trout. These large golden trout had changed 

eo arene fae he ey ane a color somewhat, and were reddish instead 
atte HW eneU arene f golden. T I 2 he same 

Moraine Lake which were unquestionably icone of ren a ad Cae eee 

these same fish. They weighed from six golden trout, and were great fighters — 

to eight and one-half pounds. The largest | Wy. B. Colby, Mills Building, San Fran- 

one caught was twenty-eight and one-half | gj ii *, 
inches in length. These fish identi- |" Cer L + est sh were 1 A= 

fied as being the same fish by Prof. C. A. PELICAN SWALLOWS LARGE 
Kofoid of the University of California, STRIPED BASS 
who had a special high-powered micro- On the morning of November 27, 1928, 

scope and who came along on the trip|Deputy William Armstrong and myself 

especially to study the age of trout. The|were returning to Deputy Armstrong’s 

fact had just been established in con-|ark in Goodrich Slough in the patrol 

nection with salmon fisheries that the|boat Hunter. Upon rounding the point 

age of fish of this character could be|below what is called “Sixth Reach” 

determined by the annual growth of their|Slough, we saw a large white pelican 

seales as indicated by groups of rings |struggling in the water as if wounded or 

under the microscope. The largest fish I]in distress. We observed that the bird 

caught was eight years of age. The first |had caught and was trying to swallow a 

four years showed a comparatively small | good-sized fish. It tried to fly as we drew 

growth annually, and the last four years, | nearer, but the excessive weight of the 

a very exaggerated growth. This was the | fish pulled the pird’s head down. ‘The 

period of time the fish were in the lake|bird apparently was utterly without 

and indicated that conditions in the lake | power to lift itself into the air while in
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WILD DUCK DISEASE* U 
By Henry VAN ROEKEL ‘ 

An investigation on the duck disease this year has been started by 
the Fish and Game Laboratory at George Williams Hooper Foundation 
for Medical Research, University of California, San Francisco, Cali- 
fornia. 

It is reported that the duck disease has been observed for the last 
twenty years. Apparently from the information at hand the malady 
confines itself to shallow water areas, and the fall of the year. According 
to recent information, losses among waterfowl, largely ducks, have 
occurred this year in Arizona, California and Idaho. Since clinical 
studies and autopsy findings are missing, it is impossible to state 
whether all these losses are due to the same cause. The telluric and 
aquatic conditions and the general descriptions given by those who have 
seen sick birds are quite similar in the places in which the disease has 
been extensively studied. 

In California, during the past year, the disease has been observed at 
Tule Lake (Modoe County) the first week in September. The water 
in this lake is very shallow, and at places the mud bottom rises above the 
water. During the dry summer months very little water fiows into the 
lake. A greater part of its basin has been reclaimed and cultivated. 
Part of the lake was surveyed as to the number of apparently normal 
and sick birds. Sick birds were collected on the water, some were 
autopsied immediately and others were taken to the laboratory for 
further observation and examination. 

During the second week of September the duck disease appeared at 
the duck clubs near Delano, California. Here the conditions were not 
identical with those at Tule Lake. The duck ponds were adjoining the 
old Tulare Lake bed. The country is very level, with clay-like soil and 
little vegetation. The water supply comes from nearby wells. The 
water change in the ponds was slow and the depth about eighteen to 
iwenty-four inches. Although the tellurie conditions differed in map~ 
ways, the findings made thus far revealed no difference between the 
sick birds from the two affected areas. 
Many opinions have been advanced as to the cause of the duck 

disease; unfortunately they are based on casual observations and 
incomplete investigations. Some observers have propounded the theory 
that the disease may be prevented by avoiding shallow and stagnant 
bodies of water for wildfowl. This may or may not be the solution in 
the end. With no proof for this, and meager experimental evidence, 
the important problem suggests a thorough and systematic investiga- 
tion as to the nature and source of the cause. With this in mind a 
scientific program of field and laboratory experiments has been outlined 
and the work to execute it is now in progress. 

Field studies were conducted at the Hollywood Duck Club near 
Delano. The nature of the experiments were such as to determine 
where the cause of the trouble might exist. Two screened enclosed 
pens, each containing thirty birds, were placed on the ponds. The 
birds were fed barley and milo-maize. Thirty birds were also placed 
in an enclosure on land. These were fed pond water and no fresh 

*The research staff expresses its sincere appreciation for the cooperation received 
from gun clubs, the patrol force and others in this investigation.
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water. Since no normal wild ducks were available at the time, it was 
necessary to employ ducks which had recently recovered from the 
sickness. Body temperatures and recovery records on sick birds were 
taken. The field work covered a period of six weeks. No definite 
conclusions can be deducted from the results at this time, since the 
microscopic study of the collected pathological specimens has not been 
completed. 

Reports have been received that the disease had ended at Tule Lake 
about the latter part of October. At the duck clubs few sick ducks 
were found after the first rain on November 11 and 12. Weather 
changes, such as rains and decrease in temperature, apparently had a 
marked influence in arresting the malady. 
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Fic. 5. An experimental pen of ducks on the Hollywood Duck Pond. Holly- 

wood Gun Club, Kern County, California, 1928. Photograph by E. S. 
Cheney. 

The investigation will be continued through laboratory experiments 
on trapped normal ducks. It is hoped that the results will either prove 
or disprove certain phases of the duck disease. The progress of this 
work is greatly retarded because it is very difficult to duplicate natural 
conditions at the laboratory. Hence, any results that may be obtained 
by laboratory experiments will have to be repeated under natural field 
conditions as soon as the disease reappears in California. 

It is needless to emphasize that the conservation of the waterfowl is 
markedly affected by the duck disease. At the present time relatively 
few suitable nesting and loafing areas absolutely free from the malady 
ean be found in California. More water areas are being taken away 
from the birds each year by agricultural and industrial enterprises. A 
committee on game refuges has been appointed to correct, if possible, 
such conditions as exist in order to assure a safe and suitable refuge 
for waterfowl. However, little progress can be made until the origin 
and nature of the duck disease has been established.
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game devotees with 369 bucks. In Sac-| will be forthcoming for the next five 
ramento County but two deer were killed.| years and will amount to one-third of 
In Sutter and Kings, counties, three fell.| the increased hunting license fee annu- 
Imperial furnished four, while San|ally. It is very probable that the com- 
Diego, the adjoining county, contributed] mittee will map out their whole plan of 
232 of the deer killed. action for the entire five-year period 

before making an outlay of much of this 
REQUISITES FOR CALIFORNIA fund. The purpose of such a step will 

WATERFOWL be to avoid hasty investments which may 
No species of wild life can be assured] prove to be sadly out of harmony with 

of perpetuity in the face of an aggressive} the ultimate objects desired. 
and vigorous civilization without the 
requisites of adequate food, natural cover SENTIMENT AND FORCE 
affording safe retreat from enemies, and} xperience has proved that the vicious 
uncontaminated breeding grounds. In] and law-breaking elements of society can 
this light, it should seem self-evident that] be little influenced by sentiment. ‘They 
restrictive hunting as a method of con-| are not moved by appeals for the protec- 
serving species has its shortcomings. tion of wild life because of its aesthetic 

A study of any good map issued before} value and beauty or because of its value 
1890 will show an almost unbroken] as living neighbors to man. Regardless 
marshland extending up and down the]of the dwindling numbers of game, re- 
great interior valley of California. Had] gardless of its brave struggle to prevail 
airplanes been invented previous to 1890, | where man has thrown out of adjustment 
an air reconnoissance of the migratory] the old natural order, this element still 
bird areas of the state would have dis-| takes pride in being photographed with 
closed vast overflow areas and the ex-]an automobile load of slaughtered game 
panses of Tulare and Buena Vista lakes.] of mixed varieties. In spite of the 
Below the observer, countless thousands| widespread spirit of conservation and 
of smaller patches threaded by sloughs} appreciation for living things, their 
would have given their shining signals.| mental horizon still extends no further 

Now, during the late summer and fall,}| than the meat value of game. 
probably as much as 80 per cent of these The strong arm of the law has been 
water areas, so eminently suited as Joaf-] the only effective method so far discoy- 
ing and feeding grounds for the myriads] ered to curb the activities of these who 
of waterfowl that formerly haunted them,|know no conscience in killing game. 
have disappeared. Reclamation, drain-] Force is also necessary as a means of 
age and evaporation are responsible for] occasionally reminding those who stray 
this great reduction. Reproduction of] from the path of law obedience under 
waterfowl in the state has decreased in| the belief that, like the Ten Command- 
proportion to the reduction of suitable] ments, the fish and game laws are not 
nest sites, while the number of ducks] supposed to apply to them. 
and geese wintering in California have Fines and punishment, however, are 
correspondingly decreased, for dry land] not as appropriate, nor as far reaching, 
never attracts waterfowl. in the case of those whose habits of life 

Duck hunters have viewed with alarm] are being formed. Plastic minds under 
the rapidly thinning flight of migratory|the proper stimulation are open to 
birds, but there will be no danger of] enlightenment. Education, which aims 
their extermination. The constructive] to establish a fixed respect for the higher 
steps being taken by the members cf the] values of wild life, can accomplish more 

\] Goyernor’s Advisory Committee on Game] in saying youthful offenders from becom- 
| Refuges and Public Shooting Grounds] ing habitual violators than any form of 

will insure a future to this popular} punishment. 
sport. _ It is gratifying to record that law 

The survey. now being conducted by| enforcement officers of the division em- 
the committee has primarily for its pur-| brace every opportunity to win converts 
pose the establishment of refuges that|to the cause of conservation. A recent 
will hold and sustain waterfowl during| instance where a deputy successfully 
the open season in sufficient numbers to| appealed to the benign influence of a 
maintain an adequate breeding stock,|court on behalf of two boys, shooting 
and, secondly, the creation, by purchase, | ducks out of season, occurred in River- 
lease or rental of public shooting grounds| side County. Investigation showed that 
that will prove attractive to birds breed-| the juveniles were not “repeaters” and 
ing in the far north that formerly win-| had never been in trouble before. Judge 
tered in California. R. M. Aitchison, of Thermal, therefore, 

Funds for carrying out this program] applied the remedy of an impressive lec-
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ture and dismissed the youths with a Judge Wilbur McDill acted as toast- 
“message of conservation ringing in their] master at the banquet which lent a happy 
ears.” termination to the convention. Lieuten- 

ant Governor H. lL. Carnahan, Fish and 
SOUTHERN VOLUNTEERS CONVENE | Game Commissioner Reginald S. Fernald 

A conyention, unique because it was|and the executive officer were the fea- 
the first gathering of its kind ever held,| tured speakers of the evening. R. M. 
occurred in Los Angeles on November 17,| Grose, representing the volunteers of the 
1928. Seventy-three of the volunteer| San Francisco Bay district, gave a brief 
protectors of fish and game who operate | address. 
south of the Tehachapi attended. The convention was pronounced a 

The meeting was presided over by R. E.| highly beneficial one. It gave renewed 
Jeffries, captain of the deputies in Los| vigor and zeal to those who participated 
Angeles County. Captain of Patrol} and kindled a fine spirit of healthy 
Walter Welch instructed the men on| cooperation, 
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Fic. 21. An airplane view_of some marshy area taken during air recon- 
noissance of northern California by Governor’s Advisory Committee on 
Game Refuges and Public Shooting Grounds. September, 1928. 

their status as fish and game enforce-] NEW ASSOCIATION URGES INTER- 
ment officers and the proper discharge of NATIONAL AND_ INTERSTATE 
their duties. President I. Zellerbach and COMMISSION 
Executive Officer Eugene D. Bennett} Due to the similarity of many prob- 

ee pore tu pera and pe lems confronting conservationists of the 
SE eens a Sioteerlan. 7 Wed: three Pacific coast states and the western 

eral Game Warden George Tonkin ot ee ae 
of the cooperation between federal and A ‘ati . ‘ad W: et State Sport 
state officers, while Assistant Chief of] Association and Washington State Sports- 
Patrol Charles Bauder expressed his{™utual problems can be more harmoni- 
pleasure at being able to work with the] ®ssociation, the Associated Sportsmen of 

volunteer forces, who devote their time] ously dealt with when handled by an 
to the work without compensation. men’s Association organized the Western
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Biennial Report, “there is a great ad- Sereee me fe hee Sone vauot 

vantage in having diversified fisheries | Methods durin e pas een years An 
. ; ial = 

such as California’s for the reason that Seen for the eens of the ents 
the species of fish compete with each | supply.”—Proceedings Twenty-first Con- 

other, either for food or by actually de- onion of Game, Fish and Conservation 
youring each other. Under natural con- sae 

ditions there exists more or less of a bal-] SLAUGHTER METHODS STILL EXIST 

ance between these species so that if man California has long been noted for 

sad ance Se apy Annan Senay Re ines 
aes af th tili a winter within the state. In the supply 

eck is removed from the unutilized | of geese, the state has a splendid natural 
varieties with the result that they will resource. Yet practically no other game 

prosper at the expense of the kinds which] irq has received less attention. For 

are being fished for. In other words, the many years, geese were painted’ by a 

fisheries will stand the strain of fishing | method known as bull hunting, the market 
bee if the commercial cary is made} hunter using an animal blind. ‘Later, 

up Ks hae eee instead of a few however, ducks were saved from this sort 
nother advantage our state derives | of destructive hunting, but geese were 

from its diversified fisheries is the splen-| stil] so hunted. 
did assortment of fish and shellfish to be ‘ 

found iilvour! markets at all seasond iof|| 20.488 only ‘been in recent years that 
the year. One of the things which makes euy protection whatsoever has been (ee 

a lasting impression on visitors to the geese. Years after, there were bag limits 

state is the large number of sea food | 0 aces no sHmit Wasaeey (on Stee 

restaurants which serve such a variety of Finally, with numbers greatly reduced, 
” : ederal gov n senet e bag sea foods. the federal ernment lessened the ba, 

limit. The restrictions, however, have 

REFUGES EFFECTIVE IN PERPET-|0t satisfactorily handled the situation. 

UATING GAME In the Sacramento Valley, there are a 

The place game refuges should play in nue of licensed commercial clubs 

game management was emphasized at the W aC Ha aris Cae aan ERE 

first meeting of the International Asso- Seat 350 ore cae Cane eek 

ciation of Game, Fish and Conservation] _. ‘ aa Beene Cenoye: vane 

Commissioners sixteen years ago. The wing-clipped birds are placed in enclos- 

recommendations urged at the time were Ra ones an fa Held. eroup of ten 

reiterated at the last convention and are unters, along with a professional, hide 
ae follows: themselves in pits. A flock of geese is 

een ‘oa (ase: Petugees ereoratn attracted and upon signal from the pro- 

most effective Hoi of ee icotine the fessional hunter, ten men rise from the 

scattered remnants of our native game, it | Pits and blaze away. Oftentimes every 
e recommended tat erry a Bpoule member of a flock falls victim to the 
ave one or more state refuges. ‘ommis- arn’ 

sioners and wardens should be given ade- pete ay iiunter sien ows witettier ne 
quate authority to arrange for refuges on killed a particular goose or whether his 

DRS or state a ce Cs cooperate near neighbor shot it. After sufficient 
wil e proper officers of the federal | gees % i i 

government in the establishment of such ~~ Hie bee rales 2 furnish each 
Fefuges on public lands not now utilized | #2 with a bag imit of eight, firing is 
for, other DUrposes. ee ‘1 : a stopped and the geese are collected. ‘The 

hat time the state refuges in exist-} men who try out this sort of hunting are 
ence did not number more than twenty, =F : 

of which the Superior Refuge in Minne- usually disgusted. They fail to see_how 
sota. was the largest. | Montana had Eve sportsmanship is displayed. 
good-sized refuges an ennsylvania five. ivisi ii 
Three waterfowl refuges had just been The Division of Fish and Game haa 
established in Louisiana, through private§ several years been endeavoring to have 
initiative, and Idaho had one refuge. the legislature pass a law prohibiting the 

Ee ee were practically none] use of live décoys in the hunting of geese, 

Now there are hundreds of refugeg, | but in each instance the movement was 
state and federal. Nearly every state hag| blocked by the professional hunters | of 
from one to seventy-five or more of vary-\the Willows district. 
ing size, the total aggregating over . * . 
20,000,000 acres of land or over 30,000 ve is grave danger in this sort of 
ae me fee pide ie the states as|hunting from a conservation point 
sanctuary for Ww creatures, i 

Federal game and bird refuges also ae Suppose a flock of geese from the 
number 125, including national: parks, north is made up of a number of birds 

some of which, particularly in the | which come from one particular locality. 

pe tonel ores aa no: national parks and| Suppose these birds, having migrated 

‘The establishment of game sanctuaries | together, keep the flock intact with but 
has been the most notable feature of the|a few additional stragglers added. If
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t 
or nearly normal direction was recorded, although in some instances 

prevailing winds from a warmer quarter than usual actually were 

recorded. Unfortunately, no air-temperature or wind-direction records 

are available for Monterey, where the ocean temperatures were taken. 

At San Francisco, however, the air temperatures were above normal in 

every month of 1926 through August, excepting January. In most of 

those months, the wind direction reported was that usually indicated 

for the ten years previous to 1926. 
The midsummer coastwise air temperatures in 1926 were not 

unusually high; in fact were often below normal. The unusually warm 

temperatures covered the period from December in 1925 through May, 
1926. During this period it is almost certain that the ocean tempera- 
tures were unseasonably warm in Oregon and Washington, just as they 
were at Monterey (Fig. 2). 

The unusual northward occurrence of southern forms of marine life 
along the Pacific Coast in 1926 we think may be attributed to the 
warmth of the preceding winter and spring, following the rather warm 
summer of 1925. The southern forms which had wandered northward 
in 1925 were probably able to maintain themselves to an exceptional 
degree over the unpredecentedly warm winter of 1925-1926, and then 
rapidly spread northward during the spring, when the ocean tem- 
peratures were verily sum: ake 

RECENT LEGISLATION 

The forty-eighth session of the California legislature had before them 
for consideration 120 bills relating to fish and game. Only 27 of these 
bills became laws. Practically no changes wéte made in the open 
seasons for the taking of game nor in the bag limits, the legislature 
apparently having concluded that in this respect our California statutes 
were satisfactory. 

The following is a list of senate and assembly bills receiving the 
signature of the governor: 

Senate Bill No. 27—Adds four new refugees: 

1R in Tuolumne County; approximately 90,000 acres. 
18 in Lassen County; approximately 40,000 acres. 
1T in Humboldt County; 1,920 acres. 
8H in Santa Barbara County; approximately 15,000 acres. 

Senate Bill No. 49—Classes domestic cats as predatory animals in game refuges. 
Allows deputies and employees of Fish and Game Commission 
to kill any cats that are at large. Cats that are in the 
residence or upon the grounds of its owner are exempt from 
the provisions of the act. 

Senate Bill No. 267—Allows the taking of fur-bearers by use of dogs. 
Senate Bill No. 270—Provides that the’ Trapping License Act should not apply to 

Districts 2, 24, 4 and 43. 
Senate Bill No. 287—Prohibits the use of saw tooth or spike jaw traps for taking 

fur bearers. 
Senate Bill No. 317—Prohibits hunting of ducks, geese and jacksnipe in Districts 

4, 43, 42, 4c, 19, 20, 20a, 21 and 22, except on Wednesdays, 
Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and the opening and 
closing day. Allows the hunting of waterfowl in 4a on these 
days only between 8 a.m. and sunset. 

Senate Bill No. 893—The owner of growing or harvested crops that are being 
damaged by game can call in a regular game warden who 

et shall, to the best of his ability, attempt to stop such damage.
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If impossible to do so he may kill the animals causing the i 
damage. 

Senate Bill No. 403—Strengthens the commercial gun club act by providing that 
the license may be revoked if the owner aids and abets or 
acquiesces in violations of the game laws on the part of his 
employees or guests. 

. Senate Bill No. 434—Sardine Reduction Act. 
Senate Bill No. 572—Allows the use of crab nets in District 14. Changes the 

season for barracuda from the 16th day of May to the 1st 
day of May. 

Senate Bill No. 585—Provides for the punching of a brand in the tail of domestic 
fish in lieu of the metal tag required in the old law. 

Senate Bill No. 731—Provides that a deer may be taken from an open into a closed 
district when the tag is countersigned by a Justice of the 
Peace, any fish and game deputy, notary public, postmaster, 
peace officer, or an officer authorized to administer oaths. 

Senate Bill No. 760—Changes the boundaries of many game refuges from section 
lines to ridges, streams and roads. Creates four new refuges: 
1R, 18, 1T and 3H. Moves Refuges 1F and 4F to better 
locations. Moves the east line of District 14 from the east 
line of Siskiyou County to the Southern Pacific railroad and 
the Klamath River. Creates District 18A, a special district 
for Pismo clams, in San Luis Obispo County. 

Senate Bill No. 808—Allows the possession of venison for 15 days after the close 
of the season. 

Senate Bill No. 880—Grants to the government the right to establish waterfowl 
refuges in accordance with the new Federal Act. 

Assembly Bill No. 6—Changes trout season in District 44 to open May Ist. 
Prohibits possession of any gaff, except a landing gaff, 
adds Eel River to District 2 to the streams which are 
to be fished during November, December, January and 
February. Allows the shipping of trout from an open to 
a closed district by having a statement countersigned 
by the agent of the company to whom offered for shipment. 
Prohibits sale of all steelhead in District 14. 

Assembly Bill No. 59.—Changes crab season in Humboldt County waters to 
August 31st to December 14th, inclusive. Delays one 
month on both ends. 

Assembly Bill No. 60—Prohibits taking of any clams in District 18a in San 
Luis Obispo County. Puts limit of 15 Washington clams 

7 in District 10. Puts limit of 10 mussels per day in 
Districts 18 and 19. Puts a limit on abalones of 10 per 
day, 20 per week in District 7. Prohibits diving for 
abalones in District 7. 

Assembly Bill No. 284—Creates an invertebrate refuge of the property of the 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, in San Diego County. 

Assembly Bill No. 303—Adds Districts 12, 24 and 4% to the district in which it 
is unlawful to take game fish at night. 

Assembly Bill No. 320—Provides that the opening of the salmon season in District 
5 is 15 days earlier and the closing of the season in this 
district is 30 days earlier. Provides a uniform trolling 
season for all outside ocean districts from the California- 
Oregon line to the northern boundary of Ventura County, 
with the season opening on June 1st and closing Septem- 
ber 15th. Provides no change in the present law for 
tidewater of Klamath River, nor commercial fishing in 
Districts 12 and 12B, which take in the Sacramento- 
San Joaquin rivers. Prohibits the taking of fish in the 
ocean waters within 3 miles of the mouth of the Klamath 
River. 

Assembly Bill No. 325—Creates a quail refuge in and around the town of Bolinas, 
in Marin County. 

Assembly Bill No. 337—Adds crow and black-billed magpie to the list of predatory 
birds.
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: Assembly Bill No, 421—Makes it unlawful to drive any game bird by means of 
auto, power boat or airplane over hunters with the inten- 

tion that the birds shall be shot at. 
Assembly Bill No. 480—Prohibits the taking or possession of crayfish in District 4. 
Assembly Bill No. 646—Creates a game refuge around General Grant Park. 
Assembly Bill No. 1119—Allows the private stocking of streams and other waters 

by purchase of fry from private hatcheries under permission 
of Fish and Game Commission. 

In addition to the aboye, there were two resolutions adopted by the 
senate. One, appointing a committee of three assemblymen to investi- 
gate fishing conditions on the Klamath River and to report to the 
next session on the advisability of the state purchasing the cannery 
at Requa, in order that commercial fishing might be prohibited upon 
this magnificent river. 

The other resolution asked for the appointment of a committee to 
make a special study and detailed investigation of migratory wild 
fowl and the influences that affect the supply; and whether private 
sanctuaries are harmful or beneficial; and to gather information from 
federal and state sources regarding conditions in other parts of the 
United States and Canada and to report back to the next session of 
the legislature.
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DISEASE PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR GAME FARMS 

Many game keepers have become discouraged in raising game birds 
because they have experienced great losses from diseases. To pre- 
vent and combat disease outbreaks, one must consider the predis- 
posing factor which is faulty management. This includes the 
selection of weak and diseased stock, improper handling and feeding, 
and poor sanitation. The following measures should be employed 
in the proper manner which will help to maintain disease-free stock. 

1. Select stock from a source which has a clean health record. 

2. All new birds introduced onto the premises should be held in 
quarantine, and kept under close observation for manifestations of 
disease. 

3. Only vigorous and healthy birds should be employed for 
breeders. 

4, Breeding and rearing pens, brooder and rearing coops should 
be so constructed that they can be easily cleaned and disinfected at 
frequent intervals. 

5. Overcrowding in the pens should be avoided. 

6. A rotation system of pens should be practiced so that the ground 
can be disinfected, plowed and rested. 

7. In using domestic hens, they should be selected from disease- 
free flocks because poultry diseases are often transmitted to game 
birds through domestic stock. 

8. Domestic poultry maintained on the premises should be sub- 
jected to tests and treatments for such diseases as bacillary white 
diarrhea, tuberculosis, internal and external parasites. 

9. With regard to handling and feeding game birds, one should 
consult an experienced successful breeder for information and 
advice. 

10. Diseased or dead specimens should be sent for examination to 
the Fish and Game Laboratories, George Williams Hooper Founda- 
tion for Medical Research, University of California, San Francisco, 
California,
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Physeter macrocephalus, a casual visitor. 

Berardius bairdii, very rare, only one record in California. 

Delphinus delphis, a common species offshore. 

Tursio peronii (Lissodelphus borealis), doubtful even as a visitor. 

Lagenorhynchus obliquidens, may be a visitor trom the north. 

Phocaena phocaena, a common species inshore and in the larger bays. 

Grampus griseus, a rare resident. 

Orca gladiator, fairly common. 

The majority of the larger whales have a cosmopolitan distribution. 
The only exception to this that I know of is the California Gray, which 
is confined to the Pacific. As whales move about the oceans freely, 
there does not seem to be any necessity to divide them into different 
species merely on the strength of the geographical position in which 
they were observed, even in conjunction with color variations which 
might be individual peculiarities. 
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WILD GOOSE SHOOTING IN CALIFORNIA TWENTY-FIVE 
YEARS AGO 

By M. Hatt McAuister. 

Twenty-five years and more ago a visit to the plains of the Sacra- 
mento or San Joaquin valleys during the fall and winter months 
afforded a great sight to the sportsman and it was my pleasure for a 
number of years to make annual trips to these attractive grounds. 

One of the best outfits to go with was that of Doe. Stuart who had 
with him Abe Krump and Claude Kagee. They made the best bunch 
of ‘‘goose callers’ imaginable and would pull a bunch of ‘‘Mexicans”’ 
or ‘‘Cacklers’’ out of the sky for miles around.
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: ip | For Real, Live Sport ; 

ae / : In Glenn County, Near 

ONS: 8 WILLOWS, CAL. 

er) ‘ Cannot be Excelled Anywhere in 

i ; California, or on Earth ‘ 
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| GIVE sportsmen a guaranteed wild goose shoot over § 

wild live decoys. 

ial AVING resided in this section all my life, ] know all 

3 the favorite haunts and feeding grounds of the birds. 

| AM the only expert goose caller in California who has a 

complete outfit for this, the greatest of all wild fowl 

shooting; who is able to bring the game to you, and who 

has the enviable reputation of having the best sportsmen : 

3 return season after season. : 

; | POSITIVELY bring birds within easy shooting range 

‘ bv means of expert goose calling. 

| HAVE every facility tending to make vour time count 

to the very best advantage. I know the business from 

A to Z. 

hae most prominent sportsmen in the West have en- 

thusiastically enjoyed this sport with me. Ask 

: somé of them. 

; | GUARANTEE that wild goose shooting will open ‘your 
eyes. If you have never tried a shoot with me — come 

along. 

| HAVE an automobile at your service to convey shooters 

to and from the grounds. 

RATES—$ro per day per man for shoot. Write, ’phone 

or telegraph. 
FRANK N. BURGI, Willows, California. 

gece 2008 ar eek eee popes cco 

Fig. 71. Advertisement published at Willows, California, 1904.
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“The Doe. Stuart outfit’? was first located at Maine Prairie about 
ten miles east of Elmira, Solano County and then they moved to near 
Norman, about twenty miles south of Willows, Glenn County. 

In these years the duck season opened September 15. There was no 
law on geese and they were considered as vermin by the early day 
farmers. By the middle of December the best duck shooting was over 
on the Suisun marsh at the Cordelia and Ibis gun clubs and the goose 
shooting then started and continued through December, January, 
February and March. 

The ground where the shoot was to take place was selected and the 
holes dug and arranged some days ahead. The operators then ‘‘rested’’ 
for a few days, so the geese would see no one around. 

Going out just about daylight on a beautiful, clear morning with the 
winter cold stinging your face and making you shiver, one soon forgot 
the beauties of nature or the discomforts caused by the cold by the 
wonderful sight; as far as one could see were great clouds of geese 
leading in all directions. 

» |e SOE SO, Se GT oe ee 

me Lore MO an ee 

ae 

Fic. 72. A bag of about 150 geese during a morning shoot in Glenn County, 
December, 1904. 

The shooting was before the days of live decoys. A few stuffed birds 

were staked on wires and as fast as the birds were bagged they were also 

“wired.’’? Soon one had a fine showing. 
It was all pit shooting; the holes in the ground being in a triangle and 

depending on the wind; the two front holes held the shooters and the 

rear hole, the callers. The birds were in such thousands that farmers 

were most glad to welcome shooters to drive the geese from their fields. 

As a consequence, bags were the desideratum tried for on all occasions. 

The grand total for two morning shoots was 111 geese. These birds 

were all shipped to San Francisco and given away so that our friends 

had goose stew for a week. If there was a strong wind, as was generally 

the case, it was not easy shooting. The birds were remarkably active 
and keen and sometimes a bird killed clean in the air would be carried 
100 yards by the gale and head shot birds frequently planed a quarter 
of a mile before falling with a thump. The geese, however, had little
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chance as these blinds, if well made, were absolutely in¥isible 100 yards 
away. 

The largest bags that I have reliable record of, but in which I did not 
personally participate, were made near Willows, Glenn County, in 
March, 1902. Four guns in two days shooting bagged 783 geese by 
actual count—an average of nearly 100 birds per gun per day. 

The photograph herewith was taken in December, 1904, near Willows, 
shows 150 geese in one shoot by three guns; about 50 birds for each 
man. 

My old record book, of my individual hunting trips, shows many 
shoots of several dozen geese. The largest shows 111 geese in two days 
for two guns. The friend with me on this shoot was Senor Carlos 
Herrera, who afterward became President of Guatemala, Central 
America. ; 

The shoot was near Norman, Glenn County, the data being as 
follows: 

December 4, 1905: 
9 White geese, (Chen hyperboreus). 

14 Grey geese (Anser albafrons). 
20 “Mexicans” large brant (Branta canadensis hutchinsii). 
28 “Cacklers” small brant (Branta canadensis minima). 

1 

December 5, 1905: : 

4 White geese (Chen hyperboreus). 
8 Grey geese (Anser albafrons). 

22 “Mexicans” (Branta canadensis hutchinsii). 
6 “Cacklers” (Branta canadensis minima). 

40 
Total, 111 geese. 

A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SALTON SEA 

By Grorce A. COLEMAN. 

HISTORY 

According to the geological records written in the rocks of the San 
Jacinto Mountains, bordering the present sea on the south, there has 
been at sometime a vast inland sea, extending from the Lower California 

. coast to a considerable distance beyond the west end of the present sea. 
“Tertiary deposits in these mountains contain great beds of fossil 

sharks teeth and univalves (oyster shells one foot in length), at 1000 
feet above the present sea level.’’+ Showing that there was a marine 
population equivalent to any great area of the Pacific Ocean at that 
time. The hydrogeological record as evidenced by the waterline marks 
still visible on the walls of the cliffs of these same mountains show a 
very changeful history. 

The more recent written history, since the discovery of the sea by 
Captain Blake in 1853-54? shows that it has varied in extent from a 
body of water thirty-five miles wide, one hundred miles long and eighty- 
five feet in depth as reported by him to a dry salt bed which was 

saa ousall, D. T. 1914. The Salton Sea. Carnegie Institution Publ. No. 193, 

Vivplake, Wm, P. 1858. Lake Coahuila. San Francisco Commercial Advertiser.



BAY SHORE HUNTERS HAVE BETTER SPORT - j 

"Last season the bay shore duck hunters had a very poor year. Fae 

There were a few canvasback on the bay in the early season, but from the 

first few days until the end of the season shooting was very spotted. After 

the season closed the birds arrived in numbers, but it was then too late. , 

Whatever sport the shooters missed because of the lack of birds last sea- 

son they have been more than compensated for this year. Tne owners of 

blinds from the southern end of the bay to Suisun declare that has been one 

of the best seasons for this type of shooting in many years. 

Canvasback and bluebills have been plentiful, and many limit shoots 

have been had. In some places the pond ducks, including sprig, have worked 

in to the bay shore blinds on occasions, and this sport is becoming one of 

the most popular types of duck shooting. Because of the fact that any hun- 

ter who will work for his sport may enjoy it, it is the "poor man's" type 

of shooting. There is no expensive club to keep up, no keepers to pay and 

no baiting to be done.” 

_———_— _ a 

ESTABLISHED 1602 me
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LEGISLATION PLUS EDUCATION EQUALS CONSERVATION 
By Water R. WELCH 

During the early days when I was actively afield with rod, gun and 
dog, I always considered October as being the sportsman’s month, for 
in my opinion no other month of the year presents to the sportsman 
so many attractive features, nor offers so many advantages as does 
October. 

“Tt is the brilliant autumn time, the most brilliant time of all, 
When the gorgeous woods are gleaming and the leaves begin to fall, 
When the pippin leaves the bough and the sumac fruit is red, 
And the quail are calling loud from the pastures where they fed, 
‘When the crops have all been housed, and the farmer’s work is done, 
And the woodlands are inviting the sportsman with his gun.” 

In brown October the ground is strewn with painted leaves, the 
migrant ducks, geese and shorebirds are working gradually southward, 
and the squirrels and chipmunks are busy storing nuts and acorns 
against the winter days to come. 

The dense foliage of the forest shows traces of frost and the game 
cover has thinned sufficiently to afford the sportsman more than a 
mere glimpse of his scurrying quarry. Game birds and animals, as 
well as game fish native to the State of California, are in the finest pos- 
sible condition. Quail, ducks, geese and other game birds are strong 
of wing and fit marks for the sportsman’s aim. Deer, bear, rabbits 
and squirrels are fat and sleek, and trout and other game fish are in a 
fit condition to test the skill and tackle of the angler. 

In short during the month of October all objects of the sportsman’s 
quest are at their best. The weather is glorious, the days short, fresh 
and bracing, the nights long and frosty and the sky clear and blue as 
steel. 

May success attend those who go afield with rod and gun during 
October, whether their chosen stamping ground be in the deep forest, 
along the bank of some rushing river or stream or lake on sodden 
marsh, or over chaparral covered hills! 

May their sight be clear and true, and the rifle show no tremor, may 
the twin barrels leap to shoulder and the feathers fly from, and not 
with, the birds, and may their skill, and tackle when pitted against 
battling trout, bass, or salmon, meet with success! 

In view of the strenuous efforts that are at this time being made to 
protect and conserve, if not increase, the pitiful remnant that remains 
of the once bountiful supply of fish, game and wild life that inhabited 
the state, I am wondering if a brief review of the history of fish and 
game protection in California would not be of interest to the present 
day sportsman. 

Although the word ‘‘abundance’’ alone describes the supply of fish 
and game to be found in California by the early day pioneers, as early 
as 1850 it was realized that certain species of game were in need of 
protection. Therefore, the state legislature in 1852 enacted a law pro- 
tecting elk, antelope, deer, quail, mallard and wood ducks for six months 
during each year.
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In 1872 by an act of the state legislature, a State Board of Fish 
Commissioners was created, and in 1878 the jurisdiction of this com- 
mission was extended to include game. 

Between 1872 and 1882 laws were enacted prohibiting the trapping 
of quail, establishing a closed season for trout above tide water and 
affording protection to salmon and some of the other species recognized 
as being game fish, birds and mammals. 

In 1883 elk, antelope, mountain sheep, does and fawns were afforded 
perpetual protection, and in 1895 the transportation of game out of 
the state and the killing and sale of certain nongame birds for milli- 
nery purposes was prohibited. 

The collection and sale of wild birds’ eggs was prohibited in 1896, 
and in 1901 the sale of deer meat and hides, quail and certain shore 
birds was prohibited and a daily and season bag limit adopted as fol- 
lows, viz: duck and doves, fifty per day; quail and Wilson snipe, 
twenty-five per day, and three male deer per season. Night shooting 
was also prohibited. 

In 1905 a daily creel limit of fifty was placed on trout; swan and all 
shore birds (Limicolar) were protected, the sale of doves and all shore 
birds prohibited and the bag limit of doves reduced to twenty-five. 

A hunting license system was adopted in 1907, and the daily bag 
limit of ducks reduced from fifty to thirty-five. State game refuges 
were established in 1909, the sale of trout and black bass prohibited and 
the daily bag limit of ducks and black sea brant reduced to twenty-five 
in 1909. 

In 1911 the state was divided into six fish and game districts, dealers 
in wild game were required to secure a license and keep a record of 
all game received by them and in addition to the daily, a weekly bag 
limit of game birds was adopted. An angling license system was 
adopted in 1913. 

The killing of spike bucks was prohibited in 1915, a daily and weekly 
bag limit of honker geese and black sea brant adopted, the daily bag 
limit of dove, quail and snipe reduced to fifteen, and wild pigeons 
afforded protection. 

In 1917 the sale of wild ducks and geese was prohibited and in 1927 
a duplicate deer tag system was adopted, the hunting and angling 
license fee increased from $1 to $2 per year, and the Division of Fish 
and Game, Department of Natural Resources, created. 

In 1895 and 1896, from an examination of the books of the game 
dealers in the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles, made by the 
Fish Commission, it was ascertained that during these two years there 
were sold in the open markets of these two cities, 177,366 quail; 254,227 
wild ducks, and 62,958 wild geese and shorebirds. 

These figures do not include quail, ducks, geese and shorebirds sold 
in other cities and towns within the state, nor the birds killed and 
consumed by hunters, their families and friends. 

The 177,366 quail sold for $15,160.08, or at an average price of less 
than 10 cents apiece, and the 337,185 ducks, geese and shorebirds sold 
for $62,363.01, or an average price of less than 12 cents apiece. 
When it is considered and realized how valuable wild life is at this 

time, and how it is now being commercialized in the interest of all of 
the people, and not in the interest of any privileged few, these figures 

5—70670
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should certainly furnish sportsmen of the present generation with 

food for thought. 
In 1900, realizing that the supply of fish and game was rapidly 

decreasing, and recognizing that some effort should be made towards 

the enactment by the legislature of laws providing for the better pro- 
tection of fish and game, at the suggestion of Governor Henry T. Gage, 
a statewide convention of sportsmen was held. 

This convention of the sportsmen of the state was called by the then 
state fish commission and was held at the rooms of the California 
Jockey Club, on Kearny street, San Francisco, on the twenty-fourth 
day of May, 1900. 

The delegates who attended this convention were composed of two 
men from each county within the state, selected by the board of super- 
visors within their respective counties, and a great number of dele- 
gates at large selected by the fish commissioners. 

The purpose of this convention was to discuss, consider, draft, and 
recommend for passage at the session of the legislature to be held in 
1901, such laws as were considered to be necessary for the proper 
protection of fish and game, such as bag and creel limits, nonsale and 
laws for the protection of fish and game during the recognized breed- 
ing and spawning seasons. 

A large number of delegates representing many sections of the state 
attended this convention. Judge Hughes, of Sacramento, was selected 
to act as chairman of the convention, and Andy Ferguson, of Fresno, 
was selected to act as secretary. 

The first matter to be given consideration by the delegates was an 
open season and a bag limit for ducks. The first recommendation 
along these lines was that the open season be from October 1 to Feb- 
ruary 15, with a daily bag limit of 150 ducks. The convention held 
a three-day session, and after much discussion and various recommen- 
dations in regard to the daily bag limit of ducks, it was finally agreed, 
but not finally settled, that the daily bag limit of ducks should not 
exceed fifty, but a motion to recommend the passage of a law to that 
effect failed of adoption. 

A motion to prohibit the sale of wild ducks failed to receive a 
second, and a motion that the sale of quail be prohibited was supported 
by only five of the delegates who attended the convention and was lost 
by a large majority. 

At the close of the convention, which had been in session for three 
days, a few sportsmen assembled around a table in the convention hall 
and hurridly formed an association known as ‘‘The California State 
Fish and Game Protective Association’’ and elected Harry T. Payne, 
president, and G. H. T. Jackson, secretary. 
During the next succeeding five years, this association became a 

statewide organization with not less than 100 affiliated county associa- 
tions and having a membership consisting of many thousands of sports- 
men located in all parts of the state. 

At that time, viz, in 1900, the state appropriated the sum of $3,750 . 
per annum to be used for game protection. In 1903, this sum was 
raised to $7,500 per annum, which was all the money available for 
game protection in California until the adoption of the Hunting 
License Act in 1907.
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I believe it ean be readily realized how little could be accomplished 
with the sum of only $3,750 available for use in the protection of game 
in a state as large as California, a sum far less than is now expended 
every year by many duck and other clubs within the state. 

Upon the convening of the state legislature in 1901, a conference 
was held by Governor Gage, H. W. Keller, president of the State Fish 
Commission, and H. T. Payne, president of the California State Fish 
and Game Protective Association. At this conference it was agreed 
that the following bills be introduced and their passage by the legis- 
lature recommended, viz: That the open season for quail, partridge, 
grouse, sage hens, wild ducks, rail, curlew, ibis and plover be from 
October 1 to February 15; that the open season for male deer be from 
August 1 to October 1; that the open season for tree squirrels be from 
August 1 to February 1, and that the open season for trout above tide 
water be from April 1 to November 1; that the daily bag limit of quail, 
-partridge, snipe, curlew and ibis be twenty-five; that the daily bag . 
limit of wild ducks and doves be fifty; that the daily bag limit of rail 
be twenty, and that the bag limit of male deer be three per season, and 
that no hunting would be permitted a half hour after sunset and a 
half hour before sunrise. 

It was also determined: That the sale of quail, partridge, sage hens, 
grouse, ibis, plover, deer meat and deer hides be prohibited, and that 
the sale of trout of less than one-half pound in weight be prohibited ; 
that the open season for black bass be from July 1 to January 1, and 
that black bass be taken on hook and line only; that the closed season 
for striped bass be from May 31 to July 1, and the sale of striped bass 
of less than one pound in weight be prohibited, and that no striped bass 
be taken in nets of less than seven and one-half inch mesh. 

These bills being what might be termed ‘‘administrative measures,’’ 
having the support of the governor, were passed by the legislature and 
became effective early in 1901. 

The passage of these laws is considered the first real constructive 
move to have been made by the sportsmen of California for the protec- 
tion and conservation of fish and game in this state. 

It will thus be seen that prior to 1901, with the exception of laws 
that provided for short closed seasons, there were no laws for the pro- 
tection and conservation of fish and game in California. 

Prior to 1892, with the exception of elk and antelope, there was no 
very noticeable decrease in the supply of fish and game and very little 
real effort was made by the sportsmen of the state for its protection. 

Following the enactment of these laws, their enforcement was defied 
by market hunters, commercial fishermen and others and soon after the 
opening of the duck and quail shooting season in 1901, it was found 
that hunters were endeavoring to evade the bag limit and nonsale law 
by shipping ducks, quail and other game in concealed packages such 
as butter boxes and kegs, suit cases, trunks, rolls of blankets, green cow 
hides, coal oil cans, boxed demijohns, egg cases, ete. 

In the efforts made by the fish and game dealers of San Francisco 
to restrain the fish commissioners and their deputies from performing 
their duty in enforcing the fish and game laws, damage suits and suits 
for injunction were undertaken against the commissioners, with the
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result that it was necessary to take many cases into the superior and 

supreme courts in order to establish the constitutionality of the laws. 

Prominent among these cases are those entitled Duprat vs. Board of 

Fish Commissioners et al.; Ex parte S. Kenneke, Ex parte Knapp, and 

Ex parte Maier, with the result that the constitutionality of the fish 

and game laws were upheld, that the courts declared that the ‘‘wild 

game of a state belongs to the people, in their collective sovereign 
capacity and is not subject to private ownership except in so far as 
the people may elect to make it so, and that they may, if they see fit, 
absolutely prohibit the killing of it, or traffic or commerce in it. That 
its taking, possession, and the disposition thereof is subject to legislative 
enactment,’’ and that the fish commissioners and their deputies could 
not be restrained in the performance of their duty in the enforcement 
of the laws. 

With the $7,500 per annum appropriated by the state for game pro- 

tection, coupled with the money received from fines imposed upon fish 

and game law violators and the sale of commercial fishing licenses, the 
fish commissioners to whom were entrusted the enforcement of the laws 
were not able to maintain in the field for the enforcement of the fish 
and game laws to exceed ten regular salaried deputies and a few vol- 
unteer deputies. 

The organization of the California State Fish and Game Protective 
Association in 1900 was the beginning of the state-wide organization 
of sportsmen in California. This association was composed of indi- 
vidual membership, and the affiliation of county associations and clubs 
located in various sections of the state. The association was active until 
about 1912, and to it is due the eredit for the enactment of laws pro- 
hibiting the sale of deer meat, deer hides, quail and other game, trout 
and black bass, the adoption of bag and creel limits, hunting and 
angling licenses and other important fish and game laws. In 1912, the 
association disorganized and was reorganized as the ‘‘ California State 
Fish, Game and Forest Protective League.’’ For several years follow- 
ing its organization, the league was active, but about 1916 it began to 
decline and about 1924, went out of existence. 

In 1912, an organization known as ‘‘The Great State Fish and Game 
Protective Association’’ was organized. This organization went out 
of existence within two years and was succeded about 1923 by an 
organization known as ‘‘The California Conservation League.’’ This 
organization was also short-lived. 

In February, 1925, an organization known as ‘‘The Associated 
Sportsmen of California’? was founded. ‘This organization is still 
active, and at the present time is composed of individual membership, 
and the affiliation of about 125 county and local fish and game protec- 

} tive associations and clubs representing many thousands of sportsmen 
located in all sections of the state. During its existence, this organiza- 
tion has accomplished much for the protection and conservation of the 
fish, game and wild life of the state, and at the present time bids fair 
to continue actively in the work for many years to come. 

While it is conceded that fish and game protective associations and 
clubs, both state-wide and local, working in harmony and cooperation 
with the state fish and game commissioners, can and do accomplish 
much good for the protection and conservation of fish, game and wild
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life of the state it appears that without harmonious cooperation and 

the direction and supervision of interested and active sportsmen as 

their officials the average life of such organizations seldom exceeds 

three years. 
For some years past it has been generally admitted that the days of 

fish and game abundance in this country have gone by—never to return. 

I am impressed by that fact. Consequently it is necessary for sports- 

men all over this state to become interested in the work now being done 

for the protection of fish and game, and that they take an active part 
in the efforts being made to restock the depleted game fields and public 

waters. 

If it is worth while to protect and conserve wild life of the state, 

and it certainly is, then it is the duty of every sportsman who loves 

the great out-of-doors to take up his share of the burden and assist 

those now on the ‘‘firing line with the army of defense.’’ 
The essentials necessary to accomplish the problem successfully are 

the enactment of sane, simple and scientific fish and game laws. In 
substance, these laws should be few as possible, brief in language, 
simple in terms, supported by scientifie facts regarding the habits and 
breeding seasons of the various species of fish and game, and devoted 
to fundamental regulations respecting open and closed seasons, bag 
and creel limits, possession, nonsale, ete. 

The education of the people as to the value of a supply of fish and 
game and the necessity for fish and game laws is undeniable. Those 
who are capable of being educated as to the importance of protecting 
fish and game should be trained along these lines and the others should 
be impressed by the stronger process of strict law enforcement, and 
the imposition of severe penalties for violating the laws. 

The enforcement of the fish and game laws is both onerous and dis- 
agreeable, particularly in communities where public sentiment is 
adverse to such laws, nevertheless it is a duty that someone must under- 
take unless we are ready to concede that our whole theory and system 
of wild life protection is a failure. 

Perverted public sentiment in regard to the fish and game laws can 
be changed by education and lined up on the side of the laws and their 
strict enforcement. However, education must be the handmaid of law 
enforcement and not assumed to precede the latter, for in that event it 
may arrive too late and only when the supply of wild life has been 
exterminated.
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c ALIFORNI A FISH AND iG AME Among the resolutions passed were the 

following : 

A publication devoted to the conserva- BEL ne pet ean BL convention. 

tion of wild life and published quarterly | Game Commissioners, assembled in ses- 
Beas California Division of Fish and sion at the Palace Hotel, San Erancisco, 

Gee ene: ore bie’ nn Broueht cuursevernt ingartahe prineipals 
ornithological, mammalogical and similar SOR GET Consett u On ty osc etece? 
periodicals, = I, ost fundamental Wake lites uplies. In, Casromna| ac aig bebe ea tae 
may be reproduced in other periodicals, |™ent is more knowledge of life history 
provided due credit is given the California | 2d habits of game species and that every 
Division of Fish and Game. Editors of | @ncouragement should be given to scien- 
newspapers and periodicals are invited to| tific research by various game depart- make use of pertinent material. ments leading to accurate statistics and 

All material for publication should be] useful data which will aid in the solu- 
sent to H. C. Bryant, 510 Russ Building,|tion of the many important problems 
San Francisco, California. aoe confront the western states; and 
——————————————— 

DECEMBER 15, 1929 dus fans Geto wil tor newentarn mented 
Far = | Guted and’ special endeavor, should’ be “ ecu 

PARES ey Tee rete ee muons) Inada py the ettes concerned: ta: prevent 
gation often inolves much time and | further outbreaks; and be it 
expense. Results are not always tangible| Resolved, That in view of the need for 
or apparent to the layman. tt is never | 2dditional feeding and breeding grounds 
spectacular or thrilling. It involves pa- for erates meee, He mee bel oe 
tience and skill. But it discloses facts. feasibility of rellooding Lower iiaiath 

ake. 

WESTERN COMMISSIONERS MEET IN The sessions closed with a splendid 
SAN FRANCISCO banquet held in the French Parlor of the 

The ninth annual meeting of the West- Palace Hotel. The entertainment was 

ern Association of State Fish and Game | furnished by well-known radio artists. 
Commissioners was held at the Palace 
Hotel, San Francisco, August 23 and 24,] CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION GIVEN 
President I. Zellerbach presided at the WARDENS 
opening. The address of welcome was} yer since 1918 the deputies of the 
given by Fred G. Stevenot, director, De-| Division of Fish and Game have been 
partment of Natural Resources, State of | under civil service. Periodically exam- 
California. A number of splendid papers | jnations are given, and this past summer 
were read. David H. Madsen of Utah| more than 300 men took the written 
discussed game management and the new] examination. Of this number, 129 passed 
Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. H.] it. About 70 men who passed both the 
L. Perry, State Game and Fish Warden | written and the oral test are now on 

of New Mexico, emphasized the impor-| the certified list. 
tance of furnishing proper environment| A Particularly fine group of men pre- 
if a supply of game is to be main-| Semted themselves for the examination. 
tained. There were two papers on the The oral tests were held in a number 

economic value of birds and several|°f different parts of the state. Usually 
papers dealing with fish propagation and | @ National Forest Service official, a Civil 

stream pollution. Paul A. Shaw of the | Service official and a Division of Fish 
California Division of Fish and Game|®™ Game official comprised the exam- 
presented a summary of the work ac- | 28 board. By depending upon this 
complished in duck disease investiga- method of econ ane eons ot 
tions. Forest Service cooperation was the patrol perce has been raised and 
discussed by W. J. Nelson, Acting Dis- Political appointments avoided. 
trict Forester, and Biological Survey 
cooperation by George Tonkin, United RESEARCH PROGRAM DELAYED 
States game protector. Again it has been shown that the 

On the last afternoon a resolution | state does not pay sufficient salary to 
favoring the fifteen duck limit was| hold scientific investigators. During the 
passed. This led to considerable discus- | summer two of the ablest men conducting 
sion pro and con. research for the Division of Fish and 

BH. L. Perry of New Mexico was elected | Game have been tempted to eastern posi- 
president, Bruce Nowlin of Wyoming | tions by higher salaries. Dr. Henry Van 
vice president, and Clinton W. Rowley | Roekel, who for nearly two years has 
secretary and treasurer. acted as pathologist in connection with
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LIFE HISTORY NOTES 

DEER IN SACRAMENTO VALLEY |above and some seasons less, but there 
One generally figures the whole of the | #Verage continuing practically unchanged. 

great central valley as being under culti-| _The Audobon Association of the Pa- 
vation and it is difficult to visualize deer | cific keep a check on the bird life in 
as having any chance at survival in this | this part of California and report for the 

avea. However, on several large ranches winter of 1929 as follows: 
west of Chico which border on the Sacra-|__ Feb. 3, about 2000 black brant seen on 
mento River there is sufficient cover and| Tomales Bay. 
protection to afford deer a suitable home.| Feb. 22, small flocks aggregating from 
On a trip to the Parrott Grant on March | 1000 to 1500 black brant seen on Tomales 
20th two blacktail does were seen drink- | Bay. 
ing in a small stream. Deer tracks lined Apr. 7, one migrating flock, about 100 
the levees everywhere. black brant seen on the ocean near the 

Deputy A. J. Stanley reports that sey-| mouth of Russian River, Sonoma County. 
eral hundred deer are to be found in San Diego Bay and Mission Bay, which 
oak timber and willow bottoms in this|is a large lagoon about a mile north of 
vicinity—H. C. Bryant, 510 Russ Build-| San Diego Bay, is still visited by an oc- 
ing, San Francisco. easional flock of black brant. For the 

last two winters a flock of about twenty 
BLACK BRANT ON TOMALES BAY |spent the season on Mission Bay which 

About 1900 to 1905 with a party of|is now a bird refuge, or sanctuary; but 
fellow sportsmen I made several trips to | the traffic of navy launches on the larger 
Bodega and Tomales bays in Marin | bay keeps the brant moving and they go 
County after black brant to obtain some] south to San Quentin and Magdalena 
specimens, which I had promised to an bays off Mexico. 

eastern collector and also for the sport of | The birds in the picture were shot in 
the shooting. Hunting was done from| Magdalena Bay and form a habitat group 
small boats, one gun to each, anchored | in the San Diego Museum.—M. Hall Mc- 
before daylight in a line across the nar-| \lister, San Francisco. 
row strait connecting these two bays. 

‘The geese as soon as it was daylight made PHEASANT NESTS IN ARROYO 
their morning flight passing across the GRANDE VALLEY 
line of boats at a height of from twenty A ring-necked pheasant, evidently from 
to one hundred yards above the water. | the first plant made above Arroyo Grande 
There was a tremendous amount of|in northern Santa Barbara County made 
ammunition expended with but small re-|a nest under an artichoke bush on the 
sult; the average for a days outing be-| Cheecetti Ranch. Mr. Checcetti took 
ing two or three birds to the gun. precautions to protect the nest. 

The black brant were in flocks of one The accompanying photograph by 
or two hundred; a total of approximately | Frank Petri shows the bird at the nest 
one or two thousand would be seen on the| which contained fifteen eggs on May 11, 
two bays. Since 1905, brant have con-|1930. When the nest was visited on May 
tinued to return more or less regularly to|19, the eggs were just hatching—W. C. 
Tomales Bay, some years large flocks as| Blewett, San Luis Obispo, California, 
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Fic. 86. Black sea brant, San Diego Museum habitat group. Photograph by 
M, Hall McAllister, May 15, 1929. 
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Fig. 87. Ring-necked pheasant at nest, Chescetti Ranch, Arroyo Grande Valley, 

ae 11, 1930. Hatched May 19 (15 eggs in nest). Photograph by Frank 
etri,



- : California 

: S. B. Show tells me that the Forest Service has assembled a large ' 

amount of uncompiled information showing the effects of brush fires 

in the California foothills on quail and other kinds of game, This 

should be looked up in the event of a game survey of the state.



File California é 

See article, "Problems of Bird Conservation in California," oe 

by Jean M. Linsdale, The Condor, March 1930, page 105.
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LIFE HISTORY NOTES 

THE ANTELOPE OF LASSEN COUNTY | that they moved over on the California 
Probably the largest herd of prong-| side to get away from the sheep. I do 

horned antelope in California range in| no¢ pelieve that this is true because very 
De eerie r ey seme a l0y Obey reliable men who have ridden that range 
square miles of tablelands and desert 5 
country. In winter this herd of ante-| for the last forty years tell me that this 
lope ranges inside of Game Refuge 1Q,| herd of antelope never did range over into 

with the exception of about 35 head which | Nevada any great distance, except in case 
winter on the south side of Big Valley | of a hard winter when deep snows force 
in the Windmill Flat section. them into the desert of Nevada. 
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Fie. 112. 'Sagehen nest and eggs, Schaffer Mountain, Lassen County. Eggs were 
brought in and set to hatch under domestic hen to be sent later to State Game 
Farm for experimental purposes. Photograph by C. O. Fisher, April 28, 1929. 

The antelope have shown a very marked About one-half of the herd migrate in 
increase during the last few seasons.|the spring, about the middle of April, 
During the season of 1928 I believe that | after having their young. Some of these 
the herd increased about 50 per cent, for | antelope go as far west as Harvey and 
during the season mentioned I thoroughly | Grays valleys in Lassen County, which 
covered the antelope range and found to| are about four or five miles from the 
my surprise that with few exceptions all | Shasta County line. They must travel 
the does had twin fawns. The does and | about seventy or eighty miles, going west 
bucks seem to be about half and half on | in the spring and east in the fall. Just 
the range. after the spring migration the bucks and 

I have heard that this herd of antelope| does separate, later banding together 
in years gone by ranged more in Nevada | about the first of November and migrat- 
than they did in California and that the | ing to the winter range, where they stay 
sheep grazed their range off so closely | in large bands throughout the winter.
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I believe that nearly all the fawns are| THE ANTELOPE NEAR FRESNO 
born in Game Refuge 1Q, and this, I be- In the winter of the year 1878 my hus- 
lieve, is the only time that the sheep | band and I came to Washington Colony, 
bother them. In the southern end of | six miles south of Fresno, as bride and 
Game Refuge 1Q, known as Skedaddle | groom to establish our home. 
Mountain section, a number of large As soon as the warm days of spring 
bands of sheep lamb in the spring in the | came on, the antelope came in from the 
particular places where the young ante-| river bottoms seeking food and seemingly 
lope are born. Prong-horned antelope | in a period of migration. 

seem to be well able to protect themselves The following year, 1879, the construc- 
and their young from coyotes and other | tion of the Church canals was started. 
predatory animals. As soon as the water in the canals was 

Very seldom is an antelope killed by|ready for distribution the colonists 

violators, as it is understood that the fine | planted alfalfa. This furnished a real 
will be $500 or more. A few have been | treat for the antelope. They came in 
killed by hunters sneaking in through the | hordes, from forty to fifty in a band. All 
back door from Nevada and a few by fly-| night long they fed on the alfalfa. The 
by-night travelers passing through from | first alfalfa was cleaned off by these lovely 
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Fig. 113. Antelope and sagehen range looking south to Skedaddle Peak in Game 

¥ Refuge 1Q. Photograph by E. S. Cheney. 

Klamath Falls, Oregon, going to Reno, | creatures. During the day they sought 
Nevada. the shade of the north banks of the 

The ranchers living in the antelope| canals. Here they slept until the next 
country, as well as the cowboys that ride | evening, and then back to the alfalfa 
that range, are cooperating in protecting | fields. These harmless, graceful animals 
antelope. Any number of incidents can| were not wild. The settlers never 
be cited showing that residents in the| abused them, even though they were de- 
antelope country are cooperating in pro-| structive to the alfalfa and vegetables of 
tecting the animals. Antelope are unlike | the early pioneers. 
many of our game animals, for they cause The coyotes were the worst enemies of 
no damage to the farmer, but years ago] the antelope. However, a full-grown 
the sheepmen killed great numbers of| antelope could easily outrun a coyote. 
antelope in order to save the feed on the | Occasionally a stranger might try to shoot 

range for their sheep.—C. O. FuisHeEr,| an antelope, but the colonists soon let it 

Susanville, California. be known that the antelope were not
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game. Sheep could be bought for $1] to the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Fish were 
a piece, so it was not necessary to have | observed during a period of two and one- 
antelope for food. half hours, but the species could not be 

To save the alfalfa it was necessary to | told oo fae the tuna seemed too 
drive the antelope off, so dogs were | large to be albacore. 
trained to drive ian away. One day a There have been occasional reports of 

little lamb, too small to follow pe herd) ee Bae bee eae oF Cope nilae 
was left in the alfalfa. M. usband | tery and le west coas 
and I found the little thing a brought | Island, and the secretary of the Seattle 
it to the house. We fed it milk from a | Halibut Exchange informed Mr. Tendick 
bottle and it grew to be of good size, It| that tuna were occasionally delivered’ by 
was very tame and romped around with | halibut fishermen and that two or three 

our dogs. At night we opened our door, ae reo pe tin ae Benne aa 
5 ‘ anh 4 October of 1928. ther markets in the 0 es irer and Boule costeny tere oe 

A very large strange dog attacked our ported an occasional Aelivery but, have 
pet one day and killed it. It had never eae unable to identify the species of 

known the fear of dogs, and, for this rea- = oars 
* f The Pacific Fisherman of August, 1915, 

son, it'made no attempt to run from this reported on page 14 “a tuna” four feet 
Savage marauder. long and weighing about thirty pounds, 

As the country was settled and the land which was caught during the early part 
was planted, the antelope gradually dis- of July, 1915, in a trap on the west beach 

appeared. Strays were seen around us | o¢ Whidby Island, Puget Sound—W. L. 
for about five years along the edges of the Scorimxp, Terminal, California, July 5, 
colonies around Fresno. In later years, in 1929, 
crossing the plains, we saw herds of them 
near Firebaugh. I noticed the antelope} pig-EYED BASS (XHNISTIUS CALI- 
we saw there were not the gentle pets} poRNIENSIS) AND DOLPHIN 
we had known. They were very wild| (cORYPHAINA HIPPURUS) CAUGHT 
and we could see them only in the dis- OFF SAN PEDRO. 
tance. Hunters had taught them to fear During the month of August, 1929, two 
mankind. Gradually they left the floor | species of fish found in warmer seas but 
of the valley and sought refuge in the | uncommon in the waters off San Pedro, 
foothills of the coast range. About| have been landed at this port. On August 
twenty-five years ago my son spent some | 21, one hundred pounds of big-eyed bass, 
time in the foothills of the coast range.| Yenistius californiensis, were taken off 
A herd of about fifty antelope was sighted | Point San Juan. ‘This fish is rather com- 
near the mouth of Salt Creek, near|mon in Mexican waters and at times is 
Panoche Pass and around the Joaquin reported in some abundance off San Diego, 
Murrietta country. but is rare in the San Pedro region. 
We had many interesting experiences The dolphin, Coryphaena hippurus, nor- 

with the gentle creatures. They were play-| mally a frequenter of more southern 
ful, tame and harmless, except to vege-| waters, has also been taken in some num- 
tation. They were beautiful sights in the | bers in the San Pedro area. On August 
moonlight, their white rumps showing a|16, between three and four hundred 
silver line as they raced across the plains. | pounds were caught in local waters and 
Our acquaintance with them in our daily | landed at San Pedro. Again on August 
life helped to break the monotony of our] 22, about one hundred pounds of this 
loneliness. The younger generation today | Species were caught off Oceanside, and 
little appreciates the affection we, as | delivered to the San Pedro markets.— 
early settlers, felt for our graceful fleet-| Rances N. CrarK, California State 
footed friends of the early days.—Mrs. Fisheries Laboratory, Terminal, Cali- 
Henry Larsen, Route 5, Box 121,| fornia, August 23, 1929. 

Fresno, California, May 13, 1929. 

A RACIAL COMPARISON OF CALIFOR- 

TUNA SEEN OFF VANCOUVER, B. C. NIA, HAWAIIAN AND JAPANESE 

We are indebted to ©. B. Tendick of] ALBACORE (GHRMO GERMO). 
the U, S. Bureau of Fisheries fora memo-| During July and August, 1929, a 
randum of the occurrence of tuna off | preliminary study of possible racial dif- 
Vancouver Island. On the morning of| ferences between California, Hawaiian 

June 4, 1929, the first mate of the steamer oud caren aes was Page the 
Ivion observed some fifteen or twenty | California State Fisheries Laboratory. 
groups of tuna consisting of four or five | Since fish from these localities were deliv- 
fish each. This was just off the entrance|ered to the canneries at Los Angeles
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; Article "Quack Queck!" by Stewart Edward White, Saturday 
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: "Letters to the Division of Fish and Game from all sec- 

tions of the state relative to the raising of pheasants bring 

sess, according to John L. Farley, 

wacuurave vissucs va euo usvision. A great deal of this suc-— 

cess is due to the fact that various rod and gun clubs have 

given full support to the work, especially in a protective 

way, he said. 

A letter has just been received from George N. Peltier, 

of Westwood, Lassen County, who says that he has received a 

hatching of eggs from the Division of Fish and Game and has 
distributed them among the various ranches. 

Last year, Peltier, in connection with the Westwood Rod 

and Gun Club, liberated 200 birds out of a hatching of 360 eggs. : 
This, he said, is a very good record. He also reported that he 

had secured eggs from Oregon and that very good results had been 

obtained." — San Francisco Release.
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BELLS TO PROTECT DEER IN CALIFORNIA Fe (Oden 

"The advantage of the machine age is being made apparent to 

€ even the wild life of California, according to the statement of the 

Division of Fish and Game of the Department of Natural Resources. 

Deer in the high Sierras are ringing bells to attract rescuers when 

they fall into the flumes of the hygro-electric companies. 

During the semi-annual migrations of the deer, first in the 
spring when they follow the melting snow into their summer grazing 

areas, and again when they seek the protection of the lower eleva- 

tions, many animals fall into the flumes of the various electric 

companies operating in that area. In Eldorado County, the Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company have stationed men along their flumes to 

rescue any deer that may get into difficulties with the fast water. 

In order to make the work of rescue doubly safe, the power 

company has installed a system of electric bells along the flume. 
Any deer falling into the water comes in contact with the bell 

system, and the nearest flume tender is called to the spot. In 

this way the animal is saved and any chance of a deer drowning by 
not being discovered by the flume tender is averted. 

Other protective measures have been taken to prevent any 

injury to deer from this source, and this bell system is only de-— 

pended upon to attract the attention of attendents should the other 

efforts fail." - Division of Fish and Game — Dept. of Natural Re- 

sources, California. 

This clipping from the Globe, Joplin, Missouri.
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A check of the returns from licenses granted during the year 

of 1929 discloses that 329 operators in the State of California are 

engaged in the breeding of game birds for profit. According to the 

statement of J. S. Hunter, in charge of the Bureau of Game Refuges 
£ for the Division of Fish and Game, and who is directly in charge 

of the licensing of game breeders, a marked increase is shown 

from year to year in the number of applicants for licenses. 

Quail, pheasants and ducks are the species most commonly 

reared in captivity by the breeders. At the end of the 1929 sea- 

son owners throughout the state had on hand 4,240 quail, 5,132 

pheasants and 1,049 ducks. The quail were representative of 

several species including the native mountain and valley vari- 

eties, as well as many exotic forms. Pheasants in the possession 

of breeders were chiefly ringnecks, but many of the rarer vari- 

eties were also owned by the fanciers. 

& Most of the owners of ducks confined their attentions to 

mallard, with a total of 739 birds of that species being reported, 

but there were many of the more migratory species represented. 

Breeders reported that 75 of the beautiful wood ducks, once so 

abundant in California, were being held as breeding stock. 

In conjunction with the state game farms, the private breed— 

ers of game birds are doing a great work in the restocking of 

game covers. A majority of the game species sold by the breeders 

go to landowners who liberate them on their premises for the pur- 

pose of restocking shot-out-cover." - Division of Fish & Game—Dept. 

of Natural Resources - Calif
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oAwll 1A) 
shrimp) were introduced into several of ley. Though the birds were delivered on 
the lakes. These gammarus are taking| the evening of December 16, due to 
hold in several areas where they were] stormy and unsettled weather conditions, 
introduced, but enough time has not yet| they could not be released until Decem- 
elapsed to forecast from observation the} ber 21. However, they were kept in a 
possible value of gammarus in these lakes. | very large and clean enclosure until the 
Gammarus were again planted in 1928] day of their release. 
and 1929. In a number of lakes contain- On December 21, 1929, the pheasants 
ing mud bottom areas, wild Sierra water ,were liberated on the properties of Sampe, 
lilies and various other water plants and Chichester, Pitts and Soomeepon. When 
water grasses have been planted. out of their cages, some of them flew a 

Such activities are most helpful to the} quarter of a mile while others flew but 
conservation cause. a few feet and ran to hide in some shel- 

e tering underbrush or willow patch. Most 
CALIFORNIA! Soere : of them when coming out of their cages, 

A recent summary of big game animals} would fly straight up for about ten to 
sent out by the United States Forest| twenty feet and then straighten out. 
Service gives a total of 748,003 deer in| After settling they would hide. 
all of the national forests of the United By a petition circulated in September 

States and Alaska. Of that number, 245,-] among the landowners on whose land the 
000 are credited to the national forests] pirds were to be released, over seven 
of California. That means that a third] thousand acres of the most suitable 
of all the deer in the national forests of | pheasant lands in the entire valley were 
the country are in California. reserved. very signer has been helpful 

The same summary shows that there} and cooperative in every respect, being 
are in the same national forests 52,231 very proud to have this game bird intro- 
black and brown bear, of which number] duced into the valley. 

11,200 oreo oundin-—California,! ‘There ig no reason why the pheasant 
almost 22 cent of the bear population | will not prosper in Antelope Valley. 
of the-forests of the entire country. ~)There is an abundance of food and above 

all, wonderful cover. The justice of the 
PHEASANTS) REANT ED /IN MONO ace of Antelope Valley states, “Woe 

COUNTY unto the man who molests one of these 
On December 18, 1929, forty pair_of] birds.” 

ring-necked pheasants were planted in The Nevada Fish and Game Commis- 
northern Mono County in Antelope Val-! sion brought the pheasants from Reno to 
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Fic. 55. Buildings for help and the incubator house, all of Spanish architecture 
at the new Serranos Game Farm, at Chino,
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MNT A 
REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH COM- Cw Regulation No. 6 

Dee eae ange SOUP RENE 6ee The continual shooting at birds out of | 
" range will be regarded as a nuisance and 

General Order No. 9 the club may at its discretion, refund the 
s money paid for shooting privilege and 

Regulation No. 1 b . var shooter from further hunting. 

Shooting days limited to three days a Resulati N 
week: Sunday, Wednesday and Saturday. egulation No, 7 
Additional operating days, the opening Under no consideration is a club to \ 
and closing of the season and all legal | guarantee limit. 

holidays. The foregoing order is hereby approved 
Reguluation No. 2 and ordered filed as “General Order No. 9, 

& tiind Eps elthi hooti dis Division of Fish and Game, of the De- 
ca ind must De within shooting cis! partment of Natural Resources of the 

tance of water. Blinds must be a reason- ; ja.” 
able distance apart, to depend upon local Bette of Caltorgi, Oe Der Pp pon Dated: This 30th day of September, 
conditions. 1927 

Regulation No. 3 , I, ZELLERBACH, 

Hach shooter must be given a satisfac- REGINALD FERNALD, 
tory blind. No shooters to be allowed to M Gro. B. CLARKSON, 
hunt at large when blinds are full. Fish and Game Commission. 

= . VALLEY QUAIL HUNTERS FIND 
Regulation No. 4 BIRDS SCARCE 

Must cooperate with the Fish and Game| ‘Phe 1929 season on valley quail closed 
Commission in law enforcement. on December 31. Unfavorable reports 

Regulation No.5 Ce ee 
Where clubs adjoin, no blinds te be | few limits were secured. The scarcity of 

located within 70 yards af adjoining | birds last year came after several suc- 

boundary, except under mutual agree- | cessful seasons which seemed to indicate 
ment. . | that the shorter open season in the middle 
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Fie. 59. Upand over. A steelhead trout jumping the fishway at Snow Mountain 
Dam on the South Hel River. Photograph by E. S. Cheney, February, 1930.
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Overlimit trout ------------------.. 21] Bell, Maryland, being carried on in co- 
Belling trout ean le eee eee : operation with the Bureau of Plant In- 
Megat Black bass c2222222-22a222- «10 | dustry, continue to yield good results 
Overlimit black bass__.___.__________ 1]|from year to year. In 47 bird boxes 
Qut of season black bass_.---------- 3 | erected on a tract of 24 acres there were Catch black bass with net__-__—-___ 9} DURE a a ee she cencon of 1996 17 
Illegal lobsters --_-___--_--_____-__ 46} Produced during the se: , 
Out of season lobsters-____c.c--_____.. 4} partial or complete broods to the acre. 
nee aa eee ease oe In 1927, with the same equipment, the 
NES SN GLE aietrrice abet ge number of broods rose to 40, an average 

Rosati se at aGnen Once ow cae 4 of 16 to the acre. In 1928, 52 additional 
Selling corbina -_____________--_--___ 1] bird houses were erected, making a total 

Illegal pheasants << 77-7"----77--- fot 99, scattered over 34 acres, and 65 Out of season doves_____________-___ 19] broods were produced, an average of 18.5 
Overlimit doves -_--__--__--_.--.-_ 12] to the acre. The kinds of birds and the 

Overlimit of duckse2=-7-7-- 727“ | Number of broods of each in 1928 were 
Out of season quail________________ 41]as follows: house wren, 33; European 
Selling quail -_____--_______-_______ 2 | starling, 9; English sparrow, 8; purple 
EeADEIne quail ~_--__-_----_------- a martin, 7; bluebird, 6; flicker, 1; and MPSS ROMNIN So 3 #9 z Operating boat without license._____ 1] crested flycatcher, 1. This cooperation 

——| with the Bureau of Plant Industry is 
Total -------------------------1193 } enabling the bureau to experiment in 
IMPORTATIONS OF GAME BIRDS pan mecaon fae hs ae vulding 

i : a valuable information in that field, as we 
2 Much interest has been displayed dur- as fulfilling the primary object of the ing the past two or three years in the BEnOies= tron eels pales Gen aa ft 
importation of Hungarian partridges. Paniand on ana ernest ye t ede 
Since this species has been successfully th eer pen eu crene 7 : ie number of, vorous bi the established in several western states, locality.<s . S . Rees y- port of the Chief o: e others have sought to obtain breeding Bureap“Of Biological Survey, At 3 
stock to build up their game resources. 19! : su Beso eee \ 
New York has been particularly active in & \ 

this respect, and during the year has re- Zconomic VALUE OF PREDATORY } colyes several lar go's) ipmenis ss Uie Sut man (iNea s HAWN DME IRES (TOMBE | ply of birds is obtained chiefly fro STUDIED AT STATE UNIVERSITY, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary, and thi a 

demand has been so great as to cause ap- Decision has been made by the Bureau” 

prehension as to the source of supply. | of Education and Research of the Divi- 
Barly in the year shipments from Czecho-| sion of Fish and Game to prosecute an 
slovakia were suspended for a time be-| investigation into the food habits and 
cause of the disastrous effect of the cold} economic relations of those birds and 
winter on the stock of native birds. In| animals considered destructive to game in 
addition to exporting 90,000 to 100,000 | order that one resource may not be saved 
dead partridges annually, Czechoslovakia | at the expense of another. The science 
exports a large part of the live birds en-| laboratories and other facilities of the 
tered in the United States, England and | University of California will aid in the 
Switzerland. Many of these birds are | investigation planned. 
bred solely for the export trade, and the It is the duty of the Fish and Game 

prices vary from $1.75 to $2.94 each, to] Commission adequately to care for the 
which is added a 25 per cent ad valorem | fish and game resources of the state. One 
export fee. Several shipments of pheas-| of the first resources that was utilized 
ants were imported from Burope, chiefly} was that of the fur-bearing animal. 
to introduce new blood into the stock in| Search for suitable trapping grounds first 
the United States. A limited number of brought the white man to the western 

grouse, chiefly ruffed and sharp-tailed | state. However, as a resource, the fur- 
grouse, were entered from Alberta, and | bearing animal has dwindled. Numerous 
nearly 500 diminutive button quail (Ho-| adverse factors are concerned. Among 
calfactoria lineata) from the Philippines] them is the cultivation of land and the 
and Australia, and 40 tinamous (Nothura | eyer present demand of the cattleman and 
maculosa) from southern South America. sheepman to control predatory species. 
—Report of the Chief of the Bureau of | Organized groups of sportsmen join in 
Biological Survey, August 30, 1929. asking for campaigns of destruction. 

There is opposition to a program of pro- 
EXPERIMENTS ON eee tection. In contrast to this viewpoint is 

BON Rey that of many a scientist who maintains 
The experiments in attracting birds to| that the predatory animal has a’ real 

the experimental chestnut orchard at! place in nature and that its destruction 
5—74383
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endangers the success of other animals in; termination produces results harmful 
the forest. Stomach examination of | rather than beneficial to the species upon 
black-listed forms has shown them to be| which they prey. 
valuable as rodent destroyers and prac- If this can be done, one of the most 
tically innocuous to game birds. Addi-| mooted questions connected with game 
tional research is needed before these ani-} conservation will be solved. 
mals can be evaluated. 
When an attempt is made actually to] WESTERN FISH SURVEY PROPOSED 

line up facts to support either of the} At a meeting of the game officials of 
above contentions, they are hard to find.] Wyoming, Montana, Utah, and Idaho 
There is much loose talk on both sides of | at Yellowstone National Park on July 
the controversy. Scientifie and economic | 17 and 18, it was proposed that congress 

values are not as yet well known. As aj make provision by appropriation for a 
consequence, the Division of Fish and| survey of the streams of the Rocky 
Game is planning research to gather facts Mountain region of the United States to 
helpful in deciding whether the depreda- terns nat varieties of fish are suit- 

tions of predatory animals warrant cam- aM Toon le a ane toca 

Pies of Cer encion ae ea by ae supply in each. Congress will undoubt- 
the trapper harvest an annual crop. Like-| eqiy be asked at the coming session to 
wise -more information will be gathered make such an appropriation. 
on the relation of hawks to game birds. Participating in the conference were 

Arrangements have been completed] yepresentatives of the National Park Ser- 
with the University of California to direct | vice, the U. S. Forest Service, the U. S. 
an investigation to determine important] Biological Survey and the U. S. Bureau 

facts relative to predatory animals. .| of Fisheries—American Protective Asso- 
L. Sumner, Jr., has been employed as a| ciation News Service. 
Research Fellow to prosecute the investi- 
gation. He will work under the direction NON-PROOF FENCES FOR DEER 
of Dr. Joseph Grinnell, director of the Barbed wire, the mark of the home- 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. steader on the frontiers of the old West, 

The study will include: marked the beginning of the end for the 

(a) Detailed first-hand investigation of | great herds of buffalo. Wire fences still 
life histories of various species with] present a problem in game management 
special reference to their methods of feed-| in California. 
ing. ‘Through the cooperation of the Divi- 

(b) Intensive study of a particular | sion of Fish and Game of the Department 
species, which will be emphasized above] of Natural Resources and the Southern 

others in order to direct and conserve | Pacifie Company the latter organization 
time and energy efficiently. This inten-| is experimenting with a plan to prevent 

sive study to be supplemented and en-] deer, during their migrations across Mo- 
larged upon by findings relative to other] doe County, where a new railroad right- 
species. of-way has been opened up, from becom- 

Of prime importance will be a study of | ing entangled in the mesh of a fence 
the interrelations of these animals to} along the right-of-way. 
other species. Such interrelations will be A strip of country some cight miles in 

determined by making studies of the] length, between Ambrose and Boles, has 
methods by which these animals secure] heen the subject of much complaint, with 

their food; by taking censuses On a £1VeN! numerous cases being reported of deer 
area showing ratio of number of indi-| haying been killed or crippled by being 
viduals to number of animals upon which caught in the wire fence along the ruil- 
ey eee a Saeed arene tg road right-of-way. The solution of the 
food supply; by study of oui onaire problem, according to the consensus of 

sulting in regions where these animals | 0P/710D, 18 the placing of a board along 
have been greatly reduced in numbers; the top wire of the fence, thereby inark- 

and by estimates of normal food consump- | ig the obstacle so that it can be seen by 
tion of species studied. the migrating animals. 

The attempt will be made to gather} If the plan proves successful, the 
dependable data that will prove or dis-| Southern Pacific Company has indicated 
prove the truth of the statement made| that the practice will be extended to the 
by some zoologists that “predatory” ani-| fences of the company for the entire dis- 
mals play an important part in preserving} tance where injury to animals has been 
the balance in nature and that their ex-| reported.
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Fie. 58. Rescuing small striped bass from irrigation ditch for use in stocking 
Salton Sea, one of the outstanding accomplishments of the Bureau of Fish 
Rescue and Reclamation. Photograph by George Neale. 

in seeing to it that at least one quail, ticular importance will be the studies of 
sanctuary is established on some farm in| the parasites of deer in order to determine 
his locality this year. what relationship, if any, exists between 

deer parasites and those of domestic ani- 
DEER DAMAGE TO BE INVESTI- | mals. Lung worm is a dangerous disease 

GATED of sheep and of deer as well, but whether 

Constant reports from many parts of Bher same Detaetie s poncernieds las) not "i been determined. In this research work, the state that deer are causing damage to} } * : x Reel 4 seas Mr. True will work under the direction the crops of agriculturists has caused the we 9 rf Fors Se of Professor William B. Herms and will Division of Fish and Game of the Depart- : one 7 5 Saree * use the laboratories of the Parasitology ment of Natural Resources to appoint D : 
sa epartment of sity ‘ali- Gordon True, a graduate of the Univer- tees le e 

sity of California, Department of Agri- y- \ 
culture, to prosecute an investigation of 
ways and means to protect the interests |, DUCKS IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
of farmers. San Diego County has greatly increaséd 

The work of investigating conditions| water areas by the building of large im- 
will be carried on throughout the state.} pounding dams in various mountain eAn- 
The kind and nature of the damage will] yons. As a result, there have been arti- 
be studied. Every known device which | ficially formed attractive loafing places 
will serve to keep deer out of cultivated | for waterfowl. With the construction of 
areas will be tried. A thorough test of| these lakes has come added sport in 
all known repellents to wild animals, } waterfowl shooting. For a number of 
used in this state and in other states, will] years the supervisor of the San Diego 
be made. Both those that act as a deter- | Water Impounding System has required 
rent because of odor and those effected | a census of the birds killed, 
because of taste will be tried. The census for the past season pub- 

Mr. True will cooperate with landown-| lished in the San Diego Union, February 
ers who are faced with serious diiliculties | 16, 1930, indicates that the total killed 
growing out of abundance of deer and] for the open season 1928-29 was 53,906 
their activities in relation 1o farm crops.| ducks and 7146 mudhens, During the 
It is highly probable that some landown- open season of this year, the total amount- 
ers have already devised workable schemes | ed to 41,765 ducks, 10,353 mudhens and 
to prevent damage and repel the deer. 11 geese. These totals represent only the 

Included in this investigation will be| birds actually counted and are not com- 
studies of the diseases of deer. Of par-| plete as some hunters who do not hire
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boats sueceed in leaving without filling| or cease to advertise it; moreover, our 

in the blanks. difficulties are sure to increase as the 
ae A years go by, for we contemplate ten mil- 

Ducks in order of their abundance} jion people’ living in California within 

were ruddy, 23,135; canvasback, 5520; twenty years, Dae nue qristtes: nan 
i 5 : pintai id- “Any real effort to bring our trout fish- 

bluebills, pte pintail, 3822 and wid ing back to an acceptable standard is not 

geon, 1430. The golden-eye duck, the| a task of small size. It will take all the 
gadwall and the cinnamon teal each num- resnen at our round: Tt will re 

2 + a lot more money than we now put into 

ee an 20 a the aber e E hunter conservation and sooner or later we must 

tabulation of the number of hunters | come to a realization of that fact if we 
whose kill was checked shows 10,082 for | are to have any angling worthy the name 

t 928-29, an: r the sea-| in the future. the season 1928-29, and for the se 
1920-30. “In order to have good sport we must 

son place our fish and game conservation 
The smaller take for the past open | policy on eniho cueely rationalized basis 

Ss ii ly explained by a 15-bird | where the first item in our program is a 
aaa pales eS . < ee ordinance, | Sound plan of scientific research. We are 
luck limit impos Nan v *| simply deceiving ourselves if we imagine 

and limitation of shooting to three days| we can carry on this highly technical con- 

per week. servation function wth “rule of thumb” 
guceeds paeed on theories pane up on ye 
imaginings of us sportsmen and even less 

CEE eM TE UE enon _ | capable observers. The sportsman is a 

Theodore Hoover, brother of the presi- eeu Pheervely put a is Bae soe te end 
( ~ Tni i e generalizes from too few observations. 

dent, a professor at ptantent Univeral The only evidence needed of his inaccu- 
is a thoughtful sportsman as is evidenced | racy is the well-known fact that if there 
by the following quotations from an| are five fishermen in a room. discussing 

article detailing some objectives of a|the habits of the trout we will have at 
a e 2 Li hich req | least, two fights and maybe three going 

sound conservation policy which appeared | on at once within half an hour after dis- 
in Associated Sportsmen for January, | cussion begins.” 
1930. Mr. Hoover sets a limit “as above 
which will be true sport.” WINTER FEEDING OF GAME ats 

“The present situation represents the Heavy snows throughout many sections 
efforts at conservation of the state and| of California during January caused the 
the uae aor pouewen ore Division of Fish and Game to issue word 
years. undr ° ous Ss 0 ars i 
have been spent yearly in hatching, dis- | to all sportsmen of the state to report at 

tribution and other measures, and it is a) once any cases of failure of food supply 

we ee UR te oe eas juncture | for game birds and animals to the near- 
o examine ically ealmly J Ww oy Ba Set, 

this very large expenditure of time, labor | a deputy fan and pee Seana Gt 
and money has produced. * n many places deer, quail or other 

Snow pipet cen Onc pronore asa Goeent game birds or animals faced starvation 
objective in e line of a day’s sport as 7 
distinguished from child's play? I have because the available food supply was 

given this considerable thought and have | covered with snow. In Modoe County 
come ro ne paoaon oar oo al ae ine many birds were found dead. Conse- 
absolute limit where would draw e | ane re . ee 

line between sport and child’s play would siueotly men) ROWE and finances were im 
be at a minimum of ten 10-inch fish or | Mediately made available for the purpose 

fifteen 8-inch fish. of taking care of the situation. Several 

sual Hee ee eee a trance hundred dollars were spent for food, and 
all the circumstances if we say the prac- wardens and others helped in spreading 

tical objective of any sound conservation | feed. 
pony pecouly oF a maalp OF tieen Not since the severe storms and heavy 
-ine ic 

can be obtained without straining the pos- snowfall of 1915 has any very general 
ae ony fished inl Bouen ‘Africa, | demand been made upon the Division of 

ew Zealand, Norway, Finland and Eng-| Fish and Game for the care of game 
land, in all of which countries our steel-| pirds and animals. Durin, ee se: oe it 
head rainbow (Salmo irideus) and our e ie a8 
closely related inland variety of rainbow | became necessary to provide hay for deer 
[Bair aii) hake rogee aa pe uces in many parts of their range, where nat- 

ere e practi result of conservation Z 1! 

is much higher than any ideal here sug- ural feed ee covered by the snows. At 
cod ee ci have a pee day’s sport ERE een wee oi ee was not 

within fifty miles of New York City than| so deep, but too deep for the quail to be 
you can find within 200 miles of San| able = forage for neniuelyes Recah was 
Francisco. Therefore it does not seem to povided hy i es 

me an impractical dream to set a limit as Brie re if neers sportsmen and the 
above which will be true sport. deputy fish and game commissioners. 

“California advertises itself as the land in B i i 7 

of the great out-of-doors. We invite the| ,, sepials = H. Ghee of Big Pine has 

world to come here and enjoy our climate, | "endered a _ report concerning recent 
our ene and our pbere cue cet ig| work in connection with feeding quail 
as good as it was in the beginning; our! which starvati lowi 

parks are improving as the years go by; | paced aon 0 pene fi Recent 

but our sport is in a steady decline, and | "®2VY Snow! im Owens Valley: 
we should either take what measures we “A snow storm of unusual magnitude 
can to bring it back to a decent standard ' drifted into District 43 January 9th and
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lawful to kill any such eagle or eagles| year is to be found in the change in the ~ 
within such area when in the act of| law which took all protection from fur 
destroying wild or tame lambs or fawns, | bearers in the great central valley. 
or foxes on fox farms. As indicated in the figures more than 

Src. 2, Any person who shall violate | 64,000 less animals are reported and the 
any of the provisions of this act shall be | income to the state has dropped nearly 
subject to a fine of $100 or confinement | $200,000. Average prices ranged higher 
in prison not to exceed sixty days, or both, | the past year on skunk, foxes, mink, ring- 

Sec. 3. This act shall be known by | tailed cat, badger, weasel, river otter and 
the short title ‘Bald Hagle Protection | fisher. It is interesting to note the 

, Ate? dwindling numbers of those rare fur 
Sentiment alone should have been suffi- | bearers, the fisher and wolverine. Where- 

cient to protect this noble bird. Certainly, | as twenty-nine fishers were reported two 
it will be strong enough to assure the| years ago, but seven are recorded for the 
passage of a bill now before congress,| past year; the wolverine no longer ap- 
approved by the National Association of | pears in the report. 
Audubon Societies, which will afford full It should be noted that minors under 
protection to the bald eagle throughout | the age of TS ar t required to 
the United States and Alaska. It is} take ou license, nor are re records 
surprising that so worthy a measure has] for ‘s taken for private useer those 
been so long delayed. killéd in predatory animal campaigns. 

CALIFORNIA’S TAKE OF FUR- THE NEW LOS BANOS REFUG 

BEARING ANIMALS My impression of the Los Banos 
Ever since a trapper’s license law was| Refuge at first was rather disappointing, 

enacted, a computation has been made of| and it is only after spending seyeral 
the annual take of fur bearing mammals. | weeks in close contact with the property 
As was to be expected, the compilation | that I have been able to realize some- 
for 1928-29 indicates a marked decrease | thing of the value of these 3000 acres as 
in both take and valuation. At least one| a game refuge, and their possibilities for 
reason for smaller figures during the past! development. Water is plentiful, being 

SUMMARY—FUR-BEARING MAMMALS 

Seasons 1927-28 and 1928-29 

Estimated number Average price Estimated value 
Species Se 

1927-28 1928-29 1927-28 | 1928-20 1927-28 1928-29, 

‘SIRS eee Seee oeeon ce deena e 56,438 39,407 $1 56 $1 68 $88,269 03 $66,203 76 
Raeogone anes ste 8 oon een 19,182 10,758 5 47 5 00 105,002 27 53,790 00 

Fox\(gtay)ha co cesteol nn ceeen ee toa| 14,242 10,751 2.50 291 35,661 97 31,285 41 
Muskrafo-. 255-9823) 24,736, 10,262 70 49 17,537 82 5,028 38 
Wild Gabe 0520S oe ee 12,250 8,401 2 82 2 22 34,655 25 18,650 22 
Cayatenis. Sess es 2S Sees ce 13,941 8,021 6 45 5 8 89,947 33 46,602 01 
Civet, Cates cnccsseeccaccedsnccennes 9,425 5,788 63 60 5,994 30 3,472 80 

‘Mink. 2.022 soc.te- loco csoeeenenceee! 5,854 2,751 778 8 50 45,555 83 23,383 50 
Ringtailed cat__----_.---2--2--.-.- 4,368 2,486 3 28 3 41 14,331 41 8,477 26 
Opossti 2 cess ce esse ecceee= a 2,208 1,196 78 66 1,735 49 789 36 

Ve une See ae gee 844 1,098 2 36 2 60 1,996 90 2,856 80 
DORQN Got cin ce dasnscoecactes cuwse 1,216 916 214 3 24 2,605 89 2,967 84 
Wete@lec-s22csacaccmeccnccsncoresn| 661 452 91 93. 606 80 420 36 
AMEE = enue pe sed aA Mette esse 495 448 15 30 14 50 7,574 49 6,496 00 

Spb VOrs peseeese ctu wa 2 ee 700 431 14 09 13 23 9,867 90 5,702 13 
PANE ome Sat thet ec cea winched 239 146 6 93 416 1,657 47 607 36 
Hivos obbeneee: (2s e es | 163 101 17 74 18 63 2,891 95 1,881 63 
gi Cr epee a a 123 51 6 48 18 60 798 15 948 60 
Mountain lion__....-..._--.------.| 88 37 12 85 12 06 1,131 06 446 22 
Wishets. (2. secese esc sent secnocten 29 if, 39 28 42 86 1,139 15, 300 02 

ge 167,202 103,508 |-.-.--..-- see] $468,960 46 $280,309 66 

1927-28 1928-29 

Number of trapping licensesissued . --...-_--..----e--2~--n-ea-onnnaseqenenen=nane- 5,243 6,482 
INuiiber Of trappers teporting Ye L2o- 22 eseccnn fe shape oie. oe ieee se 3,402 3,652 
Poroantronorting $s vil, Joliet) ois ikl ee eae eo sioe cy a ea 64.9% 56.3%
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supplied from a generous ditch along; SERRANOS GAME FARM DEDICATED 

about two miles of the west boundary. The formal dedication of the new 

Then there are a number of natural Serranos Game Farm at Chino occurred 

watercourses, Bone of which er use “a on December 8, 1929, with an impressive 
ee Ls grounes CE a 1 kee pa ceremony and barbecue. The Izaak Wal- 

also contains: ja) number, Of Jaxes ane) ton chapters of southern California pro- 

pout extensive arene uate ne any vided a program of events stimulating to ditched and made into resting and feed- tl ue = tcdne Pena . f 
ing grounds. There are also numerous| {1 SPorsmen ane’ ONE Uo eee a % 
swales and sloughs that are inviting to doors. Many fine trophies donated by the 

the nesting birds. Considerable of the Hueuneld Oil soni any th ah ae ae 
land is suitable for the production of| Wards for skill in marksmanship, + 
grain and other crops for feed—the grain | Special liberation of fifty pheasants was 
to be harvested or the fields flooded and| made. Besides officers of the division, I. 
left to the birds. There is a great deal of | Zellerbach, president of the Fish and 
natural feed which has held thousands of | Game Commission; Fred G. Stevenot, 
ducks this season. On shooting days 150,-| director of the Department of Natural 
000 to 200,000 ducks could be seen on| Resources, and Ray L. Riley representing 
one of the larger ponds at one time. One| Governor C. C, Young, spoke. 
slough running through the property has The new farm was fully stocked before 
held upward of 10,000 green-winged teal | its dedication with pheasants, quail, part- 
at a time. Geese and cranes find plenty | ridges and wild turkeys from the Yount- 

of pasturage and a safe retreat. Swan | ville farm, and will participate in produc- 
have been seen daily upon the ponds, | tion this year. 
where 146 were counted, 36 of which The land on which the farm situated 
were young birds. One day over 300| was donated by the Davidson Investment 
Ross Snow geese settled down just above | Company of Long Beach through the gen- 
my blind; other Snow geese were present | erosity of C. E. Davidson. 

every day by the thousands, and a lesser The location is believed to be ideal for 
number of Hutchins, Cackling, and Can-| propagation purposes. In its structural 

ada geese. features, the farm represents the most 
I saw many winged birds, and many | improved type of construction. ‘The en- 

with crippled legs about my photographic | closures are entirely of steel supports 
blinds where I had the ground baited. permitting galvanized wire to be used to 

This refuge is certainly a move in the} a high advantage from the standpoint of 
right direction, and something that every | durability. The buildings are patterned 

sportsman should be interested in seeing | after the Mission style so characteristic 
developed.—E. S. Cheney. of California, and comprise, besides com- 
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Fic. 57. Seining striped bass near Tracy, California, December, 1929, for experi- 
mental planting in Salton Sea. This is typical of the work of the Bureau of 
Fish Rescue and Reclamation. Photograph by George Neale.
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fortable living quarters for the attend- only bird in America that is found no- 
ants, an incubator house and rooms for| where else but California. The Lophor- 
storage and preparation of food. The| ty@ californicus vallicola, a species of the 
same type of sprinkling and watering | same genus ranges from the Oregon line 
system which so materially aids efficient | along the foothills of the Sierras to their 
operation at the Yountville Game Farm| southern extremity in Kern County. 
is used. The electric incubator and| There they are replaced by another spe- 
brooding system, considered impractical | cies, Lophortya gambeli, which is found 
until proved successful at the Yountville | also on the eastern side of the Sierra as 
farm, is also to be employed. In short,| far north as Mono County, California. 
the farm embodies in almost every detail | From here it spreads eastward into the 
the latest advancements and improye-| desert country of southern Nevada and 
ments in the field of game bird production. | eastern Utah and thence through north- 

ern Arizona and New Mexico. So you see 
IT IS UNLAWFUL TO KIDNAP FAWNS| this species is also found in four other 

. repeated warnings issued |b: states. The Vallicola, beginning about the 

ae Eel RnR Cai to feel the latitude of Monterey County, spreads 
urge to “save” some “poor little aban-| 2¢TOSS the state to the coast, south to 
doned fawn” and insist on picking it up the Colorado desert and down the penin- 

and taking it home. It is a violation of | Stila of Lower Oalifornia to Cape San 
the game laws to do so. Recently a resi-| Lucas. So it, too, is not a true Califor- 
dent of Sacramento Valley paid a fine of | Dian but enters a foreign country. While 

$50 for taking a fawn. the bird you have selected is found no- 
Persons who come upon fawns which where else on earth but in the foothills 

look emaciated and as though they have and valleys of the western side of the 
been abandoned by the mothers must real- Coast Range from about the latitude of 

ize this is their natural appearance. A Monterey north to the Oregon line. 
mother deer never abandons her young Therefore the Lophortyw californicus is a 
and often is away foraging for food, real native son, so proud of his birthplace 

watching from a concealed spot while the that he has never yet left the state except 
baby deer is taken. in captivity. Therefore, I think I can 

All persons are warned not to take] SY without fear of successful contradic- 
fawns. In case they feel the fawn has tion, that if this bird is adopted as the 
lost its mother, the thing to do is fix the state. Pah California muy have the dis- 
location in one’s mind and notify the Se or being (ihe ony Se gene 
nearest game warden or forest ranger, fi nion to adopt a bird that oy not be 

who will see that the little animal is | fund outside of its geographical bound- 
taken care of. orien 

ESTABLISHMENT OF QUAIL 
CALIFORNIA QUAIL SELECTED AS 

STATE BIRD REFUGES URGED 

The campaign to select a state bird has It has been demonstrated that the ter- 
been closed. The California Audubon So-| ritory for several miles surrounding small 
ciety and the Audubon Association of the} inviolate quail sanctuaries or refuges will 
Pacific, two organizations most active in} become stocked each year provided that 
promoting balloting, have announced| water and food for the birds has been 
votes totaling in the hundred thousands. | developed and the law enforced. 
School children were urged to study birds The solution of the problem of how to 
in order that they might vote intelli-| restock the game fields of the state with 
gently. Women’s clubs studied birds in| valley quail may lie in the establishment 
order that they might cast a ballot. No| of small quail sanctuaries on every farm 
finer campaign of education has been |—large or small—in every county inhab- 
waged in recent years. The California | ited by valley quail within the state, 
valley quail led a scattered field with] where all hunting and shooting at any 
western bluebird, Bullock oriole and| time of year be absolutely prohibited, 

Anna hummingbird trailing. Tt is believed that by the establishment 
In view of the discussion as to which| of numerous small quail sanctuaries as 

variety of quail should be chosen the fol-| outlined many acres of suitable quail 
lowing statement by a well known old-| habitat within the state can be restocked 

_ time sportsman and writer, Y. T. Payne,| with valley quail within three years from i 
is pertinent: the nucleus of wild quail already in the 

“Glad to hear of your success in plac- | field. 
ing the gamest of all birds on the escut- Volunteer deputies of the Division of 
cheon of the state. The Lophortyx cali-| Fish and Game have been asked by Cap- 

fornicus (the type of the genus) is the} tain Walter Welch to take an active part



This clipping from the Chronicle, San Francisco, Calif. toh R aes 

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO RECOVER CRIPPLES Fae 

"In the light of the criticism of wany duck hunters who ignore crip- 

pled birds, it might be well to mention the policy in this regard that is 

worked out on one of the best clubs in the Suisun marsh. This club is 
more or less of a family affair, and all of the members are z00d shots, 
men that can and like to kill ducks. But when the shooting starts in the 
morning the keeper stations himself in a specially constructed blind, 
built for the purpose of concealing him and his dog. 

It at any time during the morning any of the hunters cripple a bird that 
drops any place on the property all shooting ceases until the keeper and 
his retriever have located it. By doing this much good shooting is lost 
to the members, but it is questionable if there is any club in the marsh 
where so few birds are lost or where so many precautions are taken to save 
birds. 

This practice puts a premium on marksmanship and stops high shooting, 
for when the flight is on no one wants to stop shooting while a hunt is be- 

? ing made for a lost bird. The result is that the birds are allowed to 
: work until within range and most of them are dropped dead in the pond."



HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE each 

Information nas been received to the effect that 586 pairs of Hungarian par- 
tridge were shipped from Europe on November 30th for California and it is planned 

tS to plant these in protected areas in Southern California to determine how this 
bird will thrive.



Tne Zollowing clipping from "Tne Catalina Islander" gives quite an interest- 

ing account of a bird farm being established by tr. Wm. Wrigley, Jr., on Catalina ) 

Islands, with Mr. &. H. Lewis as Superintendent:- my OLA 

RARE BIRDS AT BIRD PARM pray 

"Pidgeons the size of young turkeys and that cost some 4600 a piece, 

whistling tree ducks, green feathered trumpeters that in their musical 

notes rival a trombone player, cared Manchurian pheasants with tail feath- 

ers rivaling the bird of paradise, Java jungle fowl, these and a flock of 

others including a Papuan Cassowary the size of an ostrich, the Great Argus 

of India, rarest of the pheasant family, black cockatoos, a Maguire stork 

and Cerima crane, arrived on the $.S. Avalon to make their new home at the 

Catalina Bird Farm. 

Many of the strange feathered creatures are for the first time 

stretching their legs and flapping their wings since leaving their native 

habitat in Africa, South America, Australia, Europe and Asia. From all 

corners of the globe they have been collected for the Catalina Aviaries by 

Superintendent &, H. Lewis who has returned with the first shipment he has 

purchasea in fastern bird martes. On orders from William Wrigley, Jr., 

owner of Catalina, who has announced that he proposes to establish on the 

island one of the world's outstanding bird collections. Mr. Lewis during 

the past two months has visited practically every zoo, private and scien- 

tific bird collection in the country and brought back with him some of the 

rarest specimens procurable. 

Among the hundreds of strange birds that are being uncrated at Cat- 

alina are Australian pidgeons; guans from Nicaragua, Brazilian Curassow, 

Cuban white-faced parrots, Australian snow gulls, Hawkheaded parrots, 

white sulphor crested cockatoos, African grey parrots, Illigar macaw, tne 

smallest of the macaw family, Shama thrushes, Russian gold finches, Thrupi- 

als, tne rere Touracow and hyacinth macaw, crested Siames pheasants and 

pure white pheasants, blue faced lories and pilated jays." 

nates
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424 University Farm Place 
October 10, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Arthur Carhart 
Game and Fish Commission ) 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Oarhart: 

IT am pleased to know of your new connection. 

I think the best browse studies thet have come to my 
notice are those made by the western range managers. The most 
seientifie piece of work by anyone whose work might have any 
particular bearing on your needs is the recent one by A. A. Nichol, 
University of Arizona: “Experimental Feeding of Deer," Tech. Bul. 
No. 75, June 15, 1938, University of Arizona, Tucson. 39 pp. | 

I am afraid I have not a great deal of confidence in | 
standardized surveys flung over a whole stete. At least I think | 
the idea has been mech abused of late. What I am trying to say 
is that the evidence mst be sized up separately for each locality. | 
The best general principle to my mind is the old one of noting 
the status of the most palatable plants, If they are going under, 
then there are too many deer. 

: You will enjoy reading "A Herd of Red Deer" by F. Fraser 
Darling (Oxford University Press, London, 1937). While this will 
not bear directly on your problem, it is unique in the way of deer 
papers. 

You probably know of the browse studies under way in 
Michigan under Harry Ruhl's direction. If not, he can send you 

- at least brief published descriptions of them which have come out 
in the Michigan Conservationist. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Wildlife Conservation 
Mr. Leopold's absence. é é
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GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 
DENVER 

October 5, 19358 

Dear Leopold: 

Your will probably not be greatly surprised to find 

I've finally messed into game business. The sriting game just 

fed me up the past year and I wanted to turn to something else. 

When the opportunity opened up here to tie into same work of 

high importance, I took a crack at it. 

The Pittman-RObertson act is the doorway through which 

I am entering. The long objective is a wildlife managment plan 

for the state. But the immediate piece of work is study of the 

deer and elk resource of the state. 

According to the annual game "census", for whatever it 

may be worth, our deer herds have increased from 55,000 in 1935 

to 105,000 in 1937. In certain areas we appear to have "problem 

deer". If the indications are correct, we may lave other such 

problem areas. What we want to get at is just how meny game 

animals we have on these areas, what the food supply is, summer 

and winter, relation to use and food requirements of domestic 

stock on these areas, problems of winter feeding md winter range, 

factors producing overabundance where it exists, and ©1l such 

factual ground work to make sure we move in the right direction. 

We plan to put a five or six man crew in the field to 

get data. There is a wide divergence among those I've talked 

to as to technique to be followed in securing data and shat 

data is really essential to the study. 

Before we go further, I am contacting some of the good 
friends I have in “he wildlife field and asking for suggestions 
based on what has been found effective in surveys made. Could 
you cite me to what you believe are the most advanced examples 
of accurate attack on this type of problem? We'd certainly 
be grateful for such suggestions. And send ‘em on to me, 

please, room 19, Capitol Building. We can go ahead, all right, 

with our own ideas but someone ¢lse may have a much better idea 

and we want it. 
s 

Best personal regards. 

ee



Copy to Locke 

1532 University Aveme 
December 17, 1937 

Mr. B. &. Comstock 
Voeational Director 
Trinidad State Junior College 
Trinidad, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Comstock: 

Barry Locke has asked me to give you an opinion as 
to your inquiry of November 30. 

I'm delighted to know of your plan for a se¢hool. 

I beg you first of all not to repeat the mistake of 
starting a wildlife laboratory unattached to a pre-existing 
Dichogical institution. This was done at Clinton, New Jersey, 
and Poynette, Wisconsin. The ultimate expense mounts beyond 
all reason. Attach your research-teaching unit to the strong~ 
est biological institution you have in the state. 

As to mam-power: you had better start with one all-~- 
around man,such as Barry Locke. It will soon be impossible, 
though, for one man to do both the teaching and the research. 
You should slowly add promising youngsters, highly trained, to 
do the research work. 

Your all-around man should cost $4,000 plus $600 
travel and $400 office expense. Your younsters can be had for 
$1,800 plus $600 travel if they already have their degree; for 
seve stan Situ pened, 69 Shay Gut Duke Sieaes ea0 oF he sate. 
fo get cheep able research man-power at a vate is one of 
the advantages of attaching to a strong institution. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

(over)



P. S. In anewer to your specific request of December 14 for names: 
You have me at a hopeless disadvantage because you need a man with 
lecal knowledge and I do not imow your local personnel. I do not know 
anyone who rates as a fully-trained wildlife manager and who is also 
acquainted with Golorade. There doubtless are such men but if so they 
have kept quiet and do not write or speak to the rest of the profession. : 

If you do not require local knowledge, then you are against 
this handicap: no really good man would be much témpted by a position 
which offers nothing but vocational teaching and no opportunity for 
original research. To get a good man you have to have a research set-up 
and this brings me back to my reply above. i 

I have one student whose personality is admirably adapted to 
dealing with wardens, who will finish this June and who would doubtless 
be interested in an offer which gave some opportunity for research, 
His name is Douglas 3. Wade and he may be addressed in my care. You 
sould get him for $1,800. He will finish his master's degree here and 
has had three years experience in the actual operation of a game mamage- 
ment area. He does uot know big game mammals but would quickly learn. 
If you could place such a man under the guidance of some Colorado 
scientist, the thing would work well but would take several years for 
local experience to accumlate. 

If you want one man to handle the whole thing, your best bet 
is a man like S. B, Locke, but I doubt whether he would be interested in 
& job involving teaching only. That, of course, is for hir to say. 

AL.



TRINIDAD 
STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE 

TRINIDAD, COLORADO 

WILLIAM R. Ross, 

December 14, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I refer you to copies of two letters 
enclosed, my letter of November 50 
to Mr. S. B. Locke and his answer of 
December 10. 

The location of a qualified instru- 
ctor is the purpose back of this 
cerrespondence. Any help will be 
appreciated. Would also welcome any 
suggestions regarding the organi- 
zation of this training program. 

‘ Respectfully, 

BcC/ee Director of Vocational Education



COPY 

ISAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

December 10, 1937 

Mr. E. C. Comstock 
Trinidad State Junior College 
Trinidad, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Comstock: 

Reference is made to your letter concerning 
the development of a training department at 

Trinidad State Junior College for fish and g ame 
administration. 

We are very much in sympathy with your pro- 
posal as we believe it would be a distinct contri- 
bution to the administration of natural resources 
in Colorado 

Since Mr. Aldo Leopold, 1552 University 
Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin, in charge of game 
work at the University of Wisconsin has so much 
knowledge concerning individuals qualified to handle 
such work, I am glad to refer your letter to him. 

I believe there may be a most excellent oppor- 
tunity to develop contribution by means of lectures 
from government bureaus and other state institutions. 
In the state of Illinois very excellent research 
work and advice concerning technical practices is 
supplied to the Conservation Department by the 
Illinois State Natural History Survey Division. 
The Natural History Survey Division serves definitely 
as a state laboratory for wildlife resources. 

I appreciate the systematic approach you are 
making to this problem, and I wish I were ina 
position to give you greater assistance. 

A very interesting educational program has been 
developed at the Oklahoma A. & M. College at Still- 
water, Oklahoma, under the direction of Professor 

C. E, Sanborn, who is a League officer. I am 

asking Professor Sanborn to send you some information 

on this lecture course which they have developed. 

Very sincerely yours, 

S. B. Locke 
Conservation Director
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COPY 

November 30, 1937 

Trinidad State Junior College 
Trinidad, Colorado 

Mr. S. B. Locke 
Izaak Walton League 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Locke: 

Certain definite interest has been shown by members of the Colorado Fish 

and Game Commission in establishing a state training department for 

present and future employes in this field. It has been proposed by the 

Trinidad State Junior College to locate such a training program at 
Monument Lake, thirty miles west of Trinidad, where there is a well equipped 

fish hatchery and game reserve. 

One of the State Commissioners has asked me to locate information on 
possible instructors for such a training program. Such a person would have 
to have practical experience and technical training and be above the average 
in his field. The course would cover two years of practice and theory and 

would be recognized by the State Civil Service Commission. 

This proposed training programwuld include the establishing of a State 

laboratory for the scientific study of problems in this field. The in- 
structor would have charge of this laboratory and would have ten men each 
year to train so they gould, with profit, enter employment in this section. 

I am writing you with the hope that you will have information on the 
subject. To help explain the set-up I am enclosing a suggested organization 
chart. 

I need to know two things. First where I can get in touch with qualified 
men for instructors; and second about what will it cost to employ such a 

person. 

Thanking you for any suggestions. 

Very truly, 
(signed) E. E. Comstock 

Vocational Director 
Member - IWLA



COPY 

November 30, 1957 

Mr. S. B. Locke 
The Isaak Walton League of America 
1167 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Lockes 

Certain definite interest has been shown by members of the 

Colorado Fish and Game Commission in establishing a state train- 

ing department for present and future employees in this field. 

It has been proposed bytthe Trinidad State Junior College to 

locate such a training program at Monument Lake, thirty miles 

west of Trinidad, where there is a well equipped fish hatchery 

; and game reserve. 

One of the State Commissioners has asked me to locate informa- 

tion on possible instructors for such a training program. Such 

a-person would have to have practical experience and technical 

training and be above the average in his field. The course 

would cover two years of practice and theory and would be recog- 

nized by the State Civil Service Commission. 

This proposed training program would inelude the establishing 

of a State laboratory for the scientific study of problems in 

this field. The instructor would have charge of this labora- 

tory and would have ten men each year to train so they could, 

with profit, enter employment in this section. 

T am writing you with the hope that you will have information 

on the subject. To help explain the set-up I am enclosing a 

suggested organization chart. 

I need to know two things. First, where I can get in touch with 

qualified men for instructors; and, second, about what will it 

cost to employ such a person. 

Thanking you for any suggestions. 

Very truly, 

ECC/fda Director of Vocational Education



April: 1, 1985 
Professor Aldo Leopold, 
2 New Soils Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

: Will you kindly reply to Mr. Jones' 

letter? ; 

H. F. Wilson 

— 3 

GA 
> | ‘ : t



COLORADO STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

FORT COLLINS 

DEPT. ENTOMOLOGY AND ZOOLOGY March 27 ’ 1935 JOHN L, HOERNER 

( Cc. P. GILLETTE, EMERITUS Sam C, MCCAMPBELL 

Cc, R, JONES M. T. JAMES 

MIRIAM A. PALMER Les.Lic B. DANIELS 

Gentlemen: 

We are installing a course here at this institution on Game 

Management and Game Conservation and are very desirous of obtaining 
the latest publication on this subject and also to get a line on 

what the various other institutions and departments have done and 

are now doing. I would, therefore, deem it an extreme favor if you 
would send to my address such material as you have on this subject 

and also place my name on your mailing list for future publications. 

Thanking you for the above favor, I am 

Ve troly yours, 
Available Entomological papers are a) 
also desirable; kindly place us on ) 

your mailing list for same. C. R. Jones 

Head of Department



New Soils Building 
; February 6, 1935 

Mr. Otis B, MeIntyre 
Game & Figh Committee 
State Legislature 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. MeIntyre: 

It is like old times to run across your name again. I 
have been asked by Mr. J, D, Pender, with whom I have been corres- 
ponding on another matter, to give you my opinion of how the 
Commission form is working in Wiseonsin. 

We passed the Commission form about 1926 but made no headway 
during the first five or six years because we failed to install any 
research agency or other provision for feeding ideas to the Commission 

as to how they might accomplish their job. ‘the whole thing pretty near 
went on the rocks, but we are now started off on a new tack because we 
have found a chairman who knows what planning is and who knows how to 
utilize seientific findings in geome administration, I have not the 
slightest hesitation in saying that the Commission form in conjunction 
with such a personality is an enormous improvement over the old form, 
I am equally free to admit, however, that the Commission form as such 
accomplishes nothing in particular, In other words, it all boils 
down to the some old story: if you have the right men the proper organ- 

' ization helps them to perform, but if you do not have the right men, 
no conceivable refinenent of organization gets you anywhere. 

T think the Commission form in Michigan has been successful, 
but for the same reason, It is likewise mecessful in Iowa, but for 
the same reason. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a In Charge, Game Research 

Copy to Mr. Pender 

. ‘4



PONSFORD & PENDER ARTHUR PONSFORD 

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS BES ER WOLF ERREM 

551 EQUITABLE BUILDING 
DENVER,COLORADO 

February 2, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of January 29th and your previous letter 

did not have the effect you thought it did. I appreciated it very much and 

sent it on to my son for the value of its suggestions. He is old enough to 

work out his ow problems, but like most young chaps, they have some difficulty 

in determining just what is best to do, and I felt that any suggestions coming 

from you would be valuable. He took his Master's work at Michigan in game 

management after having had a course in Forestry at the Colorado Agricultural 

College, and had been considering taking additional work at that institution. 

It occurred to me that game management in connection with the national forests 

might fit in with his previous education, and that perhaps the facilities for 

thet line of work might be better in some other institution. It seem to me 

there is an opportunity in that line, or will be in the future, thet is perheps 

: better than ordinary small game problems which are not so important in con- 

nection with forestry work. 

Perhaps he is better informed on his future course than I think 

he ig and may know better what he should do than + do. He, no doubt, will com- 

municate with you, and if you can advise him I will very much appreciate it, 

and I do avpreciate what you have already done.



Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
February 2, 1935, 

Page Two. - : Es ‘ 

I have been leading a movement in Colorado for the establish- 

ment of a commission form of administration for game and fish in Colorado. 

At present we have the old system of legislative restrictions with no shone 

vested in the Game and Fish Department for scientific regulations, but we : 

find the present department so entrenched in politics, the outcome of the 

movement is very much in doubt. At present the Department is spreading the 

false information that the commission form is a failure in other states, 

which we know is not ture in most states which heve adopted the plan. Sur 

funds are so limited we cannot meet all of the false statements being cir- 

culated. If you can find time to drop a letter to Otis E. McIntyre, member 

of the Game and Fish Committee of the Legislature, State Capitol Building, 

Denver, and tell him briefly that the commission form of administration hes 

worked successfully in many of the states, and say a few words about the 

accomplishments made under the plan, I am certain it would be helpful in this 

campaign. 

Thanking you again for your interest in my son's problems, 

I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

JDP:EA Pre2 aw



PONSFORD & PENDER Oat ee pt 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 

55! EQUITABLE BUILDING 

DENVER,COLORADO January 17, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of January 14th written to me in response 

to request of Mr. Paul H. Roberts concerning a game management course for 

my son, and thank you for the information. I am forwarding your letter to 

him and he no doubt will communicate with you. 

Since he is in the Forestry Service now and had an education 

in that work at Colorado Agricultural College, and some game management at 

the University of Michigan, it occurred to me that the two might be 

combined so as to fit in with the future program of the government with 

respect to game management on national forests, and I did not know what 

institution would be best for that kind of a course. I do not think he 

has crystalized in his own mind any special problem,’ but desires to find 

one best suited to his forestry work, and in that connection I will ask 

him to correspond with you further so as to have your recommendations 

if you care to make any. 

Thanking you again, I am 

Yours very truly, 

JDP:MC Zz i fe Le.



New Soils Building 

' January 29, 1935 

Mr. J, D. Pender 
551 Equitable Building 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr, Pender: 

I fear that wy letter may hare sounded a bit like a 
wet blanket. It was not intended as mich, Graduate work con= 
sists principally of an attempt to solve a partiqilar problem 
and only incidentally of courses taken in classrooms, Even 
these courses are selected to fit the man te solve his parti- 
gular problem, We have complete facilities here for such work 
but it is alwoys the student's first move to find out what he 
wants to work on, and then we can reciprocate by telling him 
how to approach his subject. 

| It 4s only fair to say that we have pretty exacting 

requirements in the matter of accepting graduate students and 
I hope your son will send me the transcript of his past record. 

Almost all greduate research problens elso remire 
field travel, for which I have no funds at the present time 
which are not already obligated. I assume your son could pay 
his om travel, 

What I am trying to make clear is that graduate work 
in game is not merely a matter of enrolling, as in an under+ 
graduate school. I of course greatly appreciate your interest 
in ourwrk here, 

Yours sincerely, ers 

A : 

Aldo Leopold J 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh \
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Dec. 21, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers' Institute, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold; 

The Colorado Division of the Izaak 
Walton League will hold its amnual convention in this 
eity on the 16th and 17th of January, 1933. I am 
writing you at the request of our convention Committee 
to ask if there is any possibility of your being with 
us at that time. We realize that the time is short. 
It had been the thought of the Committee that only 
speakers within the State would be solicited. But 
when the Committee finally got down to business in the 
matter of securing speakers, the requests for you 
were so general and so urgent that we are making this 
inquiry. We trust you will not consider it pre- 
sumptuous on our p-art. May we hear from you at 
your early convenience? 

Assuring you of our appreciation of your consideration 
whatever your answer may be, 

Very truly yours, 

The Colorado #ivision 
Izaak Walton League of America, 

IA. dervlle 
J. M. Scoville, 
Division Secretary. 

“Better America for Americans; Better Americans for America”



Soils Building 
XXXAXAXXXEXXAK 

Jamary 3, 1933 

Mr. Jd. M. Scoville t 
7037 B. 2lst Aveme | 5 ’ 

f Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Scoville: ; : 

I am honored by your invitation to speak 

' ‘at your anmal convention Jamary 16, tut I foresee 

; : no way to get into that part of the country and hence 

» em obliged to decline the opportunity. I want you to 

understand, though, that I deeply appreciate your 

2 thinking of me in this connection,and I wish you 

every success in your activities. 

e Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Gunnison, Colorado. 

September 7, 1932. 

Mr. aldo Leopold, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear mr. Leopold; 

Twenty years in the Forest Service has caused me to 

feel acquainted with you. some time ago when preparing a 

management plan for the elk on the Gunnison National forest 

I took the liberty to write you for suggestions, Later your 

GAME SURVEY OF THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES reached my desk. I 

have read this volume with interest. 

I have a son who is a junior at Western State College 

of Colorado. So far he has majored in biology. He has a 

back ground of the out-of-doors and wishes to secure techni- 

cal training in game management, 

we would greatly appreciate to have you recommend the 

school, or schools to which he should apply to secure the 

training he desires, as well as any other suggestions that 

you care to make. 

very sincerely yours, 

RAY R. CLARKE.



| Colorada Agricultural College 

Bepariment of Forestry 

W. J. MORRILL, 

Professor of Forestry and State Forester 

B. O. LONGYEAR, 

Associate Professor of Forestry 

R. E. FORD, 
Assistant Professor of Forestry FORT COLLINS, COLORADO 

fi 
July 18, 1931. yy 
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Mr, Aldo Leopold, wr 
2222 Van Hise Ave., wee 
Medison, Wisconsin, {: Je 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

H. N. Wheeler told me that/you had a book out on Game, 

Perhaps you have more than one book, The exact title of this 

Dook he did not mow, Will you kindly send me the name of the 

publisher or have the publisher send me a copy with statement 

in duplicate. 

While I inaugurated the course in Economic Forest 

Zoology here, this year I turned the course over to the Entomology 

and Zoology Department where a professor indicated interest in 

the subject and wikbingness to develop it, more than I had time 

to do, I believe that the course is working well since the 

professor, whose name is Leslie Daniels, has requested that the 

course be lengthened by one more ~ Since he is a trained 

zoologist I believe that he will be better than I was with the course, 

and he would like to be placéd upon the mailing list for any 

materials of interest to elf and class, 

Very sincerely yours, 

fg eee 
Professor of Forestry. 
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July 22, 1931 

Prof. We J. Morrill 

Department of forestry 
Coloraio Agricultural College 
Port Collins, Colorado 

Dear Professor Morrill: 

Mr. Leopold received your letter of July 15 just as he 
was leaving for en extended trip im Camada. He asked me to send he 
you a complimentary copy of his recently published book, "A ‘ 
Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States." It is \ 
going to you under separate cover. } \ 

Mre a he Se ie pees Se Se ‘ae 
a mamiscript entitled es of Game Management." ‘This book, 
which is a text on management, will probably be off the press 
sometime this winter. 

Mr. Damiels* name is being placed on our mailing list, 
and gopies of Mr. Leopold*s recent publications on game are 
going forvard to him today. I am also sending copies to you. 

It was sugzested by Mr. Leopold that you and Mr. Daniels 
read H. Ie Stoddard's recent book, “The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits, 
Preservation, and Inerease," published by Charles Seribner*s Sons, 
New York. ‘This is the most comprehensive book on the managenent 
of any species that has so far been published, 

‘Yours sincerely, 

Seeretary to Mr. Leopold
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

GUNNISON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fits 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO GUNNISON, COLORADO 

G February 17, 1931. 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

C/O Journal of Forestry, 
Room 810, Hill Building, 

839 17th St., N. Wey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

Your writings in connection with game management have been 

read with a great deal of interest by the local force of the Gun- 

nison National Forest. 

We are confronted with a real problem in connection with 

game management and especially with regard to our elk herds. It 

would be greatly appreciated if you could cite us to publications 

of any kind which would be of help in this connection. 

Very truly yours, — us 

Vy : \ 
JL l fj G ling) 

al 14 chow, 

é Forest Supervisor.



homes, ; March 2, 1931 

Mr. J. V. Leighou, Supervisor 
Gunnison National Forest 
Gunnison, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Leighous 

I suppose your elk problem is one of organizing a limited 
kill in such a way as to trim down undue increase to the right degree 
and in exactly the right place. If this is it, there is, in my 
opinion, no precedent for you to go by, but an increasingly attrac- 
tive opportunity to do pioneer work of very great value. Whether 
the State Department would play ball is, I suppose, one of the limit- 
ing factors. 

I am writing a text on game manacement which may be avail- 
‘ able within the year, and I have a report on a game survey of the 

north central region coming off the press within a couple of weeks. 
Neither of these, however, will do anything but suggest general 
principles which might be usable. ‘The report can be had from the 
American Game Association, 233 Broadway, New York, at $1 each post~ 
paid. 

‘ I ao sure that Rachford would back you in any sensible 
: plan which you wanted to try out, and I am absolutely sure that 

such a try-out would have great value to the country as a whole. 

You know, of course, that Wm. Rueh and 0. J. Murie have 
been working on elic around the Yellowstone and I take it for cranted 
that you are in touch with their findings. 

It goes without saying that I would like to be of service 
to you in any way that I can. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



| RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION RESIDENT INSTRUCTION EXTENSION SERVICE 

i, C. P. GILLETTE, DIRECTOR S. ARTHUR JOHNSON, DEAN ROUD MCCANN, DIRECTOR 

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE clo | 
CHARLES A. LORY, PRESIDENT o ey 

4, F 

FORT COLLINS, COLORADO \ | 

February 26, 1939. 

| 
NY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

8222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. H. N. Wheeler, Chief Lecturer, Forest Service, 

United States Department of Agriculture, has told us 

somthing of your plan for fellowships in Colleges and 

Universities for game study. We would appreciate 

hearing more. 

As you know, a large part of our State is in National 

Forests. We have a number of State Game Preserves, 

and are giving much attention to the stocking of our 

streams. There is quite a little development, also, 

of fur farming. Our people as a whole are intensely 

interested in our wild game and are seeking better 

methods for its conservation and the use of surplus. 

As an institution, we are anxious to give more effective 

service in this field. Any information you can give us | 

will be greatly appreciated. | 

Respectfully yours, 

| Be. BK 
; President. 7 
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Colorado Agricultural College 

Department of Forestry ; 
W. J. MORRILL, 

Professor of Forestry and State Forester 

B. O. LONGYEAR, 

Associate Professor of Forestry 

R. E. FORD, 

Assistant Professor of Forestry FORT COLLINS, COLORADO 

March 25, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have read with interest your letter of March 6 
to Doctor Lory. As suggested by you I am returning the 
Prospectus for a Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming. It is 

my impression that quail growing in eastern Colorado, for some 

reason, does not prospere The Bob White has not increased as 
it should and do in other lécalities. The ring necked pheasant 

seems highly adapted to this eastern Colorado condition. 

However, when you reach in your work the state of Colorado, we 

shall be interested to see where we can cooperate and how. 

Perhaps it will not be with the quail and then again it may be 

possible to correct adverse conditions and succeed with quail 

culture. 

I believe that we are doing more with economic 

forest zoology, or game propagation studies, here than else- 

where in the state and shall always be glad to cooperate. 

With best personal wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

WJM: AA Professor of/Forestry : 

“Plant a Tree” 
“Prevent Forest Fires”



; 421 Chemistry Building 

April 15, 1929 

Mr. vy. ad. Morrill 

Colorado Agricultural College 
Port Collins, Colorado 

Dear Professor Morrill: 

I have yourletter of March 25. I am quite sure that 
my previous letter must not have been satisfactorily explained 
my thoughts. I was entirely aware that there is nothing to the 
quail proposition in Colorado, but I sent on the quail prospectus 
merely to give you an idea of the nature of the fellowships and 

; how they worked, Since the original prospectus was issued the 
fellowships have been made applicable to other species, and any 

\ which would be considered for Colorado would, as you say, have to 
‘ deal with some other Species than quail. 

; With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

4 AlD0 IZOPOLD, 
\ In Charge, Game Survey.



, RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION RESIDENT INSTRUCTION EXTENSION SERVICE 

C. P. GILLETTE, DIRECTOR S. ARTHUR JOHNSON. DEAN ROUD MCCANN, DIRECTOR 

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE co 
CHARLES A. LORY. PRESIDENT 

FORT COLLINS, COLORADO Fle 

March 27, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold q 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of March 6th. I regret 
this late reply. I referred your letter and the 
prospectus in natural quail farming to Professor 
W. J. Morrill of our forestry department. It 
is his opinion that this project would not 
work to advantage here. Experience in the past 
shows that quail do not survive our hard winters. 

Should your institute be interested in the larger 
game, we will appreciate hearing from you. We 
are returning the prospectus you sent us. 

Cordially ye 

re 7 
CAL:mo
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July 19, 1928 . | 

i | 

Professor W. J» Morrill, | 
Colorado Agricultural College, | 
Fort Gollins, Colorado. 

Dear Professor Morrill: | 

Your letter of July Sth addressed 
to the Sporting Arms & Ammmition Manufacturerst | 
Institute has been referred to me as Chairman | 
of the Comittee on Restoration and Protection of 

I have advised Mr. Leopold, who 
is conducting the Survey, of your letter and 

am sure that he will be very glad indeed to know 
of your interest. 

Thanking you, I am 

Yours very truly, | 

; Chairman. 
% Committee on Restoration 
; and Protection of Game : 

a eh J.M.oldnew 

\. 

y La Hae Si ae dees
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Coloradu Agricultural Cullege 

Department of Forestry : 

Re 
FORT COLLINS, COLORADO e C E i Vv E D | 

guiz, 5, 1928]  VULg tong | 

| Ne 
L_&. STEWART'CONEAUKACEGRETany | 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mfgs. Institute, a 
103 Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 

Attention: 0. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary 

Gentlemen: i 

In reply to your circular letter of June 27, entitled Announce-— ; 

ment, while I am very busy with the teaching of forestry and 

State Forestry work in Colorado and can give only sympathetic 

interest and approval of your efforts, I am very much inter- \ 

ested in your enterprise. 

I wish to congratulate you upon obtaining the services of 

Aldo Leopold to conduct the proposed survey. In my opinion 

he will be the best man in the United Ststes for that work. 

I approve, heartily, of his policies and theories in regard 

to the management of game and other outdoor resources. Under ‘ q 

separate cover I am sending to you an article by Leopold, 

published in our Colorado Forester magazine, aiannual gotten 

out by our Forestry Club. The views expressed by Leopold are 

mine exactly. 

In the national forest states such as Colorado and other far 
western states in which more than 50% of all the forested 

areas are in the National Forest it would be highly desirable 

if the National Forest Officers, principally the forest rangers, 
could manage x ame Pavey pag own district... Theat is, - 

ranger distri rete f fear of eke . S. Forest Service would 
not approve the move because of the possibility and probability 

of incurring the resentment of the state. However, such an 
arrangement would cause more game to be reared. The next best 

thing would be to have the Wational Forest Officers more closely 

allied and identified with the state enforcement and control. | 

It is true as Leopold points out in the article to which I refer 

above, that the whole system and policies in ths state at least 

and in most states @g absolutely wrong and no great improvement 
Can be expected until the number of licenses granted shall be 
limited to the number of head of game that the game authorities 

“Plant a Tree” | 
“Prevent Forest Fires”
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page 2 - Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mfgs. Institute 

, | 

can spare and that the location in which license shall be 
used indicated. 

With interest in the provosed survey of which I shall hope 
to be kept informed, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Professor of Forester 
WIM: AA and State Forester 
Enc. 

*
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NEWS RELNASH FROM FOREST SERVICE Cp 

U.S. Devartment of Agriculture — 
—“—Tenver, Colorado, 

Februsry 24, 1939. 
Release: Sunday editions for 

February 26, 1939. 

ELK PLANTINGS IN COLORADO 
There are in Colorado t-day more elk than at any other time since 

the 1800's, in spite of open seasons since 1929, The present elk population ; 

on the fourteen national forests, which harbor about 95 per cent of the total 

number in the state, is 20,500 head, This figure represents a most 

gratifying increase of h55 per cent since 19U,, when these enimals numbered 

500. These are some of the interesting facts brought out in a study 

made by the Division of Wildlife and Range Management, of the Regi onal 

Office of the Forest Service, under the direction of A, D. lloir. 

My, Voir said: "This increaso in the largest species of big game 

animal present in Colorado is not just a "happenstance," but is the result 

of carefully prepared and properly exccuted plans of management." 

The first and probably most important factor responsible for this 

increase was closing the hunting season and providing protection before 

it was too lete, Before this was done, the original herds were decimated 

to such an extent thet it would have been a mattcr of only a few short 

years until extermination would have been complete, ven so, elk were 

completely exterminated on four Colorado forests and so fevr remained on 

three others that it is doubtful if the species would have survived without 

the mest rigid kind of protection, 

Today elk are found on all fourteen forests, even on those where 

the original herds were killed off, due to the introduction of animals from 

the northern lWyoming herds, except for one or two instances where Colorado 

elk were used for planting. These introductions were the result of the 

united efforts of local sportsments clubs, civic clubs, lodges, the State 

Game and Fish Department, Forest Service, and other interested individuals. 

Expenses for the introductions were borne pretty largely by local people. 

The first elk planting was made in the year of 1912, when twenty- 

three head were released on the San Juan Vorest in southwestern Colorado, 

Only thrifty animals of the original thousands remained, During the follow- 

ing year, sixteen were planted on the Holy Cross Forest to supplement an 

almost equal remnant of native animals, “Twenty-eight were also liberated 

on the Roosevelt Forest, Of this number, twenty-five were planted near Estes 

Park and created the nucleus for the present herds in the Rocky lountain 

National Park, Three were released near Rollinsvillo. 

-l-



In 191), twenty-two head were planted near the base of lount Dvans 

in the Clear Creek District of the Arapaho Forest. This herd now numbers 

1,700 head, a few of which possibly are migrants from adjacent herds, 

During the same year, other plantings were made on the Holy Cross and Roosevelt - 

twenty-four and twenty-five head respectively, Other introductions were as 

follows: 19155 2, head on the Holy Cross and 25 head on the Rodsevelts; 

1916, 5 head on the Pike and 25 head on the San Isabel; in 1917, 7 additional 

head were planted on the Roosévelt; 1920, ten head were planted near Leadville, 

on the Cochetopa Forest; 1922, seven head were planted near Ouray, on the 

Un- ompahgre Forest, and the last plant was made on this forest in 1928, .hen 

18 head were released west of Montrose, 

Tn all, 33), animals were shipped in for planting, of which three head 

died at or shortly after the time of planting, The remaining 331 head were 

the nucleus for 20 per cent of the 20,500 head of elk in the state today. 

ily, Voir said: "This shows what can be done by reintroduction of indigenous 

wildlife species and providing ample protection, The effort has been worth- 

while in the perpetuation of a majestic game animal in our mountain forests." 

=2-
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Rocky Mountain Biological Station 

(A Non-Profit Corporation of Professional Biologists) 
(at Gothic, near CRESTED BUTTE, COLORADO, P. O. and R. R, Station) 

Annual Announcement 
for the season 

SIX WEEKS, JULY 1—AUGUST 10 
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Gore Mounrary tw Juy, Sowinc Some or Srarion Buitpinas 

IN VIRGIN TERRITORY CLOSE TO CONTINENTAL DIVIDE—ALTITUDE, 9,500 rr 

ABUNDANT FLORA AND FAUNA——MANY MOUNTAIN STREAMS— 

SEVERAL MOUNTAIN LAKES—HIGH MOUNTAINS ON ALL 

siDEs (up To 14,000 Fr.) 

A chance to 

Combine Study, Research, and 
Recreation in the Colorado Rockies 

For Graduate, Undergraduate Students, and 
Independent Investigators 

Joun C. Jounson, Director 
(Address Until June 1), West Chester, Pennsylvania, 

(After June 1), Crested Butte, Colorado. 
Professor of Biology and Head of Science Department, 
State Teachers College, West Chester, Pennsylvania.



Officers of the Corporation Research 

President—A. Ricuarvs, Professor of Zoology and Director of the : The facilities of the station are available in all divisions as listed, 
Biological Survey, University of Oklahoma, Norman. and research may be undertaken by qualified students under direction 

Vice President—L. A. Avams, Associate Professor of Zoology, University or by independent investigators. Students wishing to carry on such 

of Illinois, Urbana. a ‘ cree eae Seong with the instructor in charge of the work. 
3 : ee ndependent investigators should correspond with the director. 

Secretary—C. H. Srone, Attorney-at-Law, Gunnison, Colorado. . ae RAieies. 

Treasurer—A. O. Weesr, Professor of Zoology, University of Oklahoma, 
Norman. 

— en . . pin ee 

Physician to Station—J. S. Avvorv, A.B., M.D., M.M.S., Crested Butte, ™ 4 ee ees 

Colorado. tS = a 

Advisor to Women—Mrs. Vera Avams Jounson, A.B. : ss oe a "a So eS : — 

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION AND RESEARCH “ a er 

Field Zoology biti 

L. A. Avams, (Ph.D., Columbia) in charge. ee he a 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course dealing principally with the 
fauna of the Rocky Mountain area, particularly of the Colorado Rockeis. 

Field Botany “ io = : 

Pau B. Sears, (Ph.D., Chicago) Professor of Botany, University of es ‘ i... = > bi 

Oklahoma, in charge. beet é x eee Baa oe 
. See ee 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course dealing principally with the eee tc... ~ oe 

vegetation of the Rocky Mountain area, particularly of the high Colorado 5 s = = SN) = 

Rockies. aor. aac ee MS ea 

Ecology ene ea 
A. O. Weese, (Ph.D., Illinois) in charge be ee ee 

Mary J. Brown, (*Ph.D., University of Oklahoma) Mr. Batpy anp Mr. Cinnamon, WitHin Easy Warxinc Distance From Station 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course in Ecology, with especial 
reference to the biotic communities a the Rocky Mountain area. The 

first part of the course will be given by *Dr. Brown, the latter part by 2 

Dei Worse) Expenses for Six Weeks 

Parasitology Laboratory Fees (no ewtras).. 0.000 c cee e eter eeeeereeneeeeee $ 40,00 

Joun C. Jounson, (Ph.D., California) in charge *Board (ewcellent meals at $1.25 per day).....0...0.0e0.0+.++. 50.00 

A lecture and laboratory course in Parasitology dealing with the **Room or tent house (double), includes bedding and pillows, 

important parasites of man and the lower animals; also considerable Rey ae oe eh Rema ah erG in ct i Memiec: SCOSO0 

attention is given to the mammalian, avian, and molluscan parasites of 

the: Rocky J ountain ates. Grand total (no extras)....0.00e0 cece eves eeever es $110.00 

Special Courses ) Scee gece inte tar uacrernuliconcemnine Tres Oahip Giten: 

A. Ricuarps, (Ph.D., Princeton) in charge “Those who bring their own bedding may deduct $6.00 from room rent. 

The courses given in this division vary from year to year depending 

upon the personnel of the staff. During the summer of 1928 lecture 

courses were given in Comparative Embryology, Genetics, and Ornithology. General Information—Location 

Members of faculties in any institution who may wish to bring groups 
of students and offer them instruction in some particular course of work Gothic was a world famous silver mining camp in the ’80’s but is 

related to the activities of this station are invited, to correspond with now deserted except for three “‘oldtimers’’ who remain. It has now become 

the Director. Any professor from a reputable University or College, the site for the Rocky Mountain Biological Station and most of the town 

acceptable to the Director and Officers of the Corporation, who site has been purchased by the corporation and is available for the Station’s 

brings three or more regular biology students with him, (graduate development. Here biologists, students and investigators alike gather 

or undergraduate) and who teaches these same students one class from various parts of the United States for study and research in the 

in biology not previously arranged for, may have all of his living field and laboratory—amid mountain scenery of unsurpassed grandeur. 

expenses paid, (board and room) while at the station. It is under- Gothic is located in Gunnison County in Western Colorado about three 

stood that one course will take up only one-fourth of the professor’s hundred miles from Denver by rail—the Denver and Rio Grande Western 

time, the rest of his time being free for study, rest, research, narrow gauge railroad terminating at Crested Butte, eight miles from the 

writing, or recreation, as he sees fit. station. Excellent gravelled auto roads are to be found from U. S. High- 

————— way 50 to Crested Butte. See your railroad agent for reduced round 

* Candidate for degree, June, 1929. trip rates to Colorado and Utah.



Officers of the Corporation Research 

President—A. Ricuarvs, Professor of Zoology and Director of the ‘ The facilities of the station are available in all divisions as listed, 
Biological Survey, University of Oklahoma, Norman. and research may be undertaken by qualified students under direction 

Vice President Av Spams, Associate Professor of Zoology, University or by independent investigators. Students wishing to carry on such 
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION AND RESEARCH ~ a eae 

Field Zoology it 

L. A. Avams, (Ph.D., Columbia) in charge. mae. ye er 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course dealing principally with the 
fauna’of the Rocky Mountain area, particularly of the Colorado Rockeis. 

Field Botany 2 rs = : 

Paut B. Sears, (Ph.D., Chicago) Professor of Botany, University of . ‘ ee ee =. 
Oklahoma, in charge. i ae of wee en eee ces 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course dealing principally with the Pa. ee : 
vegetation of the Rocky Mountain area, particularly of the high Colorado ent Ea = . . 
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A. O. Weese, (Ph.D., Illinois) in charge Mee ee ee ee veal 

Mary J. Brown, (*Ph.D., University of Oklahoma) Mr. Batpy anp Mr. Crynamon, Witnin Easy Watxktnc Distance From Station 

A field, lecture, and laboratory course in Ecology, with especial 

reference to the biotic communities 4 the Rocky Mountain area. ape 

first part of the course will be given by *Dr. Brown, the latter part by x 

Deaweetel Expenses for Six Weeks 

Parasitology Laboratory, Pees (no extras) agents ass: avon ss ph asenns 6 40.00 

Joun C. Jounson, (Ph.D., California) in charge *Board (excellent meals at $1.25 per day). ....0...060e%+0+.-++ 60.00 

A lecture and laboratory course in Parasitology dealing with the *Room or tent house (double), includes bedding and pillows, 
important parasites of man and the lower animals; also considerable STOR ee eR ae Sm ete ye ee ODIO 

attention is given to the mammalian, avian, and molluscan parasites of 
epee 

the Rocky Mountain area. Grand total (no extras)... 6.6.00 cece cece eee eevee es $110.00 

Special Courses j NGcc peue four for pareurvh concerning Free Camp Gites, 
A. Ricnarps, (Ph.D., Princeton) in charge **Those who bring their own bedding may deduct $6.00 from room rent. 

The courses given in this division vary from year to year depending 

upon the personnel of the staff. During the summer of 1928 lecture 

courses were given in Comparative Embryology, Genetics, and Ornithology. General Information—Location 

Members of faculties in any institution who may wish to bring groups 
of students and offer them instruction in some particular course of work Gothie was a world famous silver mining camp in the ’80’s but is 

related to the activities of this station are invited to correspond with now deserted except for three “‘oldtimers’’ who remain. It has now become 

the Director. Any professor from a reputable University or College, the site for the Rocky Mountain Biological Station and most of the town 

acceptable to the Director and Officers of the Corporation, who site has been purchased by the corporation and is available for the Station’s 
brings three or more regular biology students with him, (graduate development. Here biologists, students and investigators alike gather 

or undergraduate) and who teaches these same students one class from various parts of the United States for study and research in the 
in biology not peevauay arranged for, may have all of his living field and laboratory—amid mountain scenery of unsurpassed grandeur. 

expenses paid, (board and room) while at the station. It is under- Gothic is located in Gunnison County in Western Colorado about three 
stood that one course will take up only one-fourth of the professor’s hundred miles from Denver by rail—the Denver and Rio Grande Western 

time, the rest of his time being free for study, rest, research, narrow gauge railroad terminating at Crested Butte, eight miles from the 

writing, or recreation, as he sees fit. station. Excellent gravelled auto roads are to be found from U. S. High- 
—_. way 50 to Crested Butte. See your railroad agent for reduced round 

* Candidate for degree, June, 1929. trip rates to Colorado and Utah.



Historical Statement 
The work now carried on by the Rocky Mountain Biological Station 

was begun in 1922 by Dr. John C. Johnson in connection with a neigh- 
boring college and continued in this manner through 1927. A corporation 
of professional biologists was then formed under the laws of Colorado for 
the BuEpOse of carrying on this work under a plan similar to those of well 
known biological stations. Nearly all of the old town-site of Gothic was 
purchased and the development of the region for the purposes of the 
corporation began, 

Character of Area for Biological Work 
_ The Gothic area comprises about a half million acres of virgin territory, 

uninhabited by residents, tourists or campers. There are numerous high 
mountains, rivers and streams, lakes, bogs, swamps, mountain and alpine 
meadows and regions of perpetual snow. The great variation in elevation 
(7,000 to 14,000 feet) makes for great variation in plant and animal life. 
It is estimated that there are over 600 species of flowering plants alone, 
many of them unnamed. The animal species of the region have not 
even been estimated, or studied to any great extent. Doubtless here, 
too, are many new species. New topics for research and investigation 
are abundant. 

Independent Investigators 

Independent investigators pay a $25.00 fee for a research table. 
Otherwise the expenses are the same as for students. These tables should 
be arranged for in advance with the director to insure a place. 

Evening Lectures and Seminar 

It is planned to have evening lectures and seminar about twice a week 
ite Susie cease tos wasiliielastiveat One lechice Swedeigusially 
devoted to some subject of interest not biological in nature. 

Property Rights and Camp Sites 

Biologists desiring to erect cabins or cottages are encouraged to do 
so. Sites nowhere excelled in beauty in the Rockies may be had for 
unbelievably low prices. If interested, communicate with the Director. : 

anutitil cain siies are pres! to thdce who devire to erect uhelk own 
tent houses and do their own cooking. Wood is also free on nearby 
mountains, 

Recreation 
Perhaps nowhere in America can be found greater recreational ad- 

vantages—numerous high mountains to climb—good trout fishing in 
many ay streams and lakes—hiking into large areas seldom ead by 
the foot or biologist or artist—even perpetual snow banks only a half- 
hour’s climb from the station. While it is boped that everyone will take 
advantage of the unusual opportunities afforded for recreation, only 
those are encouraged to come whose chief aim is study and research, 

Credit for Work : 

Students may take a maximum of two courses (one each half 
day), or one course and research half time, or research full time. Although 
this station like other standard stations, does not give credit, yet each 
course is accepted by leading universities as equal to three semester hours. 
Therefore a maximum of six semester hours may be earned each summer. 

Communications should be addressed to the director or 
to those in charge of the several departments 

of instruction and research.
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Our -Advisory Board We -Advocate— 
HORACE ALBRIGHT, director National Park Service 1. Passage by Congress of some bill to raise adequate funds 
BROOKE ANDERSON, ex-president Campfire Club of Chicago fonbrinding back our diminishing watecfow] |, , 
J. P. CUENIN, journalist 2. Modification of the Biological Survey’s poisoning operations 

ARTHUR F. FORAN, vice-president More Game Birds in America So Per ior protec Jon son all pears ; ; ; i 4 fee 4. Stricter control of sheep and cattle grazing on public domain 
SETE CORDON, Dissident American Gare Assouation 5. Improvement of federal and state game warden service 
HARRY B. HAWES, United States Senator 6. Constant vigilance against pollution; against diversion of 
ALDO LEOPOLD, in charge of the Game Survey sportsmen’s money from state game fund to general fund; against 
JACK MINER, bird conservationist corruption and incompetence in state game departments 

EDMUND SEYMOUR, president American Bison Society Bee eee te rea eoeiee Cham ert eren break in/ahors 

Colorado Deer and Elk Herds 
By John W. Spencer 

Assistant Forester, Rocky Mountain Region 

HE first thing most people want to include all the big game range. No one management of domestic livestock graz- 
know is whether the game herds are knows how many deer are found outside ing on the two Forest groups mentioned. 
increasing. the Forests and no general counts are There is, however, a very heavy percent- 

The answer to this question in Colo- made by any agency on outside lands. age of foreigners through southern Colo- 
rado may be found in the Forest Service It is probable that we can safely increase rado, who seem to be indifferent to game 
records, because of the close and, in fact, the Forest counts of 41,000 by 20 per protection. The coal mining camps have 
inseparable association of game range cent, giving the total deer population of a particularly bad reputation in this re- 
and National Forest lands. the State as between 48,000 and 50,000. spect. The general winter population 

There are approximately 14,000,000 There are very few wild elk outside the contains a large Mexican element which 
acres of National Forest lands in the Forests and it is believed that the Forest lives by herding sheep, cutting wood, and 
state. Nearly all of these are high, figure represents the state total very cultivating small farms and garden 
rough, mountainous areas which include closely. patches. Most of the winter game 
by far the largest part of the available range adjacent to these five Forests is 
summer range of elk and deer. The For- eee increase of 100 per outside the Forest boundaries, and is 
est Service has for twenty years been cent in ten years seems quite grati- subjected to heavy yearlong grazing use— 
endeavoring to get a fairly reliable count fying at first glance, and is perhaps as principally by sheep. 
on the game. Counts for the past ten much as could be expected under present Probably no one factor will explain the 
years are sufficient to show definitely the conditions. It is, however, a long way relative scarcity of game here, but as a 
trend of the game population, and are short of the maximum. The greatest in- general rule wild life welfare is pri- 
used here. creases over the ten-year period occurred marily dependent upon the popular atti- 

In 1921 the count indicated a popula- on the Pike, White River, Colorado, tude toward its administration and 
tion of 19,696 deer and 6,191 elk. In Grand Mesa, and Gunnison Forests, and protection. The tremendous disparity 
1926—five years later—counts made in amounted to 146 per cent, 153 per cent, between the game herds on the five south- 
the same manner and over the same ter- 221 per cent, 237 per cent, and 297 per ern Forests, and the nine central and 
ritory, showed 26,115 deer and 8,295 elk. cent respectively. The factors which op- northern Forests, is significant in view of 
The 1931 count shows 41,160 deer and erate against a maximum increase in the very noticeable differences in make- 
12,216 elk. game are losses from disease, predatory up of the surrounding population. 

Infallible accuracy for these counts is animals, unfavorable forage conditions, The legal kill of buck deer, as reported 
not claimed, as it is utterly ridiculous to and shooting—both legal and illegal. by the State, was 2500 head. in 1927, and 
suppose that any human agency can count The Forests listed above provide faver- has gradually increased to 4000 head in 
wild game down to the last head. The able feeding conditions, including a sub- 1931. For the five-year period, the kill 
counts given you are the arithmetical stantial amount of winter range. Many averaged 3540 head annually. The two 
total of figures taken on fourteen Na- of them have large areas of game refuge open elk seasons within the same five- 
tional Forests. They are honestly made, which lessen the amount of hunting, and year period produced a kill of 396 head 
and are probably conservative because the surrounding population, as a whole, in 1929, according to careful count, and 
they cannot be complete. An error of a staunchly favors game protection. Un- an estimated kill of 400 head in 1931. 
thousand head or more in any one year der such favorable conditions, which 

would not make any essential difference probably represent the optimum in Colo- ie THERE had been no open season on 
as long as we can establish definitely rado, the average increase over the ten- deer during the last ten years, the 
which way the game population is trend- year period has been about 210 per cent. present deer population would have been 
ing. The figures indicate clearly that the The poorest showing during the same considerably larger. However, the peo- 
deer population has doubled in the last period was made on five Forests in ple have had ten years of thoroughly en- 
ten years. southern and southwestern Colorado. joyable sport that has more than com- 

The elk count showed 4,295 head back The San Juan had a 67 per cent in- pensated for the deer killed. Therefore, 
in 1916; over 6,000 in 1921; over 8,000 in crease, the Rio Grande 60 per cent, the the fact that deer have doubled within 
1926, and over 12,000 in 1931. That, also, Uncompahgre 14 per cent, and the San the decade in spite of legal hunting 
indicates a doubled elk population in ten Isabel and Montezuma Forests showed a and illegal poaching, is decidedly 

years. net loss of deer in the ten years. What encouraging. 
“The elk, of course, have had but two causes this difference in the two groups Now what about the future? It is a 
shooting seasons; whereas the deer have of Forests? : safe assumption that if no change in ex- 
been hunted every year, so relatively, the So far as the Forest range is con- isting conditions occurs, deer will in- 
deer have increased faster than the elk. cerned, there is no discernible differ- crease up to the feeding capacity of the 

The National Forests, of course, do not ence, and there is no difference in the range. Unquestionably, the limiting fac-
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stor is not the, amount of summer range, The logical answer is to provide defi- for the sportsmen to buy out the ranch- 
but the-amount .and carrying capacity of nite and adequate ranges for the game er’s holdings at a proper consideration. 
the. available .winter range. The total. animals. f Game animals unfortunately, are not 
acreage of all land in Colorado upon Contrary to popular belief, there is no articulate and have no active champions 
which ‘game animals can find some feed and antipathy between wild game and domes- other than the relatively loosely knit 
some’ cover, is very nearly 26,000,000 acres. tic livestock. On a range that is prop- groups of sportsmen. . In case of conflict 
“The Forest Service has mapped the ‘erly stocked and consequently not over- with organized industry, wild life is pretty 
recognized ‘winter game range of Colo- grazed by livestock, there is room for a apt to suffer. Most people quite properly 
rado. and it totals up to 13,802,604 acres. very appreciable number of game ani- consider game animals from the angle of 
This.is conservatively mapped, and actu- mals as well. A proper regulation of sport, or from the standpoint of nature 
ally; there are one million ‘to one and domestic stock grazing on the public do- lovers who want merely.a chance to ob- 
one-half million acres additional that main range lands will go a long way to- serve wild things. Nevertheless, deer and 
are used to some extent by game in win- ward providing feed for the wild game. elk constitute a definitely valuable asset, 
ter. Of the definitely classified winter This, however, is not alone sufficient. purely from the commercial viewpoint of 
range 3,598,564 acres or 26 per cent are Game animals naturally select certain money spent for licenses, equipment, and 
inside the boundaries of fourteen Na- areas out on the public domain winter hunting trip expenses. Recent California 
tional Forests and 10,203,040 acres, or range, which appeal to them presumably figures indicate that every deer killed in 
76 per cent are outside the Forests. from the standpoint of feed and topog- the Golden State represents an expendi- 

The National Forests embrace roughly raphy. These natural congregating ture of $100. Even with our short 
14,000,000 acres, all used to a greater or places are well known, and undoubtedly four-day Colorado season, the average 
less degree by game. Adding the 10,- form the key to our problem. hunter spends anywhere from $35 to $75. 
000,000 acres of outside winter range, The sportsmen should inaugurate a About one hunter in two gets his buck, 
gives a total of 24,000,000 acres in round movement to have these especially im- and last year 4,000 deer were killed and 
figures, as representing the usable sum- reported. Figure the answer yourselves. 
mer and winter game ranges of the State. “re It is evident that commercial clubs, 
Summer and winter ranges are just about rr booster organizations and others could 
equal in acreage, although, perhaps i es well afford to join hands with the sports- 

5,000,000 acres out of the total are used | = 8 = 8 === men without apologies, for seeking a both summer and winter. rl proper and reasonable expansion of our 
These figures indicate that in round | 4 game herds. Of course, such a program 

numbers approximately 24,000,000 acres eet i of expansion carries responsibilities. 
of land supports 48,000 head of deer and se we as Having determined the number of game 
12,000 elk. That is only one deer to 500 bos oe 3 oo animals which can be properly supported 
acres, and one elk to 2000 acres. BS ee “sand having achieved this number, we 

It is quite apparent that hunting condi- ee 2 | must be prepared to hold the herds down 
tions can be vastly improved if the game fgg oe ae mie, e this, and not be influenced by senti- 
population is built up to as large a num- > SF ong. mentalists or ultra-conservationists. Fail- 
ber as can be supported without over- Del as Re oe ‘ ure to recognize wild game as a product 
stocking the range or unduly interfering ee a . ae of the forests with definite cropping lim- 
with farming and stock-raising. I be- — ek itations will result in overstocking and 

lieve that Colorado can safely and easily {4 ™ ee Ae oy another Kaibab situation. i 

take care of a constant game population nae Ys a 2 es is But, at any. rate, there is a definite op- 
of between 20,000 and 25,000 elk, and at | ae . at ea portunity here in Colorado to work out 
least 150,000 deer. = eg ss : ‘% bo) = 2. comprehensive and far-seeing construc- 

The National Forests contain an . ie .. ter & | tive program. One that will give proper 
abundance of feed on their 11,500,000 See 4 py «consideration to the economic and 
acres of summer range and provision for ™ oe we a - aesthetic value of our big game animals; 
the enlarged game herds, would necessi- “kx ; that will determine the saturation point 

tate only local and relatively minor ad- 4 oe os lt which they can be increased without 
justments in range management. The 6% fe Lt.) “M@ereeee] = unduly upsetting other economic uses, and 
Forest Service recognizes protection of Wiriter elk range on Grand Masa with provision for taking the killable sur- 
wild game as one of its functions, and National Forest, Colorado plus each year with the rifle, as a grand 
could easily take care of many more game and enduring outdoor sport. 
animals without any serious interference portant winter ranges set aside exclusive- 
with domestic livestock. However, this ly for game. These areas are for winter A i 

National Forest summer range is all in use, and the forage in them should be The Brand of the Biological 
high country, subject to protracted peri- actually reserved for the game. Food Surve 
ods of deep snowfall, and is unsuited to js the vital point. Game animals must ys 
use by any grazing animals in winter. eat the year round. They cannot fatten EGPITOR. Outdoor Life:—News of the 

i up during the summer months when there latest Biological Survey atrocity comes 
WAVE ER range, acre for acre, will js an abundance of forage, and then exist from Wyoming, where without the knowl- 

not support anywhere near the num- on snowballs and scenery in the winter. edge of either the Game Commission, or 
ber of animals that can be maintained [f we really want a reasonable quantity the Superintendent of National Forests, and 
on summer range. The 3,500,000 acres of elk and deer, we must provide the % direct violation of an existing gentle- 
of National Forest winter range is*only winter food supply. men’s agreement between these parties and 
sufficient to take care of a portion prob- the Biological Survey chiefs, poison sling- 
ably not over one-third of the present Cc WOULD not take a very great acre- ers, as they are known locally have been 
game population. Game animals right age of winter refuges to turn the trick, operating in different sections of the Jack- 
now are vitally dependent upon winter provided the refuges were wisely located son Hole country. No poison has been 
range outside the Forests. Some of this so as to form natural winter range ad- used—that is, as far as anyone knows 
is privately owned and is naturally used juncts to already existing National For- —but a method equally damnable and 
for domestic stock by the owners. Some est summer ranges. Most of this range, despicable has been employed with drastic 
of it is State land and is used for live- as I have pointed out, is publicly owned, results. bot ve 
stock by grazing lessees. The balance, and either by the State or the Federal Gov- Reports coming in to the local authorities 
by far the larger portion of it, is vacant ernment. It is only necessary to estab- and the Forest Office, reports which were 
public domain that is owned by the lish specific areas for winter game use Checked and substantiated, uncovered the 
Government; is under no regulation and set up needed wardenship machinery. fact that Biological Survey men had made 
whatever, and is heavily grazed by every Such a program would incur no serious 4 number of trail sets in the Hoback section 
Tom, Dick, and Harry. This public do- conflict with the domestic livestock in- of the Jackson Hole country. Only four 
main winter range, on the whole, is in dustry. It is conceivable that the winter taps were discovered. How many more 
terrible shape. It’s badly over-grazed ranges would work to the injury of the Were scattered throughout the country, 
and erosion is taking place at an appal- few individual stockmen or ranchers only the ignorant cowards who set them 
ling rate. So far, this range has been whose property might be embraced within know. The traps could not possibly have 
sufficient to take care of our increasing such proposed refuges. It is simply ruin- been set for any particular species of preda- 
game herds. But, the winter range is ous to a rancher to live within a big tory animal. The first wilderness creature 

growing steadily worse and when the game area where he has no place to turn to come along these trails was bound to get 

livestock industry picks up again, and his stock out, and where the deer and caught. And that is just what happened. 

intensifies the use of this already abused elk can make free with his hay stacks. When officials investigated these sets, in 

area, what in the world will our enlarged The fair, and obviously equitable thing the first trap was found a badger, nearly 

game herds do? to do in such circumstances, would be dead but still able to crawl away upon be-
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Colorado folder : 

From the Journal of Mammalogy, May 1929, page 170. 
General Notes. 

Bison in Colorado. 

The following notes are supplemental to those of Warren (Journ. Mam. 
vol. 8 p. 60, Feb., 1927) relating to the occurrence of buffalos on the 
western slope of Colorado. 

I hunted in 1894 in Californie Park (at the headwaters of Elk Creek, 
a tributary of the Yampa River) with an "old timer,® Melvin by name, who had 
killed buffalos on the plains for meat and pelts; he moved over the wilder 
western slope of Colorado when his game on the eastern side was gone. He 
told me repeatedly that bison were not uncommon in all the "parks" and along 
the river bottoms from Meeker to the Wyoming line, and east to the Continental 
Divide. The correctness of this statemont is borne out by a recent comnunica- 
tion of Chauncy Thomas (Colorado Magazine, Denver, April 1928, p, 54), who 
says in the course of a sketch on buffalo hunting that "There were.a few 

(vuffalos) in-Middle Park, at the head of the Troublesome, when I hunted in 
there from 1836 to 1891, but we left them alone. It meant almost a lynching 
to molest them." 

My own experiences also bear our Melvin's accounts, for I myself have 
found buffalo skulls or horns in the following localities: Mud Springs (about 
25 miles north of. Rifle), on the top of Book Cliffs, on the Bivide between 
Piecance and Rifle Creeks, in California Park, in lost Park (near Marvine Lake), 
and on the high hills north of, and above, Glenwood Springs. It is patent, 
judging by Warren's and my own notes, that buffalos were widely distributed 
over the western slope of Colorado, and probably fairly abundent. 

~---H. H. Bergtold, Denver, Colorado.
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1532 University Aveme 
September 11, 1937 

PERSONAL ; 

Mr. Artimr LL. Clark 
State Office Building 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Dear Arthur: 

I am surprised to hear of the breakdown in 
Connecticut, I had had no previous intimations of it. 

Yor the moment I will comment only on your personal 
situation. The only thing I know of which might interest 
you is a new set-up just being formated in Missouri, They 
have cleaned house down there and have a commission with 
regulatory powers, for the moment at least non-political, 
The movement seems to be headed hy BE. Sydney Stephens, chairman, 
Conservation Commission, Columbia, Missouri. They are holding 
a meeting at the end of this month to select a director and 
will doubtless also be shopping for other members of the 
executive staff. I am writing Mr. Stephens, I am not fully 
posted on the details of the situation but doubtless Henry 
Davis is, also Nash Buckingham. 

Keep me posted as to your moves, especially if I 
can lend a hand at any juncture. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Profesor of Game Management
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New Soils Building 
May 20, 1935 

Mr, Peal D, Dalke . 
Division of Game Restoration , 
State Board of Fisheries & Game 
Hartford, Connecticut : 

Dear Dalke: 

You of course hit the nail on the head as far as 

the food patch photograph is concerned, Nearly all these 

patehes, at least this year, were totally squashed by Jan~ 

uary, Next year we will shock half of all Wisconsin patches 

end I think Coon Valley intends to do the same. 

Your idea of a standard type classification is a 

good one and I would suggest your taking it up with the 

Seciety of Americar Foresters. 

I em enclosing a rating sheet based on last year's 

food patches, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ne In Charge, Game Research 

Enel.



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

c ISSIONERS. K CHS, ~ piston or SHE Eire Gnorneriae 

JAMES G, HAMMOND, New ee Se gp One a ence et 

Sear aren, DIVISION OF LAND AND WATER ACQUISITION 
F be HOMER H. JUDD, CHiEF 

STATE OF CONNECTICUT 
ARTHUR L. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT 

MILDRED \. Kobigr Air ro THe SuPERINTAHEEAT eer en no oe 
FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

May 13th, 1935. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I was interested in your article on Coon 
Valley in the last issue of American Forest. 
The food patch picture in the article certainly 
was a good one, What did it look like in Janu- 
ary or February? Based upon Wisconsin conditions 
in what order do you rate the grains in food 
patches for availability in mid-winter? 

With the rapid increase of game management 
in the U. S. Forest Service and in State Depart- 
ments, it occurred to me that there must be 
several systems of game cover classifications 
developing. I am wondering if the Society of 
American Foresters wouldn't care to sponsor a 
project to develop a uniform system for typing 
game cover based upon plant succession, 

You will recall that two years ago Wight 
published a paper on this subject of cover classi- 
fication for Southern Michigan. I have used the 
same system for Connecticut vegetation and I am 
enclosing a copy of cover types. 

If you think my suggestion is worth considera- 
tion I will be pleased to hear your opinion, 

Sincerely yours, 

In Charge, Game Management 
DIVISION OF GAME RESTORATION 

Ene, 
PDD-A r



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME - HARTFORD, CONN. 

CLASSIFICATION OF COVER TYPES BASED ON ORIGIN AND SUCCESSION 

Origin on Land 

_Upland Types 

A 4 Grass-Herbaceous A 8 White Pine 
A 5 Shrubs A 9 Oak-Hickory 
A 6 Gray Birch-Red Cedar A1O Beech-Birch-Maple-Hemlock 
A 7 Pitch Pine-Gray Birch 

Origin on Open Water 

Lakes, Ponds & Streams 

Marsh Phase Bog Phase 

B 1 Submerged Vegetation (Pond weeds) E 1 Sedge-Sphagnum-Loose Strife 
B 2 Floating Vegetation (Water liliés) E 2 Shrubs (#ricaceous)-Sphagnum 
B 3 Emergent Vegetation (Bulrush) E 3 Tamarack-Spruce 

Pickerel Weed - Cattail ‘ 
B 4 Sedge-Grass Supa hook Pele 
B 5 Mixed-Herbaceous P 1 Emergent Vegetation 
B 6 Shrub-Herbaceous-sedge iP : os ie eat 4) 

y P 3 Shrub (Willow-Alder-Dogwoo 
Wooded. omemp Bease P 4 Willow-Cottonwood-rlm, 

B 7 White Cedar Silver Maple 
B 8 Red Maple-Yellow Birch-Black Ash 

SEEPAGE AREAS 

Y Periodic and Permanent Spring Swamps 

C 1 Sedge-Grass Cc 4 Spirea-Cinquefoil 
C 2 Mixed Herbaceous C 5 White Cedar 
C 3 Alder-Dogwood- Willow C 6 Red Maple-Hlm-Birch 

fence rows Timber Density Underbrush or Shrub Density 

Clear or light 1 Scattered 1 Scattered - 
Medium i Medium ud Medium a 
Heavy aba Heavy nat Heavy = 

Timber Size Cropped Land Miscellaneous 

O=S") D, Boils al - alfalfa Pe - Evergreen Plantations 
4026") Di Byks cn - corn Pd = Deciduous " 

Ste, ger - garden C = Cropped 
pot- potatoes or = Orchard 
t - tobacco P i} Pastured 
h - hay X - Seattered groups of 
er - ccoreals conifers 
ve - vegetables
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New Sotls Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 2, 193 

Mr. George A, Garratt 
Yale University 
School of Torestry 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Ur, Garratt: 

Since lest writing you a new job has been 
thrust on me in comection with the National Wild 
Life Comittee and accordingly my time 1s so com 
pletely swamped that it is impossible for me to make 
advance engegenents, I made one trip Hast, but 
only to Washington, Z 

I still have February entirely tied up in 
teaching v0 that in any event, it is impossible for 
me to be there on the proposed date of February 21. 
I am very sorry indeed to have to mt you off, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

At/ ea Game Manager



YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

January 24, 1934, 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Game Manager. 

Soils Building, University of Wisconsin, ‘ 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am taking the liberty of writing you again 

in the interests of Sigma Xi to ask if it would be pos- 

sible for you to come to New Haven during the latter 

part of February and speak before the Yale Chapter. I 

find that there are more expense funds available than 

i had been pivleizeilen and we would be able to take care 

* of your expenses to the extent of $75.00. You may be 

> sure that the rather insistent attempts to have yoti speak 

here are due to the interest which you and your subject 

would hold for our audience. It has occurred to me that 

it might be possible to kill two birds with one stone and 

+ 3 arrange to have the meeting on Wednesday evening, February 

& 2lst. The Annual Meeting of the Yale Forest School Alumni 

\ _~ comes the following day and that would give you the oppor- 

nq 0 tunity to be present on that occasion as well. 

8 ons ‘ I am hoping that it will be possible for you to 

8 make arrangements in this connection ami you may be sure 

that I will greatly appreciate anything that you may be 

a 3 able to do for us. 

S BW Sincerely yours, } 

Presi ; fale Chapter of Sigma Xi.



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 1, 1934 

Mr. Benjamin Jacobs 
46 Arch Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Beny: 

T am delighted to have a word from you and 
to know that you still remember our pleasant visits 
in New Haven, I have done a good deal of jumping 
around since I last heard from you, and have not 
been back in New Haven since 1909, If I ever get 
there, I will try to give you a ring, 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, i 

ALDO LEOroLD 
AL/ em Game Manager
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 1, 1934 

Prof, A, B, Mose 
Connecticut State College 
Storrs, Connecticut 

Dear Moss? 

I have no openings existing or in prospect 
except in short texm CWA positions, and I assume it 
would not be worthwhile for Mr, Lemson to come here 
for so unstable a proposition, 

I will be glad to keep him in mind in con~ 
nection with fellowships and other long term arrange- 
ments which may become available, . 

i am sorry to have missed seeing you at the 
Game Conference, ‘he pressure for time male it im- 
possible for me to attend, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
AL/ em Gane Manager
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Sy 
STATE 

CONNECTICUT AGRIGHH-FURAL COLLEGE 

STORRS, CONNECTICUT 

January 26, 1934 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Manacement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I was sorry not to see you in New York, but should 

imagine you were fairly busy at that time. 

I have a student who was graduated from here last 
spring and is now a foreman in a ©.C.C. camp, who is 
particularly interested in Game Management. It is ne- 
eessary that he work for a while in order that he has 
funds for graduate work in this field. 

This student, Mr. Lamson, was at the New York meet- 
ing and talked with Mr. Grange and others concerning 
greduate work. 

I expect that during this spring and summer he will 
be working on stream improvement work on State leased 
streams as he had charge of this type of work last summer. 
Nevertheless, he feels that experience is part of educa- 
tion and if you should happen to have work this season 
where a graduate with special training in Geme Management 

could fit in, he would make a satisfactory man. 

He has always lived in the country and has been 
interested in wild life. I have known him ever since 
he started Grammar School, and I am willing to recommend 
him as a satisfactory worker. 

Sincerely yours, 

MIA pr 
A. E. Moss 

AEM: FC Professor of Forestry



New Soils Building 

Madison, Yisconsin 
/ Jamary 3, 1934 

Wd Mr. Arthur L. Clark 
} State Board of Fisheries and Game 
f State Office Building 

/ Hartford, Connecticut 
{ 

at Dear Arthur: 

li The enclogure intended to accompany your 
Hf letter of December 30 has not reached me, but off 

Hid hand I would say that 500 acres is too large a 
{i minimum acreage. 

f A report on the general principles 
of pede sary bhai gietda bills will be presented at 
the coming Game Conference by Otto Beyer of 
Portage, Wisconsin. You might be able to get 
an advaneeg? copy from him. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
AL: GM Game Manager



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

COMMISSIONERS 4 Hz DIVISION OF WILD LIFE PROTECTION 

THOMAS H. BECK, WILTON, CHAIRMAN 2) \ we Bey SNrene ue ae 

JRMES G.HAUMOND, NeW LONBON € ) DIVISION OF FISH RESTORATION 
CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLOOMFIELD eR IG EBEN W. COBB, CHIEF 

“Eg pein Ao ni nel aie eiabidets 
STATE OF CONNECTICUT Tes ee na 

ARTHUR L. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT 

MILDRED K. BARTLE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY Sate poh eorce 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

December 30, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A few game breeders and sportsmen are agitating for 
changes in the regulations which we issued last October per=- 
mitting a longer shooting season on certain areas under 
certain conditions. The principal point at issue is the re- 
quirement that the restocking and shooting must be conducted 
on an area of not less than 500 acres. 

It seems to me that if a smaller area such as 100 or 
200 acres were permitted it would be possible to establish such 
shooting areas around swamps which would serve to hold a 
larger number of birds per acre than would be possible on the 
average of an area of 500 acres. In short, with the same 
amount of stocking (1 bird per acre) they would be likely to 
get much better shooting with less cost and less effort de- 
pending almost entirely on liberating birds just before the 
shooting. 

The conditions would make it unnecessary for them to 
give as much attention to predator control, planting of foods 
and general improvement of cover conditions as would be required 
for good results on a tract of 500 acres or more under our 
regulations, To permit this shooting on small "backyard" areas 
would lead to and encourage a number of poorly managed unsucces- 

sful areas, 

I would appreciate it if you would read the regulations 
and give me your comments on them, particularly as to whether 
or not they are practical, reasonable and fair and with partice 
ular reference to the minimum requirement of 500 acres, 

Very truly yours, 

Superintendent 

ALG; ALB: OKE



Soils Building 
December 26, 1933 

Prof. George A. Garratt 

Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Garratt: 

On account of a heavy teaching schedule 

throughout Jamary I will not be able to attend 

the American Game Conference, and hence am unable 
to aceept your invitation to speak at the Sigma 

Xi meeting. The Game Conference has normally 

ocourred in December, at which time I could have 

worked this arrangement. 

I om sorry to say that I have no other 

opportunities in sight for getting Bast this 

winter. 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL:GM Game Manager



YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

December 18, 1933. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: \ 

I just heppened to pick up a statement concerning the 

annual meeting of the American Game Association, to be held in 

New York January 22-24. I am hoping it’ will be possible for you 

. to make a trip to New Haven at that time and give a talk before 

our local Sigma Xi Chapter. It so happens that the evening of 

either January 24 or 25 would fit into the University program of 

events with little or nothing in the way of conflict ine with 

other organizations. . 

If you feel that it is possible to make a talk at thet 

time, I would be extremely grateful. I assume that you will be 

in attendance at the annual meeting of the Society of American 

Foresters and, as Professor Chapman will be on hand,I have asked 

him if he would talk the matter over with you. 

With iis wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy 

New Year, I an, 

! Sincerely yours, 

Pres it,“ Yale Chapter of Sigma Xi.



ford 
YALE UNIVERSITY Leen 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN: CONNECTICUT 

October 2, 1933. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

Department of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am serving this year as President of the Yale 

Chapter of Sigma Xi, and in that capacity have the responsi- 

bility of making up the program of the meetings for the year. 

It occurred to me that you might have occasion to be in the 

East some time this winter and might be prevailed upon to give 

a talk before the Society here. Your general field is one 

which naturally attracts a great deal of interest and I know 

that any talk you might give on the subject would prove an 

excellent drawing card. Unfortunately, we have no funds to 

pay for lectures of this kind, but we do have a limited amount 

available for speaker's expenses. 

If you should have occasion to be in this part of 

the country, I would consider it a great privilege to have you 

visit New Haven and talk before the group. 

With kindest regards, 

Sincerely yours, : 

GAG: AB chose U of Forest Products.



Soils Building 
October 16, 1933 

Prof. George A. Garratt 
School of Forestry 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Garratt: ’ 

I will keep your suggestion in mind and if I make any 

eastern trips this winter, I will try to give you advance notice. 

It would please me a great deal, of course, to speak on game manage- 

ment before your Sigme Xi chapter. I 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/ vh :
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‘Deer Arthurs ; ok 
; I think a complete range development plan for one of your . 

Public Shooting Crowns could be made in two weeks, The main object = 9 
of the work towld be to train one of your men in the methods of food a ae 
and ¢over development now used in Michigan, lowa,and Wisconsin, Saas 

Sa aan 
The alternative way to accomplish thie same thing would be to 1 a ole 

i send your man ont here,but in/such event I would gugcest your coming ae 
along,since I ani sure you would pick up the technique,whereas one can - Pa 
never be sure that even a good man will wet it. It is not ‘a matter of Ue 
"schooling". Some game wardens zet it quicker than some Ph Dice + LoNGe 

3 Wea ea 
Coming out here would of course cost you only travel,but you wuld =, 

; have to chose some time when Vight,Selmenke,or myself is malcing a teip. Nie 
f i Bae 

I doubt whether either alternative would be worth while after the 
i 4 nev growth has started,iee. May 15. One can de gumier work only in MG oye 

territory where one knows winter conditions. ° ‘ ee 

T aw now laying out Wiscongin's first public shooting ground. Te 
aims to cowbine your farser set-up with the Iowa and Michigan food and 

\ gover technique, but with a nominal charge at the gate. Too broke to. Nain 
maice it free. eis 

wie Beale 
Here are some examples of results from the food and cover technique | 

without Phantlnges SR 
Riley, Vise, 1300 acres, I5 quail in .1930,150 thie winter, cost $25. Kas 

_ . Williamston, ich, 20,000 acres,pheasants doubled to quadrupled. 6 aka 
since 1929,shootinge contimed as usual,cost utmowm. ae 

‘ ‘Ottumwa, Iowe, 600 acres, 60 quail 931,100 this winter, cost$25, he 
\' no shooting. ; th ey 

T do not think equal results can be obtained in Connecticut except pos— 
sibly on pheasants on your very best soils. ‘the only thing Tem mre 
of is that some regults will be obtained,and that the cost per bird will 
be mach less than adding the same ei a game farm. ‘The startling 
results here and in Iowa may be partly ascribed to favorable weather. ME 

; . I got $700 per month from Iowa. I have never done any jobs short = 
i enough to be nweagured by the weel,but since I aa anxious to get this idea 

started in the east I will quote $400 for two weeks. Should you extend = 
the. time to a month the $700 rate wlll apply. Should T have to make a — sch 
special trip for this purpose add $100 for setting to the state. Strange 5 
ly enough my engazenents are pigicing up so all arrangements are subject = 

3 to prior datings. With best rezards 7 ne elie a aR Sue 
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STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

COMMISSIONERS “ FS 

THOMAS H. BECK, WILTON, CHAIRMAN \ ff Div. or Ns Lis rere ey 

WILLIAM A. TRUE, West HARTFORD pani ee J. WILLIAMSON, Cnr 
CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLOOMFIELD \ : od) Bivuae Pied Beer okaticks 

So ee A oe EN W. , CHIEF A ee 
ARTHUR L. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT STATE OF CONNECTICUT OME Re See 
MILDRED K. BARTLE, Executive SECRETARY 

: ADDRESS ALL MAIL TO 

STATE BOARD OF 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

March 8, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Sails Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just sent you a telegram stating that it is impossible to ar- 
range for the survey at this time, 

I am sorry that I was unable to get this word to you by March 7th as 
requested, However, I did the best I could and am only sorry I was unable 
to sell the idea due to the general situation here at this time with our 
Legislature in session and great concern regarding economies, employment, 
etco 

I am still hopeful that something may develop even though the condi- 
tions later in the season would be less favorable for making a quick survey. 
With that in mind I wish that you would tell me just what it would cost for 
your time here. I suggest that you make that on a weekly basis but that 
should include an understanding that the time would not be less than two 
weeks, Also that the work would be carried as far as possible in that time 
but of course you could not agree to complete any definite amount of work 
Such as a complete survey of one of our public shooting areas because there 
is no way of telling just what the conditions would be or how long that 
would take, 

I want you to know that I greatly appreciate your attitude in offering 
to come here for the express purpose of getting started something in the 
way of a definite program in game management on at least one of our areas 
and in doing that work you would train any men whom we might select so that 
they could carry on the work on other areas, 

When you write to me if you could include some comments on the results 
of game management in Wisconsin and Iowa such as you mentioned at the New 
England Game Conference where for example the stock of quail on one area 
was doubled at a cost of fifteen dollars ($15.00) for cutting and planting, 
it might help to sell the idea, 

Very truly yours, Pa 
af = 

te \ 

ALC :ALB a SUPERINTENDENT
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YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

January 10, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please excuse my delay in replying to your letter of 

December 3. JI was on the West Coast during most of the time i 

and since then T have been casting about to see how I might 

be able to finance the preliminary studies which you and I dis- 

cussed together. So far I do not see my way clear to do anything 

at the present time, and it may be necessary to defer the under- 

taking until I do succeed in finding a financial basis for 

a beginning. 

I am very keenly interested and I shall exert every 

effort to undertake to carry through the studies in wild life 

management which I believe would be very appropriate for Yale 

in view of our general policies and our special facilities. 

Very sincerely yours, 

HsG/MC cae



YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

January 9, 1933, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wis, 

Dear Aldo: 

In talking with Mr. Graves today he made it clear 

that while he had suspended judgment on the matter of your 

employment in consultant capacity that he had about decided that 
the available funds would have to be used for other purposes for 
projects now under way. He said that he would write you ina 

day or so, 

I suppose that this is going to prevent your being 

here on January 28th, Of course, I am sorry, but this seems to 

be the situation. 

Sincerely,
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Soils Bldg. 
XXXXXXXAXAAXXK 

Jan. 5, 1933 

Vr. MacAlister A. Schultz 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Schultz: 

I am mch interested in your thesis on wildfowl. 

I kmow of no publication deseribing the recent status of 
Horicon Marsh. It is unfortunately still in litigation and its 
history would f111 several books. If you have any specific 
questions, I would send them to Paul D. Kelleter, Director of Con- 
servation, Madison. 

Aside from the sources of information you mention, I would 
add first of all Hoyes Lloyd, 582 Mariposa Avenue, Rockcliffe Pari, 
Ottawa, Canada. You should particularly get his maps on breeding 
ranges and drouth areas published in Field and Stream. 

You do not mention it, but I assume of course that you have 
“More Waterfowl," published by More Game Birds in America, Inc., 

as well as Phillips and Lincoln's “American Waterfowl." Phillips 
and Lloyd have come the nearest to reducing the whole waterfowl ques- 
tion to a comprehensive single analysis. 

On the chance that you do not have the American Game Policy, in 
which waterfowl as a class is defined, I am sending you a copy. 

All this literature, plus yours, does not come within 75 per 
cent of covering the ground indicated by your thesis. Unless you 
have plenty of time and means, you might want to narrow it. 

The bibliography in my forthcoming book, "Game Management," 
(Seribner's, about March, 1933) may be of some additional help. 

I have an uncomfortable feeling in terminating this letter. 

You have chosen a subject which might well occupy the most advanced 

game manager for several years to even outline. Yew parts of game 

management have been less “brought together." I wish you luck, and 

you may of course come back at me if you have anything specific. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL/vh 
Incl.



Dee. 16, 1932 

Dr. H. H. Chapman 

School of Forestry 
Yale University : x 
New Haven, Connecticut ¥ 

Dear Herman: 

Thanks for sending me the Zon letter, which I return 
as you request. 

My direct Imowledge of the Minnesota case is so nearly 
zero that I am not entitled to an independent judgment. 

In the Wisconsin case there 1s no relation, that I know 
of, between Zon's criticiem of Kelleter and Kelleter's stand on the 
crooked game warden. ‘The criticism probably predated the game warden 

case, and was not to my knowledge predicated upon it. To this extent 
it seems not quite logical to urge the game warden case as having 
anything to do with whether Kelleter should, or should not, be 
criticised, or to whom. I merely cited it to you as my reason for 
doubting whether either of the Wisconsin factions was predominantly 
in the right or in the wrong. 

In general, I am frankly in doubt about what this whole 
situation calls for. JI am increasingly conscious that we foresters 
are unequal to our public responsibilities, and when in doubt I 
would rather see “free speech" go too far rather than not far enough. 
It seems to me there is another question which we did not discuss: 
whether Zon was a personal friend of the officials in question. If 
80, I doubt whether he should feel impelled to withhold his personal 
opinion of a fellow forester. If not, then I can see solid groinds 
for yor challenge. I have heard it said that Zon is a personal 
friend of Governor LaFollette, but I have no light on the other case. 

I enjoyed your erosion paper and am giving it to my boy 
to read. Will return it later. 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

AL/vh
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December 9, 1932 4,0" 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was glad to receive your letter of December Srd stating that 

you expect to be back in Connecticut sometime within the next two 
months. I did not know that you had ever been in Connecticut except 
possibly as you might have passed through on one of your hurried 
trips. 

The matter which I wanted to talk over with you was of no great 
or immediate importance, There is always so much confusion at The 
Game Conferences that I am sure it would be much better if when you 
are in this vicinity you will get in touch with me and plan to spend 
at least a day or two with us here, 

Our plans for game management by farm groups are still in very 
elementary and tentative form. Under the conditions which I find 

here it seems about to be of the utmost urgent importance to find 

some means of checking the very rapid increase of posted property by 

devising some practical and inexpensive means of regulating public 

use so as to avoid abuse of property which is the principal cause of 

posting. 

In general our plan is to work out and demonstrate practical 

methods of game management on our State owned and State leased lands 

just as we have worked out satisfactory regulation of public use on 

such areas and then to apply those regulations and methods of game 

management to other private lands. 

Again let me say that I am delighted to know that you plan to be 

in Connecticut sometime within the next two months and to express the 

hope that you can arrange to spend at least a few days with us here, 

With kindest regards, I am 

Very truly yours, neat j 

ale;salb Superintendent



Dec. 3, 1932 

Henry S. Graves, Dean 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Dean Graves: 

On the chance that it might be useful to you, I submit the following as 
my understanding of the proposal we developed last Thursday. 

Only a small mumber of forest schools or agricultural colleges need under- 
take professional training for game managers. 

All of them, however, should offer foresters and county agents: 

1. An orientation course to show the nature of game management. 

2. A piece of land where game management techniques can be seen in 
actual use. 

3. Contact with a carefully selected research project conducted by a 
carefully selected man, preferably headquartered at the school 
or on one of its properties. 

The objective of No. 1 is to prepare the student to cooperate intelligently 
with specialists. 

The objective of No. 2 is to give him a mental picture of managed land 
and game. i 

The objective of No. 3 is to acquaint him with the intellectual processes 
which constitute wild life research. 

Nos. 1 and 2 might automatically follow a sound start on No. 3. It is 
proposed to make a preliminary examination of the school properties to 
find out what kind of a game research project would be truly indigenous, 
properly illustrative, and if possible, not in duplication of current work 

elsewhere. If such a project is found, it should be roughly outlined 

so that the kind of man and the cost can be specified. Financing may not 

be impossible even in these times, once the subject is boiled down to 
this extent. The next step would be to give the man his bearings and 
possibly return annually to look over his findings and acquaint him with 
the news from similar projects elsewhere. ‘The orientation lectures 
could be incident to this anmual review of the research project. ‘The 

re
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piece of land for visualizing techniques might also prove to be part of 
the machinery of the project or it might have to be installed de nova. 
All of these subsequent steps would doubtless orient themselves once the 

preliminary steps are taken in a sound manner. 

This outline is offered, not as a rigid work schedule, but merely to 
illustrate that there is such a thing as a consecutive sound approach. 
The timeliness of the proposal is indicated by the National Research 
Council's proposal to survey wild life education and research in a manner 
parallel to your survey of forest education and Bailey and Spoehr's 

survey of forest research. 

I enjoyed my visit with you, since I think we see eye to eye on some of 
the essentials of this thing even though it should prove impossible to 

move at this time. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh- 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence : k 

eee
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YALE UNIVERSITY ! 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN: CONNECTICUT 

August 24, 1932, 

: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wis. 

* Dear Leopold: 

I am glad to have your letter of July 30th received 

on my return today from the West. I was not able to get through to 

Madison so missed seeing you and Kelleter, d 

If possible, I wish you would look into Mr. Zon's | 

activities in Wisconsin and give me a brief statement thereon, I i 

was present in Minnesota at the time when Bill Cox came within an b 
ace of being fired and I have definite proof that Mr, Zon was i 
practically the sole agent responsible for this situation. Since Y 

Zon also told me that Kelleter was no good and would probably fail ' 

and since he showed me a letter from Mr. Lafollette indicating , 

that he was very close to Lafollette, I think it is about time 
something was done to check the gentleman and restrain his political 
activities, He takes the attitude that a forester is not fit to be 

the Conservation Director of a state and is sure to fail. 

I am glad to know of the scope of your activities. 

It seems tome that these are along the lifes which are most needed 

at present. Cox's trouble arose specifically from firing thirteen 
game wardens who were no good, Zon's criticism of Cox was that he 

was "nothing but a glorified fish and game man”, ‘The Governor, 

repeating this remark, specifically asked for Cox's dismissal, 

I am not yet back into the harness and do not know 
what the situation is regarding the state funds, but feel pretty . 

sure it is tight, with no extra money to spend, ‘There is a real 
problem in forest education with regard to fish and game matters. 

I do not know how the Yarious forest schools are going to cope with 

it, especially those like Yale with the full curriculum centering on 
professional forestry but not including fish and game matters nor 

grazing. Some of the western schools like Utah and Colorado, and 

I believe Michigan, are branching out in this line, and of course 
Syracuse always attempts to cover everything there is, 

Most sincerely, 

Oe CE bout aA 

| 
| 

}
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Aug. 27, 1932 

PERSONAL eb (dels 

Dr. H. H. Chapman ; 
Yale University f 

School of Forestry 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: t 

: I have had my nose on the grindstone in connection 

with the game survey of Iowa for one contimous year, and hence am 

not posted on the details of the Minnesota situation nor can I 

corroborate your size-up of the situation in Wisconsin. : 

; I can definitely say from my own experience, however, 

that Kelleter is not a "glorified gsme and fish man," and if there 

is any disagreement between him and Zon it would have to be on other 

grounds, since they see eye to eye on the relative unimportance of 

that subject. 

I took it for grated, of course, that the Yale " 

Forest School had no funds to embark in special game personnel, 

especially at this time, and it was for that reason that I thought 

a series of competent lectures might be in order, since it involved 

no investment in overhead. This is a persoual letter, so I will make 

this brag: that I could give your students more game management in 

four or five lectures than they get at most forest schools in a so- 

: called course. However, I realize fully that even this may not be 

possible. 

. Yours sincerely, 

‘ ALDO - LEOPOLD 

AL/vh :
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, June 14th, 1932 — 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry if the word from Henry Davis gave you undue encourage- 
ment on the. subject of the game survey in Connecticut. 

The note which I intended to pass along to you informally from 
Henry Davis was merely to the effect that there were many interesting 
developments in Connecticut which might eventually prove of particular 
interest to you, and that if you were ever in this part of the country, 
I think it would be worth while for you to get in touch with me. Regard- 
less of that idea I hope very much that whenever you are in this part 
of the country you will arrange to get in touch with me. The latter 
hope is mostly just because I should like to see you again, although 
with no particular project or plan in mind. 

When I took up this work on April lst I found the previous 
correspondence to which your letter of May 18th refers. No action has 
been taken by the Board, which means‘laid on the table, and I feel quite 
certain that there is nothing available in that line here now. I am, 
however, trying to get through a small appropriation to defray the ex- 
penses of Mr. Moss, whom I believe you know,at the Connecticut Agricul- 
tural College, to encourage him to continue in the survey work which 
he has been carrying on independently for a year or two. 

Incidentally it may interest you to know that the impression 
which I have gained of the survey work which has been done here in Con- 
necticut is about as follows. We have collected a lot of information : 
and made a number of surveys, but the information has not been correlat- 
ed or put into a form where it could be of very much practical value. 
Consequently before making any more surveys I would like to get the 
information which we already have in practical correlated form, and 
to make application of that. There is plenty of need here as elsewhere 

for more definite information, particularly on the subject of fish and 
game management, but that information goés°out of date so quickly it is 

of little value unless it is used right away. In other words I am just 

as strong as ever for applied science and am not so much impressed with 

information which ends when the report has been printed and filed in the 

bookease. 

With kindest regards. 

Very truly yours, Bae 

Ch soen te 0 
ALC :DM Superintendent



Jane 21, 1932 

Mr. Artimr 1. Clarice 
State Board:of Fisheries and Game (Bd. HE ihe sy 

State Office Building eoi8 tay t 

Hartford, Connecticut ; ob Ess rf 

Dear Arthur: 2 

TESe Te '- T entirely agree with your letter of June 14 about 
what makes the difference between a usefel and a useless survey. © 

tor eee "Mow that you have taken over the reins in Comecti~ 
“< “ent (forshich, by the way, I congratilate the state and also =~ 

- +09 Syourself), it micht tnterest you to ‘read the culuination of the’ ©" We 

©. “°Ctowa survey which Ihave just completed.” “This will come out.as ° Ags 
~o" "9 @he Iowa Handbook of Game Manasement," and is now being printed - fat 

QUI oS gia lggnitting Mir Te: Re Bodey’ secretary ef the Com 0 2! 9007 
mission,a copy of this letter with the request that he send fou © 95 | 

a copy of the handbook as soon as it is available. It embodies 
~~ my ideas of how a Lge survey can actually be made useful to the 

_.. ‘applied problems of conservation, “9 ¢ soceh ayesetoS 

oes. ee oe ALDO LBOPOLD ee 
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denna ERIS, HBISTUTENAS, 
San AnTONIO, Texas 

March 14th, 
19-52 : 

| 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Forest Service, 
Madison, Wisconsin. | 

Dear Aldo: _ | 

I am asking the Tuttle, Morehouse & ‘ 

Taylor Co. to send you a copy of "Riding the 

Chuck Line". I am- getting out a second edition f 

and want to put something more in about the game f 

and game problems of Arizona and New Mexico. Will 

| you glance through Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and ‘ 
| 5 

| perhaps prepare e statement on the game problem? 

! I will be glad to acknowledge that you-gave me 

this help but I would not want to put /th quota- 

tions. I think you can do a lot of good for 

game problems by some such statement. Make it 

as long as you want. 

7 Sincerely yours, 

: P.S.: Address reply 
| to 242 Prospect St., 7, S. woolsey 

New Haven, Conn. 

(Dictated by Mr. Woolsey but mailed in his absence) 

| 

|
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Mareh 28, 1932 

Hy. T. $.) Woolsey 
242 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticeut 

Dear T.8.¢ 

I would like to write some game stuff for "Riding the 
Clmel Line" but I am almost completely snowed unter for sev- 
eral months, including especially a contract to deliver my 
book on game management to the publishers, <Adccordingly I . 
am unable to undertake anything at the present time. 

I enjoyed reading your bool and am glad that you are 
getting out a new edition. 

“With best regards, 

3 Yours sincerely, 

i ALDO LEOPOLD 
é In Charge, Game Survey 

cies : ; |
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yet: g “ 
March 14, 1932 wre : a gal 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Ss 2p 
Game Survey, wer 

905 University Avenue, ( 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

I am delighted that your book will be ready by fall. 

It is exactly what we need. I have now several men who are de- 

voting some time to the study of wild life management. I am 

doing the best I can in giving them a survey of the problems 

and I then turn them over to Canterbury for some work on the 

Yale Forest where we have some real problems of our own. The 

p i time is ripe for your book and I am sure that it will be of im- 

mense service in all the schools and to all foresters. 

Thank you very much for your letter of February 23. 

Sincerely yours, 

HSG/MC We ee 

4



, YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT 

February 15, 1932 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

i I am writing to some of the alumni of the Yale School of 

Forestry for advice and assistance in the problem of placement of the 

new graduates of the School and those of previous years who through no 

fault of their own have lost their positions. 

The profession of forestry faces a problem of employment more 

critical than in any period during the last twenty years. The situation 

is extremely serious for those who find themselves unable to obtain any 

foothold in work relating directly or indirectly to their profession. 

It is serious for the profession as a whole because it tends to introduce 

an element of pessimism and discouragement here and there that slows 

down effort. 

Personally I am quite confident that the resumption of normal 

economic conditions will be followed by a renewed movement forward in 

forestry, with no serious interruption in the progressive expansion of 

the occupational opportunities in forestry. For some time I have pre- 

dicted that the next advance will be one which will be more exacting on 

the professional ability and creative powers of the foresters than ever 

before. 

Meantime one gains the impression that the usual sources of 

employment have dried up. In a measure this is temporarily true. I be- 

lieve, however, that, as the months pass, there will be here and there
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agencies or individuals which will need one or more men who have a 

background such as that possessed by the forester. These opportunities 

may be temporary or may offer promise of permanence. 

I may learn of some of these opportunities through my usual 

contacts; more often not. Accordingly I venture to ask if you will not 

keep the School and its alumni in mind if you hear of any opportunities 

for work, even if only temporary. It is not my desire to suggest that 

you should give preference to a Yale graduate in meeting your own obliga- 

tions in employing men, but rather to keep us informed about possible 

opportunities for employment in any quarters, in order that we ourselves 

may follow them up with recommendations of graduates who may seem to us 

suited for them, 

It is possible that a conscious effort on the part of many 

foresters may result in opening new avenues of employment. Every forester 

placed is a nucleus for the expansion of our forestry undertaking. 

Very sincerely yours, 

HSG/MC AV



Feb. 23, 1932 

Dean Henry §. Graves 
‘ School of Forestry 

Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Dean Graves: 

‘The only thing I can contribute to the problem outlined 
in your letter of February 15 is the suggestion that thoge par- 
ticular men who happen to possess skill in wild life matters 
might find opportunity to place themselves in such voric, 

Zach year there are a certain mumber of states which 
initiate an administrative housecleaning in their conservation 
departments but are uneble to find trained game managers to 
supplant the politicians who are being turned mt. A recent 
eraduate of a forest school could hardly fill a chief adminis- 
trator's position, but if would help a good deal to take on men 
of such training as apprentices or assistants, with the idea of 
their working into such administrative positions. 

I have recently used a forester with no previous pro- 
fessional work in game to take charge of the chief administrative 
work in Iowa. ‘this is I. 7. Bode, an Iowa Forest School graduate 
heretofore in forestry extension work. 

For foresters with a research turn of mind, an opening 
may exist in the game research fellowships which are gradually 
spreading in spite of the depression. Two such positions were 
recently created in the Iowa Agricultural College, but it so 
happens that I was able to fill them with trained men from my 
own present fellowships. Additional states, however, will be 
experiencing a similar need. 

The weakest point in this suggestion is that most for- 
esters have not even had an orientation course in game management. 
T have a text on game management which Scribner's is publishing
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this fall and which will, I hope, help the efforts of forest schools 
to introduce at least an orientation course in this subject. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Im Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in lr. Leopold's absence. 
v.E.



Oracles 

YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

i NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT 

December 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

National Bank Bldg., 

404 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am very glad to hear from you but am really 

unable to say what money could be found to employ you or 

whether the two departments of forestry and fish and game 

would wish to pay youan annual retainer. I told itcomb 

that 1 thought he could not get you as you would cost too 

much and he may be of this opinion. It is not what your 

services are worth but what the traffic will bear that 

will probably determine whether the state can pay you 

$1800.00 for one months service. we have about 60,000 

acres in state ownership to which plans may be applied, and 

there is not an extensive modification which could be made 

even on these areas as there is not much land which has 

not been planted with pines. it would look, therefore, 

largely to be a matter as to whether the game department 

would want your advice on general game management, which 

would be reflected also in the management of the state 

forests themselves. 

You will,no doubt, hear from Hawes or Titcomb 

in the near future. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dep re a 

HHC 3 AB
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tesa ce STATE OF CONNECTICUT C Nos 
FISHERIES AND GAME 

‘ 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING 

HARTFORD, CONN. 

December 29, 1931 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have your interesting letter of Decem- 
ber 25th. I am unable to comnit myself either way as to 
the possibilities of securing your services on either plan, 
but am making copies of the letter to send to the three 
Commissioners for their consideration in advance of the 
next Board meeting which will be held the latter part of 
January. They will have time to think it over and possi- 
bly by that time you will have better knowledge as to the 
possibilities of whether you are going to be available 
under any terms which might be agreed upon. 

I certainly hope that we can have the benefit of 
your advice, and the yearly plan would appeal to me as the 
most satisfactory. 

With the Season's Greetings 

Very truly yours, 

Superintendent 
JWT: JFB



4 YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT 

December 21, 1931. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

The other day John Titcomb informed the Forest and 
Wild Life Commission of Connecticut, of which I am President, that 
you had told him your job wuld terminate soon. 

The Commission appointed Mr, Hawes and Mr. Titcomb 
a committee to find out whether they could make available funds with 
which to secure your services for a month or so in drawing up sug- 
gestions for the management of the state forests of which we have 

65,000 acres, so that the forest planting to conifers may be done 
with due respect to feed for birds and the whole program be made 
symmetrical. 

I presume the committee will take prompt action in 

this matter but I should like very much to know how you are fixed, 
whether you could accept this job for a month or so, and about what 

your estimate would be of the expense of your services, 

Best regards to Estella and the children, 

Sincerely,
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December 17, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

When I talked with you in New York, you 

were not sure how long your present job would last. I am 

wondering whether we could get you for a month or two here 

in Connecticut, and on what terms. My feeling is that you 

could study one of our forest tracts and lay out a plan for 

a demonstration of farm game management. In other words, 

the State Forester will co-operate with this Commission in 

an endeavor to make at least a portion of one of our large 

forest areas more attractive for birds, and we might select 

a tract which has coverts for quail, grouse and pheasants. 

If we have time enough I would like to tour the 

State with you and get what we can of your practical know- 

ledge and suggestion on our conditions. I sincerely hope 

that you will be available and that we ean afford to have 

your services. 

With kindest regards 

Very truly yours, 

- 7 Superintendent 
JWT: JFB = ' >) 
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i STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

THOMAS H. BECK, WILTON, CHAIRMAN ») FE JOHN W. TITCOMB, SUPERINTENDENT 

WILLIAM A. TRUE, West HartrorD : \ MILDRED K. BARTLE, SecreTaRy 
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STATE BOARD OF STATE OF CONNECTICUT 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

HARTFORD 

December 11, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 
Game Policy Committee 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just run across the relase of 
H. J. Metealf for Dec. 3rd in which the first item re- 
counts about the hunters reporting on the pheasant sea- 
son. This is interesting data which you secured through 
the canvass of sportsmen and farmers. 

I see no reason why we could not distribute 

blanks next season among some of the leading sportsmen in 
each county through the medium of the clubs, as well as to 
individuals whom we know do considerable hunting, and by 
that means get quite a lot of facts. Of course we do not 
have an open season such as they had in Iowa with the 
shooting of hen pheasants; but while we had, generally 
speaking, good pheasant shooting and quail shooting in cer- 
tain counties, we now and then get reports from persistent 
hunters who claim that they saw very few birds in certain 
sections - we knowing they were equally stocked as in other 
portions of the State. 

I often wonder if we have reached the saturation 
point with our stocking activities in some sections or 
whether food conditions are not as favorable as they were 
in some sections. For two seasons running we have had ad- 
verse reports from one particular section, which interests 
me if reports are true. 

Could you send me a copy of the blank form which 
you distributed in order to get that valuable information? 

I wish we could have you over here for an inves- 
tigation similar to the surveys you have made in some other 
parts of the country. 

With kindest regards O-& pon proaney 

JWl: JFB Very truly yours, = : Superintendent



Jan. §, 1932 : 

Mr. John W. Titcowb - ; 

Stats Board of Fisheries & Game 4 

Hartford, Connectieut 

Dear Mr. Titcombs 

Pardon my delay in answering your inquiry of December 11 
about the pheasant questionnaires, 

I weed two forma, one for hunters and another for farmers. 
A copy of each is inclosed. I am out of clean copies of the 

farmer report, so I am sending you one which was killed because 

incomplete. 

My experience with these forms was the seme ag the usual 
experience with questionnaires. ‘They work all right if a good ; 
field man rides herd on the people you send them to end instructs : Y 
them how to make them out. Without a personal follow-up of this 
kind, I do not put amy confidence in the questionnaire idea at 
all. Doubtless you field wardens could serve in this capacity. 
fhe Iowa wardens got me a mfficient mmber of apparently 
reliable reports to enable me to make out the summary which you 

saw. I am sending you a photostat table woich gives a little 
: more detail than the news item. ‘This, however, will be revised 

later as many reports came in late and the whole thing will have 
to be regaleulated. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey ! 

Incl.
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Suge 7, 1931 

Prof. H. H. Chapman 
School of Forestry 

. Yale University 
New Haven, Comecticut 

Dear Hermant 

I have read your "Statement Regarding the Relationship 
of Longleaf Pine to Fire" with a great deal of interest. 

While I cannot qualify for making a critical juignent of 
your evidence an? logic, they sound clear and convincing. I think 
your main point is almost self-evident, namely that tests comparing 
complete protection with anmmal burning would not furnish dependable 
conclusions on periodic burning. 

Whenever you can with propriety do so, I would appreciate 
your sending a copy of this statement to Herbert L. Stoddard, The Hall, 
Route 1, Tallahassee, Floridae ‘The southern foresters, as you may 
know, have been on the whole very intolerant of Stoddard's perfectly 
good research findings to the effect that periodic controlled burning 
is beneficial on lanis to be managed for quail. It would interest 
Stoddard very mich to mow that there is somebody besides himself 
able te accept the facts without vrejudice. 

With beat personal regards to yourself and the family, 

Yours sincersly, 

ALDO ‘LSOPOLD 
In Charce, Game Survey



YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

July 2, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

Pardon my delay in thanking you for the copy of 

your report on "fhe Game Survey of the Northern Central 

States," together for your personal note on the fly-leaf, 

which is very nice of you. Of course my personal minela 

with you has nothing to do with game conservation - far the 

reverse as witness the slaughter of the innocen¢# down on 

the Rio Grande. I shall hope to read this report this 

summer. 

I have just completed a text on forest management 

which will be out in August. Have read Stodderd's report 

on Quail and believe me there is some rumpus going on about 

the use of fire in southern pine, to which I have contributed, 

on the request of Morrell. 

Sincerely yours, 

HHC: AB 

ily 
rae
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CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

STORRS, CONNECTICUT 

March 7, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I would be very much interested 
in finding out how a game survey of a state is 
carried out. I have an idea a person would have 
to work a state, or at least part of a state, in 
order to really get information on how it does 
work out. 

If I were to carry out work of 
that kind this summer--such as a survey of a 
state--it would be necessary for me to find some 
means of securing expense money. I will be on 
leave of absence from the College, which means 
that I will get my regular salary from the 
College during that time. If your plan develops 
further concerning state surveys this summer, I 
shall be interested to work if possible. ; 

Sincerely yours, 

Cr ee 
A. E. Moss 
Professor of Forestry 

AEM:RRC



March 14, 1931 

Prof. A. I. Moss 
Department of Forestry 
Connecticut Agricultural College 
Storrs, Connecticut 

Dear Proféssor Moss? 

I take it that you would like to read one of my state 

reports, and accordingly I am sending you uniler separate cover 

a copy of my Wisconsin report, with the request that you return 

it at your convenience. I of course do not hold this up as 

the way to cover a state, but simply as an attempt to find out 

& way. 

My plans are still uncertain, bot I will keep you in mind 

in the event of my field work. ' 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ ALDO TRoPoLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

STORRS, CONNECTICUT 

February 19, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My plans have been taking a little 
shape since I saw you in Washington and I have 
found that it is possible for me to be away from 
the College this summer as far as college work is 
concerned. But other than that, the only tentative 
plan is to spend some time with Dr. Bump in New 
York. I. am going to cooperate with him in some of 
his grouse studies here in Connecticut during the 
spring, and the Biology Department may carry out 
some incubation experiments at the same time. 

In New York you mentioned the fact 
that you might be carrying out a game survey of some 
state during the summer, or know of someone who was. 
I would be glad to know of any plan of that kind in 
which I could take an active part or be an onlooker 
during the work. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Wer 
A. H. Moss 
Professor of Forestry 

AEM :RRC



Feb. 25, 1931 

Professor A. E, Moss 
Connecticut Agricultural College 
Storrs, Connecticut 

Dear Prof. Moss: 

My sumer plans are not yet formated. It is not at all 

impossible that I will be doing a certain amount of field work, 

, and it is highly probable that I will also be doing a considerable 

amount of office work on my game management text. 

If something comes up on which we could work together, I 

will certainly let you know. I would not count on it, however, 

; Yours sincerely, 

AEDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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ALIDA SIMS MALKUS 

45 SEASIDE AVENUE 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

March 15,'29 

Mr .Aldo 4eopold, 
U.S.Forest Service, 
Albuquerque ,N.M. 

Dear Mr.Leopold; 

I am writing to ask if the Al- 
buquerque office of te Forest Service could 
help me with some data about the service in 
New Mexico: I am writing a book for Harcourt 
Brace for publication next fall,with the est- 
ern forest reserves as background. As you may 
probably remember,I spent much time in the 
mountains while I lived in New Mexico,and so 
I have an inkling of just how much I do not 
know 

I've been doing a lot of readin; 
in the New York library,of course,but I though 
a@ report on the work of the last two or three 
years in New Mexico,and of conditions in that 
state ,would be very helpful,if there is such 
in pamphlet form not too intricate for a lay- 
man.Perhaps you would be so kind as to suggest 
some work on Rocky Mountain flowers ani trees, 
or anything else you consider helpful.



{ I have long laboured under a deep sense of 
guilt in regard to some photographs sent me by 
the Forest Service a few years ago.I am not us- 
ually an unmoral person in respect to return- 
ing material,but have kept the unusually beau- 
tiful views(with which I admit I was loathe to 
part) because either it was between movings and 
they were packed avay in files,or because some 
use of them would loom into the offing. Such an 
Opportunity to further spread the fame of New 
Mexico seems to appear now,so I still hold what 
is left. And am very grateful to whoever sent 
them on to me?! 

I game across a nice article by yourself 
in the library the other day. 

May I be remembered to Iirs.Leopold and your 
self? Sincerely, 

eae 4 a io 

bile Viattur - 
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August 8, 1928 

Mr. G H. Scranton, President, 
Connecticut Pish & Game Protective Assn. . 

Room 509, 42 Church Street, 
New Haven, Connecticut. 

Dear Mr. Seranton: og 

Mr. Olin has already acknowledged your letter of June 2& 

bat your remarks about chicken wire, game birds, and liver-fed 

trout strikes so responsive a cherd that I cannot refrain from per- 

sonally hoping that w will meet soon. I am unable to predict 

just when I can reach Connecticut but when I do you may be assured 

that I will leok you up first thing. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPORD, 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated by Mr.Leopeld but 
Signed in his absence.



| 

_ guly 20, 1928 

Mr. Ge He Soranton, President, p 
The Gonneeticut Fish & Game Protective Assn., 
Room 509, 48 Church Street, | 
New Haven, Conn. ot 

Dear Mr» Screnton: 

Your letter of June 28th addressed to 
the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Menufacturerst 
Inetitute has been referred to me as Chairman 

y of the Committee on Restoration and Protection 
of Game. 1 

ae { have infomed Mrs Looped of your 
interest in the Survey and know t he will be 
glad to get in touch with you when in your locality. 

Thank you for your interest, 

Yours truly, 

Cheivman, 
JM. Olin Committee on Restoration 

and Protection of Game 

a Re ga Fe



THE CONNECTICUT 

FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE 

ASSOCIATION 

Box 1145, Biodeoiee. 42 CHURCH STREET 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

June 28, 1928. , 

RECEIVED 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Man- | 

ufacturers' Institute, riiaoaeanas 
103 a oe Comeaux, Secy., Jan 29 1928 

ark Ave., \ / 
New York, N.Y. | Ww 

2 STEWART COWEAUK KOGARE TARY 

Dear Mr. Comeaux:- U 

We are very a ee 
in your Announcement of June 2731920. and will 4 
be extreemely anxious to learn the results of oe 
a survey and investigation under the manage- 
ment of so capable a gentleman as Iir. Aldo : 
Leopold... ea 

It will be most welcome news Cee 
if you can devise any method of providing birds, oe oo 
beasts or fishes for our forests and waters in cE 
the settled portion of this country without os 
manufacturing them under the tenderest care é | 
and liberating them in their ee one Ms | 
condition, What a aes it would be to us all 
if we could os climb around and capture a 7 
few birds that hadn't been hand-hatched or, 
erhaps;flick a fly-over a pool and snitch a | 

Tree that never knewm liver. 

J We would greatly appreciate | 
receiving copies of any articles you may pub- 
lish,and thanking you for this first commn- 
ication,we are, { 

Heartily yours, 4, % | 

THE CONNECTICUT FISH & GAME 2% 
PROTECTIVE ASSN.; Se 

ANS 
Box 1145. Room 509, inh Church St., Ges 

ew Haven, Ct. Kote \ 
UY pf | a 

: ‘Z fN fan , ee 
GHS/TY. ie 4h Oj rath, "°°: ;



Soils Building : 
October 16, 1933 

Mr. Arthur L,. Clark, Superintendent 
State Board of Fisheries and Game 
State Office Building 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Dear Arthur: 

I am much impressed by your "Rural Homes Plan'-- 
you have certainly given this a lot of study and thought. 

On the game end, my main question is whether the yield 
would be big enough to be worth mentioning. ‘The layout in Table 

7 VI has the game food all in one block--in short, the interspersion 
would be poor and give only a small yield. ‘The cover may also 
lack interspersion, although this is not so clear. 

If both were scattered all over the unit, your game 
yield might be much larger. 

Thanks for letting me see this. 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 

P. 8. Ghali I return the mimeographed manuscript? I shall keep 
it for my library unless I hear that you wish it sent back, 

Aalee



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

THOMAS niece Se CHAIRMAN ) \ “ano tar erences 

CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLOOMFIELD EBEN W. COBB, CHIEF 

STATE OF CONNECTICUT Re ane 

(bist ee kage emeriee stitch 
STATE BOARD OF 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

Septembor 18, 1933. 

Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of the Connecticut 

Rural Homes Plan which is designed to reduce unemployment and taxation 

in Connecticut by accomplishing a redistribution of at least a part of 

the overbalanced population in our industrial centers, 

That objective would be accomplished by a rural land utilization 

program which includes the establishment of subsistence homesteads and 

the development of certain neglected resources and industries to pro- 

vide new sources of employment. 

Revenue will be secured mostly by a forcst--wild life management 

program which includes the development of small wood-using industries. 

It will be used to furnish part time employment to those who are es- 

tablished in homes on the area. 

The opportunity to become self-supporting by part time emphyment 

supplemented by subsistence farming will be offered to the responsible 

member of needy families carefully selected from relicf lists, who are 

not likely to find other employment because of advancing age or partial 

disability, 

The plan as drawn is a flexible one subject to further revision 

as additional data may be secured, It touches on so many fields out- 

side of the normal activities of the several departments, which are . 

concerned in this plan and which have cooperated in its preparation, 

that we are anxious to receive advice and constructive suggestions from 

recognized authorities. 

We hope that you may find time to read this plan carefully and to 

give us the benefit of your advice, 

Very truly yours, 

Arthur L. Clark, 
Acting for Committee Representing 

State Board of Fisheries & Game 
State P:rks and Forests Commission 
State Forest and Wild Life Commission 
Connecticut State College
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CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT 

FOR THE REDISTRIBUTION OF THE OVERBALANCED 

POPULATION IN INDUSTRIAL CENTERS 

BASED ON 

1. Land Utilization 

2. Subsistence Homesteads 

3. Part Time Employment 

Forest and Wild Life Management 

Small Wood-using Industries 

Local Industries 

4, Administration 

Selection of Families ‘ 

Intelligent Supervision 

Nees
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CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

The Connecticut Rural Homes Plan offers the opportunity to 

sccure pormanent homes and self-supporting employment to a 

number of Connccticut men and women, who are now obliged to de- 

pend on aid and who are not likely to find employment because 

of advancing age or partial disability. 

Rural areas which are now unproductive will be purchased 

and restored to usefulness by placing them under management so 

as to produce at once subsistence crops and income-producing 

crops of wild life (game, fur-bearing animals and waterfowl ac- 

cording to the character of the area) and of minor forest pro- 

ducts, and a subsequent crop of timber. 

Those who are established in homes will be given part-time 

employment in the work of forest and wild life management which 

requires mostly manual labor with a low cost of supervision. 

Under proper management and supervision, revenue will accrue 

which will provide continued employment. 

Their time will be devoted also in part to other revenue- 

producing projects included in the plan and to growing their 

own subsistence crops (not for sale) on the 2% acres allotted 

for their homestead.
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All activitics will be under the careful supervision of 

qualified field agents directed by the State Board of Fisheries 

and Game, the Department of Forestry, the Extension Service of 

the Connecticut State College and the Farm Bureau. 

For convenience of study, the plan of forest and wild life 

nenagement as well as the estimate of costs and of revenuc is 

based on units of 1500 acres. Five such units would constitute 

a State forcst large enough to permit the establishment of a 

small woodworking industry to increase the annual revenue and 

the opportunities for sustained employment. 

Experience in buying such lends for State forests in 

Connecticut shows that on each unit of 1500 acres there will be 

from two to three farm houses with barns and outbuildings which 

will be made habitable at a cost which is included in the 

financial plan. 

Other homes will be built for permanency, of sound material, 

either of wood or native stone and at low cost because of 

standard design and construction, all under N. Re A. codes. 

They will be built by day labor under architectural supervision, 

employing, whenever possible, those who will later occupy the 

homes, 

Provision is made in the plan so that the homes may be pur- 

chased under certain restrictions. They have been designed so 

thet additions may be made to the original unit without detract- 

ing from the outward appearance. Every reasonable opportunity 

will be given for the expression of individual interests in



Os 

arranging the home and improving the homestead grounds, 

Opportunity for the development of initiative and indi-~ 

vidualism is afforded also by the fact that the part time 

employment definitely provided in the plan offers no more than 

‘the minimum requirements for health and reasonable living con- 

ditions. Additional revenuc with its attendant advantages may 

be secured by each individual from other activities which may 

be developed by his own initiative. 

In the more rural areas, a grouping of the homes would 

have the advantage of avoiding extreme isolation and effecting 

economies in supervision and in cooperative buying and market- 

ing. In such cases the plan for equipment includes a truck so 

as to provide transportation to schools, churches, sources of 

supplies, forest fires and labor projects. 

i The areas selected will be in the vicinity of existing 

State forcsts or within purchase areas already established by 

the Commission on Forests and Wild Life or other areas which 

may be authorized by that Commission. The areas will be under 

the jurisdiction of the State which will assume responsibility 

for taxes. Any profit above the annual maintenance costs 

resulting from the timber crop should be available for further 

development of the State Forest-Wild Life Program. 

Revenue, to be applicd to maintenance and employment will 

be derived from a conservative use of wild life resources, development 

of recreationel opportunities, cooperative projects, minor
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forest products, the establishment of small wood-using in- 

dustrics and finally from the sustained yield of mature timber, 

This plan, therefore, will provide each family with suf- 

ficient cash and subsistence to maintain a healthy living 

under good conditions based on American standards. This will 

provide immediate relief of the tax burden by reducing the 

cost of direct aid. Over a longer period, the revenue obtained 

from sustained yields should provide sufficient employment to 

make cach family entirely self-supporting. 

The plan of management and the estimate of costs and of 

revenue for the typical unit is based on data secured from 

recently compiled statistics and recent surveys which repres- 

ent the most accurate and reliable information available at 

this time, Recognized authorities in many fields have been 

consulted and tentative plans or estimates have been revised 

according to their recommendations. It is assumed that an 

error in some detail here or there will not discredit the con- 

clusions nor reflect against the underlying principles or 

objectives of the plan as a whole. 

The estimates of cost show a carefully considered minimum 

and an estimated maximum which allows for unexpected eventual- 

itics in addition to a general contingent fund of 5%. The 

administrative cost of only 5% is possible because the plan 

contemplates using the existing organization of the State 

Departments concerned supplemented by such additional trained 

personnel as may be needed to take care of the new work,
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Every effort will be made to keep the cost even below the mini- 

mun estimate ne far as that can be accomplished without jeop- 

ardizing the probable and permanent success of the plan, 

The success of the plan will depend to a large extent on 

intelligent supervision and on careful selection of the fam- 

ilies within-the groups considered which will be offered this 

opportunity. “They will be drawn as equitably as possible from 

each of the 169 towns in Connecticut, They will be selected 

from those who are most anxious to be relieved of the necessity 

of accepting aid and most likely to adjust themselves quickly 

to a rurak environment and to outdoor employment. They will 

be selected also on the basis of their physical ability to per- 

form the manual labor required in planting, cutting, road work 

and similar projects connected with forest and wild life man- 

agement: also on their ability to carry on simple farm opera- 

tions under competent supervision so as to provide most of the 

subsistence required by their families, 

The condition of intensive urbanization and industrial- 

ization which obtains in the State of Connecticut offers an 

unusual opportunity there to test and demonstrate practical 

methods of relieving the unemployment situation by effecting 

a redistribution of the overbalanced population in industrial 

centers, 

The Emergency Relief Commission estimates that 11.9% of the 

population is unemployed, The situation is acute also because 

of the concentration of the unemployed which in turn has fur- 

ther aggravated the problems of social control, morals,
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sanitary conditions and standards of living, The estimated 

cost of rclief for the first six months of 1933 is 

$6,.736,664,00, which rate, if continued for the 12 month 

period, represents 10,9% of the total tax income for 1932, 

Rural conditions in the State of Connecticut also offer 

an ideal proving ground for the principle of subsistence 

homesteads with part time employment provided by forest and 

wild life management. The State Departments concerned have 

already made notable progress in the directions considered in 

this plan, They are efficiently organized and stand ready to 

unite in carrying out the principles and objectives of this 

plan in a spirit of cooperation and of determination to find 

a satisfactory solution of the industrial, economic and social 

problems involved,



CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

OUTLINE 

I. THE PROBLEM 

A. To aid in the redistribution of the overbalanced 

population in industrial centers 

B. To provide immediate employment 

1. To advanced age groups on relief lists 

2. To partially disabled veterans 

&. To those with rural background and interests 

who are not adapted to urban environment or 

industrial employment 

Cc. To utilize submarginal and fair agricultural lands 

without further aggravation of agricultural prob- 

lems 

1. Many areas are not adapted to their present 

use as full time revenue producing farms 

2. Many areas now unproductive, if placed under 

management to produce a forest and wild life 

crop, would provide revenue and furnish em- 

ployment 

D. To maintain high American standards of living
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II. A PLAN CONTRIBUTING TO A PERMANLNT SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

THE CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

A. To establish part time subsistence farms to be opera- 

ted by,-- 

1. Those who will be employed on adjoining areas in 

the production of forest and wild life crops 

2. Those who will find part time employmont in in- 

dus try 

B. Subsistence farms in relation to communities 

1. Increasing established communities 

2. Establishing new communities 

Cc. Rural housing requirements 

1. Open space requirements por individual, fonily 

and subsistence farm 

2. Amcrican standards of living 

(a) Efforts of State and Fedoral agencies to 

raise rural standards 

(o) Water supply, heat and modern sanitation in 

comfortable homes at moderate cost 

D. Advantages of organized groups where possible 

1. Economy in supervision, buying and sclling, trans- 

portation to schools, churches, and work projects 

E. Income to fanilies in rural homes plan 

1. Subsistence 

. (a) Vegetables and meat from subsistence farms 

(b) Fuel from State-owned forests
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®. Home rent or purchase paid by employment on forest 

and game area or by cash from part time industrial 

employment 

3. Cash income 

(a) Staple foods, clothes and incidentals 

necessary to maintain standards of living to 

be derived from 

(1) Part time employment on forest and game 

areas, under management 

(2) Part time industrial employment 

F. Revenue from undeveloped industrics to be applicd to 

maintenance and continued employment 

ie Wild Lifts resourcos, a revenue producing erop 

(a) Game, under management with regulated shooting 

to produce revonuc from 

(1) Lease of hunting rights, or 

(2) Charge per day, or 

(3) Charge per head of game killed (preferred) 

_ (b) Fur-bearing animals by regulated conservative 

trapping 

2. Recreation 

(a) Service charge for camping 

5. By-products of forest management 

(a) Minor forest products 

(b) Fuel from selective cuttings of low commercial 

value
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(c) Material for small wood-using industries from 

selective cuttings of high commercial value 

G. State forests in relation to wood-using industries 

1. History of wood-using industries in Connecticut 

2. Need of improvement cuttings to produce valuable 

timber crop : 

5. Need for local market for low grade wood for fuel, 

--high grade wood for small indus tries,--secured 

from selective cuttings 

4. Development of local wood-using industries an es- 

sential part of forest management 

III. POSSIBILITIES OF ACHIEVEMENT 

A. Land the basic resource 

1. Classification of land in Connecticut 

Wood land 1,788 ,889 

Farm land 1,405,556 

Total land area 3,194,445 

Idle unproductive area estimated 26% - 850,000 acres 

Wood land, real or reverting - 70% 

Open land - 30% 

2. Utilization of land 

(a) Farm lands abandoned 

(bo) Farm lands which should be removed from 

agricultural use 

3. Location of areas considered 

(a) In vicinity of State forests within purchase areas 

defined by Commission on Forests and Wild Life
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(b) Not to conflict with real estate market 

(ec) Limited by price 

4. Price of land influencod by 

(a) Amount of land purchased Sce Table IV 

(bo) Publicity rogerding purchase plans 

B. Rural population, the achieving agent 

1. Housing - American standards 

(a) Essential requirements 

(1) Reasonable comfort and modern sanitation 

(2) Low cost, by standard plens and specifica- 

tions 

(3) Durability and low cost of maintenanec, by 

quality material and supervision of con- 

struction 

(bo) Types and costs 

(1) Habitable farm houses on lend 

(a) Average of 3 to cach 1500 acres 

(b) Cost af repair and sanitation 

$1000. = $1500. 

(2) New houses = cement foundation, wood ex- 

terior 

(a) Local lumber cut to specifications 

5 roors and bath - $1000. to $1500. 

(3) New houses - stone, conerete throughout, 

form built 

(a) Local ficld stone where available 

5 rooms and bath = $1000. to $1500.
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(4} Costs of new construction or repeir of old 

houses will vary with sizco, type, location 

and number of houses 

2. Maintenance 

Subsistence Farm 

1. Preperation of soil 

2. Planting and cultivation 

5. Live stock for work and subsistence 

Euploynent 
4. Full time employment to provide maintenance ree 

quirenents until first subsistence crop matures 

5. Part time enploymont after first subsistence crop 

natures 

Incidental 

6. Provision for transportation 

7. Contingent and administration 

3. Total cost for establishment and maintenance 

Estimate $2875.50 to $3000. per family. Table I 

C.Revenue possibilities from use of land under proper 

managenent 

1. Indireet revenue to residents 

(a) Subsistence erops on more fertile soil 

(b) Fuel from improvernent cuttings 

(ec) House rent, paid by lebor on forect and wild 

life projects or by eash from industrial on- 

ploynent
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2. Direct revenue - cash 

(a) Home industries - individual initiative 

(b) Cooperative projects 

(c) Land crops furnishing part time employment 

(1) Game, fur and recreation Table VIII 

(2) Minor forest products Page 2926 

(3) Wood-using industries Table XI 

THE NEED FOR REDISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN CONNECTICUT 

IV. Present Overdeveloped Urbanization 

A. Highly industrialized 

B. Fourth in density of population in U.S.A. 

le Area 3,194,445 acres 

2. Population 1,634,000 - 1932 (Stat. Abstract U.S. 
1932) 

C. Population employed, spring of 1932 

1. Agriculture and forestry 7,135 

2. All other industries 338 ,523 

Total 345,658 

D. Population unemployed, spring of 1932 Table XV 

145,000,--8.9% of total population 

(Estimate of Connecticut Unemployment Commission) 

E. Population dependent on relief Table XVI 

1. Number of persons, 1933 194,400 

11.9% of 1933 estimated population 

2. Number of families (average 4.5% per family) 43,200
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F. Total grand list 1931 $3,151, 283,930.00 

Total income from taxation from all sources 

Towns, Cities and State, 1932 - 9123,292,846.07 

G Cost of relief January ~ July 1933 

1. From public funds $5,736,664. 

(average $29.50 per month per person) 

2. Contributed from private funds (cstimated) 1,000,000. 

Total Cost $6,736,664, 

Above estimates, (E. & G.) by Emergency Relief 

Commission reports January to July 1933 based on April 

figures taken as average 

V. CONNECTICUT OFFERS OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIMENT 

1. Intensive population and urbanization 

2. Unemployment 

3. Organization of State departments 

VI. _MAJOR BENEFITS 

1. Immediate employment in home building and land utiliza- 

tion 

2. Immediate purchase of land and supplies 

3. Permanent employment, part time for subsistence, part 

time for cash 

4, New industries established 

5. New sources of revenue 

Crops previously undeveloped 

6. Tax reduction,--relief for advanced age and partial 

disability groups
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7. Opportunity for practical demonstration of subsistence 

farm projects under supervision of Extension Service 

and Farm Bureau 

8. Practical demonstration of modern forestry methods, 

directed by State Forestry Department 

9. Practical demonstration of American Game Policy, 

directed by State Board of Fisheries and Game 

10. Increased opportunities for outdoor recreation during 

leisure time offercd under N.R.A. codes 

VII. CRITICAL POINTS AFFECTING SUCCESS 

1. Selection of suitable areas 

2. Selection of individuals adapted to the project 

3. Administration 

(a) Intelligent supervision to encourage 

(1) Individual initiative 

(2) Higher standards of living 

(3) Proper use of opportunity
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CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES 

I, _THE PROBLEM 
The tendency of industry under the N.R.A. codes, to avoid 

employing those of advanced age or with partial disability 

presents a serious problem. This will become of increasing 

importance each year as the age of World War veterans advances 

above the present average age of 40 ycars. 

The major problem of unemployment is aggravated by the 

overbalance of population in industrial centers. The solution 

lies in devéloping new sources of revenue to furnish employment 

in rural areas and in reducing the cash requirements for sub- 

sistence so that the employment opportunities may be distributed 

: among the largest possible number of people. 

A better utilization of land, the basic resource, will 

provide such additional employment together with an opportunity 

to grow subsistence crops so as to reduce the cash requirements 

and to permit a division of employment. 

The practice of forestry and geme management has been under. 

taken by few individuals because of the difficulty of harvesting 

the crop of wild life and the nocessity of waiting thirty to 

fifty years for the companion crop of timber. The conception of 

wild life as a land crop having revenue-producing possibilities 

is of recent origin in this country. The conservation and 

management of forests and wild life, however, is recognized as a 

: proper function cond duty of the St-tv, cspecially on State-owned 

lands.
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These crops therefore offer undeveloped opportunities for 

producing more revenue and cmployment in rural areas under 

State supervision. 

The utilization of submarginal and poor agricultural 

soils for growing forcst and wild life crops and of the more 

fertile soils for growing subsistence crops can be accomplished 

under State supervision without further aggravation of agri- 

cultural problems. 

A social problem is presentcd also by many of those who 

live in industrial centers but who, because of a rural back- 

ground, are not adapted to the work or to the environment 

which they find there. In effecting an economic adjustment, 

it is quite as important to give such people an opportunity to 

return tc rural cmployment as it is to utilize the land for 

growing those crops to which it is adapted. 

A plan which provides such opportunities, even to a single 

group which otherwisc would be dependent on public aid, 

necessarily with low standards of living, offers a partial 

soluticn of the entire problem and at once relieves the burden 

of taxation for unemployment relief. The Connecticut Rural 

Homes Plan is bascd on that premisc.
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II. A PLAN CONTRIBUTING TO A PERMANENT SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

THE CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

The Connecticut Rural Homes Plan proposes to purchase 

certain rural lands in the State which have beconc unproduc- 

tive or which should be remcved from classification and use 

as full-time revenue-producing farms. The areas to be pur- 

chased will be utilized mostly fcr growing a crop of wild life, 

minor forest products and timber. A part will bo devoloped for 

recreational use. The more fertile open areas will be devoted 

to growing grain for wild life and crops for domestic animals 

needed for food or for work on the projects. The best land 

bordering roads will be reserved for homesteads and subsis- 

tence gardens. 

Needy families will be carefully selected and established 

in suitable homes to be constructed. Revenue to be secured 

from the principal crops of wild life and forest products will 

furnish part time employment to the supporting member of the 

families living on the area instead of full-time cmployment to 

a few people. 

The cash income for each family will be sufficicnt to 

purchase staple foods, clothes and other necessitics. That, 

supplemented by subsistence from the gardens, domestic animals 

and poultry, fuel from the forest and rent in exchange for 

labor will be sufficient to maintain cach family in good 

health under living conditions which conform to American 

standards, Sec Table XIV.
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In some cases, part-time employmcnt may be provided by 

local industries which require seasonal or occasional help. 

The plan definitely contemplates the establishment of small 

wood-working industries to utilize the forest products and to 

provide cmployment. 

Individual initiative is cncouraged by the fact that the 

definite plen of cmployment is intended to offer no more than 

the minimum requirements for healthy living. Each member of a 

family is cxpectcd to take advantage of every opportunity to 

add to the family income by part-time cmployment in other 

directions. 

The women of the familics will be encouraged by the Home 

Economic Department of the Extension Service or Farm Bureau to 

mike home products such as handiwork, preserves and jcllics 

which may be sold to advantage through a cooperative marketing 

plan. Ample time for carning extra revenue is provided in the 

part-time employnent plan. 

The families will be selected as cquitably as possible . 

from cach of the 169 towns in Connecticut. The selection will 

be made from those whe are now dependent on aid and who are 

unlikely to secure employment because of advanced age or 

pertial disability. Selection will be based also on physical 

ability to perform manual labor on the forest-wild life pro- 

jects or in subsistence farming and on adaptability to rural 

environment and other factors contributing to cocperation and 

success. 

A total allotment of $240.00 will be made by the city or 

town for each family selected from its relicf list. That sun 

will be held in reserve to supplement the maintcnance require-
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ments for the family until the early revenue-producing crops 

mature or to meet an unusual emergency. 

The homes will be constructed under architectural super- 

vision to insure the use of sound!materials and good workman- 

ship. They will be economical because of standard design and 

the purchase of materials in quantities. The minimum estimate 

of cost ($1000.00) includes an allowance for labor and con- 

templates the employment, whenever possible, of those who will 

later occupy the homes. The maximum estimate ($1500.00) pro- 

vides for a larger house for families of four or more and for a 

cellar which, under the minimum estimate, would be built by the 

one occupying the home. In each case, careful attention is 

given to the water supply, bathing facilities and sewage dis- 

posal. Cooking and heating facilities will provide reasonable 

comfort and convenience. All material and labor will be under 

the N.R.A. codes, 

Where native stone is available, some houses will be form- 

puilt of that material as recommended in circular 297, Exten- 

sion Service, University of Missouri, entitled "Cobble Stone 

Construction’ ror Farm Buildings" by R. W. Oberland. See Photos. 

Most of the homes will be built of lumber according to the 

plans and specifications as shown in the Tables, 

Approximately 24 acres of land will be allowed for each 

homestead, offering ample opportunity for improvement or use as 

the individual interests of each person or family may desire. 

The cost of establishing each homestead includes the con- 

struction of a modern poultry house, a standard flock of 15 

good quality hens and feed during the first year. That allot- 

, ment, however, may be devoted to other subsistence-producing
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uses if the interests and abilities of the imlividual concerned 

seem to justify such use, 

Provision is made for the purchase of the homes under 

certain restrictions. The homes have been so desigmd that 

additions may be made to the original unit without detracting 

from the outward appearance, See Table XV. 

In some cases the homesteads would be established as 

separate units since in any group, there will be some in- 

dividuals who cannot adjust themselves to community life with- 

out jeopardizing the good of the whole, Experience in buying 

such lands for State forests in Connecticut shows that on 

each 1500 acres purchased, there will be from two to three 

; farm houses with barns and outbuildings which can be made 

i habitable at a cost which is included in the financial plan. 

Other houses to be built might constitute separate home 

units where such plan seemed to offer the best arrangement. 

In all cases, lands purchased for this purpose will be 

within the definite purchase areas established by the 

Commission of Forest aml Wild Life. Such lands will be under 

the jurisdiction of the State which will assume responsibility 

for the payment of taxes to the tovm, Any profit above the 

‘ annual maintenance cost resulting from the timber crop should 

be available for further development of the State Forest - 

Wild Life Program, 

A Flexible Plan. Based on Typical Unit. 

The plan as drawm is a flexible one purposely to permit 

and encourage the adaptation of its general principles to 

varying local conditions or problems as they my be found, 

It is also purely a tentative draft subject to further re-
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vision as additional data may be secured or constructive 

suggestions received, 

For convenience of study and also to furnish a de- 

finite basis for estimating costs and revenue, the de- 

tails of the plan have been worked out for a theoretical 

unit of 1500 acres of typical rural land in Connecticut 

available within the price range considered, Each unit 

of 1500 acres will provide part time employment and sub- 

sistence for 20 resident families, Five such units will 

constitute a State forest large enough to permit the 

establishment of a small wood-working industry to in- 

crease the annual revenue and the opportunities for sus- 

tained employment, 

It was convenient also to consider this rural unit 

of 20 homesteads as a group of new houses centered around 

a larger dwelling which would serve as a community center 

for supplies, socials, meetings and conferences with 

Extension Service workers and field agents, 

This arrangement offers advantages in supervision, 

particularly on the more rural areas where the opportunity 

for employment is entirely dependent on land utilization. 

It also avoids the feeling of extreme isolation which 

might discourage those who have experienced a highly 

gregarious existence in industrial centers, 

The following discussion of land utilization and 

other details including estimates of costs and revenue 

are based on the theoretical unit described above,
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Revenue from Undeveloped Industries 

Although Connecticut is one of the most highly industrial- 

ized manufacturing centers in the United States, there are still 

some undeveloped land utilization industries, 

The conception of wild life as a revenue producing compan- 

ion crop to forestry is recognized in the "Forest--Wild Life 

Program" of the National Plan for American Forestry. The ap- 

plication of game management principles to suitable areas will 

produce a crop of game for which the shooting rights will pro- 

vide a substantial revenue, 

The development of forest lands for other recreational 

uses, particularly camping, will also furnish a considerable 

revenue from a service charge, 

The conservative exploitation of minor forest products, 

evergreens, berries and specialty crops offers opportunities 

which have been generally neglected. 

The management of forest areas to produce a timber crop may 

be considered a neglected industry also since the consumption 

of wood products in Connecticut is sixteen times greater than 

the production, 

The Connecticut Rural Homes Plan proposes to develop these 

resources and industries in a manner which will provide addition- 

al revenue for employment. 

Forest and Wild Life Management Program 

The plan of forest and wild life management proposed for 

the typical unit of 1,500 acres is based on the principles set
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forth in the National Plan for American Forestry prepared by 

the U, S. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, in re- 

sponse to Senate Resolution 175 (72d Congress) Senate Document 

No,. 12, 

It is also based on the classification of land in 

Connecticut as determined by a recent survey made by the 

Connecticut State Forestry Department. 

Management Plan for Woodland 

Approximately 70% of the land which would be purchased for 

this plan is classed as woodland. On a 1,500 acre unit, ap- 

proximately 1,050 acres would be forested, A considerable 

portion of this area would have immediate revenue producing 

possibilities, See Table XI. 

On the basis of annual growth for sustained yield, this 

forest land in Connecticut may be depended upon to yield 128 

cubic feet of wood per acre per year, This high average annual 

increment is accepted as correct for Connecticut because of its 

rainfall, Under present conditions this yield is equivalent 

to $1,050, per unit. The value of this wood will increase as 

the timber resources of the country diminish. 

The management plan for this area is to maintain or pro- 

duce mixed forest areas including trees valuable for game, 

Selective or improvoment cuttings will provide fuel for 

families residing on or near the area, Fruit-bearing shrubs 

will be planted at the edge of fire lines and open spaces.
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Management Plan for Open Land 

Approximately 30% of the total area on a typical unit 

would be open land. Of this 450 acres, 197 would be needed 

for homesteads, subsistence gardens, pasture and crops for 

domestic stock whether the homes are established in separate 

units or in groups. Most of this area would be of value also 

to the game crop, The growing of grain and green food for 

domestic stock would be justifiable economically in most cases 

because of their incidental value to the crop of wild game. 

See Table V, 

In the typical unit plan 40 acres are devoted to the growing 

of specialty crops which will not compete seriously with estab- 

lished crops in the vicinity. One such grop might be Christmas 

trees, Laurels and ferns for decorations would be included in 

this group, 

Approximately 213 acres are allotted for development in the 

combined interests of wild life and public recreation, Of this 

total, 30 acres are to be planted annually to grain to furnish 

food strips for game. 83 acres will be planted to fruit-bearing 

shrubs to furnish winter food for game, song, and imsectivorous 

birds. The shrubs will be planted at the edge of wee Or in 

mass or strip plantings in the open. 

100 acres are allotted to other special development for 

wild life and to public recreation according to the character 

of the area, The latter would require not more than 20 to 25 

acres for picnic or camp grounds to be located with reference
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to some attractive feature such as a lake or stream or a 

splendid view, A charge will be made for services rendered in 

keeping the area clean and well regulated, The annual revenue 

from this source is estimated at $100.00 per year payable to 

the maintenance fund for continuing employment, 

The estimate of revenuc from wild life is based on tho 

part use of 142 acres which, in the typical example, are 

allotted to pasture, growing feed for live stock and the spec- 

ialty crops, It is based also on the more intensive development 

of 213 acres in the interest of wild life and the use of 1050 

acres of woodland, Of the total game areca, estimated to be 1,325 

acres, approximately 10%, would be set aside as a wild life 

refuge leaving 1,200 acres for regulated shooting. See Table VI. 

The wild life program proposes to creatc at once and to 

maintain permanently, by natural methods under management, a 

balanced maximum abundance of wild life and fur resources on each 

area, By means of regulated shooting with payment at an estab- 

lished rate for cach head of game killed, a revenue will be 

dcrived sufficient to meet the costs of such management, thus 

furnishing continued employment for some of the forest workers. 

In short, the plan proposes to harvest the annual surplus of g2me 

by sclling the privilege of shooting that crop at a fixed sum 

per head of game killed just as the wood crop and other land 

crops will be sold, Sec Table X, 

Revenuc from Minor Forest Products 

The use of organized effort in producing and harvesting 

the ata crop of minor forest products has considerable
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revenue possibilities, Greens for decoration purposes, blue=- 

berries, witch hazel brush and wild nuts seldom have been serious- 

ly considered in the light of conservation and use. The supply 

and the market could be increased under management so as to fur- 

nish additional revenue from tho land. 

The revenue producing possibilitics of wild hickory nuts, 

butter nuts, and even cultivated variectics have increased since 

the native chestnut ceascd to be an important factor. Selection 

of the crop and conservative exploitation with a well drawn 

marketing program would provide some additional employment in 

Connecticut under this plan, That has already been accomplished 

in a limited way in other New England States. 

The cash value of laurels and ferns in Connecticut is not 

gemerally understood because this erop can be harvested and sold 

to advantage only in large quantities by well organized groups. 

The harvesting and care of the product, particularly ferns in 

shipment, is difficult,--if not impossible in small lots by 

private individuals, The wild crop in Connecticut, which is 

particularly abundant, of fine quality and near large markets, 

is harvested, shipped and marketed by a well-organized group, 

which operates quictly, often contrary to the laws of the State 

‘ and with little regard for the conservation of the crop for the 

future, 

Assuming that the Connecticut Rural Homes Plan will be 

undertaken on a scale of not less than 100 units,--150,000 acres
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the centralization of workers in groups of 20 families with 

supervision, the—Connectieut—RuratHomes—Pian~lends itself 

ideally to the management, harvesting and marketing of this crop, 

The cooperation of Strte police. forest rangers, game wardens, 

and others in the enforcement of the State laws which protect 

this crop and would regulate the industry if enforced, would be 

an important factor for success, 

Reliable estimates accepted as fact indicate that the 

present crop of laurels and ferns now harvested in Connecticut 

by a group of non-residents and sold in New York City has a 

sale value of approximately one million dollars, With proper 

organization, extending to other markets if necessary, this 

sum might be increased, In that connection it should be 

remembered that within a radius of 200 miles of the center of 

Connecticut there lives approximately one-sixth of the population 

of the United States, 

The estimate of $200.00 per year, revenue from this crop 

per unit of 20 organized forest workers, is conservative. 

Revenue from Forest Management_ 

Fuel is an important by-product of forest management ob- 

tained by selective or improvement cuttings, Previous exper- 

ience in Connecticut in offering unemployed persons work on 

the State forests has demonstrated that a great quantity of 

valuable wood for fucl may be secured by selective cuttings 

which increase the value of the final timber crop. This conforms 

nicely with the Connecticut Rural Homes Plan, The residents
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would use wood for fuel which would be available at a very low 

cost to those who depend on part time industrial employment for 

this part of their subsistence requirements and at no cost to 

those who would cut their ow fuel under forest management 

supervision, 

The experience of the past three years on State forests 

using labor provided by unemployment relief has shown that it is 

profitable to take heavicr development cuttings than had been 

possible previously because of too limited appropriations for 

such forest management, Ismrovemcnt cuttings would also provide 

a grade of timber valuable for wood-using industries in small 

stock dimensions, 

The plan proposes to cstablish small wood-working industries 

as soon as possible, probably starting four years after the 

management program is begun, The wood-using shops would be 

established at the rate of one to each five units, It is es- 

timated that five unit areas would provide a sufficient supply 

of small dimension stock from improvement cuttings to furnish 

employment to a substential portion of the community in which 

the industry is located as well as to pay out of profits a 

portion of the cost of forestry work on the five units involved. 

The main timber crop on the forest arca would be sold when 

mature by bid and contract according to the established practice 

and policy of the State Forestry Department. This could be ob- 

tained for use by the wood-working shops only in the open market. 

For revenue anticiprted from these sources sce Table XI.
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The forest managenent program is based on the assumption 

that the forest units in this plan would be classed as State 

forests under the direction of the State Forester of 

Connecticut, The working plans, therefore, are similar to those 

now used successfully on the present established State forests, 

The areas to be purchased will be in the vicinity of ex- 

isting State forests or within the Purchase Areas already 

established by the Commission on Forests and Wild Life or other 

areas which may be authorized by that Commission, These new 

State forests will be under the jurisdiction of the State which 

will assume responsibility for taxes, Any profit above the 

annual maintenance cost resulting from the timber crop should be 

available for further development of the State Forest--Wild Life 

Program, 

; The problem of marketing the forest products, particularly 

by the establishment of wood-working industries is already being 

solved in a satisfactory way by certain groups in New England 

which have survived the economie depression, A solution of the 

entire problem which also describes the established plans and 

policies of the Forestry Departnent in this State is found in 

the following extract from "The Use of Lumber and Wood in 

Connecticut" by Austin F. Hawes, State Forester, and E. D. 

Fletcher, Marketing Expert: 

"We nced now permanent plants convenient to our large 

forest arcas, thus guarantceing the woodland owners a permanent 

market for logs eut from sclected trees. These plants should
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be equipped to produce the high grade material required by our 

manufacturers whether in plank or dimension stock. 

"The cost of truck transportation will determine whether 

logs can be brought considerable distances to such a plant or 

whether it will be advisable to use portable gasoline mills in 

the woods to rough saw and transport these planks to the finish- 

ing mill for manufacture, The fomer practice would be prefer~- 

able if possible, because much of the best lumber is wasted in 

the slabs in portable mill operations, If the whole operation 

is done at one plant much of this material could be salvaged 

for small dimension stock, 

"Wherever possible a plant of this kind should be supple- 

mented by some kind of an industry which would also utilize the 

slabs, inferior logs and top wood, Such a combined plant would 

be of a capacity appropriate to the forest growth of the region 

which it serves." 

The general program and policies of the State Forestry 

Department will be continued and applied to the forest areas 

considered in the Connecticut Rural Horss Plan, 

Land Utilization 

The present and future needs for lumber in Connecticut 

alone justify the use of public funds for the purchase of 

lands of the type considered in this plan for the propagation 

of trees and companion crops, The annual lumber consumption 

in Connecticut is approximately 285,000,000 board feet per year.
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The present production in Connecticut is less than 20,000,000 

board feet. When the supply of soft woods from the Westerm 

areas is exhausted, the market of the future must again depend 

on the original soft wood areas which have been restored in the 

Hast.) See Table X11, 

One man to each 250 acres can be profitably employed on a 

fully productive, managed forest according to the National Plan 

of American Forestry, page 37. At present the State forests in 

Connecticut provide full time employment to one man to each 

2,000 acres average and part tine employment to others so far 

as State appropriations will permit. A full development of the 

potential resources of each 1,500 acre unit would provide part 

time enploynent to 20 families which with subsistence farming 

opportunities would provide the requirements for good living 

conditions, 

For many years farm economists have been trying to persuade 

Connecticut farmers that much of the submarginal land should be 

abandoned as a full time revenue producing farms. The economic 

situation today which has also prompted the preparation of the 

Connecticut Rural Homes Plan, offers an opportunity to accon- 

plish this much needed redistribution of land uses, together 

with a redistribution of population.
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Iv. PRESENT OVER-DEVELOPED URBANIZATION IN CONNECTICUT 

During the recent period of economic disaster, the most 

pressing problems of Connecticut have arisen from a too in- 

tensive concentration of peoples in urban centers. 

Urbanization 
. Of the 169 towns in the State, 32 have a population of : 

over 10,000 people. The towns are classified as 26 towns 

urban, 35 towns small urban or suburban, 58 as rural with 

manufacturing and 50 towns strictly rural. 

67,8% of the total population of the State live under 

urban conditions with limited confines due to the requirements 

of high pressure manufacturing. There are approximately 97 

people employed in industry to every 3 employed in agriculture 

in Connecticut. Due to this concentration, the effects of un- 

employment have been greatly increased. 

Population 
Connecticut is the fourth state in density of population 

in the United States, exceeded only by Rhode Island, 

Massachusetts and New Jersey in the order named. The combined 

population of Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Vermont does not 

equal that of Connecticut, 

The area of the State is 3,194,445 acres; the population, 

1,634,000 people, 304 per square mile or one person to 2.1 

acres! The average density of population in the United States 

is 35.5 persons per square mile, or one person to every 18 acres, 

One of the most significant factors concerning the popu- 

lation of Connecticut, which must be considered in any per- 

manent relief plan is its rate of increase and the continual 

trend from the country to the city. In 1900, the total popu- 

lation was 908,420, of which 59.9% was urban. By 1932, the
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population had increased 693,746, total 1,634,000, of which 

67,8% was urban, 

Unemployment 

According to the 1930 census, the total number employed 

in industry in Connecticut was 677,292, Of this amount, 

484,639 were employed in industries not classed as agri- 

cultural, In this census, the figure for unemployment was 

50,000 people, 3% of the total, 

Two years later (1932), according to an estimate of 

the Connecticut Unemployment Commission, the number of un- 

employed had increased to approximately 145,000 people, 

which is 9% of the total population, See Table XVI 

The combined cost of unemployment relief for persons 

outside of institutions for the year 1931, according to re- 

liable estimates, was $3,036,210, At an average cost per 

family of $360,00, this would indicate that 8,434 families, 

or 37,900 persons, were on the relief lists of Connecticut 

in) 1931, 

According to the tax Commissioner's report of 1931, 4 

the total grand list of appraised wealth of the State 

(taxable) was $3,151,283,930. The total income from tax- 

ation from all sources for the use of towns, cities and 

State in 1932, based on the list of 1931, was $123,292,84607 

The relief cost for 1931, estimated above is 2.5% of that 

figure, 

Relief Costs 1935 

In 1933 it is estimated that there are 194,400 un- 

employed, which is 11.9% of the estimated population, Un- 

employment relief has cost the State, town and private re- 

lief agencies between January and July 19335 a total of
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$6,736,664,00, At this rate the estimate for the year 

would be in excess of $13,000,000,00, 10.9% of the total . 

tax income in 1932, 

The cost of relief per family varies so greatly that 

a figure indicating the average cost for all families means 

little in a consideration of this plan which offers self- 

supporting opportunities to carefully selected dependent 

families in the advanced age or partial disability groups. 

A cost of not less than $480.00 per year per family 

in these growgs is a conservative minimum estimate based 

on a detailed study of 16 such families selected from the 

relief lists of the town of Bristol, Connecticut. 

On that basis the establishment of 100 units with 

2000 families made permanently self-supporting the saving 

to taxation for relief would be $960,000 per year, This 

compares favorably with the average of the annual costs of 

relief from 1918 to 1930... See Table XVII
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V. CONNECTICUT OFFERS OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIMENT 

The condition of intensive urbanization and in- 

dustrialization which obtains in the State of Connecticut 

offers an unusual opportunity there to test and demon- 

strate practical methods of relieving the unemployment 

situation by effecting a redistribution of the over- 

balanced population in these industrial centers, The 

unemployment situation is acute also because of its con- 

centration which has further agzravated the problem of 

social control, morals, sanitary conditions and standards 

or living. 

The State of Connecticut also offers an ideal proving 

ground for the principle of subsistence homesteads with 

part timc cmployment provided by forest and wild life 

: management, The departments of the State which would 

be concerned have already mado notable progress in the 

directions considered. They are efficiently organized 

and stand ready to assist in carrying out the principles 

and objectives of this plan in a spirit of cooperation 

and of determination to find a satisfactory and economic 

solution of the industrial and social problems involved,
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VI, _MAJOR BENEFITS 

It is impossible to measure the far reaching benefits 

resulting from even a partial redistribution of the over- 

erowded population in Connecticut towns and from the 

economic and social benefits arising from a better 

utilization of land resources including subsistence 

farming. 

A casual consideration of Table XVI showing the trend 

of unemployment and of Table XVII showing a similar up- 

ward trend of relief costs reaching 10,9% of the total 

revenue from taxation, clearly indicates that some 

practical and permanent solution of this social problem 

other than direct aid or pension must be found at once, 

The importance of the tangible measurable bencfits 

of this plan such as immediate employment, new sources of 

revenue, and new industries, shrink into insignificance 

when compared with the importance of this plan as it con- 

tributes to a solution of the larger problems of advanced 

age and partial disability groups in relation to general 

taxation and future prosperity,
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VII, CRITICAL POINTS AFFECTING SUCCESS 

The careful and proper selection of those who are best 

adapted to the environment and employnent opportunities offered 

in this plan and who will contribute the nost to its success is 

one of the major critical points, 

The selection of those who will supervise the work and help 

to adjust the social problems of each unit and of the entire 

program is also an inneweant point affecting success, 

These and other equally important points affecting the 

success of the Connecticut Rural Hones Plan may be grouped under 

the single head of Adninistration, 

The details of Administration which have been carefully 

considered have been omitted from this tentative draft of the 

' Plan. It will suffice to state that the difficulties of 

Administration are recognized, but they are not insurmountable. 

Infinite care in arranging details and patience in dealing 

with the human equation involved must constitute the fundamental 

characteristics and abilities of those who administer this plan. 

The essential need for skillful administration should be stimu- 

lating to those who have the welfare of Connecticut and of the 

Nation at heart.. Connecticut has such nen,



TABLE I 

COST OF ESTABLISHING ONE FaMILY IN COMMUNITY 

FOR TOTAL COST ‘ITH LAND SEE TABLE III 

House, 5 rooms and bath (standard unit) | $1,500.00 
(See specifications $1000., and text $1500.) 

Unit equipment 

2 wood stoves (cook and heat) 75.00 

Shares in water supply 100,00 

Tools (garden tools and share in farm tools) 25.00 

Poultry house, flock of 15 hens & feed for first 
year 100.00 

Share in tractor @ $800.00 40,00 

Share in community horses (2 pair) @ $100.00 20,00 

Share in herd of six cows @ $65,00 19.50 
(2ats. per day per family) 

Feed for horses and cows, community herd (lst.yr.,) 22,50 

. Share in community truck (14 T, transportation) 25,00 

Gas, Oil, tires and repairs, truck and tractor 50.00 

Transportation to the forest home 11.00 

Medical attention (first year) 12150 

Fire insurance on house 15,00 

Development and planting of land 100,00.) 

Home garden seed and fertilizer 20.00 

Employment of forcst workers 
Regular labor to provide cash requirement 240.00 

Support for first year in lieu of subsistence 
gardens, payable by labor, 240,00 

General contingent fund 5% 130.00 

Administration 5% 130,00 
Total minimum estimate “$2,670.00 

Based on statistics from Aid Commissions of four 
cities and twelve towns in Connecticut and on farm re- 

7 quircments in cquipment and stock as shown in Farm 
Management Survey of twelve towns, adapted to community 
plan with directional aid and supervision, For further 

details sce attached sheets,



TABLE II 

COST OF ESTABLISHING ONE COMMUNITY UNIT - TWENTY FAMILIES 

FOR TOTAL COST WITH LAND SEE TABLE III 

Percent Cost per Unit 
Labor Materials Cost per Item 1500 Acres 

60% 40% HOUSES - In Communities of 20 - 4 persons to a house $1500. per house $30,000.00 
40% 60% UNIT EQUIPMENT - heating, water supply, tools 200. per family 4,000.00 

100% POULTRY HOUSE = equipment, flock of 15 per family 100. per family 2,000.00 
and feed for one year. 

100% TRACTORS - 1 per unit 800. average 800.00 
100% HORSES - 2 pairs per unit 100. per horse 400.00 
100% COWS - Herd of 6 per unit 65. per cow 390.00 
100% TRUCKS - 14 ton stake body - 1 truck per unit 500. per truck 500.00 

Gas, Oil, Tires & Repairs - Truck and Tractor 1,000.00 
100% FEED - cows and horses for first year - 15 tons 30. per ton 450.00 

per unit 
80% 20% DEVELOPMENT - planting and utilization of cleared land 2,000.00 

Home gardens, Seeds and Fertilizer 20. per garden 400.00 
80% 20% TRANSPORTATION - of families to forest home units 11. per family 220.00 

100% REGULAR LABOR 240. per family 4,800.00 
100% EXTRA SUPPORT - first year in return for labor 240. per family 4,800.00 
100% MEDICAL ATTENTION - first year 12.50 per family 250.00 

100% FIRE INSURANCE 15. per house 300.00 
100% GENERAL CONTINGENT FUND 

When applied to family, to be repaid by labor 130. per family 2,600.00 
100% ADMINISTRATION - Using State Departments related 

to this work with the necessary outside help 
5% of total cost 2,600.00 

TOTAL MINIMUM ESTIMATE 307,510.00



TABLE III 

TOTAL COST OF CONNECTICUT RURAL HOMES PLAN 

Based on a minimum cost of $2,875.50 per family, for 
establishment on permanently self-supporting basis in 
Forest Home Community (See Table I and cost of land . 
see Table IV) units of 20 families for each 1,500 acres. 

Total Cost 

Number Cost Total Cost per person 
Units Families Acres Per Acre Land Cost Community Cost Total Cost per family family of 4 

- 20 1500 $9.00 $ 13,500.00 & 574 510.00 | 71,010.00. 93,550.50 $ 887.62 

LO 200 15000 9.10 136,500.00 575, 100.00 711,600.00 3,558.00 889 .50 
15 300 22500 WLS 205,870.00 862,650.00 1,068,528.00 5,561.76 890.44 
20 400 30000 9.20 273,975.00 1,450, 200.00 1,426.200.00 3,565.50 891.37 
30 600 45000 9.25 416,250.00 1,725,300.00 2,141,550.00 3, 569,25 892.31 
70 1400 105000 9.35 981,750.00 4,025, 700.00 5,007,450.00 3,576.75 894.18 

100 2000 150000 12,00 1, 650,000.00 5,751, 000.00 7, 401,000.00 2, 700.50 925.12 
130 2600 195000 12.75 2,486, 250.00 7,476, 300.00 9,962,550.00 5,851.75 957.93 

150 3000 225000 18.25 4,106,250.00 8, 626,500.00 12,732,750.00 4,244.25 41,061.06 

Land prices based on statistics of The Connecticut 
State Commission on Forests and Wild Life showing the 
rise of land prices in the purchase of 64,000 acres of 
land in Connecticut over a five year period, 1925-1930; 
the ratio of increase in price to the number of acres 

purchased and a reasonable addition for purchase of tillable farm land.



TABLE IV 

COST OF LAND PURCHASE FOR CONN, RURAL HOM# ACRES PLAN 

Estimate of Purchase 
To Determine Cost of 1500 Acre Communities in 1 Year 

Dollars Per Acre 
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TABLE V 

CLASSIFICATION AND USE OF AREA 

BASED ON 1,500 ACRE UNIT 

WOODLAND - 70% FOREST AND WILD LIFE Unit 

2053 Revenue Producing Woodland and Game Cover 300 
50 year crop 

23% Sprout Land and Geme Cover 345 
40 year crop 

27% Potential Woodland and Game Cover 405 
60-80 year crop 

OPEN LAND - 30% 

Community 

3.3% Forest Homes at 2$ Acres Per Femily 50 

-3% Gommunity Recreation Area 5 

Community Projects and Game 

2.7% Special Crop (Community Project) 40 

4.0% Pasture, 6 Cows 60 

2.1% Hay for Stock, basis of one ton per acre 32 

2.0% Grain for Stock (15 tons for 6 cows, 4 horses) 30 

Game and Recreation 

2.0% Annual Food Strip (Grain) 30 

1.3% Rotation Fallow 20 

5.5% Shrubs--Winter Food for Game, Song, and 
Insectivorous Birds 83 

6.7% Special Development for Wild Life and Public 
Recreation 100 

100% 29.9% 1,500 

Total Game Area 1325 acres 
Sanctuary 10% 325.7 

1200 acres 
Non game area 300 ” 
Total { i500. #
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TABLE VII 

COST OF DEVELOPMENT AND PLANTING 

BASIS OF ONE UNIT - 1500 ACRES 

30% CLEARED LAND AND 27% POTENTIAL WOODLAND 

Acres Cost per acre Total Cost 

60 Grain for Planting $5.00 per acre $300.00 

30 Acres for stock 
50 Acres for game 

100 Forest Plantation Stock 5.00 per acre 500.00 
1 acre to every 4 acres 

of potential woodland 

67.* Fruit Bearing Shrubs 12,00 per acre 800.00 

Gardens & Subsistence 
Plots 20.00 per family 400.00 

$2,000.00 

* 13 acres left fallow to seed in with native annual self- 

seeding or perennial seed producing plants of value to game. 

Total area for this purpose 83 acrcs. Page 25



TABLE VIII 

ESTIMATE ANNUAL REVENUE FROM WILD LIFE RESOURCES AND 
RECREATION 

BASIS OF ONE UNIT - 1500 Acres 

Fur See Table IX $100.00 

Game See Table X 441.85 

Recreation See Page 20 100.00 

Total $641.85



TABLE IX 

VALUE OF FUR RESOURCES 

Estimate based on record of special trappers appointed by Connecticut 
State Board of Fisheries and Game for trapping on 5000 acre preserve 

Average Fur Value Estimate for 
Kind 1932— 1933 2 years Normal year 1500 acre unit Remarks 

Fox 18 9 13 $3.00 - Control by hunting 

Mink 20 6 13 8.00 4& 

Coon 6 % 6 3.00 - ~ " * 

Skunk 45 16 30 2.50 16 

Muskrat 77 46 61 275 50 

Value average price 
Normal year $2681.75 $109.50 

Deduct for variable fluctuations 9.50 

Annual Revenue (estimated) $100.00



TABLE X 

VALUE OF WILD LIFE RESOURCES 

ESTIMATE OF GAME POPULATION PER ACRE AND ANNUAL INCREASE UNDER MANAGEMENT. BASED ON UNIT OF 1500 ACRES. 

Escape 
and Shooting Charge 
Winter Revenue based 
Loss Food on Estimated 

Adapted Ratio Total Annual Crop Balance under Total Breed- Value Annual Surplus 
Area Game Fall per= sare end of Manage- Spring ing per per per unit 

Species (acres) Per acre Population cent kill Season ment Population Pairs head head 1500 acres 

Grouse 300 1-2 150 30% 50 100 25% 74 37 $3200 09250 =8 25,00 
Quail 400 1-2 400 40% 160 240 25% 180 90 9905-.00 80.00 
Pheasant 500 1-1 500 45% 225 275 25% 206 140 190057902 °5112,50 
Woodcock 15 3-1 45 25% 12 33 17% 28 14 «255.50 6.00 
Native Temporary 

Concentration 
Flight 300 1-10 30 - 

Short period 
Rabbit 795 3-1 2385 45% 1073 1312 40% 787 393 e506 2229 268.25 

491.75 
CLASSIFICATION OF AREA FOR GAME: Less 10% for variable fluctuation __49.90 

Voodland Game Annual Revenue 441.85 
20% Woodland 300 acres = Grouse 100%. ..... cece ccoscecencesceess 500 acres 

Open land Game 
23% Sprout land 345 acres - Pheasant & Quail 100%, 345 aeres) 
27% Potential woodland 405 acres (100 in Plantation) pheasant 

and quail, 305 acres) occsecseweeesceesee e650 acres 
30% Cultivated land, 450 acres, Special Use 75 acres. Balance 

intensively developed for pheasant and quail. 375......0.e-.-075 acres 

TOCA Less ec ccccus veces 8 6s cscsecceeseclOno 
Wild Life Refige 10fec......a8<sstseet leo 
Regulated Shooting... .ccscccccccoeseesteul acres 

Rabbit 60% of total 300 acres woodland shared with grouse 180 
900 acres open land shared with pheasant 500 a, quail 400 a 615 

60% total for Rabbits 795 acres



TABLE XI ; 

ESTABLISHMENT OF WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 

BASED ON 1050 ACRES. (FOREST LAND PER UNIT) ESTIMATED VALUE OF WOODLAND CROP 

Age Class ‘ 

35% Sapling - 1-20 years First thinnings 20 - 30 years 
32% Cordwood 20-40 years = " Immediately 

_ 25% Polewood 40-60 years * " " 
8% Tie & Timber 60-100 years " " " 

Revenue 

Conservatively estimated the returns on a selective, sustained yield, continually 
stocked plan would be $1050.00 per year indefinitely - barring unforeseen conditions. 

Plan of Utilization 

To establish snall wood-using industries (private capital preferred) one to every five 
forest wnits (5250 acres forest land) each industry giving full-time employment to 
twenty people, four per community, 250 days @ $4.00 per day on share work plan 
(20 family community). 

: 1000. per year per person 
20000, * " per industry (5 units) 
4000. "™ "per community 
200, * " per family



TABLE XII 

Millions of Board Feet 
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TABLE XIII 

ESTIMATE OF REVENUE FROM FOREST AND WILD LIFE CROP 

PROVIDING ANNUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS OF $200.00 

PER FAMILY IN ADDITION TO FARM SUBSISTENCE 

ESTIMATE OF REVENUE TO MAINTAIN 20 FAMILIES. 

First year 
By direct grant 

Second year and until 
wood using industries 
are established 

Gome, Fur $ 541.85 

Recreation : 100.00 

Forest minor products 200.00 

Wood and timber 1,050.00 

Total $1,891.85 
Per Family $94.59 

This is revenue from land only. 

Note l. 

An allotment of $240.00 per family will be made 
by the cities or towns from whose relief lists the fam- 
ilies are selected. This sum will be set aside to sup- 
plement the revenue from the forest and wild life crop 
during the second and third year to meet annual mainte- 
nance requirements or family emergencies. 

Note 2. 
The manufacture of small utilities and nowelties 

from wood-working establishments and the development of 
minor forest products would increase this revenue to an 
anount for which there is no basis of estimate. It is 

reasonable to assume, however, that it would supplement 
the revenue from resources sufficiently to provide for 
the annual maintenance of 20 families after a short pe- 
riod.



TABLE XIV 

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 

ONE FAMILY AFTER FIRST YEAR 

INDIRECT REVENUE 

Subsistence - home produce 

Vegetables $ 71.00 
Milk (2 qts. per day) 73.00 
Meat (calf and poultry) 40.00 
Eggs (120 dozon) 36.00 

Fuel - own cut 95.00 
‘ Rent, payable in labor 120.00 

DIRECT REVENUE 

Home products or 
Cooperative projects 15.00 

Regular part-time cmployment 

Forest-Wild Life projects 
Local industry 200.00 

Total $650.00 

NOTE: 
The estimate of cost for establishing one 

family in a community includes a sum of $240. for 
support for first year in lieu of subsistence gardens, 
payeble by labor, and an equal sum for regular labor 
for the first year, Total $480.00. 

See Table I.



TABLE XV 

FOREST HOME PURCH..SE PLAN 

In the event that a family of the community desires 

to purchase their own home within the first five years, 

the purchase price shall be $1854.50 without interest. 

After five years, interest will be charged at 

4 percent per annum. 

Tabulation of Home Cost 

House $1,500.00 

Chicken house, chickens, ctc. 100.00 

2% aeres of land in homo unit 150.00 

1 share in the Community benefits 104.50 

$1, 854.50



TABLE XVI 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY INDUSTRY GROUPS, 1932, ACCORDING TO 

STATE-WIDE SURVEY, AND ESTIMATE OF NUMBER UNEMPLOYED AMONG 

GAINFUL WORKERS OF CONNECTICUT IN SPRING OF 1932. 

No, Em- Estimate 
ployed of Number 
as repor= Gainful Un- 
ted in Workers Employed 
the Sur- 1930 Spring 
vey 1932 Census _ 1932 

All Industries 345,658 677,292 155,464* 

Manufacturing and Building 

Industry 195,043 342,135 116,668 
Manufacturing 185,526 288, 254 

Building and Construction S47h7 53,881 

Mercantile Trade Financial 
Institutions 63,564 119,191 7,390 

Public Utilities, Public and 
Governmental Service 66,558 50,930 1,833 

Domestic and Personal 
Service 12,270 67,428 7,080 

Extractive Industries 7,738 59,016 10,575 

Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fishing 7,135 37,957 

Quarrying, Etc, 603 1,059 

Professional Service 485 44,656 12,102 

Industry not specified 13,936 

*»-This figure is the sum of the estimates for each major 
group and represents 23% of the total workers as reported 
in the 1930 census, As an estimate of the unemployed, 
it should be reduced to 140,000-150,000," 

From report of Connecticut Unemployment Com- 
mission, December 1932, "Msasures to Alleviate 
Unemployment in Connecticut" page 34,
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TABLE XVIII 

‘ MEMORANDUM OF SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATE FOR 

CONNECTICUT FOREST HOMES PLAN 
HOUSING UNIT 

Masonry - 12" conerete foundation, 3' deep $ 75,00 
brick chimney and tile flue ; 

Lumber - rough timber, franing, shingles 311,00 
($6,00 per sq., asphalt), flooring, 
clapboards (1x10x14$ butt), etc. 

Hardware = rough and finish 25,00 

Crim - doors and frames, sash and franes, 154.00 
screens (inc, doors) inside trin 

Insulation- 1/2" Beavertex or equal, entire interior 75,00 

Plumbing .- incl. fixtures, piped to exterior foundation 125,00 

Wiring - BX.cable, chain fixtures, (meter excl.) 35,00 

Painting ,* exterior creosote stain; doors, sash 50,00 
and trim lead and oil " 

Labor - carpentry labor complete - 800.00 

Cost per single unit in group of 20 $1,050.00 

, Construction of several groups of 20 units sinultaneous- 

ly as one job would further reduce cost of individual unit, 

Water supply, sewage disposal etc,, to be provided for 

entire group rather than individual unit, 

; PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS PREPARED BY 

LESTER BEACH SCHZIDE, INC., ARCHITECTS 

36 PEARL STREET, HARTFORD. CONNECTICUr :
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a \ | va FORM HUNTING CLUB 
\ An interesting variation of the ie 

reasingly popular private shooting pre- 
tire is the Coon Hill Hunting Club of 

6) Wallingford, Conn. This was recently 
formed by ten farmers who wished pri- 
marily to keep hunters off their prop- 
erty and preserve the birds for their own 
and their friends’ use. At first the 
boundaries of the club enclosed about 
2000 acres, but adjoining property 
owners, hearing of the project, have 
asked to become members and the posted 
and patrolled area is now nearly 3000 
acres. Any member can hunt on his own | 
Property, or on the property of another | 
member with that member’s permission, | 
and can invite friends to hunt on his 
own property or can let shooting privi- | 
leges on his own property. 

The entire area is patrolled as a unit, 
and four members of the club are deputy | 
wardens. It is planned to feed game | 
birds in the winter, and to release birds | 

QR 
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¢ Moss, ews 1932. “Are Foresters Giving Game Management Sufficient : 

Consideration in Regions of Concentrated Population?" Journ. Forestry, 

Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXX, No. 6, October 1932, pp. 700-703.



‘See “Mistery of the Virginia Deer in New mglond," ? 
by Glover Hs. Allen. In bolletin, “lew Mngland Gane Conference," — 

Senusry, 1950, filed Hass.» pe 10s i



Extract from the book "Propagatiom of Wild Birds" 

by Herbert K. Job. 

(From Chapter VIII, Control of Vermin, page 108) 

Stray Cats. The domestic cat is one of the worst kinds of "vermin" 

with which one has to deal in increasing birds. The various devices suit- 

able for such animals will usually reap a harvest of felines. It is 

astonishing how many cats have taken to the woods, and are running wild 

and raising wild offspring. On the Howell preserve, in a very remote 

and gountainous section of Connecticut, eleven miles from the nearest large 

town, Winsted, the keeper, William Whisker, told me he had killed nearly 

200 of these semi-wild cats. Many people would be asponished if they knew 

how many miles their pussy, so quiet. and demure in the daytime, had roamed 

by night, and how much game it had killed in a year".
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New Soils Building 

Jamary 7, 1935 

Mr. Sanmel Wesley Long 
Agricultural News Letter 
B. I, du Pont de Nemours & Co, 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Long: 

In further reference to Dean Christensen's letter of January 2. 
My opinion on your qmestions is as follows: 

(1) ‘the county agents are, I am afraid, not yet in a position 
to advise farmers except in very rudimentary matters, We are wring 
toward this end, 

(2) Yes, we give an optional course in game management to the 
Short Course students, and also a general non-professional course to any 
biological student who wishes to take it, t 

(3) Yes, our experiment station has undertaken four regular 
research prnoeets as follows: (a) Game cycle study, (b) prairie chidken 
study, (¢) quail irruption study, (d) food patch study, In addition, we 
have organized half a dozen groups of farmers vho are applying management 
methods to their holdings, which average 2-3,000 acres each. We will 
also publish sometime during the coming year a farmers’ handbook of game 
management for Wisconsin, 

(4) We contemplate no additional courses, 

Concerning the survey of conditions, this College cooperated 
in the "Game Survey of the North Central States" in 1931 and is now 
cooperating in the Biological Survey inventory of Wisconsin marshes 
with a view to possible restoration, 

We are also cooperating with the AAA and the State Conservation 
Department in the reflooding of 150,000 acres in the central counties, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM 

Jd anuary 2, 1935 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The attached letter from Mr. Sammel Wesley Long is self- 
explanatory. It occurred to me that you might like to write 

Mr. Long more fully with respect to the work at this institution 
in the field of game management. This explains why I limited my 
letter merely to the announcement that we were giving attention 
to game management at the University of Wisconsin and that you 
were in charge of the work. 

Sincerely yours, 

2G 
G. le 6.



January 2, 1935 

Mr. Senmel Wesley Long 
Agricultural News Letter 
BE. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Mr. Long? 

In response to your inquiry under date of December 31 
I wish to advise that we established at the College of Agri- 
culture and the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin a chair of Game Management in the sumer 
of 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, a national authority on game manage- 
ment was selected to fill that chair. He is responsible for 
the resident teaching in game management, as well as research 
and extension. 

I am referring your conmmnication to Professor Leopold 
and no doubt he will write you more fully with respect to his 
work. 

Very truly yours, j 

Ghris L. Christensen 
CLOtM Deen and Director



E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
Incorporated 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Agricultural News Letter 

December 31, 1934 

noma 

Mr. C. L. Christensen, Direcor RECEIVED 
College of Agriculture He tue. 
University of Wisconsin : DEAN'S OFFICE 
Madison, Wis. SOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Dear Sir: 

As you may know, we issue monthly the AGRICULTURAL NEWS 
LETTER, a publication which gives information on various new devel- 
opments of interest to agriculture. A subject which, from time to 
time, is discussed is wild game as a source of additional farm rev- 
enue. We believe that this is a live topic, in view of the fact 
that land utilization, with particular reference to possible profit- 
able uses of submarginal areas, presents a problem which is being 
given a great deal of thought at present. 

It is realized, however, that, just as in the case of 
raising poultry successfully, the farmer must have training in game 

management or, at least, have understanding of the proper procedure. 
This brings up the question of how he is to acquire the necessary 
knowledge. With these facts in mind, we are taking the liberty to 
inquire: 

(1) - Do the county agents in your state have sufficient 
information at hand to give their farmers all the 
data required for game management? 

(2) - Does your college give any student instruction in 
game management? 

(3) - Is the experiment station in your state doing any 
work in connection with this type of project? 

(4) - To your knowledge, does the College experiment sta- 
tion or extension division contemplate any courses 
or projects in connection with the production of game? 

Also, we would appreciate it if you will be good enough 
to advise us whether your college has ever made a survey of game 
conditions in your state or done research or study, in any way, 
in connection with wildlife. 

Yours very truly, 

AGRICULTURAL ee, a; 
SWLtm
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Copy to: i, 
E, I. DU PONT DE NEMOuRS & COMPANY Mre Aldo Leopold, 

ff ORATED 431 Chemistry Building, 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE University of Wisconsin, 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT Madison, Wise 

® 

yer November 14, 1930. ¥ Np 

{ 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard, 
The Hall\ Route 1 
Tallahasske, Florida. 

My dear Stoddard - , 

I have just had a visit from Dr. Harris, the secretary 
of the Delaware Pointer and Setter Club of Wilmington, whom you may 
remember as being the man we went over their area with near Wilmington. 

Dr. Harris reports that on 125 acres which were plowed 
up in spots and preparedfor quail food, in accordance with your general 

' suggestions, they have recently raised five covies of birds on this 
area and that in his memory there have been no birds on this area 
before although on others not so far away. In addition to this they 
have also raised as many ae eight pheasants on the same area, the 
pheasants being probably the result of birds released for their field 
trials and raised at our own game farm. 

Late last fall after this ground was vorepared, they 
released some quail which they had vurchased and these quail probably 
furnished the breeding stock of his present five covies. : 

An accurate count of the population in each covey has 
not been made although Dr. Harris estimates that they will average 
fifteen birds ver covey, and needless to say he is more than delighted . 

‘ with the success which they have had, and he isusing this success in 
xan an endeavor to interest many others in the lower part of the State to 

“\ % do more or less the same sort of thing with their areas. 
Z ou 

>" we I can see that this is going to be a fertile field for 
\ e your report. 

Most sincerely yours, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
LWTW/e Director of Conservation.



DEATH AND TRANSFIGURATION IN DELAWARE 

The Diamond State Throws away V ee 
Several Hundred Thousand One 

Dollars a Year -- Wastefully (\e* 

By William vogt 
National association of audubon Societies 

4-16 The Wealth of rural Delaware is derived in con- 
Siderable degree from its marshes. 

This report is based on field observations in the State of 

Delaware, a comparison of undisturbed wild life habitats with those 

in which mosquito control has been instituted, and a survey of plants 

on which wild life feeds in both areas, 

The writer is not opposed to mosquito control -- provided 

research has demonstrated that it is necessary, and provided it is 

carried forward in such a way as to minimize damage to wild life as 

far as possible, The survey was made purely as a means of ascertain- 

ing the facts as to the relationship between mosquito control and wild 

life in Delaware, 

Certain findings herein reported will be objected to by those 

actively engaged in mosquito-control work. With the realization 

that such resentment derives from a lack of knowledge of the impor- 

tance of wild life, and its needs, the writer would be entirely will- 

ing to have anyone doubting his conclusions submit this report to 

qualified experts on wild life, such as the specialists of the 

United States Biological Survey, for their opinion, Engineers without 

biological training, and without trained botanists, entomologists, 

and zoologists on their staff to advise them, should not be expected 

to understand biological problems any more than the writer should be
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expected to understand the construction of a suspension bridge, 

Delaware's Marshes an Important Natural Resource; That the 

State of Delaware, richly endowed with marsh resources, derives a 

considerable income from these areas, is undeniable. The Board of 

Game and Fish Commissioners, like those in many progressive States, 

is beginning to make an inventory of some of the products of the 

marshes, but until this is fully under way one must depend on estim- 

ates as to the crops derived from them, First and foremost among 

these is pelts. Conversation with numerous men engaged in the busi- 

ness of trapping and trading muskrats, indicates that probably 

500,000 to 750,000 pelts of these valuable animals are taken every 

year. The profits from this catch range from a few dollars, in the 

case of school boys, to many thousands in the case of the larger 

Operators, 

A visit to the coast in August shows to what an extent 

Delaware's farmers depend on salt hay. No figures are available 

either as to the tonnage or value of this hay -- but farmers do not 

A-22 “Farmers do not waste time cutting a useless crop." 

waSte their time cutting a useless crop, The numbers of men, teams 

and wagons involved leads one to the inescapable conclusion that the 

State's farm population depends to a considerable extent on this 

source of feed, 

Several men with whom the matter was discussed indicated that 

many residents of the coastal region derive a sustaining income by 

acting as guides to hunters in the fall, Mute, but none the less 

convincing, evidence of the truth of this statement was given by the 

numbers of abandoned duck blinds found on Salt marsh ponds, Thus, 

it should be clear that Delaware's more than 107,000 acres of marsh
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annually contribute, to the population of rural Delaware, many 

hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

The Marsh aS a TreaSure House: AS a source of salt hay, and 

of food and shelter for muskrats, water-fowl, rails, and other 

birds, the marsh and its vegetation have been evolving over a very 

long period, To understand just ,how these riches continue to exist, 

it is necessary to study certain relationships on the marsh, 

TO a botanist, every marsh has its own geography. . Plants 

exist in belts that are governed by such factors as water-levels, 

tides, chemistry of the soil, etc. Starting at the wet end of the 

marsh, let us make an imaginary survey -- which anyone can duplicate 

in the field -- as far as the upland. 

It will be seen that certain kinds of plants are found only 

in certain locations, In the tidal zone, for example, where the 

roots are frequently washed by salt water, we notice that there is 

a plant locally known as Cow Grass (Spartina alterniflora), which is 

an important food plant for both muskrats and water-fowl, This is 

found nowhere, except in salt zones, It may not exist for many 

yards as one goes higher on the marsh, except in low places that 

hold salt water. 

B39 Belts, showing Cow Grass (4), Salt Marsh Fleabane (1), 
Cord Grass (2), Kink Bush (3) (indicated by marks on 
print) on newly ditched marsh. 

The next belt found on the marsh is a pale, gray-green plant 

known as Spike Grass (Distichlis spicata), which is only found in 

such a zone and in alkaline soil in the interior, (That word 

alkaline is important for future reference. )
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The next belt above this consists of a plant known as Cord 

Grass (Spartina patens), which is familiar to all who have trod the : 

marshes as the fine, rich yellow-green grass of the higher marsh. 

Above the patens belt we are likely to find the Three-square (Scirpus 

| americanus), a sedge that has extremely high value as a food for musk- 

rats and water-fowl, AS we reach still higher ground, we encounter 

what might be called, in this drama of mosquito control vs. wild life, 

the villain of the piece, Marsh Elder or Kink Bush (Iva frutescens). 

The villain does not appear until the second act, so we may forget 

it for a time, 

Studded over Delaware's salt marshes -- and, indeed, over the 

marshes of the entire northeast coast of the United States, for Dela- 

ware is not exceptional -- are numerous depressions in the marsh, 

These, along with the Cow Grass and Three-square, provide the prin- 

cipal source of food for ducks and muskrats, through the abundance 

B-1l2 This was qa food pond until the water was lowered by 

ditching. 

of Widgeon Grass (Ruppia maritima) and Sago Pondweed (Potamogeton 

pectinatus) naturally found in them. These depressions, or marsh 

ponds, are of importance as a source of brackish drinking water, 

as well as of food plants. 

Now, still continuing our examination of the marsh, we shall 

find that every once in a while the broad bands of plants are inter- 

rupted, Aas we stumble into a slight depression in the Cord Grass 

belt, we notice that the shallow hole has growing in it not Cord 

Grass, but Spike Grass or Cow Grass. Or, perhaps, a low plateau 

rises above the level of the marsh; if it does, the plant life on 

it will be different -- in august it will probably show a brownish
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red that marks the upland Switch Grass (Panicum virgatum). IT IS CLEAR 

THAT THESE CHANGFS MARK, IN BVSRY INSTANCE, A CHANGE IN WATER-LEVEL. 

Now, what is the significance of these plants, to bird and 

mammal life? The signifance is the same as that of Corn and Wheat 

and vegetables to our lives ~- without these sources of food supply 

the wild ducks and geese, the muskrats, must go without food, 

The Marsh Disease; To understand a healthy marsh or human 

being, it is often necessary to study an unhealthy one. Doctors per- 

form autopsies on dead people, so they may better understand healthy 

ones -- and know how to keep them healthy. Let us, to gain a clearer 

idea of the necessities of a healthy marsh, look at one that is dying, 

The photographs were taken on healthy -- unditched -- marshes near 

Taylor's Bridge, and elsewhere, and on ditched areas near Cain's 

Landing, Broadkill, and elsewhere. Let us see what they show. 

First of all, look at this closeup of a patch of Cow Grass. 

A-13 Cow Grass, killed by mosquito control, 
Fleabane, coming in, upper left. 

This picture was made less than a year after ditches were dug by mosqui- 

to control forces, <A close examination of the photo will show merely 

dead stumps of this important food plant. As might be expected, this 

plant, which needs water and an alkaline soil more than the other 

marsh plants -- as is indicated by the fact that it grows on the lowest, 

wettest part of the marsh =~ has been the first to die. A muskret 

couldn't find in this area enough food to give him an appetite.
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I have a direct-color photograph showing a dead stand of Spike 

Grass -- which, it should be remembered, grows in the second lowest 

rank, and which is found inland on alkaline soils, It is as dead as 

Old Man Methuselah. This fact throws very interesting light on the 

chemistry of marshes, as it affects plants. 

The word oxygen means "acid producing." As a marsh dries, 

and as the salt is leached out of it, into mosquito ditches, by rain, 

its oxygen content increases very rapidly. as the oxygen content 

goes up, the acidity goes up, and we find the natural conditions under 

which the plants live being greatly changed. Dryness is not the only 

factor; chemical and physical changes also take place, in such a way 

as to make normal plant life impossible. The dead Spike Grass is an 

example of what happens, 

A marsh is not qa level place, even though it looks level to 

the human eye. Any surveyor can run contours on a marsh. The various 

levels, in relation to the water table, are the principal factors gov- 

erning the distribution of plant life. As has been pointed out above, 

a low place in a high marsh will contain a different plant life. 

B-8 Belts of Three-square and Cord Grass near Taylor's 
3 Bridge. 

But the level of a marsh, from its upper edge to the bay, often 

varies considerably less than a foot. In an area of such variation, 

a change of water levels of only an inch or so will affect the sur- 

vival of the plants,
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Now, how does mosquito control disturb the marsh? Ditches sone 

twenty inches deep are dug across it at relatively close intervals, 

These, eSpecially when they are as competently engineered as are most 

Be41 Ditches are dug at close intervals, 

of the ditches in the Delaware marshes, drop the water level artificiall: 

so that over most of the marsh it is lower than, in a natural condition, 

it formerly was at the very highest point on the marsh. In other 

words, while the upper end of the marsh was probably only five or six 

inches above the water table, now virtually the entire marsh is three 

times as far above it. 

4-20 Over most of the marsh the water level is lower 
than it formerly was at the very highest point, 

in spite of a gate in the ditch (Broadkill).
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The result? The death of Cow Grass, Spike Grass, Cord Grass, 

and Sedge. (See photos above.) In other words -- starvation for the 

ducks, geese and muskrats that formerly fed on then, 

Another factor still remains to be touched on. In the ponds 

on healthy marshes, aS has been pointed out, there is normally a 

growth of Widgeon Grass and Sago Pond Weed. The photograph shows 

An1l Normal growth of Widgeon Grass in undrained 

pond. 

this, It was found in undrained pockets less than two feet in ex» 

tent -- though it is more likely to be present in the larger ponds. 

When these ponds are ditched, these food plants die. A survey of 

ditched ponds in the Cain's Landing marsh showed none of this plant 

in ditched ponds ~- while it was present in all unditched ponds, It 

is a melancholy fact that few ponds have been left unditched. The 

migrant water-fowl, the non-migrant muskrats, will find mighty slin 

picking this fall and winter in Delaware, 

Now, let us look at a marsh that has been ditched nearly a 

year. This photograph, up a drainage diteh, marks the beginning of 

tae 6nd 5 

Ae DA
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The plant that is growing along the edge of the ditch is one normally 

found very sparingly on the salt marsh. It is a weed known as Salt 

Marsh FPleabane (Pluchea campnorata). As the picture shows, it has 

begun to establish itself along the drainage ditch. From here it is 

Spreading over the marsh where it blankets other -- useful ~~ plants, 

Salt hay, for example, IS ON ITS WAY OUT OF THIS MARSH. Before the 

drainage ditch, no Fleabane; after it -- almost IMMEDIATELY after it -- 

the weed spreads like fire. 

A=26 The Salt Marsh Fleabane. 

\Finally, in considering what mosquito ditching does, let us 

return to the villain in the piece +- the Kink Bush, or Marsh Elder, 

sO familiar on drained marshes, and in high places on undrained marshes, 

Drainage is new, in Delaware, and conditions are not yet right 

for this weed to run down from the high land. But it is on its way, as 

anyone who now visits the Rehoboth Bay region can see, 

In time, where the salt hay marshes have been drained, this 

plant will come to dominate the entire region. On Long Island, in 

some places, it has ions possession of the marshes to such an extent 

that nothing can grow beneath it -- the ground is completely bare. 

(The destructive advance of this plant is reported by Lewis A. De Vido 

in The Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Meeting of the New Jersey Mosquito 

Extermination association).
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Where will your salt hay crop be then, Mr. Parmer? 

What's going to happen after the muskrats have starved to 

death? 

Can water-fowl eat, or drink, in Delaware, or will they pass 

the State by? 

Fresh Water Marshes and Mosquito Control: While my remarks 

as to the value of marshes have been generally applicable, the de- 

struction considered has been primarily that of the salt marsh. Let 

us, for a moment, consider a fresh water area, the Prime Hook marsh, 

My work has taken me to most of the marsh areas of the North 

east, yet I have never seen a place as richly endowed with food plants 

for water-fowl and muskrats as the Prime Hook marsh. No less than 

fifteen different kinds were noted in a short time. They are: 

Bleocharis quadrangulata (Spike Rush) 

. albida t v 
Runex persicarioides (Golden Dock) : 
Scirpus validus (Bulrush or Club Rush) 

" nanus u n " 
ws atrericanus " " ie 
Polygonum hydropiperoides (Mild Water Pepper) 
Myriophyllum = sp. (Water Milfoil) 
Hydrocotyle umbellata (Water Pennywort ) 
Pontederia cordata (Pickerel-weed) 
Castalea odorata (Sweet-scented Water Lily) 
Ludvigia glandulosa (False Loosestrife) 
Typha angustifolia (Cat-tail Flag) 
Echinochloa Walteri 

Cyperus sp. (Galingale) 

This photograph shows a rich stand of american Bulrush 

(Scirpus validus), that cannot live in a dry area. One need not be 

A-18 

a scientific botanist to realize that Yater Lilies and Pickerel-weed 

must have water to grow in, Yet this marsh has had its water level
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lowered until, on my trip, we turned a seven passenger Buick around on 

these two plants, 

This area is approximately 12 miles from the nearest town, 

Milton. Mosquito control authorities tell us that the usual flight 

range of the fresh-water mosquito is only a mile. Why, then, should 

this area have been drained at a11? It is true that the small summer 

community of Slaughter Beach is about three miles away, yet within a 

quarter mile of this settlement I photographed this dump -- a 

potentially rich breeder of fresh-water mosquitoes, 

An15 

Finally, though the water level at Prime Hook has been dropped 

so low that the rich food plants are doomed, there are numbers of small 

pools of standing water such as the one shown below, that are perfect 

mosquito breeders, Indeed, mosquitoes were very bothersome on the 

Marsh at midday. 

A~17
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To sum up; the Prime Hook marsh was an ideal habitat for birds 

and muskrats. Although it was so far from qa town that its mosquitoes 

could not be a nuisance to any number of people, it was partially 

drained in such a manner as to kill the food plants. "Furthermore, 

it has been so imperfectly drained that it still breeds many mosquitoes. 

Who has profited from this destruction, except the mosquito-control 

authorities, and real estate dealers who use mosquito control as part 

of their Sales talk? 

The Mosquito Extermination Commission "Protecting" Wild Life: 

The engineer in control of mosquito control in Delaware has repeatedly 

asserted that he is carrying on his work in such a manner that wild 

life will not only be protected, but will even, in some instances, be 

benefited by the draining. Without denying that his intentions were of 

the best, and that his assertions were made in good faith, the writer 

Submits that such claims are totally unjustified. Photographs seo and 

26 were taken in the Broadkill area where wild-life necessities were, 

theoretically, protected by the system of water gates installed, The 

fact that all gates examined were leaking badly does not affect the 

matter; unless gates were placed at closer intervals than would be 

feasible, the pitch of the marsh is such that the requirements for 

plants would still be disturbed. 

Has wild life been protected in the Prime Hook area? In the 

Cain's Landing area? Compare the dead food plants in these places 

with the rich muskrat and duck marshes just above Magnolia, where 

the landowner prevented mosquito control, and with the Taylor's Bridge 

area which has, thus far, happily escaped the ravages caused by C.C.C. 

activities, 

What Price Mosquito Control? If all Delaware's 107,000 acres 

of marsh are drained, it will mean the virtual end of the Statets 

muskrat industry, water-fowling, and salt hay cropping. Where will the 

people who lived by these occupations find something to eat? 

According to "Delaware's Present Big Job," published by the 

State Board of Health, it will cost the State $45,000 a year to 

"maintain" the mosquito ditches.
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Forty-five thousand dollars a year -- for what? For impover- 

ishing those who depend, for their livelihood, on muskrats, water-fowl 

and salt hay? 

Should the people of Delaware be taxed to maintain a systen 

that drains them of their livelihood? Leaving aside all other con 

siderations, the sheer dollars and cents involved would seem to dictate 

a negative answer. 

The evidence presented by these photographs, and in this 

necessarily brief report, is not based on theory but on facts. Three 

years ago the writer advanced the same statements concerning Long 

Island marshes and, in spite of opposition from mosquito-control 

authorities, the contentions were upheld. The information contained 

herein is not derived from Long Island or New Jersey or any other place 

than Delaware. The ravages caused by mosquito control are obvious at 

this very moment on the Diamond State's marsnes, Sportsmen, farmers, 

and conservationists have every reason inthe world to be concerned, 

Delaware is fortunate, however, in that no area may be ditched 

without the permission of the landormer. In other States this is not 

the case, The future of trapping, salt hay and local water-fowling 

is in the hands of the landowners. 

Are they going to sit back and lose this source of income, 

and be taxed to maintain the destruction, in the bargain, or are 

they going to unite to stop the mosquito-control juggernaut, which 

is taking bread out of their mouths?



a PRACTICAL GAME MANAGEMENT \( oX * 

An interesting demonstration of practical game management has recently 

Geveloped near Wilmington, Delaware. 

About a year ago, the Delaware Pointer and Setter Club, one of the 

oldest bird-dog organizations in the United States, under the leadership of 

Dr. William E. Harris, decided that something must be done with their field 

trial area. This area while birdy-looking contained no birds, and the 

trials were run on Mexican Bob Whites bought for the purpose and released, 

or on pheasants. In spite of the release of birds for field trial purposes, @ 

these birds did not stock the area. wy 

Dr. Harris managed to get Mr. Stoddard of the Biological Survey to > a 

look over the area and certain suggestions with regard to the planting of +S 

food were made, Mr. Stoddard having determined that while there was wonder— (Ris 

ful cover on the area, practically no food existed. The Delaware Pointer gor 

and Setter Club carried out many of the recommendations made by Mr. Stoddard io eS 

and this at a total cost of about $60.00. > om 
Recently in running a pair of dogs over the 125 acres which constitute ge 

the area in question, Dr. Harris raised five covies of Bob White, averaging pr 

he estimates about fifteen birds per covey, and in addition to this, put up se 

eight individual pheasants. Needless to say with this demonstration before Re 

them, this club is extending its operations. EE. 
eS y
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42k University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Coteher 18, 1998 

Mr. I. i. Kennedy 
Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Mr. Kennedy: 

The supply of trained men seoms to be running P 
very low, I know of only one available qualified man, 
ae follows: Harry G. Anderson, 409 Sidney Street, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

I know of one other highly trained man who is 
not available at the moment but who might become so at 
the time the project is ready. He is Dr. Leonard ¥. Wing, 
Yale Forest School, New Haven, Connecticut, 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

| 

if |



OWES an COMMISSION MEMBERS 
GSS Commission aan 
[Ry OF fn F. G, GARNER, CHAIRMAN 
etree WINTER HAVEN, FIRST DISTRICT 

Msaa-coy . THOMPSON S. BAKER, JacksonviLLe 

Cae Game and Fresh Water Fish a 
LORS THIRD DISTRICT 

H, L, SCHALLER, miami 

|. N. KENNEDY TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA FOURTH DISTRICT 
EXEGUTIVE SECRETARY one Chany. conta 

FIFTH DISTRICT 

October 14th, 1938 

Dr. A. Leopold 
1432 University Avene 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

The State of Florida through its Commission of Game 

and Fresh Water Fish is planning to avail itself of 

funds available under the Pittman-Robertson Bill and 
will possibly have as one of its projects a Quail 

Management Study. 

If this type of project is undertaken, it will be 
necessary for us to employ a technician who has had 
special training along this line to supervise our work. 

If you know of any one suitable for this position, I 

would appreciate it if you will furnish me with their 
name and address so that I might contact them in the 
event our project materializes. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, I am 

Very truly yours, 

I. N. Kennedy, 
Executive Secre s 
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This map jndicates the area recommended by, the 
Departme: of the Interior to Congress, within 

which th@ proposed park may be established. 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 
Atpany, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Coe? September 26, 1930 

“T am glad that the Everglades National Park project 
is getting on so weil. I can tell you that, knowing this 
country at first hand, I am very hopeful that it can be 
preserved for the nation for all time.” 

Very sincerely yours, 
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 

Issued by The Hverglades National Park Association 
Miami, Florida



Governor’s Office, Harrisburg, Pa. “. . . It is PLACE 
a land of strangeness separate and apart from ONE 
the common things we know so well... A new Cen 
world to play in, a good place to be in summer ee 
as well as winter. There are more fish around STAMP 
Cape Sable than I ever saw anywhere else in a HERE 
lifetime of fishing.” 

Girrorp PrncHor 

National Park Service, Washington, D. C. “There 
ig an atmosphere of mystery and strangeness about 
the whole thing, and it will attract the multi- 
tudes as much as a park like Yellowstone.” 

Horace M. Aupricut 

National Geographic Society. “The area would 
be visited by millions.” 

Guserr H. Grosvenor 

American Museum of Natural History. “It 
would be a place for posterity to visit and witness 
those forms of life now so rapidly vanishing.” : 

Henry Fairierp Ossorne : 

Issued by the Everglades National Park Ass’n 
Miami, Florida
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+ Proposed National Parks COUNTY COURT HOUSE — NATIONAL PARK 
2 Proposed Everglades National Parke MIAMI, FLORIDA 

TELEPHONE 

PRESIDENT 
z 

HALSTED L. RITTER : KK ecitier | eo 

VICE-PRESIDENTS 
Q\ Hl 

THOMAS J. PANCOAST Janse), 1934 & ——-F 

JOHN O. SHARES 
Ry 

DAVID SHOLTZ Yo Pig {i " 

‘TREASURER 

iM 7 

F. L. WALL 

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
fp 

ERNEST F. COE, CHAIRMAN 
Lf 

ADVISORY COUNCIL 

DAVID FAIRCHILD, CHAIRMAN 

GUsv Tan Bene Wick Gooner Professor Leopold : ou i. 

AUDITOR Unisversity of Wisconsin, 
CLIFFORD N. BOURNE Madi son, Wis a ee oe ae 

0 prot Om nema, 

Kiational Parks D om i se weary pe 
and Proposed National Parks ear Professor; This map indicates the area recom- 

Tee cues tt Cuace wae uae 
ee This Association the propoend Park gs to be eeh- 

Gai eeawnesen submits the attached brief statement 

@caoia for your consideration. 

Unless prompt action 

is forthcoming, there is grave danger 
BOSTON 

that the present opportunity to acquire 

the land for the Everglades National 

of New York Park will pass beyond recall. 

Respectfully submitted, 

@. WASHINGTON 

«a SHENANDOAH, VA. Ever, des- Nat oe Ass'n 

«a GregrSuon’, NG-TENN. 
a -_ eo ee 

<a Mabimors cave, ky. LE a Ee Fa 
Ernest F.Coe, 7 

Executive Chairman 

CHARLESTON 

@\ SAVANNAH 

@\ JACKSONVILLE 

“3 oy 

TAMPA Pawn Beacn 
@)\ Man 

EVERGL + 

EVERGLADES 

Headia- Mammoth Cave- 
Shenandoah Cnet Smoky 
and Everglades ine THIS ASSOCIATION WAS ORGANIZED AND IS MAINTAINED FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROMOTING ACQUAINT- 

whata magnificent string FEE ee ee ee ee eeae SSUNTTLOMUACT ITE EGENIG. INTERESTS! VARIED PLANT ANE ANINAL 
of Exstern National Parks LIFE. ALL OF THIS NATIVE WILD LIFE IS FASCINATING AND MANY SPECIES ARE CONFINED TO THIS REGION. 

that will make!” TO COOPERATE WITH MEASURES LEADING TO THE PRESERVATION OF THIS REGION AS A GREAT NAT- 

GILBERT GROSVENOR IJONAL PARK WHEREIN ALL ITS FORMS OF WILD LIFE WILL BE PROTECTED, AND ITS OTHER VARIED 

atonal Cayo Soe See eat et re 
MEMBERSHIP-ANNUAL MEMBERS, $3.00 PER YEAR; SUSTAINING MEMBERS, $60.00 OR MORE PER YEAR. 

ALL MEMBERS WILL RECEIVE BULLETINS AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER ISSUED BY THIS ASSOCIATION.



F January 27, 1934 

Menbers 
Special Comittee of the Senate on the 
morte of Wild Life Resources 

ited States genate 
' ; Washington, D. 0. 

, THE FROPOSED EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK 

The/ area of some 2000 square miles including the southern tip of 
Florida and nearby territory is, of its very nature, a great wild life 
saneiuayy region. Tt encompasses such a comprehensive agregate of 

. biologic attributes,|as to make its value outstanding as a great out-of- 
door supervuniversity. So important is this region, as estimated by 
na tioned park standards, that it is necessary that it be acquired as 
a national park in the rounding out of the national park system, y ~ j / 

“The avee is situated within America's very limited continental 
tropies, Its peyeree) features include a combination of land and- water. 
so inter-lockingly arranged as to fascinate the park sojourner and offer 
en opportunities for recreation and nature study. To the biole- 

gist, it 1s doubtful if there is another 2000 square miles including 
such an agregate of types of both flora and fauna; certainly not to be 
found within continental United States, 

This area in South Florida has a very definite place in a conside- 
ration of areas for the conservation of native wild life, 

The bearing of this area on the conservation of native bird life 
includes: a resting and feeding station for the migratory birds Plying 
from North to South America in the fall and returning from South 
America in the Spr enge It is the winter home for a great variety of 
birds living farther north in the summer, including many species of 
ducks and shove birds, 

This area is the permanent residing place for vast numbers of birds, 
It offers a haven for the perpetuation of the whooping crane, ivory bill 
and piliated wood-pecker, grest white heron, wild turkey, Cape Sabie 
seaside sparrow and many other birds which here ean om tinue to find 
sanctuary through ero to come, ‘This area, as a national park, will 
save the crogodile and alligator from threatened extinction, Many of the 
quadropeds, onee abundant throughout Florida, will be saved from threa- 
tened extermination with the establishment of this national park, Here 
lives the cougar (panther) black bear, red deer and numbers of other 
animals native to this region. 

The flora of the areca includes the royal palm, several thrynax, 
lignum vitae and mahogany; also a general representation of the trees 
native to Eastern Mexico and Central America, northern South American 
and the West Indie islands, generally. The area comprises salt, brackish 
and fresh waters, In these waters ia a vast variety of fish, many of 
them game fish, Here the fresh water black bass attains a weight of 
20 pounds and the tarpon, sailfish and many others almost or quite as 
gamey, grow to great size and are ever ready to test the afpi22 of bBhe 
nimrod. The waters of this area are a veritable fisherman's paradise, 

The region indicated for inclusion in the proposed Everglades 
National Perk is a national park logical unit, It ineludes all the 
necessary territory for the rounding out of the life zones of its wild
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life; in this, this area represents a combination which is not excelled 
in any of the national parks. 

Members of the Special Committee of the Senate on the Conservation 
of Wild Life Resources, your study of the proposed National Park area, 
I am confident, affirms all the above statements together with many 
others of equat importance from the standpoint of a wild life neture ~ 
sanctuary and a national park in the widest interpretation of the word, 

It is of the utmost importance to hurry along the Everglades 
National Park Enabling Act bill, now en the House Calendar, This bill 
has been considered favorably by the Budget Bureau and reported out 
by the Public Lands Committee of the House. It has been passed by 
the Senate. When the House follows the Senste and this Enabling Act 
Everglades National Park bill is ready for the President's signature, 
it is believed he will promptly sign it, The National Park Service will 
then be authorized to define the boundary lines and the Governor of 
the State of Florida by Act of State legislature (1929) authorized. 
to appoint a commission to acquire the land, Z 

This Park project twas recornmended by the Department of the Interior 
to Congress, December 3, 1950, It was favorably reported wit by’ the 
Committee on Public Lands and Surveys of the Senate January 6, 1952 
(Report No. 34, 72nd Congress, lst Session), 

The people want t Everglades National Park and want it available 
for them to visit just Bs soon as possible, The people want to visit 
the Everglades National) Park much as they now visit Yellowstone, Grand 
Canyon, Yosemite and other national parks. 

All possible speed) in making this possible is in order, Before 
this can be accomplisheH, the area nust be surveyed from the air and 
otherwise and maps prepared: a consistent lay-out perfected so as 
to assure the setting aside of a great nature conservation area 
wherein wild life will remain unmolested thrw gh the years; plens 
made for the accomodation of the Park touring public, careful studies 
made of its various biologic features of te area, its plant and 
animal life and the other features of interest and value to the 
student, as well as the recreation-seeking tourist, as is now 
provided in the other national parks. 

Instead of waiting years for all of these things to be accom- 
plished, as has been the history of many of the national parks, it 
is hoped that the accomplishment of this work ean be sreatly speeded 
up in this instance, It is consistent to believe that thare is no 
one project having to do with conservation of wild life and preser- 
vation of out-standing areas before the America people to-day wherein 

‘ Federel activities can be more consistently centered than in the 
hurrying along to the Everglades National ea 

Respectfully submitted 

\ A, f , ask 

Everglades National Park Assn, 
Ernest F. Coe, Executive Chairman, 

EFC; AT ; | |
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August 15,1930 

Mr. Archie W. Budd 
1409 Barnett Banke Bldg. 
Jacksonville, Florida ; 

Dear Mr. Budds 

My friend Jimmie Averell tells me that you have some 
southern pine cutovers on which you are thinking of game management. ; 
He wants me to tell you where to cot informtion on what to do. 

By all means the most important source of information ; 
for you is the Report of the Georgia Quail Investigation by Herbert L. 
Stoddard of the U. 5. Biological Survey. It is now on the press. ‘This 
investigation extenied into Florida and offers the most complete array 
of facts on quail management so far available for any American game 
species. In fact, in your place the first thing I would so {fe see 
Stoddard personally. He is now headquartered at Washington, but will 
shortly reside at The Hall, near Beachton, Georgias 

If you want some rough sugrestions for a state not un 
: like your own, you micht want to read my report on the game survey of 

Missiséipp’ (unpublished). Anytime you want to see thie I think I can 
loan you a copy for a limited period. : 

There is also a brief summary of my estimte of the = 
opportunity for came management in my paper "“Mnvironmental Controls 
for Game Through Modified Silviculture," Journal of Yorestry for 
Mardh, 1930. 

If in the course of digesting these sources you run 
aeross something on which you think I could be of help, please call on ‘ 
me. I am extremely anxious to interest you in this matter, but mst 

: warn you in advance that I am not personally familiar with Plorida. I 
am convineédd, however, that quail afford an exeellent chance for carry- : 
ing southern pine lands, especially during the transition period when 
taxes and fire represent a liability with no income to cover it. 

Hoping to hear from you from time to tine, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ; 

In Charge, Game Survey ;
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z July 28, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of July 22 addressed to Dr. Bell, 

I may say that the person who worked on the celery insects in 

Florida besides Mr. Uhler was Dr. Ball then employed by the 

Florida State Plant Board. The phase of Mr. Uhler's findings which 

you mention in your letter is not included in any report he has 

made but must be something in the nature of a speculation he made 

in conversation with Stoddard. Uhler is in the field just not but 

I will write a memorandum for him which will be sent or handed to 

him as soon as practicable telling him of the invormation you 

desire. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. L. MeAtee 

. In Charge 

Food Habits Research.



421 Chemistry Building yy OF] 

November 9, 1928. 

Mr. H. A. Smith, 
Ass't. State Forester, 
Tallahasee, Florida. 

Dear Mr. Smith: : 

I appreciate very much your cordial invitation to 
extend the Game Survey to your state. I am not yet able to 
set a date on my work there but when I get around to it 

I shall look you up first thing. 

You might be interested in having a rough idea of en 
the kind of material I am after. The enclosed "25 Questions" 
will roughly describe in a popular way the information 
desired. 

Yours very truly, 

, ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Taclosures 
"25 Questions". 

‘, \



October 31, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
U. S. Forest:Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

I have read recently of your change in 
position and presume that sometime sooner 
or later you will get dowm into the State 
of Florida. 

You know that immediately north of us the 
Biological Survey has a station near the 
Georgia-Florida Line and when the time 
comes that you can see your way clear to 
get into this part of the country, we, of 
the Florida Forest Service, wish to extend 
to you a most hearty welcome to come on in 
to Tallahassee and to visit with us and, 
if there is anything that we can do to 
assist in the work in which you are engaged, 
please do not hesitate to call upon us, 

Yours very truly, 

\eaQs 
H. A. Smith, 

Ass't,. State Forester. 

HAS/E



421 Chemistry Bldg. 

September 28, 1928. 

Mr. Don P. Johnston, 
c/o People Bank of Okeechobee, 
Okeechobee, Florida. 

Dear Don: 

This is a late date to be acknowledging your 
kind letter of July 31, giving me a good word on my new 
job. If appreciate your doing this. One of the first 
things I did on my job was to write down a list of 
potential cooperators in the various states and naturally 
your name went down for Florida. I would like to call 
on you and get oriented whenever I arrive in that state 
although I can not set any date at present. 

I really have no other friends in Florida on 
; whose judgment I can rely and if it is not too much 

trouble could I ask you to go over the attached twenty~ 
five questions with & view to placing them in the hands 
of competent men who might wish to gather that kind of 
information primarily for their own use but incidently 
for the use of the Game Survey. If you can not pick 
out the men possibly you know somebody thet could. I 
do not want to pass you a chore but will appreciate any 
help you can give me without going to too much trouble. 

4 Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
IN OHarge, Game Survey. :
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July 31, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leos 

From Ovid Butler's magazine I see that you are 

giving up your desk in the Forest Service; however, 

knowing you as I do I know that you will not pass up 

your interest in the Service. I am very much interested 

to see that you are following up your life long hobby 

and I am sure that you will go a long ways not only in ; 

helping in the protection of wild life but acquit your- 

nt 

self personally a great deal of credit. 

Very/|s nest} LY yours, 

EX Qj OAL Se Gert 
Don Onnston. 
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devasted area made in a Coast 0 brown vegetation. At the base of|column of sand and ashes high into 

1 Guard plane. The sawgrass and| each column a semi-circle of bright|the air. Like waterspouts at sea they 
muck fires continue to envelo; flames danced on into the Ever-|tripped across the flat plain. At Miami “4 elop); |glades. There was no sign of lifelone point north of the trail five of ap i and other east coast cities); |except the forms of buzzards wheel- them were visible from the plane at §j|in thick smoke when the wind is « |ing and circling low over the black-|the same time. 
from the west. Bird and animal life ened earth to feed on the carcasses| One of these whirlwinds suddenly 

l has deserted the region, normally I of small animals and birds caught/formed beneath the plane, lifting it 
flooded at this time of year and : by the flames. sharply with the upward rush of air. 
populated by nundreds of thousands|. Bird Nesting Grounds Empty |Always in view were the buzzards. 
of nesting water birds. z ‘ They cruised low and sometimes & : c The plane was piloted by Comdr. were seen in circling flocks which A mass meeting, of officials of als |C. C. Von Paulsen, in command of|nad risen from their meal at the ap- e| dozen cities and many civic organi- ¢ |Coast Guard operations in this dis- proach of the low-flying plane. 
zations was held today in Fort = trict. Also in the plane were John Comdr. Von Paulsen waved his S|Lauderdale to determine means of|; .|H- Baker, executive director of the|/arm to indicate the wide sweep of 
checking the fires and preventing], °|National Association of Audubon|tne devastated area. their recurrence. Many officials at. t 4|Societies, and this correspondent. “The great American desert,” he 

pers “vai |Mr. Baker is here to make a study : 
p tributed the fires to the extensive! |of what effect the present condi. |soute® above. the Scan aay |Ctainage of the Everglades and ad-| $|tions are having on the bird life ate Then he shook his h 
5 vocated that water be diverted from ; 7jOf South Florida. The. scene was much the same ate canals to reflood the area. More}. 3} Comdr. Von Paulsen flew the through large parts of Dade and 
2 than 4,000,000 acres were drained by} ¢|plane south over the Florida keys|Broward Counties and into Palm the extensive system of canals lead- and returned to the Everglades by!Beach County. To the east there 
4 ing out of Lake Okeechobee, but only way of Cape Sable. Crossing the|were some places untouched by 

@ small part of the drained area has cape, the plane flew up the Shark|fiames. Near Pennsuco, a small 
t/peen converted to agriculture, River. Normally there are great|/town northwest of Miami, there 
«| While the Fort Faudeaie « rookeries there, containing thou-| were winning streaks of plowed|}) 
“hi mee sands of nestling snowy egrets, white|land which had been turned up as ¢|/MS Was being held the fires con- ibis and other birds. The nesting|firebreaks to protect the areas|{) 
5 tinued to spread, fanned by a breeze grounds were devoid of birds. The|where crops were growing. | 
: from the east. They had jumped the only ones seen were a few which| after the flight Mr. Baker shook||) famous Tamiami Trail, popular tour- rose from the river as the plane|his head in contemplation of what/|. 

a ist route, and were burning in the passed. \ he had seen. S)northern part of the proposed Ever- Beyond the river were great} “The vast area through south S)glades National Park. Experts ex- teaches of flat land covered with| Florida below Okeechobee Lake is a 
plained that, unless the dry condi- dried sawgrass and other Everglades|natural reservoir of wildlife re-|= e| tions continued, the fires would not plants. Dotting the brown plain|sources,” he said, “and normally 

e| seriously affect th ic _ seb 2 were green hammocks on which|great rookeries of the spectacular 
Fe bt © ark section.) grew clumps of cabbage palms. The| water birds are scattered throughout é mee flooded again, they said, the earth was a network of cracks in| this area. As a consequence of man-||! Sawgrass and other vegetation would caked mud, and curling leaves of}made drainage with resulting | ||; &/return. But the fires to the east are| water lilies rested on the dry bot-| drought and fires there not only}. 
Qleating, down through as much as toms of former ponds. It is here that|no rookeries in that Gay She 
3,|three feet. of muck, or peat, which! the birds from the huge rookeries| year, but, 4s you saw yourself, there 
&|took millions of years to form ae earns and obtain|is scarcely a bird or animal to be||\\ 
‘f|through decaying vegetation. This ; seen. \ -|'5 the type of sot on whieh Movida) | a8 the plane moved over the upper|"""" rainage Held to Blame (Continued on page 2, column 2) |. ers of smoke became visible in the| “The big numbers of white ibis,||> 

5 distance. Before it was reached a|Snowy egrets and other rookery 
Sd wide sweep of unburned Everglades] birds have had to seek feeding and 

€l/was passed. In depneedions where|nesting grounds further north, es-||{\ 
n|the mud had not dried completely] pecially in the region of the upper 
y|there were little winding trails, the|St. John’s River. Preservation of 

tracks of animals and birds which| wildlife in the Everglades region is 
had wandered there in search of|of enormous value to the people of||P 

N|\food. In this region there was seen|south Florida as a tourist attraction i 
. |a single pothole which ‘still con= ep Ce Oe ene es~ 

tained water. On it rested about a/tMetic reasons. Its preservation de-||/, 
dozen ducks, and a single little blue} pends upon putting water back on 
heron stood near the bank searching] this land.” 
the brown water for food. Cc. D. Leffler, president of the||¥ 
Moving through dense smoke|Miami Chamber of Commerce, de-||/A 

clouds, the plane came over the|scribed the burning of the Ever- 
fires. There was little wind and the|glades as a “terrible tragedy” and 
smoke rose in almost vertical col-!charged that it was a result of an||f/ 
umns to merge in a vast cloud. It is| unscientific drainage program which} |/i 
this cloud that is carried over Miami|had left the Everglades to dry up. 
and other cities along the coast!tHe said there had been fires on the 
when the wind is right. Beyond the] ryerglades for many years, but be- 
advancing columns the ground was|fore the drainage canals were built||), 
black or dull brown. In some places|tne water kept them from spread- 
winds had removed the ashes, leav- ing and the topsoil and muck did 

ne Nee ee 5 ot gat eee pare not burn off as it is now. He said 
re ani 'e 01 ie plain jooding 

small geysers of smoke rose from he would sdvocate refooding etd ia: 
-|the ground, indicating where small z Sen er ee ee 

potholes of muck continued to burn 
after the flames feeding on the 
vegetation had moved on. There is 

: no thick layer of muck in that sec- 
s| tion as there is to the east. 

z In time the plane crossed the 
. “|Tamiami Canal, along which runs 

s|the Tamiami Trail. Fires were 
burning on each side of the canal, 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
National Association of Audubon Societies, 
1006 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. - 

: FLORIDA FIRES LARSEN MIAMI 

More than #,0V0,vG0 acres of land in south Florida have 

burned or are burning, according to observations just made in an 

airplane survey of the area south of Lake Okeechobee by John H. 

Beaker, Executive Director of the National Association of Audubon 

Societies. 

"Destruction of wildlife in the Everglades and Big Cypress 

sections of south Florida has been enormous," said Mr. Baker, 

"and is directly attributable to man-made drainage, consequent 

: drought and fires. Slow-moving animal life, such as racoons and 

‘turtles, has been especially hard ait. The borders of such a 

road as the Tamiami Trail are littered with the dead bodies of 

animals of such descriptions. Throughout this vast acreage, 

vultures are the only birds thet greet the eye. 

"Throughout the muck land sections, little volcanoes of 

smoke emerge from the surface here and there where the peaty 

soil is slowly burning underneath ~ burning down to coral bed- 

‘rock. That topsoil was silted down through eons of time by the 

periodic natural overflow of Lake Okeechobee. In other sections 

little whirling columns of dust and ashes dot the landscape, 

presaging the development, in the absence of heavy rains, of 

Florida's own dust bowl. 

"The lowering of the water table in the Glades is increasing 

the salinity of the drinking weter supply in coastal towns such 

as Coconut Grove. A very serious fresh water supply situation 

will inevitably confront the cities and towns. of the lower 

Florida east coast unless a policy be adopted involving the 

real solution of the problem, namely, restoration of wéter to 

the land. 

"In previous years, when flying over the Glades, I had 

: witnessed huge flocks of spectacular water birds, such as 

Ibises, Egrets and Herons, feeding and milling about in great 

flocks and V's in the skies overhead. There used to be great 

rookeries of such birds at the heads of the rivers on the
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southwest coast. Not a one there now - no feeding grounds from 

which to draw sustenance for the young in the nests. 

"Leading citizens, such as Mr. Thomas J. Pancoast, of the 

Everglades Nationel Park Association, Mr. C. D. Leffler, Presi- 

dent of the Miemi Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. George 0. Palmer, 

of the Everglades Netional Park Commission, sre fully aware of 

the scope of the economic tragedy which is now painfully evident 

as the result of unwise drainage, but the mass of the people in 

the south Florida coastal towns and cities are still astonish- 

ingly apathetic, except on those few days a month when choking 

clouds of smoke blow eastward to their annoyance, und cause them 

severe fright as to the future of the tourist trade. 

"The only sound solution," said Mr. Baker, "would seem to 

be restoration of water to the land. This means stopping taking 

water off it, and especially stopping teking it out of Lake 

Okeechobee for any other purpose than controlled sluicing to 

maintain adequate water on the Glades of south Floridu. The 

first and most important step would seem to be the immediate 

closing of the St. Lucie Canal. Those now fostering the idea 

of the so-called Trans<-Florida Canal would do well to take 

heed at the plight of south Florida conseyuent upon canalizetion 

and drainage." 

Hon
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GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION 

SHORT COURSE FOR CONSERVATION OFFICERS 
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Repeated 
Monday and Tuesday, March 15 and 16, 1937 

Camp Roosevelt, Florida 

(Three miles south of Ocala on the Dixie Highway) 
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School of Adult Education, University of Florida 

John J. Tigert, President of the University 
Bert C. Riley, Dean, General Extension Division and School of Adult Education 
G. Manuel ‘lurner, Executive Assistant to the Dean 
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Tallahassee 

Henry Wiesenfeld, Chairman of Commission; % Wiesenfeld Warehouse, Jack- 
sonville, Second District 

Dr. F. G. Garner, Winter Haven, First District 
George L. Henderson, Tallahassee, Third District 
H. L. Schaller, Dade County Court House, Miami, Fourth District 
H. L. McDonald, McDonald Construction Company, Orlando, Fifth District 

Chief Conservation Officers of Florida: 

P. L. Lily, Winter Haven, First District 
James A. Black, Pine Castle, Fifth District 
Newt Lewis, Miami, Fourth District 
C. E. Clarke, Jr., Jacksonville, Second District 

LECTURERS AND INSTRUCTORS 

Mr. Ross Allen, Director, The Florida Reptile Institute, Silver Springs 
Dr. R. C. Cumming, M.D., Ocala 
Mr. James W. Day, Professor of Law, University of Florida, Gainesville 
Mr. J. Ollie Edmunds, County Judge, Duval County, Jacksonville 
Professor Alden H. Hadley, U. of F. General Extension Lecturer on Florida 

Birds and Conservation 
Mr. J. V. Kelsey, U. S. Game Management Agent, U. S. Department of Agri- 

culture, Bureau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 
Mr. E. V. Komarek, Cooperative Quail Study Association, Sherwood Plantation 

‘Lhomasville, Georgia 
Mr. Walter J. Matherly, Dean, College of Business Administration, University 

of Florida, Gainesville 
Dr. J. Speed Rogers, Professor of Biology and Geology, University of Florida. 

Gainesville 
Mr. J. TeSelle, Professor of Law, University of Florida, Gainesville



GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Short Course for Conservation Officers will be held at Camp Roosevelt 

on Monday and Tuesday, March 8 and 9, for one-half of the Conservation 
Officers of the State and repeated on Monday and Tuesday, March 15 and 16, 

for the other half. This Course is given by the School of Adult Education, 

General Extension Division, University of Florida, with the State Commission 

of Game and Fresh Water Fish, cooperating. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Short Course for Conservation Officers is to afford a 

training facility for those officers in service, to enable them to get a clear 

conception of the Fish and Game Laws of the State, preparation of a case 

for trial, cooperation of the State with Federal Game Law Enforcement, and 

to acquire a better knowledge of the various species of game and fish. In 

order to better fit the Conservation Officers to protect themselves and others 

while on duty, instruction on First Aid has been included. It is recognized 
that with the yearly increase of hunters and fishermen, and with the opening 

of the back-country sections, scientific game management and energetic law 

enforcement must be practiced to conserve these valuable natural resources. 

It is believed that this Short Course for Conservation Officers will result in 

a more efficient group of men, and that the instruction given will better 

qualify them to protect the game and fish for the sportsmen, as well as 

to conserve Wild Life for generations to come. 

REGISTRATION 

Registration will be held in the lobby of the Administration Building, Camp 

Roosevelt, from 8:30 to 10:00 Monday morning, March 8, and again from 

8:30 to 10:00 on Monday, March 15. 

COST 

No registration or tuition fee will be required of Conservation Officers 

who attend the Short Course. The only expense in connection with the Course 

while at Camp Roosevelt is $1 per day, which covers food and lodging. This 

is due and payable at the time of registration. 

MEALS 

Meals will be served cafeteria style in the Camp dining-hall according to 

the following schedule: Breakfast from 7:30 to 9 o’clock, dinner from 12:00 

to 1:30, and supper from 5:30 to 7:00. 

LODGING 

Comfortable lodging is available in the Camp homes or dormitories. Bed 

linens will be furnished. Guests are requested to bring their own towels, 
soap and other toilet articles.



PROGRAM... 

(In order not to take the entire force of Conservation Officers from the 

Field at one time, it is the decision of the Committee to invite one-half of 

the Officers to attend on March 8 and 9 and the other half on March 15 and 

16. The Course given the first week will be repeated the second week.) 2 

: ie Monday, March 8 and 15 _ - they = e, 

; 8:30-10:00 a.M. Registration 

10:30-12:00 mM. The Fish and Game Laws of Florida ............ Professor Day 

1:30- 3:00 P.M. Preparation of a Case for Trial ................ Professor TeSelle 

3:30- 5:00 p.m. Cooperation of State and Federal Game Law 

Enforcement Activities ............0.0..0.---. Mr. Kelsey 

7:00- 8:00 p.m. Florida Wild Life, Illustrated......Professor Alden H. Hadley 

8:00 P.M. Motion Picture Films—Mr. Kenneth Webb, Operator 

1. With Gun and Dog 

2. Invading Muskieland 

8. Battling with Muskies 

4, Nimrods in Duckland 

5. In Quest of the Bronze Back 

6. Taking Game Fish in Florida Gulf Stream 

Tuesday, March 9 and 16 

8:30-10:00 a.m. Quail and Deer:..2) 0.2 oie neste Mr, Komarek 

10:00-12:00 m. Meeting and Dealing with the Public .......... Judge Edmunds 

1:30- 2:30 p.m. First Aid in Cases of Drowning, Cuts, Gun Shot 
Wounds and Broken Limbs ............................ Dr, Cumming 

2:80- 8:30 p.m. First Aid for Snake Bites ............00......0.2:......--. Mr. Allen 

3:30- 5:00 p.m. The Harmful and Beneficial Aspects of the 
Hawk Question—With Discussion of Crows 

and other Predators ©...2.:.2.....-..2..1.s.s.cc20scs0--se2---. Dr; Rogers 

7:00- 8:00 p.m. The Obligations of Conservation Officers .... Dean Matherly 

8:00- 9:00 p.m. Discussion: Florida Conservation Problems 

—Leader, Professor Alden H. Hadley 
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records covering grouse abundance prior to 1918 are needed’, however, 

as an aid in filling in the gaps and in uncovering possible causes 

: for the occurrence of such periods, according to Gardiner Bump, in 

charge. Anyone having such records would assist jhe grouse survey 
by sending copies to Gardiner Bump, supervisor/of grouse control, 

Conservation Department, Albany, N. ay 

NOW THEY ARE "PANNING" 
THE DU@KS 

"Thar's gold in them thap’ducks" - so say the Oregonians who 

shoot big fat mallards on the/Gardner preserve of Sauvie's Island 

near Portland, Early in De€ember Frank Troeh, world-famous trap— 

shooter of Portland, drew/a nice fat mallard hen in his bag —- she 

had given sport and she’ promised a tasty meal, but lo and behold 

she also produced gol@- gold nuggets, five of them. Stowed in her 

crop along with theAisusal collection of food grinding pebbles were 

five gold nuggets not large but pure gold ranging in size up to 

an eighth of anAnch in diameter. 
Now duck“hunters in that vicinity are both carefully cleaning 

all gizzards/and wondering where Frank's mallard scooped up those 
virgin gol@ nuggets during the summer, Because where she summered 

in the far north there is free gold — now for a gold bearing duck 

with ap identifying band on its leg. What if a Biological Survey 

identification leg band should start another gold rush to rival the 

day$ of '49 or the great hegira to the Yukon in the more recent 

60's?" - Pacific Sportsman, January, 1931. 

The following from the Detroit News, Detroit, Michigan:- 

PLANNING TO SAVE THE EVERGLADES OF ne) 

FLORIDA AND ITS RARE INHABITANTS (ot — 

"The Plan to establish a national park in the Everglades is 

rapidly gaining favor," says Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, president of 

National Association of Audubon Societies. By official Government 

action two groups of investigators have studied national park pos- 

sibilities of the Everglades. 
In February, 1930, representatives of the National Park Ser- 

vice flew over the 'Glades in a blimp, traversed various of its 

islands and its keys. Early in January of this year a number of 

members of the Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys returned 

from a similar trip and reported enthusiastically in favor of the 

project. 
According to Dr. Pearson, who was a guest of the Government 

on both trips of inspection, their journeys through the Everglades 

revealed this to be a marvelous wilderness country. In speaking of 

Catan rs ~" Vitis 
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the region and its wild life, he said, 'The area of the proposed 

park to cover about 2,000 square miles, includes vast savannas of 

saw-grass with hundreds of small hammocks or islands in the marsh 

covered with luxuriant tropic vegetation. Along the west coast 

the country is densely forested with mangroves. Other places this 

woody plant is little more than a bush, but here it grows to a 

height of 80 or 100 feet. 

'The Everglades contain a greater number of egrets, herons, 

ibises and other water birds than is found in a like area anywhere 

in North America. Ibises are illegally killed in great numbers 

for food and egrets are frequently shot for their plumes. It is 

here that we still have been able to preserve the limpkin and the 

roseate spoonbill which are nearly extinct in the United States. 

This is the region of the rare Florida crocodile, the almost ex- 

; tinct manatee and the Everglade kite. Priceless orchids grow in 

the forests, gorgeous tree-snails of many varieties attract the con- 

chologists of America, Wild turkeys, deer, kears and pumas inhabit 

the territory. The region is so tropical that in February of last 

year I saw a hummingbird. Any naturalist will know what this means : 

in the way of tropical surroundings. 

"Several species of palms are found in the Everglades, in- 

cluding the royal palms, the most regal of this family of trees. 

Thousands of cocoanuts are grown on the beaches near Cape Sable. 

Most of our other national parks may be called geological parks, 

put this one would ke a biological park. 
'Travel will be confined almost wholly to boats and water— 

ways as the jungles and saw-grass glades are virtually impene- 

trable to the average tourist. 

: "Bills have been introduced in both Houses of Congress look- 

ing to the establishment of the Everglades National Park. If Con- 

gress approves it then will be necessary for the friends of the 

movement to purchase and present the land to the Government. Some 

of it is already cwned by the Government and a large area is owned 

by the State of Florida, but there are some private lands which will 

have to ke bought.'" 

L.WL_ T. WALLER, JR. 

° go Te urareon fe 

DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION.



. Picturesque Florida Bird Life.--The following interesting item is “quoted from a 
jetter, dated March 15, from Game Protector J. V. Kelsey: "Beginning at a point approxi- 

4 te mately 28 miles west of Miami, and extending many miles in a westerly direction, one may 
witness a gathering of birds that beggars description. Egrots, snowy herons, Louisiana, oe gaoetent blue, little blue, green, yellow-crowned, black-crowned, and night herons—-added Fdle 

“Taw to these many wood and white ibises, mix them all up, add several species that I have 
failed to mention, scatter them over a vast territory in countless numbers, and even then Efe 
the mental picture falls far short of reality. The sight must be witnessed to be believed. r 
Next to the gathering of birds upon the overflowed lands east of Lake Okeechobee following 
the hurricane of 1928, the mixed convention of bird life along the Tamiami Trail is the 
largest I have ever seen. And this is but one of several places in the area embraced in 
the Everglades where I know thousands of birds to be congregated. These conditions not 
only speak well of the present, but they foretell great possibilities for the futuro."
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Coconut Grove 
Florida Florida 
December 20,.1955 ~—————— 

THE UNIQUE EVERGLADES 

The wild areas of the world are’ vanishing so fast, and with their 
going will disappear forever so much of the delightful and the roman- 
tic and the educational, that it is incredible we should not yet see 
the handwriting on the wall. 

To anyone who has travelled widely the shrinking of the wilder- 
nesses of the world is such an evident thing that when the question of 
saving a large area of the Florida Everglades from destruction was pro- 
posed, I scarcely dreamed that there could be a difference of opinion 
with regard to its answer. 

But I soon discovered what I should have known before; that pre- 
judice and not wisdom rules the world. Almost the first letter in re- 
sponse to our plea for its preservation was like a slap in the face, 
and it came from a man whom I knew had never even seen the region. Then 
came another and still another until I had to rub my eyes and try to 
realize that some of the foremost men in America were ready to make up 
their minds with regard to the advisability of saving this great area 
without ever having seen it or studied up about it. 

Thanks, however, to there being men who did know it well and who 
had travelled widely and who stood at the very top of that great group 
of naturalists who are systematically studying the wild life of the 
world, support was not long in coming and, at last, even many who had 
at first written positive letters of disapproval felt they had been a 
bit hasty in writing them, 

Then it dawned upon me that the reason for the objections lay in 
a complete misunderstanding as to what the Everglades really are. 

I had been coming to Florida since 1898 and the Everglades were 
just as familiar to me as the plains of Kansas or the woods of Michi- 
gan where I spent my childhood and youth. I had come to think that 
everybody knew what the Everglades were like and that the early pic- 
tures of it as a great jungle of tangled lianas and giant forest trees 
had faded from peoples minds; but I was to learn that those false ima- 
ges which the woodcuts of old text books and books of travel had made, 
still lingered in the minds of many middle-aged persons who had not 
erossed the State of Florida on the wonderful Tamiami Trail. 

There are many areas in America which have a beauty that will sa- 
tisfy the great average of taste of the American people better than 

the Everglades can, for that taste has been accustomed to hills and 
valleys and pastoral scenes which are within the comprehension of even 
those with the most primitive appreciation of landscape beauty. The 
average person will find more thrill in a country of sharp defiles, of 
steep declivities, or the rush of waters over precipices than in the 
Everglades which are as flat as a dining room table. The forested 
areas of the north, through which one can wander and pick wild flowers 
and watch the squirrels chase each other up the beech tree trunks in 
early spring are much fuller of the romance that budding youth admires, 
than anything the Everglades can show. 

The Everglades, with their hundreds of square miles of almost per- 
fectly level land, constitute in the rainy season, perhaps the great- 
est shallow swamp in the world. In the time of the highest water, the 
Indians pole their canoes across it for days on end. In spring the 
water recedes and the mud dries up and one can travel on foot, back 
and forth across it and easily get lost among its thousands of so-call- 
ed "hammocks," those bits of higher, forested land dotting the vast 
level glades. 

It is the presence of these hammocks, which, when the water is 
high are really islands, that constitute the Everglades! unique land- 
scape charm. At midday these little hammocks of indeterminate size 
and shape, with their stunted trees may seem flat and rather uninter- 
esting, but seen as the sun is rising over the eastern border or set- 
ting over their western rim they create a landscape akin to that one 
sees in the forested regions of England where the openings (glades) in 
the woods are surrounded by oaks and undershrubs. "Everglades" might 
be translated into the idea of glades succeeding one another to the 
horizon and even, in one's imagination, to a limitless space beyond. 

Over this wide landscape the sweep of the sky seems more vast 
than it does even at sea, and great masses of clouds continually shift 
and change their shapes. 

It is in these hammocks that are to be found the rare palms and
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air-plants, the curious tree-snails, the deer and wild cats and pan- 
thers, not to mention the snakes. 

Where the land touches the Ocean or the Gulf of Mexico, the land 
is fringed with mangroves -- those curious trees found almost every- 
where along tropical coasts - that step out into the salt water on 
stilt-like roots; actually land-builders are they, for mud and drift 
material of all sorts find lodgement among their roots, gradually 
building up a soil. There is nothing in a temperate-zone forest to 
compare in strangeness with the weird, unreal fascination of a man- 
grove swamp 

To understand why these Everglades, or a part of them, should be 
preserved, I think it is quite essential that one should come and see 
them and study them. Otherwise, almost anyone accustomed to northern 
landscapes will find it difficult to comprehend how a perfectly level 

plain area can be unique in a country with so many millions of acres 
of level "prairie". 

It is the most nearly tropical area in the United States. Its 
plants and its animals are essentially stragglers from the great Carib- 
bean tropical basin. When I say tropical, I mean that they are not 
accustomed to cold weather. This does not seem much, verhaps, to one 
who has not seen a region where only the most occasional frosts occur, 
but the difference between it and a temperate region is enormous. One 
steps over the frost line from a land where trees drop their leaves 
are green and the trees do not even make their wood in annual rings as 
they do in the regions where frosts occur and the trees have to go in- 
to winter quarters. 

The botany of the Northern Hemisphere above the frost line is a 
poor one as compared with the botany of the tropics--poor in the num- 
ber of species. In the great northern forests of pine and spruce and 
birch and fir, one can walk for miles and miles through vast areas 
composed of only a dozen species of plants, Nowhere in the tropics 
can one do this, for there are a hundred species there to one in the 
north. The region of the Everglades, although in the main covered 
with "saw grass" in its northern part and mangroves in its southern 
section, has yet in its thousands of hammocks so many different spe- 
cies that Dr. John K. Small, who is its greatest student, declares 
that it contains more species than any other area of similar size in 
America. A few of these are found nowhere else in the world, and most 
of them do not occur anywhere else in the United States. And yet, as 
I say this, I am conscious of giving to those who may come to the Ever- 
glades quite a false impression, for they may find that the vegetation 
looks much alike and that there is not the variety which they had ex- 
pected; this is because to one who has not a trained eye, most ever- 
green leafy trees and shrubs look much alike. 

The reasons why this area under discussion should be made into a 
park and protected by the Federal government might be given in logical 
form, the pros and cons arranged in parallel colwms but would one 
then have anything more tangible to go by than if one were to line up 
the reasons for liking some masterpiece of architecture or painting? 
Is it possible to analyze the effects upon the spirit of a visit to a 
region? I love the bay of Naples, but if I listed my reasons for be- 
lieving it to be one of the loveliest regions in the whole world, 
would that give anyone who had not seen it any particular longing to 
do so? 

Is there anything more boring than a guide book if one tries to 
read it in cold blood? Words are the most feeble and imperfect medium 
imaginable through which to bring to the soul the impression of an ex- 
perience. When I am asked to describe why I like the Everglades and 
think they should be preserved, I feel a shudder go down my spine, for 
I know that to convert a person by words to a point of view gained by 
experience is almost an impossibility. I have tried to convert peo- 
ple to a taste for the grape-fruit, the avocado, and the mango by 
words alone, but when they eat these fruits, they usually say that 
they don't taste at all as I said they did. 

How this interesting region can be preserved, is the difficult 
question. How can any area be preserved and put to a use to which it 
was never put before, and yet be kept as it was? Are we not facing 
an actual paradox in this whole National Park problem? To make a wild 
area accessible, is to make it no longer a wild area. To show your 
friends a lovely bird's nest in the grass, is easy, but try to show it 
to a hundred thousand and see how soon you run into this paradox, 

With this problem in mind, let us penetrate into the mangrove 
swamps of the Shark River region, which is called the region of ten 
thousand islands. Let us take boats into the region as far as we can
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go, and then leave them and try to travel out of reach of the sound of 
their whistles into the tangled wilderness. The stilt-like roots of 
the mangrove make an impenetrable wall of gnarled and interwoven vege- 
tation. To get into it even a rod or two, we should have to go on all 
fours, climbing as we might on a tangled mass of ladders thrown helter 
skelter about, now slipping a foot into the soft mud below, or stand- 
ing to rest on a fallen tree trunk. And there are endless ladders 
stretching away into the distance as far as we can see. There is no 
hope of getting through them faster than we can climb on all fours. 

Around on the soft earth and tree trunks are hosts of crawling 
tree-snails of brown color, and hermit crabs in droves, while flitting 
through the space above us as we sit on some stilt-like root, are tro- 
pical butterflies with their wings of black spotted with gold. If on- 
ly there were a trail of some kind! It need not be wider than one's 
body is thick. It need not have an elevation above the mud of more 
than a foot. It could wind in and out of these mangroves for a hun- 
dred miles and more without approaching near enough to itself to make 
those traversing it aware of the presence of others traveling through. 
To leave the trail, one would have to go on all fours again. Parties 
meeting might pass, but they would soon be out of sight of each other. 
There in the middle of a mangrove swamp, one would be alone and quiet 
and in touch with tropical nature, with all of its draw-backs in the 
shape of mosquitoes and other insects. And it is not imaginable to me : 
that the making of such trails would be a difficult or costly matter, 
nor their upkeep expensive. 

That the urbanized "cliff dwellers" would frequent these trails I 
do not believe, At least, not until they were made popular by propa- 
ganda or fashion. But I know that they would attract and hold spell- 
bound such as had still a love of the forest left in their make-up, 
and these would bring others to see them. 

The Ten Thousand Islands with their maze of waterways, which only 
experienced guides can find their way through, might swarm with boats 
without there being any damage done to the mangrove vegetation which 
lines the banks of the islands. There are not many beaches there to 
be ruined. Parties would sleep on their boats. The inexhaustible 
fauna of the waters could be easily preserved and the myriads of plume 
birds, which fly back and forth across the waterways, going to their 
roosting places at night or scattering to their feeding grounds in the 
morning, would increase until they formed one of the principal charms 
of the whole region. 

The rookeries of the plume birds could easily be preserved. Vi- 
sits to them by special parties, would not disturb the birds any more 
than they do at such a private rookery as that maintained by Edward 
McIlhenny at New Iberia, Louisiana, where the herons and ibis nest 
within a dozen paces of the roadway. 

The airpplants, orchids and tillandsias, would be stolen, of 
course, to some extent, but with a prohibition against their being ta- 
ken out of the park, the stealing would be cut down to a minimum. 

The season of northern visitors would be the winter season, which 
is a rather short one. With the coming of warm weather and the in- 
crease of insects, would come better fishing, but greater hardships, 
and then only those who had really learned to love the strange wild 
life of the Everglades would be found there, 

In fact, it seems to me that the wild life of this unique region 
can be more easily safeguarded than that of almost any other of our 
National Parks. 

I have just spent a Sunday on the Tamiami Trail with an unspoiled 
girl of twelve, an“American Marchesa who has lived most of her life 
abroad, and Mrs, Fairchild who loves any wild country better than most 
people do. 

For hours we watched the wood ibis, the great white herons, the 
little Louisiana herons, and the pink-billed curlews feeding in the 
shallow water that covers the Everglades along the Tamiami Trail. 
Great flocks of these birds soared over us and landed in the short 
grass, and, without a sign of distress at our presence, showed us how 
they live their interesting lives. I recall to this day, the first 
time I saw a great blue heron in Michigan, and from her expressions of 
delight, I feel sure that my little friend, Gloria, will recall in her 
old age, those thousands of herons and ibis and curlews. 

I have always maintained that there was nothing lovelier than a 
plume bird in flight, and the Marchesa who had visited all of the 
great art galleries of Europe, showed plainly that she too thought the
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experience one to dream of when she was again under the grey skies of 
Europe. 

It has been hard for me to believe that any boy or girl could 
grow up without ever having had the fun of catching a fish with a rod 
and line. But to see tie Marchesa land a bream and a cat fish for the 
first time in her life convinced me that people can grow up without 
learning the technique of handling a fishing hook. I doubt if there 
is anywhere in the entire world to be found such a "place to fish" as 
the Tamiami Trail has become. For over eighty miles it is swarming 
with fish and the water is kept continually boiling with their fins, 
while at night as one drives along, one can hear their continual 
splashing and see by the light of the headlights the ripples in the 
water. 

In studying the conditions which make these things possible, one 
is forced into a consideration of the chemical and physical factors of 
these Everglades. A vast level prairie of grass spread out to the 
tropical sun, covered one to two feet deep in the rainy season with 
water as fresh as that in a rain barrel and filled with an amazing 
growth of fresh water algae and insectivorous floating waterplants. 
Upon this mass of vegetation, increased through the action of sunlight 
and the formation of starch and protein compounds in incredible amount, 
live the myriads of fresh water animalculae which form the ideal food 
of the fishes. Myriads of insects lay their eggs in the water and 
from these hatch swarms of larvae, most of which go to feed the fish- 
es. Snails of various species, particularly of the genus Planorbis, 
feed on the algae and bacteria of the glades and reproduce in immense 
quantities. Larger fish arrive to live on the tiny minnows and these 
in turn become the food of others still larger. 

The wading birds are exclusively fish and snail eating creatures. 
They can no more change their tastes when left to themselves than can 
a Frenchman or a German or an American. ‘They like fish and snails and 
nothing else. Take fish and snails off their menu and they die. With 
their wings they can soar over this vast watered plain a thousand 
squere miles in extent, and when from the air, they see minnows or 
snails in abundance, they alight and begin feeding, with no more cere- 
mony than a lot of barnyard fowl in a barnyard where the corn has been 

strewn. 

When the shadows of late afternoon strike them standing knee deep 
in the sun-warmed water, they know it is time to fly home to roost and 
at hend are the hammocks with their circles of protecting water to 
keep away the rats that would otherwise annoy them. Being social in 
nature, they roost together, and in such numbers that they whiten the 
treetops with their brilliant white plumage. 

Nowhere else in the world do these conditions prevail on so large 
a scale so that the bird life of the Everglades is absolutely unique. 
It is instructive to recollect that the slightest change in the condi- 
tions prevailing over this vast, shallow, grass-filled pond would 
change the algae that grow in the water and with this might come the 
death of the animalculae that feed on the algae and consequently the 
snails and the little fishes and the larger fishes and then the birds. 
The whole thing might go down like a house of cards. 

And what could cause this change in conditions? The draining of 
the Everglades and their conversion into cultivated fields. 

To the uninformed, who still think that there is a shortage of 
food in this country, it seems reasonable that the birds should go and 
crops should take their place, but to those who realize that there is 
already a destructive over-production in every kind of vegetable-grow- 
ing, this argument does not appeal. 

There are millions of other and better acres where the vegetables 
for our markets can be grown, but if once this great area of swamp 
land is destroyed, millions of the loveliest birds in the world would 
be driven away or killed by starvation and we should lose forever one 
of the most wonderfully beautiful sights which the human eye can see-- 
flocks of curlews and ibis at sunset or moonrise soaring across the 
sky. 

Member Advisory Council David Fairchild 
Everglades National Park Assn. Agricultural Explorer
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. THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

May 2,1944 

Mr. Aldo Lepold 
Univessity of Wisc. f 
Madison, Wisce 

Dear Aldot= ; 

You have probably heard that I too have recently entered : 
on a "new chapter" in wildlife work by the appointment, non-pélitical, 
to the Ga. State Game and Fish Commission a few months agoe Although 
I am still keeping my fingers crossed it is begining to appear that 
the millenium has come to this state, at least as far as game metterss 
We are being left severely alone by the ptliticos and the governor has 

4 given us plenty of rope, perhaps to hang ourselves. One thing is sure 
if Ga. does not get a progressive game administration under the present 
conditions it never will have ite 

As chairman of a committee to set up a group of ,"by-laws" or code 
for the operation of the commission within the constf¥ional ammendment 
would like to have your opinion on any pitfalls to watch out fore Wie have 
Ieready passed motions to the e fect that the hiring and firing of warden 
personel is vested in the Director, and not in each gcommissioner, and that 
such personel be under a merit system. By the same method we have eliminated 
the tendency for each commissioner to think of only his own district instead 
of the state as a wholes what we hope to do is establish such ideas in 
a set of by-laws hopging that such will become the "precedents" for action 
on various matters in the futuree Such might possibly hold down any one or 
two "phbitical" appointees for they would have to overcome precedent as 
well as the other member commissionerse 

As the state 1 aws prohibit the giveing of awards we have had to 
look to outside funds for awards in educational programs among childrene 
This has brought up the possibility of a "““ducational foundation for 
wildlife" which though connected with the g ame commission would still 

be seperate ~- in case the commission did become a political football egaine 
Has Wisconsin any such set up = such as the Love foundation in Moe 

Would also like to know how your warden system is set-up and if awards 
are given for extra meritorious service. If so have are they given and on 
what basise 

Any information you cen give me before our next meeting, May 20 will 
be greatly appreeiated. “ith regards from Herbert end I, 

Sincerely * 

oi, 7V .Kome rek
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Rome, Georgia 
October 18, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

During your recent visit to Rome, you requested 
references on DeSoto's expeditions. I had intended to 

send you these much sooner, but the pressing nature of 
my field work did not permit; however it is a pleasure 
to transmit the following at this times 

1. “DeSoto and The Conquistadores", by Theodore ' 
Maynard. This volume is valuable mainly for " 
its excellent bibliography. The description 
of DeSoto's second expedition begins on page 
ie. 

2. “The History of Georgia", by Charles C. Jones. 
(Vol I) (1833) Chapter 2 of this book gives 
a very good brief account. 

3. "Steven's History of Georgia", by Rev. William 
B. Stevens. (Vol I) (1847) 

. “The Story of Georgia", by Walter G. Cooper. 
(Vol I) (1938) This is a very comprehensive 
and recent treatise. In it can be found a 
wealth of other historical information con= 
cerning the state of Georgia. 

I hope this information will prove useful to you, 
but should you desire additional references, please do 
not hesitate to write. 

Your recent visit was exceedingly pleasant and 
‘ very beneficial to me. I hope I may have the pleasure 

of seeing you again in the very near future. 

= lly yours, : 

- f Crank low 

AyfeaB finciat :
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1532 University Avene 
November 24, 1937 

Mr. Hayden A. Carter 

Box 543 
Rnory University, Georgia 

Dear Carter: 

t had heard about your leaving Resettlement and now 
read with great interest your sketch of intermediate events. I 
tried to "reform" three states by tinkering with the conservation 
department and know how you feel. 

As to Jobs, the best suggestion I ean make is to look 
for a fellowship in one of the southern research unita of the 

Biological Survey. Compared with the rest of ue they really have 
&@ lot of money, There is one in Virginie, one in Alabama, one in 
Texas, and a new one is just being set up in Missouri. I don't 
know the details of your academic training, but I would be willing 
to recommend you to any of these units. The men in charge is 
Leo K. Couch, U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. It occurs 
to me to send Couch a copy of this letter so thet if you write him 
this. will identify you. 

T am not sure that the head men of all these unite are of 
the same grade as you may find at some of the older wildlife research 
eenters. In any event somo of them are relatively inexperienced. 

However, with your capacity for reading you could keep up with the 
world on your own hook, more or less independent of academic super- 
vision. 

You ought to be a good man to undertake research work on 
administrative questions and I would think that many of the state 
departments cooperating with these units have administrative 
questione that they would like to have analyzed. Pailing this, it 
oceurs to me that Missouri ia just finishing a house~cleaning and 
looking for good men for its departmental staff. The new director 
of conservation is I. 7. Bode and you may use my name with him. 

Give my regards to Herbert Stoddard when you see hin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



cota Hes 

1532 University Ave, 
May 14, 1936 

Mr. Joseph 0, Kircher 
Regional Forester 
Glenn Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Joe: 

Forest Service field men send me a lot of cenms tabulations, but 
4% 4s seldom I get one as diligently analyzed and interpreted as Mr, Ruff's 
(your elrewlar of May 6), Such a piece of work makes one hopeful that CCC 
dollars are at Least sometimes being spent as if they had some value. 

Herbert Smith has wished on me the oversight of game papers in the 
Journal. Seems to me Ruff's material (perhaps combined and contrasted with 
census results elsewhere in the Southeast) would make a valuable papert 
"CCC Deer Drives in the ." The range of densities found in 
various areas or types emia be expressed compactly as frequency curves, 
thus avoiding long tables. ‘the sex and age composition could be expressed as 
bar charts or a table of per cents, ‘The abundance ratios as between deer and 

other species could be expressed as pyramids or bar charts (but I would leave 
out entirely the species obviously not susceptible of drive combing, such 

as squirrel, skank, ete.). In presenting sex and age composition, the 
inability to differentiate yearlings should be acknovledged, else somebody 

will say it was overlooked, 

The excellent comments on the limitations and technique of drives 
should be retained, 

Should Mr. Raff want to write a paper, I'd be glad to criticize it 
if he wants me to. 

While I am writing you about gome matters, haven't you someone who 

could write a paper on ruffed grouse fluctuations in the southern Appalachians 

during the last few decades? ‘the whole world-wide study of cycles has needed 

this for years--it is of critical importance in fommlating cycle theory. The 

“Annual Game Reports” by Clinton Smith on the Pisgah contain data quite a way 

back, Onee I got the Biological Survey to station a man somewhere dom there 

for the purpose (Mclary-MeSweeney), but the years pass and all is silent as a 

tomb! You could run all the game research in all the universities on such 

“lost assignments" of the Bureaus--sometimes one despairs of their realizing 

that their research men are citizens of the scientific world, and not endowed 

Robingon Orusces, But then comes a piece of work by an administrator like 

Ruff and one gathers hope again} Anyhow, I also volunteer to help on this 

ruffed grouse job, (And I acknowledge that it is difficult to be just in 

judging performance at long range.)



J, 6, Kircher--2 

Best regards toe you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

P.5, I feney bureau researchers are sometimes simply uhamare of their ; 
strategic locations and opportunities. ‘They perhaps ga’ e data 
but are unable to differentiate it from the masses of insigificant stuff 
in which it is embedded, Seems to me it is Dr. Shantsz's job to help U.S,F.8, 
men identify values. 

Asks



New Soils Building 
. March 1, 1935 

Prof. G, L, Carver 
Biology Department 

: Mercer University 
Macon, Georgia 

Dear Professor Carver: 

I remember your previous letter and I am glad to hear 
from you again, 

Naturally I am heartily in sympathy with your proposed 
course work, If the students are advanced biological students, 
then you might find my “Game Management" and Stoddard's “Bobwhite” 
suitable texts. If not, some much simpler and much more localized 
textual material will be necessary, I have developed some localised 
material of this kind for my Farmers! Short Course in Game Management. 
It would, of course, not fit Georgia conditions, but it might enable 

you to compile a parallel set of material of your ow for Georgia 
@onditions, I do not at this moment have a copy, but after the 
course is completed in the middle of March, I could loan you my file 
copy, provided you are particularly interested, 

As for literature, there would be little use for any in 
connection with an elementary course, Jor an advanced course the 
bibliography in "Game Management” is fairly up-to-date on the litera- 
ture on the subject, ‘There is, of course, some which has come out 
sinee, and I can refer you to this if you can indicate the particular 
aspects which you wish to cover, 

Wishing you success in your venture, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a In Charge, Game Research



MERCER UNIVERSITY 

MACON, GEORGIA 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Feb, |25,'35. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Univ. of Wis. 
Madison, Wis. 

Deat Dr.Leopold:- um a 3 ; é 
I am planning to give a large’ part of the time in 

a five hour course in the Spring term beginning an a couple of weeks 
to wild life conservation. Many of us feel that Georgia has great 
potential possibilities for fish, game, timber, ets,, that is not only 
not being developed but is being rapidly destroyed. Some few are becomigg 
interested an@ some like Mr. Stoddard of Thomasville, Ga. ane dbbng ¢ 
fine work, I believe that if I can get some of my students interesten 
and give them some information along this line, practical results may 
result from their efforts. 

To organize this course requires much assistance and 
literature from those already engaged in the work. I have your book on 
Game Management bat that can be used as a reference work only ina 
short course. I will greatly appreciate any literature you may be 
willing to send or refer me to that will be useful in a class of thés 
nature. 

Possibly you recall a letter I sent you giving a summary of 
the game possibilities in this section. I mailed it to you when you, 
Mr. Beck and Ye. Darling were the Conservation Committee. 

| . 

Thanking you for any courtesy you may show me in tne above 
request, I am, 

Yours for more desirable wild life, 

G.L,Carver, (Prof. Biology). 

te



New Soils Building 
Jemary 4, 1935 

Mr. Fitzhugh Price 
609 Cobb Street 
Athens, Georgia 

Dear Mr, Price: 

None of the universities whieh have attempted to teach game 
management have as yet, to ay mowledge, reduced any such matter to the 
form of a correspondence course. This undoubtedly will come some day, 
put 14 is a big job and nobody has as yet had time for it, 

As for other courses, it would take you at least two additional 
‘ years to get into a position to onter anything waich might be called a pro- 

fessional course, In other words, all the professional gaue management 
instruction worthy of the name is graduate and not undergraduate work, 

The Game Conservation Institute at Clinton, lew Jersey, gives 
an undergraduate course, but this is of a vocational rather than a 
scientific character, You can get full particulars by writing to them. 

Your request for literature is not clear. If you mean litere 
ature on geme courses, the only thing outside of catalogues is the 
enelosed paper by Errington, which outlines in a broad way the character 
of the training involved, 

If you mean literature on gave management, I will have to aak 
you to specify more closely the partiqular mbjects you need information 
on, ‘the only literature consists of a collection of separates gathered 
at some labor and expense, each dealing with some very specific problem 
in connection with some partiolar species, I em glad, of course, to 
share my extra supply, but I mst first make mre that the applicant 
has a need for it, 

All of this may sound very confusing to you, because I can 
readily understand your lack of familiarity with the field, ‘The nearest 
man who could advise you competently on these things in person is 
Herbert lL, Stoddard, Beachton, Georgia. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ie In Charge, Game Research ; 

Enel. :



, 609 Cobb Ste 
Athens, Ga. 

Dec. 30, 1934 

Mr. Aldo * keopold 
Prof. of Game Conservation 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Cy M. Palmer, Jr., Director of Game Management 
at Washington, D. C., advised me to take my case to you. i 

I am connected with a large Government Park and 
Game Preserve in North Georgia and I wish a course in Game 
Conservation. Can I get thie by correspondence? I am a 

graduate of a Junior College. 

; If you can give me this course through the mail 
please advise me as to time réquired to complete the 
course, and the cost. 

Please send ma all free literature you have 
available on the subject. ; 

I hope to hear from you at an early date. 

Sincerely, 

_ Fitzhugh Pri ia



New Soils Bldg. 
June 12, 1934 

Mr, Louis Wright 
Chief Clerk ) 
Department of Game and Fish 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Wright: 

I have been looking for a competent text book on 
conservation for use in schools for a good many years, but 
I have not yet found one. P 

C. C, Nelson Publiehing Company of Appleton, 
Wisconsin, puts out a series of three volumes on “Plant and 
Animal Neighbors," “Our Forests," and “Our Food Supply," but 
I could not endorse the handling of the conservation subject 
matter as adequate, 

The Emergency Conservation Comittee, 73! Lexington 
Aveme, New York City, has started a series of "teaching 
units", of which two have been so far issued, ‘hese come 
somewhat nearer a realistic handling of the subject matter, 
but they as yet cover only a fraction of the field, 

In my opinion a school text book mst be localized. \ 
You have in Georgia one of the foremost game conservationists \ 
in the United States, namely Herbert 1, Stoddard of Thomasville, \ 
It occurs to me that Georgia schools might well retain him for \ 
a venture of this kind. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



Fie” 
STATE OF GEORGIA 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH 
ZACK D. CRAVEY, Commissioner 

ATLANTA 

June 4, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

We are very anxious to have a course 
in game conservation taught in our 
state schools, and think we will be 
successful in doing this by making 
it a part of the regular curriculum, 
provided we can get the proper text 

books. 

If you know of any publishers, firm, 
or anyone who gets out any text books 
that we can use, I would certainly ap- 
preciate your giving me their address- 
C86 

Thanking you, I am 

Very truly yours, 

LW:G Chief Clerk. 

SELL GEORGIA TO AMERICA THROUGH HER GAME RESOURCES 
‘THE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT OPERATES WITHOUT ANY APPROPRIATION FROM THE STATE
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New Soils Building 
April 9, 1934 

Mr. W, B, Danham 

. Savennah River lumber Company 
Savanneh, Georgia 

Dear Bill: 

It was a very pleasant surprise to get a letter 
: from you and I entirely share your views as to possibilities 

for both game and forestry in some of the southern states, 
It 1s too bad that companies like yours cannot pitch in to 
the job of developing these opportunities, It is certainly a 
mistaken assumption to think that government agencies are 
going to be able to do the whole job, although that notion 
seams prevalent at the present time, 

I appreciate your invitation to make you a visit 
end will keep it in mind if I ever get to your region, Under 
my present job, however, my travels are largely confined to 
Wisconsin, 

You do not say very much about yourself in your 
letter, Drop me a line sometime and open up, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 4 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

; In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



SAVANNAH RIVER LUMBER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURER 

Soutrmern Harpwoops 
DRY KILNS DIMENSION PLANT 

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 

March 30, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Tt have followed with a great deal of interest your journeys through 

the public firmament the past few years and know nothing of your 
ability as a forestry or wild life protectionist but I do know from 

practical experience that you have plenty of ability in obtaining 

the public eye. Seriously, however, I wish to congratulate you on 

the wonderful work you have been doing. I am particularly interested 

in President Roosevelt's recent appointment of you on his Conservation 

Committee and the purpose of this letter is to call to your attention 

certain facts regarding this Southern Coastal section which 1 think 

you and your Committee should keep in mind. 

My recollections of your career leads me to believe that you are more 

familiar with the West and Northwest than you are of this particular 

section. I have been down here for the last five years but I can say, 
even though I am a d--- yankee, that this section offers more oppor- 
tunity for the production of forest resources and wild life than any 
other part of the United States. The increment on Southern pines as 
you well know is from three to four times as great as most other pines. 
Natural reproduction on our pine lands is always assured, if fires are 
kept within reasonable control. A large percentage of the total area 
is typical forest land, even though large acreages are now under 
cultivation or have been within the past few years, a lot of this 

agricultural land would be more productive in forest. 

There is a real opportunity in this section, both for government and 
BUY Now private ownership, for intensive management of pine lands for naval 

nN stores production. The available stumpage for cupping has been mater- 
RA ially reduced the past five years, due to lack of vision on the part 
ines of operators in not controlling fires and turpentining trees of small 

size. It is my opinion that land which today can be purchased in large 

WEDO OUR PagT 

GOYOUR rant



blocks for $2.00 to $10.00 an acre can with proper forest management 
make a net yield of from $3.00 to $5.00 a year for naval stores pro- 

duction alone. 

Recent experiments and developments by Dr. Charles Herty in the pro- 

duction of newsprint from Southern pines, with which you are undoubtedly 

familiar, proves conclusively that good newsprint can be produced from 
Southern pine pulp wood at a cost considerably under any other section 

of the country. ‘This source of revenue can be added to the naval stores 

for the same areas. 

There are also extensive hardwood areas in this section which are typical 

and ideal forest lands. A large percentage of these areas are in swamp 
adjacent to the rivers and their tributaries. Under normal conditions 
they are naturally protected from fire and the growth conditions are ex~ 
cellent. Unfortunately, no growth studies have been made on our Southern 

hardwoods but the growth, undoubtedly, compares favorably with hardwoods 
in other sections. Owing to the density of the hardwood growth, there is 
an enormous supply of potential pulp wood primary to the production of 
saw timber. 

As to wild life, I can honestly say that this is the hunters and fishers 
paradise. You can assume that I still retain my love for this type of 
recreation and, therefore, I am in a position to judge. We have plenty 
of quail, doves, turkeys and deer, and the natural refuges make it almost 
impossible to shoot out this section if any sense at all is used in the 
control and propagation of game. Practically the same statement holds 
true of ducks and snipe. I am not mentioning such incidental game as 
squirrels, foxes, wild cats, "possums and coons, which down here are 

taken as a matter of course. 

Undoubtedly, you wonder why all this tirade about the Southern Coastal 
section, particularly since you are probably somewhat familiar with the 
facts as noted above. I might as well admit that the purpose behind it 
is somewhat of a selfish one. This Company owns considerable cut-over 
land in twenty different counties in South Carolina and Georgia. Look- 
ing into the future I am doing all I can to boost the potential values 

of this section. 

Should you in your travels want to make a more detailed study of this 
section, I extend you a very cordial invitation to make me a visit. 
If it is in the summer I shall show you some good bass fishing; if it 
is in the winter 1 shall guarantee to show you a dozen coveys of quail 
within two hours. I can probably also show you plenty of turkeys but 
I won't guarantee a kill. in the meantime let me again congratulate 
you on the work you are doing and wish you continued success. 

Yours very truly 

4



MLERCER UNIVERSITY ge p "ath 

MACON, GEORGIA i Wt 

Feb.17, 34. 

Prof.Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wild Life Conservation, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr.Leopold:- 

Many of us are enthusiastic about the wir you,Mr.Darling,and Mr.Beck 
are doing as members of the National Committee on Wild Life Restor- 
ation.We feef that your work has greater potential possibilities for 
good to the Country than almost any other recently proposed project. 

It may be in order for me to send you a copy af a letter written Mr. 
Thomas H.Reck,the Chairman of your Committee.In case you do not have 
a meeting for a few days,you will have a chan@e to think it over 
and be prepared to discuss our request at your next meeting. 

Any courtesy you may show us will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

G.L, Carver, $Prof.Biology). 

Bk Paryer



eM) MERCER UNIVERSITY 

MACON, GEORGIA 

February 13, 1934 

it. Thomas He Béck, Chairman, 
National Committee on Wild Life Restoration, 

New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mx. Becks+ 

It is a matter of great pleasure to those of us who have been interested 

for years in wild life conservation to read of the fine outlook for rapid 

and contructive work by your committee and other National officials. 1 

wish to solicit your interest in a local project which some of us feel 

has as great potential possibilities as any small area in the country. 

I will try to briefly describe it and outline what has already been done. 

The Oomilgee river valley, especially south of Macon, combines a naturel 

habitat for all kinds of native and most of the migratory wild life. 

Hundreds of thousands of acres embracing river and creek bottoms, gpen 

areas, swemps, timbered and grassy regions, ponds, lakes, ridges, etee, 

supply almost unlimited foods, cover and water. In spite of almost une 

restricted and persistent hunting, trapping, fishing and burning in season 

and out of season by men of all standards of sportsmanship, there still 

survive, sufficient for seed stock Wild Turkey, Quail, Woodeock, Duck, 

i Deer, Bear, Beaver, Otter, Gray and fox Squirrel, Raccoon, Wild Cat, Tox 

(Gray end Red), and many other fur bearing and non-fur bearing animals. 

Great numbers of wlid duck and geese dot the waters during their Southem 

sojourn whenever given an opportunity. 

All of the above may be found in less than thirty five miles south of 

Macon in a strip of this valley and its adjacent uplands, beginning at 

the city limits. This is bordered by two nearly parallel roads from five 

to ten miles apart, one on either side of the river. The land is owned. 

by farmers, city men, timber and loan companies, mainly the last. The 

best timber was cut off ten toe eighteen years ago so the value of the Lend 

is now low. Very litthe is used now for agricultural purposes and prac- 

tically all is potentially more valuable for timber and geme. 

{wo years ago, I secured owners’ signatures on 17,000 acres for a State 

Game Refuge. The agreement was for three years only. The State Depart- 

ment of Game and Fish had insufficient funds to satisfactorily police this 

wre tract. In spite of several aggravating violators, however, there has been 

a notable increase in Quail, Wild Turkey, Deer and Squirrel and much less 

devastation by fire.
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We have a well organized Middle Georgia Audobon Society that has been 

stimulating interest in the conservation of "All Desirable Wild Life". 

we have taken the stand that any action increasing game will necessitate 

preventing fires and making conditions favorable for nonegame bins. 

Henee sportemen, bird lovers, fishermen, farmers, timber men, land owners, 

business mon, editors, and others are urged to unite in this conservation 

effort. We have secured that unity to a large degree. (Mr. Ozark Ripley 
spoke at one of our meetings. At that meeting were State Game Commissioner 

Twitty, State Forest Commissioner Lufburrow, and representatives of many 

other interests. Mr. Ripley said in his speech, it was the firsi time in 

his experience that the Audubon bird lover, the sportsmen, the fisherman 

and the fox hunter ever came to hear him at the same time.) 

At the risk of making this letter a little lengthy, I will state further. 

Last Friday, February 8, a committee of Audubon society consisting of the 

County Agent, & Dentist and sportsian and myself met with committees of 
the Macon Chamber of Commerce and of the Kiwanis Club. All agreed to 
sponsor and work for three objectives. 

Our first is to get a Civilian Conservation Corps unit located on nearby 

land, including probably some of the region already deseribed. This pro- 

ject has been sponsored by the Audubon Society for severe] weeks and final 

signatures of territory will probably be made next week. We are not yet 

sure, however, of getting this camp. é 

Our second objective requires more explanation. There is now being excavated 

by C. We A. mon, under the direction of Dr. Arthur Kelly of the Suithsonian 

Institute, several of the large Indian Mounds close to Macon in the Oemulgee 

valley. A bill is being introduced by Congressman Carl Vinson for an ap- 

prepriation to purchase two to nine thousand acres, including these Mounds, 

for a national Park. Our committees agreed upon the desirability of asking 

that this acreage be inereased forty or fifty thousand that we might have a 

wonderful National Bird, Game, and Fish Saneturary near these historic 

Mounds. 

It is in the interest of this second objective that I am writing you. There 

is very little Federal forest-owned land in Georgia, and none in the central 

region. I am glad to see that the Federal Saneturay, the little Blackbeard 

Island near Brunswick, is now being developed. (Some of us assisted Dr. T. 

Gilbert Pearson and others in a vigorous protest, a year or two ago, against 

giving this island to the adjoining county for some of their local real 

estate promoters to cash in on.) We ask thet you and your Committee inves- 

tigate this local project of ours and then, if satisfied of its merit, that 

you recoumend the purchase of a tract as large as you deem advisable. An 

area of 50,000 acres, exclusive of the Indien Mound Park would invélve but
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@ small part of the fine territory available and yet probably be large 
enough to serve as a sancturary for native and migratory game. 

Georgia and Florida occupy the southern tip of an immense game triangle. 
The body of this triangle inoludes all land and water between a line 
from western Georgia directly north through Indiana, Michigan and Canada 
to the Arctic Ocean. From there enother side extends easterly to the 
Atlantic Ocean. The third is the Atlantic coast line from that inter- 
section to Georgia and Florida. All migratory birds in this vast area 

; are likely to eéther winter in these two states or stop on their way to 
South America. 

of what value is it to spend millions of dollars for geese and duck 
nesting areas in the north and not have a single region to light with 
safety in Georgia? You cannot depend on State and local sanctuaries 
in the south for migratory game. We haven't any to begin with and the 
average man here isn't trained that way. Efficient Federal law enforce- 
nent must protect migratory game birds if they are to be saved. I made 
a study of the number of doves killed in Georgia in the winter of '29430. 
Conservative estimate gave over 272,500 doves killed in eleven counties 
alone, mostly over baited fields. ‘You notice that, in the triangle men- 
tioned, north of the Ohio river line, little Delaware and part of Canada 
only have an open season on Doves. West Virginia has none. Yet Georgia 
and three other southern states have September 1 to Soth to kill locally 
raised birds, then from November 20 to February 1 to slaughter those 
raised and protected in the north. Some are still shooting doves this 
month, regardless of the lawe At one "Dove shoot" December 28, twenty- 
five men killed over 1500 birds, besides many wounded, dying later. 

Meny of us, (and the number is rapidly increasing), wish to divert the 
interest of the sportsmen from killing the only surviving abundant game; 
i. & migratory doves, duck and geese, to the task of increasing our own 
native stocks <A practical demonstration by your committee utilizing our 
natural resources and seed stock in central Georgia will accomplish more 
in an educational way than by any other method. At the same time wild - 
geese and duck can use the river, ponds and lakes as a haven in a hostile 
country. It would be a center of influence resulting soon in establish- 
ing many sueeeasful State and Private sancturaies. Also the development 
of private hunting and fishing preserves well stocked with local game 
and fish will naturally follow. 

There is a third project which I have been working on for some time and 
this these committeemen also agreed to aid. This is to get signed up 

and closed to all hunting for four or five years an additional forty or 

fifty thousand acres. Then the land-owners can open up the section as
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a carefully regulated hunting and fishing proposition. We are on one 

of the direct lines of tourist travel to Florida. These thousands of 

new unprofitable lands might easily become a hunters paradise and be 

made worth while financially. 

Even though I may seem to repeat, permit me to add, I have travelled 
across Canada three wege Rt have been in all the states except two. 
I have never known any,£0 so fully combine the abundance of food, the 
diversified conditions of land, water and vegetation, the variety of 
surviving desirable animal life, and the natural sanctuary, if protected, 
for water fowl and other birds in this great lane of migration. 

e You see we are striving to do in a small way what you are planning to 
do on a National scale. We believe, if you will establish a National 
Bird, Game and Fish Senctuery in conjunction with or independent of this 

Indien Mound Park, Macon citizens will assist in every way possible in 

making it a success. 

Will you help us? I will appreciate any request for further information 

or suggestion as to procedure. 

Yours for more desirable wild life, 

Ge Le Carver, GIP, ce 
Professor Biology, - 
President Middle Georgia Audubon Society 
First VePres. Georgia Quail Restoration Ass'n,
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Dec. I4, 1933. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison , Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: - 

Dae to the fact that we are especially anxious 
to have you write the article mentioned in our last letter, 
we shall be only too glad to wait for it until January I5. 
Please let us know whether we may expect it by that date. 

Your very courteous consideration of our request is 
greatly appreciated. 

Hoping to receive a favorable repyy at your earliest 
convenience , we remain 

Cordially yours, 

Lakn. OC, Veith, 
ohn C. Mitchell , Editor



New Soils Building 
December 27, 1933 

Mr. John C. Mitchell — 
Forest School 
University af Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Mitchell: 

I dislike very much to decline your courteous 

” 4nvitation, but my obligations during the next month have 

piled up to a point where I am not justified in taking on 

_ any additional ones. 

I feel a particular responsibility for doing the 

sort of thing you suggest either well or not at all, and I 

am afraid I lack the opportunity to do it well. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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E.l.ou Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION October 134 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Leopold - 

I am attaching hereto copy of letter received 
from Heyward, as well as copy of my reply.» If you have 
any immediate reactions to this, please wire Heyward whose 
address will be - 

Octe 13-19 - Raleigh, N.C., c/o Carolina Hotel. 
Octe 20-25 - 1814 Green St., Columbia, S.C. 

My own reaction is that the set-up at the present 
time is hardly as we would wish ite At the same time it is 
better than nothing and should be taken advantage of. If 
worked properly we may be able to extend this work all over 
the South. 

I am also attaching copy of another memorandum 
from Heyward. _ 

Most of this stuff I send to you, of course, 
does not require action or answer, but is only to keep you 
informed of what is going on. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Ls a) wetter See 
Le We. T. Wa. er, Le 

. Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



- = Copy to Major Waller 

Oct. 15, 1930 

Mg. A. GC. Hoyward 
% Carolina Hotel 
Raleigh, North Carelina . 

Dear Mr. Heyward: 

I have read your report to Major Waller of October 9 ani his 
reply of Octeber 13 with a great deal of interest. You certainly have 
got some wheels turning oround,an? I congratulate you on getting se mech 
astion in so short a time. 

This 4s possibly a lay-out differing radically from any we have 
heretofore faced. It may actually be the caso, as Mr. Yoodruff avers, 
that the University of Georgia ie not an institution worth tying to. 
In all other cases we have had more or less the opposite coniition of 
worthy institutions tut inactive spertenen. 

Vhat to do unfer these clrewmstances is something which I cannot 
offer advice on from a distance, except this: do not let the matter go. 
The proposition is worthuhfle even if it merely trains a man for Twitty. 

On the other hamt, the hookup with edueational inetitutions is 
not necessarily confined to Georgia at all. ‘ms we have the University 
of Michigan studying Bongariens in 4 or 5 other states, the University 
of Wisconsin proposing to study quail in 3 or 4 other states, and the 
University of Arizona will certaialy study quail in both Ayizona and 
New Mexico. There may be some other institution not in Georgia at all 
which could in some degree or other become tied up with this proposed 

Steddara, I am sure, will have some vorthrhile ideas on the best 
way to stecr this matter, and I take it that he will welcome this pros~ 
peet of getting a full-time assistant to extend his emerimentation to 
new conditions. He left for Georgia about a month azo anf his mail 
address is The Holi, Route 1, Tlichasseo, Florida. His wire afdress 
may be something different, possibly Thomasville. Since Steddari is now 
in private practice, I take it there should be some personal compensation 
to him for the amervision of this project. As nearly as I Imov, he is 
not on a salary of any icin’ and he will also doubtless have eo menses for 
travel. 

With best regards, en! again congratulating you on your accomp- . 

lishment, * 

Yours sincerely,
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E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

October 13, 1930. 

MR. Ae G. HEYWARD ~- 

Your letter of October 9th soeameiag the Georgia Quail 
Fellowship is most interesting but somewhat disconcerting because 
of the turn it has taken - divorcing fellowship plans from the 
University of Georgia. 

I do not know thé situation in Georgia, but certainly all 
fellowships within a given state should be tied up to some educational 
institution in order to provide the necessary assistame in properly 
conducting the fellowship and in order also, and this is not the 
least consideration, to provide a permanent means of education in 
game matters at some institution. We hope, as you probably know, 
that fellowships once established in universities will be continued 
rer funds not of our own providing, thus releasing our funds to 
establish new fellowships elsewhere. 

Would it not be possible to find an institution in Georgia 
satisfactory to Mrs Woodruff and his associates, through which Stoddard 
could work and with which the Game Department could work, in this way 
tying up all of the elements necessary to a successful project. I 
have in mind that Georgia probably has an A.& M. which is not asso- 
ciated with the University and which might not be banned by Mr. Woodruff 
as being political. 

If this were not possible of course an investigation con- 
ducted under Stoddard's supervision, possibly by the Game Department 
itself, for three years tying up the whole of the State of Georgia 
to Stoddard's original investigations in the Thomasville area, would 
be of advantage and i be considered a logical out-growth of the 
Thomasville investigations. On the other hand, it is highly probable 
that at the end of three years this would lapse and the machinery 
whereby educated game managers might be provided for that area might 
be missing, as well as the machinery for the education of young farmer 
boys in the elements of game management. 

Another pe - would it be possible to interest the Coca 
Gola people, in view of the national sales of that organization, to 

. establish a fellowship at some state university in the southern group 
which they can approve, and use part of their funds, increabing them 
if possible, toward the establishment of a real fellowship in this 
university, as well as the establishment of an investigation by the
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State of Georgia under the Game Commission and with Stoddard's assist- 
ance as has been outlined? This then would heve the effect of enlarging 
Stoddard's work to take in the whole of the Stete of Georgia, and at 
the same time establishing a fellowship which covld tie this work up 
to the whole of the southern ereae Even more states might be brought 
in under this one general plan, and the Coca Cola Gompany could thus 
achieve a ee name for itself within an area where a great deal of 
Coca Gola is consumed by quail hunters. 

Still another oon - would it be possible for you to 
interest the Goes Cola people ~ 

a) Putting up a set-up as outlined covering the investigation 
of Georgia conducted under the supervision of Stoddard and by the Game 
Department, tying up the whole state with the Thomasville area; 

b) The establishment of a real fellowship in one or more 
states outside of Georgia; 

¢) Gonsenting to work this azvengesent with one or more 
additional states in the South looking towards the establishment of 
fellowships on quail under the same general plan in every state in 
the southern area, and if possible tying all of these up to a suitable 
educational institution as has been outlined by Leopold for other 
fellowships? 

This could be done with the formation of an advisory 
committee of southern sportsmen, the leaders of which could be 
suggested by Mr. Woodruff of the Coca Cola Company, and he might 
suggest the names in other states of personal friends of his or his 
associates to whom you could ge in an attempt to mt over this organiz- 
tion. In short, this might develop into practically a young foundation 
for research work on quail in the South, and I believe that at a later 
date this might be enlarged to teke in other activities such as might 
be performed by an ideal foundation, although at this time I doubt if 
it would be advisable to go any further than just research 

While it seems, as I have already said, a little discon- 
certing that our plans have sort of gone astray, this very fact if 
worked properly may be the incentive necessary to bring about the 
development of a much bigger and more satisfacto: een for 
research on quail than our original plans condengh abe ° 

I am sending a copy of your letter, together with copy 
, of this one, to Aldo Leopold for his information and requesting him 
to wire you his reactions or suggestions. 

Le We Te WALLER, JR, 
L¥TW/e DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION.
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Columbia, S.C. 
Octo 9th, 1930. 

To - Major Le W.T. Waller, Jr. 

Fromt A. C. Heyward 

Georgia Quail Fellowship 

, Since writing you last week from Atlanta regarding the 
above subject, matters have been progressing rapidly. ; 

Upon my return to Atlanta from Chattanooga, I got Mr. 
Twitty to arrange an interview for me with Mr. Woodruff, Pres. of 
the Coca Cola Company, and his personal advisor, a Mr. Edmondson. 

I went very fully into the matter of a fellowship with 
them and they were greatly interested, in fact so much so, that they 
almost ran away with the proposition from mes Both of these gentlemen 
are ardent sportsmen and like so many big business men have very 
definite ideas on any and all subjects. 

The result of my conference with them, and a later one 
with them and Mr. Twitty, is that they are together with three other 
wealthy sportsmen, prepared to underwrite a fellowship to the extent 
of $5,000.00 per year for three years, but they are not willing to 
have this fellowship in any way connected with the University of 
Georgia. Their contention being that the University is nothing but 
a political machine, and that they are not willing to turn their 
money over to them. As a counter proposition they submit that they 
want this fellowship, or investigation, to be put on by the Game and 
Fish Department, which they are willingto finance to the extent of 

$15,000. over a three year periode Théir idea is that Stoddard should 
be employed to act as supervisor and advisor, and that his official 
connection with the investigation would give more standing to it than 
would the University. They offer in addition the full use of the 
chemical laboratories of the Coca Cola Co. and their chemists. The 
idea is that the State Game and Fish Department would have an option 
on the services of the 'fellow' upon the completion of the investiga- 
tion, and a position would be created for him as the technical advisor 
to the Department. Mr. Twitty is keen for this plan. 

They are ready to play ball, and want me to get in touch 
with Stoddard, go over the proposition with him as discussed, and 
arrange a meeting in Atlanta with Mr. Stoddarde Final details to 
be worked out at this meeting. The main idea of the investigation is
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to investigate Stoddards findings in the Thomasville area as they . 
are related to all other parts of Georgia, with thenend in view of 
ascértaining a proven method by which quail can be restored in all 
sections of the state. 

It apvears to me that I have got what I wanted, except 
that I haven't got it just where I wanted it. In the long run I 
don't know but what one is just as good as the othere It certainly 
ties in the game department on scientific lines, which we ell feel 
is becoming more and more necessary if they are to make any real 
Orogresse j 

If you know just where Stoddard is at present, I 
would appreciate your wiring me upon receipt of this letter, as I 
am very anxious to get in touch with him just as soon as vossiblee 
I don't want things to cool off, as these men want action, and if 
they don't get it they might begin to get lukewarm. 

(s) Ae Ce HEYWARD.
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

Getober 13, 1930. 
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HENRY P. DAVIS ; 
a tare : : 

Ee Le HARRISON 4 ® 
Ae Ge HEYWARD ® a 
Be FP. @. WHITE “ * 
de He. OTTERSON ® * 
GC. Me PALMER 

: : JOHN BALL 

ars ae Oe ee ee 
Heyward which is self-explansa’ e 

Bulletins referred to by him will be sent out to all 
ee eee ON ie sens seek ea ee 

tion slong s line ve 
probably would result in additional paaletey Gur tne Gubdewne’ 

Relatively little attention need be paid at this time 
fe ek 36 ee & eee eee, Ste pene, Seen 

saeNeh, toh dean Ge on competent ae aid state some as 
Universities maintaining game fellowenipe within the borders 
. eco ee Serene ee rns 
At the present we are more concerned with the ishment 
Se sees renee Sone Sener ae. be Senora panes 
than in actually eving the ty iteelf along given 

Le We fT. WALLER, JR, Lutw/e DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION,
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in i explain how these figures were obtained 
wad make the statement that ney are not th gvery sues’ to be considered 
6 ee See, es Se were obteined after a caxeful in- 

veatigation after conmultation with such authorities as Grantlend 
Riese, &. He Soden, John 3. Foster, ete. 
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every state. 
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GEORGIA 7 No 

April 24, 19350. 

s 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leppold: 

Wish to gratefully acknowledge receipt 
of your letter of April 21, in which you give us data 
in regard to the desirability of attempting to raise 
quail and pheasants together. Your remarks are very 
interesting. 

We will most certainly get in touch with 
Mr. Stoddard in accordance with your suggestion. 

I am at a loss to know from what source 
Dr. Neff got his information of pheasants on our preserve 
flying to the mainland. As a matter of fact our hunting 
preserve is on the mainland, and unless he is referring 
to pheasants which are raised on Sapeloe Island, Mr. Coffin's 
private estate, I have no knowledge of his statement. I am 
writing Sapeloe today, however, to find out if they have any 
knowledge of this fact. 

I cannot answer your question in regard to 
the success we have had in maintaining pheasants on our 
preserve without artificial propagation. As a matter of 
record last year was the first year in which we introduced 
pheasants at all on our preserve. These pheasants were 
raised on Sapeloe and taken to the preserve for stocking. 
We have not actually been able to determing whether there 
has been an increase in the pheasants on our preserve. 

Thanking you again for your courtesy in 
this matter, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

JDC :ce



Ve So DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ya” 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE yo 

SUMMARY OF VORUNTEER WOODY PLANT RECCRDS 
ROMB, GEORGIA 

DRY AND PRESH SITES + TWENTY SAMPLES 

AUGUST 4, 1939 
Total Mere Seve 

Species _Qecurrence us eral Few 1-5 
le whus glabra & copallina (sume) 20 17 ee Sie 

2 Diospyros virginiana (Persimnon) 20 2 ee gs 

Ss Hieoria sp, (Iiskery) 18 a a ea 

4» Saeenfras sagsafras (Sassafras) 17 8 ea 

Se Prunus serotina (Wild cherry) 17 6 i » *£ 

6s Querous rhubra (Red oak) 17 e Fis « 

To Almas alate (Winged elm) 7 2 ® 9 6 

8, Rubia: cope (Blackberry) 16 10 Re 

9 Cornus Plokkde (Dogwood) 16 4 +e 8 

10. Vitie sppe (Wild grapes) 1s 1 $4 ¢ 6 

1le Nyssa sylvatica (Black gua) 16 1 a. ee 

1, Celtis georgiana (Georgia hackberry) 16 e: &as 

18, Lonicera japonica (honeysuckle) 4 eo €:.: 6.8 

lds Prunus sppe (Wild plum) i . © 2 

15+ Quercua nigra (iveter oak) a 2 = | '% 

165 Querous stellata (Post oak) 12 a Soe 

17%. Maseadinia sp, (Museadine) i i a ee ie 

18. Juniperus virginiana (Red cedar) i 9 $3 4 4
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Total  Humere Gove 
Species Seourrenge ous eral ow 25 

19, Morus rubra (Red mulberry) . o 6 64 § 

20» Pinus echineta (shortleaf pine) 8 2 1 % 2 

@ly Pinus taeda (Loblelly pine) 4 s $68 % 

224 Toxtoodendren radicam (Poison ivy) +: ‘6.9 

28. Guerous alba (White oak) 7 gf 2 

24, Sambuous canadensis (Sluerberry) 7 2 § i 

25. Crataegus spp. (Hawthorne) *, & 8 8 

264 Amygdalus persica (Peach) a. 2 0 z 

27. Fraxinus americana (Ash) 6 oO 1 2 

28, liquidambas styraciflua (Sweetgun) & 9 1 2 2 

29. Liriedendron tulipifera (Tulip poplar) 5 9 1 1 3 

30. Corcis canadensis (red bud) 4 3 s & o 

Sle Oxydendron arboreum (Sour wood) 4 oO ae Q 

32s Acer spps (Maple) 4 0 i 2 1 

33, Bignonia radicans (Trumpet vine) s (U8 ee. @ 

S4_ Gaylussacia sp. (Huckleberry) 3.66 ° oO ° 

S8s Grogsularia sp. (Gooseberry) 3 Boss © 

38, Malus sp. (Wild orabapple) e% eo .8 a 

87%» Celtis socidentalis (Hackberry) * 0 ae a 

88, Juglons nigra (Bleck walnut) . > § 2 

88, Pinus virginia (Virginia pine) ’ 66 2 ee 

40» Acer negunda (Box elder) s 6 , 8%



aha 

Total Mumere Seve 
Species Seourrence ques eval Few 3-6 

41, Rubus sp, (Dewberry) ak oe 4 

424 Quercus phellos (Willew onk) . t i 

43. Melia azedarach (Chinaberry) . 40% 

44 Aesoulus aps. (Buckeye) ¢ 0 a. ie. Se 

45ePhytollaca americana (Pokeberry) * 9 o 2 9 

46, Pragaria sp. (Strawberry) 8 * 8+ # 

47, Ailenthus altissim (‘tree of Heaven) s ¢ ae 0 

48. Cornus stolonifera (Swamp dogwood) ; 8 Liar ee 

49, Diervilla lonicera (Sush honeysuckle) i 6 e % 

50. Quoreus Muhlenbergii (Chestnut oak) 1 6 , 2s 

Bl. Gleditsia triecanthos (lioney locust) it 6 ats 

52. Rebinia pouedoneagia (Black locust) . % e 6 i



alae Us Se DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

SUMMARY OF VOLUNTERR WOODY PLANT RECORDS 

Sek Sox HOIST AND WET 3 SAMPLES 

fotel Numer+ Seve 

— Species Seourrense ous orl Fou 16 

1. Rubus ep. (Blackberry) 6 ¢ 2 o 8 

Ze Rhus glabra & copallina (Swae) é 4 1 3 8 

Be Ulmus spe (ilu) ~ 4 ° 1 4 

4e Prume serctina (Wild cherry) 6 0 4 “4 

Se lonleera japonica (Noneyeuskie) 3 ° o 0 

6s Prunus ape (Wild plea) s 3 2 ° 9 

Te Vitis spp. (Grape) s 6 2 s 0 

8. Morus rubra (Red mulberry) 6 oO 2 # 3 

9 Diospyrus virginiana (Persimen) . 4 2 4 0 

20. Hieoria spp. (Hickory) 4 @ ° ee 

Ils Quercus alba (White onk) 4 8 6 ee 

12. Liquidanbar styraciflua (Sweetgua) + 6s i a 

13+ Quercus rubra (Red oak} 4 0 1 1 3 

14 Juniperua virginiana (Red osdar) 4-8 ° * 4 

15 Texieodendron radicans (Poison ivy) :.4 o oO 

16. Quereus nigra (ifater oak) * 3 1 * 3 

17s Sambueus eanadensis (Slderberry) . 4 0 s 4 

18, Sassafras snesafras (Sascatras) ae 0 2 0 

1% Quercus stellata (Post onl) * 1 ° a 4 

20, Salix nigra (Willow) $.% ° s % 

21. Fraxinuse americana (Ash) * i ° o 8 

22. Musoadinia sp» (Musoadine) $4 1 2 0
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. Total Numer- Seve 

23. Platine cecldentalis (Sycamore) $ 96 z 3 4 

Re Celtis oeoidentalie (ieokberry) $ 6 1 9 8 

25» Cornus florida (Dogwood) 3s ° 3 

264 Phytolacea americana (Pokeberry) zs 6 ° Ss .4 

2%. Amygdalue persics (Peach) s oO 0 %.% 

28% Nyssa sylvation (Slack gum) 2 e ° 

29. Bignenia radicane (Trumpet vine) * 8 ° o 0 

30. Gladiteia trincanthos (Honey locust) 2 0 © 2 0 

Sl. Pinus echinata (shortleaf pine) ae 0 s 6 

$2s Cereis canadensis (Red bud) 2 0 o ‘4 

33» Pinus taeda (joblelly pine) s @ 0 3 

B4e Acer ape (Mmple) 2 0 ° “4 

35. Cornus stolonifere (Swamp dogwood) : & ° o 0 

86. Gaylussacia ap. (Huckleberry) s 4 ° ° 0 

37s Betula nigra (Riverubireh) i § ° i 8 

38¢ Aver negunda (Box elder) a, o o % 

. 39» Ailanthus altissim (Tree of Heaven) ° 6 i 

40. Crataegus sp. (Nawthorne) fis 4 o 1 

41, Liriodendron tulipifera (Tulip poplar) a; 4 6 .-% 

42. Quorous montens (Chestaut oak) i. 4 o ¢ % 

435 Gwrous pholles (Willow oak) a 0 o i 

44. Robinia peuedoaskois’ (Black locust) “a o 1



File: Georgia” 
; Forest-Fire 

Quail 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

See bulletin by Herbert L. Stoddard, "Use of Fire on 

Southeastern Game Lands," January 15, 1935. Filed in Food & Cover Box,



: File Georgia 

i Cross Reference \ 

See letter from A. Frazier Morgan, Sapeloe Island, 

on flying distance of pheasants over water, filed under pheasants.



GHORGIA GETS GAME REFUGES Cos % lie 

"The state game and fish commission of Georgia has begun the estab- f 

lishment of a series of game refuges and public shooting grounds in various 

parts of the state. Commissioner Peter S$. Twitty calls attention to the 

rapidly decreasing opportunity for hunting by the public on account of the 

taking up of the greater part of the available areas by private shooting 

‘i clubs and individuals, and points out the necessity for the state to provide 

@s much as possible in the way of opportunity for the ordinary individual. 

One forest ana game preserve has been created in North Georgia and 

others are to follow in the central and southern part of the state and on 

the coast. Georgia is also assisting to keep up the supply of game by in- 

portations and plantings. Six thousand quail were imported from Mexico in 

(Gs and five thousand in 1927."



GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND : ee 
FISH CONDUCTING QUAIL SURVEY CLA - 

"During the past few years the Department has conducted an 

aggressive campaign against forest fires, and urged the farmers and 

sportsmen of Georgia to plant proper food and leave sufficient cover 

for the quail, This year we have under way a scientific, compre- 

hensive survey of quail conditions throughout Georgia, to determine 

the status of the quail in the respective sections of the State, 

the prevalence and effect of the various species of vermin to be 

found, giving particular study to the relation of the fox to quail. 
The survey will include a study of food and cover conditions in 

each section, and will seek to gather all other information upon 

which to base an intelligent program for conserving and increasing 
the supply of birds in each section of the State. 

This work will be under the supervision of a man who has made 

@ a special study of quail and its enemies, food habits, etc., but 

the survey cannot be made a success without the voluntary coopera= 

tion of the sportsmen and landowners of Georgia who are interested 
in the subject. 

The Department has prepared a questionnaire containing about 

fifty questions which we are very anxious to get into the hands of 

sportsmen and landowners who will cooperate with us. Sportsmen and 

landowners in each section who are sufficiently interested and who 

will help us make the survey a success are urged to write us for 

one of these questionnaires and fill in the same and return to us. 

These questionnaires will be used as a basis for the personal in- 
@ vestigative and research work to be conducted in each locality." - 

Department of Game and Fish-Georgia. 

Me Varn f Gq WALLA ne Botha Me CFF, mmermmerneres 

Marche 2, '931 

ESTABLISHED 1608
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No. 1l PROMOTION NEWS BULLETIN July 16, 1928 

VALUE_OF GEORGIA'S WILD LIFE 

Information of a most interesting and enlightening nature is contained in 

the recent report of the Georgia State Game and Fish Department relative to the 

number and value of wild life species taken during the hunting season of 1927-28. 

Statistics released by Commissioner Peter S, Twitty show that game valued 

at $5,236,250 was taken in the State of Georgia during this period, which is 

considered an average hunting season for that state. 
Authorities are of the opinion that Commissioner Twitty is ultra-conserva- 

tive in placing his valuations on several of the species and that double the 

total valuation contained in his report would be nearer the correct figure. 
The aggregate kill and valuations thereof, as contained in this report, 

follows 

SPECIES NUMBER TAKEN VALUATION PER HEAD TOTAL 

Quail 4,900,000 040 $1,960,000 

Doves 4,100,000 230 1,230,000 

Rabbits 5,000,000 or more 925 1,300,000 

Squirrels 1,200,000 025 300,000 

Ducks 225,000 1.00 225,000 
Snipe 100,000 240 40,000 

Wild Geese 21,000 1.50 i 30,500 
Woodcock 23,000 075 17,250 
Turkey 9,000 4,00 36,000 
Marsh Hens 100,000 75 75,000 
Deer 750 30.00 22,500 

Totals 15,678,750 $5,236,250 

‘ee Commissioner Twitty obtained his figures by sending out 10,000 carefully 

prepared questionnaires to hunters and officials all over the state, names taken 

at random from the official license list of hunters, and asking that each recip- 

ient make a report just as accurately as could be done of the number of each 
species of game killed by the individual during the season. Market men and food 

authorities were consulted, especially with reference to the rabbit kill. 
The report reveals that the Average Georgia hunter kills, during the 100 

days of open shooting, 49 quail, 41 doves, 12 squirrels, 26 rabbits, 24 wild 

duck, 14 marsh hens and 1 snipe. The county license is $1, so the Georgia hun- 

ter certainly gets his money's worth.
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The valuation placed on quail in this report is considered extremely con- 

servative. Of course a live bird is worth more than a dead one, but it would 
cost the state in excess of $8,000,000 to replace last season's quail kill with 

Mexican quail, bird for bird, Commissioner Twitty places his valuation of a 
killed quail at 40 cents, while game breeders tell us it costs approximately 

$2.12 each to raise these birds in captivity. 
According to federal reports 64,981 sportsmen paid $79,155 into the state 

treasury for the privilege of hunting in Georgia last season. With these funds 
the State Game and Fish Department was operated, It is easy to see that unless 

the program of game restoration does not immediately receive a much greater 

financial support the enormous annual wild life kill in that state cannot long 
continue. 

At the lowest possible cost of replacement for each bird and animal killed, 
it would cost the state considerably in excess of $8,000,000 if the hunters 

should set about such an undertaking. Aside.from that consideration » which is 
merely an illustrative one ~ the compilation of the state game and fish departe- 

ment, from its survey and questionnaire, shows that the wild life of the state 

is furnishing food value to the people of that commonwealth in excess of five 

and a quarter millions every year. 

Obviously it is an asset of the state well worthy of co-operative protece 

tion and preservation.
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